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REPORT OF THE ANNEWARI COMMITTEE 
FOR THE DETERMINATION OF STANDARD 

YIELDS 

CIIAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

J. Thc main problem dealt with in this report is that of 811~~~ard 
fixation o( 'standard yields' of the different crops for each Y e · 
District in the State, which arc used as a standard of com· 
parison {or lixing the annewari of the crops in individual 
villages, the standard yield itself rcprcscnting the yield of a 
12-anna crops. The 1 1llngc anncwari of the uop• regulates 
the recovery of land rc"muc, it being suspended in bad years 
in half or full according to a prescribed scale, when the 
avc.-ra;;c :mncwari of the crops in the villaj:;e (weighed in 
proportion to the areas sown under the different crops in the 
villa;;e) falls bdow ccrtain nmits and in good yean the 
auspemlcd land rc1·cnut• bdng rt-<overed as an additional 
i"'talment of one-half or the whole of the normal assessment 
when the: average anncwari exceeds certain limits. 

2. The annewari formula currcnrly in use in the Distrins Ih• 
1 of \Vt·stern i\laharashtra is as follows: Covernmt·nt Circular ror:::::.:~ 

1\femoran<lnm. Rt'1·cnue Dt·panmt•nt, No. AN[. lOSt, dated 
24-7-195-J (.-\ppcndix 11-Ql of this rcp<>rt, and (2) Covernmcm 
Resolutiotn, Hc:1·cnuc Department, No. ANI 105~-11-C, dated 
17th Dcamhcr 1957 (Appt·ndix II R)-

. Obs•·•v•·d yidd Standard soil annas 
Anncwan = 12 X Standard yield X Suil annas of the field 

In this formula, the 'observed yidd' means, the yidd per auc 
of the c-rop in a given fidd which may be determined either 
by a crop-cutting c:xperimcnt by rc:aping the: crop from a 
mc:asurc:d area such as one guntha or by an eye estimate. 
When the yield is determined by a crop experiment, the 
wdght is to he multiplied hy a correction factor callied 
"clria~e factor" (supplil'J by the Ap;riculrure Dt·partmcnt) 
to allow for the reduction in weight resulting when the: grain 
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beCO!Des: dry: 1 ;lien~e, the . ~'obser_ved yi~ld u · represents' the 
yield pe~ acre,{)£ dtied grfUll· . 

\ . . .. .· . ' . ' . . " ... -- . 
3· 'Soil annas' of the jield meljns the classification value 

expressed in annas of the soil of _the field which is related to 
its rate of assessment of land revenue as follows :-

t • ' ., . ' f. I . '. • 

Rate of Soil annas of the filed · Maximum rate of 
assessment = X assessment for the 
per acre " ~; ' · · d 6 ·; li · · 1 1 · : l Settlement Group. 

4· · :'Standard· Soil Aiinas' means the aV'erage classificadon 
value of the lands in which the particular crop is commonly 
grown· in that District. ·Thus, the standard yield gives the 
average yield per acre of the crop which is realised in the 
District when the average annewari of the crop· fur the 
District as a whole is equal to 12. The formula involves the 
assumption that in any particu1ar year the yields of any crop 
in· different ·fields; are directly proportiona~ to their · soil 
classification valueli. · 

' ' 

. 5. Th~ ~hove f<?rmula has. also been made . applicable to 
the Districts in .the Marathwada region. . · . . .. 

6:· In th~. Vidarbha ·region, a _different formula is used, nz._ .· .. ! :· .• £,, . . : 

. . . ObS< rved yield 
Anne\Yarl = 13! · X Sta d d . ld .. · .. nar)'le 

[n the Vidarbha formula 'standard yields' corresponds to the 
annewari of 131) annas instead of 12 annas and further 
that formula makes n0 allowance for the differences in the 
soil classification values of ·the fields. 

7. The nomenclature 'standard yield' is not fixed and the 
terms used are often 'standard normal yield' or simply 
'normal yield'. Throughout _this report, however, we shal•l 
;cstricr ourselves. to ~he term .'standard yield', firstly, because 
It emphasi.es that the ·'standard yield' is primarily a standard 
of comparison for the valuation of the crops, i.e., fo'r judging 
th~ degree of their failure or succ.ess in bad and good· years; 
secondly, because it is necessary ,to distinguish this term from 
the term 'normal ,yield'. which is now used by the Agricul
tural_ Statistici~ns with_ ~ specifi~ meaning: 'the average yield 



per ;:tcre obtained in a given area over ·a stated period of 
years is,,called 'the normal yield of that area'. This usuage 
has. become well-established and we recommend that in 
fpt!Jre, the .term 'normal yield: should be used only in the 
above sense of average yield and so far as the yields required 
for the Revenue. Department's annewaris which regulate the 
suspension and .lJ'einissidw of hind revenue are concerned, only 
the term J~standard 'y[eld" ; shbuld be used. The terms 
'standard ·normal yield' should· not be used for any purpose 
a,s it would lead to cqnfusion. 

' . 
8. It may also .be remarked here that throughout this 

'report' we . .have often: used simply the term 'yield' in place 
of the. more. accurate expression 'yiekl per acre' in order tb 
avoid .what would have been otherwise a tedious repetition. 
For indicating the crop produced in a region the term 
'produce' has been generally used . 

. 9. The remarks made in the above paragraph brings us Point at 
to the root of th~ discussion which led to the appointment Issue. 
of this Committee, viz., whether the· 'average· yield' over aJ. 
peJ5od of years should not itself be taken as the 'standard 
yield' for judging the;. degree of failure or success in bad ort 
good years. In fact, the State Government has already 
adopted this basis under Government Resolution, Agriculture 
and Forests Department, No. SNY 1053-A, dated 18-11-1959 
(Appendix II-S) in which it is laid down that(!he 'standard 
yields' should .be fixed on the basis of a moving average of the 
yields. per acre obtained in the preceding ten years and they 
were accordingly fixed ior the crops paddy, rabi-jowar and 
~heat for which ten years' crop-cutting data was availablt;:l 

10. Tables· of standard yields had been compiled Previous 
previously in 18~4. ,1927 and 1944. The standar<l yie!ds given d;/!'::~! d 
II\ these s~atements ~n;· m~c,!t_ h~~er!han the average yie~s ~eld'. r 
tabulated. under the above mentioned Government Resolu-
tion of 1959. Definitions of 'standard yield; were also given 
first under Government Resolution, Revenue Department, 
No. 725 of 1-2-1898 (Appendix II-B) and then under Govern-
ment Resolution. Revenue Department, No. 7392, dated 
3-S-19)1 (Appendi~ IT-I). In none of these tables or 
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definitions, however was the standard yield equated with the 
'average yidd obtained over a period of years', but the defini
tions on the contrary imply that the standard yield had to 
be different and would be substantially higher than the 
average yield. · · 
0 

11. The first definition , contained in the r Government 
Resolution of 1898 rdates to a period before· the scale of 
remission and suspension was formulated. This definition is 
not thus rdated to the scales of suspension and remission, 
and is not therefore so rdevant for our purpose. Thai: 
definition seems to have been framed by the Government of 
India more with the object of aiding in making estimates of 
the produce of agricultural crops which the Government of 
India then required. Nevenheless, in this Government 
Resolution, it has been stressed that the standard yield
which in this Government Resolution is described as a normal 
yield-would be substantially above the average. The rele-

. vant extracts from the Government of India letter, dated 
23-I0-189i which is quorecl in the preamble of the Govern
ment Resolution is as follows:-

"It will be noticed that in the above instructions, the 
word 'normal' has been substiruted for 'average'. The 
normal crop has been defined as that crop which 
past experience has shown to be the most generally 
recurring crop in a series of years--the typical crol? of 

· the local area; the crop which the cultivator has a nght 
! (as it were) to expect and with which he is (or should 
I be) content, while if be gets more, he bas reason to 

rejoice and if less be bas reason to complain: This 
· will not necessarily correspond with the average crop 
of a series of years which is indeed an arith~ti~al 
abst_rac:tion and may possibly _never occur. -F'or it is 
obvious that in a tract in which the agricultural 
standard is low and the harvest precarious 'the yield 
of the year' will fall below the normal as above defined 
more aften: and more largely than will be the case in 
!l highly cultivated and well..irrigated tracts and that 
m the former case the average wiii probably be 
considerably below the normal while in the latter it 
will probably approximate closely to ir." 
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· 12. In: the··ab'ove definition, the. normal yield has been 
taken as corresponding to the '~odel_y~!d'. ·As stated above, 
the definition seems to· have been framed more as an aid in 
framing estimates' •of crop yieias; For our purpose, the more 
relevant definition is that laid down by the Bombay 
Gov~rnmen~ 1 .11¥d,er . Government . Resolution, , Revenue 
Department, dated 3-8-191!.. In. this, the standard yield is 
tiefined as ,"the' ·~r~p whlch the cultivator . may reasonably 
expect from his field in a year of rainfall fairly favourable 
in, quantity and distribution and .with proper cultivation." 

13. In the Land Revenue Rules themselves (Administra
tive Order XXX), standard· yield is defined as "th~_average 
yjeld_pf.sa.tisfac!ory season". In his commentary of the Land 
Revenue Rules, Mr. Anderson (who had considerable experio
ence of Land Revenue Administration of the Bombay State, 
having held for a long period the post of Director of Land 
Revenue and Commissioner of Setdement) has described 
atandaa-d yield as "t.!!e.yiel<!_i!! ~.P!et~_ g09!Lyear". 

14. In fact the suggestion that the average yield should 
be taken as the standard yield had ·been specifically raised 
previously and was rejected by Governmen in 1923. The 
proposal• was made by Mr. Mountford who was then the 
Ccmmissioner, Southern Division (vide his lietter No. REV 68, 
dated 20.3-1923, quoted in the preamble of Government 
Resolution· No. 7773, dated 14-5-1923, Appendix 11-J). He 
argued that a 'satisfactory' season was one which seldom 
()(;Curs in practice and that taking the yield of the latter as 
standard for comparison resulted in heavy and unnecessary 
sacrifices of revenue to Government.· The matter was· then 
considered by the Commissioners and the Director . of 
Agriculture in Conference. The latter did not agree with 
Mr. Mountford's view that the existing definition resulted in 
unnecessary sacrifices of ·revenue' to Government and opined 
that there was no reason for departing from 1911 definition, 
namely, that a normal crop is the crop to be expected in a 
vear of rainfall fairly favourable in quantity and distribution. 
The Commissioners' view was upheld by Government 
(Government· Resolution, · Revenue. Department, No. 7773-B, 
dated 23rd June 1927 Appendix Il-K). At about this time, 
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a Committee was also appointed by Government, called the 
Annewari Committee, consisting of senior Revenue official~ 
and members of the Legislature. This Committee also did 
not make any recommendations for departing from the 1911 
definition. · 

15. The matter was next considered in 1941 (Governmeni 
Resolution, Revenue Department No. 7773-ill, dated 10-7-1941 
(Appendix II-0). In the preamble of the Government 
Resolution is quoted the Letter of the Commissioner No. 205 
dated lith January 1941, in paragraph 4 of which the Com
missioners state that the present standard of valuation is the 
12, anna crop which means the yeild in a season of rainfall 
fairly favourable in quantity and distribution and with 
proper cultivation of land of known classification quality. 

16. Further on it is stated in the letter that the Director 
of AgricuLture did not agree with the above definition but 
proposed instead another definition, namely, that the normal 

. yield is the crop which the cultivator will not be disappointed 
to realise. It will be noted that the definition proposed by 
the Director is on the lines of the definition given by the 
Government of India in 1898. 

· li. This brings us to a slight divergence between the point 
of view of the Revenue and Agriculture Departments. The 
latter Department is mainly concerned with making estimates 
of the yields from year to year and the definitions of standard 
yields proposed by it are with this aim in view. On the other· 
hand, the Revenue Department is mainly concerned with 
suspension and remission of land revenue and definitions of 
Standard yield proposed by it are more related to that end. 

18. In this letter, the Commissioners have remarked that 
the definition proposed by the Director was preferable as it 
was more definite. It is however difficult to understand the 
reasoning under1ying this view. tpie degree of mental 
satisfaction of an (average) agriculturist seems to be ~s much 
if not more. difficult to determine than the. saosfactory 
nature of an agriculrural seasoii:l In any case;· even in the 
1941 Government Resolution, c;-o'vcmment did not make any 
change iu the 1911 definition of 'standard yield'.: Apart from 
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this, even according to· the definition· proposed by the 
Director of Agriculture the standard yield would be higher 
than the average yield. 

·· 19. 'l'he above view that the -standard yield should be 
above the average yiell:l is also confirmed· by the previous· 
taples of ~tandard yield of '884, '.1927 an<j. 1944; the yields 
in which are ml!_ch_ higher than the_ average yields tabulated 
under the . 1959 . Government Resolution, This will. be seen 
:fi-oin the table below which 'compares the yields fixed under 
the 1959 Government Resolution, with those fixed under the 
previous Government Resollution of 1944 (Government 
Resolution, Revenue Department, No. 7289/39, dated 
28-9-1944-Appendix-11-P) :-

TABLE No. I 

Table showing standard yield for 1959, 1944 and percentage 
of 1959 standard yield to 1944 standard yield 

. Crop 

Rice Wheat Rabi Jowar 
District ..------"------. r-A.-, r-A.-, 

SY(I) SY(II) I /II SY(I) SY(II) I/ II SY(I) SY(II) 
(1959) (1944) per (1959) (1944) per (1959) (1944) 

cent cent 

!/II 
per 
cent 

(I) (2) (3) (4) ' . (5) . (6) (7) (8) (9) - (10) . 

,, 
1; Ahmedabad 529 1,440 37 272 500 54 . 314 600 62 

t. Kaira 540 1,320 41 405 600 6-i' 374 •• - "j • .. 
3. Broach ... 348 900 39 249 600 41 385 I 820 , 47·. 

4. Panch Mahala •• 396 1,200 33 405 700 58 374· 820 49 
5, Surat .. 821 1,560 53. 257 560 46 374 600 62 

6. West Khandesb 273 1,080 25 294 600 49 _385 :m 67 
' 7. E8st Khandeah • • · • .. . "·" 320 ,600 . 53 . 385 575 67 

8. Naaik 698' 1,080 65 241 .,- . 460 52 194 520 37 

9, Ahmednagar 671 1,040 . 64 196· 460 43 198 

10. Poona ... 764 I, 120 68 198 350 57 143 ' 400 36 

II; · Sholapur • • 198 400 49 . 209 350 60 

., 
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TABLE No. I -cont. 

Crop 

Rice Wheat · ' Rabi Jowat 

SY(I) SY(U) lin SY(I). SY(Il? I/II 
.· ........--.~.~ District 

(1959) (194t) per · (1959) (1944 per 
SY(I) SY(ll) 
(1959) ll944) 

I /II 
per 

cent cent cent 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

12. Satara .. 660 1,120 59 • 325 500 65 

13. Belgaum 906 1,140 79 142 560 25 206 800 26 

14. Thana 1,130 1,200 94 

15. Kolaba 1,128 1,250 90 

16. Ratnagiri 870 950 92 

-- •NOTB.-Standard yield was not revised in 1959 as the 1959 Survey data was not adequate 
to give well-determined normal yidds. 

20. Thus, the 1911 definition had been. in force for a 
period of over 40 years. The subsequent equation of the 
standard yield to the average yield came about in the follow
ing circumstances. 

Recom- 21. The Government of India had appointed in 194~ a 
:::;'=~Technical Committee for co-ordination of a~cultural statis
Committee tics in different States in India. The Commmee . was mainly 
ap~ concerned with improving _the_methods _of .. e~ti~ation. of 
~ent of agricultural production and laymg down a umform system 
India In in connection therewith. One of the statiscs- was · required 
1949. to express the effect of the season on the crop yield. The 

Committee recommended that (the seasonal . condition 
factor should be expressed by- defining the . 'normal 
yield' as a moving average of the yields per acre of the crop 
obtained during the preceding penoil of ten· years, the ratio 
of the estimated yield per acre of the crop dunng a ·particular 
year to the normal yield expressed as a percentage being 
shown as the seasonal condition factor for tha~ yea!:. , . 

22. As stated above, the Committee was mainly con
cerned with laying down a · uniform system on an All 
India basis in connection with the estimates of agricultural 
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production. The question as to what stadards should be used 
for deciding suspensions and remissions of land revenue. was 
not included .in the , Committee'& . terms of reference and 
perhaps such a point could hardl}Lbe, considered by .an All 
India Committee as the land revenue .syst.ema; prevailing in 
different States may be , widely , .different. The Committee 
had, also not made any recommendation on this 1 ·point.'- .. It 
appears, however, thai: it had discussed. ·in an informall !Dan• 
ner with the State . representatives of . the Revenue and 
Agricultural Departments whether the normal yield as deiin· 
ed by it for the purpose of the seasonal condition factor 
could not. also be used for making the annewaris required for 
granting suspensions and remissions of land revenue. · The 
State representatives appeared to have agreed with this view; 
The Director of Agriculture had . accordingly in his .letter 
No. RES 493/601, dated 14th January l?!.S recommended 
that · the Statistical Committee's recommendations may . be 
accepted and the standard yields fixed accordingly on . the 
basis of moving average per acre · obtained in. the_ past ten 
years. ' Government . had then , obtained views· ,of the 
Collectors on this proposal. The relevant file could not be 
traced, but .it appears that no objection wa·s raised and 
consequently the above-mentioned orders in -the Government 
Resolution, Agriculture and Forests Department, of 18-11-1959 
were passed. · ·· · · . ', ·· 

J 

23. The question regarding the validiay • of the . above 
method of fixing the 'standard yields' was •raised in 1961 by 
Shri V. M. Joshi who was then the Commissioner, •Bombay 
Division (and who is also the Chairman of the ·present 
Committee). In; 1961, parts of; the , Nasik District .were 
affected by , scarcity conditions. A rna jor crop of this 
District is Bajri, the . 'standard yield' of which as , fixed in 
1944 was 360 lbs. The yield was not revised under the 1959 
Government Resolution, as ten· ye;~rs'. data for Bajri crop for. 
the District was. not then avaiJable. However, ten years' data 
had become available in the meanwhile and· on. a. reference 
from the Collector of Nasik, the Statistician of the Depart
ment of Agriculture replied that the average yield per acre 
for the period of ten years from 1950-51 to 1960-61 came lq 
235.4 lbs. and suggested that this average. may ,.be. used as 
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'standard yield' for making the annewari •. It was found :tha\ 
with the latter as the 'standard yield', many villages which 
were previously classed. as affected by scarcity conditions, i.e., 
as .having an annewari below 6 annas and. which were .there; 
fore .entitled to halt. suspension of land revenue 'and other 
relief measures, such as, star:ting of scarcity measures, etc.1 
would have to be classed as non-scarqty villages. In fact; in 
many villages, the annewati -went up above H ·annas ·SO·'that 
instead of being eligible for half suspension, the. villages 
became due for recovery of I Y,. times the normal lanu 
revenue. These anomalies were pointed out by Shri J osbi, 
who argued out that the -adoption of the average yield as 
the sandard yield was at variance with the practice followed 
in the past 50 years and would frustrate Government's 
scarcity relief policies as the standard yields would be fixed 
at too low a leveL · . . 

24. The correspondence which ensued. consisting of
(1) Shri. Joshi's D. 0. letter No. 532JREV 8851, dated 

31-10-1961 addressed to the Director of Agriculture, 
(2) The latter's D. 0. reply No. ST ATJI.S. l25J55fiJ 
of 1961, dated 29-11-1961, (3) D. 0. letter, No. 532-REV 
9391 dated 11-1-1962 addressed by Shri Joshi to the 

. Secretaries to Government of the Revenue Department 
and the Agriculture and Forests Department, (4) the 
remarks of Dr. Panse, Statistical Advisor, Institute of 
. Agricultural Research Statistics, whose adviCe . was 
sought in the matter, and (5) Shri Joshi's comments 
on (4), are given in Appendix I, sub-appendices A, B, 
C, D and E, respectively. • . ' 

25. The matter was thereafter discussed in a meeting of 
Officers of the Revenue, Land Records and . Agriculture 
Departments held in the Chamber of the Secretary, Agricul
ture and Forests Depanment (vide proceedings of the 
meeting-Appendix 1-F). It was decided therein that the 
whole question should be referred to a Technical Committee 
and the present Committee was appointed by Government 
as a result. · 

26. As stated in paragraph 2, the annewari formula in use 
in Western Maharasbtra and Marathwada Districts is 
based on the :~sumption that the yield per acre of any crop 
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in a given year is directly proportionate to the soil classifica
tion value of the fieldJ The validity of this assumption had 
frequ_ent!y been quesfloned in the past, but in -spite' of much 
discussion, the formula was allowed to stand mainly due 'to 
the absence of any better alternative.· 'The • Vi9\lt_l:lha 
formula, on the other hand, did not make an allowan-ce for 
qifi~ences in the soil fenil.!ty. "ft- was therefore decided that 
in addition to the fixation of 'standard yields', the questions 
regarding the val[dity of this assumption and the .connected 
one of introducing uniformity· in annewari formula in use 
in Vidarbha and remaining parts of the State, should also 
be referred to the Committee. Accordingly the • fullowing 
terms of reference of the Committee were laid down· in the 
Government Resolution:-

(I) To examine the fixation of standard yields and suggeSt 
suitable standard yields for each major crop. in each 
District of the State in the light of .the available, result~ 
of crop<utting experiments maqe in. the p~st. -sey~ra1 · 
years; 

(2) To examine the suitability of the'laiiile\vari"<formula 
and in particular the manner in which• the· a!lowa:rfc'e 
is made in the formula for variations· in ·the· fetti!fty 
of the soil and suggest necessary modificatiom, if any, 
in it; and . · .:. . . .... ' .. :.

1
; . ; 

(3) To introduce uniformity in the annewari formula :used 
in Vidarbha region and the rest of the State. 

' . . ···.·= 
27. As the primary purpose of the :'standard yield' is to Outline 

I h f . d . . . .f 1" 'd of the regu ate t e grant o suspenSions an · reni1ss10ns o an Report. 
revenue in bad years and recoveries of suspended arte'ai'S. in 
good years, it is necc:ssary to exami~e the .basis, underlying 
the scale relating to the grant of suspensions and remissions, 
This is done in Chapter II. · 

28." Chapter III contains extracts _taken over a period. of 
about 40 years from I900 to 1940 from the repOJ;ts !Jf Revenue; 
Officer, such as Collectors,_ COmmissioners · and the noting!f 
in the Secretariat files, which show bow the concept . of 
I 2-anna yield was interpreted in practice by experienced 0 1 A-I0-2-A. .a .• -n ·A 
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Revenue Officers. It is concluded that in practice an anne
wari exceeding 12 annas was taken as indicating a bumper 
crop which may be expected only once or twice in a period 
of ten years, while any annewari above 16 annas was treated 
as either impossible or at least as one which can occur very 
rareliy. 

29. Chapter IV contains a discussion regarding the tables 
of 'standard yields' prepared in 188+, 1927 and 19++, as also 
a table of estimated average yields per acre prepared in I 898. 

30. Chapter V contains the discussion relating to the 
formula for fixing standard yields. In the l~ght of the con
siderations set up in the previous Chapters, and particularly in 
Chapter II, it is recommended therein that the()2 annas crop 
should be fixed at such a level that a yield exceeding it would 
ordinarilly be described by agriculturists or Revenue officers 
as a, 'bumper crop'. and further that a bumper crop may be 
defined by convention as one expected to occur only once or 
twice in a period of ten years so that the probabil~ty of its 
occurrence is 15 %·';After discussing the merits and demerits 
of various alternatives, it is finally recommended that the 
12-anna crop may· be fixed by taking the inean of the three 
highest yields per acre realised in a period of ten years. 

31. For some Districts data for the full ten years' period 
is not available. For such districts, it is recommended that 
the standard yield may be fixed provisionally by taking the 
mean of the best three years' yields if the data available is 
for eight years or more and the mean of the best two yields 

· · when the data is available for 5 to 7 years, these provisional 
,. yields being revised when the data for full ten years becomes 

available. 
• 

32. Chapter VI deals with certain miscellaneous points; 
viz., improvement of the accurancy of the preliminary 
estimates of crop yields, fixation of 'standard yields' for 
certain crops (e.g., irri)!'ated crops) for which sufficient crop
cutting data is not available and one more point which has 
been specifically referred to the Committee by the Revenue 
Department, vi:z., annewari of fields in which grass is grown 
as a crop. 
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33. Chapter VII contains a discussion of the assumed 
relationship between tl).e classification value of the soil and 
the yield. The matter is a highly complex one requiring 
further extensive analysis of the data. This Chapter is, 
therefore, of an interim character ·and a further, report 
regarding this part which is related to points Nos. 2 and .3 
in the terms of reference shall be submitted by us later. · 

. ' 
34. Chapter VIII gives a summary of the recommen-

dations in the report. Appendix I (Sub-Appendices A to F) 
gives as stated before the previous correspondence starting 
with Shri Joshi's letter to the Director of Agriculture in 1961 
which preceded the appointment of this Committee. 
Appendix II (Sub-Appendices A to U) gives the various 
Resolutk>ns of the Bombay Government relating to Annewari. 
Appendix III (Sub-Appendices A, B, C, D and E) gives 
tables of standard yields compiled in 1884, 1889, 1898 (table 
of average yields), 1927 and 1944. Appendix IV contains 
replies received from the various State Governments to 
whom a reference had been made by us regarding the 
method followed by them in fixing standard yields. These 
replies, however, do not throw any light on the point at 
issue. 



CHAPTER II 

SCALE FOR SUSPENSION AND REMISSION OF 
LAND REVENUE 

I. The scale currently in force in the districts of W estem 
Maharashtra for regulating suspensions and remissions of 
land revenue and for the recovery of the suspended arrears 
in good years is as follows:-

TABLE No.2 

Anna classification of crops 

(I) 

II anna and over •• 

Over 8 annas and under II annas 

Over 6 annas and 8 annas •• 

Over 4 annas and under 6 annas 

4 annas and onder •• 

Proportion of 
assessment to be 

collected 

(2) 

2 

. li 

Nil 

NOT&-The instalment of one-half on the whole in addition to the normal 
land revenue is to be recovered only if there are suspended arrears of land 
revenue of previous years. 

2. The rules regarding the remission of land revenue are 
as follows:-

In Gujarat and Konkan the suspended arrears are remitted 
if they are in excess of one year's revenue and in the Deccan 
districts if they are in excess of two years' revenue. The 
suspended arrears are also remitted when they are more than 
three years old, except in certain scarcity districts, like 
Sholapur, Bijapur, etc., in which they are remitted when 
they are more than four years old. 

3. Two features of this scale are noteworthy, namely, that 
a village qualifies for suspension of land revenue when the 
crop annewari falls below 6 annas and secondly, the first slab 
starts with 11 annas, but there is no higher slab starting with 
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say I 6 annas. It is necessary to examine how these limits 
came to .be.fixed as they have a bearing on the ct>ncept of the 
12 annas yield and the connected one of I 6 annas yield. 

4. A uniform scale for regulating the grant of suspensions 
and remissions was prescribed in the Bombay Province in 
1905. The matter started with the report published in 1901 
of t:Qe Fami_ne Commission which was appointed by th~ 
Government . of India. In paragraph I 7 5 of its report, the 
Commission . has observed that " In Bombay there is at pre7 
.sent no system of suspensions or remission in ordinary years, 
but the terms of the Famine Code give Collectors ample 
p\)wers of suspensions in. the case of an abnormal failure of the 
harvest causing total or almost total destruction of the crops 
over a considerable areas and direct that such suspension 
should be eventually followed by an enquiry into each case 
as to the desirability of collection or remission" and the 
Commission further observed that "the. executive orders of 
the Bombay Government have taken away the discretion 
·allowed to Collectors by the terms of the Code". 

5. In paragraphs 277 to 280, the Commission examined 
the systems of suspensions and remissions prevailing in 
Madras, Punjab, etc., and then in paragraph 281 it made a 
general recommendation as fo!lows:-

"It is desirable to fix the relief point low in order to secure 
that enquiry is made in all cases of extensive crop 
failure; but ordinariliy we think, relief will not be re
quired when there is half a normal crop." 

6. This recommendation implied that relief by way of
suspensions or remissions would be necessary when the crops 
fell below half the normal. This recommendation was 
generall!y considered reasona,ble aDd accepted. In Bombay 
Province, the normal crop was taken as 12 annas and that 
is how the limit of 6 annas for the grant of suspension came 
to be fixed. On the publication' of the Famine Commission's 
Report, the Government of India entered into correspondence 
with various Provincial Governments on the question of 
prescribing a uniform scale for the grant of suseensions and 
remissions. The Bombay Government communicated its 
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view in its letter No. 2J.J.6, dated 17-11-1902 (Ap~dix II-C). 
In- this letter,· the Bombay Government took the ~iew that it 
would not be possible to fix the annewari . accurately) In 
para 8 of the letter, it observed that "the most competent 
expert wuld not regularly estimate the outtutn even of an 
irtdividual field within one-eight of the .actual and where the 
yield of any class of crop, not to speak of the crops of all 
classes within large or small tracts has to be gauged, it would 
be futile 'to attempt such close estimates". The · Bombay 
Government, therefore, considered that instead of fixing the 
annewari of the crop it would be better to classify the crop 
as. 'bad', 'poor', 'fair', etc:, and in para II of the letter it 
recommended the following as the suitable scale for 
regulating the recovery:-

Cla.~ification 
of crops 

(I) 

Good or bnmper 

Normal 

Fair 

Poor 

Bad 

None 

TABLE No.3 

Proportions of assessment the collection of whic.h 
would be justified in 

~------------_J~---------------~ 
Gujarat and Konkan Deccan 

(2) (3) 

2 2 

li 2 

li 

•• (except on holdings 
for which not more r 
than Rs. 1 0 is due. 
when none should 
be levied). 

0 •• 

0 

• i.e., one instalment. 

(except on holdings 
for which not more 
than Rs. 10 is due, 
when none -should · 
be levied). 

0 
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. 7. (For Deccan a· higher scale of recoveries has been fixed 
than for the Konkan and Gujarat districts:-> The reason 
given for this differentiation was that in the Gujrat and 
.l(onkan in fixing the assessment account had not been taken 
of the probability of practical failure of the crops in some 
areas, whereas in the Deccan, including Khandesh and 
Southern Maratha country full allowance had been made 
for the precarious nature of the climate (paragraph 7 of the 
Bombay Government's letter No-. 2346 dated 17-11-1902 
Appendix II-C). In other words in the Deccan areas, the 
pitch of assessment had already been fixed somewhat low 
to allow for the greater liability to failure of crops . 

. 8. Orders embodying this scale were . also issued under 
Government · Resolution, Revenue ~ment, No. 6985 
dated 13-9-1904 (Appendix II-E). The following explanatory 
note was inserted below the scale:- · 

"When crops have totally failed or are .not worth reaping 
they should be classed as "none"; where they are conSider
ably below half the normal, but stin wonh reaping, they 
should be classed as " bad "; if they are about half the 
normal, they should be classed " poor ". 

9. CoQsistentl;y with the above instruotions were issued 
to all Collectors under Government Resolution, Revenue 
Department, No. 3872, dated 16-6-1903 (Appendix II-D), that 

(!n estimating the crops, arithmetical standards which it has 
not been found possible to get applied uniformally may be 
discarded.' 

10. The Government of India however considered that 
it would be preferable to express the scak in terms of Anne
wari. In its letter No. 462-1909-4, dated 25-3-1905, it observed 
ail follws :-'- · · · 

It may be admitted that the notation of crop in anne
wari is somewhat uncertain, but it is far less so than a mere 
description as "bad", ''poor", or "fair". The Government 
of India also under its Government Resolution No. 3-99-2, 
dated 25-3-1905 {Appendix II-F), set out the general principles 
which in its opinion should regulate the grant of suspensions 
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llild .!:emissions .. In paragraph 10 of this Government Reso
lution, the Government of India. have observed that "the 
Government of India are fui~y aware that in dealing with the 
scale of relief to be given when the crops do not reach half 
the. normal standard it would be fallacious to suppose that 
the various degrees of crop failure can be accurately deal_t 
with . by slavishly following any arithmetical formula. At 
the same time, they are convinced that without the guidance 
of some arithmetical standard, it is impossible to ensure any 
kind of uniformity in the grant of relief and accordingly, 
while deprecating anything in the shape of servile adherence 
to formula they are strictly of opinion that a higher scale of 
relief on an arithmetical basis should be prescribed for 
general guidance". The Government of India further 
explained that as a minimum amount had to be left with the 
~tivator for t~e subsistence the degree ~f relief should 
mcrease as the yteld decreased more rapidlly than the degree 
of failure. That Government accordingly recommended the 
fo11m•;ing as a suitable scale:-

TABLE No.4 

Crop ( 16 annas normal) 

(I) 

6timu and less than 8 annas 

4 annas and Jess than 6 annas 

Less than 4 annas •. ' · •• 
·1 

Degree of relief 

(2) 

Per cent 

25 

so 
100 

11. The Government of India has here taken the normal 
crop as 16 annas; it apppears that in the U. P. and some 
other provinces the normal crop is taken as 16 annas. 

':i2. On the basis of the Government of Inilia's letter, the 
Bombay Government prepared draft rules for regulating 
suspensions and remissions with suitable modifications. In 
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the Bombay Province, the normal crop was reckoned as 12 
annas and this is apparently prescribed in Government 
Resolution No. 725 dated 1-2-1898 (Appendix IT-B). The 
modified scale proposed by the Bombay Government was as 
follows (vide Government Resolution, Revenue Department, 
No. 3872, dated 11-5-1905). 

Anna classification 
of crops 

Over 12 

8 to 12 

(1) 

TABLE No.5 

Proportions of assessment the collection of which 
would be justified in 

Gujrat and Konkan 

(2) 

2 

li 

Deccan 

(3) 

6. aDd over, llnder 8·:. ' 

3 

2 

li 
Over 4 under 6 · 

-.' 

Under 4 

t 
(except on . holdings on 

which· not more than 
· Rs. I 0 is due when none 
obould be levied). 

0 

0 

i 
(except on holdings on 

which not more than 
Rs. 10 is due when none 
ohould be levied), 

0 

· 13; · · These draft rules were then circulated to the Collectors 
and ·Commissioners for their remarks. All the Collectors in 
the Deccan unanimously opposed the prescription of the 
higher scale for the Deccan and urged that when the crop 
was over 12 annas, it would not be possible for the cultivator 
to pay three times the assessment as was proposed in the 
draft. Ultimately, therefore, the proposal to apply higher 
scale for Deccan districts was abandoned and in the rules 
which were finally sanctioned under Government Resolution, 
Revenue Department, · No. 2702, dated 22-1-1907, the scale 
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pif!scribed for Gujarat and Konkan was also made applicable 
to .. the Deccan. "fhe scale finally sanctioned was-

. TABLE No.6 

Anna classification of 
crops 

Over 12 
8to 12 

(I) 

6 and over, under 8 .• 
Over 4, under 6 
4 and under .• 

.. 

Proportion of assessment the 
collection of which would be 

justified 

(2) 

2 
li 

I 
i 
0 

14. Subsequently, the first slab was changed from over 
12 annas to II annas and above. This change was made in 
1928 (Government Resolution, Revenue Department, No. 
4966/24, dated 27-J-1938, Appendix Il-L). An investigation 
was then made regariling the cost involved in the grant of 
suspension and retllission of land revenue. It was felt that 
the cost was too large and some steps were necessary to reduce 
it, and hence the abovementioned change was made. For 
the same reasons, under the same Government Resolution,. 
the litllit of three years for retllitting suspended arrears was 
increased to four years in the case of scarcity Districts, like 
Sholapur, Ahmcdnagar, etc. The changes were thus made 
on an ad hoc basis and have no particular si~ificance for out 
Purp<_>Se. 

. IS. We may now exatlline· why the scale;pocs ,not go 
beyond the annewari of 16 annas. .So far as the Gujarat and 
Konka..n tracts are concerned, the following explanation wilL 
apply. 

16. The Government of India had recommended (and this 
was accepted by the Government of Bombay) that 1n a fully 
assessed tract. i.e., where the pitch of assessment· had not 

, allowed for the failure of ·crop, the suspended arrears shoul4 
be retllitted as soon as they exceed one year's assessmen9 



'f.his . .r.ul~ ... wa~ ;tppUed t(l,.t4~ Qujarat and Konkan. Conse· 
quendy, .t.h!;, quesuon .. 9£ n;qJV<;ry of more than two assess
ments~ in1.3!ly. y~ar . }lever arose in their case. Therefore, 
there W,iiS. nP gason for providing ,any higher slab in the scale 
for Jhese d~trict~: , . , , · . . · 

_ 1 'j . :I • ; . j I i .~ J '•; , ,-l 

0 17l ¥t i ,tJ:!.e _Dec;can area, .. on t;he other hand, the rule 
applied was (and th\~ ~s still in ,force) that suspended arrears 
should be remitted if they exceed two years' assessment. 
~herefore, the question o( recovery of three years' assessment 
in the Dec~aii districts' arose. In .the Deccan area, it was in 
fact first proposei:l to recover thiee. assessments whenever the 
crop exceeded I 2 annas, and the proposal had to be abandoned 
only ·because the ·collectors un.animously urged that for the 
13 annas crop or above the cultivator would find it impossible 
to pay three times the assessment. Now, if an annewari 
above · 6 annas had been considered possiblie, the response of 
Government obviously would be that ill it is harsh to recover 
three assessments for a 12 annas crop they would at least be 
recovered when the annewari is still higher, i.e., when it 
exceeded 16 or 18 annas. The fact that such a suggestion 
was not even thought of by anybody .leads strong!" to the 
inference that 16 annas was considered to be the maximum 
possible annewari. 

18. In Vidarbha districts, there are 
suspension, namely:-

two ~ales governing Scales 
of sus· 
pension 
prevail· 
In!! in 
Vldarbha 

TABLE No.7 

A Scale 
6 annas or over 

4 annas snd leas than 6 annss 

Less than 4 annas 

B Scale 
8 annas or over 

Less than 8 annas and not less than 6 annas 

Less than 6 annas 

Degree of (M p 
relief L..,;d ' 

Revenue 
Nil. Rules). 

Half; 

Full. 

Nil. 

Half. 

Full. 
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· 19. The A scale is applied to villages whose conditions is 
normal and the B scale to . those which had suffered from 
rcceBt crop failw·e or deterioration. The sanction of the 
State Government is. req!lired to be obtained to the applica
tion of B scale, except in villages in which there has been 
general suspension of land revenue in the previous successive 
two years or in which the outtlim of the crop in either of the 
p~evious two years has been less than 4 annas. 

' .. ·.. .., 

· 20. As regards remissions the suspended , arrears were 
ordinarily remitted when they were more than three years 
old and in certain specific tracts when the amount of suspend
ed arrears exceeded the annual revenue demand the excess 
was remitted. 

· 2 L As regards the recovery of the suspended· revenue, no 
precise scale was laid down in the M. P. as in the Bombay 
State and the matter seems to have been left to the discretion 
of revenue officers. 



. _ CHAPTER III , . 
TWELVE-ANNA. AND SIXTEEN-ANNA CROPS 

AS UNDERSTOOD BY REVENUE OFFICERS 
!. This Chapter contains a series of extracts taken from 

Secretariat files which throw light on how the concepts of 12-
and 16-anna crops were in practice interpreted by senior 
Revenue officers such as Collectors and Commissioners. 

2. Serial No. 1.-The following extract is taken from the 
proceedings of the A11-India Statistical Conference, held in 
1883:-

''The . question whether any method of ascertaining 
estimate of yields ·of . crops is possible, was next 
disc1,1ssed. It was resolved that 'the only safe method 
of ascertaining the produce of any year is by means of 
standards of outturn to be drawn up for each tract in 
each Province'. That no satisfactory results can be 
expected from any system under which actual outtui-ns 
are annually returned by Village Officers in definite 
quantities per acre. That· in 'every standard of the 
nature above referred to, the ~yer_ag~ good crop be taken 
as three-fourths of a bumper crop". ' 

3. It seems that it was in pursuance of this resolution tha~ 
the tables of stan.dard yield.s were prepared by the Bombay 
Government in 1884. We note also .that the standard yield 
herd referred to as " an average good crop " . would mean th~ 
average of good crops only and not the average over a period. 
of yea.rs. This resolution also gives, an indication of how the 
standard yield may have been ~q.uafed to I 2 ann as in the 
rupee scale. The. bumper crop having .been taken as a 16, 
anna crop, ail -~rops up to one half of. be bumper crop, i.e. . .! 
above 8 annas, may have been treated as good crops, <>o that 
the annewari of the average yield crop would be I 2 ... In the; 
Vidarbha area, the average may have been taken fo~ cr(JM 
ranging between the bumper crop and up to two-thirds of the, 
bumper . crop, thus giving 13~ as the annewari of .,the. 
standard· yield. ,. ,, 

. 4: '~ria:t No. 2.-The orders that :the norma1 yield sMtild 
be taken as a 12-anna crop instead ·of a · I 6-anna cro)l' 
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were issued under Government Resolution, Revenue Depart
ment, No. 725 of 1-2-1898 (Appendix II-B) .. In th\!-notes 
underlying this Government Resolution, the following minutes 
were received by two Executive Councillors:- · · · 

"It has always seemed to be 'absurd and unnatural to 
take 16 annas as merely a normal or average crop. I 
take it that to the ordinary cultivator 16 annas is 
the highest conceivable standard and he regards 
20 annas as an absurdity". ' 

26-1-1898. 

"I agree 16 being the full number of annas. in a rupee the 
greatest number you can cram into or get out of it--i>n 
this analogy 16 annas would represent the best and 
largest crop you could raise on Iand-a bumper crop, 
whilst 12 annas would be the normal and fair". 

21-1-1898. 

5. Serial No. 3.-(Page 36 of R. D. File Vol. 148 of 1907). 
As stated in Chapter II under the draft suspension and 
remission rules originally proposed by. the Bombay· Govern
ment, it was proposed to reeover three assessments "in the 
Deccan when the crops were above 12 annas. With reference 
to this proposal the following question was put in Legislative 
Council by a Member, Dr. Bhandarkar-"I .beg· Your 
Excellency's permi.sion to suggest that the suspend€d revt:nue 
should not be wholly collected the very next year•after famine 
or scarcity, for the payment of twice the assessment puts the 
cultivator alknost in the same condition in which he was in 
the famine year". The following reply . was given , by ·the 
Member of the Couneil.,--"As regards the proponion: or multi• 
pies of assessment which it would be justifiable· to .col!ect in 
good years the Hon. Member objects to the collection of -three 
times the assessment from a Deccan cultivator when the crop 
is 12 annas or more. This he represents as collecting three 
times the annual assessment out of an average crop. · But the 
rule is that this high multiple of assessment sha.l! be collected 
only when the crop is over 12 ;mnas. That means really 
somet~ing like a 'bumper' crop. .The information .of Govern
menns that that multiple {3) of the assessment wil! represent; 
no more than half the net profits from a bumpei- ~;rol?"·. 
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6. Serial No. 4.-The following is the reply by Mr. A. W. W. 
Mackie, Superintendent of Land Records, in 1907, to the 
Commissioner, S. D., in which he upheld the proposed 
recovery of three assessments. • 

"In the worst case, a rayot who had had no crops at all for 
two years and a· 12-anna crop for the third year would 
be called on to pay three times the assessment in the 
third year. I do not think the man who had had no 
crop for two years and then a 12-anna crop in the 
third year can be expected to pay thrice the assessment 
in the third year. But that is a worst possible case. 
In the most favourable case, a man who had a 
succession of two 3-anna crops and then a 16-anna 
crop would be cailed on to pay thrice the assessment". 

(Note here that for the range above 12 annas, !6 annas is 
treated as the· most favourable case suggesting that an 
annewari above 16 was not considered possible.) 

7. Serial No. 5.-{Page 139 of R. D. File Vol. 14 7 of 
190i).-The following remarks occur in the note prepared 
by the Collector, Ahmedhagar, in which he had proposed aq. 
alternative scale for regulating recovery of suspended arrears'. 
In proposing the' scale the Collector's object was to limit the 
Government demand to a maximum of half bf the ·crop, to 
leave small holders a minimum of 4 annas out of the normal 
I 2-anna crop and others .l\ minimum of . J annas ... On: a 
rough average . the assessment was taken as equivalent to 
2 annas out of the normal 12-anna., crop. The .Collector 
accordingly proposed the following table:-

TABLE No.8 -

Anna Valuation Government share 
(I) (2) 

16 ... - 6 . 
IS ; •. 6 
14 • • 6 
13 6 
12 6 

10 
.. 9 

8 
7 
6 

- • Vide Chapter II, paragraph S. 

Ryot's share 
(3) 
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TABLE No. ~ont. 

Anna Valuation Government share 
(I) (2) 

II S 

10 s 
9 4 

8 4 

7 3 

6 3 but small holdings 2 

S 2 but small holding I 

4 I but small holdings 0 

6 

s 
s 
4 

.4 

Royt'a share 
(3) 

3 but small holdings 4. 

3 but small holdings 4. 

3 but small holdings 4. 

It is seen that the table statts with the anna valuation of 
16, indicating that that was considered to be the maximum 
possible annewari. 

8. Serial No. 6.-{Page 83 of R. D. F"tle Vol. 147 of 1907) . ....; 
Here there is a report to Government from the Commis
sioner, S. D., in which there is a reference to the occurrence 
of an annewari of 14 annas for 31 particular year in Bijapur 
District. 

9. Serial No. 7.-{Page 97 of R. D. File Vol. 201 of 
1908).-The following is an extract from a Secretariat note 
put up to the Minister:-

"Attention is invited to the remarks at the foot at 
page XXII of the Rainfall Statistics appended to the 
Season and Crop Report for the year 1905.06 from 
which it wilL be seen that during that year the season 
in Ahmedabad District was fairly good, the yield of 
kharif jowar and bajri being 6 to 12 anbas and of rice 
2 to 7 annas, wheat yielded 8 to 12 ·annas · and the 
outtum of cotton was almost the same except in 
Modasa where it was only 2 annas". · · · · . 

(It should be noted that the year having ~he; ahoy~ 
annewaris is described as a fairly good year), 
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10. Serial No. 8.- (Page 99 of R. D. File Vol. 201 of 
1908).-The following observation occurs m a note of the 
Executive Counci1:-

"The orders are considered decidedly liberal for in 
Gujarat a good year signifies a crop from which it 
would be easy to pay three years' assessment, yet for 
a bumper crop, i.e., crop exceeding 12 annas we take 
current and suspended revenue only up to twice the 
assessment and for the good average year when it 
would be possible to pay twice the assessment, we take 
current and suspended revenue up to I Y. times only". 

(Here an annewari between 8 and 12 annas is taken as 
indicating a "good average year'' in which the cultivator can 
well pay 2 assessments). . 

II. Serial No. 9.--{Page 91 of R. D. File 342 of 1919) . .....:. 
The following remarks relate to the famous Bardoli 
Agitation against the revised settlement of Kaira District 
The observations occurred in the note which was proposed 
by the Executive Councillors in reply to certain criticisms 
levelled by Sir Shankaran Nair:-

"A norma.! crop is always taken to be 12 annas, i.e., a crop 
· which will be expected from a particular holding 

under normaL conditions of rainfall and cultivation. 
Under abnormally favourable conditions, a bumper 
crop tp.ight be secured which might be estimated at 14 
or 16 ann as". 

(It will be seen that even a crop of 14: annas was treated as 
one which would occur only in abnormal circumstances.) 

12. Serial No. 10.--{Page 203 of R. D. File No. 4966/24~
According to subsequent modification of the remission rules 
made in 1928, it was directed that in certain famine tracts 
such as Sholapur and Bijapur Districts, the suspended arrears 
should not be remitted unless thty become 4-year old which 
the time limit in other tracts remained as only three year$
A question was raised by the Executive Council whether this 
A-10-3-A. 
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was· justified: The following observation occurs in the 
reply of the Commissioner:-

"This does not involve any greater severity for tbe 
. precarious uacrs. If they get one good year after 4 
poor or mediocre ones, it is quite a normal thing for 
tbem. On the other hand, such an ·occurrence in a 
~on-precarious uact would be abnormally bad. By 

.. poor or mediocre years, I mean years in which not 
- more than one assessment can be collected'' . . , 

·(This means tbat according to tbe Commissioner's expecta
tion in precarious areas on the average only once in 5 years 
the annewari would be above 8 and in the remaining years 
it will be below 8). -

13. Serial No. 11.-{Page 135 of R. D. File No. 4966/24 
Pan I).-The following observation occurs in a joint letter 
from the Commissioners which is quoted in the preamble of 
G .. R, R. D., No. 4966/2+ dated 27-3-1928):-

''lt is a well-known fact based upon the experience of past 
. . years that this Presidency has rarely enjoyed two good 

· years in succession. The survey settlement rates of a 
typical Deccan taluka, Indapur, admittedly contem· 
plate only one good year in three and allow for a bad 
one in the same period and land revenue rates were 
ex hvpothesi fixed low. The experience of the last two 
·decades has been that the Deccan barely enjoys one 
good yeai in five. If we take the six years ending 
'1923-Z4 we fini:i · tbat the seasons were ·as .follows:-

1918-19 •• A very bad year. 
1919-20 • • • • A good year. 
1920-21 "· .' •.• A very bad year. 

1921-22 } 

1922-23 :_ :_ Below average. 

192}-24 .. 

With reference to the last three years, Mr. Mackie points 
out that a year which is only a little below the average on 
rhe whole means almost invariably that the crops were bad 
in pans of the Presidency· and that suspensions were 
neeessaty''; ~ · · · 
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14. Serial No. 12.-(Page 142-148 of R. D. File No. 4966/ 
24 Part !).-These pages contain reports regarding actual 
annewaris made_ in some taluka of P.oona District in the year 
1928. The ;~nnewaris were as foliO\vs :- ·. · 

Bhimthadi taluka.-In 60 vil-lages the annewari was over 
12 annas and in 20 villages it was 8 to 12. 

Indapur taluka.-In 49 village;; ann'ewari was I3, in 35 villages · 
-it wa's 9•to 12 and in 2 ·the annewari is 7. ..;r .. · , ·' r 

Shh·pur t~iuka.-In two villages the. anne_wari was. )3,: 1i; 
23 it was 8 to 12 and in 5 villages it was 6 or 7. · ' 

, . '' ·' . . I 

1s:- Serial No. 13.-(Page 80 ·of file No. 4966/24 Partl):."'-' 
The following is a hypothetical example which occurs in a' 
report from Mr. Mackie the then Commissioner:-

~'lt occurs to me that the following test might give useful 
results., Write . down. th!) annewari pf a villag~ in a 
precarious tract for as many years back_ as .figures ar~ 
available for. Suppose they are-

. 6.0, 7.6, 5.7, 9.2, 12.0, 5.9, 7.3, 5.8, 

' 7.7' 4.9. 14, 2.9, 10.0, 5.4, 5.0". 
(The exampl¢ is useful as indicating what run of figures of 

annewari of successive years was considered as reasonable.) 

· 16~ Serial No. 14.-(Page 139 of R. D. File Vol. 147 ·of 
1907).-The following is an eJStract' from the report' of the 
Collector of Belgaum relating' to the annewari of crops in 
the: 'village. Sampagaon of Belgaum district for the year 
1937-38. 
i ' ! •. ···' 

Name of the 
crop 

(1) 

TABLE No.9 

Mamlatdar's. 
annewari 

'' . (2) 

Rs. a, P· 

. ·Remarks 

,,. (3) 

if 

Gnlss .. .·. 0 6-0 ·Thecropsherewerejustlikethose 
Paddy , , • • ' 0 ' 8 0 · of. Mugut Khllll·Hubli. They 
Paddy(Med) .. ·o·6··o faredweiJ, ',,;·_ .. • 
Jowari ... · .. ~-.·0 8 0 I.haveno~dmy esftma\esoftbe 
Bajri_ ...•..... rO 6· 0 .. , ,mn~wan~_,_,. .._,, __ , 
--~~~~~~-- -~--~--~--~~--
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TABLE No. 9-cont. 

Name of the 
crop 

(I) 

Bsgi •• 
Italian .Millet 
Seva .. 
Green gram 
Harecgram 
Groundnut 
Cotton 
Others 

MamJatclar's 
annewari 

(2) 

Rs. a. p. 
0 6 0 
0 6 0 
0 7 0 
0 6 0 
0 6 0 
0 6 0 
0 8 0 
0 6 0 

Remarks 

(3) 

(Sd.) G. A. Bellubi, 
Mamlatdar, Sampgaon, 

20-12-37. 

(Nou.-The general annewari of 
Mugat Khan-Hubli is 0-7-3). 

(Sd.) 
Collector of Belgaum, 

1-4-38. 

(It may be noted that crops whose annewaris range from 
4 annas to 8 annas have been described by the. Mamlatdar 
as having fared well.) 

17. Serial No. 15.-The following three extracts are taken 
from the book "Facts and Fallacies" about the Bombay 
Land Revenue system. which was published by Mr. Anderson 
in 1929:- ' 

"We then come back to the first difficulty. What is a 
16-anna crop? My an_swer is "I do not know". It 
is very sad that a Settlement Officer of many years' 
experience should not know. But it is a fact. More
over if my readers say that they know, I will 
contradict them and say that they do not. And I 
know also that the last three Directors of Agriculture 
have assured me that they did not know. At the best 
we can only make a guess. Obviously if the whole 
rupee, that is the conception of a 16-anna crop, is 
wrong, all valuation based on it is wrong ; and that is 
·what we usually find. A class of Assistant and Deputy 
Collectors called for training in anna valuation being 
shown the same field of com on the same day all 
valued it according to their own ideas and what they 
had been given to understand in the districts they 
came from, and they all valued it differently; and the 
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Oirector of Agriculture said he could not say :which of 
'them was right and which wrong. because he did not 
know what the value was himselt''. 

NOTE.-This extract is given to show how much uncertainty about the 
meaning of annewari prevailed even amongst higher officers. 

18. Serial No. 16.-" If we can weigh the output · of the 
crop and then put that weight as the numerator of a fraction 
of which the denominator was the highest output of jowari 
we had ever seen, ordinarily speaking, on .~he best land, then 
we should have a true value : at least it will be getting near 
it. It is probable that the highest output ordinarily seen (by 
that I mean seen once or twice perhaps in 20 years on the 
be~t soil) would be within I 00 or 200 lbs. of a true value for 
the 16-anna crop, and a few lbs. more or less would not very 
gravely affect the smaller fractions and would not at all affect 
their relative value one with another. But until we have got 
th~e ' 16-anna '·values determined, this discussion about anna 
valuation is like arguing about unicorns. We do not really 
know what we are talking about. However, every Kulkarni 
and Circle llnspector is quite convinced !that he can make a 
perfectly accurate anna valuation of any crop at any time". 

NOTB.-Here Mr. Anderson has estimated the 16-anna yield as one to be 
expected once or at the most twice in 20 years. 

19. Serial No. 17.-" So far as it is possible ro define the 
undefinable, I would draw up the following table :-

24-anna crop-A phenomenal yield seen about once in 
a life-time. 

:w-anna crop-A crop ~ood beyond all expectation ; 
such as they had in 1928 m much of Bombay Presidency. 

16-anna crop--:.A bumper or full crop, such as is got 
perhaps once in 8 or 10 years. 

12-anna crop-What a competent cultivator has a 
reasonable right to expect 2 or 3 years ou~ of .10. 

zo-anna crop-Average crop of the best climatic tracts 
whera failures are very rare, such as Bhivandi, Murbad, 
etc. 
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32 
S-anna crop-About the average .of an ordinary trad, 

1;uch as a Settlement Officer would' ):ake as <his general 
standard for · a district not exceptionally fickle or 
exceptionally steady. , . 

6-anna crop-A disappointing crop, near to the 
;ninimum output upon which rayats can live and pay 
land revenue; with a very small, if any, margin. In 
fickle and precarious tracts perhaps 6 annas, or even less 
is the average crop. 

4-anna crop-Tenant can just scrape through with a 
. living but can pay neither rent nor land revenue, and 
wilL probably have to tide over by some borrowing or 
migrating, to supplement his income by other work. , 

2-anna crop-Means famine ; and aggravation of the 
condition of 4 annas. '· · · 

: -Then of course the Zero crop is Zero. This is the only 
-certain figure in the whole table". 

- Nont--Here the average crop has been equated to 8 aonas in ordinary 
tracts and to I 0 annu only in the best tracts. 'J he ll-anna crop is stated as 
one which only a competent cultivator may expect twice or thrice in ten years, 
while 16-anna crop is shown as one which may be expected once in ten yeara.. 

20. We may now summarise these observations which 
extend over a period of nearly 55 years from 1883 till 1938. 
We-note that crops with annewaris ranging from 8 annas to 
12 annas are generally described as fair or good and crops 
with annewaris above 12 annas as bumper crops. Now, 
clearly, neither of these usages would have been possible if 
the 12-anna crops corresponded to the arithmetical average 
crop realized over a period of years. One would hardly 
describe a crop equal to two-thirds of the average crop a~ 
a good crop, nor would a crop which exceeds the average
which is expected to happen every alternate year-would be 
described as a bumper crop. Thus, these usages clearly 
imply that the 12-anna yield must be substantially above the 
arithmetical average. . • 

21. Now turning to the concept of lt}-anna yield, we have 
i:o consider whether as suggested in Chapter II, 16 annas 
repre..ented the maximum possible annewari. If the best 



possible yield was taken as a 16-a!illa yi.eld, then there couicl 
clearly be no annewari higher than 16 annas. It. is seen that 
during the period ol 40 years frolll 1898, we do not find~-a 
single instance m which a Collector has . .reported. the anne
wari of the crops of his . dlstriot .as havmg bee!!- , above 
16 annas. The maximum annewari which lS reporFed ... as 
having actually occurred is of 14 annas in Bijapur district 
(Serial No. 6). We further see that with the solitary 
exception of Mr. Anderson (Serial No. 17), nobody has 
referred to the possibility of an annewari exceeding 16 annas, 
even in hypothetical examples. In all such examples, ·th~ 
maximum annewari has been taken as 16 annas. 

22. A similar conclusion is also drawn fro~ the re~ord,s 'di-lli>" 
of the crop experiment~ which were made during the pe,\iod eX)leri 
from 1884 to 1909. After the construction of the tables ·of ment. 
standard yields in 1884, Government had directed ,that e~ery 
year, the Sub-Divisional Oflicer, i.e., Deputy and Assist<tnt 
Collector, should make a certain number of crop experiments-
the object being firstly to test the 1884 yields and secondly 
to test the incidence of the assessment. The 1884 formulae 
were tested by first making an eye estimate of the .annewari 
of the crop in the field and then checking the .yield found in 
the expenment with that recorded for that annewari in the 
1884 tables. We have gone through the records .. of these 
experiments for the years 1905.()6, 1906-07 and 1907-08. 
Now, what we have been discussing is primarily thi: anne. 
wari of the crop for the district as a whole. This would be 
a weighted average of the annewari for the individual talukas. 
Thus, the probability of an annewari exceeding 16 annas 
must be greater for a taluka than for the district. The 
~luka annewari is in turn the weighted average of the 
VIllage annewaris and the village annew:Lri is a weighted 
average of the annewari in individual fields. Therefore, if 
annewaris .above 16 annas were at all possible, wi: should 
expect to find them at least in the figures of the annewaris of 
individual fields. But in the records of crop experiments fpr 1 
the ~ears ~905-06, 1906-07 ~nd 1907-08, .there is not a s.i~gle 
case m whtch the annewan for a· fie!(! ts shown as 'abov'e 16. i 
The maximum annewari shown for a field' is 16 and: this· is 
shown for 2 out of 43 plotS in 1905.()6, 8 out of 95 plots m 
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1906-07 ; and I out of 71 pl'ou io 1907-0 . It i true that in 
lhe ab.uact of experiment (or tb year 1890-91, anocwari 
aceeding 16, namdy, 18, 19 and 20 anna have been 1howo, 
but thit ahllract relat to a period when the normal crop 
wu equated with 16 anna . After 1898 when tbe n rmal 
wu equated to 12 aonas, we do not find a ingle in tancc in 
which tbc annewari even of an individual plot wa hown as 
above 16. All thi trongly aupports the inferenc - which 
wa abo drawn in Chapter U from th u pen ion and 
rem.iaion leak--that 16 anna wa treated a the maxinmrn 
pos ible annewari. 

Mr. • 23. As nated above, the only solitary exception to this 
AMereoe • cooclu ioo i contained in the remark ontamed in Mr . ............ 

Andcnoo' book ( rial N . 16 and 17). In rial N o. 17, 

Crt....U 
.. r 
laJl•t 
dowa __..,..., 

Aaaewart 
proc.dw-e 
lDVklar
bba, 

Mr. Andenon bas referred to H --anna and 20-anna crop as 
phenomenal yield , but even a cording to Mr. Ander on' 
-ale, the 16-anna rop would be a rare event which would 
occur once in ten yean (Serial No. 17) or once in 20 years 
(Serial No. 16). 

24-. lo th light of the above di u ion, it eem lear 
that any atand.rd yield to fi ed now will hav to atisfy 
the foUowing two crit ri a if they are to agree with the level 
of anocwaria made in the pa t , namcly-

(1) The 12-anna yield hould be fi ·cd ar uch a lc\•cl that 
a yield exceroing it " uld be mmonLy ac cptcd by 
agriculturiil a bumper rop. (Ohviou ly. a crop 
which is expected every alternate y ar would not be 
caUed a bumper rop). 

(2) Annewari ex eeding 16 anna hould oc ur rarel '• if 
ever. 

25. The procedure f llowed in the Vidarbha di tri u i 
laid down in the Berar Re\enue M anu. I, V I. H. ti n I. 
Serial No. 11. An extra t of paragraph ~ of thi ir ular i 
given in Appendix TI-T. It i ob rved the" in ''The normal 
yield of a crop in any parti uler area should not b onfu ed 
with the atandard outtum for the crop in que rion which is 
lhe yidld in pounds per acre in an average year on the 



average of the claa of soil upon which the crop is grown in 
the dnuict, but it represents the actual yield obtained aa a 
matter of npcricn c on the area in question, which wiJl differ 
from the standard outturn ac ording as the soil is above or 
bekJw tho average of the soil on wtuch the crop is ordinarily 
grown''. Thus the hgures of standard yields were not used 
tor ma_king the anncwari but the revenue offi ers made their 
own estimates on the ba.i of kx:al (nquiries of the normal 
yidd of the crop and thi e ti mate mlght differ h om village 
to viUage and al o fr m yea r to year. N o record has also 
been kept regardi ng the ytcl.<ls u n l by the revenue officers 
u normal yield for ea h vtl l.age, ince only the annewa ri of 
the crop i rcq_uired to be reported to Government. lt is 
thus seen that m th Vidarbha rc~ion the a..nnewari has been 
mainly a matter of ubjc tive judgment of the revenue 
officaw. • 

26. The atandard yield for all dlstricts of the old Hyder- Fixation 
abad State in which the Marathwada di.stricts were then in- :~:tXe1ci. 
eluded was done by Dr. Mann, who then held the post of the In Marath· 
Agriculture Advi cr t the Hyderabad Government. ~~da1 t 

Dr. Mann's note caUcd "General note on Provisional: figures str c •· 
for Standard Outturns of Cl ops in the Dominlons", which 
haa ~n printed explain the ba i on which the standard 
ouuurna were fi. ed by him. In his introductory remarks he 
states that : - "In attempting to fix the provisional figures for 
the .. tandard norma• yield in the e Domiuions. •1 have 
procecdtd on the a umption that the first definition of the 
nonnal yield in tho Government of India' M anual on the 
preparation of cr p forera t i the correct one, namely that 
u i 'the crop' whi h the cult i ator ha~ a rig ht (as it were) to 
txpect and with whi h he is (or should be) content, whilk! if 
he gets more he has rea on to rejoice and, if less. he has 
rea on to complain". h will bt: seen that this definjtion is 
the arne as that ontained in the Govemment of India's 
letter dated 23- 1 (). J 97 referred to in chapter I-t. As remark-
ed therein the definition seems to correspond to the "model 
yield" which would hr omcwhat higher than the arithmetical 
average yield. 

e'fhia meiUUI the diatricta of the Hyderabad State. 
t Vide paraaraphs I 0 llDd II of Chop ter I. 



, t:J. Dr. Mann has aliso indicated the materials ori which 
his. tables for standard outtunis were based as: (1) Figures 
obtained through .ihe regional settlement operatipns, (Z) Crop· 

·cutting experiments do~e in some districts for a few crops. 
(3) Yields trom Govemment.Farms when these are continued 
).or. some years, (4) Tests.•made in connection with .demons
.trations in the cultivator's fields, (5) the average return per 
acre for five years, as ·reponed from the district (it. is 
remarked that these are usually of little use or almost 
worthless), (6) The normal yields in the adjoining British 
districts (it is remarked that these are very valuable if one 
can be sure that the conditions do not vary too far), (7) In 
a few cases independent estimates of yield by business firms 
. such as Rally B~others. 

ZS. The remark against item (6) goes to indicate that the 
basis adopted for fixation of standard yields was similar to 
that. adopted in the old Bombay State where Dr. Mann had 
previously worked as Director of Agriculture. 

Z9. Dr. l\Iann has also remarked in his note that the 
basis of the arithmetical average must .be abandoned because 
"we have no figures from which to obtain the average'! and 
hence the elaborate treatment of the yield figures introduced 
by Mr. Stewards in Madras to get the. normal outtum is 
impossible here. He has added .that ~ far as he was aware 
the l\Iadras treatment (that is apparently taking the 
arithmetical average as the basis for fixation of yields) has 
~t been adopted by any other province in British India. 

30. As regards the relationship betwee~ the yield and the 
classification value of the soih, Dr. l\Iann has remarked that 

'the normal yield must be treated as the yield on the kind of 
. land on which the crop in question is mos.t usually grown. 
Thus Dr. Mann did not commit the error which was made 
in the Bombay State of assuming that the standard yields 
.related to soils of 12-anna classification value. 

' ,, . . '. 

3 I. From the preface to the General Note prepared by 
Shri Mazhar Husain, the Director of Statistics, Hyderabad 
State, it is seen , that: Dr .. Mann's standard yields were 

II L ·;. 
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originally intended to TeprelJ(!n~ .' JQ-'!nna crops but as they 
wen; ,f,o~~d,_tr !:Je ImuJ,>ey fw~~~J(lm: ~n tr~t;ecj, ~ :1~-anna . 
crops as m the ¥,o~~~y. ~~t~1 !. · · 

32; · Thd rele.vat}t extracts' from Dr. Mann's -General Note 
and• -Shri Mazhar Husain's preface to it., are :given' in 
Appendix II-U. 
j .• : j 
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Tab leo. 

CHAPTER tv 
PREVIOUS STANDARD YIELD TABLES AND 

ANNEWARI FORMULAE 
I. Tables of standard yields had been prepared previously 

in· 1884, 1927 and 1944 out of which in the first two the yields 
were tabulated for each taluka, while in the last they were 
tabulated only for the district as a whole. The annewari 
formulae has been· revised thrice as follows:-
Before 1920 Annewari 12 X Observed yield per acre (A) 

Standard Yield. 

1920 Annewari = 192 X Observed yield per acre (B) 
Standard yield x Soil 
annas of field. 

1927 .. Annewari ~ 144 X Observed yield per acre (C) 
Standard yield X Soil 
annaa of field. 

1944 • • Annewari = 12 X Observed yield per acre (D) 
x Standard Soil annas 
Standard yield X Soil 
annas of field. 

2. The successive reVlSloos of the formula were due to 
changes in the assumption regarding the soil classification 
value to which the standard yield related, the successive 
assumptions being that they were based on the average type 
of soils on which crop was grown, 16 anna soils, 12 anna soils, 
and finally again the average type of soil on which the crop 
is grown. In discussing the Tables it will be considered 
which of these assumptions was justified. The discussion 
will incidentally reveal some curious contradictions which 
had prevailed for long between the formula for making crop 
annewari on the one hand and that for estimating the crop 
produce on the other. 

3. As mentioned in Chapter III, these tables were prepared 
for the purpose of estimating the annual crop yields, by a 
committee appointed for the purpose in pursuance of the 
recommendation made by the AlJ; India Statistical 
Conference. The original Tables-formulae as they were 
then called-are not now available but the basis on which 
they were prepared, can be ascertained from the Government 
Resolution, Revenue Department, 397, dated 16-1-1884 
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(Appendix II-A) and consisted of the results of the crop 
experiments made during the period from 1872-73 to .1882-83 
and the other data indicated in paragraph 2 of the 
committee's report, which is reproduced in the preamble of 
the Government Resolution. The yields were tabulated 
separately for each taluka but the curious feature of these 
tabks was that the yield was tabulated not for only one 
specific annewari such as 12 annas but for each annewari 
ranging from the maximum of 16 to the lowest of one anna. 
In the Gujarat ta.lukas the yields for different annewaris were 
proportionate to them but this was not so in the Deccan 
talukas, the yields from 9 annas to 16 annas being graduated 
upwards and those from 1 anna to 8 annas being graduated 
downwards in order, as stated in paragraph 4 of the 
commiJttee's report, to correct for the bias of the native 
estimaters to underestimate higher andi over-estimate lower 
yields. 

4. The 12 anna yields fixed under these tables for the 
district as a whole can be obtained from the quinquennial 
return of average yields submitted to the Government of 
India in 1892, as the 12 anna yields were shown as the 
average yields in that returns (these were probably obtainea 
by taking the arithmetical or weighted average of the 12 anna 
yields fixed· for the tal.ukas~ 

5. It is seen that .in these tables the annewari was first to 
be estimated by the village. and other liocaf officers and the 
tables gave the yield corresponding to such annewari. The 
same procedure was followed .in the series of crop experiments 
which were made by Assistant and Deputy Collectors in 
accordance with the Government directions• ·during the 
period from 1884-1909 for testing the 1884 tables. The 
experimenter was required first to set down his estimate of 
the annewari of the crop in the field, which is referred to in 
the Abstract of the experiments as 'Local Estimate' and then 
the tabul:ated yield for such annewari was checked with that 
found in the experiment. Thus, the 12 anna yield tabulated 
in the table would represent the yield expected . in a year 

•Yid• paragraph U, Chipter Ill. 
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which would be classed as a 12 anna 'season -by .the Lop! 
Officers · and the latter's · judgment in turn was likely to 
correspond to that of the local agriculturists and as seen from 
the discussion in Chapter III a crop would be classed by the 
latter, as a 12 anna crop only in a year of good or bumper 
crops. Thus, the 12 anna yield in these tabfes could not be 
the arithmetical average of the yields per acre obtained over 
a period of yea'" but would give the yields of a good year. 
This conclusion is further supponed hy· the remarks made 
by the Director·of Agriculture in his Memorandum; accom
panying . the·· Quinquennial return of average yield 
submitted in 1898 (Appendix III-B). It is secri that even at 
that early tl.ate it was already thought that the 1884. yields 
were too high to represent :the average yields. As <remarked 
by the Director "In the case of dry crops the 16 annas yield 
bf the formula probably represented wei.IJ what was then the 
ordinary conception of that yield, viz., a good crop in a good 
soil and a good year''. 

• j 

6. Thi• return is given in Appendix III. It is seen frqm 
the note I below this return that as stated above in paragraph 
4 the average outrurns given in this return are the 12 anna 
yields as shown in the 1884 Tables. This seems to have been 
done on the basis of the definition of 'normal yield' given in 
the Government Resolution of 1898, 1(Appendix .II~B) accord. 
ing to which the norma1 yield was to be taken as the 12 annas 
yield. However, what the · .Governm\!)?t. of India required 
were· not the. yields fixed as, normal : yields bu~ the· actual 
av'?'age yields per . acre .,eaJise,d during thJ! preceding quin
quennium •. The distinc;ion · be~wcen ··the norma).,yield,.,.as 
d$!firied. in .. the 1898 , definition , and the quinquennial 
krt;ithme'ti~ av.er.qge -of yields .seems to have been lost sight 
of...,. Along with the. f892 statement W8S; submitted a. state~ 
ment showing opttums of. crop as obtained in crop ex~i; 
ments made from 1883-84 t.o 1889-90, which is interesting as 
showing how small was the number of exf>eriments which 
were relied upon. Thus, in the Ahmedabad· district, during 
the period oCseven years, there· was only-one experiment for 
uni!'rl,eated Jowar and only two for Bajri;: Apparently ,the 
scope for fluctuations due to chance in the results of the crop 
experiments was little realised. · 
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7. This return together• with the accompanying i meino; The 
randum of the Director of Agriculture is :given· in Ap),lendix Quin- 1 1 
III-C. It is claimed by the -Director of .Agriculture ,m the 1~:~~n a 
Memorandum that yields shown in the 1892 ret\irnsweR too for 1897. 
high and that the yields furnished in the Memorandum 
represent what the Government of India had asked for viz. 
'the average crop in a average soil in an average year'. 
Though the intention was' thus to estimate the arithmetical 
average yield it is seen that· Mr. Mordson, the Deputy 
Director of Agriculture who worked out the yieMs had. relied 
on, besides crop experiments, on personal observations, and 
the yields given in the 1884 tables (vide para. 4 of the 
memorandum). Since the 1884 yields were too high this 
feature seems to have pel'!'isted : also in 1897 quinquennial 
return the yield shown in this returns being consequently 
higher thaJ:l the, arithmetical ~verage of the yields. 

8. One Qf the objects ,of these experiments made during Crop 
the period of 1884-1909 was to check the accuracy of the :;:~:::·tor 
standard yields of the 1884 · tables. The experiments how- testing 
ever did not serve this . purpose ; for if the result of the 18:f 
experiments, agreed \vith the tabulated yields the experiment ta es. 
was taken as confirming the tabl~s ; . in case, of disagreement, 
however the local estimate of the · annewari was itself 
supposed to be wrong. it being assumed that the formullle of 
1884 which ·were prepared by experts could not be wrong; 
Thus, by this procedure the 1884 ,formulae could never be 
checked by the experiments and hence the latter were finally 
abandoned in 1908 (the correspondence ending with Revenue 
Departmen~ letter, to the Government of)ndia, No. 7407 
dated 30-7-1909, Appendix II-H).' ·' · · 

• '· '· ; • • I''· ·, 

9. The· question was raised agaiii in 1923 or . so on Mr. 1927 and 

Montford's proposal• that the average yield should be taken :::t. .. 
as the standard yield. i His proJ)osa:I1 was p.e~atived and it 
was decided' that annewaris should be made · bv the form\1la 
C above by usinj!; the 1884 Standard tables. The Director of 
Agriculture had then reported that in the light of subsequent 
cron experiments and other. data, some revision of the 1884 
tabl~s was' necessary and bad accordingly prepared, the 1927 

'"Vide paro~raph 13, Chapter J, 
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tabks. In these the yidds are given for _each taluka and it 
is seen that in most cases the figures agreed with the average 
yidds shown in the quinquennial return submitted in the 
year 1897. When the annewari formula was again revised 
in 1944, the tables of standard yields was again revised and 
the standard yie.lds tabulated only for each district as a whole. 
But apart from this feature, the 1944 yields also show little 
change from the average district yields shown in the previous 
figures, as will be seen from the following comparative 
tables:-

NOTE.-The figures in Col. (3) give the average yields of crop experiment 
shown in the statement which was submitted along with 1862 quinquennial 
return of average yield&. 

TABLE No. 10 

Crop 1884 1892 1897 1927 1944 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

District Nasl.k 
Rice clean unirrigated •• •• 1,080 1,080 1,080 

Wheat Irrigated 1,080 
(husked). .. 778 1,320 1,320 1,320 

Unirrigated 673 535. 460 460 460 
Spelt Irrigated 1,500 1,500 1,500 

Jowar Rahi unirrigated 924 520 1,400 520 
Irrigated 1,400 
Kharjp unirrigated 720 520 520 

Bajri Unirrigated 582 698 360 360 360 
" 

Ragi Irrigated 880 1,400 1,400 1,400. 

Gram Irrigated 1,200 1,200 
Unirrigated 487 . 1,018 350 350 350 

District llatDaglrl 
Riee clean unirrigated •• 1,020 

(husked}. 
1,020 950 

Ragi Kharip .•• 693 Ear I y 680 680 600 

Rabi 1,387 Late 1,360 

Unirrigated 
G=n 

320 320 320 20 
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f~r, 1::;: ·;:•ui'!HJ JJ·!:'Il• ..• JilJ IJ;IjJ 11J.J" ., .. 

"' : · ·!:"'!P '•'" ·" •• ;1~_81-A .1892,B;, '8~?. 
(I) ·•' (2) (3) (4) 

District Thana 
Rice clean unirrigated .. 

' . I 

Ragj ,Unitriga~d: : 

Tur 

Gram 

Kharip 

. ' 
Unirrigated 

•' ' 
373. 

391 . 

',, 
1,200 

(husked). 
E.early . · , 770 , . 

Late I,S40 

400' 

Di~trid Satah ' · 

Rice clean uDirrigate4 · , . :I • • 

Wheat 

]owar 

Irrigated 

Unirrigated 

Spelt irrigated 

Irrigated (Rabi) •• 

Do. (Kharip) 

J;lajri Unirrigated 

Ragi ., Dry 

., .... 
1,040 

771 

' .. 
611 

'J'ur Dry 

Gram Unirrigat~d 

62S 

'. . ;45 

·I '• • I 

1,466 

47S 

486 

. ' 

I 

. 1,120 . 
(husked). 

480 

360 

900 

380 

District Poona 

:1 
1,927 

(S) 

1,200 

770 

1,120 

1,3SO 

480 

.. ' 

!94~ 

(6) 

1,200 

770 

370 

400 

1,120 

1,3SO 

480 

I,SOO I,SOO 

I,SOO 1,200 

. . 
360 

900 

380 

I,SOO 

360 

900 

960 

380 

Rice clean unirrigated. ,•. 

Wheat · . . Irrigated 

Unirrigated 

Spelt irrigated 

.,. 1,120 1,120 1,120 

Bajri 

Ragi 

Gram 

/ Unirrigated 
.. r· 

. •• Dry 

Irrigated 

\]nirrjgated. 

A-i{)-4-A. 

.•,• 

1,080 

700 

1,168 

988 1,080 1,080 1,080 

S78 

98S 

891 
' ! 

3SO 3SO 3SO 

, I,SOO. I,SOO I,SOO 

•340 
1 

900 

1,200 

320 
·' 

340 

. ' 

320, 

·3401 

9QO 

1,200 

320 
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-- 10: u is -thus seen that the- standard outturns which ha·d 
been prepared in 1897; oi so· had remained 'practically un
changed for about 60 years which is perhaps an unhappy 

·commentary on the attention given in the past to agricultural 
statistics. 

II. In the quinquennial return, the Government of India 
had also asked for information relating to the reltationship 
between yields and soil classification of the fields. Note 2 
below the quinquennial return for 1892 states that "no 
statistics of yields according to the quality of soil are at 
present available'", from which it is clear that the 1884 
yields were not related ~o any , particular classification value 
but .gave the yield for the ·average type of soil in the taluka 
on which a particular crop was grown. This is also evident 
from the manner in which the produce was estimated viz., 
by simply multiplying the acreage under that crop by the 
yield per acre as shown in the table, so that the tabulated 
yield per acre must represent the yield for the average type 
of soil. Some light on this point is also thrown by the note 
relating to crop experiments of Mr. Anderson which is 
attached as accompaniment to Government Resolution, 
Revenue Department, No. 7773-B. dated 23-6-1927 (Appendix 
Il-K). It is seen from the 1884 Government Resolution that 
one of the item on which the 1884 tables were based consist
ed of the items on which the 1884 tables were based consisted 
of the -results of crop experiments made during the period 
18i3-i4 to 188~. Anderson's note shows that these experi
ments were made according to the scheme formulated and 
financed by the Government of India. The latter's instruc
tions were that the experiments must be carefully conducted, 
must be numerous and must extend over every descrption uf 
soil and season and include every mode of culture. As stated 
in the note the scheme was however vitiated by the Bombay 
Government's subsequent direction that the fields to be 
selected should be of good middling quality (i.e., excluding 
the lower ones) with reference to the classification. It there
fore appears likely that the crop experiments whose results 
were taken into consideration in formulating the 1884 tables 
may have been restricted to more fertile soils. This would 
however be far from saying that the yield related to the soils 
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iif-·16 or rl2 .anna classitication, . .becau~G in a crop like bajri, 
for illustration;: .average classification value of the best soils 
in which ·the crop is most commonl.y grown may be only 6 
or 7 annas. . 

12. Thus while it is true that the. 1884 yields may have 
corresponded to a somewhat better type of soil than the 
average type of taluka. the assumption· that they represent 
the·yield of 12 .or 16 annas soil sec;ms .to be baseless. Thus 
the formulae B and C in para I above were based on wrong 
assumptions. 
' 13. The ;formula B above was first given by Anderson in Ander
his annotated edition of the Land Revenue Rules which was ;:~ula,. 
published in about 1920. The formula involves two assump-
tions viz., (i) that the standard yield represents a y!eld of 
16 annas soil, and (ii) that the yields for different soils are 
proportionate to their classification values. It :.ppears that 
there was no discussion at Government level when these 
assumptions were made. A Secretariat note recorded when 
the formula was revised under Government Resolution, 
Revenue Department, No. 7773, dated 17-9-35 (Appendix II-
M) states that "it may he noted th:>t these notes were pre-
pared by Mr. Anderson but Government did not endorse 
them". Thus, the formula which was included in the notes 
seems to have been given by Mr. Anderson on his own 
·authority. 

14. Out of these two assumptions, the first was negatived 
shortly afterwards in 1923 when the Director of Agriculture 
reported that the standard yields represented the yield of 
12 annas soil. As regards the second assumption Anderson 
has himself questioned its validity in his note which is 
attached to the Government Resolution, Revenue Department, 
No. 7773-B, dated 23-6-1927 (Appendix U-K). As stated 
therein according to the Land Revenue theory, the assessment 
is in prop9rtion to the net income of the land and hence the 

·gross yield could not he proportional to the soil classification 
value. In his Appendix to. the note Anderson states that the 
'object of the crop experiments (made during the period 1884-
1889) was that "we wante-d to know whether the Agriculture 
Department's theory as to gross produce was correct". We 
are however unable to ,tra.ce any reference where such a theory 
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1 thk!t: the. gro5s' produce varied proportionately wit;h the soil 
· classtficauon va~ue was put · forward by any·· Director of 
; Agriculture: ·It · appears that this assumption also was hia 
own. 

· 15. . The qi.testi~n of annewaris was next raised ori the r~ 
ference referred to in Chapter I by Mr. Montford, Commis
sioner, S. D. in 1923 (Appendix ll-J) in which he proposed 
that the average yield should be taken as the standard yield. 
This proposal. was considered in a joint conference of the 
Commissioners and the Director of Agriculture. Mr. 
Montford's' proposal was negatived by the Conference which 
also recommended .. that: besides the eye estimate of the 
annewari, a numerical standard for making it was necessary 
for which· purpose the . 1884 tables should be used. The 
Tecommendations of the Conference included the foHowing 
note:'-

''The tableS are made for 12 anna soil. Therefore if the 
. average· classification ·is ·6 annas and the. table shown 
1500 lbS. as the normal 12 anna crop then the normal 
crop for the soil in that viLlage would be 7 50 lbs." . 

· .The recom~endations of the Conference were accepted b_y 
Government (Goverment Resolution, Revenue Department, 
No. iii3-B, dated. 23-6-1927, Appendix il-K). 

16. We note here that the Director of Agriculture who 
was. a member of the conference had specifically agreed that 
.the 1884 tables represented yield of 12 anna soiL On the 
basis of 1927 Government Resolution the annewari formula 
should have been immediateLy revised. This was however 
not done till 1935 when the formula was revised under 
Government Resolution, Revenue Department No. 7773, dated 
17-9-1935 (Appendix II-M), under which the figure 192 was 
changed to 144, as given in the formula c.• In the joint 
letter from the Commissioners quoted in the preamble of this 
Government • Resolution it is stated in paragraph 2 that "the 
.Director of. Agriculture . has informed the Commissioner 
C. D. in his reference No. 84/13559, . dated 23-11-1934, that 
the figures of standard yields supplied by him represented a 
12 anna crop in a soil of 12 annas classification." 1 

•Vid<paragrapb I ofthisChapter. 
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17. The question was raised agailll in 1943, which was th!! 1944 
war period, of food shortages and rationing when Govern- ~evlset 
mem had undertaken procurement and distnbution of food- ormu a. 
grains for the whole l:>tate. Estimates of grain production 
tor the districts then . assumed . importance because .. they 
determined the quantity of grain require<}, to be sent to. anli 
exported from deficit and surplus .districts respectively. h 
was then found that the Agricultural Department had all 
along been estimating the crop production by the formula;~ 

' Produce = Annewari X Standard yield 
12 

X Total acreage under 
· the Crop. 

The contradiction between this formula and the formula! (C) 
which was then in use for making the crop annewari is 
obvious. The profound difference made by this mistake may 
be seen by considering the case of a crop like. bajri which is 
grown in lighter soils. The standard yield of bajri for Nasik 
district as fixed in the 1944 tables ·is 360 lbs. and the average
classification value of the soil in which it is grown •may be 
about 5 annas. Then, when it came to the question of 
suspension ·of revenue; the 12 annas crop of bajri, was taken 
as Sf 12th of 360 lbs. i.e. ISO lbs., so that the agriculturists 
were not to be granted suspension unless the yield per acre 
feU below 75 lbs. per acre: On the other 'hand;'for. judging 
the quantity of ·available grain· in the district, the produce of 
the same 6 annas crop of bajri would be taken as 180 lbs. per 
acre. This contradiction was pointed out by :the theri 
Collector of Dharwar who pointed out that one of the two 
formulae must be· wrong and alsd gave the correction required 
to the other formula according to whichever was accepted 
as the correct one. • 

,. 18. The matter was then discussed in a join't Conference 
by the Commissioners, the Director of Agriculture and the 
Director of Land Records who· acce~ted the :eonector~s argu; 
ment. The conference held that· 'the formula (E) was the 
correct one i.e. the standard yield represented the yield of the 
average type of soil in which the crop- was · grown. This 

: . . 

--rhe relevant file containing this correspondence iS not traced but these 
nett have been reported to the committee by the Chainnan who himself waa 
the then Collector of Dharwar. · • · · J 
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recommendation was endorsed by Government in' the Gov
ernment Resolution 7289/39, dated 28-9-1944 (Appendix 
U-P). Though the Collector of Dharwar had already in his 
report given the correction consequentially required in the 
annewari formula of the land revenue rules the Government 
Resolution only directed that the necessary correction should 
be carried out by the Revenue Department in due course. 
However 10 more years had to pass before the necessary cor
rection was carried out under Government Memorandum, 
Revenue Department, No. ANI 1054, dated 24-7-1954 
(Appendix ll-Q). 

19. When the question was raised in 1944, the Director of 
Agriculture had affirmed that the standard yield represented 
the yield of the average type of soil in which the crop was 
grown. On the other hand, when the question was discussed 
during the period 1927-1934, the Director of Agriculture had 
expressly alfirmed that the standard yields were the yields 
of 12 annas soils. From our discussion regarding the con
struction of the tables, we have seen that the former view 
was nearer the truth.• How then was the Director of 
Agriculture misled into reporting that the yield corresponded 
to 12 annas soils? A possible explanation of this error seems 
to be that there was confusion in the Director's mind regard
ing "the anna classification of the crop" and the "anna 
classification of soil". Towards the end of the last century 
there was a discussion as to whether the normaL crop should 
be equated to 12 annas or 16 annas, it being finally decided 
under the Government Resolution of 1898 (Appendix ll-B) 
that the normal crop should be taken as 12 annas while the 
best possible crop should be treated as 16 annas. Possibly on 
analogy of this the then Director of Agriculture may have 
considered that the best possible soils in which a crop was 
grown may be described as 16 annas soil and the soils in 
which the crop was normally grown may be referred to as 
12 annas soiL The fact that the soil classification values had 
already been fixed according to another scale seems to have 

.,e issur. U clinched by the fact that Dr. Mann who was the Director of 
Aaric:ulture-, Bombay State, durinl'l thr pf!riod involved up to 19~0 hAd hi17UW"If 
subsequently inhiJ note relatins;t to the fisation of standard yields in Hydcrab:~d 
State atau>d that the nonnal yields must be talten aa referring to the BVer&l'C 

type of 10il on which the crop ia nonnally grown, vide paragraph 30·of thio 
Chmter. 
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escaped his attention. This seems to be the only possible 
explanation of his error. 

20. Support for the inference that there was this type of 
confusion in the mind of the then Director of Agriculture is 
also obtained from the wording of a letter (D . .0. No. B /2037 
dated 12-12-1923 page 27 of Revenue. Department File 7173/l) 
which he addressed to the Commissioner .N. D. relating to 
the joint report of the Commissioners in Conference of 1923. 
A doubt was then raised by Mr. Anderson .regarding . the 
validity of this assumption that the . crop yields were pro
portionate to the soil classilication value. As. regards this 
point the Director of Agriculture states . in this letter as 
follows:-

"! am very doubtful whether the crop yield is p~oportion: 
· ate to the anna valuation and the taluka tables of 1884 

do not take 'this to· be the case and I think the mistake' 
was made later when it ·is supposed' that this was the 

,, . ' . h 

case. 

2'1. Now the point under discussion then was regarding 
the variation of the yield with the anna classilication value 
of the soil and not with the annewari of the crop. The 
Director of Agriculture does not however ar alL refe~ . to 
classilication of the soi1 but refers , ~ ..• · • ; .. to the variation 
of the annewari. So far as the latter ·was concerned the yield 
had to be proportionate to the annewari,' provided the aDNe

wari was a true one (and not a biased one). It ·may he 
wondered whether the same explanation would not apply to 
the mistake on Mr. Anderson's part i.e., to say: whether he 
may also have meant by 16 annas soil referred to in his fol'" 
mula {B) the best type of soil in which a crop was grown. 
Mr. Anderson was however himself the Director of Land 
Records and it is not possible to ~magine that such an errol' 
could be committed by an officer . of his experience. There~ 
fore the source of the misunderstanding ·on his part must 
remain unexplained. 

· 22. · .As stated above, t~e 
1

Co!lector of Dh~war in his very 
first report had given the correction .required ,in . the annewari 
formula. )t however took, 12. years, before_. orders 

1
giving the 
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~-orrect formula were issued (G. C. M. ANI 1054 dated 
24-7-1954. This circular again has been badly drafted. 
Thus it is stated that the hgure 144 (in formula "C'). should 
be replaced by the hgure 12 x 16 and tne ligure 16 tnen agam 
replaced by tne soil classification value of tne soils in Wlll<.h 

a crop was normally grown in the district. Obviously the.te 
was nG point in introducing the intermediate figure of 16 
when it was again to be replaced by the average soil dassi• 
fication value. This had drafting must have confused the 
subordinate revenue officers. 1 he Chairman of the mm
mittce reports from his personal experience that in 1958, as 
the Commissioner of Poona Division, he found in Jath taluka 
of Sangli district, which was affected by scarcity in that year, 
that annewaris had been made by applying the incorrect 
formula 'C', so that no villages qualified for suspension and 
that after applying the correct formula most of the vilJages 
became eligible for half or fulL suspension and scarcity was 
also declared by Goveinmen~. Similarly he found that a 
Mamlatdar in the Kolhapur ·district gave for the an~ewari 
of crop in a viUage the impossible figure of 36 annas. The 
error was due to the Mamlatdar erroneously using the 
formula B in para 2 above. 

23. With the discontinuance of the crop experiments in 
1909,. the 1884 ·tables had practically gone out of use. In 
1927. when the question mas considered it was found that 
only one copy of the tables was available with the Director 
of Agriculture. Thereafter the Director of Agriculture 
appears to have circulated to the. Collectors copies of the 
revised standard yield tabLes prepared in 1927. These tables 
were used up to 194+ in conjunction with the annewari 
formula 'C'. This meant that the effective yield used as 
standard of comparison for the annewari was much lower 
than the tabulated standard yields. Thus for bajri in Nasik 
,District the 12 annas crop would he ISO lbs. as against the 
tabulated standard yields of 360 lbs. · 

24. After the issue of 1944 Government ResoLution it 
should have been dear that the formula 'C' had to be aban
doned and formula 'D' used instead. The orders embodying 
the formula: 'D' were· not however issued till 1954. In the 
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meanwhile, some Collec~ors seem . to have continued using 
the formula ·c• which . was included in the printed land 
revenue rules. Thus we find that the Collector · of Nasik 
stated as late as in 1956 (Collector's letter addressed to the 
Assistant Secretary to Government Revenue Department 
No. LND-GR· 408f56 • dated 13-6-56, •page 157 of Revepue 
Department File No. ANI·· 1054f72901/160085) that• "the 
practice so far followed in the calculation of annewari is that 
the standard soil is taken as 12 annasn. As stated in para
graph 18 above, even after the issue of 1954 circular, many 
.Marnlatdars were still using . the incorrect formula 'C', 
probably because that . was the formula given in the. printed 
copy of the land revenue rules. available ~with them. . It thus 
appears that for the most' part. the 1944. table of yields may 
have been used in. conjunction with the formula ~c·.. , , , 

I . • -t .. ·: .•. • fJ, ; • ·,. 
25. · The 'relevance 'of this observation is because the 

standard yields fixed according to the formula ,which' .we 'are' 
proposing in this report though higher rqan the 19~9 a~~ag~ 
yields are in many cases, lower than 'the 1944 standard,yiclds. 
'This would not necessariLy mean the adoption of a more 
stringent standard of comparison since the 1944 yields were 
often used in con junction with the formula 'C' so that the 
effective yield used as the ·standard of comparison were con~ 
siderably lower. · ! 

26. Thn;; the discussion in this Chapte~ of . the ·previous Conclu- · 
standard yteld tables as also the · exarrunanon m Chaper II slon. 
of .the suspensions and remissions scale support· the condu. 
Ilion drawn in Chapter III that if the level- of the annewaris is·r 
to agree with the previous experience then the standard yield I 
has to be fixed considerably higher · thah the arithmetical 
1.verage yield, • 
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CHAPTERV 

FORMULA FOR STANDARD YIELDS 
.We shall now turn to the question of prescribing a formula 

in the light of the conclusions reached. in the previous 
chapters for determining standard yields for the seve.al crops 
in each district. The requirements -of such a formula would 
be as follows:- · 

2. (i) Formerly the standard yields were fixed by 
subjective judgment; they were the estimates of the Deputy 
Directors of Agriculrure and other officers of the yield 
expected in a good or satisfactory year. Now that data re
lating to the results of crop experiments conducted "On 
statistical basis is available since the year 1951-52 for most of 
the crops in each district, our formula should be such that 
the standard yields are obtained by applying ipo the results 
?f the crop experiments ; . . . · . -
· (ii) Secondly, as far as possible, there should be a common 
formula for all crops and · all districts· so as · to ensure 
uniformity of treatment ; and , · 

(iii) Lastly, the resulting level of annewaris should agree at 
least roughly with the annewaris experienced in the past. 

3. The last of the above-mentioned. requirements implies 
that the standard yield should satisfy the. two criteria state~ 
at the conclusion of Chapter Ill, the first of which requires 
that the !.eve! of standard yield should be such that a yield 
exceeding it would ordinarily be classified by agriculturists 
and others as a 'bumper crop'. The concept of a bumper 
crop is, however, subjective because different people may have 
different ideas as to what yield should be called ·a bumper 
crop. The concept can be made more precise by giving · .a 
frequency definition, the definition, in rum, amounting to ·'ll 
ronvention. Thus for illustration a bumper crop may be 
defined as one which may be expected to occur once in four 
years. For reasons given later on in this chapter, we propose 

~ that a bumper crop may be defined by convention to be such 
that for the district as a whole for any individual crop a 
bumper crop may be expected once or twice in a period of 

· 10 years, i.e., to say that the probability of its occurrence (in 
the strictly mathematical sense) should be 15 per cent. 
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4. After the probability level is fixed, a method has to be 
divised for estimating the level of the corresponding crop 
yield. (In- statistical terminology we have to bnd an 
estimator for the 85 per cent point in the cumulative ;frequency 
distribution of the mean yield per acre of the crop realised in 
a year in the district, the mean yield being treated as .the 
random variable.) For reasons given in. paragraph 19 below 
we shall take into consideration the data for a period of 10 
years, the mean yield of the crop for each yea•r representing 
the mean yield per acre of that crop which is actually 
realised in that district during that year. -

- -
5. For estimating the standard yield we have considered 

the following five methods of estimation:-
(I) To take a constant multiple-of the arithmetical mean 

of the 10 mean yields (or equivalently to take the arith
. metical mean as the standard yield but to raise the - scale 
regulating suspensions and remissions). j -

(2) To take the ·average of the top II:Iean yield, and all 
other mean yield realised during the period of . 10 years 
which exceed a percentage (say 75 J>er cent of the top 
mean yield, the percentage being SUitably adjusted . so as 
to give the requited probability level yields in the above 

1 range being classified by convention as yields of satis-
factory years. '·. · 

(3) To assume that the mean yield of the 10 years are 
distributed normally and to apply the formula M + K a 
where M is the anthmetical mean of the mean yield of 
the 10 years and their standard deviation, the constant 
K being adjusted to give 'the required probability level. 

(4) To take the results of the· individual crop experi-. 
ments made in the 10 years period, arranged in order· of 
II:Iagnitttde and take the mean of a suitable proportion· (say 
30 per cent of the crop yields, ·the proportion being fixed 
so as to give the required probability level. · · · · · 1 

• · 

(5) To take the mean of the _top 3 or 4 mean yie!ds 
depending on the required probability leveL;. , ' I . ~ · 

. • . . : . -1, j' -. 

, 6. Method (1).--The arithmetical mean is a, measure, of~ 
the average production. of the crop over a period of. years, It 1 

would therefore have been very desirable and would have 
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avoided all scope for confusion between the two different 
measures iJ: the arithmeucal mean itself could have been used 
tor regulating suspens10ns and remissions of land reve11ue. 
Seconary and this IS of greater .importance, from the point of 
new ot sunpucny the arH.hu.etica.t mean. yie.d woula be the 
simplest convenuon to adopt being both easy to calculate and 
easy to understand. For these reasons we have very care
flll!Y considered whether the standard yields cannot be related 
in some simple maruier to the arithmetical average yields. 
That, however, has not proved feasible. Firstly, that arith· 
metical mean itself cannot be equated to standard yield 
because as would be readily seen from the figures given J.n 
the Table on paragraph 19, Chapter I, that would amount to 
a very great deliberalisation of the existing standards regulat
ing grant of suspensions and remissions and scarciry reliet and 
it cannot be believed that the relief granted by revenue 
officers in the past has been excessive or extravagant to th1s 
extent. Therefore, some multiple of the arithmetical , mean 
wilL have to be fixed as the standard yield. But then- the 
difficulry arises that there is no objective method available ior 
fixing this multiple. · The only metllod would be to compare 
the arithmetical average yields with the standard yields fixed 
in 1944 and raise the former suitabLy. For example on the 
basis of 1944 standard yields one can calculate the arithmetical 
average of the annewari of each crop tor each district for a 
period of 10 years and then take the weighted average of 
these annewaris for all crops and all districts. Suppose this 
average comes to say, 7 annas then the required multiple can 
be taken as 'i• i.e., 171 per cent. The objection against this 
metllod is that we are then only perpetuating the general 
level of the standard yields as fixed in 1944 which were 
admittedly fixed on subjective basis. Thus our method 
ceases to be objective as we have no means of checking on 
the 1944 general; level of standard yields. · · 

7. The second objection iJ that the adoption of a common 
multiple wouLd be contrary .to our previous experience which 
is that the average annewari is low for districts liable to 
scarcity and famine and high for districts of the settled 
rnin&a · 
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o· :s .. Method (2).-...Under this methbd; the restilt depends too 
much upon the top figure ·of the··IO mean yields which itsel!' 
may be too high or too low because of abnormal conditions 
in ·that year. Depending on the relative magnitude of the 
top. yield and the other yields die number of yields over 
which the average is taken varies from crop to crop and 
district ·to district, varying from as much as 6 in some cases 
to a single one where· the top . ·yield is abnorm:tlly high as 
happens in the following cases:- · · 

. TABLE No. I I. 

' ' District District 
'Year Jalgaon Nasik 

(I) 
(Wheat) 

(2) 
(Grounclnut) 

(3) 

'' 1951-52 253·0 286·5 . . •.• ... 
1952-53 86·0 235-7 
1953-54 332-4 924·0 
1954-55 335·5 576·3 
1955-56 451·6 543'8 
1956-57 417·5 480·3 
1957-58 233-3 490'8 
1958-59 ... 714·6 462-4 
19';9-60 385-4 485·1 
196().61 401-3 512.8 

The inspectimi of these figures would show that the fixing 
of the standard yield equal to the top yield in these cases 
would result in the fixation of too high a standard yield. 

9. Method (3).-In this method the 10 mean yields are 
assumed to form a sample from normal population and hence 
the standard yield is equated to •M+k a. k being adjusted to 

•Will not strictly be equ.al to S th.! standard deviation of the 10 mean,yield• 
as determined from the crop ·experiments because the mean yi:-ld for· a year 
as determined from the crop experiment~ being itself liable to chance fiu,:tua

·tions abc;ut the " true mean yield ,. for the year the part of the varimce arising 
from this source has to be removed as aZ represents the variance of the 
11 true yearly. ·mean yields 'J. Further sa is a biassed estimate, its ·mean 
vatu~ being 9/IOth of the totnl variante. It can be varified that the relatiC?u-
sbip between sa and.: ;tfZ is• the folloWing !- .. 

. . ' . - . ..... : 

cr'=10S•-ao 
9 

-1[22. 2]''. 
'where a""=Th ar+a2+ .. +ato ' aa, ao, .. •·loO" 

· bt"ing the estimated. variances of the observed " mean yields. in the 
1 1•t. 2na, , ," ,, JOth r~ar. , • 
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<give'the;r"cquired probabilivy level. Thus.:if we· iakc the 
probatiility level to be 16 per cent, i.e., the frequency of a 
bumper crop to be about once in six years then k. would be 
1.1 It may appear at first sight that an . advantage of this 
method would be ·that the resulting figure would be more 
stable, i.e., less liable to fluctuations due to chance than the 
results obtained by other methods. · This is, · however, not 
necessarily ~o since the susceptibility to fluctuations due to 
chance (in statistical terms the standard deviation) of the 
result will depend on the frequency distribution of the yearly 
mean yields ; for some types of distribution some of the 
other estimates ·would be more stable. In fact, the theoreti
cal standard etjor of the mean of the top three is 0.4219 a• as 
against 0.3847 a which is the theoretical. standard error of 

· the estimate (sample mean+sample standard deviation) a 
being the standard deviation of the normal population. As 
M is generally of the order of 3 S the percentage errors of 
the sandard yields by the above two methods, respectively, 
come to 10.5 per cent and 9.6 per cent so that there is reduc
tion of only I per cent by using the latter method. Thus 
from the point of view of stability, there is not much ground 
to prefer this method to method 5. It may be added that 
the theoretical expected value of the mean of the best three 
"from the sample of 10 comes to M+ 1.07 a• as against M+ 
0.92 a of the latter estimate. · The former is the 86 per cent 
and the latter 82 per cent point of the normal distribution. 

10. The objections against the methods are as follows 
Firstly, it is not clear why when what we want is the yie'd 
obtained in a 'good' year the figure should be influenced by 
the low yield realised in years when the crop had decidedly 
failed. ·A~in the assumption that the mean yields ar~ 
normally distributed may not be justifiable. Examination of 
the observed figures of the mean yield,; suggests on the 
contrary that an unsymmetrical distribution with a longer 
tail towards the low yields and a shorter one towards the high 
ones is likely to give a better fit, particularly in the case of 
districts which are liable to failure of rainfall. To take a 

_.,.,ese V:llues have been calculated by makinl!' use of tablC11 1 ~B·I nnd 
10-B-3 of e~!lected valur-s. varian~~ and eo-varianr.ea of order !ltati!ltirs jn 
sample of ~izcs up to 20 from a norm:1T population cVvt'n on pa~("!l f 91 and 200 
of ContrihutioM to order stati!ltirR, t-diterl hy Ahmecl E. Sarhan and Bernard 
G. Greenberg, John 'Wiley and Sons, Inc. New York, London. 
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hypothetical example;- suppose-in· a certain district the mean 
yield of a crop lies bcltween 200 lbs. and 500 lbs. with a prob
ability of 25 per "cent ·and from 500 lbs. to 600 lbs. with a 
p~obability _of 75 per. cent the probability being rough_ly di;;
tnbuted uruforma!1y m.each of the two ranges. Then m thts 
case M + a = 600 lbs. so that the probability of its being 
exceeded is 0 per cent as against the required level of 16 per 
cent. - -

' II. To put the objection in another torm, suppose that 
out of the two districts A and B, A has a setded rainfall and 
gets the mean yield of about 400 lbs. each year while B also 
gets about the same mean yield in good years but is liaHe to 
experience during a period of 10 years two or three crop 
failures when the yield is say only about 50 lbs. Now 
according to the general concept of the standard yield as the 
·yield in a good year, the same standard yield should be fixed 
for the two districts. However, the formula M + cr results in 
fixing a higher standard yield for district B. Thus a higher 
standard is fixed for the district because it is more liable to 
crop failure. 

12. That this actually occurs in practice may be seen from 
the foHowing illustrations:-

TABLE No. 12 

District District 
Year Dhulia Jah~aon 

(Wheat} (Wheat} 

(I} (2) (3) 

1951-52 100·6 253-0 
1952-53 .. 115-5 86"8 
1953-54 351•9 332"4 

.•' 1954-55 .. 3t8·9 355-5 
1955-56 476·7 451·6 
1956-57 .. . 399·9 417-5 
1957-58 ' ... ... . 296·8 233-3 
1958-59 .. 480·7 714·9 
1959-60 .. 417-5 385-4 

"1960-61 . 535"8 470·3 
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I , IJ; . ; . :; 1 :.) J oli '· ·.•- 1: 1.1- !\'' ' ' I< 

: . · :District ; -

(I) 

Dhulia 

,Jalgaon ' .•• 

_Average of · ·Standtlrd .. 
I 0 years==. M ·. deviation-S 

(2) 

349·2 

370·1 

(3) 

167·4 

75-4 

(4) 

516-6 

445-S 

N.>TB.-We see here that Jalgaon has a higher arithmetical mean and the 
top yield is also much higher than the top figure for Dhulia. Yet the formula 
results in,fUing the .randard yield for Dhulia higher by about 80 lbs. 

13 .. · The following .is another illustration:-
, ~ . ~ ' : ' . . . 

. TABLE No. 13 

District· District 
Year Nasik Ahmed.nagar 

(Wheat) {Wheat) 

(I) (2) (3) 

19>1-52 ' 309·6 234·1 
1952-53 149·5 60·7 
1953->4 306-1 229•8 
1954·55 312"5 240"0 
1955-56 299·2 294-3 
1956-57 157·1 172"8 
1957-58 257-4 309·4 
19jfl.59 36S·I 348·3 
1959-60 310·6 296.8 
1960-61 182-2 253·0 

Average · Standard 
District of 10 yn. deviation M+S 

=M =S 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

Nasik ... 264-9 147-4 412-3 

Ahmednagar •• r -253-9 86·8 340·7 

NOTE.-The top yields for the top districta are close together but 
because of the larger standard deviation of the figures for Nasik the stafld.. 
ard yield is fixed for it higher by 70 lbo. 
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14. Method (4).-The objection against this method is that 
fertility of the soil and other condiuons vary widely over the 
district. Therefore the top figures may be restricted to a 
particular taluka, or a group of talukas so that the figure• 
based on them would not be suitable as a standard of 
comparison for the district as a whole. 

15. Method (5).-For the above reasons we consider that 
the method of taking the mean of a certain number of top 
yields to be the most suitable. It has the merits of simplicity 
and of being easy to compute. It also appears natural and 
easy to understand that when what we require is a standard 
for judging the degree of failure of the crop in bad years, it 
should be obtained by . taking the average of the best yields 
realised during the period. 

16. A crop which is expected once every alternate year Frequency 
would hardly be called a bumper crop. Thus the maximum level of a 
frequency which may be assigned to a bumper crop would be ~~~er 
once in three years. Thus we have to consider the alter-
natives of once in 3 years, once in 4 years, once in 5 years, 
once in 6 years, .etc., the corresponding estimate of the 
standard yield being obtained by taking the mean of the top 
6 top 5 top 4 or top 3 mean yields. Out of these the first 
two frequencies of once in 3 years or once in 4 years are seen 
to be too high in the light of previous experience of annewaris 
as discussed in Chapter III. We have discussed the matter 
again with the Commissioners and they also agreed that for 
the average annewari of the crop of the district as a whole, 
the highest frequency which can be reasonably assumed is 
that of once in five years. 

17. The alternatives of once in three and once in four 
years can be ruled out from another standpoint also viz., they 
would result in too high a proportion of annewaris exceeding 
16 annas. If the standard yield is fixed equal to the mean of 
the best five or best six yields then for many of the districts 
the top yield realised during the. I 0 years will correspond to 
an annewari exceeding 14 annas. · Now. the district annewari 
is a weighted a.verage of the talukll annewaris and though the 
latter would be correlated there would be some. deviation from 
A·'O-S·A. 
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tht! ·district ·mean,· ·Consequently some · of the taltikas will 
nave"aimewaris above 16. Since the taluka annewari. is in its 
tum a weighted average of the village annewaris,l'the ·pro
portion of arinewaris exceeding 16 annas in the latter would 
be higher still.• Thus the second criterion stated at the end 
of Chapter Ill would be contravened. 

18. We are· thus left with the alternatives of taking the 
me-an of the best three or best' four yields. It was found that 
in practice it does not make much dtfference which of the two 
is adopted. Both'the methods-after applying the rounding
off ·rule proposed in paragraphs 21 and 22 below, result in the 
same final ligure in many cases while in the remaining cases 
the mean of the best four results only in the next lower 
rounded-off figure, the reduction being only about 5 per cent 
to .. ~ per cent. However,_ for choosing between these two 
alrernatives we , may rely on the principle that in fixing 
standard yields it is better to err if at all on the side of over
estimation_.·_ The principle is the Sa.me as that laid down in 
G. :R. No. 650, dt. 22-I-190i (Appendix II-G), the relevant 
poprtion of which states: "The· principles which should 
govem grant of suspensions is that they should be liberal, i.e., 
that no one should he 11ithout them who is really in need of 
~hem. The rules, 'therefore, ought to aim at simplicity and 
to err. if at all~. on the side of l_ibcrality ". This is a sound 
principle which 'was laid down by the British administration 
as far hack as 1905 and there is no doubt that it should 
continue to he followed. Having regard to this principle and 
the fact that the standar~ yields fixed by taking the mean ?~ 
the best three are lower m many cases than those fixed m 
1944 we consider that the basis of taking the mean of the best 
three should be adopted. The standard yield should accord
ingly he defined as the mean of the best three yields observed 
~un~g t~e period of, 10 years. 

' .' 19. Since tJ;~ results of crop experiments are available 
smce 1951-52, .It has to be considered also why the data for 
the whole ·period' of 12 years, i.e.; till 1962-63 should not be 
t~ken !nto consi~erarion. However, the pattern of the crop 
;v.1elds_ ts not sta.twnary and due to the adoption of improved 
methOds of agnculture and other reasons the who!~ pattern 

A-I ()..-5. B. 
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may be a chaJ?ging one. I~ is, 1th!'refore, necessary to ,restrict 
ourselves by, , convention , to,, SIJ!l).C;., specific. du.ration which 
should not ,be too ,long. _S\nl'e·'. tor, ;t.he fixing of 'normal 
yields : in·, agricultural st~tistics, the,, 10-year basis has been 
adopted (vide paragraph 7 of Chapter 1), it would be conveni
ent to adopt the same basis for fixing standard yields. The 
standard yield may now, therefore, be fixed on the data for the 
latest 10 years available, i.e., for the years 1952-53 to 1961.,62. 
The res_ulting standard yields are not .however to be revised I 
every year but. should be kept fixed· till a , fresh period ·of : 
10 years is completed. ' · · 

20. For some districts and some crops the data for the full Provi
period of 10 years from 1952-53 to 1961-62 is not available. ==~ard 
.for such cases we propose· that the standard yields may b~ yields. 
fixed· provisionally as follows : If the data is available tor 8 
or 9 years then tJ;l.e standarP, yield may be fixed provisionally 
by taking the mean of the best' three of these yields and the 
figure may be reviewed again when the full. 10 years' ligures 
become available. If the data is available for a lesser 
number of years, i.e., for 7, 6 or·5 yea-rs then the standard 
yieicl_ may_ be fixed_ as the mean of the two best yields.; .. this 
figure should be revised by taking the rr.ean of the best th:e~ 
after the data· for 8 years becomes available, the figure being 
revised :,~gain after. the data becomes available for 10 years .. 

2 I. As the standard yields fixed by the above method can Rounding 
only be considered as_ approximate ligures, it is desirable to or yields. 
round them off suitably which will incidentaHy ensure that 
districts whose top yields are near together have a common 
s_tandard fixed for:- them. We !accordingly propose the follow-
ing rounding-off rule. "Yields from 0 t'? 200 lbs. to the 
nearest multiple of 10 ; from· 200 to 500 lobs. to the nearest 
multiple of 25 ; fr.om 500 to J.,OOO lbs. to' the nearest multiple 
of 50 ancl above) ,poo to the nearest m,ultiplc .of 100 ". , , ,, ' 

22. Under the above rules 'certain 'ranges of yields will be 
overlapping .. For, example, yields between 187Y, lbs. to .195 
lbs. can be rounded off either to 190 lbs. or 200 lbs. It is, 
therefore, necessary to split 'up this range equally between the 
!ldjacel).t ranges, so thnt the yields from 185 lbs. to 191.25 lbs, 
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are rounded off to 190 lbs. and those from 191.25 lbs. to 212.5 
lbs. to 200 lbs. In a similar manner rounding off of yields is 
to be decided at the points 500 lbs. and 1,000 lbs., respectively. 
Should a yield fall exactly on the dividing points of two 
adjacent ranges it should be rounded off to the next higher 
figure. 

23. The standard yields calculated by the above methods 
for the different districts are given on the opposite page and 
for the sake of ready comparison, yields fixed in 1944 table 
are given on the following page:-

TABLE No. 14 

Revlsed Standard yields 
(figures in tbs.) 

Rice Wheat Kharif Rabi Gram Bajri Cotton 
District Jowar Jowar Ground- Lint 

nut 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Thana 

Kobha 

Ratoagiri 

Nasik 

Dbulia 

Jalgaoo 

Abmedoagar •• 

Poooa 

Satara 

Sangli 

Sholapur 

Kolhapur 

Aurangabad 

1.500 

1,400 

1,000 

900 350 375 325 325 300 700 110 

450 550 500 600 375 475 700 120 

550 550 1,100 650 425 300 750 120 

900 325 375 325 225 600 100 

1,000 275 

850 

325 275 300 800 

600 550 350 325 1,000 

1,000 400 1,000 300 425 200 750 

325 400 350 100 700 90 

1,200 1,100 425 275 900 

350 700 550 225 225 '400 90 
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Rice Wheat Kharif Rabi Gram Bajri Cotton 
District Jowar Jowar ·. Ground- Lint 

nut 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) '(9) 

Parbhani 700 500 750 700 325 600 80 

Bhir 350 650 700 300 225 700 110 

Nanded 600 450 750 600 350 700 90 

Osmanabad 550 425 700 700 325 275 700 100 

Buldhana 425 750 350 275 500 100 

Akola 450 . 700 325 500 100 

Amravati 500 700 325 375 600 90 

Yeotmal 425 750 350 700 650 80 

Wardha 375 650 275 70 

Nagpur 450 600 425 425 750 80 

Bhandara 900 400 600 325 

Chanda 750 400 475 275 60 

NoT&-( I) The figures in this table are the averages of best three yields in the 
districts of Bombay and Poona divisions. In the case of the districts of Aurang
abad and Nagpur divisions they are the averages of two ... best yields except for 
bajri in districts of Aurangabad division and kharif-jowar, cotton and rice in the 
districts of Nagpur division where they are the a'\t:erages of best three yields. 
These averages have been rounded off as per paragraph 22 of Chapter V. 

Foot Note 2.-
1. For all crops excePt in II below data over a continuous series of years 

ending with 1961-62 (inclusive) have been used:-
1. In the case of Bombay and Poona divisions I 0 year data have been 

used for all crops. 
2. In the case of Aurangabad division I 0 year data for bajri; 6 year 

data for rice; kharif~jowar, wheat and rabi-jowar; and 5 year data for 
gram, groundnut and cotton have been used. 

3. In the case of Nagpur division I 0 year data for cotton ; 6 year data 
for wheat, rabi-jowar and gram; 5 year data for bajri and groundnut 

. have been used. In the case of District Wardha, however, 5 year data for 
gram have been used. · 

II. In Nagpur division for rice and rabi-jowar 9year data for the period 
1952-53 to 1961-62 (except the year 1955-56) have been used, • 



TADLE No. 15 
(Accornpnniment to Government Resolution, Revenue Dcpnruncnt, No. 7269/39, dntcd 28th September 1944.) 

Stntcmont ohowlnll atnndnrd normal yield of Crops (In lba, per nero) 

Whcnt Jownr 
Serinl District Rice (hu,kcd) ....., r-----..A..-.----., 
No. 1',tt,. clean Irrigated Dry Snit Khorif Rnbi Dry 

Dry irrigated Dry 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Lbs, Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs, Lbs, 

I Ahmednbnd .. .. 1,440 1,300 500 600 600 
(grainjownr) (grninjowar) 

200 200 
(fodder jownr) (fodder jowar) 

600 600 
2 Knim .. 1,320 1,300 600 .. 

'3 Brooch .. 900 .. 600 820 
a-.... 

3-A Pnnchmahals 1,200 1,300 700 1,190 820 

4 Surnt 1,5'60 .. 550 .._ - 760 600 

5 West Khandesh 1,080 1,280 600 1,500 720 575 

6 East Khandesh •• 1,080 1,280 600 1,500 720 575 

7 Nasik 1,980 1,320 460 1,500 520 520 
(8rain jownr) (groin jowar) 

150 150 
(fodder jowar) (fodder jowar) 

Ahmednagnr 
300 

8 1,040 1,180 460 1,500 



9 Poona I, 120 1,080 350 1,500 . 400 1,200• 
(grain jowar) · 400 
. 500 (grain jowar) 

150 
(fodder jowar) 

1,500• 
350 

10 Sholapur 900 1,080 400 1,500 '" 1,200• 

II Satar~ , 1,120 1,350 480 1,500 700 '5oo 
1,5oo• 1,200• 

12 Belgaum · . ' 1,140 1,200 560 1,500 800 800 

13 Bijapur 800 1,080 400 1,500 540 . 540 

14 DharW~r 1,140 500 1,500' 1,000 600 

"" 15 .Thana .. 1,200 "' ·I'(J 

16 Kolab'a .. ' 1;250 •J ' 
' ' ' . 950 17. R~t~~a~iri ,··r 

18 ~l{anara I, 160 . ' .,. 



Serial Diatrlct Dojnrl RnRI Maize Kodrn Tur Gram Gram 
No. Dry Dry Dry Dry Dry Irrigated Dry 

(I) (2) (9) (10) II) . (12) ( 13) (14) (IS) 

Lba, Lba, Lba, Lba. Lba, Lba, Lba, 

I Ahmednbod 750 1,440 1,080 1,000 560 soo 
2 Kaira " .. 870 1,440 I,OSO 1,275 690 soo 
3 Broach 700 1,500 I,OSO 6SO 500 
3-A Panchmnhall 820 1,200 100 1,130 800 600 
4 Surat 1,200 1,160 1,120 680 680 soo 
5 West Khandeah 500 900 720 900 960 1,200 soo 
6 East Khandesh 380 900 900 900 960 1,200 500 
7 Nnsik " 360 1,400 8SO 900 960 1,200 3SO a-
8 Ahmednngar 340 900 900 900 960 1,100 380 a-

9 
1,400 

Poona 340 900 500 900 800 1,200 320 
10 Sholapur 320 .. 800 900 960 1,200 360 
ll Satnra 360 900 720 900 960 1,200 360 
12 Delgaurn 400 900 800 900 960 400 

13 900 
1,soo• 

Bijapur 320 900 900 960 240 
14 Dharwar 4SO 1,200 1,200 900 ·1,200 soo 
IS Thana 770 soo 540 370 400 
16 Kolaba 800 800 410 380 
l7 Ratnagiri 600 670 430 320 
18 Kanara 1,100 900 480 . 480 

•Irrigated. 
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Standard (normal) Yield In pounds per a~e of the Principal Crops 
In "acb district (•) 

Districts Jowar Rice Wheat Bajra Cotton Ground-
nut 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) . (6) (7) 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lb•. 

AurSngabad 500 1,000 460 350 100 1,000 

Bir 500 1,000 460 340 80 1,000 

Parbhani 500 700 400 350 80 1,000 

Nanded 500 1,000 400 350 75 1,000 

Osmanabad 500 800 400 320 80 1,000 

(•) Extracted from Second Edition F. E. H. the Nizam's Government Statis-
tics Department, 11 General Note on Provisional Figures for Standard 
Outtums of Crops in the Dominions,, by Dr. Harold H. Mann. 
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CHAPTER Vl 

MISCELLANEOUS POINTS 

The driage factor was introduced for the first time in the 
annewari formula under G.R., R.D., No. ANI. 1054-ll-C, dated 
17-1.!.-1957 (Appendix ll-R). .Because this is an elaborate G.R. 
the point regarding the application of this factor may have:, 
in practice, orten been overlooked. 1 he Collectors who apply 
the factor obtain it from the Agriculture Department. ·1 ne 
latter on the basis of crop experiments computes its value 
each year for each crop in every district and it is this value 
which is used by the Collectors for the annewari of the next 
year. The value of the factor varies from year to year due 
to differences in seasonal conditions. Theoretically -rhe value 
which should be applied in a given year would be the value, 
as estimated from the experiments during that year. This 
however is not feasibk since the value for the year would be 
known long aftenvards. Hence instead of the ·present pro
cedure of using the previous year's value, it would be more 
correct to use the mean value of the factor, as determined 
over a period of years as the latter will give a more stable 
estimate of the value of the factor for any year. For 
convenience this mean may be calculated for the same 
decenni,Y period as that on which the standard yields are 
based. We accordingly recommend that the mean driage 
factor should be calculated for the decennial period and 
tabulated together with the standard yields, the factors thus 
tabulated remaining unchanged for the next period of 10 
years. This will incidentally ensure that the point regarding 
application of the factor is not lost sight of when applying 
the annewari formula. The weight of the dried grain is 
given by the formula: 

Observed yield is per acre = Yield per acre of wet grain X Driage 
factOr. 

I.A. If the observed yield is obtained by eye estimation, 
which is in terms of the expected final produce, it is not 
necessary to apply driagc correction factor to this yield. 
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2. · Sufficient volume of data of crop-cutting experiments is Fixation 
not available for certain crops such as irrigated ones. For ~!andard 
such crops the standard yield may be fixed by the Agricul- yields for 
tural Department in the light of the principles set out in cr;:r~ for 
Chapter V and in particular the conventional definition given :'de~uate 
in paragraph 3 of that chapter. data of 

experi
ment 
is not 
available. 

·.' 3. The preliminary forecasts of crop yields are based on Accuracy 
the annewari of the crop, as reported by the Collectors. The ~~~;~llinl
final forecast is based directly on the mean yield per acre as 
found in the crop experiment and is therefore independent 
of the annewari reported. Large divergences are often found 
between the preliminary and final forecasts which may , 
perhaps be because at present many Collectors report the 
preliminary annewaris without adopting the numerical 
standard. • The reliability of the preliminary forecast will 
increase if a conscious effort is made to estimate the expected 
yield of the crop in that year and then fix the annewari by 
comparing it with the standard yield of that crop. Thus, 
instead of first estimating the annewari as at present, the 
Collector should first estimate what yield per acre he expects 
during the year, and report the same in the forecast returns. 
Suppose this is 300 lbs. and s~andard yield is 500 lbs .. then he 

should report the annewari as ~~~ x 12-7 annas. Th~ 
estimate of the expected yield per acre for the year can 
perhaps be most easily made by comparing the crop with the 
previous year's crop as the state of this crop will be most 
fresh in the Collector's mind. :rhe yield per acre realised 
during the last year· will be known from the Agriculture 
Department and by estimating the proportion to. the last 
year's yield the current year's yield is estimated .. Since the 
Collector's estimate wiH, in turn, be based on the taluka 
estimates of the Mamlatdars, the latter should also be asked 
to give their estimates of yield per acre from their talukas 
from which the district estimate will be obtained by' taking 
the weighted average, in proportion to the arel!s. under the 
crop: It is desirable that in addition to the annewari worked 
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out as above the Collector should also report in his crop 
forecast the estimated yield per acre on which his annewari 
figure is based. For crops for which standard yields have not 
been fixed the annewar1 of the crop should not be reported 
but instead only the estimated yield per acre only should be 
reported. The Agriculture Department should modify its 
crop forecast pro-forma accordingly. 

4. Standard yields should not be changed frequently but 
may be kept fixed as long as possible because the revenue 
officers making annewaris get accustomed to a particular 
numerical standard and the value of their experience is lost 
when the standard is changed. The standard yields now 
proposed may remain fixed for at least 10 years. Even at the 
end of that period they need not be automatically revised, 
unless the data for the next I 0-year period shows a significant 
change. A convention may therefore be adopted that, unless 
the application of the formula to the next I 0-year data. results 
in a figure differing by more than 10 per cel~t from the 
previous standard yield, the latter should continue unchanged. 

5. This is a minor point which however has been 
specifically referred to the committee by the Revenue 
Departtnent. According to the existing orders (Government 
Resolution, Revenue Department, No. 2181/28, dated 13-10-1937, 
Appendix 11-N) grass is to be considered for the purpose of 
annewari only in those villages in which it is grown as a 
valuable crop, a list of such villages being fixed by the 
Collector; in the remaining villages, grass is excluded from 
the annewari the area under it being treated as fallow. A 
point was raised that in the former villages, particularly in 
cases where grass is grown on more than 25 per cent of the 
cropped area of the village, the inclusion of the grass in the 
annewari may affect the villages adversel'Y, as in a scarcity 
year though the other crops may have failed grass may 
thrive, thus giving a misleadingly high value of the weighted 
average annewari for the village. From the replies of the 
Commissioners in the relevant file (Revenue Department File 

No. ANI 1058/ ;:~~) we find that this problem 

existed mainly in the Gujarat districts such as Broach, Surat, 
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where grass was extensively grown as a valuable crop. There 
seem to be few such villages in the Poona, Bombay, 
Aurangabad and Nagpur Divisions and the Commissioners of 
these Divisions have represented that the existing orders are 
suitable and require no change. Having regard to the various 
changes, in the system of annewari we are proposing, we do 
not consider that any change should be made at present in 
the orders regarding the grass annewari. 

6. The annewari of a village may be made either on the Number of 
basis of an eye estimate of the average yield per acre of the crop 

1 
viii h b . f . Wh h exper-age or on t e as1s o crop expenments. enever t e ments. 
latter course is adopted it is necessary that the experiments 
should be made on a sufficient number of plots. We 
recommend that five should be treated as the minimum 
number of experiments but whenever possible a larger 
number up to I 0 may be made. The plots should be selected 
on a representative basis from fields having good,· medium 
and bad crops, roughly in proportion to the areas in the 
village under good, medium and bad crops, respectively. 

7. As regards suspensions in the Vidarbha there were two Scale for 
scales out of which the less liberal scale A applied in ordinary "~1pe:slon 
years while scale B applied only if there were half suspensions ~ev:~ue In 
in both the preceding years or full suspensions in one of two Vldarbha. 

preceding years. The Vidarbha . scales are based on the 
normal yield being equated to !3:1z annas. Converting this 
to the 12-anna basis the scales become as follows :-

Half Suspension 
Full Suspension 

Scale A 

. . Below 5·4 annas 

. . Below 3·6 annas 

Scale B 

. . Below 7·2 annas. 

. . Below 5·4 annas. 

Thus, the scale A which applies in the major proportion of 
cases is less liberal than the western Maharashtra scale and 
there would be no objection to extending the latter. to 
Vidarbha also. The question would stiH remain whether a 
more liberal scale should be provided in addition on the 
analogy of the scale B of Vidarbha. 

8. There is obviously logical justification for prDviding 
that the relief should be .on a more liberal scale when there 
has been a succession of bad . years. In the Western 
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Maharashtra districts though there is no express· second scale 
the same effect may have often been secured in practice by 
the Mamlatdars making the annewari (which was a matteLo~ 
subjective judgment) on a more liberal scale when there was 
a succession of. bad years in the district. The arguments 
against having a second scale ·are however as follows: U 
occurrence of bad year in the previous two years is to be taken 
into account then logically we should also take into account 
the occurrence of an exceptionally good year. Thus if there 
was a bumper crop in either of the two previous years then in 
the third year the relief should be according to a scale even 
more stringent ~han "A''. This will obviously amount to an 
unnecessary complication. Secondly, there may have been 
need in the past for having a more liberal scale of relief when 
there was a run of bad years. The situation has now changed 
however because of the liberal policy of Government in 
respect of scarcity relief. Relief is provided by Government 
promptly and effectively, so that the agriculturist in the next 
year is practically in the same position as if his crop had not 
failed previously. The need of relief for a particular year 
therefore should be decided by the state of crop in that year 
only and the history of previous years need not be taken into 
consideration. Thirdly, ha,·ing· a second scale of st•spensions 
means an additional complication and as such it should not 
be introduced unless the case for it is clearly established. 
For all these reasons, it docs not seem necessary to have a 
second scale for regulating suspensions at least for the 
present. \Ve accordingly recommend that the scale of 
suspemione currently in Western Maharashtra and Marath
wada should he extended to Vidarbha districts also. 

9. If, however, for any reasons it is decided to continue 
the two Vidarhha scale.<, then for Vidarhha the standard 
yields as fixed hy our formula should he taken as !31J annas 
instead of 12 annas. , · · 

Remission lO .. As stated previously in Chapter II, paragraph 24, no 
~.;"e':.~e exact scale was laid down in the Vidarbha. region for regular-
and ing the recovery of the arrears of suspended land revenue and 
recoveryd odf the matter was left entirely to the discretion of the revenue 
suspene fli A d h f .. land o Jeers. s. regar s t e grant o remissions also, the matter 
revenne. was left partly to discretion. The relevant rule (rule 9 o£ the 
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Madhya Pradesh Suspension _ai]d Remissions KulcsJ prov1ded 
that remissions may be granted by the Government in whole 
orlli.Cpart: whclfl(a);tlle .suspended arrears are' more than three 
years old, (b) in cdr!ain' sp"ecified tracts when the suspended 
arrears exceed one year's land revenue demand, the excess 
being remitted,. and ·(c) when it is clear from the conditions 
of the 'tract that it 1 \vould be inadvisable to collect the 
suspended revenue or ,part.- · 

'1 .·'. j ., 

ll. ---The limit of thcee years laid down in condition (a) is 
the' same as, that applied in the Western Maharashtra. 1 he 
limit o~ one year's demand contained in condition (b) is the 
same as' that applied· to the Konkan districts. Ho0wever, for 
districts other than the. specified tracts no limit has been laid 
down in Vidarbha similar to the limit of two years for dis
tricts • other than Konkan districts in the Western Maharash
tra; Further, even when conditions (a) and (b) are satisfiea, 
it is left to the discretion of Government whether to grant the 
remission in whole or in pan .. Condition (c) is wholly dis
cret:onary. · We ·consider that instead of the matter . being 
thus left to be dealt with by discretionary ad hoc orders, it is 
preferable td have a >regular scale for regulating recoveries of 
suspended---revenue and. the grant of remissions. We there
fore recommend that ·•the · scales prevalent in Western 
Maharashtra and Marathwada ·in respect cf both these points 
which have proved to be s~itable in practice may be made 
applicable to the Vidarbha districts also, the limit of one 
year's revenue demand being applicable to the specified tracts 
and limit of two years' revenue demand being applied to the 
remaining districts of Vidarbha. 
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CHAPTER VII 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE YIELD AND SOIL .. 
CLASSIFICATION VALUE 

It has already been seen how the assumption that the 
yield varies proportionately. with the soil classification value 
of the land, as expressed by its rate of assessment, has crept 
into the annewari formula, so to say through the back door. 
The assumption was introduced for the first time by Mr. 
Anderson in his notes to the land revenue rules published in 
about 1920. As these were written by him in his personal 
capacity they did not have the authority of Government and 
consequently there is no discussion in Government records 
regarding the legitimacy of this assumption. Shortly after 
making the assumption Mr. Anderson himself expressed 
doubts about its validity as it conflicated with the theory 
underlying the land revenue assessment according to which 
the assessment should be proportional to the net income from 
land and not the gross income, i.e., the gross yield (vide his 
note anne.xed to Governm::nt Re•oluti~n No. 7773-B, dated 
23rd June 1927 Appendix Il-K)- In his note Mr. Andecs()n 
has referred to the assumption as the 'theory' of the 
Agricultural Depattment but we do not lind that the Director 
of Agriculture or the Agriculture Department had at any 
time proposed such a theory-

2. It is likely that in making the assumption Mr. Anders.n 
may have been influenced by another assumption of his, 
which also later turned out to be mistaken, namely . that the 
standard yield represented the yield of one extremity in the 
scale of soil classification values, i.e., of 16 anna land. At the 
other end of the scale for land of 0 anna classification value 
i.e., barren land-the yield is ipso facto nil. This thus 
became a case of interpolation and it may have appeared 
reasonable as a first approximation and in the absence of any 
other data to take the yields for intermediate soil classification 
values on proportionate basis. The case would have however 
been different had it been realised that the standard yield re
presented the vield for land of the average soil classification 
value which might be as low as 6 or 8 anna because it then 
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become a question of extrapolation which is always more 
hazardous than interpolation. In extrapolation the affect of 
any departure from the assumed linear relationship becomes 
inflated and there is also the possibility that the manner of 
variation of the yield with the classification value might 
change on passing outside the range between which the yields 
are observed. 

3. The Commissioners' conference which considered the 
question in 1923 and decided to retain the assumption of 
linear variation had assumed that the standard yields repre
sented the yields of land of 12 anna classification value, but 
on that assumption also the question remained mainly one of 
interpolation. The annewari committee of officials and non- . 
officials which was appointed in 1926 accepted the Commis
sioners' recommendation on this point without any detailed 
discussion and seems to have failed to realise its importance. 

4. Thus dus assumption which rested on such weak 
foundations has held sway in the land revenue administration 
for nearly 40 years. The question about its validity was 
raised by the Comnlissioner N. D. in 1940 who argued that 
there was no logical basis to support the assumption and 
proposed therefore that the annewaris should be made by 
comparing the yields of land of 12 anna classification values 
only. The Commissioner C. D. agreed with him but the 
Commissioner S. D. opposed on the ground that in some 
villages there might be no land of 12 anna classification and 
secondly that the annewaris of different types of land may 
not necessarily be the same as in some poor years inferior 
land may yield better crops and hence that annewari based 
on the yields of 12 anna lands only would be misleading 
since what was required was the average annewari for all 
types of lands in the village taken together. 

5. The Director of Agriculture, submitted his views in the 
matter under his report No. 84, dated 4th October 1940 after 
obtaining the advice of Prof. P. C. Mahalnobis fhis report is 
Riven in Appendix II-N(4)]. The Director had p~oposed 
inter alia that crop experiments should be made on d1fferent 
grades of lands having poor, medium and superior soils. 

A-10-6-A. 
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6. The matter was thereafter discussed in the Commis
sioners' conference and it was finally decided (Government 
Resolution, Revenue Department No. 7773/lll, dt. 10.7-41 
Appendix ll-0) that lands should be classified according to 
the soil classification value into four groups,-poor (0-4 annas), 
fair (4-8 annas), medium (8 or 12 annas) and good (above 
12 annas}-and standard yields fixed separately for each 
group, the yields being fixed not for each district but for 
homogenous tracts. It was further decided that a series of 
crop experiments should be made for determinin~ the yields 
on the above basis. The scheme of crop expenments was 
howevcr never carried out in practice. 

l'oints 7. Thus so far there has been no statistical investigation 
which have b Go f h I . I . b h to be y vernment agency o t e re atwns 11p etween t e crop 
invesli- yields and the fertility of the soil and as far as we could find 
&ated. by any other agency either. The question is a complicated 

one and requires exhaustive analysis of the available data 
contained in the series of crop experiments made by the 
Agriculture Department for estimating yields of the several 
crops for each district. The following are some of the points 
to be investigated. 

Existence 8. On intuitive grounds it may appear that though the 
:;rv~~ .. assumed linear relationship between the yield and the soil 

classification value may not be strictly true the yields will at 
least increase with the soil classification value since more 
fertile soils would give higher yields. But even this assertion 
is not free from doubt as it may not hold good over the whole 
range of classification values. For each crop the roots go 
only up to a. particular depth, and it has been su~gested that 
the yield may increase till this critical depth and the 
corresponding soil classification . value is reached but any 
further increase in the soil classification value may not have 
any significant effect of increasing the yield· of the crop. 
Thus according to this suggestion the relationship between 
the yield and the soil classification value would be as in 
figure 2 below, while figure I shows the relationship according 
to the present assumption of proportio~al variation:-

A·I0-6-B. 
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I . 

16 anna$, 
0 Soil classification value 

Fi~ure 1. 

' 

. 
0 Soil classification value 

16 anoas. 

Figure 2. ; 
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-

lU annas. 

I 
Figure 3. 

9. Shri Rangrao, one of our members who is holding the 
post of Statistician of the Agriculture Department has 
suggested from his experience that at least for some crops 
there may be not only one critical point but two as shown in 
figure 3, the yield being nearly stationary up to the first point, 
then raising rapidly till the second point is reached and then 
again becoming stationary. It may be added here that the 
figures of yield of rabi- jowar for Sholapur and Ahmednagar 
districts given fater in paragraph IS roughly follow this 
pattern. 

10. The critical classification value or values will depend 
on the depth of the soil required for each particular crop and 
hence will vary from crop to crop. It will have to . be 
examined whether the same critical points hold good for 
different districts or whether there are significant differences 
between the critical points for different districts. 

II. The relationship between the yield - and the soil 
classification may not be a fixed one but may vary according 
to the nature of the season, since it has been remarked that 
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for ~ few crops in years of heavy rainfall" for certain 1crops 
the rnfe,n?r so1ls ~ay produce a better .yield than superior 
smls. 1lus would, m el1ect, mean that the ye11r in which 
inferior soils yield a 12 anna crop may not be tne same as that 
in whi<;h the superior soils have a 12 ~a crop. 

12. The examination ?f the results of crop experiments Fixation or 
reveals that there are large d.i.Jferences between the average standard 

yields per acre of a crop between different taluka; in the same ~=f~~~r 
district for the same" season; the ratio ·between the highest wise. 
and the lowest being often as high as 2: L It will have to be 
examined whether these large divergences can be accounted 
for wholly by differences in the fertility of the soil of the 
different talukas or whether other factors are 'responsible and 
in the latter case whether it is necessary to fix. the standard 
yields separately for each taluka as, was the practice beforcr 
1944. " 

1.3. It has also been suggested that even a 'raluka is too Fixation of 
large an area SO that the agricultural conditiqns are DO\ 8!8~:a:d 
homogeneous over i,t and hence that for fixing standard y\eld t~·ttl=- or 
the proper unit of area is the Settlement Group as the Grohp~ ment 

f d f . . . I . h . 1 1 d . . . Groups are orme o areas_ . ~n w uc ~ agpcu tur~ __ an eco~10~1q · 
conditions are nea~ly unifo~I:L\. )i. is .. true that the dat.~ 
available at . present is quite insufficient for fixing standard 
yield separately for eac]l Settl~ment Group. 'About, 100: to 
120 experiments are 1nade for each ,major crop in a distric~ 
in a year· and as a district . conta\ns. 12 to. 13 tal11kas :.with 
about 4 Settlement Groups m each taluka1; the: ·B-u\llbef, ~ 
experiments jvith.in the Settlement Proup per, )fear :w,<;>.t¥4t.b~ 
only 1 or 2. It .• w.ill howe1•er have t.o. J,le exarn\ned, whether 
it is necessary to, undertake e..xperi111:er,m OJ,l. a .m\l.re :cxtensiy~ 
scale in future so as to produce sufficient data for enabling ~he 
fixation of the standard yields separately for each. S.ettlement 
Group. · · . · · · ·' · 

14. Another point relates to the additions, called 'chadhs: Addition 

which are made to the, original soit classification value of a ~~;.~r:-of 
piece of land when it enjoys certain facilities such. as nearnes~ ments 
to the village site, so that in such cases· there is a: difference• "chadha" • 

between the fertility of the soil which depends on its ~epthe . 
structure, texture of the soil, its nutrition, status and ~ol9ur, 
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and the final soil clallsilic.ation value on which the rate of 
assessment depends. The question therefore arises whether 
such of these additions as are not related to the fertility of 
the soil are not required to be encluded before investigating 
the relationship between the yield and the soil fertility. The 
grounds against such exclusion are the following:-. 

15. Firsdy, taking for illustration the addition on account 
of nearness to the village_ site. This addition is made because 
the nearness facilitates better cultivation of laud; such better 
cultivation will in turn lead to higher yield from the land, 
so that the facility has the same effect on the yield as the 
increase in the fertility of the soil. Hence it would not be 
correct to exclude this addition. 

16. Secondly, there are several other factors which have a 
pronounced effect on the yield such as the standard of 
cultivation, crop rotation, manuring, etc. The original soil 
classification which may have been made more t.han 60 years 
ago in some cases may now have become out-dated and may 
not correcdy represent the soil classification value of the soil 
at present. It would not be practicable to make an allowance 
for eac:h of these factors individually. The course adopted 
in practice therefore is to treat these as ' unknown factors ' 
which affect the yield, the deviations in the yield resulting 
from their operation being treated as random deviations 
which cancel out on averaging. In comparison with these 
other, factors the effect of the supposed discrepancy between 
the fertility and the rate of assessment are likely to be small 
in magnitude. It can therefore simply be treated as an 
additional 'unknown factor' whose effects even out on 
averaging, so that no separa!e allowance in the annewari 
formula is necessary on account of this factor. 

17. A third practical consideration is that the original soil 
classification value is not available in the village records. 
Hence if this value is involved in the annewari formula, it 
will not be possible to complete the calculation of the annc
wari at the village itself but a reference will have to be made 
to the D. L L. R.'s Office at the district headquarters, thus 

·resulting both in delay and additional work. Moreover, 
since a large number of crop experiments have to be made 
within a short period in several villages when an area is 
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threatened with crop failure, it may in practice not be 
feasible to make a referenc~ in each and every case to the 
D. L L. R.'s Office. .For all these reasons, it would be 
desirable to work out relationship, as far as possible, between 
the yield and the soii classification value, as expressed in the 
rate of assessment, any difference between the latter and the 
fertility of the soil being ignored as one of the "unknown 
factors" which cancel out on averaging. 

18. The tables at the end of the chapter show the results Prellml· 
of preliminary analysis of the crop experiments for the r~bi nary sis 
jowar (wet) crop in Ahmednagar and Sholapur districts. It analy • 

is seen from the tables that the yields show a general tendency 
to increase with the soil classification value but the rate of 
increase is markedly lower than· that implied .in the assump-
tion of proportionality. 

19. The existence of linear relationship between the correla
variables is usually tested by calculating the correlation co- tion co
efficient ('r') between them. The following table shows the eftlcients. 
calculation of "r" for each year made from the data of the 
crop experiments on rabi jowar in Barner Taluk~ of the 
Ahmednagar district:-

TABLE No.l6 
Year 

1951-52 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 

Total 1951-52 to 1960-61 

~~ r, 

0·3.494 
0·0,694 
0·3,669 
0·1,565 
0·0,911 
0·1,857 
0·2,670 
0·3,996 

0·1,341 

NOTB.-For 1952-53 and 1953-54 "r" is not worked out as the crop failed 
in most of the survey numbers. 

The observed values of the 'r' are small and for two years 
they are even negative indicating that in those years ~igher 
yields were associated with poorer soils. The explanauon of 
this observed weak co-relationship may be that the plots 
selected for the crop experiments may hav: _differed wide!y 
in respect of other factors (other than fe~t1hty of the soil) 
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which affect the yida such as manuring, quality of seed, 
~tandard of culu \au on, etc. or, in othe;:r worus, to usc a 
tcdmical statistical tcJ:m that the data may be hctct·ogcQ.uus, 

20. Even the raintall conditions may have varied, since 
on tile a\·eragc about 6 to 7 expenments ru·e made in a year 
and in a talw.a 2 or 3 plots are taken from a viLage sa tuat 
tnc plots may have. been located in 2 or 3 dillerent villages 
a11d the raimail conditions may ha\·e \·aricd between them. 
The smallness of tile observed values of 'r' indicate that the 
rna jor portion of the differences between the yields obtained 
from uu: d.tllcrent plots were the effect of these other iactors 
a11d only a small portion can be attributed to the differences 
between the soil dassilication values of the plots. This in 
turn indicates that it may not be possible to make the 
investigation of the relationship between the yield and the 
soil classification values on the basis of the data contained in 
the crop experiments made for estimating the mean yield per 
district but that it may be necessary for the former purpose 
to plan an independent series of experiments. Plots will 
have to be selected from the same locality, i.e., village or part 
of the village a11d it will have to be ensured that all other 
conditions such as quality of seed, manuring, etc., are identical 
and that the plots diller only in respect of their soil classifica· 
tion values a11d then the relationship between the observed 
yields and the soil classification values examined. It may be 
necessary to undertake a series of such planned experiments 
in the different districts a11d for different crops. · 

21. An analysis similar to that in paragraph 18 will have 
to be made for the data of other crops and for the several 
districts. The data of the crop experiments, as tabulated, 
gives the survey number of each experiment but not the soil 
classification value of the survey number and these soil classi· 
fication values are therefore being ascertained from the 
Collectors. The work of the compilation of the analysis and 
the data will however be voluminous one as for each crop and 
each district there are about 600 crop experiments for the 
IO year period, so that if the data is compiled for 10 crops. 
for the 25 districts, the total number of experiments to be 
handled would be of the order of I Y, lakhs. 
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22. The work of, tbe.:compilation 1and the anaLysis of the 
data wiq therefore ~equire a longer period which may be up 
to a year_~ or two. ·A report regar.ding this part of the terms 
of reference will therefore be submitted by us later. 

23. In the meamvhile we prop()se. as an interim measurft Propose

an_d _partly on a~ ad hoc b~sls ~ slight ~edification of the ~o:~~c· 
ex1stmg annewan formula. The relationship assumed in the existinll. 
current formula between the yield Y and the soil classifica- formula. 
tion value S is any given year may be expressed as 

. ·' .. ~- . . 

Y=-~ s. 
S where So represents standard soil annas and Yo the 
corresponding yield. This formula may also be written as--

y = Y.+ ~·cs ~ s.). _ • 
0 

Thus the yield is assumed to increase · or decrease at the 
' y 

uniform rate of ,--2 for the increase or decrease of one -···s. . 
anna in the soil classification value. From the figures given 
in the table No. 17 - it is seen that this assumed rate of 
increase is t.oo' high. -
- . . ' - . ' 

24. For testi_ng the application of the formula, we may, as 
a first approximatipn, ;~ssume that the mean classification 
val,ue of each range coincides with its mid point. Thus the 
mean classification l(alues for: .the ranges 4-8 annas, 8-12 
annas and above 12 aunas may be taken as 6, 10 and 14 annas, 
respq:tivclyc In ,the lowest. range · ~ annas however, 
having regard to the fact that values in the neighbourhood 
of 0 annas arc likely to be· absent the mid point may be. 
assumed to be ~:f. a,nnas. This is equivalent to assuming 
that the range includes soil valuation from 1--4 annas. 
Then for Sholapur district we get the following figures of soil 
annas and corresponding 10 years average yields:-

Soil annas 

2i nnnns· 
.6 nnnas. 
10 .annns · 
I 4 anpas 

10 years" 
overage yield 

215·0 
·248·5 
309·2 
41~·6 



The standard soil annas for the rabi jowar generally vary 
from 7-9 annas and for the present purpose we may assume 
it to be 8 annas, so that S0 =ll. The corresponding yield Y0 

is obtained by interpolating between the figures tor ~ 
annas as about 270 lbs. Now as the soil classification value 
increases from 2Y. annas to 6 annas, 6--10 annas and 10-14 
annas the rate of increase of the yield per unit increase in 
soil classification value is seen to be, respectively 10 lbs., 15 lbs. 
and 27 lbs. as against the assumed rate of 34 lbs. The 
average rate of increase over the whole range from 2Y. annas 
to 14 annas comes to about 17 lbs. which is about half the 
assumed rate of increase of 34 lbs. The figures for 
Ahmednagar district reveal a similar situation. 

25. It is true that the above figures relate to the results of 
the Crop Cutting Experiments carried out in rabi jowar only. 
However, we are informed by persons who have experience 
of agricultural productivity that the dependence of the yield 
on the soil classification is much weaker than that assumed, 
in the present formula. The Commissioners with whom we 
have discussed this matter expressed the same view. In fact, 
this defect in the formula seems to have been noticed as early 
as during the Second World War when a compulsory levy o£ 
food-grains was put on all -the cultivators in the old Bombay 
State. For working out the extent of this compulsory levy, 
it was necessary for the Government to estimate the 
production of individual cuLtivators. For estimating the 
production, two factors were taken into consideration,-{i) 
basic yield and (u) soil classification. A basic yield for every 
crop was fixed every year and for every tract with reference 
to the climatic conditions of that year. The basic yield was 
assumed to be produced on the standard or average soil of a 
tract. The production of individual cultivator was then 
estimated with reference to the soil classification of his land 
on the basis of the formula which was known as the Sholapur 
Formula. This formula assumed a proportionate decrease in 
yields on soils below the standard or the average soil but only 
half the proportionate increase in yield in soils above the 
standard soil. To take an example, if the standard soil and 
the basic yield of a tract were fixed at 8 annas and 400 lbs .. 
respectively, the estimated production on soil of 12 annas 
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would. be 500 lbs. per acre, but on the soil of 6 annas 
would be 300 lbs. per acre. Thus, the Sholapur Formula was 
based on the assumption that for the soil above the average 
the rate of increase ill productivity is only half of the rate ill 
soils below the average. 

26. As the Sholapur formula gives effect to the fact 
observed in the general experience as stated before, that the 
rate of variation of the yield with the soiL classification value 
is much lower than tnat involved in the relationship of 
proportionality and as this formula was taken as the basts of 
the levy system which had been worked extensively, and 
successtully, over the whole State, we carefully considered 
whether this same formula cannot be adopted on an ad hoc 
basis and temporarily i.e., till it becomes possible to ascertain 
more precisely the relationship between the yield and the soiL 
classification value, for making the crop annewari. This 
would however give rise to. the following difficulty viz., that 
we shall have to introduce two annewari formulas, the present 
formula •(formula D) continuing to apply for value 
of the soil classilication 'S' below s. and a different formula 
being applied for values above S 0 • In the present state of 
uncertainty regarding the true relationship between the yield 
and -the soil classification value-all that is known being that 
the yield is expected generally to increase with the fertility 
and secondly that the rate of increase may be much lower 
than that involved in the relationship of proportionality-the 
complication of having two different annewari formulre 
applicable over two ranges of the soil classification value can 
hardly be to the justified. Moreover the assumption of an 
abrur.t change in the rate of vari3Jtion of the yield and soil 
classi!ication value at the point S=S• is itself very artificial. 

27. Ordinarily in a formula which is partly ad hoc and is 
intended as 31 first approximation, one would adopt a uniform 
rate of increase over the whole range. It is however not 
difficult to see why the authors of the Sholapur formula may 
have adopted the discontinuous rate of change at the point 
S=S.. As the decrease-in the rate of variation for values of 
S above S

0 
resulted in the reduction in the levy demand "it 

was the safe to assume it. The decrease in the rate of 

• Vide Para. I of Chapter IV. 
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variation for values of S below S0 would on the other hand 
increase the levy demand. The available evidence regarding 
tne rate of variation ot yield with the soil classification value 
may not have been con>tdered sufficient to justify the risk of 
overestimating the demand It may therefore have been 
tuought prudent to err on the side ot safety and continue to 
apply the original Anderson's formula fur values of S below 
~-, In that case of annewaris however the effect will be 
exactly the contrary- Overestimating tl1e rate of decrease of 
tlle yteld with the decrease in the soil classification value 
would lead to the fixing of lower 12 anna yields and 
consequently the overestimation of the annewaris and 
~onsequential denial of relief in case where it was really 
needed. For these reasons we consider that it would not be 
desirable to adopt the Sholapur formula wholesale for the 
purpose of making the crop annewari but that the general 
principle contained in it should be accepted viz., that me rate 
of variation of the yield with the soil classification value 
should be much lower than that involved in the present 
formula (formula D), it being reduced by about 1z for crops 
like bajri or jowar which are ordinarily grown in soils of 
classification ,-alue of about 6 annas. 

28. The question may also be examined from first 
principles. Assuming that the relationship between the 
yield and the soil classification value can be expressed as a 
linear. function at least as a first approximation over the 
range of values of S in which the crop is normally grown in 
the district the relationship will have to be of the formula. 

~ = Yo + K ( S - So) 
Y.0 being the yield in . the year for the average soil classi
fication value S0 • It will be reasonable to assume that K is 
roughly proportional tc Y

0 
that is to say the yield will 

increase or decrease by some fixed percentage such as 5 per 
cent or 10 per cent for every increase or decrease of one anna 
in the soil classification value. The formula then becomCll. 

Y = Yo [ I + !.. ( S ...:.. So)] 
Now the relationship assumed in the existing formula (D) 
requires the further assumption that ,\ is inversely proportional 
to S

0
• But there is no apparent reason at all why the rate of 
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variation of the yield with the s11il classification value should 
be proportional to the reciprocal of the average classification 
value of the soiL in which the particular crop is normally 
grown in the particular district. We have also already seen 
how this assumption has come about accidently. It was not 
present in the formula as originaliy given by Mr. Anderson 
which could be written as 

Y=Y. [ I 4- ~ 2 (S-S.) ] 

Thus this formula assumed, for all crops and all districts, 
a fixed percentage SZ)~~ of increase or decrease of one anna 
in the soil classification value. There was a second assump
tion that Y 

0 
related to the value S0 = 12 annas. The 

error in the second assumption was discovered in 1924, but 
when modifying the formula the question whether the 
assumed rates of variation of the yield with the soil classi
fication value required any modification was not at aU 

considered, so that it became accidentally equated to 
1 
s. 

29. The assumption that .\ varies inversely as ts s. 
thus seen to be without any basis. It would be simpler to 
assume for .\ some fixed suitable value applicable to all crops 
and all districts. The value involved in the original 
Anderson formula viz., 1 f12 seems to be suitable for this 
purpose. We therefore consider that till it becomes possible 
to ascertain more precisely the relationship between the 
yield Y and the soil classification value S the following 
formula may be adopted for the purpose of making 
anncwari:-

I 
Y=Y. [I + 

12 
(S- S.)] 

This formula is an ad hoc one but will give a less erroneous 
picture of the variation ~f the yidd wi~h th~ soil classification 
value than the assumpuon ?f propor~J?nahty. !he. form~la 
implies that for crops lik.: JOWar, ba]n grown m hght s01ls 
for which the values of S may be about 6 the rate of 
increase is about y. of that implied by the present formula 
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For a crop grown in somewhat richer soils the rate of increase 
will be 2/3 of that implied by the present formula. After 
further analysis of the data it may perhaps become possible 
to fix separate value of >. (which may be called tile soiL 
constant) for each crop and each district. 

With the adoption of the above ad hoc formula the 
annewari formula will be modified as follows:-

. Observed yield per acre 
Annewan = 12 X Standard yield X 

12 
12 + s-s. 

30. In the Vidarbha region, as we have seen though the 
soil classification values were not allowed explicitly, they 
were allowed indirectly as the revenue officers used to 
estimate separately the normal yield for each village, so that 
for villages having more fertile lands, normal yields were 
pitched higher. In view of this and for the sake of 
uniformity we recommend that the formula modified as 
above should be made applicable to the Vidarbha districts 
also. 

31. As regards the standard soil annas i.e., S. in the 
formula in the paragraph 29 above, we suggest that for the 
time being, the same ~hould continue to be determined by 
the Collectors as at present. 

32. The Commissioner, Nagpur Division, has reported 
that there would be difficulty in applying the Bombay 
formula in the four C. P. Districts. (Viz., Nagpur, Wardha, 
Bhandara, Chanda) b~cause in these four districts cla>sification 
value has not been fixed for each type of soil but they have 
been divided into cla>ses and sub-classes such as Kali I, Kali 
II: Moran I, Moran II; Bardi I, Bardi II, etc. and the rate 
of assessment per acre fixed for each class or sub-class of soil. 
As regards this difficulty, it will be solved if the Director of 
Land Records can fix a notional maximum rate of assessment 
for the lands, so that the soil classification value of each type 
of soil can then be worked out from its rate of assessment. 
If this course is not found to be feasible then the matter 
would be further examined by us. 



TABLE No. 17 

Average yield of Rabl-Jowar (Wet) according to soli classification 

Average yield in lbs./acre Ten 
Range (Soil annas) 

1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1956-57 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 
year's 

1960-61 average 
' yield 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12) 

District Abmednagar 

~.0 236·3 32-3 123·3 147·5 271·5 219·8 316·6 265-7 262-7 374·7 225·0 
(28) (36) (31) (20) (37) (44) (29) (24) (18) (16) (283) 

4·1-8·0 225·5 34'8 163-3 273'8 271·3 223·5 466·2 344-4 305·3 269-4 259·6 
(29) (45) (61) (53) (56) (64) (35) (36) (41) (32) (452) 

8·1-12·0 277·0 68·0 250·0 299·8 306·3 358·5 651·2 481·6 351-6 483-2 35H 00 

(21) (26) (43) (36) (30) (39) (40) (37) (25). (31) (328) "' 
12·1 and above 361·5 28·8 235'8 439·3 362·3 465·3 603-4 667·2 461·1 377-3 400·2 

(20) (18) (34) (19) (24) (36) (21) (II) (21) (7) (211) 

District Sholapur-

~4-0 67·0 75·3 136·3 347·5 201·3 198·3 291·4 275·0 280·6 277·6 215·0 
(12) (16) (10) (12) (26) (23) (32) (13) (12) (13) (171) 

4·1-8·0 128·8 65-5 208·0 354·8 223-8 189·3 315-6 419-4 309-4 26% 248·5 

(33) (33) (51) (54) (48) (46) (58) (23) (17) (27) (390) 

8·1-12·0 207·0 72·5 257·8 478·3 275·5 227·3 466·2 402-5 276·5 428·7 309·2 
(40) (22) (49) (38) (39) (36) (32) (31) (20) (26) (333) 

12·1 and above 178·3 282·5 355-3 692-5 363·8 277-8 696·5 543-8 381·4 453·9 416·6 

(29) (34) (38) (41) (40) (42) (42) (25) (20) (21) (332) 

Note.-Figures in brackets indicate the No. of plots on which the yield per acre is based. 



CHAPTER VIq 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. Standard yield.-The standard yields should be taken 
as the mean of the three best yields in a period of I 0 years. 
(Chapter V, Para. IS,). · 

2. \\'here the data fur the full 10 year period is not 
available the standard yield may be taken as the mean of the 
best three yields, if the data a\·ailablc is for 8 or 9 years, and 
as the mean of the best two yields where the data is a\·ailab:e 
for 5, 6 or 7 years. In the fonncr case the standard yield 
should be rcvi>ed as soon as the I 0 year· data becomes 
available. In the latter case the standard yield should be 
prO\;,ionally re,·i,cd as soon as the data of 8 years becomes 
available by taking the mean of the best three years and then 
again revised when the data for 10 years becomes available. 
(Chapter V, Para. 20). 

3. The nandard yields should be rounded off according 
to the rounding off rules. (Chapter V, Para. 21 ). 

4. Revision of standard yields.-The standard yields given 
now should remain fixed for the next 10 years period. The 
'l"es;iun of their rc,i,ion should be considered after the data 
fur next ten years i.e .. for period ending 1971-72 becomes 
available. (Chapter VI, Para. 4). 

5. Driage factor.-The mcaQ driage factor should be 
calculated for the tLll year period by the Agriculture 
Department and >upplied to the Re\enue Department. 
These driagc factors should be used in comening the yield 
per acre o( wet grain into the yield per acre for finding out 
the annewari of the crop· by the formula. 

Cbaen·c::d yield per acre = Yield per acre of wet grain X . driagc factor 

The driage factor should not however be used when the 
ohscned yic!d is obtained by eye-estimation. (Chapter VI 
l'ara. I and I A). 
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6. Irrigated crops and other crops.-For irrigated crops 
and crops for which the crop cutting data are not available, 
the standard yields may be fixed by the Agriculture Depart· 
ment on the princrples enunciated in Chapter V of this 
report. (Chapter VI, Para. 2). 

7. Accuracy of preliminary estimates.-The Collector, 
instead of first estimating the annewari should estimate the 
yield per acre he expect during the year and report the same 
in the forecast returns and then arrive at the estimate of 
annewari. . (Chapter VI, Pata. 3). 

8. Annewari of grass.-No chan~ should be made at 
present in the orders regarding the annewari of grass crops. 
(Chapter VI, Para. 5). 

9. Number of crop experiments.-Minimum number of 
experiments conducted for estimation of the average yield 
per acre in a village for the purpose of annewari should be 5. 
These five plots should be selected on a representative basis 
from the fields having good, medium and bad crops roughly 
in proportion to 1their respective areas hi the village. 
(Chapter VI, Para. 6). 

10. Scale for suspension of land revenue in Vidarbha.
The scale of suspension currently in use in Western 
Maharashtra and Marathwada should be extended to 
Vidarbha districts also. 

If for some reasons it is decided to continue to use 
Vidarbha scales, then for Vidarbha the standard yield as 
fixed by our formula should be taken as 13 }'3 annas instead 
of 12 annas. (Chapter VI, Para. 7). 

II. Remission of land revenue and recovery of suspended 
land revenue in Vidarbha.-When applying the Western 
Maharashtra scale the Vidarbha limit of one year's revenue 
demand the excess over which is to be remitted should be 
made applicable to the specified tracts and a limit of two 
years revenue demand applied to the remaining districts. 
(Chapter VI, Para. 11). 
A·ID-7·A. 
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12. Introduction of Soil Condition factors.-In the place 
of old factor : 

Standard Soil annas 

Soil Annas of the field 

The following factor: 

12 
I 2 +Soil annas of the field- Standard Soil annas 

should be used. (Chapter VII, Para. 29). 

13. The above soil condition factor should be introduced 
in the Vidarbha region also. (Chapter VII, Para 30). 

14. The determination of standard soil annas.-As regards . 
the standard soil annas i.e. So in the formula in the 
paragraph 29 of chapter VII we suggest that for the time 
being, the same should continue to be determined by the 
Collectors as at present. (Chapter VII, Para. 3 I). 

15. Application of formula to .four C. P. Districts.-F or 
the four C. P. Districts (namely Nagpur. Wardha, Bhandara 
and Chanda), a notional maximum rate may be fixed by the 
Land Records Department to enable the application of the 
annewari ·formula. to thellL (Chapter VII, Para. 32); 

V. M. Josm, 
Chairman. 

22-8-63. 

M. A. TELANC, 

22-8-63 . . 
D. s. RA.'I;CA RAO, 

22-8-63. 
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Commissioner, 
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Dear Shri Ghatge. 
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APPENDix; I-,A 

D.O. No. 5.?2 REV 13651 

Commissioner's office, Bombay Division 
Old Secretariat, Fort, Bombay, 

Dated 31st October 1961. 

SUBJ~CT.-Revised normal yield figure for Bajari. 

Please refer to my demi-official letter Nq. REV. 8817. dated 
18th October 1961. 

2. The standard yield of Bajari fixed for Nasik district 
under• G. R R D. No. 7289/39, dated 28th September 1944 
is ~69 lbs. Your Statistician Shri Ranga Rao has now written 
to the Collector Nasik under his D. 0. letter No. 4646 of 1961, 
dated 16th October 1961 that the average yield of Bajari in 
Nasik district for the 10 years ending 1959-60 comes to 
23,5AJ!:ls. and apparently his suggestion is that this figure 
should be used for the purpose of making annewaris. 

3. I find that the Statistician has obtained the figure of 
235.4 lbs. by taking the arithmetical average of the actual 
yields for the 10 years from 19.50-51 to 1959-60. This process 
of mechanical averaging is not however, consistent with the 
concept of 'normal yield' as th~ term is understood in the 
context of our Annewari rules. :·In the context of these rules 
the normal yield means not ·the average yield actually 
obtained over a period of years but the yield which the 
agriculturists may expect to get in a year in which the rain
fall has been fairly satisfactory both in quantity and 
distribution) 

4. I w.;uld invite your a·ttention to G.R.R.D. No. 7773-III, 
dated lOth July 1941. In th.e joint letter from the Commis
sioners dated lith January 1941 which. is given in the 
accompaniments of the G.R. are given two interpretations or 
definitions of a '12 Anna .crop' vide paragraph (4) of the Joint 
letter. The first definition is as follows: (lbe present' 
standard of valua·tion is the 12 anna crop, which means the 
yield in a season of rainfall fairly favourable in quantity and 
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distribution, and with propel' cultiyation for land of known 
classlhcauon quality) 1ne alternative definition.. is that 
g1ven by the !Jlrecwr of Agrieulture-wnich is that:_g>e normal 
)'leld means .me crop wlllcn the culu vator wi!J not be ois
appomted· to realis~ Whichever definition we take it seems 
Clear that in fixing the normaL yield we shall have to exclude 
years in which the crop was known to have been damaged. 
1\low in the figures ot which the Statistician J;tas taken the· 
average yields lor 1951-52 and 1952-53 are seen to be so low 
that tnese 'Year$. were probably .declared as scarcity_ years in 
Nasik Distnct. I expect that at least suspension or remission 
of land revenue· was · granted; The Statistician has, not, 
however, excluded when from taking the average. · · ' · 

. . l 

5. Another way in which the reisonableness . of the 
revised figure can be checked is by testing .its effect on 
suspension and :remissions. Under the Land Revenue Rules 
the cultivators are given half suspension if the crop is below 
6 Ann-as and full-suspension if th_e crop is below 4 Annas. If 
the revised figure of 235.4- lbs. is used the Annewari would 
not be below even 6 Annas for a single year during 10 years 
period from 1950-51 to 1959-60 •. The minimum Annewari 
would be in the year 1952-53 for which it would be about 
7 Annas: Again . according to the revised · figure the 
Annawari of the aop for. 1953-54 comes to about 15 annas. 
! am very doubtful whether the Revenue Officers and the 
agriculturists had thought the crop in that year to be more 
than 8 to )0 Annas. Thus the Annawaris resulting from the 
use of the revised figure of 235 lbs. would not be consistent 
with the eye estimates. of Annawari made by experienced 
Revenue Officers and Agriculturists. Thus the revised figure 
would be unrealistic. . . . . 

. '6. As stated irt paragraph 2 above in the AniJa,vari Rules, 
the ··normal yield means the yield which the Agriculturists 
wo~ld _get in a year in which the rainfall has been fairly 
~tls~crory: ~ow in the case of crop like Ba jari in N asik 
d1stnct wh1ch .Is known to fall frequently the average yield 
o~~ed ovet: the period. of years is likely to be much below 
the y1cld wh1ch the agnculturists would expect to get in a 
year in which the rainfall was satisfactory. It may quite 



well happen that during the period of 10 years there may not 
have· been more· than one or·n~o· years ·in· wbich there was 
satisfaGtory rainfall. · · -· · 
· 7. ·The figures of standard yield are being supplied by the 

Agriculture Department since before 1920. · A reference to 
the·previous files-in your Department will show the basis· on 
which the normal yit:ld figures were compiled prc;oviously. I 
fee.! that it will be found that the basis previously adopted by 
the Agriculture Department will be the. sanie as stated by me 
in 'paragraph 3 above. • · • · · · 

· 8. · The q uestiorr of ~ormal yi.eld! figu;e is ot' ~ita! interest 
tp the agriculturists when the annawari is below 6 annas, they 
get. halt suspension of land r(!venue and conditions <~kin to 
s~arc.ity are . also declared. Thus (the cultivators will ~ 
deprived of all thes~ relief measures i'f the normal yield fi~e 
is fixed too low ·and thus will lead to hardship) I would, 
therefore, request you to re-examine the matter in the light 
<>f the above remarks. 

Dr. M. B. Ghatge, 
Director of Agriculture, 
:M.aharashtra State, Poona. 

APPENDIX 1-B · 

Dr. M. B. Ghatge, · 
Director. of Agriculture, 
Maharashtra State, 
Poona-1. 

Yours sincerely, .. 
· (Sd.) V. M. Josm. 

D.O. No. Stat/I-Sfl20j5560 of 1961. 
Dated the 29th November 1961. 

Dear Shri Joshi; . ·' , .. 
Pkase refer to your d.o. letter No. 5~2-REV-8851, dated the 

31st October 1961, regarding the revised normal yield figure 
for· bajri. I am to state as follows:- . 

In para. ~ of the Joint letter No. REV-205, dated the lith 
January 1941, from the Commissioners of Divisions, it has 
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been stated th4t "No exact calculation of the amount by 
;..h.ich the crop in a good year exceeds or falls ~hon of the 
normal crop is possible ana that the dete_!rmnanon of wh~t 
~C:E_~rmal is_l! prob~el]l_!!Lthe greatest ~cuny. ~t lS 

dilhcult to decide wnat iS a normal season slDce the rainfalL 
may be normal in amount but well or badly distributed and 
the actual output from similar adjoining lields frequently 
varies for reasons which it is hard to account''. Another 
interpretation of the normal yield "as the crop which the 
cultivator will not be disappointed to realise" also appears 
rather vague and is difficult to express in quantitative terms. 

A good deal of · almost continuous discussion on the 
interpretation of the term normal· has been going on. The 
point at issue is whether it should mean the average over a 
period of years or higher than such an average. 

As far back as 1919, this subject was discussed, at length, 
by the Board of Agriculture, at its eleventh meeting. '1 he 
Board made an imponant recommendation regarding fixing 
of normal yields, viz., that the '"villages, fields and plots on 
which crop cutting experiments are to be made should be 
stricdy selected on a random plan to give the results the 
representative character which they were lacking. A ~Q_ving 
ten-year average of these experiments was to be adopted as 
the normal yield. In order to remove the prevailing con
fusion in the interpretation of the term 'normal' the Board 
made the suggestion that the term 'normal' should be 
replaced by the term 'average' in connection with yield fore
casting". These recommendations were repeated by other 
Committees and Commissions which had to deal with this 
question. 

In the accompaniment to Government Resolution, Revenue 
Department, No. 7773 III of lOth July 1941, it has been 
stated that ''The standard normal yield which should be 
termed the basic normal yield of each crop in each respective 
zone sh?uld be fixed fQ!: nor,,mor~ than f~ur soil types, viz., 
poor, fa!!j_m~d good. In fact, this recommendation 

1 does not seem to have been given effect to ~s normal yields 
I are fixed for the district as a whole irrespective of soil type~ 



In para 3 of the Government Resolution, No. 7289/39, dated 
the 2~th September 1944, it has been stated that "the only 
practical and sound basis for a scientifically accurate set of 
ligures of normaL yields is a very considerable number of crop 
cutting experiments carried out over several seasons on pieces 
of land selected by some such system of randomisation as 
has been suggested by the Director of Agriculture". The 
standard yield too has been defined as t_The yield of a ( 
12-anna crop in an acre of land of the average type of soil in 
the di~rict upon which the crop under consideration is 
grown~~ 

The Technical Committee for Co-ordination of Agricultural 
Statistics in Jlndia, appointed by the Government of India, 
in its report of 1949, has recommended in para 3.33 that "the 
normal. yield should be computed as a moving average of the 
actual average yields per acre obtained by the method of crop 
cutting experiments based on the random sampling 
technique, wherever available, conducted during the 
preceding ten years". 

The Statistical Committee of the Indian Council of. 
Agricultural Research had recommended in 1947 that normal 
yields of crops should be ba~d on _ten years averages obtained 
from the results of crop cutting experiments. Government 
in Agriculture and Forests Department, had forwarded this 
recommendation to the Director of Agriculture and to the 
Collectors for their remarks. Taking into consideration the 
previous discussions on this subject, the Director of 
Agriculture, in his letter No. Res/493/609, dated the 14th 
January 1948, had stated that he agreed with the recommen
dation of the Statistical Committee of the I.C.A.R. The 
views of the Collectors forwarded to Government through the 
Commissioners are not, however, known to this Department. 

The Government in Agriculture and Forests Department 
In Resolution No. SNY-1053-A, dated the 18th November 
1959, while accepting the views of the Department has stated 
that for normal yields of paddy, rabi jowar and wheat, for 
which ten-year crop cutting data were available, a ten-year 
moving average should be worked out to replace the normal 
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yields shown. in the statement accompanying .the Govern
ment Resolution, Revenue Department, dated the 28th 
September 1944. Accordingly,- tne normal yields for these_ 
~ee crops have been revised_ for .the ~ajor crop. :growing 
districts of the western Maharashtra regron. As stmilar data 
in respect of three. more cr?ps,. viz., bajri, _kharif jowar and 
cotton are now available, it. ~s. propos~d to base the normal 
yields on. the results of past ten years data. 

. ' . . • . • . . . . . - l 

From the· records available in .this office, it is seen that the 
normal yield figures were· originally framed by a, Committee. 
of Survey Experts, based on (a) crop tests, not based on 
objective procedure, (b) on replies recmved to numerous 
enquiries referred to Government officials, private land
holders and cultivators. 

Coming to yo'!l' specific question regarding revised normal 
yield of bajri for Nasik district, I have to stare that it comes 
to 235 lb. per acre and- this is considerably lower than the 
existing normal yield figure of 360 lb. per acre. From a 
study of the past ten years data, it is seen that in ·none of 
the years, the yield has attained the mark of 360 lb. per acre. 
In fact, the maximum average. yield obtained during 1953-54 
is only 300 lb. 

As the annewari made by the Revenue officials is in 
relation to the present normal yield of 360 lb., it is true that 
the annewari in a.ny year would not be less than 7 annas if 
based on the revised yield. In fact, I should think that the 

<J>ropcr way of estimating annewari of a crop for a group of 
villages in a taluka should be on the basis of taluka average 
yield ~ased on the data of, say 15 years, and average soil 
annas of the .. cro~ in :tre , ~aluka instead of district norma1 
yield as at present .. • · 

. Although it is true that the cultivators are likely to lose, 
if the revised normal yield is followed, the question of normal 
yield needs to be viewed from another,point of vlew also, viz., 
revision of settlement. If the normal yield is fixed higher 
than the average, the cultivators are likely to suffer at the 
time of revision of settlement. In this connection, attention 
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is invited to para 8 of the joint letter, dated the 11th 
January 19+1, from the Commissioners of the divisions, 
wherein it is stated that the tendency of cultivators '· at the 
time of settlement is to understate -th_e normal productivity 
of the land, while when annewari is in question, they over
state the normal productivity in order to exaggerate the 
comparative deficiency of the crop in question. 

Although the final forec;ast estimates of crops on which 
crop estimation surveys are in progress are based entirely on 
the results of the surveys, s:ill" the normal yield and condition 
factor· are made ·use of in estimating the production in- the 
earlier yield forecasts. Hence,-([£ the normal yield is pitched 
highe~;_ than the average, the estimate of production based on 
it would not reflect correctly the condition of the croe) 

In view of this, I am .inclined to think that, the procedure 
of fixing normal yield as a ten-year average based on the 
results of crop estimation surveys carried out by this 
Department as communicated by the Dirc;ctor of Agriculture 
and approved by Government is an objective one and it also 
affords a more specific definition of the normal yield. 

Hence, I am of the opinion that this procedure should be 
adopted for revision of existing normal yields. 

Shri V. M. Joshi, I.C.S., 
Commissioner, Bombay· Division, 
Old Secretariat Building, Fort, 
Bombay-!. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Sd.) M. B. GHATGE. 

Serial 
No., 

Recommendations made by the Statistical Committee of the 
Advisory Board of Indian Council of Agricultural Research 

(l),. (2) 

5 Normal yields should be based on 10 years' averages obtained from the 
results of crop cutting experiments conducted by the random sampling 
method instead of 5 years' averages as at present and should be mo'vtng 
averages of the I 0 years' period. 
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APPENDIX I..C 

Commissioner, Bombay Division, 

D. 0. No. 532-REV-9391 
Office of the Commissioner, Bombay 
Division, Old Secretariat Building, 
Fort, Bombay No. !. 
11 January, 1962. 

SVBJE<:r.-Determination of standard yields for making of 
Annewaris by Revenue Deptt. tor grant of suspensson and 
remis;ions of land revenue. 

My dear 
I am enclosing copies of my demi-official letter No. 532· 

REV-&51 dated 31st October 1961 to the Director of 
Agriculture, his reply under his demi..official letter No. Stat/ 
1-'li/ 120/5560 of 1%1, dated 29th Nov. 1961 and a further 
Note which I have prepared on the subject. 

2. The. point of disagreement relates to the definition of 
the ''standard yield" to be used in the Revenue Department's 
annewari . for regulating suspensions and remissions of land 
revenue. As shown in my Note the previous definition of 
"standard yield" was (in Mr. Anderson's words) the "yield 
in a pretty good year" or more elaborately "the yidd in a 
season of rainfall fairly favourable in quantity and distri~u
tion and with fairLy careful and proper cultivation for land 
of known classification quality". This definition had 
prevailed for over a half-century. Suddenly about two years 
ago the Agriculture De_Ptt. has switched over to an altogether 
new definition which IS "the average yield per acre of the 
preceding 10 years". 1 have shown in my Note in Section I 
by giving for ready reference the relevent extracts of the 
G. Rs. and Land Revenue Rules how the old definition was 
continuously in use since 1898, and how it is closely linked 
with our Rules regulating suspensions and remissions and of 
recovery of more than one assessment in good years, in 
Section IT how the new definition will frustrate the object 
underlying the grant of remissions and suspensions and in 
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Section ill how the grounds given by the Director of Agri
culture for the change in definition are not valid and how the 
three references quoted by him have no relevence on this 
point. 

3. Briefly stated, there has been a confusion of two 
different purposes. The State Government is concerned with 
the grant of suspensions and remissions and the recovery of 
land revenue ; the standard yield to be used for making the 
annewari has to be fixed with reference to this purpose. The 
Government of India, on the other hand, is not direcdy 
concerned with this purpose>. It is concerned onLy with the 
estimates of outturns of the crop. The Government of 
India's three committees referred to by the Director and 
other similar committees have therefore considered only the 
question of the statistic which is most suitable for making 
estimates of the outturn. This statistic is found to be the 
average yield per acre of the preceding 10 years. The ratio 
of the yield per acre in a particular year divided by the 
average yield per acre of the preceding 10 years and expressed 
as a percentage is called the "Seasonal Condition Factor" for 
the particular crop for the District. Again by making a 
preliminary estimate of the Seasonal Condition Factor and 
-by multiplying it by the average yield per acre of the 
preceding I 0 years we obtain a forecast (preliminary) of the 
Crop-outturn of the year. The final forecast is now obtained 
directly on the basis of the crop experiments. 

4. This average yield per acre for the preceding selected 
period has all along been denoted in the Government of 
India's terminology as the "normal yield". This standard of 
comparison has been fixed only for the purpose of estimating 
the crop-outturn. The question whether the same standard 
of comparison is also suitable for regulating recovery of land 
revenue has not at all been examined by the three 
Committees referred to by the Director of Agriculture or by 
any other Committee of the Government of India. because 
th~y were not concern~ with it. "I?e. same standard may be 
sutt<Jble but the question whether It Is, has to be examined 
independently by us as the recommendations of the 
Committees have no bearing on it. . 
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5. It is shown in Section II that it is not suitable for our 
purpose because it would frust;ta~e the object '!nde~lying ~e 
grant of suspensions and renuss10ns. The obJeCt 1s to gtve 
protection to the agriculturists who live in tracts where rain
fall is precarious. This object is frustrated if the standard 
of comparison also include the yields obtained in bad years. 
As shown in Section I of the note in 1898 when the Govern
ment of India was itself concerned with the recovery of land 
revenue, it had also accepted that the standard of comparison 
must be something different from and higher than the 
average yield per acre of the preceding years. 

6. The conclusion therefore is that so far as the tabulation 
of the Seasonal Condition Factor is concerned the Agricul· 
ture Deptt. should certainly fall in line with the other States 
and tabulate it on the basis of the average yield of the 
preceding 10 years. But for the purpose of the Revenue 
Deptt's annewaris we shall have to adhere to the old 
definition of standard yield, i.e., the yield in a fairly satis-
factory year. · · · 

7. The point is a very simple one. But you may perhaps 
like to have remarks on it of the Director of Bureau of 
Econ?mics and. Sta?stics. I am. therefore endorsing a copy 
of thts Jette~ With Its acc~mpamments to him. · It may pet
haps be des1rable to appomt a small committee to consider 
the whole ques~ion. as there are some other questions relating 
to the detennmanon of the standard yields which also 
require considera cion. ' 

Shri G. V. Bedekar;. 
Secretary to Govern~en., 
Agriculture and F9rests Deportment 
Sachivalaya, ' 
Bombay-32. 

Yours sincerely, 
· (Sd.) V. M. J osm, . 

·eopy w. c:S. io Shri D. R. Pri!dhan,. Secretary, Revenut; 
Department. 
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2. The matter is of pasic importance to our ·Revenue 
Administra;tion. The Revenue Department is, therefore, 
·requested to pursue this point. 

Copy w. cs. to Shri M. A. Telang, Director, Bureau of 
Econs. and Stats., Maharashtra State, Bombay. 

Copy w. cs. to Dr. M. B. Ghatge, Director of Agriculture, 
Maharashtra State, Poona . 

. A Note prepared by Shri .V. M. Joshl, I.C.S., Commissioner, 
Bombay Division, Bombay.. on d!!termination of standard 
yields for making of Annewaris by Revenue Department for 
grant of suspension and remissions of land revenue. 

SECTION-l 

The old definition of standard yield. 
I. G.R.R.D. No. ns, dated 1st February 1898 of the 

Revenue and Agriculture Department: In G.R.; R.D. No. 
7392, dated 3rd •August 19H· the letter of the Director of 
Agriculture No. A. ·5707,' dated 16th August 1910 is printed 
as an accompaniment. 'In his letter the Director has quoted 
.paragraph 5 of the Government· ;of India's Circular No. 9-27-4, 
.dated 23rd October 1897. which ·is printed in the preamble of 
this G. R. No. 725 of the' Revenue Department. It is stated 
that the Government ·of India 'says in the Circular "that it is 
·obvious that in a tract in· which •the ·agricultural standard is 
low and the harvest precarious, the yield of the year will< fall 
below· the normal more often and more largely than will be 
the i:ase iil. ·a highlv cultiV..ted ·tract and that in the former 
case the average will probably be considerably. below the 
·normal, 'while in .the latter it will probably approximate verv 
closely to it." Thus in 1898 the Government of India had 
also accepted that t~e standar~. !>f COI!lparisol?- to b~ used .for 
. making the revenu_e annewaris. mu~ be something differen~ 
fr?m th_e average yield 11nd would: .be higher than it:-, . 

. 2 .. G:R. •• R.D. N~. 7;392: d~ted 3rd August 1911: In this 
the definition of th11 'standard crop' is given as· "a crop which 
the .cultivator.· ~ay ,r,easqnably expect from .his field :in a year 
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of rainfall fairly favourable in quantity and distribution, 
and with proper cultivation." In the same paragraph it is 
further observed that the officers who make anna valuation of 
crops should bear in mind that 12 Annas is to be taken as 
representing a normal crop ; it is not to be regarded as the 
figure indicating an average crop that is to say the crop 
which would be arrived at by taking the average of the actual 
crops over a series of years. Thus in this paragraph it has 
been expressly made clear that the standard yield is some 
thing different from the figure which would be obtained "by 
taking the average over a period of years. 

3. G.R., R.D. No. 773-B, dated 23rd June 1927: the Joint 
letter of the Commissioners, the Setdement Commissioner. 
the Director of Land Records and the Director of Agriculture 
No. C.N.R.-102, dated 20th December 1923 is quoted in the 
preamble of this G.R. In paragraph 5 of the joint letter the 
definition of the standard crop is given as 'a normal crop is 
the crop to be expected in a year of rainfall fairly favourable 
in quantity and distribution'. In the letter it is again pro
posed that the standing orders in future should be as follows: 
"The standard of valuation is the 12-anna crop, which means 
the yield in a season of rainfall fairly favourable in quantity 
and distribution, and with proper cultivation, for land of 
known classification quality'_ The views expressed in 
paragraphs 5 and 6 of the joint letter have been approved 
under this Resolution. To this Resolution is aJso attached a 
note by Mr. F. G. H. Anderson, the then Settlement 
Commissioner and Director of Land Records. In paragraph 
5 of his note he has proposed the tnaking of crop experiments 
for the purpose of determining the standard yields. There 
he states that the ·"object of the experiments is to ascertain 
~hat is the standard crop on land of each classification value 
m a prettY. good year." 

4. G.R., R.D. No. L.C.-1145-B, dated 24th June 1927, 
Gov~m~nt had · appointed a committee consisting of 
Comffi!ssioners, a few Collectors and some non-officials for 
making recommendations regarding best method for fixing 
the ann:b. valuati~n. In t~is <?·R. ~s also in the report; of the 
Annewan Comffilttee, which IS pnnted as an Appendix to it 
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the definition of standard . yield has not been given: It seems 
clear,. however, that the Committee had ·accepted tlle then 
prevailing definition· of standard yield. · 

5. G.R., R.D. No. 7773·III, dated lOth July 194 I: In the 
preamble of this G.R. is quoted the joint letter of the 
Com.m.issioners No. REV. 205 dated I lth January 194 I. In 
paragraph 4 of it the Commissioners have stated that the 
present standard of valuation is 'the I 2 anna crop, which 
means the yield in a season of rainfall fairly favourable in 
quantity and distribution, and with proper cultivation, for 
land of known classification quality'. It is further statea 
ilierein that the Director of Agriculture did not agree witH 
this definition and proposed instead another definition, viz., 
"the normal yield is the crop which the cultivator will not be 
disappointed to realise." Though the Director of Agriculture 
has proposed an alternative definition it seems that his 
definition is equivalent to the old definition. In any case the 
Director of Agricultur's definition would not be equivalent to 
the average over a. series of years, because in a District of 
precarious rainfalL the agriculturist will generally be ·quite 
dissatisfied with the average yield which he has actually 
realised over a period of years. Thus even according to the 
definition proposed by the Director of A~riculture, the 
standard yield will be something higher than the figure 
obtained by taking a mechanical average of the yields over a 
period of years. 

6. Land Revenue Rules A.O. XXX: This seems to have 
been sanctioned under G. R. No. 4466/26 of 1st May 1959. 
In this A.O. it is stated that. the 'normal crop' or average of 
satisfactory seasons is reckoned at 12 annas. This order 
thus makes it clear that in fixine; the standard yield we. are to 
t~ke into . considerartion onlv the years in which the rainfall 
has been satisfactory and the years in which the crops have 
failed are to be excluded. · 

· 7. Practice followed by Agriculture Department: I had 
also requested the Director of Agriculture to state how in 
practice the Agriculture Department had been fixing the 
standard vield in the past. In his demi-official replv No. 
Stat/1-S/1201 /5560; dated 29th November 1961 the Director 

A·I0-8·A. 
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states thin from the records · available in his offices it is 
seen' that the normal yield figures were originally framed by 
a Committee of Survey Experts, based on (a) crop t~sts, not 
based on objective . procedure, (b) on replies ~eceive~ to 
numerous enquiries referred to Government officials, pnvate 
landholders and cultivators. The Director has not clarified 
exactly what was the nature of the inquiries. But I feel that 
if the records are referred to it will be found that the inquiry 
was made to ascertain from the private landholders, culti
vators, officials etc., what would be the figure of standard 
yield which would be accepted by them as the expected yield 
in a year for which the rainfall was fairly satisfactory in 
quantity and distribution, so that in practice the Agriculture 
Department's figures in the past were based on the 'traditional 
definition'. 

8. A.O. XXXIII: An inference regarding the . definition 
of ·the standard yield can be drawn also from the scale which 
has been prescribed under the Land Revenue Rules in A.O. 
XXXIII for the 'recovery of suspended land revenue. This 
scale is as follows : 

Ann~ classification of crcp 

II AnnRS and over .. 
8 anDas and under 1 i ~as 
6 · aiirias and' under 8 ann8s · 
Over 4 annas and Under 6 annas ~ . 

Proportion of assessment the 
collecticn of which we uJd be 

justified 
-, 

Current Suspended Total 

I 

i 

arrears 

I 
t 

2 
ll 
I 

l. 
4 annas aDd under Nil. 

.,It I$ thus the seal~ goes only up to.the annewari.o£ II annas. 
and no larger . instalments of r«overy are provided , for 
higher annewaris. The reason for this seems to be based on 
the "old definition' of the standard yield. Since the 12 anna 
crop i~elf represent.• the crop in a year of fairly ·good' rain
fall, Yields ~uch higher than 12 anna ·crop were not likely. 
A ~rop as high · as ~nas would represent a freak crop 
":h•ch would occur when everything by chance · just goes 
J:igbt. But. such fr_ea_k. coincidences are seldom expected to" 

A-1()....,13-B. 
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occur in practice. That seems to be the reason why the scale 
has stopped at the annewari of 11 annas. We also see that 
under the scale for the annewaris between 8 annas and 
11 annas the recovery is prescrib~d as 1 Y. times the 
assessment. Now if 12 aml'as is taken as representing the 
average crop over a period of years then 8 annas would be 
2/3rds of the average. What can be the logic in requiring an 
agriculturist who has realised only 2/3rds of the average 
crop to pay 1 y. times the normal assessment? Again for 
the annewari of 11 annas the total recovery is provided as 
twice the assessment. Here again one cannot see why an 
agriculturist who has just realised slightly below the average 
crop should be considered as able to pay twice the normal 
assessment. The scale prescribed for recoveries seems in!1tead 
to be based on the assumption that the average yield actually 
derived by the agriculturist is not the 12 anna crop but 
perhaps somewhere between 6 to 8 annas. That is perhaps 
why it provides for the recovery of normal assessment when 
the crop is between 6 annas and 8 annas and for the recovery 
of tl\'ice the normal assessment when the crop is above 
11 annas. The Secretariat proceedings underlying the A.Os. 
XXX and XXXIIT may perhaps be available in the Revenue 
Department, if they are, reference to them will show whether 
my above inference is correct. 

9. The conclusion drawn from the scale prescribed under 
the A.O. XXXIII will for the present have to be treated only 
as a guess till it is. verified from the underlying proceedings. 
However, the remaining G. Rs. of 1898, 1911, 1927 and 1941 
and the A. 0. XXX al1 make it quite clear that all along in 
the past for over half a cen1ury the old definition "of the 
standard yield" had prevailed and our whole Revenue 
administration of suspensions and remissions were based on 
this definition. 

· 10. I would incidentally here clarify one point which may 
be raised in connection with the G. R. No.· 7289/39 dated 28th· 
September 1944 under which the formula for making the 
crop annewari has been revised. In fact the Director· of 
Agriculture has referred to thig. G.R. and has raised this 
argument. In the preamble of this G.R. is quoted a letter 
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from the Commissioner, C.D. No. A.G.R. 227, dated the 18th 
July 1944. !n paragraph 3 of their letter the Commissioners 
state as follows: 

"-it has long been accepted that the only practicaL and 
sound basis for a scientifically accurate set of figures. of 
normal yields is a very considerable number of .crop cuttmg 
experiments carried out aver several seasons on pteces of land 
selected bv some such system of randomization as has been 
suggested 'by the Director of Agriculture-". It may be 
argued from this that the Commissioners had agreed that 
the standard yield was to be determined by taking the 
average of the actual yields observed over a period of years. 
This inference would not. however, be justified. Even 
according to the 'old definition' where the standard yield 
represents the yield in a fairly good year crop experiments 
over "' series of years would be necessary for determining the 
figure of standard yield. In this case when taking the average 
we may exclude all years in which the rainfall was not satis
factory and take the average only over the remaining years. 
Or alternatively we may include the results obtained in the 
unsatisfactory years but after applying to them a rorrection 
factor for the unsatisfactory nature of the season. For 
example if in the particular vear in which the rainfall is not 
satisfactory the observed vield is 300 lbs. per acre and it is 
estimated that the yield is only 2/3rds of what would have 
been obtained if the rainfall was proper. then for the purpose 
of taking the average the vield for that year may be taken 
as 300+3/2. i.e., 450 lhs. The average can then b~ taken of 
these corrected ·fi~res. Either of the nrocedure will give is 
a fi~re of standard vield which will indicate a yieltl to he 
expected in a year of fairly satisfactory rainrall. Thus in 
Shri ·Anderson's note refcrrPd to a hove he has defined the 
standard vield as "the vield in a pretty ~ood year" ani! yet 
has suggested crop exoeriments for determining it. There is 
therefore no reason for inferring that the Commissioners h•d 
intender! a cbane-e in the ilefinition of the ~tandard yield. 
'l'hei: letter read as a whole shows clearly that no change 
was mtendcd and the old definition of the vield in a •~tis.. 
fa;tor:o; season was to be re~ined. They ha,d. suggested th•t 
tll'< YJeld should be determmed by crop experiments made 
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over a series of years. How the crop experiments made. in 
· bad years were to be excluded or allowed for was a point of 

detaiL which has not bee.n gone· into by the Commissioner'~ 
joint letter. 

SEcriON II 

The "new definition" will frustrate object underlying grant of 
suspensions and remissions. 

II. I shall illustrate this both by a hypothetical and by 
an actual example. Firstly, we shall consider a hypothetical 
example of two districts 'A' and 'B'. Suppose the crop 
under consideration is Jowar and that the conditions of the 
two districts are shJ;J.ilar in all other respe~s except that 'A' 
has an assured rainfall while in 'B' the rairuall fails every 
alternate year. Suppose that the district 'A' gets every year 
an yield of about 360 lbs. per acre. Then in the. years of 
good rainfall 'B' will also get yield of about 360 lbs. per acre. 
Suppose that in alternate years when the rairuall fails, 'B' 
gets a yield of 140 Lbs. per acre; the District 'B' will thus 
have yield of 360 lbs. per acre in 5 out of I 0 years and 140 lbs. 
per acre in the remaining 5 years. Then according to the 
'old definition' of standard yield the standard yield will be 
fixed at 360 lbs. for both 'A' and 'B'. 'B' would 1hen have an 
annewari of 12 annas in the 5 years of good rainfall and in 
the other 5 years when the rainfall fails its annewari would 
be 4.7 annas so that the agriculturists would· get Y, suspension 
<>f Land Revenue. Now, let us consider . the effect .of .the 
.~'new definition". According to it the standard yield for 
· District B would be fixed ·as 250 lbs. Hence in the five bad 
years the annewari of 'B' would be fixed as . at 6.7 annas 
(l40f250x 12) so that the agriculturists will not get 
suspension for a single year. Thus the whole object of grant 
of suspensions and remissions which is to give relief against 
precarious rainfalL is frustrated by the adoption of .\he "new 
definition". It is also interesting to see how the annewa>ri is 
fixed -in· the remaining 5 years of satisfactory . rainfall. In 
•them !B'·will be shown. as haVing an annewari of360/250xl2. · 
i.e;,.l7.31.anhiis·; ,. Thus District 'B' will have a.super,.bnmher 
crop in 5 out of 10 yeah! .. 
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12. i...est it is argued that above is only an hypothet.lcai 
example, I am applying this new definition below to the · 
actual observed ytelds of J owar crops which were res~lt¢ by 
the Agriculture Department and on which its revised pre. 
pared ligure of standard yield for Jowar for Nasik District is 
based. The following table shows that average, yields of 
unirrigated Bajari in the Nasik District during the 
decennium 1950-51 to 1959-60 and the annewaris year by yeaJr 
calculated according to the old standard yield of 360 lbs. and 
those calculated according to the new standard yield of 
235 lbs. (by taking the average yield of 10 years which is 
235 lbs.) · 

Average yield of Bajari (unirrigated) based 
on crop surveys-Nasik District. 

Year 

1~50-5 I 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 

Average 
yield in 
1bs. 

222-7 
162·2 
135-6 
299·6 
264·8 
226·8 
260·0 
281·5 
266·8 
244·1 

Annewari 
according to 

standard yield 
of 3.60 1bs. 

7-4 
5-4 
4·5 

10·0 
8·8 
7-6 
8·7 
9·0 
8·9 
8·1 

Annewari 
according to 

standard yield 
of 2351bs. 

Annas. 

11-4 
8·3 . 
7·0 

15·2 
IH 
11·6 
IH 
14-4 
13-6 
12-4. 

It will be seen mat in two years--1953-54 and. 1957-58 we 
obtain high annewaris of 15.2 annas and 14-4 annas which 
according to the old definition would have indicated nearly 
bumper crops. Again in the years 1951-52 and. .1952-53 
according to the old standard yield the annewaris ·were 
below 6 annas. In fact scarcity was declared in large parts 
of the Nasik District in these two years. But accordi.ng to 
the proposed 'new standard yield' the annewaris in both 
these years would be much above 6 annas. ' If the . new 
standard yield is taken as correct then it would mean• that 
the Collector had erroneously declared scarcity condition Jor 
these two years and granted half suspension of land: revenue 
though the crop had not really failed. •; · .. , . 
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U. This ·sort of result would occur not only in the .case 
of N asik District but in the case of most other districtl!. I 
think . it can . be· shown in the case of any, of our .most 
experienced. administrators that he .had wrongly declared 
scarcity conditions and granted suspensions ·or remissions• of 
land revenue •though the crops had not really failed according 
to the "new definition" of the standard yield. This would 
mean in effect that none of our officers are able to decide 
.whether scarcity conditions really exist or not. This is of 
course an abSurd conclusion. The . existence of · scarcity 
condition or of the need to grant remissions or. suspensions 
of land revenue is not an . illusory thing. One very ':Yell 
·knows when · such conditions· exist. What is wrorig is the 
arithmetical juggliing which over-night converts a 'failed 
crop' valued at 5 annas (on the basis of standard yield of 
360 lbs.) into a 'not failed crop' (valued at 7Y, annas) ·by 
li~ply changing the standard yield to 235 lbs. - · 

j;' • 

. tikn~N. III 
Grounds given by the Director of Agriculture for, change· _of 

· · · · definition not valid. · "_1 
• · • 

. 14. In support of the change made by him in :the 
definition of the standard yield the Director of Agriculture 
had quoted three references, Viz~ (i) the Recommendations 
contained in the Report of the Technical Committee for- Co. 
ordination .of Agricultural Stati~tics in India,: -appointed by 
Government of India in 1949 ; (ii) the Recommendations 
contained in the proceedings of the II th meeting of the 
Board -of Agriculture held in 1919 and (iii) the Recommenda
tions contained in the report of the Statistical Commine6 bf 
the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 1947. ·The 
St~tist~cal Com~ittee's I ?47 r~ort has not, been supplied ~r 
the Dtrector.'· (vtde Footnote nn ·page 20). However, I have 
gone through the whole ·of the other' two repoi-~s . and find 
that neither, nf them contains the' least' bit of justification· for 
the change ln•lfh~ definition of the sta.itdard yield. What 1\:li; 
h!lppened here•: is _i:hat two~ncepts ,,w.hich; af~-~-'enti~ely 
gifferent have got rmxed up together because by acctaent 'ilie 
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same- term c;ame to be -used for describing :them. The two 
concepts are:. (A) "a standard yield~' to be used as the. stan· 
dard of comparison for regulating the recovery · of . land 
revenue that is to say for deciding whether in a bad year the 
recoverY- of land revenue is required to be suspended; and if 
so, to what extent and in a good year whether more than the 
normal assessment can be recovered, and if so, how much 
more, and (B) "a normal. yield" to be used a9 a reference. yield 
Jor expressing how the yield per acre realised in a particular 
year compares with the yields per acre obtained previously in 
other years. 

15. The second. concept (B) is purely o£ a . s_gti~ti.c~ 
~cance only. It is agreed among the agricultural 
experts that the reference yield which is most convenient for 
the comparison is the average yield per acre obtained over a 
preceding period of years probably because the comparison 
then indicates to what extent the yield obtained in the 
particular year deviates ftonr -tlie yield per acre which the 
agriculturists have been getting in the past on the average. 
The ratio of the yield per acre of the particular year to the 
average yield per acre. is expressed as percentage . by 
·multiplying hy 100 and .this is tabulated "as the· Condition 
Factor" of the season: in' respect of a particular crop for the 
Taluka or the District (vide paragraph 3.34 of the Technical 
Committee's Report). The Seasonal Condition. Factor for 
each crop is to be tabulated on the same basis for the 
province as a whole and also for the country as a whole. The 
se.as_o~ C_?ndition Factor tabulated is_ obviously a purely 
stansncal mdex. 

!'~ .. On the other hand. the concept (A) is_ not . p~ely 
stattsncal. The standard }'leld to be taken as the standard 
for ~omparison in the concept (A) cannot be fixed without 
considenng several factors .. such as what ~onstitutes an 
adequar_e reru:n for the. agriculturists,. the. paying capacity of 
the aS';cultunsts, the system of land. revenue assessment, the 
seal~ I:ud, Aown for regulating the grant of suspensions :and 
remissions and the recovery · of. mpre . than the 11 normal 
assessment, the ·size of the . ,agriqultural holdin.e:: and other 
similar con.sidecatio~. 



17. As, mentioned above in the .. concept .(B) the ~e.ferenc~ 
yield -is taken as. the average yield .per. acre calculated over a 
period. of years. It h~s been the pracuce of the Government 
of India since the start to describe this reference yield by the 
term "nonn!ll· yield". This ~erm has be.en used in all the 
three iepons quoted by the . Director of Agriculture starting 
with the repon of the proceedings of the Board of Agricul
ture in 1919. Thus in this context a nonnal yield simply 
means the average. yield per acre calculate<L over a period .of 
years. Therefore throughout this note I have been careful 
to use a different term, viz., "the standard yield" to denote 
the standard of comparison which is to be used under .the 
concept (A). In fact- in our earliest G. R viz., the G. R. of 
1911, the term used is not 'normal yield' but "the standard 
normal yield". The first work 'standard' in this expression 
somehow came to be inadvertently dropped in some of the 
later G. Rs. and· the same term 'normal yield' was used in 
them to denote the standard involved in concept (A).·· That 
is how'the tWo· 'concepts carne . to be confused' with each 
other,-·whicll'incidentally·is a'.siandard method of creating ·a 
falacy, ·i.e., tbe same 'name 'is' given to two entirely different 
things and later on the . two 'things are identified· on the 
ground that they have the same name losing sight of the fact 
that we ourselves have given this common name. · 

18. The three · reports quoted by the Director of 
Agriculture are aU concerned only with reference for yieia 
to be used purely for the purpose of the statisticaJ. concept 
'B'. They are not at all concerned with the concept (A) and 
consequently their recommendations have no bearing on the 
standard of comparisOn to ·be- adopted under the concept A. 

19. We may first take the Report of the · Technical 
Cpmmittee for Co-ordination of Agricultural Statistics in 
India. F01: , our . purpose. · the relevent . ponion :of its 
recommendations is contained in paragraphs 3.29 to· 3.34 of 
the Repon .. As t:Qe,name indicates :-thls Committee: was 
concerned . with" laying., down , uniform definitiobs. : for •the 
variou~ s.~tisti9• used ·in different: stares .in connection·. witl:l 
agriculture1 ,viz., acreage•pnder .: each ctop, :acreage' 1mdet: 
irrigated area, etc. One of the statis~es, .®nsidered· is the 
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estitnated outturn of a. crop during a year, The Committee 
has recommended that the outturn should be estimated 
directly by estimating the yield . per , acre from, crop 
experiments made in a sufficient number of fields. selected at 
random and then by multiplying this • yield per acre by 
acreage under that crop. Thus the· annual outtum · is 
directly estimated and for that purpose the definition of the 
"normal yield" is no longer necessary. But in addition ·to 
the annual outtum it is also considered desirable to tabulate 
a statistic which will show how the yield per acre . realised 
in a year compares with the yield per acre obained in the 
past in other years. As stated before the reference .yield to 
be taken for this comparison . is the average yield obtained 
over a period of years. 

20. However, it is not sufficient merely to say that the 
comparison should be made .with the average yield because 
an average can be calculated in numerous ways. .For 
illustration the period for which .. the average is taken ma1 
vary; it may· be 3 years, S.years, 7 years, !0 years, , etc •. 
Secondly after the period is fixed the average may be taken 
over a fixed period or the period may vary continuously. For 
illustration if it is decided that the average should be taken 
over 10 years period, then we may lay down that during the 
decenium 1961 to 19i0 we should throughout use the average 
based on the decenium 1951 to 1960. An alternative 
definition would be that the average should be changed 
being based on the preceding 10 years. Thirdly, the average 
~ be a weighted average, the yield per acre each year being 
we•ghted by the area sown under that crop in that year or ir 
may be a simple arithmetical average of the yie!ds per acre 
obse':"ed during a period of years selected. Therefore for 
defining the index of 'Seasonal Condition Factor' it · is 
necessary to define all these three conditions and to state 
precisely how the average yield is to· be calculated. · This is 
what the. Technical Committee has•-done. It is· -laid' down 
that .the average should be taken -~1Ver• a period of _10 years; 
that 1t should change •every •year bemg based on the preceding· 
10 years, and funher ·that it- should be simply· an average of 
the yields_ per acre obtained d~ring-the previous 10 years and 
not ~ wetghted- · a'l'eragt,' · ' · · ' · · · · 
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1 
~1. Thus th!! ,;I'echnical Committee :has been concern~d 

pnly with the purely ~taP,stical question · of laying down 
uniform pelinition :to~ .the :tabulation; of· the agncultural 
index. Calle.d the ~Se;isonaJ Condition Factor'; It has not 
consider!!d and: \)'aa ·not ,at .a11 concerned with · the question 
whether this Condition ,Factor or -the reference yield used for 
calculating it should also be used or would be suitable for. the 
.purpose of the yield to, be taken as a standard .of compariSon 
for the purpose of concept (A). There js not a. single page in 
the whole of the Repon where the expressions "the need of 
the agriculturists for grailt' of relief by susperisiol)- or 
-remission" ·~ability to pay mbre· than normal assessmen~, etc.," 
occur. . Is it · conceivable that' the cOmmittee ' would have 
made a recommendation on this · point· without using these 
expressions? ObviousLy 'tl:le ~ Committee has not. considered 
these matters because they were entirely outside its terms of 
reference. ' . . r ' 

zz .. ,.TJ;l~re 'I is,al~~.: a,,comm()!J.' Sense .reaSOn why. ·the 
.G.ornmitt.ee. cou,l<l:, j).Ot ,have,, made ·any' recommendation 
regarding, the .~tan,dl!rd, of comparison to 'be·. used under 
concept' (A). , So fa~, as. the definitiol)' o~ a, stati.sticahindeX, 
viz., the ·Seasonal Condition,,;Factor· is concerned it is 
necessary that a uniform definition should be follow<:d in. all 
States .. II)' respect· of the ·-standard · to be · fullo\ved· -for 
regulating grants of I remiSsiOns and suspensions on 'the' other 
hand it may' perhaps be •impossible' to· lay down a uniform 
standard appLicable :to· ·all the St,ates ·because this standard 
would be intimately •linked ·~vith •the land revenue ' sysieni, 
·the system of. assessm~nt: or lands,! the ·size ·of the holdings 
and the• other•.various·"factors' mentioned in· ·paia:graph·l6 
.which will vary from: ·province •to proVince.' In any case it is 
clear that the recommendation inade by the Technical 
Committee relates o~ly to. the referenc.~ yield . to , be used for 
the purpose of co~cept (B) and, h~s ~o beari!'g qn ,the yield 
to be used as the st~n4a~d of ~o'ifipaflSqi\ undet. conco;pt (A). 
It may of course happen that the Seasonal Condition Factor 
tabulated under• concept (B)' ·or ·the reference yield taken for 
that purpose ·may· also be fo!J.ri?' suitable for the purpos<; of 
:copcep!; , (4)· 1 )~nt .)VI)etl}et ,It u. so· . or not has· ·not 'been 
copsiPR"~911by, , J:\)~ Cqi;ru!')i.T:tee aud ,therefore •will have to; be 
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examined by us independently.' As shown before they. will 
not be suitable because .. the object underlying our rules 
regatding remissions and suspensions is the grant of relief to 
the agriculturists in areas which are subjeot: to the vagaties of 
rain. Therefore the standard of com~rison has to be based 
on the yields obtained in years in wh•ch there. has been good 
rainfall and years of bad rainfall have to be excluded. The 
policy is frustrated if the average yield is taken for the 
purpose of comparison because it also includes the bad yields. 

23. The above incidentally clarifies a point which has not 
been correctly realised by the . Technical Committee or the 
other Committees. All of them have commented that the 
standard yields in most of the States seem to be fixed too high 
and require to be revised. They have assumed that this was 
due to a bias on the part of the Revenue officials and the 
cultivators to underestinate the annewari. The real expla· 
nation, however, has not been put up to the Committees and 
has escaped them. The true explanation seems to be . that 
just as in our State in most other States also for the revenue 
annewari the standard of comparison is not the average yield 
.but the yield in a satisfactory year, so that the standard yields 
have been correctly fixed above the average yields. · 

24. Broadly the same remarks hold good in respect .of the 
Report of the Board of Agriculture in 1919. The relevent 
portion is contained in pages 22 to 31 of the Proceedings of 
meeting of the Board. Detailed remarks on this report are, 
therefore, not .necessary. It is also concerned only with the 
reference yield to be used for the purpose of concept (B) and 
the definition of the Seasonal Condition Factor. and has not 
at all considered the standard of comparison to be used! for 
the purpose of concept (A). 

25. (A) I would, however, refer here to a formula gj,ven 
for estimating the total yield in the 1919 proceedings .as that 
illustrates my argument. The formula is: . ' 

Total yield.=' Area X Average yield X Seasonal Factor · . 
· · · ' · per .acre : , Average ~euonal t&ctor 

Tllis formula ' has ~n · given by the then 'Agricultural 
Adviser to the Government of India;· Mr.' StUart; \md this has 
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been accepted by the Boatd. The term 'Seasonal Factor' on 
the. right handside of the equation is used to denote in 
Mt. Stt!art's . words the . annewatis made by the Patwatis. 
Since the annewatis made by the Patwaris ate also checked 
by the higher Revenue Officers, we can take these annewaris 
as meaning those made by the Revenue Department Officers. 
Now the implication of this formula is as follows : Suppose 
the average annewari of crop during the preceding period of 
10 yeats is 7 Ans. and the annewari for a patticulat year is 
5 Ans. then the Seasonal Condition Factor for that crop for 
that year to be tabulated by the Agriculture Department 
would be 5/7 x 100. i.e., 71 per cent. Mr. Stuart has speci
fically clarified that so fat as the annewaris made by the 
Revenue Officers are concerned, they should not be interfered 
with and they should be allowed to continue with whatever 
standard of comparison they have been following. Obviously 
the annewaris made by the revenue officers are for_ the pur
pose of determining grant of remissions and suspensions or 
recovery of larger instalments of revenue. Hence Mr. Stuart's 
argument implies that the revenue department's method of 
annewari was not to be changed. Further in this case the 
Seasonal Condition. Factor would be tabulated as 71 per cent 
while the Revenue Department's annewari would be 5 Ans. 
which would involve grant of half suspension. Mr. Stuart 
had not rematked that the grant of this suspension would be 
too liberal or unjustifiable. This shows that the formula 
recommended had no concern with· the standard to be adopt
ed for4regulating grants of suspensions and remissions. 

26. As stated before the third reference, viz., the Report 
of the Statistical Committee of the Government of ;India's 
Council of Agricultural Statistics in 194-7 has not been furni
shed by the Director, who bas given only an extract of the 
relevent recommendation (copy enclosed). The recommen
dation is instead of using an average. based on the past .5 
years the average based ori 10 yeats. should ~ used. Thts 
wording also indicates clearly that ~}us Co»?-mtttee also. ~ad 
considered only the question of makin&: precrse the defi_muon 
of the 'average yield' and had not constdered the quesoon of 
the standard to be used for the purpose of concept A. 
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27. Another point which may be noted in' thi~ connection 
is that the definition of· the normal yield as· an average yiel!l. 
for tabulating the Seasonal· Condition Factor has been, given 
as back as in 1919. Successive Directors of Agriculture must 
have been aware of this recommendation, · but none of them 
thought that this 'normal yield' was also required. to be used 
as the standard of comparison for the purpose of the Revenue 
Annewari which was being· made for suspension · and remis
sions. The G. Rs. of 1927 and 1941 are subsequent ·to this 
recommendation and were issued after consulting the Director 
of Agriculture. Thus the successive Directors had clearly 
realised that the average yield which was to be used for 
tabulating the Seasonal Condition Factor could not be suit
able for regulating the grant of suspensions and remissions. 
The confusion between the two different concepts seems to 
have been arisen fo.r tht first time only in 1959. 

28. There is also another argument which will show how 
the " new definition " of standard yield is unsuitable. 

' According to the " new definition " the standard yield is to 
! be an average based on the preceding 10 years. This means. 
: that the figure of standard yield . for each crop is . bound to 
! change every year. It can hardly )1e expected that· the Tala-. 
this and Circle Inspector~ should use for making annewaris, 
figures of standard yield. wl).ich change every year in resl?ect 
of each crop:. This will lead to .confusion and also. to criticism 
from the ·public. · This is of cow:se a tninoi' argument ... ,The 
main arguments . .are ~ose · giv~n. befor!!-, 

· Foot Note regarding tile 'Statistical Committee's 1947 
Report!: 'On subsequent informal inqUiries with'the Director· 
of Agriculture it is 'a5eel:tairied :·that there is no lruch report,' 
but that the Committees had only circulated certain recom'. 
mendations on various paints. As regardS the standard ·yield 
only the ·recommendation · was · received . by. him: and no 
explanatory note· was' received relating to: this recommenda-
tion. · · · · 
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APPENDIX I-D 

Tel: 51071 
Telegrams: AGRIRESTA 

Dr. V. G. PENSE, Ph.D. (Lond.), F.N.I., 
Statistical Adviser. · 

INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
STATISTICS 

(Indian Council of Agricultural Research) 
Library Avenue, 
New Delhi-12. 

No. S.A./62-Stat. J?ated the lOth April, 1962. 

Dear Shri Ranga Rao, 

Please refer to your D. 0. letter No. Stat-S-I-1462, dated 
30th March 1962. I have received the papers mentioned 
there and have gone through them carefully. I am submit
ting my observations below :-

Since the State Government is . in search of a scientific 
method of .determining normal yield for purposes of the 
revenue admiiiistration, we' may State at once that the old' 
definition of this term which is given in various ways, is 
highly 'iubitrary ·and unscientific. It is impossible to deter-. 
mine figures. for ,normal yield uniquely according ' to this. 
definition, since interpretation of expressions like pretty good 
ye;trs, fair. satisfactory rainfall; rainfall fairly favourable in 
quantity and distribution, etc., will differ from person to 
person, A favourable· distribution of rainfall 'i,s .impossible 
even to define. . . ' '·! ' . .. 

: ' I I 

. The accepted meaning· of the term ' normal ' in statistical 
science is the most frequently occurring event. The old 
' normal ' is far from this,- being in fact a rather rare event. 
Taking the 10 years' yields .of bajri f<ir Nasik District given 
by Shri Joshi none of the 10 years will qualify to be called 
' normal ' ar.cording to the old standard. In fact the highest 
yield of about 300 lb. is less than 60 lb. of the old normal. 
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Judging from these figur_es one wonders . if the so-called 
normal yield will be achieved even once m 20 or 25 years. 
H. as is suggested, yields of 4 or 5 such . years should be 
averaged to give the ' normal ' the work will have to extend 
over a century. The great advance made during the last IS 
to 20 years by the State in co-operation with the Centre is 
to establish a scientific definition of yield levels for different 
districts and employ scientific and obj~c;Uve techniques . of 
determining these levels, both the defimuon of average yield 
and its determination being entirely free from arbitrariness 
and subjective factors. To revert to the old 'normal' for 
which some justification might have been there in the past 
in the absence of authentic data on yield would be to disown 
all this advance as a result of which the old concept of the 
normal was demonstrated to be no longer tenable. 

Even for revenue administration such reversion in my view 
is absolutely unnecessary. Scales for remission and suspen
sion can be fitted to the level of average yield and its annual 
distribution. What that scale should be, would depend 
upon Government policy but it will be on a firm scientific 
basis when related to average yields and their annual distri
bution instead of being tied to an illusory concept of the 
' normal '. A percentage index taking the average as I 00 
or even-a scale in terms of absolute. values of yield can be _set 
up for, granting remission and suspension ·of land, .revenue.· 
Incidentally even the anna used as basis for the annawari 
!'· no longer a current coin. Shri Jos_hi has unfortunately 
mterpreted the consequences of applymg the old annawari. 
scale to new averages. Nobody has even suggested that this 
should be done. In fact, the revenue administration of the 
State is ,in a position. for the first time. , to rationalise its 
meth?<~s of help!ng the culti:"a~ors by providing- . rules fpr 
grannng suspensiOn and rermssion related to authentic data 
of average yield and its annual distribution which have 
become available through sustained scientific efforts both at 
all-India level and in the State. It should not be a difficult 
undertaking for experienced revenue administration. 

The point I wish to emphasize is that it is not desirable 
t? have two sets of yield figures, one for revenue administra· 
non and the other for agricultural development and other 



r purposes and this would cause great confusion. I am equaiiy 
clear in my mind that this differentiation is quite unnecessary: 

Shri D. S. Ranga Rao, 

Statistician, 
Agriculture Dapartment, 
Maharashtra State, Poona. 

APPENDIX I-E 

Shri V. M. Joshi, 
Officer on Special Duty. 

Yours sincerely'; 

(Sd.) V. G. PANs£. 

D. 0. No. Mis.fl-OSD 
General Administration Department. 
Sachivalaya, Bombay, 12th June 1962. 

Thank you for sending me a copy of Dr. Panse's letter 
No. S. A/62, dated the lOth April !962. As I had presumed 
he has. accepted the point raised by me, viz., that under our r 
existing rules the arithmetical average yields cannot be used 
as standard yields. He does this in the fourth paragraph of 
his letter where he says: "Shri Joshi has unfortunately 
interpreted the consequences of applying the old annawari 
scale to new averages. · Nobody has even suggested that this 
should be done". 

' ' 

The· other point contained in his 'letter is his ·suggestion 
that the annawari rules should be suitably revised so as to 
bring them in conformity with the use of the average yields 
as standard yields. If such a revision of the rules were 
feasible it might have been the better course. I have, how
ever, already explained in• some of my previous notes why 
such revision may not be feasible. In ·any case, this is a 
separate issue. It is now accep~cd by all that unless and 

A·I0-9-A. 
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tnitil our ahnawari rules are revised .the use of the arlth· 
metical average yields as standard yields will have . to· be 
abandoned. 

Shri J. B. DeSouza, 
Commissioner, Bombay Division, 
Old Secretariat, 
Bombay. 

Copy forwarded with compliments to

(1) Shri D. R. Pradhan, 
Secretary, Rev<:nue Department. 

(2) Shri R. C. Joshi, 
Secretary, Agriculture and Forests 
Department. 

(3) Shri Ranga Rao, 
Statisticia~, 
Department Of AgricultUre, 
Maharashtra State, 
:Poona. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Sd.) V. M. Josm. 

(Sd.) 

Officer on Special Duty. 

APPENDIX I-F 

Proceedings of the meeting held in Secretary, A. & F. D/s 
Chamber on 10..9-1962 at 12 noon to consider the 

definition of Standard Normal Yield for . ' 
. purposes. of Annewari. 

Present-

. I. Secretary, R. D. (in the chair). 
:2. Special Secretary, G.A.D. 

· 3. Secretary, A. and F.D . 
.A·I0-9-B. 



4. Director, Bure~u of Economics and Statistics.' l . 
5; Settlement· Commissi~ner · · and Director of ' Land 

Records. - r · .,. ' 1. 

. . -r .. 1 '· 

6. Superintending. Agricultural. Officer, Poona Division . 

. , The question of proper definition of ~ Standard Normal 
Yield' to be used as a· yardstick for comparison with 'the 
yields in different years, was considered. A reference was 
made to the Revenue Department G. R. of 1944 and also to 
the relevant provision in· Anderson's Manual according' to 
whic~ the _Stand~rd Normal Yield was defined as the average 
of ytelds m sausfactory seasons. It was therefore apparent 
that -the Standard Normal Yield cannot be equated to th~ 
simple arithmetical average of ten years since this average 
also includes bad seasons. The next question was whether 
the· .Standard Normal Yield should· be taken· as an average 
only of very good years. It was mentioned' by the Director, 
Bureau of Economics and Statistics that in a recent ·discus
sion with the Minister (Revenue), it has been proposed that 
the average of the best three years within the last 10 yeru·s 
should be taken for determining the Standard Normal 
Yield. It was, however, felt that this would be a suggestion 
for Government's consideration. The general view of thet 
meeting however was that the Standard Normal Yield for\ 
the purposes of Annewari should be taken as the average of 
satisfactory years that is excluding both bad and very good 
years. It was stressed that a satisfactory year or a normal 
year should be a year which recurs and cannot be a year 
which ·occurs only once in 10 -or 15 years. Thus .the 
Stwdard Normal Yield should not be an arithmetical 
average of only very good years. It was agreed that the 
definition of Standard Normal Yield as now decided should 
be used for the purposes of Annewari and remissions of 
land revenue and that for estimation of levels of agricultural 
production, moving averages for 10 years based on the crop· 
cutting experiments should continue to be utilised. 

2. A suggestion was made that instead of rhe Standard 
Yield being expressed in terms of annas, this may be 
expressed in terms of percentage. · Thus, the 12-anna crop 
·would be • equated to IOOo/o while 6-anna crop would be 
equated to SO% and so on. This was agreed to. 
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3. It was further agreed to set up a Committee consist

ing ,of Special Secretary, G A.D., Director, Bureau of 
Economics ·and Statistics and S.A.O., Poona Division, to go 
into the question in funher detail with regard to the defini· 
tion now agreed and work out the Standard Normal Yield 
for each major crop in.each,district qn"the·basis of .the data 
of crop-cutting experiments. available .. for• .the. last 9· or 
10 years. 

4. The next question raised was as, to the procedure to 
be followed for the current year's Annewari. . It was agreed 
that no general orders could be issued pending receipt of 
th~ ~ommittee's revie'Y. of the ma.ttGl'-. In, the meantime, 
however, o~ders (confidential) may be ,issued to the effect 
that for purposes of Annewari ,in areas likely to be affected 
by scarcity in the current .. kharif season, the pre-1956 
Standard Normal Yield figures may . be adopted, pending 
issue of fresh Government, orders on the subject. . . •. · . 



APPENDIX II-A 

Agricultural Statistics: Huzur Form No. 17 H. 

No. 397 

REVENUE, DEPARTMENT 

. ·B?mbay Castle; 16th January 1884. , , 

Re~d ~ iett~· from ·~he Commissioner, C. D. No. R-6026, 
dated 17th December 1883, forwarding one, with its accom
paniments as per margin, No. 536, dated 27th November 
1883, from Mr. Bulkley, President of the Sub-Committee 
appointed under Government Resolution No. 1327, dated 
17th February 1883, for t.he purpose of drawing up certain 
formulae in connection· with the information to be supplied 
in Huzur Fonh No. 17 H ; stating that the suggestions 
made·· by the Sub-Committee appear . to be , in the right 
direction 'and are . calculated to secure approximately correct 
information ·as far as it is ·practicable and that he would 
suggest that the statements prepared by the Sub-Committee 
be printed both in English and the vernaculars in order 
that they may be handy for use both in the Collector's and 
the Mamlatdar's office ; adding that as regards the verna
cular translations Mr .. Bulkley will have to be particularly 
requested to see that vernacular names of crops agree with 
those given, in the alphabetical list of crops prepared by him 
(Mr. Robertson) and forming an accompaniment to Govern. 
ment Resolution No. 1327, dated 17th February 1883·; and 
requesting sanction to the expenditure of Rs. 269-6-1 
incurred by the Sub-Committee and referred to in the COil• 

eluding paragraph of their report. . 

I. Report of the Sub-Committee, dated 26th Novem
ber 1883. 

;!. · Statements for the different districts as follows:-
' (I) Surat, (2) Broach, (3) Kaira, (4) Ahmedabad, (5) Panch 

Mahals, (6) Thana, Kolaba and Jl.atnagiri, (7) Poona, 
(8) Ahmednagar, (9) Nasik, (10) Khandesh, (II) Sholapur, 
(12) Satara, (13) Kaladgi, (14) )3~lga\l!"!l. (15) D)larwar, 
( 16) Kanara, - - · 
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3. Vouchers for the expenditure incurred by the Sub
Committee. 

Read also the following report , of the Sub-Committee 
referred to in the Commissioner's letter:-

"The Sub-Commi'ttee met at Poona for work first on 
the 3rd July last, and continued its sittings from time to 
time until near the end of September, Mr. Stormont 
having proceeded on leave since the date of first appoint
i~ the Sub-Committee has been represented by his 
locum tenens, Mr. Mylne. 

" 2. 'The formulae for ascertaining according to "its 
estimated quality in annas the approximate yield in lbs. 
per acre of each crop enumerated in the classified list 
appended to the joint letter from the three Commissioners 
of Divisions and the Survey and Settlement Commis- · 
sioner, dated 12th January 1883, which are mentioned in 
paragraphs 10, 11 and 12 of that letter, have been fixed 

· by. 'the Sub-Committee on information at its disposal 
coming under the following heads:-

. (a) The recorded results of crop experiments conduct
ed by order of Government in the several divisions of 
·the Presidency· during the period ranging from 1872-73 

r to 1882-83. , 

· (b) The results of other crop experiments made 
' independently on various occasions by certain. members 
· of the Sub-Committee. 

(c) The returns of estimated yield per acre furnished 
by taluka officials during the current year on· the re'luisi-
tion of members of the Sub-Committee. · · 

· (d) The ,returns of estimated yield per acre fu~nished 
to Government in 1879-80 by the Collectors. in · the 

. several divisions, based on figures fixed by specially 
appointed Taluka and Central Committees, 11-nd by the 
Mamlatdars and: Distric~ Deputy Collectors. 

(e) Statement~ of estimated yield furnished to members 
bf the Sub-Committee_ by. independent landholders and 
cultivators. · · 
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. (£) Reports on the produce of the more important 
crops in ·.certain talukas of Gujarat drawn ·up in 
182.5--.1827 by :Captain Cruikshank of the Maji Jarif. 

(g) Local kn.owledge and acquaintance with agricul
tural processes and their results in various districts .of 
the Presidency.· 

The figures derived from ail these several sources of informa
tion . have been carefully .collated and, considered .. before 
fixing those finally embodied in the formulae drawn up and 
hereto appended. 

"3. For the talukas of Gujarat these formulae represent 
the approximate yield per acre of a crop in lbs. accord
ing to its estimated anna-value, on a symmetrical scale, so 

· that the yield for each anna-value downwards from the 
top yield for 16 annas is shown proportionately lower by 

· one-sixteenth, until the yield of that crop, estimated ;tt 
one-sixteenth or less of the top yield or at one anna and 
under, is reached. This system of working the formulae 
has been adopted as in accordance with the ascertained 
custom of landholders and cultivators of the province in 
estimating the yield of standing crops. - . ·' · 

"4. For all the other Collectors of the Presidency the 
formula, though based upon an anna-valuation, gives the 
approximate yield, against each anna, ·graduated · by 
certain percentage reductions. The figures of yield from 
15 to 10 annas inclusive are somewhat higher, and from 
9 to I anna lower than what an uniformly proportionate 
reduction would show. The object of so arranging the 
scale is not only . to correct the tendency of native esti

·mat<;Jrs. to underestimate the good and to overestimate ·the 
:poor yields, .but also to bring within the scope of . the 
- sixteen-annas scale all descriptions ·of yield from the 
superior to the poorest, and thus avoid makmg any minuter 
sub-divisions to meet such ·yields as· experience· and crop 
experiments have shown to be at times less than would 
be represented by figures ·obtained- by an uniformly 
decreasing amount. · 
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"$. ' In the case of every taluka all crops entered under 
the denomination of orchard and garden produce (Class Ill 
of the list), and those crops (in whichever other ·class 
entered) which yield under ground, in respect o~ which it 
seemed to the members of the Sub-Comnuttee best 
acquainted with their conditions that a . system of valuing 
quality by annas throughout the scale was less applicable 
than it is to the ordinary grain and pulse crops, th~ 
formulae show the relative qualities of their yield opposite 
16, 12, 8 and 4 annas only in the scale, as representing 
yields estimated as superior, good, middling .and P?Or. 

' 

, "6. The Sub-Committee has spared no pains to arrive 
at the results entered in the formulae, and though 
conscious that in respect of a few of the. rarer cereals and 
pulses and some of the orchard and garden products, the 
figures fixed may, by the light of further actual experi
ments, be found somewhat inexact, it ventures to express 
its confidence that as regards the others the estimates are 
sufficiendy correct to supply Government with substantially 
reliable information about the resources of each district, 
if they are intelligendy and carefully applied by the 
Mamlatdar and his staff. 

: "7. The Sub-Committee has also directed its attention 
to the subject of paragraph 15 of the joint letter, and has 
framed for each collectorate lists of the average amount 
of seed per acre required for the different crops grown 
therein, after carefully considering the several kinds of 
information at its disposal, and collating where practi
cable or useful the data relating to districts of similar 
characteristics. As, however, no experiments bearing on 
the amount of seed required for the rarer varieties of 
produce have been conducted (as it was hoped would be 
done) at the Model Farms in the Presidency during the 
current season, the Sub-Committee has lacked the advan. 
tage of the practical instruction which such experiments 
would doubtless have imparted. The lists which have 
been drawn up are submitted alon& with th~ fgrm\l!ae of 
estimates of yield. ' 
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'' 8. · · The Sub-Committee ·has also taken. in i hand1 'tli:tt 
part of the subject discussed in paragraph 19' of the joint 
letter which has been entrusted to it, viz., the obtaining 
in all possible trusuyor~y channels of inform~ltioil regard, 
ing the. monthly consuqtption of grain .. and .. , pulses by1 
cattle of all, de~crjptioJlS (including elephants~, Ci!IP-els ~~. 
mules in the casF of, !pose localities in which '~m~ls arc;' 
sufficiently mimero\ls· to,. sw~!l,.thr or.dipary arnouni), ·and, 
the striking of averages of ,SUch consumption , for Cl!Ch 
taluka. The statements containing this information which 
have been drawn up are slibmitted herewith, and i from 
them the Mamlatdars will be"· enabled to prepare the• 
returns whicl) Government requires. 

"9.' · The preparation of the several statistical papers 
of all kinds relating to the three subjects under notice has 
entailed an amount of writing and calculation work 
exceeding what could possibly have been got through by 
the ordinary staff of karkuns· in the establishment of each 
member of the Sub-Committee present at Poona in addi. 
tion to the current duties of the office, and it was found 
necessary, with,the sanct~on of the, Survey and Settlement 
Commissioner, to employ a few temporary hands for that 
purpose. These have been engaged· as on low pay as was 
applicable. and for only such ~me as. their services were 
absolutely needed. The. total expenditure on this head 
amounts. to Rs. }44-13-7 .. A., f'\rther · expenditure of 
Rs. 24-8-6 has been incurred for' the hire of furniture for 
the room in which. the Sub-Committee held its. sittings, 
and ,for stationery, & c. These charges have been met 
from the . grant for crop experiments' expenditure for the 
season .of 1882-83 made by Government to the Survey and 
Settlement Commissioner." · 
Resolution.-The 'thanks ·of Government should ' be 

communicated to Mr. Bulkley and the members of the. Sub
Committee for the care' and ability with which they have 
carried out the instructions of Government and prepared 
the req.Pred formulae. 

2. The formulae and their translations in the vernacular 
languages should now be printed and the proofs forwarded 
for correction ll!ld revision to. Mr. Bulkley whose l!tteQtiQQ 
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should be invited .specially to the latter portion of para
graph 3 of the Commissioner's letter. 

3. Printed copies of the various . formulae . ~nd their 
translations should be forwarded to the CommtsslOners and 
Collectors, and the formulae should be used in future in the 
preparation of the various returns and forms to which they 
11re applicable. The Collectors should carefully explain ·to 
the Mamlatdars how the formulae are to be used as otherwise 
~t fir~t mistakes may possibly arise. . · 

.4. The expenditure of Rs. 269-6-1 reported to have been 
incurred by .the Sub-Committee is sanctioned; · 

JOliN. NUGENT, 

Secretary to Government. 

APPENDIX li-B 

No. 725 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 
Bombay Castle, 1st February 1898 .. 

. Circular letter from the Under Secretary to ,. the Govern
ment of India, Department of Revenue and Agriculture 
(Agriculture), No. 9-27-4,. dated 23rd October 1897:~ 

" In paragraph 14 of the Government of India's Circu
lar No. 89-A, dated the 25th July 1884, which dealt with 
the preparation of forecasts of qops it was pointed out 
thatm· estima.tlngilie--prooable outturn of crops, there 
was no objection to the employment of the American 
system under which 100 is used to denote an average 
crop, or if preferred, that the system -of anna notation 
might be adopted,- provided that twelve annas were .taken 
to denote an average and sixteen annas a bumper crop. 

"2. It was, however, presently brought to the notice of 
the Government of India that the latter ·system was un
s?ited to the North-Western Provinces, where ·ordinarily 
stxteen anna.S is used to denote a- good average ·crop and · 
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·w to 22 annas .. a .buinper crop. .As it was considered 
essential that •the ·system of notation should be uniform for 
all provinces; ·Local Governments were .asked whether 
there would be any ·objection to the general adoption of 
that in use in the North-Western Provinces. The replies 
received showed that·in some part or other of most, and in 
the whole of some provinces sixteen annas is. used to 
denote an average .crpp ; ·and all Lo~al Gqvemments, with. 
only two exceptions, .were .willing to adopt this standard 
in framing their crop forecasts. Accordingly, the 
Government of India, ; in· their -Resolution No. ·129-A-7-197 
of the 6th November 1885, pointed out the absolute neces
sity for the adoption of one uniform standard, and . pres-: 
cribed sixteen annas as the standard to be used in future 
to denote an average crop. . · · 

"3. Since the. revision, of the. form of crop forecasts in Department 
1892, anna estimates are no longer used in the final fore- :~:•venue 
casts; but they are still frequently employed in the first· A~ricuJture 
and second forecasts. It· has,- however, been strongly and ~'rct.j~r f 
repeatedly urged upon the· Government of India that the 21~; 0 

adoption of a scale which is at variance with that in local December 
use necessarily tends to confuse the estimates; and it has I89Z. 
been pointed out that the result of this confusion is that 
in some provinces the estimate has never yet been pitched 
so high as a sixteen-anna or average crop. 

" 4. The Government of India have therefore decided 
that in future it shall be left to Local Governments and 
Administrations to fix the scale of notation for themselves 
in accordance with local conditions, the object being to 
secure that the returns are in terms of , a normal crop . . :ro secure conformity with local usage, it may even be 

' ~c:cessary to use different scales in different parts of the 
same province. This being so, it is obvious that the anna 

. standard .will no longer possess any fixed or uniform value, 
and will therefore be unsuitable for use in any published 
forecasts. I.:'-m therefore, to request that in all future 
forecasts that may be furnished to the Government of 
India or the Director General . of Statistics the use of the. 
iJ,nna notation may be . entirely .. disc;ontinued, and the' 
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American· notation used in its stead, 100 being taken to 
represent a normal crop, and the estimated outtum being 
stated as a percentage of that corp. Indeed there is. reason 
to believe that, apart from the formal periodical forecasts, 
all estimates of crop-outtum furnished to the Government 
of India, for instance, as have been reported in connection 
with this year's famine, are subject to the same uncertainty 
of standard; and I am therefore to request that in future; 
whenever outturn is mentioned in such cases, either the 
American notation may be used, or, if thi! anna scale is 
preferred, the standard on whiCh it· is based may be 
stated. A brief parenthesis (so many annas = normal) 
is quite ~uflicient. · 

" 5. It will be noticed that in the above . instructions 
the word 'normal' has been substituted for 'average'. The 
normal crop has been defined as that crop which past 
experience has shown to be the most generally re-curring 
crop !.11 ~eries of years; the typical crop of the local area, 
the crop which the cultivator has a right (as it were) to 
expect, and with which he is (or should be) content, while 
if he gets more he has reason to rejoice, and if less he- has· 
reason to complain. This will not necessarily correspond 
with the average crop of a 'series of years, which· is indeed 
an- arithmetical abstraction and may possibly' never •occur. 
For it is obvious that in a tract in which the agricultural 
standard is low and the harvest precarious, the yield of the 
year will fall below the normal as above ·defined more 
often and more largely than will be the case in a highly 
cultivated and well-irrigated tract, and that in the former 
case the average will probably be considerably below the 
normal while in the latter it will probably approximate 
very closely to it. " 

Memorandum &om the Acting Survey Commissioner and 
Director of Land Records and Agriculture, No. A-102, dated 
lith January 1898:-

" The Government of India propose that in order to 
remove misapprehension caused by the adoption of the 
16 annas s?Dd:Ud as an average crop, the use of the 
i\Dilll notat!Qn m th~ forecast reports should be entirely 



discontinued and the American notation used in its stead, 
100 being, .taken .to represent a. normal crop and the esti· · 
mated outturn_ being stated,, as a percentage of .~at crop. 
In , this. connection reference is invited .to Mr. Ozanne's 
l"tt~r quoted , in tl;>e preamble of Government Resolution 
~o-.. ~304,. qated.,Sth. September.1$90, Revenue Dep~ent, 
in, whi~h i.t was pointed out that it is the ordinary practice 
in this Presidency to designate an ayerage crop as .. a 12-
anna crop. The standard of 16 annas as an average crop 
was adopted at the express desire of the Government ol 
India, so as to" secure uniformity of standard ·with othet 
)?,nw,ip,ces,, ,As 'I, re~ulf qf. the adoption of this new stan
dard much confusion and misapprehension have generally 
arisen in the reported anna valuation of outturn, and the 
anna estimates have consequently, as remarked by the 
Government of India, been not pitched so high as a 16-anna 
or average crop. It is· therefore -desirable that the proposal 
of the Government of India should be accepted. 

' ' I . " 

"2. Under thi~ proposal the orders. given in Govern
ment Resolutioil. N'd:·· 6304; .'dated 5th September 1890, 
Revenue Department, .. should be cancelled and instruc· 
tions should now be issued to district officers that in 
reporting the. anna estimates of outturn in the forecast, 
crop experiment and other agricultural reports normal 
crop should be designated as'~ 12-aima crop in ·accordance 
with the-lcdmmon practic~ of this Presidency, and that, ru 
suggested by the Government of India, a note should 
always be made showing the standard on which they are 
based in,~ , ,brief pare;Dth~is (so .~any at_lnas=normal) 
The necessary calculanons for sho.wmg esnmate,s in the 
American' notation will be:•made' in my office while com 
piling the Presidency forecast reports for the Governmen1 
of India." 

· Resolution . .,Copies of• the letter from ·the Governmenl 
of India• and• of the memorandum from the Survey•Com-
missionet. and . Direcror of • Land·' Records arid Agriculture 
shbuld be. forwarded to the• Commissioner in Sind, the Com
missioners . of iDivisions and all <!::ollectors for information; 
His Excelldltvy the Governor in. Council is pleased to direct,' 



fn supetses~i6n 6f Government Resolution No. 6~04, dated 
5th September I 890, that in all reports and returns submit

! ted in future 12 annas should be· taken · as representing a 
normal crop. The particular attention of all officers should 
be drawn to the distinction between · a normal and an 
average crop. The proposal made in the' concluding· S!!n
tence of paragraph 2 of the Acting Survey Commissioner's 
memorandum is approved. · 

From 

(Sd.) 

Acting Under Secretary to Governm~nt. 
. . .. '•:. . 

APPENDIX II-C 

No. 2346 of 1902. 

FAMINE DEPARTMENT 
Bombay Castle, 17th November 1902. 

. W. T. Moriso!l, Esq., I.C.S., 
.. A~ti~g Secretary to ·th~ Government of Bombay, 

To .. 

Sir, · 

The Secretary to the Government of India, 
Departme~t . of Rev~nue and Agricultu~e. 

I am now directed to reply to Mt. Fuller's Circular letter 
No. 1-43-65, dated 9th January last. · The important qties-· 
tions raised in it, some of which have been under discus
sion for more than a quarter of a century, demanded mature 
c.l!!liberation, and it was considered desirable to ascertain the 
views regarding .them . formed by . Commissioners and 
<;:o.llectors .in. the light of the experience· gained ·~ince. the 
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£:imine ·of 1896-97. These views ' are c!ltce~dirtgiy diverse, 
but many of the; suggestions ·which have ·not' commended . 
themselves' to this "Gov~rnment may be deemed by the 
GOvernment ·. of India • worthy of consideration ; and 'the 
reports·· are accordingly appended to this letter.' It appears 
however to the Governor in Council that it would serve no 
very useful. purpose to show why he regards the · a<loption of 
various recommendations • as inexpedient or impracticable, 
.and he will therefore confine himself to a statement of his 
awn views on the points referred and of the · reasons for 
them • 

. . 2. lp. Mr. Hardy's letter N.o. 4-250-1, . dated 5th June Elasticity 
Jast, it was . desired that there should be borne in mind the of demand. 
distinction between (a) elasticity of assessment and (b) elasti-
city of collection. and that the two branches of the subject 
sl:lOuld be treated separately. Elasticity of demand is defined 
as the fluctuation of the Government demand year by year 
in accordance with prescribed rules, and in the Note which 
\fas appended . to the letter it' is described as the system of 
relaxing the rigidity of the assessment by making the revenue 
for ~ch harvest vary in some kind of relation to the value 
of the. _produce. of that harvest. But ·.the lGovernment' of 
India have in paragraph 36 of their Resolution of,.. 16th 
January 1902 pointed out that a fluctuating assessment ijl 
the sense of an. assessment .without a definite maximum 'limit. 
in cash and .annually varying -with the outtu~ of the cr~ps 
is .exceedingly difficult to work .with .fairness, · throws .an 
undesirable arnount . of power into the hands of subordinate 
officials, lacks the influence for thrift·which it has been tbe 
de.sire of Governmen~ to. secure in its land revenue policy, 
would be ret~ograd\! step and would imply a reversion • 'to 
the methods of Native rule) The Governor m Council infers 
that the abandonment of the standard demand .whieh •has 
been fixed in this Presidency by the labours for more than 
b~lf a _century of an expensive special Departmerit is not .a 
,matter which falls within the sphere of the· discussion <;o~
_templated and that the elasticity of demand referred to in 
the letter of Sth June corresponds to the system of _fluctuat-
ing collections in specially precarious . tracts alluded to in 

, r,~r~grapJ;> 3 of. the ~ett~r of 9~h January.' · · ' : ' 
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Fluctuations . 3., It is :to. be observed however that for. ·the greater part 
of d~and 'of irrigated land in. this presidency there is levied an assess-
for •mgated · . • II · · · h t land and for ment which, pracuca .Y varles:•m.proporuon to. t e o?t U?'· 
dry land in for land supplied .. ,Wlth water: ,from ·.:the Major Irngauon 
!!d ~kar works in' t'l1e Presidency proper ; there are. collected · rates 
desert. ,determined accor!ling to the crop, grown and the season and 

Character 
of the 
existing 
demand 
in the 
Presidency 
proper. 

ranly. for .s~ch crop as. c01nes <to maturity,- and remissions are 
gra~ted on .account of any deficiency .or excess in the supply 
wjlich is independent of the act or omission .of the person 
~o. wh()m the supply: is given .. 1 A dry.qop assessment is also 
permanently due on account of these lands, but it is · an 
almost insignificant proportion of the value of an irrigated 
crop. 1 In .Sind all the important Gu!tivationl is ()n irrigated 
lan.dSI,.,and .subject:to:a·provision;in: the I fallow rules to 
prevent any person. holding, more land than he •ean properly 
cultivate the revenue for •each ·survey humber is1paid · only 
when it is cultivated and is :determined according: to the 
method of irrigation '·adopted. · As· pointed ·out by· the 
.Gow.missioner, the system ()£ remissions is worked so freely 
that the .assessment is adjust~d to1yield almost 1as completely 
as under the batai system. !,_In the • Thar • and· Parkar desert 
also . the assessment ·varies according to the cro_p grown· and 
~ no~ ]c,vied .. when the !land is· nol) •cultiVllte<JJ· · There are 
gr<>unds for believin@ that opportunities· for illicit exactions 
are olfer!!d by the system in force in Sind and · are taken 
;t~mnP.Ig!' of by the. subordinate .officers, ·but crops dependent 
11n, wate~ artificially supplied, do- •not 'Vary ·•so 'much as crops 
de~41'Itt on rain and there is a · ecmsensus1 of opinion that 
the system is admirably ·suited to, the •circumstances. A 
p~rus!I,L of Mr.: Mountford's •pamphlet' • 'on 1 the ' Relations 
.between ,Creditorloand Debtor ·•n Sind'•·will · shoJ ·however 
,t]Iat ,the, elasticityl of. deman~ has apparently· done little · or 
AOthmg. ,towards the· prevennon o£ .. increase of indebtedness 
<19P p£ the transfCl' of111:he·land"to 1 11on-a~cultiirists. " ' · 

"' 1.'. ~"~b~~e sta~~d~,t~~ G~v~~~~\~', ~o~~ci~'·u~de~~ands 
tbaF ~e has ~e,,concurrenar·of. the •Government of India in 
the .vi~w. ~t in no ()ther 'part .of the Presidency should the 
standard .demand which· has. b~en .. fixed• be· abandoned and 
n~ed ,n()t ,therefore. «well on th<; evils: which· would inevitably 
be brought about by ,.tlw,ttdoptidn of.:suchi. a . course; and 
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indeed they are set forth with sufficient fulncis in the Note, 
which ·accompanied· Mr. Hardy's letter .. ·.·The: fluctuation' 
which has to be considered is that which has relation ··to . ~~ 
standard demand, and the most important practical question. 
for determination is whether the demand: which has been 
fixed in ·this Presidency is such: as except in abnormal condi• 
tions should be realised in full either annually or within :i · 
cycle of years or whether in any cases it should be regarded 
only as a maximum demand to be levied in good years and 
to be reduced according to· the deviation of the outturn of 
any -year from .the maximum or ·normal outtunt. '

1

• • ' 

•· ' ' . 
. 5. The recent Famine Commission have expressed the 

view .that the assessment in the Bombay Presidency, includ
ing the Deccan districts, is a full assessment, one· .of the· 
members however considering that the statement applied 
only to parts of the Presidency. An interpretation of this 
pronouncement . not unnaturally put by persons : interested 
m contending that the. assessment is excessive is that· the 
Commission hold the land' revenue .,of . this Presidenq to 
absorb the full economic rent, and support is given to it by 
the following passage in paragraph 267 of the Report:-

•• An assessment of 20 per cent of the gross produce in a 
fertile ryotwari region like Gujarat is not great~r than 
the rent which landlords in· many' districtS 'of Northern. 

· India levy from •their !tenants for lands of'' even less' 
productiveness.! But . when lan~lords ' in ' 1 Northerp' 
India take such high "rentli;' they are obliged to ·allow 
suspensions in bad years." ' · · · · ... · 

One of the considerations mentioned in. paragraph 266 as 
grounds for the conclusion that the0ssessment in the Deccan 
districts is a full one is that in some parts a good crop is 
obtained only once in three years, and it. is presumed. there
fore that the assessment in these districts is not considered 
by the Commission to be the equivalent of the rent· in . a 
good year, but on the other hand it is stated very empha
tically that the assessment cannot be collected in short years 
without forcing the ryots into debt> The ' Governor in 
Council must leave it to the Government of India to deter
mine what is the exact significance of the remarks of the 

A-10-10-A. 
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Famine Commission on this subj~ and whether the view 
intended to be oonveyed is correct. But(lf it is held that tl;te 
assessment is such as ean · be paid by the ryots without 
borrowing only in favourable seasons, then it is clear that 
the revenue should be reduced; either the existing assess
ment should be· regarded as a' maximum assessment which 
should be levied only in favourable years and abatements 
should be made in other years according to the deficiency of 
the outturn or the assessment should itself be reduced so as 
to be what it has always been intended to be one which can 
be paid alike in good and bad years) The Governor in 
Council admits that on the hypothesis abovementioned the 
proposals made below are altogether inadequate and almost 
equally so would be the scale of· relief suggested in para
graph 271 of the Commission's reporr. 

6. It is not necessary to repeat the reasons assigned in 
Memorandum forwarded with the letter from this Govern
ment in the Revenue Department No. 2181, dated 30th 
March 1901, and more briefly in paragraph 9 of the letter 
in this Presidency are such as can be paid without trenching 
on the cultivators' means of livelihood in all but abnormal 
se:;;ons. The Governor in Council, however, assutne-s that 
proposals for a system of suspensions and remissions should 
be based on that view, which he believes has not been ques
tioned by any official authority before the recent Famine 
Commission,·. There are, it is true, a few tracts in which 
there are indications of the assessment being or having been 
higher than is desirable, but in all such cases it has been or 
will be reduced. In Broach, in which district alone the 
statistics indicate that the average rate is about one-fifth of 
the gross produce, revision settlements which have been or 
are about to be sanctioned will effect a material decrease. 
The Governor in Council is very strongly of opinion that 
the adoption of the suggestions made below will provide as 
full a· measure of relief from the burden of public dues in 
time of famine and of elasticity in collection even in the 
precarious tracts as is reasonable and called for in the light 
of what he holds to be the general incidence of the assess
ment. If the Government of India are of a different opinion, 
this Government will be prepared to make recommendations 
fot more liberal treatment. 

A-10-10-B. 
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. , 7. It ·must be admitted, however, that in Gujarat and Reasons for 

K9,nkan a,~;~ount,, has .. not been taken in fixing , the asse.'>S- ~~~·~; 
m,ent of a, probability of practical failure of crops in .. some su•pension 
years, whereas· in the Deccan, including Khandesh and the and. • • 

S. , h M h C full 11 h b d rerrusSion IJl out em arat a ountty, a owance as een .ma e Gtliarat and 
for·. the precarious nature of the climate. It must also be the ~onkan 
admitted that recent experience has not confirmed the view Dd m the 
generaiiy accepted and indeed still proposed by some of the eccan. 
officers consulted to be acted upon that cultivators who have 
ordinarily fair crops are better prepared for a failure than 
those who have not.' In the circumstances this Government 
are inclined to think that the relief point may fairly be 
placed somewhat higher in Gujarat and the Konkan than 
in the Deccan and indeed this course is necessary if the 
revenue is on the whole to be realized,, for the . years in 
which arrears can be levied in the latter are less frequent 
than in the former. The suggestions made below are intend-
ed to be applied unconditionally only to bona fide agricul-
turists. · The reason for distinction, the meaning to be 
attached to the terms and the conditions on which conces-
sions which may be granted to occupants who do not fall 
within the class will be explained hereafter. 

8. Many experienced officers deprecate the adoption of Necessity 
any scale, holding that relief should be given according to ford . 

. d . f h ral gra uatJOn the recent history an the crrcumstances o t e seve on broad 
tracts in which it is needed. The District Officers could lines. 
hardly; however~ be granted a larger discretion than they 
now have, and there is no reason to suppose that without 
detailed instructions they would exercise it more freely in 
the future than they have done in the past. On the other 
hand, whatever may be the case in Zamindari provinces,, so 
complicated a scale as is suggested in paragraph ~71 of the 
Report of the recent Famine Commission could not possibly 
be applied in this Presidency. The most competent expert 
could not regularly estimate the outtum even of in~vidual 
fields within ono-eightth of the actual, and where the y•eld of 
any class of crop, not to speak of the crops o~ all classes, 
within large or small tracts has to. be gauged, 1t • would . be 
futile to attempt such. close . estuna~es. The . msuperable 
difficulty actually expenenced m making appra1sements . of 
crops which can be relie1 on is one of the reasons which 
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render urgent ari amendment. of the Khoti Settlement Act. 
Where most · village accountants have to keep separate 
accounts for several hundreds or: holdings, . the trouble . of 
calculating suspensions and . remissions in varying fractions 
would be enormpus. If suspensions and remissions have to 
be systematically granted, the case can be dealt with only 
on broad lines. The Native method of expressing the condi
tion of crops in an11-as can be roughly applied if necessary, 
but it gives an idea of accuraq which is often not in 
accordance with fact, and,' t;he Go~emor in Council is of 
opinion. thar-classification not express.ed: arithmetically would 
be more easily applied. 

9. In the. opinion of· this · Government the full assess
ment can be levied without any harship in Gujarat and 
the Konkan if the crops are somewhat less than normal, 
what may be called fair. If. they are poor or not more than 
half normal, the collection of one instalment should he 
suspended and if they are bad or einirely fail, the coilection 
of both instalments should be suspended. In the Deccan the 

· assessment is so low that subject to the qualification stated 
below there is no need to suspend the' collection of both 
instalments unless the c~ops absolutely. fail or are not worth 
reaping, If the crops, there are w~rth reaping, but bad, the 
collection of one instalment should be suspended, and if they 
are about half the normal, wh_at may he classed as poor, the 
full asse~sment may fairly .be levied. If the figures in para
gri'ph 27 of .the Mem(\randum ·appended to the letter .from 
this Gov.eminent,' ,No. 2l81,·, dated' .30th March 190'1; · are 
accepted as'a fair indi£ntion of the i~cidence 'of the rates the 
amount coilected in the latter case. would be . about one-fifth 
of the value of the produ'ce in Khandesh and little more than 
one-tenth in Sholapur and between these .limits in other dis
tricts. and all such proportions can ~sily b~ paid. The quali
fication above referred to is that if the amount due from any 
occupant is not more than. Rs. JO .it should be held to be· 
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payable in one instalment and the collection· of the whole o£ 
it should be suspended if the crop. is bad. In ·Gujarat and 
the Konka'n also the Same ~le may be applied; although it 
is not there so necessary. Qn the Deccan a bad crop will do 
no more than maintain an occupant who holds only so much 
land as is assessed at Rs. IO.i At present assessment of Rs. 4 
or less is payable in one ·instalment, and the limit may be 
raised to Rs. 10; the option being given of paying it on the 
date of either of the ordinary instalments. 

10. As regards the collection ·of suspended arrears the Collection 

Governor in Council is very strongly of opinion that it ~~ended 
6hould depend on the character of the seasons following that . 

in which the suspension takes place.) The soundness of the 
recent Famine Commission's dictum that uncertainty . in, 
collection is less oppressive and demoralizing than un
certainty in demand is open to question, but at any rate it 
has no applicability to arrears which are overdue, and which· 
obviously should not be suspended Ionge~ than is necessary. 
for the benefit of the· occupant.' It would frustrate the 
objection aimed at to leiJ.Ve him to squander the large income 
of a good year and iix ~ instalment for collection in a year 
in which he could not without difficulty pay more than the 
revenue due for it. In the Deccan in particular, a large 
portion of arrears could not be levied at all if advantage 
was not taken of the seasons which are favourable. In this 
matter also a 'slight distinction shou)d be made between 
Gujarat and the Konkan on the one hand and the Deccan 
on the other. In the former the full revenue of two years 
should be collected only m a year- in which the crops are 
good or bumper, and in a normal year there may be levied 
the t'evenue' ·of ',the year together qvith one instalment ,or half 
oftherevenue of; ,a previol:s yea( ln. th~ 'ti~~~an ~:n~~e L<ic • 

b~ collected witpouU+ardslpp, rhe.jevenqe, of pvo yea,rs in a. 
season . .in which' the crops"anec normal or.above.uormal :that. 
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is in an ordinarily favourable season, and the revenue of the 
year together witl;l half the revenue of a previous year can 
be collected in a season in which the crops !U"e..fair. 

Table 11. The following statement will show at a glance the 
:~d'f:I!,. proportions of assessment the collection of which would, iu 
of suspen- the opinion of this Government, be justified by the several 
sio

1
n
1 

"'!d of classes of crops and prepare the way for proposals regarding 
co ec.tJ.on . • 
of suspended rem.tSSion :-
arrean. 

Classification of crops 

(I) 

Good or bumper 
-'.! 

Nonna! 

Fair 

Poor 

Bad 

'I 

None 

Proportions of Assessment the Collection 
of which would b~ justified in 

G~arat and Konkan 

(2) 

2 

ll 

t• 
(Except on holdings 

for which not more 
than Rs. I 0 is due, 
when none should 
be levied.) 

Deccan 

(3) 

, I 

2 

2 

ll 
'' } 

0 t• ' ' 
(Except on holdings 

for which not more 
than Rs. I 0 is due, 
when norte should 
be levied.) . . • , 

0 0 

" -· ' ' r >; .. •i.e. one instalment: 

• • .1 • : ·rn : . 
-, It has been s.tated that in parts of Gujarat ,cultivators have 

themselves ·admitted that in a good season they could pay 
the revehuc of three years, ·and there is little doubt that for: 
many of the lands in the Deccan this could' 'be done· without' 
any undue curtaihnent of. the means of subsistence, but the 
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Covernor in . Council does not think that it would be 
expedient to levy in any year more than twice a year's 
assessment. . , · 

I 2. Coming to the subject. of ~emissions, I am to state Remiuiona, 

that in the circumstances which have been explained the 
Governor in Council considers that in Gujarat and the 
Konkan the assessment due from bona fide agriculturists 
and any other occupants who fulfil the conditions described 
in paragraph I 8 should be remitted if a crop entirely fails, 
while in the Deccan it will suffice in that case to remit the 
amount due from occupants. whose holdings are not assessed 
above Rs. 10 or whose right of transfer is restricted. 
These remissions can be granted as soon as the failures is 
restricted. In no other cases are remissions needed on 
account of the failure of a single year. If the view expressed 
at the close of the last paragraph is adopted, it practically 
follows that any authorized arrears in excess of a year's 
revenue should be remitted, and the Governor in Council is 
further of opinion that no arrears should be carried over for 
more than two years, for if the authorized arrears' of one 
year cannot on' the conditions whiCh· have been suggested 
be collected in the two following years, there must . have 
been three continuous unfavourable seasons and a series of 
three unfavourable seasons must exhaust the resources of 
almost all bona fide agriculturists. 

13. The proposals which have been .made. are at least Proposals 
equally applicable to the failure of crops in small areas or as fu_lly 

. . d' 'd al fi ld 'd d fail If applicable even ill ill 1v1 u e s as to Wl esprea · ure. . any- to local or 
thing more consideration is due in the former case than in i'?lated as to 
the latter, for such crops as are reaped in years of extensive jdespread 
scarcity or famine are of .unusual yalue, whereas prices are osses. 
not affected by losses in small· areas or individual fields. .But 
it seems to this Government that the principles which have 
been proposed can be fairly and equitably apelied . '.to crop 
failures of a.ll classes and that there need be' ·a difference 1 

only in the method of applying them. . 'i ' 

14. It is stated in paragraph 5 of .Mr: Fuller's letter that Ba;Us of 

the'C'Government of India have accepted. the conclusion . of urufo1'11\ 

h . . h . f . d d al . . suspeDSlons. t e omllllss1on t at m case o Wl esprea c aliDty suspen-
sions of revenue should be . granted generally being based . 



Basis of 
suspensions 
in case of 
local or 
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calamities ... 

Basis of 
remissions. 

t>tJ. estimates of the loss suffered by. homogeneous tracts ot 
groups of villages without reference to the position or 
resources of individual revenue payer,D The principle of 
dealing with such a case has therefore been settled and this 
Government have no remarks to make regarding it in addi
tion to those contained in paragraph 9 of their letter. 
No. 2159, dated 3rd October 1901. But it is presumed that 
in years in which there is an enormous difference between 
the state of the main crops of different classes regard should 
be had to it. In the past two years owing to the failure of 
late rain crops of some classes were entirely or almost 
entirely lost, but early ba jri ·a.nd in some places cotton were 
good in Gujarat. If however it is found that the discrimina
tion of persons who had crops of a class which generally 
were good and those who had crops of a class which 
generally failed would· involve too· much delay, than for 
reasons pointed out in the letter above quoted the relief 
granted must in the opinion of the Governor in Council be 
in proportion to the st~te of tht;. · w9rst . crops. A cultivator 
who has reaped little or nothing and has. n9 other resources 
can no more pay an. instalment or, other .fraction of his 
assessment than he' c~ pay the whole. 

IS:, As regards 1ocaf or i;~lated. calamities there can 
generally be no difficulty in the ascertainment by superior 
officers of the extent of failure in each field within the limits 
which have been indicated. The Governor in Council does 
not think ,that even 'in that case there should be an· attempt 
to estimate otherwise than on broad lines or that relief 
should iever be 'given by fractions of instalments. Qf the 
cminity although not'' in the ordinary sense widespread 
extended to large areas such as districts or . even talukas, 
there ·would be the same reason for uniform treatment as in 
t~~ cru:e o~ extensive scarcity or faminV~-;- - · 
, . 16 ... Th~re is no alternative to the acceptance, for the 

PJlll'Ose of r~missiop.s ,due undq., the recommendations above 
made, of the same estimates as are . adopted for the PU1'pose 
of suspensions. If fields are not inspected before or soon 
after the time o!J haivest, ;·no ·useful information can be 

·obtained by inspecting them .afterwards. Remissions' are 
n?t bowever.p~posed.{)n account of .. the failure of a single· 
year unl!:ss It Is aboolute,· andi that 'Is a palpable fact which 
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tan be -- a:s~ertained ·. everi. for ']atge areaS- Without' serious 
difficulty. (In the case of crops of different classes varying 
largely and one or more failing entirely· remissions should 
not be granted without ascertainment of the fact that crops 
of_ a class ·which failed were soWJJ.) The village accounts 
show the areas in each survey number under different kinds 
of crops and as this is a fact which can readily be tested, 
the record may be relied on as correct. 

17. As regards inquiry into 1he circumstances of indi- J?iscrimina
viduals as a condition of suspension or remission it is to be tlon of 

b d h thi G h - dir d occupants o serve · t at s · ovemment ave never ecte or who have 
authorized · any inquisitorial proceedings. Since 1897 the cla!m to 
broad distinction has been drawn between agriculturists and rehef. 

non-agriculturists, ar~d in paragraph 3 of the letter to the 
Gpvemment of India No. 2599, dated 21st June 1900, it was 
explained that the no~·l1g_riculturists occupants who were 
not· h~<L~n!!tJed, .to .concessionSCoi:isist-of - money,lenders, 

· '!!9figagees__ and qccupant~:.:w)J.Q_ are by common repute well• 
tO-<!~ More re.cently , the people to whom. -relief has been 
if!rected to. be givl!n hav~ been designated :bona fide . agri
culturists, and have been .described as peoplc:__who_ personally 
Q.L through_ their families: engage ir! _cultiv:ation (or __ their 
live!ihQoc;i. This definition excludes, as that in the Dekkan 
Agriculturists' Rdief Act does not, members of agricultural 
castes Y(h_Q __ have accumulated capital and purchased lauds 
~hich with their. original holdings they now sublet to 
fenants. There is evidence that generally these people do 
no, more for the. improvement of the land or the benefit of 
their- tenants .than non-agriculturist holders do, and they are 
entitled . to no more 'liberality unless' .they fulfil the condi
tions mentioned in paragraph 18 below. It is not everlook
ed that the recent Famine ·Commission state that the attempt 
to differentiate 'pure agriculturists and capitalist owners· in 
Bombay has inevitably ,failed, but -it does nob: appear on 
what. eVidence the statement is" .based. The • Governor in 
Council does not admit that the attempt has failed. • Doubt
less there may be persons with regard to whom it may be 
difficult to say :with certainty into which category they fall, 
but about the great bulk of occupants •there can be·· no doubt 
and it has always. been directed that the benefit o~ a· dopbt 
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should be given to the occupant. Certainly if the record-of
rights does not show with substantial correctness what 
land is in the beneficial possession of cultivating occupants, 
it will not be very useful. It is inferred with satisfaction 
from paragraph 6 of Mr. Fuller's letter that the Government 
of India acquiesce in the maintenance of the distinction 
which has been adopted in this Presidency. 

18. All occupants of land except inamdars will get the 
benefit of a general suspension ordered in time of wide
spread calamity. The balance of opinion is to the effect 
that even suspensions which do not lead to remissions are 
appreciated, and this view may be accepted, although in 
many cases the main reason for valuing them is /robably 
that there is a chance of arrears not being collecte in full. 
Suspensions and remissions have been as freely granted to 
Talukdar and landlords of cognate classes in Gujarat as to 
other occupants, and in most cases the tenants have bene
fited, but in some the attempt to secure this result has fail- . 
ed. The Governor in Council fully recognises that cultiva: 
ting tenants have as' much need or . r!llief on account of· 
failure of crops as cultivating occupants, and will be pre
pared to grant similar concessions, in respect ' of remission' 
of assessment, to any landlords, except inamdars, who 'give 
an undertaking in a form which can be legally enforced w 
extend corresponding relief to their tenants, that is, to remit 
rent in the same proportion as it is decided to remit revenue, 
or who give through the Collector acquittances or releases 
for such proportion of rent. But(His Excellency apprehends 
that it may be difficult to assist in this manner tenants who 
have not a right to cultivate continuously 1 Except in Ratna
giri where the special class of privileged occupants may 
fairly be granted the concessions allowed to cultivating 
occupants in other parts of the Presidency, there are few 
tenants who have continuing rights in their holdings 
beyond those allowed by special agreements; but if it is shown 
that there is a substantial .number of tenants whose interest 
in the land is such that the benefit of a suspension or · remis- ' 
sion of land revenue could be secured to them by ·legislation, 
the Governor in Council would advocate legislation for the 
purpose, There are not, in the opinion; of this Government,' 
adequate grounds for any 'other exi:eptions to · tbe principle 
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that relief •from liability for land revenue should be confin
ed to bona fide agriculturist ·occupants. Such inamdars as 
pa}' any dues pay a quit-rent which forms but a fraction
often but a small fraction-of a fair. assessment. This quit
rent is permanently fixed, J;!Ot being liable to enhancement 
for any reason, and correspondii)gly there should not for 
any reason be any abatement. \...It has been suggested that 
eower should be taken by law to require inamdars to grant 
the same relief to .occupants under iliem as is granted by 
Government) but as the extent of the relief which Govern
ment should grant is not yet settled, this suggestion is at 
least premature. A more ·practical proposal is. that assistance 
should be limited to such rent or revenue as in any set of 
circumstances is reasonable, and it will be more fully consi
dered in connection with the question. of a Tenancy Law. 
Other capitalist landlords, exclusive of real and nominal 
mortgagees, usually sublet their lands to annual tenants and 
general\y for a share of crop as rent .. These tenants would 
be in rio way affected by any. liberality shown to the land
lords imless the 'conditions'. abovementioned are fulfilled,· and 
th~ iatidlords have not on, their own account any claim to 
an abatement ~f the assessment. They have purchased the 
land as ,an in~es~ment or speculation, and as the State does 
not share in any exceptional profits they make in favourable 
years, it should not share their losses in unfavourable years. 
Tn their case at any rate the revenue is mainly of the nature 
of. taxation, and as pointed out by the Famine Commission 
of 1880, certainty pnd inflexibility in taxation are of the high
e~t importance. '.There is no reason connected with the· 
public interest why the accumulation of land in the hands 
of .capitalists shoulc;I be encouragc;d, o~ · why they should 
mak7 large_ profits, out of . conceSSlons mtended to promote 
the prospenty o~ , the culuvators;:> As regards mortgagees, 
alth?1Jgh they do not infrequently grant nominal leases to 
tl:J._e regis~e~l'~ IX.cupant~ or to ~rsons who .were !egistered 
o~cup~nt.s, 'rhat ,Is real,ly exacte? 1~ no~ rent b,\l.t the. re:overy 
wlth mterest of .mo11ey \ent and 

1 
,It would nor be JUStifiable . 

tq .. alter., th~ naturF of .the .obligation, or practicable. by any 
legisJ;ttion. ~0 . s~cur~. ,that the deb~or;~ would, b~ benefited by, 
con~ideratio~t · s!lown to fhe creditors. Of course ¢e. conces
sion ,r~II rip~, ".I:Je refused , ~o bona fide agriculturists who 
remam in ·occupation of their lands although there may be 
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HO 
debts secured by mortgage bn them, as the result o£ eucting 
even from'person 'almost inextricably involved revenue which 
they cannot pay out of the produce would increase the 
amount of the claim against them and render their ruin 
mere certainty. ' 

19. Inquiry is made rega:<!fug past practice only ~ tl_J.e case 
of local or isolated calammes, and as the pracnce m the 
case of widespread calamities has been sufliciendy fully 
described in previous correspondence, it is not deemeil 
necessaty to say more regarding it, although in material 
points. it has been misunderstood by the recent Famine 
CommisSion. '-In the infan!=Y of _the survey setdement, 
in the year 1847, it was directed that the assessment 
should 'be so low as to enable the cultiJvators to accumulate 
funds sufficient to pay it in years or more than average failure, 
and that as a system remissions should not be grante_dl But 
it was recognized that abnormal calamities might render an 
occasional abatement necesiary, and it was ordered that the 
crops of .each field, should not be· inspecteq, but that an aver• 
age remission should be granted·, inq)ll<ry being made onLy 
in exceptional , cases, Again in 1867 it was' desired that 
individual remissions should. as far as possible be avoided, 
and in '!869 the instruction went to the length that individual 
remissions should never be permitted.· On the other hand 
it was ordered in 1880 that no remissions should be granted 
without carefuL scrutiny iii each case, and this order was 
emphatically repeated in 1882, it being specially <fuected that 
the conc~sion was not to apply to persons who are not actual 
cultivators or who can well afford to 'pay. This has continued 
simce that 'time to' be the rule. · In 1874 pG\ver was delegated 
I? ~e Collectors. to grant remissions_ for los~ ~y fire up to a 
limtt of Rs. 50 m each case and to Comnilss10ners up to a 
limit of Rs . .1,000; _In 1887 the powers of Comtnissioners were 
extended to all causes of losses, but it was directed that the 
orders of Government should bi: taken in the event of remis
sions' being proposed over a large 'traCt on account of bad 
harvests. &· regards suspensions· 'D.i:J definitte rule has been · 
pr_escribed, 'but '~he principle laid' down by the Famine. Com- . 
InlSS!O? t~at ~h.~ Co~e~tor is not t6 sacrifice· a good tenant 
by ngtdi~r;s.eii,mg' htm up · ~nd · ejecting ·him because''his · 
revenue IS 

1
ln atrear !)as been. strohgJy' inculCated~' aDd 'to 

• - . ' '.JI ,· ! ! ,. ,.I,,, ',,I ., ,,,• ' ''''l• 'i'' J : ' ' ' 
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occupants of all 'classes •time for payment is freely allowed 
whenever it appears that ' there would be any hardship in 
immediate exaction. ' 

. ' . 

20. It will be seen that very ample powers have been Remission 
gran ted to the Commissioners and the Collectors. It rna y onf r·~1countf · h th h · . bl b o at ureo be that m t e past ese powers ave not mvar1a y een water-supply. 
exercised so freely: as is, desirable, but it appears to the 
Governor in Cou:ncil unnecessary to· .discuss that question, 
as the conditions which justify suspensions and remissions 
will now be distincdy prescribed .. · .The Governor in Council 
however thinks that in respect of,. one matter a more 
definite instruction is desirable. For land irrigated from 
tanks and other minor · irrigation works a consolidated 
as~~SJ:!!ent is levied. In Gujarat the assessment is· separated 
mto soil and water-rates and the original intention of 
this procedure was . that when the water failed the water-
rate should be remitted. But it was found that remissions 
were rarely granted, and in the revision setdements. the 
water-rates have been lowered •so that like ·other assessment 
they may 'be fairly levied in bad as well as in good years. 
This system of consolidated assessment has great , practical 
advantages, saving. an enormous amount of trouble. and 
wrangling and expense, and is, it is believed,. generalLy 
acceptable to the cultivators. It should· not therefore be 
abandoned, and in regard· to partial failure of crops the same 
principles should be applied· as in occupation· of the land, if 
o~ account of failure of the water-supply. and from. no default 
on the part of the holder or cultivator the •crop does not come 
to maturity. The desirability of encouraging irrigation 'and 
the trouble and expense · involved-especially in Lift Irti
gation-justify this course; and' the •Governor in Council 
proposes to issue instructions accordingly, Collectors have 
indeed the power not to make replissions on this .account and 
their special attention has, been ,called to the case of failure 
of kacha pats, while Commissioners can reduce an assessment 
up to a limit of Rs. 50 on account of permanent failure of 
water-supply, but it is believed that the powers have not been 
regularly exercised. In Gujarat dry crops are generally 
grown when tanks do not fail, and in such case the soil rates 
only should be levied. 
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Fallows. i 21. Th~ question uf the; treatment of fallows is one ,inti-. 
mately connected with the subject ·of· elasticity of ·demand 
and collection. It might be argued with' some show of 
reason that if a suspension or remission is granted on 
account of failure of crop il should also be granted when ilo 
crop at all is sown. It may be observed that in· 1901 it was· 
ordered that the assessment should be remitted in cases in 
which a cultivator could not sow owing to loss of bullocks 
or otherwise from want of means, and this ·course should 
generally be followed. But the case of land which has to be 
or is left fallow in order to secure a fair crop in a year in 
which it is cultivated stands on a different footing. General· 
ly allowance is made for the fact in the pitch of the assess· 
ment. In some of the talukas of the Branch district there 
is a practice of leaving fallow every year about a fourth of 
the holding, and the course has been experimentally adopted. 
of suspending the collection of one-fourth of the assessment 
for a year when that condition is fulfiled. But of course the 
result is that after the first year the full assessment is due, 
and a fourth of the assessment remains. perpetually in sus
pense over the heads of the cultivators to be exacted i,£ th~ 
condition is not fulfilled. It is doubtful whether after th~; 
first year the cultivators will see any advantage in the system, 
and the Governor in Council is not inclined to extend the 
experiment until it is proved to be useful. It is reported 
that in parts of the Konkan · not more than 25 per cent of 
the warkas .land is· cultivated annually and some mal land 
in the Deccan is probably not more regularly brought under 
cultivation. But the assessment of these lands is exceedingly 
light generally but a few annas per acre and in an average 
year the assessment for the whole holding can be paid whb
out any difficulty from the produce of the ar.ea cultivated. 

Summary. . 22. To summarise, the . general principles on which the 
Gov~or in Council .proposes t? grant suspensions and 
renusstons of land revenue, both m years of severe famine 
and on account of losses of a less severe or local character, 
are as follows :- · j tr 1 

·. A.-SUSPENSIONS. 

Suspensio,;s will be granted according to the scale given 
'below to· all occupants, agriculturi6t and non-agriculturist 
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alike (inamdars excepted), without inquiry into the circum
stances of individuals and being in the case of severe famine 
extended to homogeneous tracts or groups of villages: . .;_ 

Amount of assessment to be suspended 
Classification r----------~---....::-----~ 

of crops 

None 
Bad 

(J) 

Poor .• 

Fair, normal or 
bumper. 

In Gujarat and the Konkan 

The whole 
The whole 

.(2) 

Half, except on holdings for 
which not more than Rs. I 0 
is due when the whole will 
be suspended. 

None 

y B-REMlssiONS. 

In the Dercan 

(3) 

Thewhcle. 
H'lllf, e~ept on holdings for 

which not more · than 
Rs. I 0 is due when the 
whole will be suspended. 

None. 

None. 

Remi6sions will be granted as explained in clauses (i) and 
(ii) below to bona fide agriculturists and to those non-agri
culturist occupants (inamdars excepted) to whose cultivating 
tenants it is possible to secure, by guarantee given by the 
occupant or by legislation a corresponding remission of rent; 
there wilJ be no inquiry into the circumstances of individuals 
except for the purpose of deciding whether occupants are 
within, the category-. 

(i) H the crops fail entirely, remission of assessment will 
be granted as soon as the failure is ascertained to the 
following extent-

In Gujarat and the Konkan 
Jn the Deccan .. 

To all occupants. 
~ To ocrnpants "hose hoi· 

dings are not assessed 
above Rs. 10 or whose 
right of transfer isrestric ... 
ted. 

(ii) Except as provided in clause (i) the grant of remis
sions will depend on the character of the two seasons 
following that in which the assessment was suspended. 
Suspended arrears will be co!Jected to the extent permis
sible. under the table given above in paragraph II. In 
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accordance ~itl;t that. table, all . suspe~ded ~rears which 
either- 1 · : 

Necessity of 
regarding 
any general 
orders as 
instructions 
for general 
guidance 
and of 
discretion 
in dea1ing 
exceptional 
cases. 

_(a} are in excess of. one year's revenue, or 
(b) are more _than two years old 

will be remitted. 
(iii) When the assessment includes a separate rate for 

. water advantaF;e then, if the water faiJs, the portion of the 
assessment which represents the water-rate will in the case 
of all occuvants be remitted without suspension. 
These proposals .dispose of questions (1) and (5) in para

graph 11 of Mr. Fuller's Circukir letter No. 1-43-65, dated 
9th January 1902. The remaining questions have been dealt 
with as follows:- . 

.(2) The practice in the past in· regard to the grant of 
suspensions and remissons has been explained in para
graph 19 above, and it is proposed for the future to follow 
the same principles in the case of failure of crops in small 
areas as in the case of widespread famine. 

(3) It has been explained that throughout Sind and also 
for irrigated lands supplied with water from the Major 
Irrigation Works in the Presidency proper a system of 
fluctuating collections . is already in force, and that the 
application of a similar system to any other lands is 
deemed inexpedient. . . . . 

(4) Though there arc, no -so-c~lled Zamindars in this 
Presidency, the ca~~ of JlOn-agriculturist occupants, whose 

· lands are cultivated by tenants, is similar.'. It is proposed 
to refuse remissions to such occupants unless eiother they 

· give an uudertaking in· a form·· which can be' legally en
forced to extend corresponding relief to their tenants or 
corresponding relief can he secured to the tenants by 
legislation. , . ' · 
23. The Govemdr General in Council will see that the 

present proposals of the Government Q£ Bombay include im
portant changes in the rules under which suspensions and 
remissions of land revenue assessments have hitherto been 
granted, and that' they will, if sanctioned, be of material 
benefit to all especially to the poorer classeS of agriculturists 
Under the proposed rules, suspension of collection will 
be allowed on _general considerations and announced with
out delay, while arrears of unpaid assessments will be 
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either recovered or definitely foregone withi111 a shon and 
fixed period instead of being left hanging over the cultiva
tor's head, a cause of anxiety and an in jury to his credit. 
The measure of relief proposed is considered by the Governor 
in Council to be sufficient in his view of the character of the 
assessment, but as already stated he· wiLl be prepared to 
formulate more liberal recommendations if His Excellency 
the Governor General in Councid. accepts the view of the 
recent Famine Commission. In any case it is, in the opinion 
of this Government, of the utmost importance that it should 
be understood that such concessions as are granted are given 
as a mater of grace and that the principles which are laid 
down are merely prescribed for ~eneral guidance, the Com
missioners and the CoLlectors haVlng power under the control 
of Government to deal with any case in such manner as the 
circumstances justify. Such an expression as "a system of 
suspensions and remissions" is apt to create in the public 
mind an impression that on certain conditions the officers of 
Government are bound to grant the concessions, and those 
interested will be very ready to contend without real ground 
that the conditions are fulfilled. Even general estimates of 
the state of crops ;tre very open to discussion, as is illustrated 
i:ly Mr. Maconochie's repons on allegations regarding 
measures:taken for the coLlection of the revenue in Anklesvar 
and Olpad, and those of the, -officials are not Likely to be 
accepted by the landholders. Moreover there will always be 
cases which could not equitai:Jly be de'!lt with on the general 
principles, especially in 'the Deccan where the rainfall is 
often exceedingly panial and unusually good and unusually 
bad crops may be found i!l fields close together. Funher 
even in years of general failure there are lands easily irri
gated. and low lands which have been flooded yielding very 
valuable crops. . The. Governor in Council admits that if 
these cases are specially treated there is a depanure from the 
principle of acting on a general estimate in a year of wide
spread calamity, and indeed ill' is often, if not generally, .im
possible and unnecessary to do more than discriminate the 
exceptional cases. In Bijapur in 1896-97, and in the tracts 
north of the Narbada "in 1899-1900, there were ne crops at 
a!J except on irrigated or ·flooded land. But unless mani., 
festly exceptional caaell ar\l, <leal~ with f!XCeptionaLly, ther11 
A-10-ll·A, .' :I '·' f, 
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·Will on the one hand ·be hardship to individuals and on ·the 
other a clearly. unnecessary: sacrifice of .revenue,. The : im
,portant point, however, is to, have it recognized that it is 
entirely .within the discretion pf Government and the officers 
of Government' to. inake such concessions as· .. circumstances 
render expedient. The demoralizing effects of any extensive 
practice. of remissions· are recognized by the Government of 
India and need not therefore be ·set forth. The difficulties 
'arising from a hope of beneficing from the published views 
of the Famine Commissions 'regarding the oppressiwe nature 
of the assessment ·and the need of frequent abatements of it 
have already manifested themselves and will interfere with 
the punctual realization of the revenue for some time to 
come. But the(difficulties will be mitigated if it is made 
clear to all concerned that the payment of the land revenue 
is as binding an obligation as the discharge of a private 
debt, and that any relief from the liability is giwen as a 
mere matter of grace at the discretion of Government and 
the officers of Government) · · · 

Land Revenue, · 

., 
I have the honour to be, 

Sir; 
Your m~t obedi~nt se;.vant, 

; ,, .• f.· . • • 

W. T.' MoRISON ... 

}\cting Secretary to Gbv~ineni. 

APPENDIX' II-D 

Suspension and remissio~ . of-in the Ahmednagar district. 

,. No. 3872 

REVErwE; DEPARTMENT 
BoiTibay Castle; 16th June 1903. 

Letter from the Collector ~~ Ahinednagar, No. R. 1757;' ~ 
· · · · ' · · · dated 22nd April 1903:.....: ···c · : 

·~', · r , > _. · · f r•: , ; .· 1 :• 1 •• ·, 

."I. have the. ·honoirr .tOI· solicit rd'erence ·r& Govetnrriertt 
-' .ReSillution No. 2272, dated. 1st 'April' 1903, Revenue Depar( 
:-.IJlent,_ and request thl! favou:t· of your ilmrnct!Qns,' · 
A-1~1!-Jl, 
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· "Z. Last year (1901-1902) the suspensions were granted 
by whole villages. to bona fide agriculturists when the crop 
oiltturn in them was 8 annas or •below, vide Government 
Resolution No. 8494 dated 5th December 1901, Revenue 
Department.• 'Tt appears, however, from· the present Gov
ernment Resolution that suspension& are to be granted 
(presumably by villages) to all occupants ·(whether bona 
fide agraculturists or not) for whom such concession appears 
to be required, when they have no crops or when the 
latter are bad. No· such concession is to be granted when 
the crop is only poor. 

"3. The question then arises as to what is to be held 
as a bad crop and a poor or fair crop. 

"4. As regards this it is to be noted that a normal 
crop is denoted by 12 · annas; •vide Government Resolution 
No. 725, dated 1st February .1898 (see slip 141 A to Taluka 
Form 36). And in my opinion bad, poor and fair crops 
should be classified as under:....:.. · 

Poor and fair :. Above 8 and below 12 annu. 
. Bad ·• • • •. 8 annas and under. 

I wo~d also respe~tfully urge tha~ 'cr.op~ estimated at 4 
annas and below be classified as n_o crops.. . . . . . , 

. On these' points I ~ould ask' your ve~y early orders with 
special reference to the 68 villages included in the list sub
mitted with this· office No. R.-807 of 28th February 1903.".: 

. . . . . 11 

Memorandum from the Commissioner, c;::.D., No. V.R.-2007, 
' dated 1st June 1903::-: . ·. : . 

"Submitted to Government with a recommendation that 
the classification proposed . by the· Collector . may be• 
adopted." ·' ·•·: :: ..... · ·' .,, 

RESOLUTION.-The Collector' of Ahmed!!agar should '!la 
informed' that 1le is right itr presuming that the suspansiOn~ 
are to .be given to all classes of occupants, !whether bo~ fide 
agriculturists· or inot; Of '!!'ollrse, with•'IZ•allnas •as •·normal 
crop, ,sjx,,ll3therhthanoeight aimas· ·will •represent ·about ha:lf 
the: aormaJI,,·r.But iin· cstjmat'ing • the 'cropsi·"·aritlun'eticaJ• 



-standards; which it has not. been found pos~ble to get applied 
, with any uniformity, may be·. discarded. When ~e Cfops 
have eithet totally failed· or, are not. worth reapmg, they 
should: 'be classed as "none".· Where they are considerably 
below· half the normal, but still worth reaping, they may. be 
t:lassed as "bad". -If -they are about half the normal, ·they 
will be "poor" or "better than poor". . · • · · 
. J . ··~- r: 

P. J. ~ •. 
Under Secretary 'to Government. 

APPENDIX II-E 

·No. 6985 of 1904. 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 
iBombay Castle, 13th September 1904; 

. ~ -;--·r · •'fl _;- • 1 ·;• • r . .. : 
RESOLUTION _OF qovpqVMENT 

Gove~p,.m,~nt we not. y~.in. a position to issue ~nal orders 
on the subject of 'suspensions .and remissions of land .revenue. 
~t ,is, howev':r, .n~cess:_<ry;. tha~ a definite . pro~ou~cement 
Should be ·tnade 'at'ohce 'tegardmg the.course w~ch·. ts to be 
adopted in the present year, in which tbere 'are grounds for 
app~ehending ~n e;»~enstve failure of the early crops. The 
instructions no'i: Issued are to .be dearly understood as apply, 
ing only to the. present . emergency, and as liable to such 
modifications' as may be necessary hereafter when this Gov
ernment· receive the .decision ·of the Government of India on 
the proposals that have been laid ·bef0re them. Subject to 
these remarks, the following orders are published for general 
information and for the guidance of district· officers. • Collec
tors should take effective measures f!Jr making. the orders 
known throughout their districts. .. 1• . • ·: 

,, 1 ! . .. . , . , . ~.-SusPENSIONS. • .. ' · 

2. When a Collebtor has ascertained by local inquiries thtlt: 
owning tO a •partial . or total failure or I destruction· of 'tht! 
CI'Ops,.on account:l>f drought·.or from any••othl!l' cause, it will· 
bi>-neces~ryJto su~pend the collection ofi lahd •re'venue in .any· 
i>p~.i!i~he: ~ autl:lqrJ~ed td•grl!,llt .suspensionS aooord'ing to• the• 
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scale given below to all · occupants,. ·; agriculturist and non
agriculturist alike, without anquiry into the circumstance& of 
'individuals·:.:..:. · • ·, 1 , 
::- ._'(] ( ; • •!"!l 

· 1 t, ~· r~r;~·_:'~':,:· .:_' r~Amo~~un~t~o~f~39~s~es~pm~ent~t~o~b~c:_s~usp~~en~d~cd~~_:.-~ 
.. Classification r 
·· · ·Of crops In Gujai~t and the KOnkari -
·;·'(I)' ··'(2) ·'"··'' 

In the Deccan 
(3) '! 

_, 
Non·e 
Bad 

I. 

Poor 

,, 

Fait; ·normal Or' 
bumper. , . ' 

Tb~1whole, 
The whole 

: . :; "'The w,hole: . 
.. ·- Half, except on holdings 

for which not more than 
r:. ·. Rs. 10 is. due, when the 

, . whole should . be sus-
- · _ pended .. 

Half, except on holdings fOri · :None. -- ' 
which not more than Rs. 1 0 
is due, when the whole will 
be suspended. 

None •. .•· None. 

NoTB 1.-Whencrops have totally failed or are not worth reaping, they 
should be classed as "none"; where they are considerably below half the 
normal, but still worth reaping, they should :be classed as "bad"; if they are 
about half the normal, they should be claSsed as "poor". 

NtlTB i . ...;._lri applying 'this order the holdjng is to. be taken as the unit for 
considetation:.·L·:.· ' :._., 1 L .• 

· 3: Wh.ere·' the ar~a ·affected is , homogeneous: or while 
Villages 1 iue. very setiolisly affected, the 'suspensions should 'be 
announced' for' such. tract or ~illages wa_thout detailed In spec-
~~ ' . .. ' . .. 

4. . Th-;, Collecror should forth~itb report his proceedings, 
stating fully the reasons for his· orders and the extent of its 
application with all other particulars, to the Commissioner, 
who shotild inform Government at once of the amounts t{) 
be suspended. 

5. Th~ Collector should cause the occupants whose land 
revenue. is suspended distinctly to understand that such SIIS-' 

pension is provisional only, and that. it will be decided subse
quently, whether the revenue suspended shall be ultimately 
remitted or collected. 

6. To petty inamdars who thems_elves cultivate tb~ inam 
lands suspenswns may be granted m accordance w1th the 
foregoing orders, which, however, do not apply to other 
inatndars. 
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B.-REMissiONS. 

· · i: Rem.isslons ·should' be granted, as explained in claus~s 
(i) and (ii) belOW, to .. bDna fide _agriculturists and to. those 
non-agriculturist occupants to whose cultivating tenants it is 
possibl.e to secure, by guarantee gi.ven by, the occupant, a 
corresponding remission of rent ; there shoUld be no mquiry 
·into the circumstances of individuals exc~pt for the purpose 
of deciding whether occupants are within the category:-

(i) If the crops fail entirely, remission of assessment 
should be granted, as soon as the failure is ascertained, to 
the foiiDwing extent:.-- , , 

In Gujarat and the Konkan To all occupants. 

In the Dec<:an To occupants whose holdings are not 
assessed above Rs. 1 0 or whose 

· right of transfer is restricted. 

(ii) Except as provided in clause (i) the grant of remis
sions should depend on the character of the 'iwo seasons 
following that in which the assessment. is. suspended. Sus
pended arrears should be collected to the extent permis.. 
sible under the table given below. In accordance with 
this table, ~II suspended arrears which either (a)· are in 
excess of one year's revenue or (b) are. more than two years 
old should be remitted :7- · 
- J;, 

:n·. 

· Classification of crops 

(I) 

Good or bumper · 
Nonnal 
Fair 
Poor 

,,, 

" 

•• 

. . P~Portions of asscss~t the coll~tion of 
' · which would be justified in 

Gujarat and the 
Konkan 

(2) 

2 
ll 
1 
t• 

(Ezcept on holdings 
forwhichnotmorc 
than Rs. I 0 is due, 
when none should 
be levied), 

The Deccan 

(3) 

2 
2 
ll 
1 
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• ~ ' L ,'.' ;: • ;; .,; ; ; • I ;: .1 • :.J •'' J' . • . ,, ' . ' : ) I . 
'·: fl --i ... - •. , , .• _,..~ . .. Prop§)rtionsofasSessmentthecollectionof 

;· ~- .... ·:; -:. r.". _-- WbiChWouldbe'justifiedin~· . 
:.:: ··Ct3SsificatioilofcropS· 1 !,..:'.,. · •· · "" · · •· , 
r; · ;~ ·,J,,),J ...• ,....! ···.·i:o~Ti G1,1jaratan.dtht-.-: ~ .. TheDeu:an 

• ;· 1 r:: :~i·,,•L 'Y·· •: ... -lr 15-~n~~ -.. -·· :1 , 

·.· ''i :{~!'.: i .. l :, ·'' <'.(2) ;. ·' (3) 
,<: ' ~I I-.-: , 

Bad ..... ,. • • . :~.. .~.-_,: .... 4 • .. :.:.;I,r · . !o 

', 

,) .1. 

None 0 

•i.e., one instalment. 

' . 
i• .! 

(Except on holdinas 
for which not more 
than Rs. I 0 is due. 
when none should 
be levied). 

0 

8. When the assessment includes a separate rate for 
water advantages, then,ff£ the water fails, the portion of the 
assessment. which repr~ts the water-rate should in the 
case of all occupants be remitted without suspensi~ 

: 9,, To petty ,inap:~dars who themselves cultivate the inam 
lands rernJssions may be granted in accordance with the fore
going rules, which, however, do not apply to other inamdars. 

Suspensions and Remissions of the Local Fund Cess. 

10. When prior to the. date of the first instalment of land 
revenue any suspension or. remission of land revenue is an
nounced, a suspension or· remission of local fund cess in the 
normal :proportion should be simultaneously announced, an& 
the levy of the first instalment should be made accordingly. 

II. Immediate intimation .. of all suspensions and remis
sions granted under the foregoing orders should be given by 
the Commissioners to the Accountant-General, who should 
report to Go~ermpent how far they are Likely to affect the 
Budget Estima,tes ?f d1e ,year. . . . · 

· 12. Government deem it desirable to state that the\ 
different rates of· remission for ·Gujarat and the Konkan on 
the one hand, and .the· Deccan on the other are based on the 
difference in the treatment of these tracts in the Surirey 
Settlement. 'In :the Deccan · Settlement full a.llowance 1 has 
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been made for the precarious nature of the rainfall, while in 
the Konkan and Gujarat rates of assessment are based on the 
assumptions of an assured raimaii::-Hence -in the latter areas 
more extensive --suspensions- -and remissions are called for in 
case of a failure of the rains than are justified in the former 
in which recurring deficiencies in the rainfall are permanent
ly allowed for in -rhe assessments. Specially favourable 
treatment is accor.red to holdings bearing an assessment not 
in excess of Rs. 10 because in other than very favourable 
seasons the bulk of the produce of such holdings remaining 
after all charges are met is required for the maintenance of 
an average family and little margin is left for payment of 
arrears of assessment. 

13. The attention of all officers should be drawn to Gov
ernment Resolution No. 4078, dated 30th May 1904, and 
they should be requested to give full effect to the instruc
tions thercin given. 

., 

Sd.f-
for Under Secretary to Government • 

. APPENDIX: II-F 

No. 3-99-2. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AND AGRICULTURE 
., LAND REVENUE 

Calcutl!t, ·-the 25th March 1905. 
,, 

RESOLUTION. 

I. Since· British rule was esl!tblished in India the 
standard form of land :evenue management in this country 
has been one under which the revenue has been imposed in 
~h at ~ fixed sum to be collected annually without altera
non dunng a series of years. This form of management 
ha~ so many obvious advanl!tges and represented so great a 
relief from the harassments connected WIth the levy of land 



revenue hi i:he ·period immediately preceding the establish· 
ment of British rule,. that for many years the officials of Gov
ernment looked with great distrus.t. on any proposals tending 
to relax or modify the atrictest adherence to its principles. 
The evils attendant on the rigid collection of a fixed revenue 
in tract.,; and.on occasions when the produce varied greatly 
were,- however, brought to notice by the Famine Cominission 
of 1880, and the Government of India in 1882 issued instru.c
tions with a view to modifying where necessary the strict 
system of revenue assessment and collection hitheno. in 
force. The broad principles underlyin~ the instructions of 
1882 appear to the Government of India to have been per
fectly correct and to be identical with those which they now 
would wish to affirm, but the instructions applied in the first 
place to the temporarily-settled districts of Northern India 
and the Central Provinces only and even in those district~ 
they were for some years but imJ!erfect!y observed in practi~~: 
In many parts of India complamts were made to· the effect 
that the indebtedness of the agricultural population wa,s 
aggrayated by the rigidity with which the. Government 
demand was exacted in bad seasons, and in 1894 the Govern
ment of India, when 'dealing' with the question of agricul
tural indebtedness instituted a special .enquiry· into the 
pos~ibility 6£ introducing a larger elein~nt of elasticity into 
the ·'revenue sytem of the country. The first place in their 
attention, however, was claimed by other aspects of the ques
tion of agrkultural indebtedness and no special action -was 
taken in' the direi:tion''contemplated by the enquiry of 1894; 
beyond the continued advocacy of careful investigation into 
agricultural defects as indicated by local statistics. The 
necessity for a reconsideration of the question was, however, 
brought to notice by the experience of the famines of 1896, 
97 and 1899-1900, and the Famine Commission of 1901 put 
forward _an their Repon a number of important suggestions 
for the Improvement of the system of revenue collections 
throughout India. These suggestions were duly forwarded 
on the 9th January 1902 to the Local Governments for opi
nion, and the Government of India at the same time, in their 
Resolution of the 16th January 1902 on the land rev.enue 
policy of the Government expressed their readiness to pro
vide for such an increase as might be found necessary in 
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the elasticity of the revenue collections. Tb._e opinions of the 
Lochl GovernmentS on the suggestions of .the Famine Com
m1ssi<ln have' since ·been received, and the Governor General 
in c;:ouncil, h~ving studied the various replies with which he 
has· been favoured,,·desires tl>· take this opportunity of ex
plaining the principles which. should in futnre be accepted by 
the ·Local· Governments: for guidance in dealing with the 
subject. 
! j;, 

,' 'z: · It_ m~y; as an initial point, be noted that there is one 
inam feature· of the instructions 'issued in their Resolution of 
the 12th October 1882 upon which the Government of lndi~ 
are no longer anxious to 'insist. A prominent position was 
given in those instructions to the necessity for a general 
classification of all agricultural land under one or other of 
ihe three ):leads, 'Secure', 'Insecure' and 'Fluctuating', as a 
prdiminary 'to the efficient revenue administration of the 
country. So far as this entails' a continuous examination of 
economic' conditions with a view to the early deduction of 
cii-cumstarices 'bringing abm.lt' agricultural deterioration or 
depression which may c;:ause ail assessment originally equit
able td press with- undue severiry, 'the necessity for enqtii:ry 
into the character of agricultural· land will always remain in 
force;- and the ·stati~tical'analysis 'of districts which has been 
systematically conducted in. some . provinces, should, there
fore, be now carried out and' completed under the . general 
guidance of the Director of Land Records in every Province, 
so· fa~ as local circ';lm~tances and the strength of the village 
establishments adrrut. · At the same time the Government of 
India recognize that such ·~nqui.r.ies and classifications are 
not an essential preliminary ·to the introduction of a proper 
~egree of elasticity in the revenue system. They are useful 
m so far as they direct the attention of District Officers to 
the parts of their districts which need such attention,. but 
they can serve only as a general guide to the administration 
of the revenue. Local calamities such as hailstorms affect . , - , 
secure and insecure · tracts imparti<!lly, while widespread· 
calamities,, such as. ~ro~ght an~ famine, may to a greai: 
~tent obliterate distmcnons prevwusly made. A · classifica~ 
non of the character contemplated by the instructions of 
1882 must be based on prior speculations as to the likelihood 
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always liable to be falsified by .events. The essential . point 
'is· rather· to obtain adequate and early information as .to 
failure which has actually occurred and such information can 

• only be based on· efficient revenue records. Where the 
proper revenue machinery is non-existent, the material for 

·such information is wanting; and where it exists, an ordi
nary degree of watchfulness on the part of District Officers 
will ensure that cases of failure are promptly brought to 
notiCe. Without, therefore, directing that the formal classi,. 
fication of areas prescribed by the Resolution of 1882 should 
be discarded, the Government of India wish it to be under
stood that such a classification is not an essential part of the 
arrangements for the remission and suspension of revenue, 
and that these arrangements should not be postponed or 
delayed in any district of province on the ground that the 
classification of areas has. not been completed. · ... 

3. In discussing the question of elasticity in revenue 
. management generally it is most important to observe the. 
distinction (which in former consideration of the subject has 
often ,been neglected) between "elasticity of assessment" ,and 
'elasticity . of collection'. In the case of the former, the 

.demand, fluctuates year .by year under rule; in that of the 
latter the demand is fixed, but allowance is m,ade for excep
tional seasons by the suspension or remission .. of the demand 
which is due. The former is a system of, assessment·; the 
latter an exceptional act of grace. In the present instance it 
has not been the intention of the Government of .India, to 
bring the question of elasticity in assessment under .con
sideration, nor do they proP.ose in this Resolution to attempt 
any formal pronouncement on this head. The principle of 
a fluctuating assessment, having now been accepted in the 
practice of most Local Governments, is already applied in 
the worst of the precarious tracts . in India ; and its 
possible extension to further areas is a matter whiclt will 
receive separate attention from time to time as occasion 
offers. The remaining portion of this Resolution must be 
taken, therefore, as referring not to questions of elasticity in 
assessment, but only to those concerned with elasticity i.n 
collection, that is to say, to questions relating to the suspen-
sion or remission of fixed .land revenue. · 
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4. These questions difier somewhat in character . accord
ing as they deal. with 'widespread', calamities, such as famine, 

· drought and general failure of crops, and "local" or. isolated 
: -talamities, such as are oceasioned by hail, floods, locusts, ~d 
the like. The procedure adapted to the former _class ~1ll 
first be described (paragraphs 5-17), and the special acnon 
necessary in cases of Iota! calamity will be subsequently con
sidered (paragraph 18). 

5. · Turning first then to the treatment of "widespread" 
'cal:irnities, the Governor General in Council desires to lay 
emphasis on the principle that the cases with which this 
Resolution is primarily concerned are those in which the 
rev~ue-~:~er -~a~ no_t . by_ rule or c?ntra~~ any z;ight to an 
abatement of the fixed demand assessed upon his lands at 
seffiemenC-Tbe assessments· have all been fixed so as to 
allow, so far as the assessing officers could judge, for ordinary 
variations of season during the period of settlement, and the 
demand ought in theory to be paid in bad years as well as 

·.in· good. But experience has shown that it is hopeless to 
•.expect the revenue-payer to save. in good years the· means 
:wherewith to supply: •the deficiency in very bad years. and all 
cmvestigations ·into the condition· of the agricultural popula
"'tion. have brought to notice the eviJ effects of rigidity <>f col
·lection. in ·adverse seasons. ·The Government of India have 
!therefore for many years . • pasi: . recognized · i:he necessity of 
·.oiganizing· a proper ·system ::of suspensions and remissions 
>fitted· -taT meet such seasbns. It is no part of the intentions 
·of the Government of India that the system to which they 
-giv.e ·their adherence in this' Resolution, should authorize 
;anything in the shape of laxity • !)r carelessness in the collec
tion of the fixed demand, nor·do they·contemplate that the 
system of suspensions and remissions should form, as has 
•been proposed, 'a regular feature of the revenue administra
tion'. It is, indeed, to be adopted- as an integral part of the 
revenue policy of the State; but it is to be recognilzed as a 
~easure rurely of grace and n?t of right, to be exercised only 
m ex<;"ptlonal cases. of calamity so severe as to justify and 
necessitate a relaxatwn of the -settlement contract. It is true 
that, even w.ithin the areas under fixed assessment, the neces
sity f~r relief will recur wi~h greater frequency in some parts 
than m others ; and that m tracts of great precariousness 
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which it has not been · thought advisable to bring . under 
fluctuating assessment, such relief may be frequently needed 
as a matter of administrative necessity; but, even in such 
tracts, the Government of India have no intention of aban
doning the general principle of 'fixity of demand' with its 
attendant certainty, i'S the basis of its revenue system. They 
recognize, however,' in· all 'cases,. that. it is unwise, even i:n the 
interests of their own revenue, to insist absolutely upon what 
has been termed 'the sacredness of. the settlement contract', 
or to call upon the cultivator to pay the revenue or .rent in 
aU circumstances, however unfavourable : that while it is 
wholesome and legitimate: to expect him to take the bad 
with the good in years of ordinary fluctuation, it is hopeless 
to expect him to be able to meet the fixed demand in years 
when the crops barely suffice for his own sustenance ; and 
that payments should not be enforced under conditions which 
would compel a cultivator of ordinary care and prudence to 
imperil his future 'Solvency in order to meet them. 

. 6. The general objec~ves of the grant of suspensions and 
remissions being of the character above described, it remains 
to determine the manner in which they should be · carried 
out in practice. The Government of India do. not desire to 
prescribe for observance .any detailed. 'fules 'of procedure orr 
this subject, :but · they consider it important to place the 
Local Government in possession of thdr views as· to the ·main 
prinCiples upon which· the arrangements should be conduct
ed and to entrust to the. Local Governments the duty of 
promulgating .rules of practice which shall conform as 
closely .as local conditions may . allow with the principles 
herein laid down. In dea!ang with the subject ,it will be 
convenient to explain the wishes of the Supreme Govern
ment separately on each of the following Bo.ints, viz.-:- ' · 
'I · • . . . . 1 ' 
' (i) the unit to be dealt with in grancing relief; 

(ii) the question whether suspensions should ordinarily 
precede remission ; 

_ • , • r •• • ·, '· , • , , , , ., , , (' 1 . 

' ' : (iii) the degree of crop~faihire which should be held to 
Justify th,'f gra?.t pr relie,f ; 

1 
· , · · .. , , 

. , 1, (iJ.<) ~h-; ·~cale of' relief for the· various del!l'ees of .crol)o 
.ti!ilure,r . 
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(v) the authorities to be empowered to sanction relief; 

(vi) the circumstances justifying remissions ; 

(vii) the effect of the suspension or remission of revenue 
on rent and vice versa ; 

(viii) the degree to which differentiation should be allow· 
ed between revenue-payers ; 

. (ix) the effect of suspension or remission in India of 
which the revenue is assigned. 

7. (i) In dealing with widespread calamities it is essenti~ 
that the relief given should be prompt and if due prompu
tude is to be ensured it is obv.ious that anything like a field
to-field enquiry is impossible. The degree of immediate 
relief given must necessarily be based on information com
piled by villages or homogeneous groups of villages and must 
consequently be the same throughout such villages or homo
geneous groups. 

, In provinces where the Collector is" not invested with power 
to_ grant suspensions on his own authority, however, it would 
be well to make it clear that the orders of superior autho
rities prescribing a uniform ratio of relief over a tract or 
group. of villages may be modified by the Collector ;f, after 
making his report, he finds reason to believe that the agri· 
cultural conditions of any villages have been wrongly report
ed by: him.. He may, for instance, find that some villages 
have been incorrectly entered in the tract, or that villages 
for which he thought that the suspension of half the demand 
would suffice require a suspension of the whole. In such 
cases he should not be so tied down to uniformity as to be 
prevented from making necessary alterations, such altera
tions, being based of course upon the agricultural condition 
of the village and not upon the circumstances of the revenue
payers . 

. ~- (ii) I11 certain cases it will be found advisable to grant 
~elief from the beginning in the form of remissions. If, for 
mstance, the amount of revenue which it is decided not to 
colleat is such thJt "\then· considered ·with reference ·to· the 
recellt history apd presem condit!oll of tPt: people, tllC' ilatu'r~ 
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of .the assessment and the character of the 'tract, it is practi
cally certain that it will be impossible subsequently to collect 
it, 1t should not be kept unnecessarily hanging over the 
heads of the. revenue-payers but should be remitted at. once. 
So again, the special conditions of certain tracts may justify 
the adoption of initial remission as the rule. But in view of 
the fa~t that remissions require more careful investigation 
than is necessary for a:n order of suspension, if niay be taken 
as a 'general rule that in cases of widespread calamity, where 
promptiture is essential, relief should , in the first instance be 
given in the form of suspensions. 

9. (iii) The Government of India recognize that it is 
imposs;ble to _lay down a fixed criterion for the determination 
of the exact point of crop-failure which should be deemed to 
justify the grant of relief. It has been that only those cala
mities which are too severe to have been contemplated· by 
the assessing officer as included in the normal course of 
~vents should be recognized, and the principle is· sound in 
itself but does not cover the whole case. An 8 anna failure 
of, crops in. a precarious tract where it is of no unusual 
occurrence would have been taken into· account at assess
ment and .would not on this principle admit of the grant of 
relief, whereas a similar,, degree of . failure. in .a rich and 
stable tr;lct, not having been taken into consideration,. would 
on the same principle he held to justify relief .. In a tract of 
assured rainfall, however, the cultivators are more pro
sperous and their resources greater notwithstanding their 
heavier assessment than those of the cultivators in· a· preca
rious area, and it must be remembered . that the .relative 
burden of the assessment, as compared with the resources 
from ·which it has to be paid, is of more importance than 
dts actual incidence.: On the whole the Government of 
India, ha,ve dec;idcd to ,accept the. conclusion arrived at in 
1882 and endorsed by the Famine COII)mission .of 1901 that 
':!elief will not ordinarily be.,requir~d )Vhen. there is half a 
normal crop". It. rqay. indeeci . be· necessary to va"Y Wll 
standard for sp~Gi;)~ tracts or . undeF , special conditions, l!ff!i 
th.e !=~n~iderations .i/i.dicated aJ:>ove should then be borne· in• 
mmd ; but ~he Gov,erl)or General .in Council thinks . that ~t 
.shou,lcl 'lot."!}~ ~eR<Hfe~ f!gm j:Ji~ej?F j~ me .cases and Ulldei 
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exceptional ci.rcuinstances. On the other hand it doe& not 
necessarily follow that the failure of more than half a crop 
will always justify reli~f ; as much _depends upon the ~ature 
of the harvests immed1ately preceding and upon. the lmpor
tance of the harvest i.n question • 

. 10. (iv) The Government of India are fully aware that, in 
dealing with the scale of relief to be given when the crops 
do not reach half the normal standard, it would be falacious 
to suppose that the various degrees of crop-faiJure can_ be 
accurately dealt with by slavishly following anv arithmetical 
formula. At the same time they are convinced that, with
out the guidance of some arithmetical standard, it is impos: 
sible to ensure any kind of uniformity in the grant of relief 
and accordingly, while deprecating anything in the shape of 
servile adherence to formula, they are strongly of opinion 
that a standard scale of relief of an arithmetical basis should 
be prescribed for general guidance, and that a scale &hould 
be laid down in this form for each district or other suitable 
tract. When a district comes under settlement it will 
generally be advisable to make the revision of the scale for 
that dist'rict a part of the duties of the Settlement Officer. 

' In deciding on the correspondence between the degree of 
relief to be given and the degree of crop-failure experienced 
one important principle should be borne in mind, namely, 
that the degree of relief should increase, as the yield 
decreases, more rapidly than the degree of failure. The 
cultivator has to depend for his own sustenance and that of 
his family upon the margin left to him after his obligatory 
payments have been deducted from the yield of his fields. 
The amount required for that sustenance will no doubt be 
larger in good than ih bad years since in .the latter. he must 
be content with a lower standard of living than 41 the 
former, but there is a minimum standard below which it is 
impossible for hinl to go a minimum which depends to some 
extent upon the , general · circumstances · and habits of his 
class. ··And the deduction for subsistence being to this ex
te~lt a constant quantity it is obvious that a four-anna .crop 
Wiill leave much less than half the margin which. will be left 
by' an eight-anna crop, out of whi>h to pay rent or r~yen\J~, 
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The relief therefore should be more than double in th~ for·· 
mer of what jt is in the latter case. Accordi.ngly the Gov-· 
ernment of India, without attempting to prescribe any scale 
for general adoption, would suggest the following as a suit
able type in cases where no relief is given for a fail)Jre of 
less than half the normal crop :-

Crop ( 16 annas normal) · 

6 annas and less than 8 annas 

4 ann as and less than 6 annas 

Less than 4 annas •• 

I • 
bcgree of' relief ... 
2~ per cent. 

50 Per cent. 

I 00 Per cent. 

The above may moreover be looked upon as showing the 
degree of elaboration which the Government of India con~ 
sider suitable for such scales and they would deprecate ·the 
introduction of tables of relief containing much greater com
plicamon than the type above indicated. 

11. (v) As regards the remission of revenue the Govern
ment of India are content to leave the Local Governments to 
decide as to the authority empowered to grant . sanctii.on· in 
each case. In the case of suspension however they are strong
ly of opinion that the power to suspend, that ios to say, to 
postpone by formal order, the collection of the revenue 
should rest in the Collector, or at least in the Commissioner. 
It.is essential that, if suspension is to have its full beneficial 
effect, the amount to be suspended should be communicated 
to those who would otherwise have to pay rent or revenue, 
before the day on which payment becomes due. The degree 
of failure, however, cannot be estimated till the season is well 
advanced, local enquiries take time, and if further delay is 
caused by a reference to the Board of Revenue or the Local 
Government, it becomes almost inevitable that this essential 
condi(;ion cannot be maintained. The system of merely 
abstainLng to collect without any declaration as to the 
amount to be suspended referred to by the Famine Commis
sion of 1901 in paragraph 241 of their Report <is open to the 
strongest objection. Not only is the uncertainty paralysing 
to the cultivation, but the system penalises the good revenue
payer who pays up promptly (often at a sacrofice ·greater 
than he ought to have been expected to accept), while the 
A·I0-12-A. 
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bad revenue-payer defers a~ payment in the h~pe of suspen
sion, and when the order !Bsue, the money wl}1ch he m1ght 
have paid to Government without inconvenience has dis
appeared. It is hopeless to lo?k for punctual pay'?e~t o£ 
revenue where this system obtams. The great essential IS to 
let the people know how much they have to pay, and the 
landlords and ollici~ls how much they have to collect, before 
the process of collection begin. The orders should be so pu?
lished as to reach the people, tenants as well as landlords, m 
proper time. It as true that under the law of some provinces 
they do not take legal effect upon the rent until they have 
been formally confirmed by the Local Government but the 
tenants know that confirmation will follow and will wi,thholcl 
payment of the suspended portion, and the confirmation will 
come in cime to bar suits for recovery. 

12. (vi) As already explained in paragraph 8 above, as 
soon as it becomes clear that it will be inadvisable to collect 
suspended revenue or any particular poruon of it, it should 
be remi.tted at once. It is most undesirable to keep suspen· 
sions hanging for long over the beads of the revenue-payers ; 
and the Government of India are of opinion that revenue 
which has been under suspension for three years should 
ordinarily be remitted as a matter of course. They are also 
prepared, in the case of fully assessed tracts with an outtum 
which is fairly constant, to accept a rule which would lamit 
the amount of revenue under suspension at any given time 
to the equiJvalent of the revenue demand of an ordinary 
year. In the latter case it would not follow that when sus
pensiOns exceeded the limit, the whole amount suspended 
should be remitted and logically speaking only the balance 
by which they were "in excess should be so dealt with. But 
i~. the case of c;aJam~ties so seve~e a~ to call for heavy suspen
SIOns, greater liberality than thiS will DO doubt be desirable; 
~ absolute and general. rule that the amount under suspen-
910!' s?ould _ne~er exceed a year's revenue would he open to 
?bJecn_oii;; s~nce there are many areas of ferule soil, where 
"'·no 1rnganon and the rainfall is uncertain an amount, and 
where on acc.oimt of this uncertainty, the revenue is pitched 
so low, that m a really bumper year the · people could pay 
v~ry much more thall· the revenue assessed without the 
slightest inconvenience; 

A-I0-12·B. 
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1~. (vii) In paragraph 285 of their Report the Famine 
Commission of 1901 recommend that an early decision 
should be reached as to the amount of suspended revenue 
which should be at once remitted, and that the balance 
should be spread over two or three years for collection. They 
go on to express a strong opinion that instalments for 
recovery should be fixed, and that the whole amount should 
not be left over from harvest tQ harvest at the discretion of 
the local officers. If the meaning of the Commission is that 
the instalment of arrears to be collected with the current 
revenue of any particular harvest should be fixed and 
announced before the collections for that harvest begin, the 
Government of India are in complete agreement with their 
proposals. If on the other hand these proposals are to be 
interpreted as meaning that the instalments for the recovery 
of suspended revenue should be fixed at the time that the 
suspension is announced, the Government of India must 

, express their entire dissent from them. Such an arrangement 
could not secure the object aimed at by the Comtnission, 
viz., centainty in demand ; for in a bad season, or even in a 
poor one, following shortly after such a calamity as had 
necessitated special measures of relief, it would be out of the 
question to collect any portion of the arrears. On the other 
hand, the previous fixation of the instalment would create a 
serious danger of the whole amount being collected without 
due consideration of the question whether the harvest was 
such as to warrant its collection .. So aga,in, the announce" 
ment of the instalments would prevent advantage being 
taken of an exceptionally good harvest to collect a larger 
amount which could be paid without the slightest difficulty. 
For this reason the Government of .India object also to a 
suggestion which has been put forward that. no more than a 
certain proportion of the suspended arrears should J:>e recover, 
ed wilth any current instalment. The amount of arrears to 
be collected with any particular instalment should be fixed 
and announced with reference to the character of the harvest 
and the condition of the people, before the collection of the 
instalment begins, and it should be the rule for. the Collec· 
tor to report some weeks before the first instalment for 
any harvest falls · due the amount which he proposes to 
recover out of the suspended demand. In view however of 
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the um:e required for the recovery of. the cultivator from the 
effects of a bad season, the Government of India are prepar· 
ed to accept the principle that as a ~eneral rule n<! suspend
ed revenue should be collected unttl after one fa.r harvest 
subsequent to the failure has been reaped in the affected 
tract. 

1 
' 1+~ (viii) In dealing with' the collection of the revenue, 

the persons \vith whom the, Government is chiefly con~erned 
are the cultivators of the soil. It is primarily upon them 
that the payment of the re,·enue depends. even when a land
lord or a middleman intervenes between them and the ·Gov
ernment. The prosperity of the masses who tiU the fields of 
India is in the main identical with the prosperity of the 
country and the people and if a failure of crops is not of 
such a nature as to render necessary relief to the cultivator 
it is not of such a nature as to render necessary relief to the 
revenue-payer. Acti!)g on this basis, the· Government of 
India desi.re to affirm the principle that no reLief should ordi
narily be given to the revenue-payer unless it can be ensured 
either by legislation· or by executive arrangement that a 
proportionate degree of relief will be extended to the actual 
cultiwators of the soil or at least to the tenant dass (sub
tenants being for present left out of consideration). 

In the Punjab and in the Central· and . United . Provinces 
there are legislative provisions ·which already to a greater or· 
less degree sectlre this object and the Government of India 
are ready to accept the present arrangements in these pro-
vinces as. sufficient. . . 

c fu so~e ?f the; ~th~r .proJinces ~vJ:Ie~d te11ancy. legislation Is 
under cons1deratwn the _opportumty should . be· taken of 
introducing into . the proposed legislation provisions similar 
to those in force in the ptovinces above-mentioned. Where 
there is a )ikeLih<;>od 'pf the · legislation in question being 
delayed. and the province is a1ready provided with• an act of 
th~.Leg1slature dealing with rent;. the advisability of incorpo
ratmg the. provisions in 9uestion in the existing Act should 
~Loncc; be taken into consideration. And where ligislation 
unmed1ate .or in the near future is not found possible, steps 
should at least be taken to <nsure by executive arrangements, 
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relief to the landlord. Such a condition will no doubt often 
be' difficult · to enforce, and. perhaps jmpossibl~ to enforce 
completely; but 'if the condition is 111ade ;widely public, it 
will probably be fairly ,effective, especially if any breach of it 
were followed by immediate, collection of the revenue which 
was suspended or remitted.·, 

There are speciaL difficulties connected with the adoption 
of .this principle in Bengal, but the Government of India con
sider that it would be unsatisfactory if the actual cultivators 
in this important province should, alone in India, be left 
without any definite protection from Government in cases 
where their rents are unpayable and the Local Government 
Wiill be separately addressed upon this questi_on,. 

While laying down the rule that reliJCf to revenue inust 
ordinarily be conditional on jelief to reni:,'-the Government 
of ,India are at the same time prepared to accept the converse 
principle that when ·Government 'interferes authoritatively to 
secure suspension or remission of rent, it should afford cor
responding relief to the payers of the revenue which is based 
on that rent, however wealthy . the individual may be by 
whom the reve11ue is. paid,. This arrangement· may not be 
logically necessary, but it _avoids the possible appearance of 
injustice and its adoption is held by the Government of 
India to be most expedient. 

") • I ! ' 

, · !'5. (ix) In view of the urgency whh which proposals .for 
suspension in the case of widespread calamity must always 
be un.lertaken it must be recognized as impossible to make 
any discrimination ~n suspending revenue between different 
classes of payers, and such discriinination when exercised at 
all, must be confined to cases. J>f remiss>on. . In dealing lyith 
remissions ,a distinction should .iti .the first place be. draWl) 
between the classes who cultivate the soil whether as owners 
or as Government occupants, or tenants, and the landlord 
class ,who hold estates which ar~ cultivated by tenants. .A 
man,,need not be excluded from the former class merely 
because h>s holdings is .somewhat too large for him to culti
vate himself and a portion of it is in the hands of tenants. 
nor should the fact that a land-owner who ds in the rqain a 
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rent-receiver cultivates his own homefarm transfers him 
from the latter to the former class ; and it will not as a rule 
be difficult to distinguish the two classes with fair accuracy 
Of course no di6crimination between one kind of revenue
payer and another should be made in the case of persons 
belonging to the cultivating class. Whether such a dis
crimination should be exercised in dealim~:; with the land
lord class is a question of some difficulty. As a matter of 
principle the exercise of such di6crimination is perfectly 
JUstifiable and legitimate, and in view of the fact that the 
justice of such an arrangement has in some quarters been 
impugned the Governor General in Council desires to express 
in the most emphatic manner his opinion that there is no
thing in any way unequitable in a discrimination of the 
character indicated. The relaxation of the settlement con
tract is a concession granted as an act of grace in view of the 
necessities of the person who has entered i.nto the contract, 
and the question whether it should ,be granted when those 
necess~ties cannot be said to exit is a question of expediency 
only. 

In considering the advisability of discrimination in dealing 
with the landlord class, it must be remembered that through
out considerable parts of India the Government has power 
to ensure the suspension or remission of rent to meet cases 
of crop-failure and that when rent is so suspended or remit
ted, or when its suspension or remission can be secured by 
executWe arrangement, the Government of India are pre. 
pared (as noted in paragraph 14 above) to suspend or remit 
a corresponding proportion of the revenue due from the 
landlord without regard to his circumstances. The field for 
discrimination is therefore narrowed down to those cases 
where the extension of relief to tenants cannot at present be 
secured. In such cases the following three classes of persons 
may fairly be excluded from remissions of revenue. Firstly, 
the men who are known to be bad landilords and rack-renters. 
~econ~ily, thos~ well-to-do land-owners who can pay wiJI:hout 
tmpenlling .the•r future solvency. And thirdly, the capitalist, 
money:lending and professio~al classes, who hold land purely 
as an mves~ment. It. ~ay, mdeed, .be true, as pointed out 
by the Famme Comm1ss10n of 1901 m paragraph 279 of their 
~eport that many members of this last class are small men 
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who speculate with borrowed capital, but there is no reason 
why they should not be held to thei.r contract and should 
not take the risks o£, investment an land, as much as of any 
other form of investment. While, .however, auth~rizing the 
discrimination of these three classes of landlords >n tracts 

· where the extension of relief to tenants cannot be secured or 
where the rent is realised as a share of the produce, and t)lis 
is automatically adjusted to the outtum of the harvest, the 
Government of India at the same time recognize the invidi
ous character of any arrangement by whlch relief granted to 
!and-owners generally is denied to an occasional money-lender 
or retired Government officer who here and there may have 
invested his inoney in land, and it will im their opinion be 
wise to abandon any attempt at discrimination except in 
areas where the classes to be discriminated represent a 
reasonable proportion of the land-owners or own fairly large 
tracts of land. 
· 1'6.· (x) Finally it may be hld down as a general principle 

that in'granting remissiOns or suspensions of land revenue 
rio distinction can be made between assigned and unassigned 
revenue. Assignees of revenue are entitled only to the 
revenue due under our rules, and i,f revenue is remitted or 
suspended the assignee must bear the loss, In the case both 
of''assignees of land revenue and of holders of revenue-free 
land, the Government should have precisely the same power 
to require remission or sw;pension of rent as it has in 
revenue-paying lands, and the loss , which .. in revenue-paying 
lands would fall on Government· ·must: 'm such cases be 
~orne by the .assignee or re-:enue:free holder. In provinces 
where the subject is. of suffiCient lmportance and the above 
arrangement is not already provided for, steps should now 
be taken to ensure the grant of relief to tenants in assigned 
and ... revenue-free lands in the manner above indicated in 
patagraph 14. 

17. Briefly speaking, therefore, the broad principles which 
should govern the grant of relief for widespread calamities 
such·. as famine and adverse seasons are as follows: Relief 
should ordinarily take in the first instance the form of sus
pension and should be extended in a faarly uniform manner 
to whole vi,Uages or tracts or groups of. villages. It should 
not ordinarily be given except in the case of failure of more 
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than half the crop, and the degree of relief given should be 
based on a simple scale of ratios so graduated that the degree 
of relief may rise more rapidly than the degree of crop
failUre. The amount of relief !Vanted should be known to 
the people before collections begm, and the Collector should, 
wher!' possible, be _given the power to deteanine and announce 
the suspension of revenue. Suspended revenue should be 
remitted as soon as it becomes apparent that it will not be 
collected, and this may ordinarily be assumed when it has 
been in suspension three years ; and in certain classes of 
tracts a. remission should be given when the amount sus
pended exceeds a year's revenue. The instalments of the 
suspended revenue to be recovered should be considered as 
the character of each succeed.ing harvest becomes known, and 
should be fixed and announced at a reasonable period before 
the ordinary demand for that harvest becomes due. Remis
sion or suspension of revenue should entaid a corresponding 
remission or suspension of rent and vice versa. Discrimina
tion between revenue--payers should be undertaken in remis
sions only and should be confined to the landlord class ; it 
should be exercised only where the Government has no power 
to ensure relief reaching the tenants, and where the classes 
discriminated are in fair strength or own considerable areas. 
And that in dealing with revenue which as assigned either 
to the assessee or to some third party the same principle 
should be followed as in dealing with unassigned revenue. 

· .18. The above principles will also apply generally to the 
case of relief of distress which is caused by 'local' calamities, 
such as floods, hailstorms and the like. In the case of local 
calaminies however the procedure should be subject to the 

· four following modificanons:-

· (i) Relief instead of being given on the same scale 
throughout the tract affected will as a rule be based on a 
field-to-field inspection showing the actual damage suffered 
by each holding, . 

' : (ii) The revenue ·may in th~ first instance be suspended 
· by the. Collect?r p~ndmg rewpt of the orders of higher 

authonty, but It wall usuaily be found most appropriate to 
.arrang~ that t~e .ordet •• in such cases should be orders for 

. · tmmedtate remiSSIOn. 



· · (iii) In view of the more minute inspection on which the 
relief is based there is no objection, should the Local. Gov
ernment so desire, to prescribing more dabora~e, and 
possibly more liberal scale for _the graduation of relief 
accordmg to the state of the crop than in the case of 'wide
spread' calamities. 

(iv) In deciding whether relief is necessary or not an 
adequate discrimination between the 'persons concerned 
will be secured if regard is had not merely to the field 
affected but to the 2roperty or holding in which it lies. 

If the field is cultivated by the owner, and the loss is small 
compared with the total income of his whole property ; or if 
it is cultivated by a tenant and the loss is small compared 
with the total income of the holding, no relief need be given. 
No relief need be given, moreover, in areas where relief can
not the assured to the tenant and the owner belongs to one of 
the three classes described at the end of paragraph IS above. .. . . : . 

19. Such are the general principles which the Government 
of India desire to see followed in the suspension and remis
sion of revenue ; and Local Governments are requested to 
examine their existing rules in the light of what has been 
said in this Resolution. They will be addressed in certain 
points special to each. The Governor-General in Council is 
fully aware that, in this matter as in so lllany other, much 
must depend upon local conditions, and that uniformity in 
matters of detail would be not only unnecessary, but also 
inadvisable. But he thinks that. certain general principles 
may be laid down with advantage, as underlying the grant 
of relief. He recognises, also, that the circumstances of cer-. 
tain tracts may be so special as to justify or necessitate some 

. degree of relaxation of or exception from some even of these 
principles, an~ he [s prepared to giv~ .the fulle~t consideration 
to representanons to this effect. ' · 

But he believes that if the general principles which are 
discussed above are adopted and carried onto practice by the 
Local Governments, the administration of the fixed land - . revenue system of India will be freed from the evils of exces-
sive rigid<ty which have in some places hitherto attached to 
it. and that a degree of elasticity will have been introduced 
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sufficient to ensure that in times of agricultural calamity the 
burdens of the cultivating classes are not aggravated by any 
unreasonable insistence on .the de!"ands of Government. 

• • • J • I I I . ' ~ ' ( ' -' : ! ; . . ' ' I ' 

Ordered, that the above kesolution be coll)muni<;ated t~ 
The Government 9f Madras. 
The Government of Bombay. 
The Government of BengaL 
The Government of the· United Provinces. 
The Government of W,e Punjab. 
The. Govef!1ment of Burma. · 
The Honourable the Chle£ Commissioner, Central 

Provinces. 
The Honourable the· Chief Commissioner,' Assam. 
The Honourable .the ·'Chief Comll]issioner, Coorg. 
Agent to the Governor-Gener:il and 'Chief Commissioner, 
., North-West Frontier' -Province. , 
All Local Governments ·and. Administrations, to .. the 

Finance Department, to the Foreign Department, 
for communication to the Chief Commissioner, 
Ajmer-Merwara, and to the Honourable the Agen~ 
to the Governor-General and. Chief CoiiUilJissioner, 
Baluchistan, and ·that it be published in the Sup
plement :to the.£azette. oL!ndia.· 

I :: •:1 

(Sd.) 

Officiating Secretary· tq Government of India. 

APPENDIX 11-G 
• J ' ,. • ., .• ' I ' ' •· I 

;:,uspensw'!s and kemissions of L3lJd · Revepue, . 
Revised rules for the qrnnt of...:_No. 650. 

REVENUE DEPAR~NT 
' 

Bombay Castle, 22nd January:I907. · 

Letter• from the Collector of Belgaum, No. 6il, 'dated :isth 
January 1906 .. ' . ' : . · , · . 
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Letter• from the Collector of Belgaum, No. 11341, dated 21st 
December !905. 

Memorandum• from the Commissioner,· S. D .• No. F.-231, 
dated 31st December 1905. 

Memorandum• from the Accountant-General, No. B-837, 
dated 25th January 1906. · 

Letter• from the Collector of Belgaum, No. 1472, dated 13th 
February 1906. 

Memorandum• from the Commssioner, S. D., No. F-76, 
dated 24th January 1906. 

Memorandum• from the Accountant-General, No. B.-875, 
dated 20th February 1906. 

Government Memorandum• No. 2457, dated 13th March 
1906. 

Letter• from the Collector of Belgaum, No. 3001, dated 29th 
March 1906. · 

Letter+ from the Government of India, Department of 
Revenue and Agricultu~e (Land Revenue), No. 532-356-
9, dated 29th March 1906. 

Government lettert No. 3958, dated 24th April 1906, to the 
Commissioners, C. D. and S. D. . 

Letter+ to the Government of India, Department of' Revenue 
and Agriculture, No. 60-M.> dated 3rd May 1906. 

Lettert from the Commissioner, S.D., No. F.-552, dated 21st 
July 1906. · 

Letter+ from the Collector ·of Sholapur, No. 1208, dated 24th 
February 1906. 

Extractt paragraph 6 of the letter · from the Collector of 
Satara, No. 5749, dated 22nd July 1906. 

Letter+ from the Commissioner, C. D., No. V.R.-2497, dated 
lOth August. 1906. 

REsoLUTION.-On careful consideration of the opinions sub
mitted to Government the Governor in Council is of opinion 
that there is no necessity for ·any far-reaching alterations in 
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the rules regarding suspensions. There can be no question 
that, despite some difficulties in working ''and interpreting 
the rules the Collectors have, on the )Vhole, succeeded in 
<Yiving s~flicient and at the same time not . excessive, 'relief. 
o- ' 'I' . 
The principle which should govern the grant of suspenSions 
is that they should be liberal; that is, that no one should be 
without them who is really in ·need ·of them.• The rules, 
therefore, ought to aim at simplicity and ought to err, ;[ at 
all, on the side of liberality ; for the grant of suspensions does 
not signify the loss of the revenue but merelY a ~ostpo~e
ment of payment to a season when the occupant· Will be m 
a better position to pay. Government, therefore, ' con'sider 
that it will be right, as regards rule, 1, to ,imro.duce the 
Gujarat scale into the Deccan-in other words, _to give the 
Decem holder terms no less favourable than those granted 
to the Gujarati. At the same time it appears advisable to 
abolish both in Gujarat and the Deccan all distinction of 
treatment based on the value and tenure of the holding. . The 
Government of India accepted this distinction . with .. ,hesita
tion, and it is very doubtful whether the relief reaches more 
than a smal1 proportion of the persons for whom it was 
intended. The table under rule 1 has accordingly been 
altered in the revised rules hereto appended. 

2. For reasons si!nilar to those stated in paragraph I above 
with reference to suspenmons the Governor in Council pro
poses to abolish the distinction in rule 6 in favour· of occu
pants whose holdings are not.lassessed 'above Rs; lO· or whose 
rilght of transfer is restricted. In the case of remissions an 
additional ·reason for no longer retaining this d.istinctim:i. is 
to be found in the fact, that investigation into the circums
tances of these occupants has undoubtedly. led, in some· dis
tricts, to undesirable delay in the announcement· of · relief. 
With the relaxation of rule 6 (ii.), referred to below, . these 
~ccupants will, Government , are confident, , receive amply 
liberal treatment in the matter of remissions. 

3. Government are pleased to relax the' eleisting rtll~ •6 (ii) 
!'Y removing all distinction between Gujarat and the Deccan 
m the matter of the recovery of 'suspended revenue. This 
measure ~as been s:mction~d for the current 'year (1906-1907) 
as a speaal concessiOn owmg to the· succession of bad years 
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thrbitg~' <ihich th~ country above ghauts has passed. But 
it is' obvious that under rule 6 (ii), as it stands at present, 
the ·maximum levy admissible under the table attached to 
that rule, or three tiin,es the assessment, would be possible 
only after an exhausting succession of bad years, that is, t•vo 
years so bad that suspension of the whole of the revenue was 
nqhiredi• ~or. three years so bad that suspension of the whole 
wa:s r¢ijuit-ed·ilil dne :year• and half in the other two. It would 
not• ]je, r;!asomible-•to ca:Il on-·an··occupant to pay three times 
the assessment, however, fine his crop might be, in the first. 
good year after such a succession of bad ones. The only 
clistinctiqn, ~en,•, whiJch, may properly be retained between 
Gujarat ;md ·the Deccan, would· be to allow suspended reve
n!le~. in the, latter to· accumulate up· to two multiples of the 
annual assessment, and in Gujarat only up to one. This dis
tinction is· justified by the much lower scale of the assessment 
in the Deccan. · The occasions, however, on which suspend
ed revenue amounting . to. twice the , assessment will prove. 
recoverltble will probably :qe,_ rare. 

, . 
. , 4, .. Government· consider that. ·the ,grant of remissions to 
holders in ;Gujarat and the Konkan independently of the 
character .of subsequent seasons in the circumstances describ
ed, in·the,sqcond sentence-of.clause (i) of the existing rule 6 
can be dispensed with. It is always possible for the Collector 
to recommend special treatment of such holders under the 
proviso in•erted- in the new rule .7 (i). Clause (i) of old rule 
6 has,. therefore, bq:n cancelled. 

,$ .. :As, rega,rds, cla:~~se (iii) of .t;he existing rule 6, . Govern~. 
mept.are, q£. opinjqn -t!Jat no . discrimination: between. the 
clauses men;joned -need. be exercised except in case in which 
the. grant of relief. to. the- tenants by the landlords cannot be 
assm;~d;, ~ltlc.p (ii) has been redrafted accordingly. · . 
-:rp, ;:· ::>~d. •rr;·q,;, ,:, 1

1• ·.·• •• ; 

::6. · .n-:should be understood that assessment recovered in 
accordance' -ioith' ~he titble iri rule 6 should he credited first" 
to th~ payment· of-the. current .. year's revenue and then tO" 
payment. of the arrearS· of the most" remote year which are 
riot so old- as to• entitle . the occupant· to remission. These 
orders~ bQwever, · should not· be taken as . superseding the 
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instructions issued in Government Resolution No. I 1363, 
dated 30th November 1906, and No. 538, dated 17th January 
1907, which are specially framed to meet the conditions of 
the Deccan and Karnatak Districts at the present time. 

7. The rules as now drafted will require the approval of 
the Government of India and this is being applied for. 
Copies should now be forwarded to all Collectors in the 
Presidency proper for observance in anticipation of the 
approval of that Government. 

8. In paragraph 2 of Government Resolution No. 3152, 
dated 28th March 1906, the Commissioner, C. D., was asked 
to consider (a) whether a tract like Valva, where famine is 
scarcely known and extensive failure of crops is Ehenomenal 
and where the cultivating class is relatively well-to:do, should 
be allowed suspensions in accordance with the general rule 
and (b) the question of the treatment of well irrigated areas 
for the purposes of suspensions and remissions. As regards 
(a) Government concur in the opinions expressed by the 
Collectors and the Commissioner, C. D., that discrimination 
between different tracts on the grounds mentioned would be 
difficult to effect and should not be attempted. As regards 
(b) the procedure followed by the Collector of Satara should 
be observed. · 

9. The Collector of Sholapur in his letter No. 1208, dated 
24th February 1906, has suggested that when suspended 
revenue amounts, in the Deccan, to two years' assessment," or 
the arrears are more than three years old, remission should 
not be granted without a requisition for payment of the 
arrears on any non-agriculturists who may be interested in 
the land, and that in the event of their non-compliance the 
land should be forfeited and regranted on the inalienable 
tenure to the actual cultivators. Government, however, con
sider that the -course suggested is not free from objection, 
because it would merely resUlt in swelling the debt of the 
agriculturist occupant, and because, under standing orders, 
it is .not open to the Collector with the object of restoring 
lands on the restricted tenure to forfeit them in respect of 
any arrears which it would be proper to write off or remit, 
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I~' this connection, the Collector's attention should be drawn 
to ~overnro~nt, Resplution ·No. 5364, dated 1st June 1906, 
copies of which should be forwarded to him and to the other 
Collector~. and ,the Commissioners to whom it has not been 
commumcated. • 

(Sd.) 
1. • r 

· Under Secretary to Government. 

APPENDix'II-i:I 
No. 7407 

I; 1 

Bombay ,Castle, 'd:U:~d 30th July 1909. 

To-The Secretary to .Governmen~ of India. 

Department of Revenue and · Agricultu~e 
.~ .. 7 .il~ ~ 

(Agriculture~ 

Sir, . :. ' 

I am direct~d to. '~ck~o~lcdg~ ih~ receipt of the letter 
from the Government of In<lia, .No. 566-263-2, dated 26th 
May 1909, regarding ·the continuance .of crop experiments, 
conducted. by,;.f\ssistam =1-nd .DepufY Collectors' in selected 
villages of this Preside'ncy,' and,' wi{h reference:· to the·· inquiry 
made in the,last. sente11ce. of paragraph 2' of 'the· letter, to 
state that the quinquennial returns of the cmtturn of crops 
submitted in the past have not been based on the results of 
crop experimentS/ which· · ~pst ,!>e,. necessarily. misleading. 
The figures of the first return. suln~itted1 jll 1 1S9~ ,were based 
.on the formulae .figures compiled m 1884, and the second 
·return, submitted. irt ' 1899, was prepared by.· the. Dir~ctor of 
Lan~. _Reqlrds a'i'd f>griculture·rcin,.~on~ultation .~vith. Snrvey 
Of(ic¢rs, and .the · figures were . tons!dera.bly :reVI,sed on· the 
suggestions 'of Mt:· Mollison, I then' Dep!l~Y Direi:tqr 'of 'Agri· 
culture· in this Presidency. · Since .. then thei figure.s have no~ 
been altered for want of any trustworr;hy .. ·data .. , The 
G0vern.or in Councjl i~ of . opinion: that a careful series of 
expe~iments., conducted by the· Agncultural Departme~t and 
cheP,.ed ag~ns~ the '.figures: of the· control· pl~ts whi~h are 
maintained on 'the Government farms, wo!f]d g.Ye. decidedly 
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more trustworthy data for the revision of the figures in the 
return in question than the so-called crop experiments which 
it is decided to discontinue. 

I have, etc., 

R. A. LAMB, 
, . Chief Secretary to Government. 

APPENDIX II-I 

Forecasts of Crops. 
Improvement in the method of framing 

estimates of outturn in crop forecasts. 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

No. 7392. 

Bombay Castle, 3rd August 1911. 

Government memorandum• to the Director of Agriculture, 
No. 673, dated 25th January 1910. 

Letter from Director of Agriculture, -No. A.-5707, dated 16th 
August 1910. 

Letter from the Director of Agriculrure, No. A.-7090, dated 
8th October 1910. 

Letter from the Director of Agriculrure, No. A.-2739, dated 
: .. 28th April 1911., '' ·,-

.. RESOLUTION.-Regarding the first of the three factors on 
which the forecasts of outrum dependo the Settlement Com
missioner_ and Director of Land Records should be request
ed to take the action suggested in paragraph 10 (a) of the 
letter from the Director of Agriculture, No. A.-7090, dated 
8th October 1910. 

_ 2. The proposals regarding the third factor which the 
Director of Agriculrure makes in paragraphs 9 and 10 (e) 
of his letter do not commend themselve.s .to Government, 
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They inv?lve a y~arly classification into three grades of the 
land cultivated with each kind of crop for which forecasts 
a~e prepared. This classification could not be carried out 
without a larl?e addition to the present staff, and even if it 
were effected 1t may be doubted whether any great increase 
of accuracy would be obtained. The three classes of land 
are not sharply divided in the field but merge into each other 
a_nd there w?uld be as much guess work as in the calcula
tions on which Mr. Mollison based his formulae. Mr. 
Mo1.Iison allo~ed for · variation in the quality of the soils 
cu1ttvated. His formulae may require to be revised and 
work~d out fo: a smaller areas than the district but they 
are likely to yteld more accurate results than a system which 
depends on an annual classification of land carried out by 
subordinates. Now that the staff of the Agriculmral Depart
ment has been greatly improved and strengthened Govern
ment are of opinion that their services should be utilised in 
examining the formulae and in readjusting them where 
necessary. The work should be done on the existing lines 
and not on a system which depends on the Kulkarni for its 
application from year to year. · 

3. The second factor-the anna valuation of crops-is of 
great importance in respect to the collection of land revenue 
as well as in connection with calculating the outturns of 
crops: The· efforts which are being made by Collectors to 
obtain· a more accurate anna valuation will no doubt react 
9ri the statistics compiled by the Director of Agriculture, 
and there is good reason to believe that they will have the 
effect of making them more accurate. The Hon. Mr. 
McNeill's orders direct that in order to reduce the anna 
valuation the outturn should be referred to the assessment 
of the field under test. Government are unable to concur 
with the Director of Agriculture that . th~s method is. of no 
use for statistical purpo~es. The pnnctpal fact?r m the 
assessment is the productiveness of the field, and m broad 
calculations for statistical purposes the other factors, and 
also the variation in the prices of the products from year to 
year, may be neglected. It appears essential that th7 offi~ers 
who make anna valuations of crops should bear m nund 
that 12 annas is to be taken as representing a normal crop ; 
it is not to be lregarded as the figure indicating an average 

A·IQ-13·A. 
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crop, that is to say, the crop which would be arrived at by 
taking the avera~e of the actual crol?s of a series. of , years. 
By normal crop 1s meant a crop wh1ch the culuvator may 
reasonably expect from his field in a year of rainfall fairly 
favourable in quantity and distribution and"with fairly care
ful and proper cultivation. It seems clear from the Appen
dix A to the Director's letter ·that estimating officers are in 
the habit of regarding 12 annas as indicating a crop above 
normal ; and his error in estimating it is of the first import
ance .to eradicate. Where the Collectors find that notwith
standing their efforts and the orders they issue the subor
dinate staff continue to estimate on the basis of 12 annas as 
representing more than a normal crop, they will be justified 
in raising the estimates so as to make them correspond to a 
scale in which a. normal crop is represented by 12 annas.· 

4~ For the •purpose of estimating outturns Government 
are inclined to think that experiment should be made with 
Mr. Moreland's method (described in his letter appended 
to Government' Resolution No. 2062, dated 5th March 1910) 
of obtaining estimates of the weight per unit of area. The 
Director's objections are that the method would involve 
much averaging by the Mamlatdar to allow for the variation 
(I) in the soil and (2) in the rainfall in different parts of his 
.taluka. But the Mamlatdar has to average for (2) at pre
sent, Only the ·variation · in the soil is allowed for in the 
formulae and it is doubtful whether the allowance is correct. 
Wher(.; however, the'' Hon. Mr. McNeill's methods are 
adopted" .the .Mamlatdar, from the informacion obtained 
from the cursory crop ~eriments and from his inquiries 
$hould be able to give an estimate of the average weight per 
.unit of area which may yield more accurate results than can 
,he derived from an application of the formulae to an anna 
valuation. The Director of Agriculture should be request
ed to make a trial on the above lines with cotton, without 
discarding ,the existing methods. 

5. The suggestions made by the Director in sub-para
graphs (b) and (d) of paragraph 10 of his letter are 
approved. 

(Sd.) 
Under Secretary. to Government. 

A·I0-13·11 
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Accompaniments to Government Resolution, Revenue 
Department No: 7392, dated 3rd August 1911. 

I · ' • 1 • ' · ' l , , f :I I' • r • J! • ! 

' ·'No. 'A.-5707, dated 16th ·August 1910. 

To-The Under Secretary to Government, Revenue Depart
ment. 

Sir, 

·With reference to paragraph 3 of Government memo
randum No. 673, dated 25th January last, I have the honour 
t(). offer the following explanation: 
. ,· 

· 1. The outtum of the cotton crop, given in paragraph II 
of the Season and Crop Repon for 1908-09 and remarked 
upon in paragraph 6 of Government Resolution No. 395, 
dated 15th idem, \vas taken from the final forecast repon on 
that crop and it was inclusive of the yield of the crop in 
Sind as well as in the Native States including Baroda. Thus 
there was no relation ' between the outturn of the cotton 
crop shown in pai·agraph II and the acreage under cotton 
given in Appendix B which dealt with British districts only. 

2. Further, in stating this outtum to be 21 per cent,. over 
the average it was simply meant that the total estimated 
outturn of the crop, for the ·year exceeded to that extent the 
arithinetital average of the actual total outturn reported in 
the previous ,ten years whiCh included a number of bad and 
indifferent years. Th_is. average . is thus different from the 
norm:11' given in · Appendix B which, as Government· is 
aware; i'epresents· ·' an · average of five ordinary years as 
required by the Government of India (paragraph 4 of 
Circular letter No. 13-324-1 of 16th October 1905, Revenue 
and Agriculture (General), printed in the preamble of Gov
ernment Resolution No. 61, dated 4th January 1906, Revenue 
Department). Working out the outturn of cotton for 
British districts only on the same years, the outturn of the 
year 1908-09 shows an excess of only about 6 per cc;nt over 
the normal as 'against an increase of 9 per cent m area. 
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Besides, it may be stated that these normal years were select
ed, taking into account only the general character of the 
season on the whole which may or may not be applicable to 
particular crops. For instance, the year 1897-98, which has 
been included in the normal, was fairly good year on the 
whole though it was not so for cotton. 

3. -The Government view that the anna valuations over a 
series of years after excluding famine years ought to -average 
12 annas or the normal will, it is submitted, hold when the 
agricultural conditions are more uniform th;m they have 
been of late. As Government is aware, there have recently 
been a number of years in which the season was far from 
favourable though the adversiry did not amount to famine. 
In this connection reference is requested to paragraph 5 of 
the Government of India Circular No. 9-27-4, dated 23rd 
October 1897, Revenue and Agriculture, printed in the pre
amble of Government Resolution No. 725, dated 1st Febm
ary 1898 Revenue Department, in which they-say that it is 
obvious- that in a tract in which the agriculmral standard is 
low and the harvest precarious, the yield of the year wi11 fall 
below the normal more often and more largely than will be 
the case in a highly cultivated tract and that in the former 
case the average will probably be -considerably below the 
normal, while in the latter it will probably approximate 
very closely to it. 

'_4. The· tendency of under-estimating . crops is a long 
stimding complaint and this office invites the attention of 
the ·district officers froni time to time to the point (vide, e.g., 
Circular No. A.-2158 of 13th June 1900, printed in the pre
amble of Government Resolution No. 3750, dated 19th April 
1909, Revenue Department). I shall be submitting a detail
ed report on crop estimates and anna valuations · in the 
course of a week or so. 

I have, etc., 

G. F. KEATINGE, 

Director of Agriculture. 
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No. A.-7090, dated 8th October 1910. 

To--The Chief Secretary to Government, Revenue Depart
ment •. 

Sir, · 
With reference to instruction8 containe<Y' in' Government; 

Resolution No. 2062 of 5th Marcli'l9!0, I ha've the honour to' 
repon as follows : 

!l"have consulted Mr., McNeill, jls .directed, ,and I attach a 
copy of his letter on •• the subject. It will .be se~~ that "his 
process is exactly the reverse of that on which the outtum 
estimates of this office have been based on the past. \Ve 
obtain the anna valuations made by the Mamlatdars and with 
the help of our formula figures deduce the total outturn for 
statistical purposes. He, on the contrary, 'obtains the actual 
outturn by means of a large number of crop experiments. and 
from this he deduces anna valuations for the purposes of 
applying the rules regarding the collection of land revenue. 

2. ' In this connection !·would point out that in recent years, 
since the new. , rules governing the remission and . suspension 
of land revenue have come into force, the importance of the 
anna estimate is far greater than it formerly was. Formerly 
the anna estimate was of litde importance except for statistical 
purposes, and received but little attention on the pan of 
district officers. Now-a-days it may lllaks all the difference to 
the question of remitting or suspending . lakhs of rupees 
whether . the anna valuation is fixed at 7 ot ·at 8 annas. 
Accordingly in some · di~tricts the Collectors are devoting 
much attention to this matter and are issuing detailed ins
tructions on this subject, which I imagine, must have the 
effect of altering the genera! pitch of these anna valuations, 
which have to serve not only for their own revenue pu;eose, 
but also for the statistical purposes of this office. Th1s is 
bound -to have a very disturbing influence on, die Putturn 
statistics. 

3. Before making any suggestions in the ''!'~tter I would 
like to offer a few general remarks on the statistical aspect of 
the question. The implicati~n underlyi?g the discussion in 
hand is that the outturn estimates are maccwate. In order 
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to see how far this assumption is true· I have taken the only 
crop for which we have a trustworthy check viz., cotton and 
I show below a comparison of the estimates made with regard 
to the cotton growth in Khandesh and Nasik for five 'years 
(I) on a basis of the Mamlatdars anna valuations; (2) on ,a 
basis of~sc~c;d. expon fro.IT,\ ~he rr~%. an.d,?t1 e~ti~N~d 
consumpoon ;~;vttl;l.in !he tr11~ . · / , .. 

TABLE I 
Statistics of total outturn ·based~'on•theliuma valuation and 

issued by ·this office for Khandesh•·and Nasik. 
In ·bales of 400 lbs: clean cotton. 

District 1904-05 1905-06 1906-07 . 1907~08 • 190~09 

Khandesh •. 173,545 277,000 243,212' ; 73,868 " 198,846 
Nasik 1,542 1,798 .. 4,900 2,888 " 2,745 

Total 175,087 278,798 248,112' . · 76,756 · · 201 ;591 

:!· TABLE II· 
F'JgUreS for the same area arrived at on a .consideration of 

trade movement and,local consumption,, 
' In bales of 400 'lbs. dean cotton:.· ' . . 

1904-05 1905-06 1906-07 1907-08 1908-09 

Net export, by iaiJ, mainly to 
Bombay (imports deducted).: 

200,218 465,168 367,662 241,221 279,397 

Estimated net import by road · 10,011 
(exports deducted); . 

Deduct net imports by road 190,207 
from net exports by rail, and · ' · 
the result ia net e:s:ports. , . · 

Rougb estimate of annual local : I 0,500 
conaumption-10,500 bales. 

23,258 15,383. 12,061 °13 •. 970 

441,910 292,279 229,160'265,4i7 
•; ' I 

:. I 

I 0,500., I 0,500 10,500 I 0,500 
r . t' ; 1 , 

Grand total of net export and 200,707 452,410 302,779 239,660 275,927 
local consumption. 

-calculated at 5 per cent of the net expons by rail-shown above . .... '· ,. 1 

tMiJI consumption 
Bedding •. 
Wicks ,., .. 
Hand ~pun 

Bales .· ,, 
7,260 

·.~ ~ll 2,750 
290 
200 

· · · ·· '; ·, . • • Total 10,500 
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4. For purposes of handy comparison I place together th~ 
totals arrived at in Tables I and Il 

TABLE III 

Bales of 400 lbs. of clean cotton. 

! . 190+05 ,1905-06 1906-07 .1907-08 1908-0cJ 

1. As estimated on a considera- 200,'707 ·452,410 '302,779 239,660' 275,927 
tion of net exports and local . · , 
consumption. 

· 2. As estimated on our present 175,087 278,798 248,112 
system. 

76,756 201,591 
; r; 

It will be seen from the. above that the estimate based on 
the present system is less in every year than that based on a 
consideration of export and local consumption. In a small 
degree this is probably due to the fact that some areadn the 
tract taken do not report statistics, and for purposes of 
estimating the accuracy of our present system it will be .best 
to add a figure equal to I Y. per cent, to the figures reported. 
This will amend the figures as follows :-

. 190+05; ! 905-06 1906-07 1907-08 1908-0.9 

3. As estiniated on our present 177,713' 282,980 251,834 .77;908 204,614 
systemandrectified. r· 1,·· ... , ~\. 11 . 

'4. Percent&ge by which estimate 12% · ' 38% 
in row 3 falls below estimate 
in row I. 

17% 68%' . 26% 

~~------------~-----------------~----~----~~ 
~ • ' J ' • ' 

. S· From Table III it will be se~ that therr ·. is a gr(;~t 
divergence between the figures arrived at by the . ~'fr"-\}t 
systems ; and I think that th~e can be little d,oqpt t~at }\le 
figures based on trade movements and local consumption are 
fairly correct, and that those based on our present, system are 
very wrong. · The figures. based on the. returns of r;Ul:-l>orne 
trade must be. taken as .approximately ;coxrert,, a1~(1, ; the 
estimates of imports and• exports by road and· of. !peal. con
. sumption though· more conjectural, are based· on: reasonable 
assumptions, and in any case are so small that th,ey do. not 
seriously affect the argument. I fear therefore . that it .. must 
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be taken as proved that as regards Khandesh cotton out 
estimates are gready under-pitched. and that there is a strong 
probability that this is the case with other crops and in od1er 
localities. It would perhaps not be fair to take the rail-borne 
trade as necessarily denoting tho: extent of the crop for a 
particular year, since stocks of cotton are to some extent held 
up locally and may be sent · to Bombay a long time after 
harvest; but taking the average for five years it \YOuld appear 
that we have been under-estimating by about 30 per cent. · · 

6. Turning to the reason for this serious under-estimate, I 
may mention the three factors concerned in the framing of 
our estimates-

Gal The area under each crop, as supplied by the village 
officers. 

(b) The anna estimates supplied by the Mamlatdars. 
(i:) The formulae figures by which this office interprets 

the anna estimates and deduces from them the estimate of 
the crop in lbs. per acre. 

. .. 
7. As regards (a), I have consulted various people, and I 

find, that mere is a general impression that these estimates, 
iliough rough, are fairly correct. Elaborate rules have been 
framed prescribing the extent to which Circle Inspectors &hall 
check the estimates of village officers, and I presume that a 
District Inspector would rectify iliese estimates on a basis of 
the reports which Circle Inspectors made as to the direction in 
which they found iliem liable to .err ; but I must confess that 
I have no definite knowledge of the quality of the work of 
averaging and rectification done by District Inspectors,. nor 
does this work come under my supervision. . · 

8. As regards (b), I attach as Appendix A • a statement 
showing the anna estinlates made for fifteen years in all 
districts with regard to jowari, bajri, rice, wheat and cotton. 
The last fifteen years have undoubtedly contained S0!1le very 
bad ones ; but there have also been some fair seasons. and it 
is remarkable how very low these anna estimates are pitched 
in most cases. It must be remembered that .a 12-anna crop 
is supposed to denote a fair average crop in an average season, 
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such as will give. th~ cultivator no cause for particuiar. joy ot 
annoy~ce. It might be expected that. such crops would often 
be obtamed and often be exceeded ; but it will be seen that 
according to the anna valuations this is not the case. , Except 
very occasionally: in Gujarat and Khandesh jowar~ a,nd bajri 

. and wheat are always regarded as well, below . a fair ;werage, 
Bijapur, Ahmednagar, Ratnagiri and Kanara never get an 
average crop of anything, and the whole of Sind i,s always far 
below the average. for every crop; . indeed! ' from •. these 
estimates one would infer that Sind was. a tract subject til 
very unfavourable· and· precarious conditions, I cannot help 
thinking that our under-estimates are due to the very low 
pitch of anna valuations supplied by the Mamlatdars. The 
lowness of thdr estimates is probably due to several causes. 
In the first place they· reflect the pessimism which is a 
common trait of cultivators. Secondly,. it is a fact, as stated 
by Mr. McNeill,• that Mamlatdar have a very vague idea. as 
to what a 12-anna crop means ; and even in a year of very 
good crops they always seem to reduce the anna estimates 
because the inferior lands do not yield as much as the good 
lands. I am prepared to issue a circular on the subject, but 
would hesitate to do so without definite orders since the 
annewari , is. a matter with which Collectors, are closely 
connected from a revenue point of view and about which 
many Qf them have issued instructions. · 

9. Turning to the formulae used in this office 1to interpret 
the anna valuations made by the Mamlatdars,. it may be, re
marked that the formul;te were originally, prepared in I B~;J 
by officers of the Survey :Pepartment and were published in 
1884. These formulae gave a very elaborate estimate of the 
outtum of. each crop for each taluka .in the Pres~dency. 
Subsequently these formulae we~e revi~d py !VIr .. Mollis~n m 
1897, and his figures were pubhshed m Government Resolu
tion No. 881 of 3rd February 1899, Revenue Department. 
They give· estimates of the outturns of the different 1crops by 
districts insteild of by talukas, and abandon the· syste~ 
adopted . in 'framing the old formulae figur~s referre~ to m 
paragraph 2 of Mr. McNeill's letter accordmg to whtch the 
outturn of a crop did not vary directly with the anna valua
tion. According to Mr. Mollison's figures a 6.anna crop 
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would be exactly half of a 12-anna crop, and a 4-anna crop 
one-third of a 12-anna crop. Mr. Mollison further took into 
consideration the low yields on inferior lands and· made con
siderable reductions in the estimates of. dry 'crop ·cereals;· 
especiaUy. in the Deccan, ·which had been fi:'Ced by the old 
formulae figures on a consideration of ·the · outturn of fairly. 
good land. The net· result of the change was· to reduce con
siderably the estimates of crop produce except in the case of 
bad years when the change tended to increase the' estimate, 
Mr. Mollison's figures, I think, give a more a accurate indica
arion of the facts, and it is right that the averaging should 
be done by these figures and not by the Mamlatdars. It 
must be admitted, however, that Mr. Mollison had not got 
sufficient data to enable him to do the averaging in preparing 
these figures ; and his results were admittedly based: on guess 
work .. If an average estimate is to be struck for any crop in 
any district, say, bajri in the Sholapur District, it would be 
necessary to have such general information as the following:-

One-fourth of the bajri is grown on good land. 
One-third do. do. medium land . 

. Five-twelfth do. do. ~oor l~nd. 
1 

Supposing then that the normal crop were estimated thus-

Good land 
Medium land •• 

700 lbs. per acre. 
• • 500 lbs. do. 

Poor land • • 200 lbs. . do. , 

It would be possible to obtain by proper averaging a figure 
which would give · an intelligible estimate for the district. 
Such information has never been coll~cted hitherto. ·.i 

' 10. Coming to definite proposals for the improvement -of 
outtum statistics, I would suggest that the following steps 
might be taken :- ' . , . ' 

. ' ' .. .-! ' • : / ' 

(a) The Director of Land Records might be asked to. look 
into the question whether the· areas of crops reported are 
accurate, and in particular. whether this is so in ,the 'c'ase, C)f 

. ·mixed crops, with regard to which 1 have heard it suggest-
ed that . the. system of reporting ~esults in an . under
estimate. 



(h) I will endeavour to rectify the outturn figures· of- cotton 
e:'ch year -O~ a basis of t;ade movements• and local consump
uon and will ask reportmg officers not only 'to frame anna 
estimates but also to state what proportion the crop of the 
current year bears. to .the last. I ·should. then be able to 
vary the figures on the basis of the rectified figures for the 
year before, as sug~sted by the Director General of ·Com

. mercia! Intelligence.' I 'iil.usi: poh>i out_ ~riwey~r,. t~i~ a~\>.u.~ 
half of the cotton crop reported in the · estiina tes of this 
Presidency comes from. the Native States of Ka,thiawar, 

. Baroda;e~c:; and that I'have'ilo'J.ho,v\ecige·qt\he methods 
. or efficiency of thdr reporting agencj. . . . . . ' . ' 

, I . . . 1 . 

. , lcJ ~- ca~ ::io ilie. ·s~~e for oil ,seeds If Gdve~,Pe~t desj.re; 
,but in th.e case .of oil seeqs -the local consumption is a much 
·more important factor" I. can endeavour. to. !rame an 
estimate. regarding _local consumption with .reference .• t~ the 
. number. of , bullock ghanis at; work, b!lf this will mean a 

· good deal of _ttol,lble. , 
.. r 1! · ., ~ 

. · .. (d). As. regards. other crops, l can only. sugge~t that ,I, be 
given authority to rectify the figures of outturn deduced 

· from 'the anna valuation~ supplied :by the- ·Mamlatdars in 
.such· cases as it· seems olikely from the, nature of .the- season 
that they: need· rectification. . This would of necessity be a 
somewhat arbitrary proceeding,- but it can 'be. done -on a 

· basis· of the rainfall.returils and .the information supplied 
· ·to me by 'llgricultural officers: ... 
'. i -·. '!J. ; ,II,, 

·:" Ge) If Gi:>~erhm~nt wish an estimate ·of· outturn- to• be pre
" ·pared oti'·an intelligible •basis, such·•as that indicated at the 
· 'end of p·aragraph of this letter,'· it can be ·done. but will 

involve much labour. It would mean ascertaining in what 
fields ·each ctbp • was'·grown in' a··given year ani:! dividing 
these fields' into .classes iln 'a basis of the classification settled 
in th,e survey records. Careful tests could then hf: made by 
t'\lis Department to ascertain the average· yield· of eaCh crop 

·· 'on· each class of soil. 'Every' five years this office is called 
' ·on to reVise 'the formulae figures. Unless' some·· such 

enquiry is made, I should personally" never be prepared to 
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revise Me. Mollison's figures. To do so would merely he 
substituting one piece of guess work for another. On the 
other hand, I am very doubtful whether the possible advan-

. tage to be gained from such an enquiry as that suggested 
above would be sufficient to justify the expense involved. 

' J. . 

ll. • In this c~nnection· the various uses of these estimates 
may be' considered :- . 

- . '. ' 

.. 

· (a) For purposes of revenue collection tl,>e ·anna estimates 
are of much importance, and the fact that they have to 
serve two purposes will greatly complicate matters. For 
purposes of applying the rules of remission and suspension 
of revenue it may be quite satisfactory to base the anna 
valuation on a consideration of the ratio of the value of the 
gross outturn to the assessment, as suggested by Mr. 
McNeill in paragraph 3 of his letter attached ; but for 
statistical purposes it would be no use, since the assessment 
depends not only on the fertility of the land but also on its 
accessibiliry ; while the value of the crops, in terms of 
money• may vary 50 per cent, in the course of a· few years . 

. , .. 
(b) -The forecasts of crops subject to export are, I believe, 

of use to exporting firms. They are interested to know the 
state and progress of the crops, and obtain general indica
tions from the information given; but I fancy that they do 
not place much reliance on the actual estimates ; of bales 
or maunds shown. They have private sources of informa
tion ; 'and a cotton exporter will have agents and sub-agents 
in every . tract whose business is ~otton dealipg and, who 
can form a very accurate estimate· of the amount of cotton 
that is likely to be available. for export in any yea~. He 
knows the business and he knows the ttact, and he no 
doubt fixes his estimate of exportable cotton for the coming 
season with reference to the actuals of past years. . -

(c) Quinquennial reports of outtum a'rc: ,supplied· to the 
Secretary of State I do not know what they are required for 
unless it be to estimate the food supply, or the general 
wealth of the country. 
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12. It is ~o~ ~vernm~t to say whether. 0e importance 
of these statistics IS sufficient to call for addiuonal efforts in 
their preparation. The suggestions made in paragraph I 0 
will involve extra labour. 

To 

Sir. 

I have etc., 

G. F. KEATINCE, 

Director of Agriculture;· 

No. R-3754, dated lith August 1910. 

The Director of Agriculture. 

'With reference to your No. A-1904, dated 18th March 
1910, I have the honour to state that in this district an effort 
has been made to make anna valuations of crops for revenue 
collections with regard less to the output of crops than the 
value of the yield. . 

2. Government ordered that revenue collections should be 
based on anna valuations of crops according to an ascending 
scale. It ·Was found that there was no clear understanding 
or agreement as to the actual meaning of the figures in the 
scale. A definition of a 12-anna crop has been supplied 
and that definition is possibly understood in more or less 
the same · way by the higher officers of Government. It 
leaves however, room for varying interpretations. What 
exact proportion of 4-anna crop, a 6-anna crop and an 
S.anna crop held to a 12-anna crop was not uniformly under
stood. A reference to the crop yield worked out by the 
Survey Department will show that a 4-anna crop was not 
necessarily or usually regarded as a crop giving one-third of 
the yield obtained from a 12-anna crop. 

It was further found that quite apart from the meaning 
of terms used in Government Resolutions, subordinate ofii
cials frequently did not know what they meant themselves 
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by a 7-anna crop or an S-anna crop. I found· that 1 crops 
were. valued. at "5 annas and •4 pies " or "7 annas and 
6, pies", . b1,1t on ,inquiry regarding the valuer's ·capacity to'' 
make extremely accurate valuations, I found. that these 
fiugures conveyed no definite meaning to himself. 

3. I also found that crops were being valued for revenue 
and statistical purposes by officials of all grades who knew 
very little about crops or soils or the varying yields of crops. 
In order to train the revenue -Staff in estimating crops and 
render them more independent of valuations made by 
revenue-payers with reference to revenue recoveries, I direct
ed Circle Inspectors, Mamlatdars and Assistant Collectors to 
conduct crop experiments. They were at harvest ~me to 
collect information about crops and make conjectural valua
tions as before. 

The villages of each circle were to be provisionally divid
ed into classes according to the classification scale for revenue 
recovery. If in the restricted area of a circle the conditious 
varied greatly, there might be five classes of villages, b.ut 
ordinarily there· would not be more than. two or. three 
classes, say, probable 4 to 6-anna crops of each circle at least 
three experiments were to be made on average crops and 
the out[llm and value per acre calculated .. With these· 
experiment r~ults before them. the Prant Officers,;who tour-· 
ed and personally experimeqted,in the harvest. season wouhl • 
make their valuations. It was,. suggested ¢at, if. the total
yield was worth less than ~ . tirne,s the assessment, the crop 
might be below 4 annas, below · 12 times, the asse,ssment 
below 6 anna crop below 20 times the assessment below an· 
S-anna crop, below 30 times tb~ assessment below ~ .. 12-anna 
crop. . .. 

The ratio was not to be regarded as decisive. The crop
experiment results were thus to be used with discrimination 
as an aid in checking and framing estimates not of output 
but of capacity to pay assessment. For revenue recovery 
purposes the weight in pounds is less important than the 
value in rupees. Half. a normal crop of cotton last year was 
as well able ·to pay assessment as a normal crop of bajri. . 
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Though more importance has been attached to the syste· 
matic training of Government officers for the purpose of 
assessing the revenue demand and to the adaptation of the 
revenue demand to the value of crops in multiples of asses
ment, the system of carrying out crop experiments can 
hardly fail to render more accurate estimates of crops pre
pared for statistical purposes. Subordinates shrank from 
estimating any crop as higher than 10 annas. When experi· 
ment shows not in one but in many cases that the outtunl 
is worth 25 to 40 times the assessment. While it is popularly 
represented as a 6 or. 7-anna crop officials framing crop 
experiments will be gradually compelled to recognise that 
conventional official estimates are much too low. They will 
realise that if a 12-anna crop is to be taken as yielding twice 
as much as a 6-anna crop and if a popular 6-anna crop 
corresponds in value to 25 times the assessment, 12-anna 
crops are agricultural ideals only .. I think something would 
be gained if formula of outturn of staple crops for a few 
classes of soil were calculated, but mere calculation by for
mulae will not obviate the necessity of requiring framers of 
crop estimates to have practical first-hand knowledge of 
local crop yields under varying seasonal conditions. No 
formula can make up for absolute want of agriculrural 
knowledge on the part of the valuer. 

l have, etc., 

(Sd.) J- McNEILL, 
Collector of Ahmednagar. 

No, ,A,-2739, dated 18th April 1911. 
To--The Chief ~ecretary to Government Revenue Depart· 

ment. . . -· . 
Sir, 

With reference to Government Resolution No. 9646 of 
22nd October last I have the honour to state that in my 
opinion neither of the changes suggested in the letter from 
the Government of India would be of the least use. 

2. In my No. A.-7090 of 8th October 1910 I stated at 
length the measures which in my opinion would be neces
sary to produce any improvement in the crop forecasts; and 
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I do not think that anything less will be of any use: At 
present we are admittedly · basing · our estimates on guess 
work, and to tinker with the details of a system so based 
will merely cause irritation and bewilderment to the report
ing agency and do no use. 

3. The difficulty in this country arises from the fact that 
some crops are gro\\'n · on good lands properly culti vatcrl, 
while others are grown on very inferior soils, or with very 
inferior cultivation.. It is possible to ·ascertain definitely 
with approximate accuracy the areas of cultivated land upon 
which these different conditions obtain in any locality, but 
it would be an effort to do so. If such areas are ascertained, 
it will be possible to fix an average outtum for each class 
of lands, and for the whole area.· If this is done; there 
would not be much difficulty in interpreting the anna valua
tions made by the Mamaltdars, and in checking them where 
possible by trade movements. The main thing necessary. 
if accuracy . is required, is to get rid, of the guess work, on 
which the aveJ Jrtllm per acre is based. 

ConfidentiaL 

I have, etc. 

' G. F. KEATINGE, 

Director of Agriculture. 

APPENDIX II-J . 
Suspensions and Remissions. 
Method of assessing anna valuation of crops for the pur-

pose of-
GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY. 

' 
REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

RESOLUTION No. 7773/CONFlDENTJAL. 
Bombay Castle, 14th May 1923. 

Letter from the Commissioner, S. D., No. R. E. V.--68 
dated 20th March 1923--

"I have the honour to forward translation of an appli
cation from the villagers of Kanmadi, taluka Bi japur, 
which is apparently the result of an organized movement 
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and to state that.~ have before now as Collector_ pointed 
out that the ~dopuon of annas for our annewari estimate 
will bring . us into conflict with the cultivator who esti· 
mates his croys in annas. In a number of villages where 
I held enquines in ~holapur, Satara and Poona I found he 
calls a ~ to S-anna c~op 'as goo~ as he ever gets'. One 
~ulkarm (Tembhurm-Sholapur) mformed me that if his 
village bad all necessary , rain at suitable. times, jts crops 
would never exceed 12 annas. When therefore we esti
~te a normal crop at 12 annas which the cultivator calls 
a 6 or S-anna crop, we invite comparison, for if it is half 
the normal we call. it 6 annas and he calls it 3 or 4 and 
demands remission ". · 

"2. The rule says that a normal crop is to be estimated 
at 12 annas and I take this to mean 12 annas or marks as 
a basis for calculation. It does not say that a 12-anna 
crop shall be considered a normal crop. A 12-anna crop 
is not a normal crop it is a good crop and no culti
vator will call- his crop a 12-anna crop unless it is excel
lent. Excellent crops · are not normal but very rare. 111 
Government Resolution No. 725, dated 1st February 1898 
it was stated that the Government of India proposed that 
in orde£ to remove misapprehension caused by the adop
tion of the 16-anna standard as an average ·croP., the use 
of the anna notatiori' in the forecast reports should be 
entirely discontinued and the American notation used iu 
its stead, 100 being taken to be a normal crop, anti the 
estimated- outturn being stated as a percentage of that 
crop. It was pointed out to the Government of India that 
it was practice of this Presidency to adopt 12 annas as an 
average crop and the Government Resolution then laid 
down 12 annas as a standard on which to base the normal 
crop. In the past, the Pun jab estimated the normal crop 
at 100 points (and for ·an I know does so no~) .and _I ~ave 
urged in the last 10 years more than once, m admnustra
tion. reports and crop . reports, that w_e s~ould adopt t~at 
method t<i save confusiOn. As confns1on 1s bound to artse 
it might be well to change our classific~tion. for the pu~
poses of annewari and a Press Note m1ght 1ssue on thts 
subject". 

A-10-14-A. 
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· "3. In an average peccari district or 'in B1japur we· ~nd 
over a run of 5 yearS that we seldom get more, acccordmg 
to a cultivator's annewaii, thaq ont'crop o( l:t annas; t\vo' 
of 6 :to S,"and '2. from 5 to 4 annas~ n. The oqll~~'tion· . then 
is: wha~ crop has ·,'he li" right tO ' e_xp~ct '? 'If· this is the' 
usual run over 5 years; he has riQ nght to expect' anything; 
better than' soine 7 'annas or ii' little' over. Years o~ failure 
are· not catadysrri~i'" b'tjt ; normal 'in a 5 years'. 1 'rtin , and' 
ahvays hav: been and 'sp Jar as can be judged, ;il~ays wilt. 
be. ·Then if he has no' nght to. expect more than a 7-anna· 
<;fop ~e 'is naturally 'upset when.' he gets a, half'i:illrlllaian4' 
we e8tim:ue it as a basis of · caTculatio~:~ at 6.' aimas.' Th¢ 

'normal crop is not to be called an average crop; ·J)i]( the' 
crop "the cultivator has a right to expect than which if 
it is better he. has reason•,·to , rejoice, than. which· if it is 
worse he has .. rea,spn to 'complain•' ·and the_ normal :crop 
'!"hicb !Je has ·a right to expect each• year is not a 1 Z-anna 
crop. J, maintain that. he does not exrett fairly favourable 
rains, each year. He • knows his locality and he has a' 
pretty shrewd .idea of. what h~ .and h.is fathers before him· 
\1ave suffered from • climatic conditions:. and he- • is not 
bound .to <;omplain if be gets poor rains: they are. part of 
~e routine -~o his. existence". · 1 '· • .. , • < 

' ' 
<.'Thus we have two different basis'of ·calculations, but 

we use the same. nomen~latun:. whic~ causes ·confusion "• , 

·"4. When Government )i~e4. th~ . ~rigina! , asSt!ssments, 
the basis of a run of sfveral years ,was. taken,• and the assess-· 
mentS' were fixed low. in precarious localities on the assump
tion that , whatever the crop w;~s, the cultivator wo!Jld be 
able to pay easily. over a run of3 1ears. Orie :bad year in 
3 was the accepted standard of vi~iss~tucJe. in the Deccan 
and in. 5 seasons there were 3 total . .failure ' (page 259,. 
L;m!l ·Revenue Policy pf the Indian Government .. Bombay). 
Yet we ,are told in Government Resolution .No. 7392, dated 
3rd Au~t ,) 911 that , a !lor,.t;nal . crop is the crop tp be 
e;cpecteli m. ·a _yea~ o,f Ramf;ill fairly, .favourable in quan
tity. and· distnbunon ., · ~IJCh tyears. ·are .,~'Ire and are ·not 
normaL They arc very abnormak '01tr assessments were 
framed on the average and we are asked to take the ;mnual 

•Above Government Resolution of 1898. 
A-ID-14-B 
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'anne~ari on an· imaginary normal, which ·occurs very rarely 
'iil the· Deccan· districts and Bijapur apd ·which calculation 
·must ·lead' to heary• rsuspensions .and .remissions most years, 
· although our assessments are light and are calculated. on 
-the average seasortl' IIi. talukas where. rainfallr is not usually 
·fairly favourable we have for·· example: fixed a light assess
ment' ·o.n the basis that rainfall is scanty", 

•Lr.· · -. , . . ; .. ,, - . ,, -. 

. 'Mr. Stewart (paragraphs .28-30)· has -pointed out and 
illustrated: the fact that it. is .. an important part'of the 
survey valuation. of .land to make fulL. allowance in . the 

. assessment ratesr for .. the · uncertainty of the hary~s~. in 
. tracts where the rainfall is irregular, : The system. pro-
. vides relief for ordirnary • or partial failures of harvest by 
what is in fact a standing remission. . This relief is 
embodied in the ·.survey records and· operates mecha
nically and independently of "the .varying views of, in-

. divldual. reve.riue officers or eve~'! of .successive Govern
ments". Remissions on a l<1rge scale. are therefore pro
perly limiJted· to exceptional calamities, such. as a ,visita
tion of locusts, famine or ·agricultural depression caused 
by bad ·seasons following famine. (Extracts from para
graph 16 of Appendix III, to . Gove~nment Resolution · 
No,. 2619 of 1884) '. . · . · 

'Instance's to show the· extent ·• to which cli~atic 
differences. :lffect the. maximum rates arc not difficult to 
. find. Let us· '(~ke the district of Satara which stretches 
from the Ghats inland for a distance of about 75 m'iles. 
In the. we~rerp, villages where the rainfall ,i~ heav_y, and 
seasonable,, the maximum dry-crop ~ate IS as h•gh as 
Rs. 3-0-0 ; while in the m~st eastern villages, . the . pr~-

. vailing maximu':l' rate\ is only Re .. , 0-15-0 ... For this gr~at 
distinction there is no reason but that i.n the one 'case 

•. good .seasons ar,e fairly. frequent,~wjlilc'ir r)le other ,they 
·,cannot h.e depe,nded. ppon. Take ~gain the ins,tance.s. ,of 
1Indapur,, ,the p1ost, easterly taluka of, the. Poona distri'ct, 
,and Savda which holds,.the same position in the Khan
. desh• Collectorate. The ·situation of. these talukas with 
· regard to the sea · coas.t .and the Ghats is fairl.y simil\'r. 

, , They differ but litde in th,e matter •. o~ s~il~, both con
taming a considerable area of the best s01L of the nrsi: 
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order, classed at 16 annas. This soil in Indapur is rated 
on revision principles at Re. 1 per acre only, while in 
Khandesh it bears an orlgina1 settlement rate of Rs . .2-6-0. 

As both calukas are intersected by rhe railway and have 
excellent roads and markets for the qisposal of produce, 
there is not a pin to choose between them in these 
respects. But the great difference in the maximum . .rate 
which regulates the assessment of all classe~ of la~d . is 

·caused by the fact that whereas Indapur 1s a dist11ct 
which· poS.sesses a capricious climate, Savda is situated in 
a part of the country which for some hidden reasons has 
a particularly steady rainfall. The revenue rates fixed 
for Indapur admittedly conte!fiplate only one good year 
in three, and allow for a bad one in the same period, 
while rhe rates in Savda are pitched on a tolerable cer
tainty of a fair annual crop. If our system were such as 
to rate lands in Indapur and in Savda upon their possibi
lities of production, mstead of as now on their probabi
lities, then the necessity of allowing for· remissions and 
·suspensions in the fomter · would be paramount. The 
effect of a rule, which would bind a revenue officer to 

· allow remissions in a district like Indapur every time 
· there was a crop below a cenain average, would simply 

be to pile concession upon concession on exactly the 
same grounds and to diminish still funher an already 
very attenuated rent charge.' (Extract paragraph 29 on 
page 13 of Appendices to Government Resolution 
No .. 2619 of 1884) '. 

"Having already reduced our assessments on account of 
capricious climatic conditions are we again to grant sus
pensions on account of such conditions ? Since our revl· 
sion assessments were made, Government made land 
revenue collections . even more elastic ·by breaching its own 
contract with the cultivators to its own disadvantage. 
After first allowing a moderate asseRsment to be paid 
easily over a run of 3 years, taking into consideration 'the 
average crop and average rainfall, it then acted as if full 
assessment was only to be paid on a normal cror when the 
rainfall was 'fairly favourable in quantity and distribution 
and allowed suspensions and re!Dlssions year by year in 
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spilte ·of the natural features of a taluka, which have cost 
smce the innovation crores of rupees. I think, I can safely 
assert that had the principle of remissions and suspensions 
been in force when our first revision settlements were in
troduced the assessment would have been pitched much 
higher and would have been based upon 'fairly favourable 
and well· distributed' rainfall. If so I would have no 
objection to the present policy of suspensions which would 
at least have been logical. : AlJ. these are points which the 
Press Note could enunciate to avoid disappointment in 
future. I consider we should base our remissions and 
suspensions on the average crop just as all our settlements 
are ·based on average crop after considering all. climatic 
conditions. If however we are ta:.continue remissions and 
suspensions -according to a normal crop, kt Government at 
kast instruct the Settlement Officer to .fix the assessments 
according to the fictitious normal year of 'fairly favourable 
and well distributed raialfall'. This would mean a large 
increase of assessments everywhere. It will be a simpler 
policy, however, to remove alJ doubt by abandoning the 
anna notation, which deceives many ex~erienced Mamlat
dars (as I have found by personal enquiry) and most Citrcle 
Inspectors, and by declanng that as our assessments are 
pitched over a run .of year~, \we should take the average 
crop, on which our assessments are based, as the founda
tion of our annewari. We have. not fixed our rates on 
land according ·to their possibilities of production, but on 
tlieir probabilities ·a:nd our remissions and suspensions 
should, therefore, be not on their possibilities but on their 
probabilities""''. 

"5. I wil1 conclude by a quotation from Government 
Resolution No. 2619 of 1884, Revenue Department; para-
graph 38:- _,.,, · 

. 'No .consideration is m'ore pofent''in the adjustment of 
I rates than the security or insecurity of the crops in.' the 

area under settlement. A taluka is often divided into 
five or six groups for no other reason than the compara-· 
tive certainty of the raialfall. . Thus allowance is made 
in the assessments -for the, _fluctuatil;)ns ·in agricultural 
returns caused by variations of season by· what may be 
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called . a standing remission ·co-extensive wi.th the settle
ment- in favour of the less fortunate tracts. The principle 
certaiply is that- the assessments thus carefully adjusted 

· .·to the' average productio~ should be punctua~Iy paid.' . ' 
! ' ' I' 

·. The -Settlement Officer is not concerned. wi•th ilL hypothe
tical normal yield. He is concerned with i!!=tual sales, 
leases· and concrete averages and the l<i.nd of crop a ryo~ .in 
the group has a right to expect over a run: of years and, 
that is ... an average crop.'' 

' fl•. 

'·•. 
Anna valuation of crops of villages in Bijapur District 

for 1922-23. , 
)· . Name of taluka Bijapur. 
,2; Name,or~age. Kanrnadi. 
3. Population ' · · · ' · 2,500 

_4. Total cultivable area 15,000 acres • 
. ·s:;~:k-~ ,cultivated during 12,000acres. 
•. ·.ithe ~rrent year (1922-23). 
,4·. 'P_etails of Cropped area-. 

,-.-' •. 

7. Area out of the area 
. . . shown against column (5) . 

l.l ·in which ·seedling germi• 
r; .nated: · · .· 

Jowiui .... 
Rapeseed •• 

Wheat --·· 
Cotton .•.• · 
Gram .,;d linseed 
Kharif. crops ...•• 

,. Total ' 

12,000 acrea. 

. . . . . ~ ,- '-· . 

8. Area not sown . . 3,000 acres . 

.. '"' .. 
. . ... . . • .. 
.... 

· Acrea 
'· 5,000· 

1,000 
4,000 ' 

400 
300 .. 

1,300 

12,000 

• 19. Averageannavaluation -~ ~s_ .•.. . '. :,-.:; _ / 
I'o; R..;;.rks' . • • • ''.: Crop~ failed owing to unscasonsqle rainfall. 
'· I : ; lo -:I 1 • ; ' , , ! , ~ .-:: . . . . •. 

Da#~ 12~ f~b.:U.cy; 1923. · ' ·' , ,(Signa~'Jof!her~nch). 
Ntn-Es (1).-A normal;crop. i1 represented by 12 annu; · · • · · 
.ill Orie· C::,py of t~is should ·be serit io ihe'_C~IIector, another to·ihe C~m

ln159lo~r B~Jd the tlur.d to the,Secretary,af the District Congress Committee. 



Governmel).t.:endorseJiOent No. 7773-B.-COJlfi., . dated 6th 
April 1923 :.,..,.. , 

~',.Fo~~ard~a :~Q ih!' ~ommissioner in ,Sind,_ the; ~om.missioner, 
~" D., ~e .~omllJ!~!qner, g. l),.,, the Direcmr.,of 4\griallt1,1re 
fqr. the, fa.v!J~f, of, ,re~rjts. 

• • 1 . 

Letter from the Director 'of Agriculture No. A-336i, dated 
'itl\J\1'\y 1923_:,~ 

.'; "f h!i v< the. hOJ;!OUf£0 !'-CknowJedge ~ec<oipt of ,YOUr_' DOt!) 
, No: ?77;~1\.:Confl. of

1
Apri,l :~th 1923;;:wi•threg~rd · ~o. ·the 

qllestwn of the anna. valuatwn of crops ... I thmk that I 
caa assoCiate ·myself fully with Mt. Mountford's criticism of 
:the present system,, withou(fe~ling that his propdsal ~o use 

: ~e ·American 'systetJ;~ of 'valuing· cropidnstead ·of the 'anna 
'system' will give any better results than the 'present. '1pe 
same proposal was made as far back as 1884. and· the Gov
ernment of India left. Lt to the discretion of local Govem-

'imeitts' to us~'either system (Circular No. 89-A, dated Simla 
25~ July_ },88f). 1 !:he Go-:ernment of. Bo.mbay deliberately 
decdecf' then' that· 1the village or d1stnct officer should 
rf!J;>Ort' th~' ·cohditi~rts ·of the· crop in annasi 'a normal cro.P 

•bemg · 12 annM, and the office should then conven this 
into the American notation Jn .completing the Presidency 
rewr~s. . I. ~0 nqt thh~k that ( ~h~ I change from ()n.e srste,m 
to -the other will' affect· the' accuracy 'of the retnrns "; · · 

"2. The normal crop has been determined for every 
taluka in the Presidency (except, Sind), and the figures used 
are in my office for many crops,'besi'de!(those'·for ''which' 

., . .fpreC!!sts !¥~ prepilr~<l- These-,l\l'C, of.,course, for• 12. anna 
land and it is the fact, I believe, that the question ro£ the 

· value of the land has not been considered that has led to 
the very·· grea't I condition of · confusion that we ·ate' In at 

, pr,~jl!!P,t,-,, A lcutting,rexp~iment ·in :,, ;field.,, in a· case of 
"doubt' wiih due regard to the qua,lity of the., land JWould 

enable a check to be made in any area when special doubt 
f,is:.felt'~. ~-.;,.,.:r I h.1.& ,. -.~.::~~i111· ··· .J ·.;;- ·i(l r 

"It . ~ f 
"3. I feel in fact that the complications of this matter 

J.arei so· many ·that rlhev. cannot •be dealt ·with .· ?f Iffinutes 
and notes. I wouidrt &uggesr··•that·· a· meetmg• •of the 
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chief ·authorities Involved should be ·called in d1e 
coming rains. I will place all papers and records on the 
matter bef~re them, and the difficulties by which we are 
always faced on the statistical side, and after consideration 
a defiilite recommendation could be made to Government' 
Something must, I ~eel, be done to get out of the present 
very unsatisfactory condition ~f things.'' 

Resolution.-Government approve of the suggestion made 
in paragraph 3 of the Director's letter. Accordingly the 
Commissioner, Northern Division, 'should be requested to 
convene a meeting of the <;:ommissioners, Northern, Central 
and Southern Divisions and the Director of Agriculture, 
during the coming rains to consider the question and submit 
a joint report to Government. through the Commissioner in 
Sind, who should be asked to favour Government 'with his 
remarks .thereon . . . 

By order of the Governor in Council, 

(Sd.) A. R. DALAL, 
Deputy Secretary to the Government of Bombay, 

Revenue Department. 

G. R .Np. 777~Confl., R D .. dated the 14th May 1923. 

To 

· The Commissioner in Sind, 

The Commissioner, Northern, Central and Southern 
· Divisions. 

:1be Commissioner, Bombay Suburban' Division, 

All Collectors, including the' Deputy.' ·Commissioner, 
Upper Sind Frontier, · · · · · 

The Settlement Commissioner .and Director of Land 
Records, 

.lbe Settlement Commissioner and Director of Land 
·Records, Bombay Suburban Division, 
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The· Director of Agriculture. ' 
The Fmance Department. ·,, 

No. of 1923. 

Copy forwarded for information and guidance to. 

APPENDIX Il-K 

Crops 

Method of assessing alllla valuatio~ ~f for the purp.o5es of 
suspensions and remissions. . . 

· GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY 

· REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

RESOLUTION No. 7773-R . 

Bombay Castle, 23rd June 1927 .. 
(>· t • 

Memorand11m from the Commissioner in Sipd No. 2716-l, 
dated 5th June 1923:- · ' 
rJ ' "The· Commissioner in. Sind presents compliments IUld 

with reference .to· Government endorsement No. 7773-Bf' 
COnfl., dated the 6th April 1923, on the subject noted 
above. has the honour to state that in Sind assessment is· 

. based on an irrigational. settlement of which If lOth repre
·sents land rent and 9f!Oth water rate, and so· remissions 
are only: 'given when canal water fails. This simplifies' 

· the question and the conflict of an annewari estimate, 
· which estimates a 'normal' crop at 12 annas,' with the· cul

tivator's own annewari estimate, which estimates a F 
crop at I 2 annas, does not arise ". · . · · · 

. r, ·• · •t''" I· 
"2. In the Bund Virah tract of the Kotri Taltika 'in the· 

Karachi District a normal crop for remission · purposes is 
· estimat«f 'at 16 annas," thereby conflicting JVIth th,e 12-
an~a '~le ~f. tile Pmidency."· / 

Letter from the Commissioner, N. D., No. C.N.R.-102, 
dated 15th June 1923. , 



Government memorandum to the Coyunissi~~r. · ,, .~·D .. 
No. 7773-B, dated 21st June 19~ •. · 

Joint letter from the Commissioner, N., C. and S. Divi
sions, the Settlement· Commissioner an9 Director of Land 
Records, and the Director of A~iculnire, No. C.N.R-102, 
dated 20th December '1923 :"""- ·' · · ' ' · · · · · 

"We have the honour to submit our views on the ques
tions raised in Mr .. .M9untfor9:'s,)ett,er printed in the pre
amble of Government Resolunori No. 7773/Confl. of 1923. 
Mr. Mountford suggests that confusion 'and misnlldGI'; 
standing hav~ ari~n in the. past and are likely to arise in 

"the 'futUre owing to' waiit·'of a '.dear :Conceptiort of what is 
meant by the normal cro1f which 1s ilirr standard for the 
purpose of vai'f'tipn, pf crQp~ an~ ,.which is x;epresented bv 
12 annas. In· the first place Mr. Mountford shows that 
the ryot thinks .tllat be· ·haarb~n. hardly..treated and his 
argument may be su_mm¥ized,as foll~m~s.:-

, . • . I. I . , , · · . 1\ 

"We call a normal crop 12 imnas. ·But to the ryot in the 
Deccan or Bijapur l~anna· C:rop,means. ·an· .:~xcellent crop 

, and his ,name for the normal crop that his experience has 
· accustomed" him to is 7 · aimas. · · · · · .. 

! Consequelit/y , when in :any. particulai!'-Yea.J; his,.crop is 
about :O.alf /normaL-. he calls it.JV, .and expec.~ ,, relie~ 1 -and 
concessions: while we call it 6 and say that be 1is,not ~ntitl.ed 
to relief. .. r 
•':'lo ,'' 0 ,<1f 1 1 , o •• > •o•o " , O tf ,., ... 

, On the ,other band .Mr • .Mountford holds mat the ,exact 
opposit.e of this occur's and "rile ryo,t. fr~ueptly gets .f,at: 'more 
re\i,e,l;;than is justly du~ •. beca11se, the, Gqr.eJ;Om~\.,valuer 
adopf!i:the ;ryo~:s,mental 1iJ:ttinl<je .. aqd standard and.p.Ssigns

1 
a 

yery)ow. value: ,to a crop whjc~: is, IjOt .. m1JF.h· i~ anything 
below the actual normal o£ _experi~+tcS< ku~ IS far 1 below the 
ideal noi+Dal , o£ oux; st~ard. • · · · ' .. '. · · '' · ' · · 

~~ ~- · F~om wt~i: ·r.1r: . i'£.'luii¥~~l 'ha~ 1 ~~ifi:J11 ~--the 
.. fout1h sectioQ. of paragrap~ ·4 ~~ hi~ letter.' about, tfi.e c:pres 
-of_riipees which this coni.'tisio?.P.¥;~osJWe, g~thfli~c~i\~\he 
thinks that on the whole our rermssion and suspension 
~sys~m. is being 'wor~ed JWit!t· lind?e !laxity in ·sucht a :way 
. as to g'!Ve unnecessanly lavish rehef and! thartl dlis •is dub 



·•to· the. misunderstanding .by our revenue offi~ls pf the 
· meaning pf our standard , and ·their ... s.ubsti~ution ~£ a 
popular standard:· which mcan!ll,.somethil;lg, qp.ite: di)Iers:pt. 

r'" •'- ' '' • ' 

· "' "3~ ·Now our view on these niattets.is tllat if this' ciln-
, fusion does exist, the proper · remedy is to .mak.e ·~t im

possible by making the' use of·our terms absolut'dy•• clear 
and by training our officials to understand them so that in 
future there may ·be no danger· bf ambiguity • owing to con-
fusion of· terminology. · · 

··' ··, . :.O•J,.;, ··' ) 1: " 
But we cannot agree with Mr. Mountford that the' con-

fusion and,, m\sun<J,erstand,ing I havF. been so serious . as . to 
cause heavy .and Unnecessary sacrifices of revemJ'e' iri' the 
past. We . firid no support' of this statem~nt in, the" s'~iiiitic'J 
of remissions of revenue in the Deccan and Bitjaplir diirlhi/ 
~e last 20 years. 

, " f. In. his, fourth paragraph .:Mr. MOIJI'tJ'o~d 1'~99;1.\ce.s 
,; a :n_umber of opinions and vjew~.~;ecorded)n J..!l?targt!il)g 
. agamst tl;i.e :application of any systeiiJ. <¥ S!JSP,~IlSions 3,Jjl~ 
·remissions to precarious tracts. This it is saiq :\s1 ~mpl}j 
piling concession upon concession because all the · reliel 

. :necessary has already been tiven by keeping.·~he pitch of 
the' assessment low~ ' ' · · · · ' 

';... ., ' [:d. 

·Our reply .to .this is that since 1884 experienc~ has.taught 
us that we·were wrong in expecting••·Xhat . the .ryot: would 
practise the virtues ef•thrift anrl.foresight and economy;,and 
pay his dues in a year of failure out. of savings laid .• by in 
good years: 

We liave 'found that·out Jtevei\.ue sy8rem ·milst·•be ·made 
tiiore,, ela,stif', by:, ·the' adjustment, 9f. tJ:>..e d~\U:Wd, ~o,, ¢.e"n¥ture 
of. ~h\; s~ason·flnd <~l!Jhe, r~.\'el';l1~.officers w/lotii wq ,havl! .cpn
suhed ;u~ agreed. thaphe .~ehe~. ;wcj. ~e p;m.ce~jons, .W~Jcll 
tl}e, ~YWIIl ~s provid~g;]}l'4,.has ,pr()~id,eH .fft.th<i.P~s~.~t;not 
e,xq;w y~;,. 

As regards the determination of : futiue .issess.b~II:ifin 
future. revisions•· of., llhe' :land revenue :Setdements'. we/\are of 
opinion· ·tlnat · nothing• need be adiled 'to .tHe texisting' ::;orders 
about the standard ·with .. .reference' to· .which I the. Settlement 
Officer should · deteriiiine •thd: pitch. of the: assessments.-."' 
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· "S. Returning now to the questio~ _of the definiti~n of 
· the normal standard we state our opm1on. that there lS no 

reasori for departi41g from the definition laid down in the 
Orders of 1911 (Government Resolution 7392)--,- a no~al 
crop is the crop to be expected in a year of rainfall fairly 
favom;ble in quantity and distribution". 

There will be no possibility of misunderstanding this defi
nition, if in future it is made to have a quantitative as well 
as. a qualitative significance. 

To substitute as Mr. Mountford proposes a scale of 100 
points for a scale of 12 points would in our opinion be no 
reliiedy at alL 

This would be merely to reproduce the same confusion 
disguised in· a different shape. What we must do now is 
to emphasize and elaborate the correct principles · which 
have already been stated on page 59 of 'the Land Revenue 
Rules (1921). 

"6. A quantitative significance m~st be given to our 
standard by using the tables published in 1884 of esti
mated crop outtums for every taluka in the Presidency. 
These at present are the only detailed . taluka · estimate& 
which we possess and the Director of Agriculture haa 
told us in conference that they can safely be used as a 

. :standard of. comparison. . . 

:The standing orders in future must be as follows:....., 

:, ,' The standa_rd ~f valuation is th~ 12-at!n~ crop, whicli 
. ~eans ~e yteld 1? ~ se~on of ra1?fall fa1rly favourable 
. m quantJ.ty and distnbut10n, and wnh proper cultivation, 
for la?d ·of known c~assification _qilalitf. For making the 
valuauon of any pamcular crop m a v1llage the procedure 
.should be as follows :-

~ l1 · . 

A.• Ascertain the average classification value of . ~he 
· · · tOtal ar~ of land in the village under that crop. This 

can easlly be found by comparing the average ·acre 
. assessment of that land with the maximum rate. 
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B. Work out from the taluka table the number of 
pounds in a 12-anna crop on land of that classificatio~. 

NOTE.-The tables are made for 12-anna soil. Therefore 
if the average classification value is 6 annas and the table 
shows 1,500 lbs. as ~he normal ·12-anna crop then the normal 
crop for the· soil in that village would be 7 50 lbs. per acre. 
In the yield in pounds for lands of such classification can 
be worked out frofll the figures in the taluka tables. Thua 
if the average classification value is, say, 15 annas and. the 
table; shows 1,500 lbs. as the normal 12-anna crop, then the 
normal crop for the IS-anna soil should be taken as 1,87 5 
lbs. per acre. 

c~· Next the valuing officer 'must make local enqUiry 
and observations while the crops are still standing and 
must record the definite opinion as to the average acre 
outturn in the village of the particular crop under con
sideration. This opinion must of· course be based on 
his estimate of the actual outturn on various fields 
which he has seen or tested. 

A comparison of that average with the normal standard 
will fix the anna valuation of the crop. Thus if the normal 
were as in the above instance 750 lbs. per acre and he 
found that .. the average outturn was 500, he would record 
that the anna valuation was two-thirds of 12 annas, i.e., 8 
annas. After the completion of the separate estimates for 
each of the crops grown in the village the anna valuation 
for the whole village would be calculated in the way laid 
down on page 59 of the Land Revenue Rules, l!}Zl. We 
recommend that Government should order that in future 
all anna valuations should be made in the manner above 
described." 

Letter from Mr. L. J. Mounrford, I.C.S., Commissioner. 
S.D., No. R.E.V.-68, dated 23rd December 1923:-

. I . . . -
·~With reference to Government memorandum, No. 0-B, 

dated 15th November 1923, I have the honour to forward 
copy of my circular No. R.E.V.-68, dated 16th March 
1923, and to state. that the Collectors of this Division have 
been warned for several years past by me against the 
danger of . the application of the words ' 12-anna crop'. 
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~he 'p\}irtt, of lny' letler N~. ~.E.V.-68, <lat_cd 20th !Vla~ch 
'1'923; ·\vasr.thar·'ln several distncts and• poruons of districts 
!1ti:'the· Soutl1ern ·:DiviSibn such. as Bijapur; North Belgaum 
1irtd' East Dharwan; the rainfall is so rarely 'fairly Javour
iable ·in~quantity ;and. di.stribution',tbat .assessments, were 
pi~hed; Iowi in' consequence., I: trust, , therefore, that. my 
•intecpretacion,;bf the- 'normaL·. ·crop' .be. allowed ~?> this 
'division· as'•it is':~tmost suitable, i.~., '.as . that. wh1ch . the 
~ch1tivator· has; a' right· to exp~ct and with which he is (or 
'Should.be):·~on~n~. while· if· he gers.more· he has n~ason to. 
'rejoice, and 'if less he .. has rreason to comp!aiii' (viqe, .G.ov
emment Resolution No. 725 of 1st February 1898) .. The;; 
·nn.favouraJ?Ie dimatic ,cqn\ljtions .having already . been 
•taken into· accc;mnt, I considered that !! mathematicalLy 
accurate. ·estimate. of .. the 'l!lnewari for the purpose of sus
pensions. ,and remi.ss,i~m,s, .was not called for, as apart from 
,being .(to .my mind) .,impossible,,. the suspen~wns and 
.remi•sions ,.were more of a rough and ready calculation to 
provide relief when really necessary.' I also desired to 
,guard against the insidious growth of the idea that· Gov
:emment was responsible for . every untowar(i. iqcident Jn 
:rhe. life of the • crop. ·" 
., • I . . • . . ·' . . 
i . ''1. 'I. .beg to differ froin the average valuation proposed 

.. by the ,Cc;>mmissione~s in. 'their joint 'letter, No. C.N.R.-102 

.(s;on.fi.). ~ilted 20th S~ptember1923, as it will be . impos
,~lple. for :'ctu~l ~x~er~ment t~ b~ mad'.' to· show wh~t the 
~;yerage yteld. m ·gam IS per acre m a v1llage. The v1llager 
,Qalls his .norma\ crop 6 annas and if h is about' half this 
~nq~n:iai .he: calls it 4 annas. 'We should. however call 
.this :half. normal J annas and ,h,e. cm_nplains very naturally .. 
as he knows that a 4-anna valuanon means entire sus
pension while a 6-anna means full assessment and there • 
.will:always, ;thqrefore,. he 1 misllnderstanding. Moreover J 
do ~ot see ;how .,tb.~ averag~ ·outtUriJ, in a village can ,.be. 
~qt;uned )Y!\hou~, W!Pl'y raki~g. t~e yield of a .l)umhcr · 
f'~r: fiei,~s, rf e~ch .. 'f.!md ?f classdica!lon. and then deciding 
:~~li rwerag~ yield .. <;>f the; fields' of 'each kind of 'classifica-
. tj\)~ .~'1~;· cornpari~g this. ~ith the . agricultm:al dehiilo 
_fix;ed ~nee !884:,; The~e agn~ultural details ~however ar~ 
~ot reliaqle, ~nd ~re fixed on a basis whiCh , could ' pro
bably be challenged," as it i's not tl:t all' :certain tha{ they 
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wer'e' ba~e'd on an anna'·va1uation which was the same as 
that"6n which' we now• base "our 'remisSion and. suspen
sion' rules,' •. ,From ·1890''' "to. 1898 "·they were based on s 
valuation' of' 16 aniias for an average crop.'· but it was a 
b-op·takeii. in gooi:l'·'soil" and we: have -ni>' data of· crop 
yrdd 'iii poorer ·soils. ·In Deccan Districts. some lands pay 
'#!!Cssment · •6f 4' ;1\lnas only and if manj such lands wer.e 
taken itil:'d. ·a general· average, they would ·bring down the 
average·'yield _considerably; and ~hence·': my supposition 
tllat averages wotild' have·'to ·be 'taken fur lands of ·each 
classifi'cati6ri:' ~(it" is said that only the 12-:mna classi~ 
fied·lari.ds''"lvete 'td be· taken,'· this'· would not be· a fair 
b~sis' 'for '~bhside'ring 'the •crops iai· the very 'poor soils; and 
vice :ve:sd.' ··crops in· poor ' soils will fail when crops· in 
,good soils can exist, a~ · tbe cessation of rain for a · fort· 
night does noti ·so prejudicially affect' the latter siniilarly 
slight' r~ins at ··:frequent· intervals ivould ·be enough · td 

"maintain crops in the light 'barad ·•soils' of the 'Deccaq 
while they would not be sufficient for crops in heavy 
soils., .Hence .. it ·,appears:-to me that we si,J.ould have :to 

.,; .take, tl].e· average .yield .tor several dasslfications of soils. in 

., a,.village and.' this l;tbour would appear .insuperab[(;, . · ., 

' REsoLurroN.-Mi'.'"Mountford's first suggestion is to su}>. 
situte a scale of 100'- marks for a scale of f2 annas: Gov
ei'Ilment consid~r that,. altpough the anna notation system 
i~ n?(entio-ely .~atisfacto~y. it wpuld .nevertheless be uns'!le 
to dis~ar~ • it ~or an .e11tirely novel and unn;ied form of 
notatiPI\·., They ; t\tink it lloubtful moreover. wbeth(!r the 
change of ,!1ot'!lion . would , have the desireQ., effect .of recon, 
citing the respeqjve points of view of the .. official valuer 11nfl 
of the cultivator. The eS.eritial difficulty arises from th~ 
fact. that ·the forme\1 takes the· 'normal' crop ag. hkstll!ldard, 
i.d.,: !ai•cro(f grown under 'fairly favourable ))'ainfall condi
titms; wherehs P,e· 'latter ·takes as' liis 'standard 'the' 'average' 
crop,•i;e., the:Trieans of the crops produced over several years 
in which years of defici~nt rail)fall predominate. Under the 
present' rules 'any''crbp below' hillf the standard entitles the 
cultiyatop tor suspension. Consequently, on the basis of the 
official stand~~d, .suspension is less frequently secured than 
it.' wo4ld be' on the ba'sis of the 'cultivator's ~tandard. Thes~ 
div~rgent points of view will not . be reconciled merely by 
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1ubstituting 100 marks for 12 annas. The cul~vator in 
applying the 100 marks standard to the average mstead of 
to the normal crop would still think that :w~en ~is crop is 
valued at 50 marks, i.e., half the normal, ~t 1s hem~ over
valued. The difficulty might be remove~ by altenng. the 
Government standard to that of the cultivator, and then, 
i1ll order to avoid the loss resulting from such a change, 
raising the proportion which is fixed as the maximum limit 
for ·suspension. But this · would not be understood and 
would give rise to a general outcry that Government were 
making the suspension and remiJSsion rules more stringent, 
Moreover, , the, cultivator's standard, which is an average or 
mean, is probably more difficult of exact ascertainment than 
tlie .-official standard, which, in certain conditions, .approxi.
mates more closely to acruality. Government, therefore, 
prefer to adhere to the anna standard and agree with the 
Commissioners' view on the subject. They also agree with 
the views expressed ln. paragraphs 5 and 6 of thek joint 
letter. 

. 2. Government approve the scheme of crop experiments 
suggested by Mr. Anderson in the note appended to this 
Resolution. The Director of A~riculture should be request· 
ed to submit definite proposals m the matter in consulta
tion with. the Commissioner of Settlements. 

' 3. Another pOint .. which has been prominently brought 
to tile notice of Government is the tendency· to undervalue 
good crops and to overvalue poor crops. The district 
officers are therefore requested to impress on all subordinates 
}Vho. are re~ons~ble for anna valuations the necessity of 
J:11aking thetr estimates as accurate as possible. . . 

' 4. Government are unable to accept the recommendation 
l'llade by the Commissioner, S. D., in his letter No. R.E.V •• 
68, dated 23rd December 1923, that his interpretation of the 
normal crop should be allowed for the Southern Division .. 

By order of the Governor in Council, 

' (Sd.) A. E. SERVAL, 

Acting Deputy Secretary to Government. 
1.5-7-27. 
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· G. R. No. 7;73-:B., R. D.; dated :the. 2.3rd june 1927. 

To 

The Co~missioner in Sind. 

The Commissioner of Divisions,' 

All Collector~; i~ciudl~g the ,Deputy Commissioner, 
Upper Sind Frontier, 

The Commissioner of Settfements and 'Director of Land 
Records, 1 

The Settlement Commissioner and Director of Land 
Records, Bombay Suburban Division. : 

The Director of Agriculture, 

The Finance Department. 

Accompaniments to· Government Resolution, Revenue 
Department, No. 7773-B, dated 23rd· June 1927. 

I '· NoTE by Mr. F. G.· H .. Anderson, I.C.S.; Settlement Com• 
missioner and Director of Land; Records on the anna valua
tion of crops for the -purposes of the 'remission. and suspeb' 
sion rules and 'the need of statistical investigation. 

, , I , ... - . 1 :• , • 

Many economic . inferences about the purchasing 'power, 
or annual income, of the rural population, as· well as· · accti! 
rate forecasting' of the output of crops for' export' ··or 'mill 
consumption, depend upon one fundamental fact, "how 
many lbs. of produce can we expect from each acre . culti
vated under that crop ? If this number- ·qf 1bs. is c'orr~~tly 
known, the only other factor is the number of acres' in 
which that cro~ is sown, and this at any rate is ascertainable 
within quite a small percentage of po&sible error, pllrti
cularly now that the pot hissa survey is ~ompleted and we 
know the precise area of almost . every plot of l;md un'der 
cultivation in the Presidency, ·except'. in· a snial! percentage 
of inam villages, arid' a rather serious a'rea of talukdari and 

A-10-15-A. 
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khoti . tenures. The pitch; of· the land : tev~ue do~s not 
depend on gross produce but it is always well to know the 
relation between them,. I 

2. The foundation of ·our knowledge must be the 
humber of lbs. pre acre. , All _cultivated land 1s cla~sed, 
usually with )6 annas as ,a maximum value,_ bu~ sometimes 
owing to the· addition· of 1'chads" and combmauons of dry
crop virtues with water facilities, there · are some lands 
which are ,classed up. to a !l'aximum,. of 24 annas, or e~en 
higher. Every plot of. land has a _different anna val~au~n 
in the scale. Now this scale was mvented and applied m 
the firm belief that the net. productivity would vary in: pro
portion to the class ; in· other words that " S-anna " land 
would produce half as much_ l'rQfit as 16 anna land, and 
'" 4 anna " land would produce· :4th, and so on. The authors 
of the classification must be presumed to· have had in view 
not gross produce but net profit or rental capacity. But 
they are very vague about it ; and whatever they had in 
mind we should prefer to know to what degree they had 
succee4ed in hitting .C?ff,.the, correct ratio. There is land 
which .i!l •capable of. producing some crop but is not capable 
of paying any rent, and therefore should get a nil classifica
tion OJ). the rental basis, but perhaps I or 2 or more annas 
classification on the gross produce basis. At any rate the 
first point upon which we are totally without evidence is 
whether the gross produce does or does not vary in the same 
ratio as the anna classification, or whether the rental value 
~as ,this co-efficient. ,suq,. statistics of rent as we have, go 
to show that rent does vary according to an~ll classification 
o_f the, ~ail; but the evidence is utterly scanty and in.Conclu
Slve. 

3_. We ~ave very .little ~nformation as to the' degree to 
which a failure of ram or Its untimely occurrence affects the 
gros~. yield. Takin~ a dis_trict in which a good crop can 
certaml_y be &at wnh 30 .mches of rain, it is probable that 
~ven ·w1th 24 m~hes and m some years even with 20 inches, 
if· the whole ramfa11 were so distributed as to involve no 
waste, still' the crop . would be of almost normal excellence. I 
We may take I~ ~hat for that district there could not be ., 



good crop :w.ith les~than 20 •.. From this we might ass~e 
that with 10 inches there would be a half crop, and Wlth 
5 inches one-fourth andJ yet this obviously would be false 1 
because o~ most of e land, with an aggregate fall of less 
than 10 inches there will be no crop at al4 and . with 
5 inches ; there would ·certainly be no crop. On the other 
hand there are " barani " tracts in Sind where with a fall of 
5 inches quite a fair crop would be . obtained, since the 
crop grown and the soil in which it is grown, are specially 
suitable and give a harvest within a very short time before 
the moisture has time to dry up. 

4. In the past· we had quantities of crop experiments but 
they were not conducted by expert agriculturists, but by 
Assistanf and Deputy Collectors and Survey Officers, some 
of whom were quite competent and others no doubt were 

· not. · They ·have in their crop experiment reports given us 
careful information about the seasons and prices, and we 
can almost certainly rely upon the actual measurement of 
produce which they recorded ; but they did not correlate 
this gross produce to the anlla! classification of the land on 
which it grew. Nevertheless we are in possession of the 
records, and we could go over these records and deal with 
them as follows:-

(!) First, we couldl divide them according to survey 
.,. groups in which they were made; 

(2) We could work out the classification value of the 
land; 

(3) We can determine both from the information in 
the reports and from the records the general character 

· of the season in that tract. · 

Then we could compare the output therein reported with 
the standard output for such a season and such a quality 
of soil which the Agricultural Departmental tables for that 
ta~u~a give us ; an~ by the time . we had so analysed all 
eXIstmg crop expenments, we should have got a valuable 
mass of information tending either to corroborate or to 
oorrect .the Agricllitural Department ~andard output 
pgures. 



o' ~.- Jilit .the Land Rec!l>rdSl adniinisttation; and: the cohtr07 
vei-S'y about ,remissionli ' and •Suspensions, and the an~al 
appraisement of crops:. for the p)ll"pose of . the· suspens10n 
rules, 'can hardly altord any longer to rest UE<JD figures 
which 'have been p~ ·together largely as the result of con
jecture or assumpt10n, •and have not· f~r -many years been 
subject ·to the test of actual! experu~ent. 1t therefo~e 
follows that this defect' should be supphed even though It 
tosts an appreciable sum. · It is plain!~ ~he ?uty o~ Govern
ment tO deVOte some percentage Of ItS mcreasmg land 
revenue to an investigation· . which ought finally to. set at 
rest alL these criticisms, .fears and doubts. In order to 
iecure" uniformity' iii the results 'we should select an officer 
from the · , Agricultural Department, considered by the 
Director to 'have 's'pecia:l aptitude for the work. We should 
first' require 'him to make co'mputations on paper from ail 
'the''disting rcc!o~ds 'of crop 'experiments as above detailed. 
We 'should theh 'provide him with a sufficient staff of men 
of ,the field surveyors' type, and 'send' him out with ~nstruc
tions to' obtain every year for a series of years as many exact 
'cr'op' · measurement . results as he reasonably can, The 
5c~edule of instructi6ns could of course qe drawn up by the 
'Duector of Agriculture and approved by the Commissioner. 
The object is to ascertain what is the standard crop on land 
~frl;ach,,,:lassification valu<!l in ~ preny good year. He can 
always ascertain (except in ,Gujarat villages, of which the 
classification record was. burnt) the actual anna-class of the 
1and :he 'is experimenting upon. But he would have to be 
on hiS guard against the possibility of the land· having 
};lJ!eD,.+ . " 
1 
'' •l:~)_,~uch im~r~ved by lev~ng, embankments, and so 
on smce the ongmal classification ; and 

' i.' }. I·.'[,·, 11. ! ' I ' '. • ' 

: .. .(~) d~tenorated and neglected since that time .. 
': .,,,' 

·' Also he would have to be careful that the cultivation was 
·nei~er, particul~rly .skillful and above the· average, nor 
.par•tlcula~ly. :neghgent and b~low t?e average. The again 
:the quahty. of manure· and nllage Is of obvious importance . 
. On 2 plots of the same classification held by the same 
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village, in the same year, and with. everything else the 
same, a very considerable difference in .the weigllt of outpl\t 
can be got by manurial treatment or even as the conse
quence of crop rotation. These are the facts which would 
be of course perfectly well-known to the trained man of the 
AgriculturaJ, Department we contemplate. The standard 
output of the land of any given classification would in time 
be derived from this by proportion which the ratio of 
classification value to gross crop has been determined. 
When we have got the results of one-thousand such 
measurements we should then be in a position to reconsider 
the assumption that classification and gross produce vary 
directly or not, and see whether it might not be that as the 
classification of land declines so the gross output declines in 
a greater or less ratio, also whether rent varies in proportioJ?
to classification and in the same or in a different ratio to 
gross produce. Perhaps also the investigation would ulti
mately throw some light on the quite unsolved probkm of 
the exemption ,of taxation of improvements. The investij
gati?n. should first b~ directed to those_ ,,distri10ts whe~cr 
rem1sswns and suspensions are most promtnent ;, 'whethe~ "lf 
will be necessary to extend it at all .. t\l those <;\istricts Wh~~c; 
remissions and suspensions. have not.excee!l~ n;wre;. th;w 
2 or, 3 per cent of the revenue could be determi'!ed subse
quently after the res~lts of the precarious 'district's were 
before us. One man' cannot be at two places 'at 'tho!' same 
time. It will- be therefore in all probability. n,ecessary for 
the experiments to be conducte-d in a. batch of villages close 
tog-ether, and a move might be made . to another group ,<;1£ 
villages for the purpose of , measurinJ!: . a ·different crop, 
There would be rice crop. kharif crop, bajri, etc., then rabi 
crop, then also irrigated crops.of .wheat,·onions, and,y;uious 
other produce right on to the hot weather, and the ,rains 
r.ould then be spent in a critical examination, anq compa
rison of the results with one another as well as the farm 
results .. Every other province has got . its record of crop 
experiments. Settlement , operations in s()me provinces v.ery 
largely consist of crop exper~ments.. ;BtJt no 'provin~e.',has ,a 
soil classification. like Bo!Ubay, .. an<! copseq11~ntly-. r~s.ult~ 'ot;g; 
side Bombay cannot be · subj~~~ed .. t~ ., the . all-impPrtant 
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correction for soil value. The cost of such appointment may 
be estimated thus:-

Average Per 
mensem 

Rs. Rs. 
For a six years' campaign

). Supervisor at 
6. Graduate measurers at 
6. Fieldmen at 
2. Peons at · . · 

Con<mgencies 
Travelling allowance 

Total 
X 12 

Total 
Say 

My figures are arrived at in this way. 

370 
125 

33 
20 

370 
750 
198 
40 

1,358 
16,296 
3,600 
3,000 

22,896 
23,000 

Dr. Mann proposed a supervising officer of the Provincial 
Agricultural Service on Rs. 250-20-550. For the type· of 
crop measurement work we contemplate a man on sue~ 
high salary as Rs. 550, a fairly senior Deputy Collector, lS 

hardly required. But starting at, say, Rs. 310 we could 
retain him for ~ years up to Rs. 430 at an average cost of 
Rs. 370, which 'I think is quite enough. 

Next the six graduate measures: He proposes Rs. 10.5-
5-140: average Rs. 125. This I would accept .. 

Next, he proposes 6 fieldmen on Rs. 30-5/2-80. Here 
I do not think that these men, whose functions would not 
go beyond those of a fairly competent guard and peon, and 
would not involve high educational or clerical abilities, need 
be taken from the regular clerical service. We want compe
tent outdoor men of the superior sepoy type on Rs. 30--1-
36 for the period of their employment, average cost Rs. 33. 

Next Dr. Mann puts down three clerks. . But I do not see 
the need. There is no great bulk of correspondence and 
reporting. The graduate measurers can be expected to do 
their o:wn writing up of results, and the few other items of 
clerica_l work such as answering questions or preparing their 
pay bills ; they cannot be out of doors ;ti} day and every 
day, and they do not r9uire clerks, · 
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If my view of the functions of the fieldmen is accepted, 
we 'shall not want in addition three peons, but peyhaps two 
at the most may be given to the Supervisor. The fieldmen 
peons will do this class of work for the gradll<l;te measurers. 

Dr. Mann puts contingencies at Rs. 750 per month for the 
half year, i.e., Rs. 125 per measurer, or Rs. 4 a day. 
Probably this is intended mosdy for labour. I do not think 
it can be fully determined in advance exactly how much 
such labour would be needed in addition to that of the 
cultivators themselves and the fieldmen. I cenainly should 
try to make other labour unnecessary. But in any case · I 
am sure that the proposed amount is too high and I put it 
20 per cent lower at Rs. 3,600. · · 

I also retain his estimate of Rs. 3,000 for travelling allow· 
ance, through here too I think by organising movemenu 
this amount would be too much.. However, we may take 
it that the aggregate . cost , :woul"' pot be much , ,less t;han 
Rs. 20,000 a year. for ; ~bout 6 years. ,, {\s to this .Dr. Mann 
says if the annual expenditure were (according. to Dr. :rv.liinn's 
estimate). Rs. 28,500 to Rs. 29,000 it will. be weLl worth it .. 1 L • , ' , • ' 

6.. Th~ offi~er so appol~ted should also be required 'to 
test the quinquennial (crop) inspection ·in a certain area and 
supervise. the collection of returns from· crop ·sharer tenants 
of the quantity of produce paid as rent. He would be well 
able to defect obvious over-or-under-statement, and would 
inspect. their fields and interrogate the tenants making ·in
credible. returns .. If given this duty he would require one 
<;>r two clerks, sa,y, another 1,500: a :Yeai in aiL· .. 

Appendix.' to Mr. A.D.derso~'s NOte. 
' ' 

A. closer study of this question has yielded the tonowmg 
results .. Th~re,is rio doubt that·Mr .. P,ingle.(I835---40) classi+ 
fied according to .the estimated net, or. rental produce of the 
land because he .·contrasts his· .method with,, Sir ·Thomas 
Munro's classifi~ti.Qn . iq Ma~a~. -w~c4 . r W¥· ~ed,, upo~ 
gross prodpce, . ·. · 
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,' z .. The •Joint Report '"considered what assessment. an a~re 
of each sor1i of land could bear'" and upo'?- that constd~auon 
evolved "jantris'l according to personal judgme'?-t, dt~card
il'ig··Pringle'S attempt •to: calculate• net produce 1~ elabora~e 
"kaifiyats" From this of course the natura1 mference ts 
that the ~uthors, were BOt . ·decided whether ·,to classify by 
gross or net, but.' since land: that produced no rent "could 
not bear" any assessment,:the inclination was in.favour.of 
the rental foundation. In paragraph II of the Fmt Jomt 
Report of 1840 (not 1847) we certainly should understand 
that the classification corresponds to the gross produce ; but 
again in paragraph 17 we should infer that the assessment 
rates had regard ·to the rent, although the rent was not 

_ accurately ascertainable, and in many cases did not actually 
exist. 

· 3~ The next ~tage was in i 872. The Government of 
India' then sanctioned Rs. 2,000 for crop experiments point
ing out that their v,alue depended altogether on the selection 
of the lapd, , Th~y must be carefully conducted ; must be 
numerpus,; · ~ust ~xtend ~ver ev,ery description of soil and 
•easoti. and includ~ ,every ~od~' of ~ulture. (R. 3,859.72.) 
The Bombay 'Government . orders then foilowed that fields 
~hould be selected of goo~ and middling quality (i.e., exclud
mg the lower grades) wtth reference to the classification, 
thus at oni:e negativin~ the oirections of the Government 
of ·India which applied to every description of soil. There 
then followed squabbles whether the olot selected for 
experiment represented a "fair average of the whole field" or 
not. There was no need to squabble about this because 
a reference to the classification books which were in exist
ence would have settled i't at once. But this was not 
thou~tht of. Af~er ~7 years, it was finaily decided in 
R. 8719.()9 to· d!Sconnnue these 'experiments. It was report
~d that "the experimenters . were inexpert. Everything 
()ep~nded uoon th,e· anna :valuation of the soil, which thev 
had. not paid · at,tention to.'· Their results could not be used 
to t;st t~~ .expert f~~ulae ~f the 'AJ\Ticultural Deoartment." 
(Tius cnttcs;m w~s qmt.e UnJ.?St! because it only bad needecJ 
a. few words· to'. ~ave made · 1t mcumbent upon the exoeri
menters to exbtbtt clearly the anna va1uation of the soil of 
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which they cut the crop). It was next pointed out that "it 
was useless to compare the gross produce with the assess
ment. In the case of sugarcane the assessment might be 
half per sent on the produce ; in the case of cotton it may 
be 20 per cent. The only useful ratio was the ratio of the 
net profits of cultivation to 'the assessment." These orders 
show a misconception of the very nature of these experi
ments. We did not want to ascertain the relation of net 
profits to assessment ; because we can always at all times do 
that by tabulating the rents ; what we really wanted to 
know was how far our classification of the soil actually 
coincided with the rental valuation. Also we wanted ·to 
know whether the Agricultural Department theory as to 
gross produce was correct. Now all would have been well 
had Government ordered that the experiment should be 
conducted only upon rented land of which the rent was 
known ; and, secondly, should have always been accom
panied by a pick-off of the classification map of the survey 
number. So that not only the average classification of the 
whole number, but the precise anna valuation of the· parti
cular fraction experimented upon would, have been known 
I need not elaborate this point. Any one who knows classi
fication and assessment; technique· will realise the signi
ficance of this and the great facility with which these ins
tructions would have been applied. · The only things against 
which the experimenters need have been on guard were the 
abnormaL variations in the application of manure ; special 
improvements tending to deepen the soil or otherwise 
improve it, or likely to deteriorate it ; ·and special differences 
of husbandry. What was really wanted from the beginning 
was properlv thought out directions by the Bombay Gov
ernment. The ideas . of the Government of India were 
perfectly sound. 

4. Mr. Keatinge reported that the tables of 'standard 
outturn which his Department had been using were based 
not upon experiments or upon records of the farms, but 
w're mere guesses, ·~revised · upon suggestions" of Mr. 
Mollison, the Deputy Director. He then very rightly 
observed "it is probable that a careful series of experiments 
conducted by this ·l>epartment and checked again'st the 
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figures of the control plots which w~ ?ave in our farms 
would give trustworthy data for the revision of the outturn 
figures" (3rd July 1909). Thereupon Government ordered 
the crop experiments to stop and to be replaced by a care
fully planned series of investigations by the Agricultural 
Department into gross profits, cost of cultivation, net profit 
of standard crops, and the rotation of crops on different 
qualities of soil. These were to be conducted both on and 
off the farms. Had these orders been carried out, we should 
have nothing whatever to complain of, since the series could 
not have been "carefully planned" unless they have taken 
into account the soil classification. But it almost goes with
out saying that these experiments were never made, and the 
whole reason why we are up against the present problem is 
because the Joint Report did not face the problem; in 1872 
when the Government of India wanted it faced, it· was 
bungled, and in 1909 very wise instructions were issued bui: 
have not been obeyed. This is the history of the crop 
experiment question, and I find in it nothing upon which one 
can find any criticism of my proposals to revive these 
experiments . on proper lines. . . 

No. ·of 1927· 

Copy forwarded for· information and guidance to 
. . 

APPENDIX JI-L 

Extract of the G.R, RD. No; 4966/24, 
Dated 27th March 1928. · 

Pa.ra 6:-We are fur~hcr of Qpinion that our annewari 
classification, together With the multiples of land revenue to 
be collected, should be slightly modified as follows;- . 

. 8 annas' and· under I { to pay I~ muLtiples pf 
assessment. . . . . · • 

·: H anna$ .at!d !}ver ~Q pay 2 mui~Jes of assessment, 
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We are not in favour of collecting more-than 2 multiples 
of the assessment even in the most favourable years. The 
collection · of 2 . multiples as a maximum has . become 
established by long usage and we feel that any increase 
would be strongly resented by the cultivator. 

RESOLUTION.-Government agree with the Commis- Sholapur 
sioners that the surrender of suspended arrears of land ~~tti':;, 
revenue which are more than three years old is not justified oi:lct agar 
by the seasonal conditions of certain parts of this Presidency (except 
and are therefore pleased to direct that in the tracts detailed AkK ola, 
• th . • . h II b . opargaon m e margm. suspensiOns s a not ecome automatic and Sangam• 
remissions until the arrears are more !han four years old. n

1 
edr talukas)d, 
n apuran 

Bhimthandi 
talukas of 
the Poona 
District 
(including 
Dhond and 
Sirur
mahals), 
BiJapur 
D1strict and 
Gadag 
(including 
Mundargi 
petha), Ron 
and Naval .. 
gund 
(including 
Petba) 
talukas of the 
Dharwar 
District. 

2. The modification in the extsttng classification of 
annewari suggested by the Commissioners in paragraph 6 of 
their letter of II th June I926 is approved. . . 

· 3. An imp~~ved system of making anna , valuatioJ;~s of 
crops has recently been introduced in the Presidency,· and 
Government consider it desirable that the effects of this 
system should be carefully examined before any action is 
taken in the direction of reducing the size of sub-divisional 
charges in order to admit of _, !mm: ~~clive supervision of 
the -annj:wan , work. · .. ' , 
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, 4. Government agree with the. Commissioners that the 
character of past seasons. is an 'integral f~ctor in the deter
mination of- the question whether suspensions shalL or shall 
not be· given. The attention of the Collectors ~hould be 
invited to the present rules and they ·shoud be remmded that 
suspensions are not to be given as a matter of d,ght •.. 

5. Government also agree with the Commissioners that 
a more careful enquiry is necessary into the question whether 
a landlord has granted suspensions to his tenants, before he 
is allowed to receive the benefit of the suspension and 
remission rules. 

6. Government are pleased to direct that rules 3 and 11 
of the existing rules shall be deleted and the following new 
rule added after the present rule 12:-

"The Collector should report to the Commissioner his 
procedings, as soon as he issues his orders, as regards both 
suspension and remission of land revenue, stating fully the 
reasons for those orders and the extent of their application 
with other relevcnt particulars. The Commissioner should 
transmit the Collector's report to Government with his 
own opinion thereon. n 

7. Rule 10 of the present rules has been rendered 
inoperative by ~ection 93 (2) of the Bombay Local Boards 
Act. The questton of its retention or modification will be 
considered in connection with that of the separation of land 
revenue and local fund c~ss il\ the accounts .. 

. s: Th~: Co~ missioners ¥~uld, be ; requested to submit 'in 
consul tan on wtth the Commissioner ·of Settlements a new 
draft of the rules as revised in accordance; witli. the orders in 
this Reso1ution, ' · 

By order .of ·the Governor . in Council, 
· r· !..'·31 · .1•-. _ !"J , 

... '·· .,-.'~ • , .. ::-n' r ,(Sd.) (;. K; JosHI, 

For Under Secretary···to: Government; 
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. APPENDiX liM 
~ \ l L') 

Crops: • 
. Method 'tit: 'anna· valuatiol) of- N. P. for purposes· of 
suspensions and: remissions,· ·. ' 

' - I ,I .. 

c;;o~ERNMENT v.t' .ov1v.LD"' •. 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 
! 1·l .\I · :. 

Resolution ~o. 7773· 
I. • 1 ; I· , ., 1.1,.," , , , · ' 

Bombay Castl~,.17th ~epte~.~. 1~35 .. 

Joint letter from the Coffil!li~sioner, C.D. (Mr. · W. W. 
· Smart, I.C.S.), tht; Commissioner, $.D. (Mr. H. B. Clayton, 

C.I.,E; .• ~.C.S.), and the Coril,missioner, N.D. (Ml;. A, W. W. 
Mackie, 9J.E., I.C,S.),. No. R.E.V. 68, dated .the. 4th May 
1935:-

"We ·have the.honour to refer to the·formula•occurring 
in note iNo. 270 in .. the Manual,: of Land Revenue Rules 
at the bottom of page 116, viz .• -

(1}': · .. 192 • · . • {3) Actual produce : • .. ' 
. ' I .... I' ., X·, . 

(2) Soil-annas of the area under1 ( 4) Full Standar<\ produce 
the Crop. ' ' . ' ' , ' 'I ' ( 16 anJl.aS SOil in a 12 anD89 

, · I season). , 1 1•lil ., J ,, 111 1 'I • o 'o'tl, 

. "4 .. , The Pirector o~ Agriculture . has informed the 
Cqpunissioner, c.D .. in his . No. 84 I 13559, dated 23rd 
,Nov~mbe~ 1!)34, that the. figures: of standard yield supplied 
hy, him;;represent a 12-ann.a crop in a .. soiJJ of 12-anna classi
fication. The figures thus supplied by: him .are.,used for 
i~e~ ,N~-.,(4)in t~e (l~V~ f?rmul~. This ,i~,clearly wrong, 
smce die formub reqtnres figures of the yteld of 12-a~na 

'hop' iri' an 1'6-anna' soil. ··rr ·is, therefore, necessary .in 
order to secure the results aimed at from this formula to 
add one-third to the figures . supplied by the Director of 
Agriculture 'and to use the modified figures so obtained as 
.item No. (4) in the formula. 

"3. · An ' altemati~e . 'is to 1 make use of the figur~s 
supplied by the Director of Agriculture in the formula and 
to modify the forq14la so that. it will .still yield the same 



results as would be obtaine.d ·by the .manipulation m4:11tioii
ed in the preceding paragraph. Item (4) in the f~ri?'ula 
would then read 'Full Standard produce .(12-a?-na soil pl a 
12-anna &eason)' and the only other altemanon necessary 
is the 'substitution of '144' for '192' as item No. (I) in the 
formula. The figure '192' stands for 12 (annas crop) x 
16 (annas soil), and as a 12 ann.as soil is to be taken ·into 
account instead .of a 16. anna,s one; tl)e. figure obviously 
becomes 12 x 12= 144. 

We recommend that the formula and the heading of the 
column 2 of the table on page 116 be· a'mended accordingly." 

· .. RESQLUTION . .:...Covernment aq:ept the Com.missioners' 
re.commendation made in paragraph 3 of their letter, arid are 
pleased to direct that the following changes should· be made 
in the table and the formula given in note No. 270 in the 
Manual. of Land Revenue Rules:- · 
· ... ,.(J) For the figilre "16" occurring· in •the heading ot 

.•column 2 of .the table, the figure· ·"12". should be 
substituted. 

(2) For the figures "192" and "16" occurring in the 
formula below the table, the figures "144" and "12", 
respectively, should be substituted. .. .:. .· 

2. Government · consider it desirable that the orders 
approved in Goven:iment Resolution, No. 7773-B, dated 23rd 
June 1927, relating to the method of making anna valuation 
of crops, should be indicated in full in the ManualJ of Land 
Revenue Rules in the form of a note under Administrative 
Order No. XXXVIII. · • 

· 3. Th~ Senior Superintendent of Land R~~ords, S.C., : is 
requested to' issue the requisite correction slips to . the 
Manual. 

:To .. : 
'.· t,,, t." 

By order of the Governor in Council, 

(Sd.) T. E. STREATFIELD, 
For Under Seeretary to Government. 

... The Commissioner in Sind, etc. 
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Crops . 
. Anna valuation of grass. 

GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY. 

REVENUE DEPARTl'dE~ 

•· R~solution No. 2I8i j:UJ. 

Bombay Castle, 13th October 1937. 

Government memorandum No. 2181-B/28-28042, dated the 
15th December 1936, to the Political and Reforms 
Department :-

'· "The undersigned presents compliments to the Chief 
Secretary to Government and is directed to state that it 
has beo;n de~ided that. the question of the best method of 
making' the anna valuation of the grass should be. discussed 
. by the ' Commissioners in conference. It is' therefore 
requested that this subject may. be included in the agenda. 
of. the next conference." · · . ' 

Government memorandum No. 3781-B/24, dated the 21st 
Janua.ry 1937, to the Commissioner, S.D; . ' ,, 

. Joint .Report of the Commissioners of Divisions (Mr. J. H. 
Garrett, C.S.I., Mr. J. W. Smyth, C.S.I. C.I.E., I.C.S. 
and Mr. J. A. Madan, C.I.E., I.C.S.) No. RE.V. 68, dated the 
8th July 1937. ,, 

"With reference to Government memorandum, No. 
3781JBJ24, dated the 21st January 1937, :we have the 
honour to report that we have discussed· in conference the 
question· of the best method of making the anna valuation 
of grass. ·· · 

"2 The practice of treating grass areas for the purpose 
of anna valuation is not uniform in any ·of the divisions in 

' this Presidency. The standing orders on the subject are 
contained in note ·270 (iv) ' under Administrative Order 
No. XXX in the Land Revenu.e Rules. In· practice grass 
is sometimes treated as an ordinary crop and its annawari 
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fixed as in the case: of 9ther crops. In some places thtl 
annawari of grass is taken at 6 annas and in others the 
crop is excluded from consideration. 

"3. In our opinion where large areas of grass are 
reserved for cutting or grazing and where g~ass is 
profitably grown as a money crop, the anna valuanon of 
grass should be Qlade just like other crops, after taking its 
normal yield into consideration. It should not, however, 
be left to the talati to decide in which villages grass is to 
be treated as an important cr<>p. The Collector should 
himself prescribe the areas where the grass is to be taken 
as a valuable crop, andJ its anna vaLuation should be fixe? 
as in the case of other crops. There are large areas of thiS 
description in Thana, Ahmedabad and Kanara district~ 
and also in the . neighbourhood of cities like Bombay, 

: Poona and J3elgaum. 

' i ;.4. It is ~ecessary for this purpose that there should 
be a table of estimated crop outtum for grass as in the case 

. of other ~rops. Unless there are standard outturn of 
grass crop, the ·anna valuation in any particular year can
not be arrived at according _to the standing orders. If no 
such standard outturn are known and if it is left to the 
individual- discretion of the local officers to fix the standard 
outturn of a normal crop in a· normal year in a 12-anna 

: soil, it may be diffiCult to enquire into complaints received 
from the puJ>lic. It will perhaps · be desirable to ask the 
AgriculturaL 1 Department · to :work out such standard 
outtum of grass for different kinds of lands in localities 
"!here. .grass is a. valuable crop . 

. ''5. We think 'that, subject to the exception mentioned 
m the· following paragraph, all .other lands in which grass 
is grown should be valued/ at 6 annas in a normal year. 

"6. In places where the area under grass is not less than 
10 per cent of .the total cropped area and the grass is of 
little. or ~o value, it should be excluded altogether from 
constderanon. Such would be the case in parts of the 
Ratnagiri district as also in the Mallad tract of the 
Dharwar district. The matter is not of much importance 
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in the Konkan districts where anna valuation is seldom, 
if ever, below 6 annas. But in Mallad, where grass is 
cheap-in some cases its value is almost nil owing to the 
abundance of forest and revenue pastures--it will be a 
hardship on the people if the grass is valued at 6 annas .or 
even less." · 

RESOLUTION.~In villages where grass is val<Uable and 
yields a profit not markedly less than others of the less 
valuable crops, its anna valuation should be made like 
that of other crops by consideration of its normal yield. 
The Collectors should prescribe the areas in their district~ 
in which grass should be treated in this way. Copies of the 
orders passed by the Collectors in this matter should be 
forwarded to Government. 

2. It is also necessary for this purpose to have estimated 
outturns for grass as for other crops. The Director of 
Agriculture should be requested to prepare figures of 
standard outturns of grass for different kinds of land in the 
localities so defined by the Collectors. 

3. In villages where grass is not valuable and yields. a 
profit appreciably less than that of other. crops the grass area 
should be treated in the same way as fallow is treated in 
making annewari. For the purpose of the illnlsion given 
under Note 270 on page 113 of the Land Revenue J.{ules 
(1953), the normal cropped area in such viuages will exclude 
not only the average unsown area but also the average area 
under grass. Thus though the annewari of grass land in 
such cases wiH be nil, this will not affect the anna valuation 
of the village except to the extent of any excess over normal 
in the. area under grass. 

' • f ' . • 

4. The Director of' Land Records should issue the 
necessary correction slip. amending note No. 270 (iv) under 
Administrative Order No. XXX .on page 113 of the Manual 
of Land Revenue Rules (1935). 

A-10-16-A. 

By order of the Governor of Bombay, 

(Sd.) N. A. FARUQUI, 

Under Secretary to Government. 
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APPENDIX II-N (•) 

No. 84 of 1940 

W. J. Jenkins, Esquire, M.A, B.Sc., C.I.E., I.A.S., 
· Director of Agriculture, 

Province of Bombay, Poona. 

The Secretary to the Government of Bombay, 
Revenue Department, 

Poona, 4th October, 1940. 

SUBJEcr.-Preparation of. AnnewarijLetter on, trom 
Commissioner, N.D. 

Sir, 

I have the honour to refer to your endorsement No. 7773. 
B, Revenue Department, dated 1st May, 1940, below copy of 
letter from the Commissioner, Northern Division, No. 
R.E. V., dated 14th April, 1940 and accompaniment and to 
submit my remarks hereunder. In consideration . of this 
subject, I have availed myself of the expert assistance of 
Professor P. · 0. Mahalanobi3, Statistical . Laboratory, 
Presidency College, Calcutta. 

(2) Considering, in the first place, the essential features of 
the problem from th; statistical point of view, the object of 
crop-cutting experiments for revenue purposes is to deter
mine ·the yield of one or more standard crops grown on 
different classes of kmd in different seasons. If it were 
possible to gather and measure the whole of the crop on each 
individual plot throughout an area under consideration 
(which might be a taluka, a district _or even the whole 
Province) and to repeat this work from vear to year over a 

A·I0-16-B. • 



long period, a two-way yield table could be prepared which 
is shown schematicalily· in the diagram below:-

Class ofland 
Type of Season · 

a' b' c' ... 
(I) .(2) (3) (4) 

a y(aa') y(ab') y(ac') 
b y(ba') ... y(bb') 
c y(ca') 
d y(da') 

As above, the land can be classified into any convenient 
number of grades such as a, b, c, etc., the actual number 
being settled from practical considerations and may be 4, or 
5 or 16 or 20 or any other convenient number. These grades 
of land are shown in column (I) above. Similarly, the 
seasons may also be classified (on the basis of amount and 
distribution of rainfal.J and other factors ·appropriate from 
the agriculturaL point of view) into a number of types a', b', 
c', etc., here again the actual number being according to 
oonvenience. These are .shown as columnar headings in the 
diagram. · · 

{3) If . this field survey · is carried on for a long time, 
records of crop yields for each grade of land (a', lb', c, etc.), for 
a large number of each type of season (a', b', c', etc.) would 
be obtained and, taking the average of these yields, it would 
be possible to calculate the average or expected yield for 
each grade of land in each type of season. These expected 
or normal yields could then be entered at the appropriate 
place in the diagram: Thus y (aa') will represent the 
expected yield in land of grade a in a season of type a'; y 
(cb'), the yield in land of class c in a season of type b' and 
so on. · 

(4) Once such a table could be formed, it is clear there 
would be no difficulty in deciding the yield of any particular 
grade of land in any particular type of season but it is 
obviously impossible to construct such a table by a complete 
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survey ·of all plots, ·continued p~er ~. num~er of years, as 
such a procedure would be qm_te unpracucable _fr_om t;}le 
point of view of both expenditure . and ad_numstrative 
arrangements. For this reason crop-cuttmg experiments have 
been carried out in the past on a limited number of hold
ings, distributed among. a Limit~ number of gra~es _of l~d 
each year. In doing· this, there as absolutely no JUStification 
in assuming that th~ propon.ional yield from two classes of 
land will remain the same under different seasonal or weather 
conditions. Thus the yield of land of grade a Illll;Y be 
double the yield of land of grade d in an exceptionally good . 
season of type a', and yet, in a bad season of type dl', the 
yield of land of grade a may be reduced to ~nly 10% of the 
yield of land of grade d .. In other words, as pointed out by 
the Commissioner, Northern Division, in his note, it is not 
possible to assume that the expected yields. in different 
columns of the table would be in constant proportion which 
means that it may be necessary to use different propor
tions for estimating the yield in the same pair of grades of 
land in different years. 

(5) With reference to crop-cutting experiments, 'therefore, 
it is necessary to settle what should be the area of the ulti
mate sampling units or individual cuts in· the field, the 
number of classes of land to be included in the sampling 
programme, and how many sampling units should be 
allotted to each class of land. Finally it must also be decid
ed how the sampling' units allotted to any particular class 
of land should be distributed over the geographical area. 
This is the ultimate statistical problem and it must be 
admitted, in my opinion, that the differences and discre
panci~ no~ :'dmitted to. exist. in ou_r figures of "normal 
c;op Yields m; ~he Pr?vmce are mamly due to _inadequate 
tunc;; and pr~VISion liem~ devoted to well-orgamsed crop
cut~m~ expenments, designed on an · adequate statistical 
basas; m the past. 

(6) In the schematic diagram given in paragraph 2 above 
neutral phrases such as a, b, c ... or a', b', c' have been in: 
tentio!lally used. But it is possible to attach anna labels. 
That Is, land of grade rna y be called 16-anna land, land 
of grade b as 15-anna land and so on. Similarly a' might 
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denote a 16-anna season, b' a IS-anna season, etc., or the 
classifications can be condensed by using intervals of two or 
four annas. Even if anna · labels are used, it must be 
emphasized ·that these are only labels and when this is 
understood and it is clear that yields in different columns 
cannot in general be assumed to be proportional, it is easy 
to see why S-anna land in one year may give 50% of the 
yield of 16-anna land and, in another year, only IOOfo. . . 

. (I) Turning p.ow to the points raised in J14r, Bristow's letter 
.(The paragraphs num hers refe~ to the paragraphs in that 
letter). . . · . 

(I) The difficulty regarding the normal yield of 6-anna 
land bein!( not half that of 12-anna- land has already 
been . explained. The assumption is made solely on 
account of the lack of adequate statistical data based on 
a long series of organised crop-cutting experiments which 
would enable a more correct appreciation of the propor
tional relations between yields on different grades of land 
in different types of seasons to be obtained. It is quite 
possible that some of the entries in the table given in 
para. 2 above would be · as there would. be nothing sur
prising in 4-anna land producing not even gra•s in an 
extremely bad season. 

(2) In para. 2, the question ·is primarily one of the 
equitable relation between the gross and the net value of 
the crop. There is a good deal of substance in Mr. 
Bristow's objection : the difference between the gross and 
net value of the crop cannot be assumed ,to be constant 
for all grades of land or all types of season. For scienti
fic assessment, it would, therefore, be necessary to make a 
rough estimate of the margin of profit on different grades 
of land. 

' (3) A two-way . table 10n the lines su!(gested in para. 2 
above would supply an adequate solution. Altliougii it 
may not· be pos§ible ,to give a mathematic formula con, 
necting the yields on lands of different Classes,, such a two· 
way table could be .construc.ted by adequate- · 'emilie 
crop-cutting· experiments· on modern lines. T' 'od 
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would undoubtedly be th~ most satisf~ctory bm would 
reguire considerable time and expenditure. An attempt 
might be made to frame a tentative two-way, ~able ,on th; 
basis of existing evidence from past crop-cumng expen
ence, known yields on Govemm;nt F~rms, etc... and lo~al 
opinion derived [rom consultano_n With_ expenenced ~!s
trict officers and ·cultiv~tors. It IS certam~y worth trymg 
even as a purely cxpenmental :measure m some well 
defined area . 

. (4) Paragraph 4 J~ais· with the q~estion of normal ~eld. 
It is true that a. I 2-anria season IS purely hypothencal. 
The remedy would he to classify the seasons on an objec
tive basis but this could not be done all of a sudden but 
would have to be gradually worked out. It could be done 
in time of crop-cutting experiments, at present done only 
haf hazardly or not at all, were organised regularly and on 
scientific lines. · 

'(5) This paragraph deals with the selection of "good", 
'"medim:n" and' "poor'' land for crop-cutting experimental 
purposes. 'The present method is obviously subject to 
per•onal bias and is unsound. The proper method would 
·to accept •a standard classification (even if only provi
. sional) and distribute the sampling units among different 
grades of }and in a:t appropriate way. · 

(6) The objection regarding the unreliability of average 
classification is quite valid and may be mosr misleading 
except in a homogeneous region. 

'. (7) Crop-c~tting experiments must be conducted on 
d;finite grades of land. From the statistical points of 
"!ew they should be carried out, if possible, not on a 
smgle grade of land hut on a number of different grades. 
' ' • I ' • ' 

(8) The figures of "normal yield" arrived at . by the 
A_gricultural_ Department area. admittedly not based upon 
_direct experimentation which, in the past, has never been 
m any degree adequately or sufficiently carried our. Faute 
de rmeux, the Department has been forced to base such 
figur~ on the very li~ted resul~ of. such crop-cutting 
~xpenments as are ;mulablc but pnmarily upon the advice 
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and experience of district officers and experienced culti
vators. Examinations and post-mortems of official crop 
forecasts, e.g., the periodic revisions of cotton crop fore
casts carried out annually by the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee, has indicated the need for revision of "normal 
yield" figures which has been undertaken wherever accu
mulated evidence has shown that such revision is needed. 
It is true that the "normal"' or "standard" yields in any 
region can only be settled by direct experimentati<;n on 
the lines indicated in this Note. Without such scientific 
investigation, the present figures. must necessarily be 
arbitrary. It is for Government to decide whether the con
siderable expenditure which would be involved in a 
scientific readjustment of these figures would be justified 
·by the results obtained. Personally, I doubt very much 
if this would be the case. 

(9) In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that I am 
in considerable agreement with the views expressed by Mr. 
Bristow but that I am unable to visualize any scientific 
revision of the basis for annewari calculations, especially 
in connection with grades of land and types of season and 
:'normal" or "standard" crop yields except as a result of 
scientifically designed cro!Kutting experiments carried 
out on a statistical basis over a prolonged period. This 
would involve comiderable staff and expenditure. In the 
meantime, I would suggest that some considerable mea
sure of improvement might be obtained if an expert Com
mittee was appointed in each district with the Collector 
as Chairman to examine and revise the present normal 
yield figures for different crops under different soil and 
seasonal conditions. Both officials and non-officials ~hould 
be represented on such district Committees. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

Director of Agricultur~ 
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APPENDIX II-0 

Land Revenue 

Annewaris 
Method of preparing. 

GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

RESOl-UTION No. 7773·lll. 

Bombay Castle, lOth July 1941. 

Joint letter from the Commissioners of Divisions, 
No. R.E.V. 205, dated the lith January 1941:-

''We have the hcnour to report that as directed in 
Revenue Department No. 7773-B, dated 14th November 
19~0, we have conskered in conference the question of the 
preparation of annewaris in consultation with the Direc
tor of Agriculture and the Settlement Commissioner. We 
are agreed that the method laid down in A.O. XXXVIII in
serted after page 118 of the Land Revenue .Code Rules does 
not lead to conclusions accurately representing the com
parative output of crops in any given year and that it gives 
a misleading appearance of exactness and authority by the 
introduction of mathematical calculations based on neces
sarily unreliable data. The method is reduced to absur
dity in the note under 273 which assumes an exact ratio 
between the annas of soil classification and the weight of 
crop on the land. Not only is there no foundation for 
any such assumption but also. it is demonstrably absura .. 
If it were true, the basis of the existing system of assess
ment would be wrong". 

· "2. We would in the first place make it clear that no 
e~act c,Pculation of the amount by which the crop in a 
giVen year exceeds or falls short of the normal crop is 
possible and. that the determination of what is the normal 
~s a. problem of the greatest difficulty. Rs. 40,000 
IS bemg spent by t! .e Agricultural Research authorities 
on an attempt to determine the normal output of cotton 
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alone and the cost o£ doing so for all crops would be pro
hibitive. It is dillicult in the first place to decide what 
is a normal season, since the rainfall may be normal in 
amount hut well or btdly distributed, and actual output 
from similar adjoining fields frequently varies for reasons 
for which it is hard to· account". · 

"3. We agree, therefore, with the Director of Agri
culture that the present •ystem of trying to ascertain the 
normal yield for each maior crop in each taluka should 
be abandoned. He suggc,ts that the Agricultural Depart
ment should work out a normal yield of each major crop 
for a geographical area or zone in which conditions are 
roughly similar, and determine the yield for 3 or 4 classes 
of land, e.g., bad, poor. medium and good in that area. 
This normal yield would be determined on the existing 
information, viz., the result of experiments made by the 
Department, the result~ of weighing of crops by Mamlat
dars for annewari purposes and by any other means. The 
result would necessarily be approximate and greater accu
racy would only be obrained by experiment and observa
tion over a prolo!lged period. 

"4. The present standard of valuation is "the I~ anna 
crop', which means the yield in a season of rainfall fairly 
favourable in quantity and distribution, and with proper 
cultivation, for land of known classification quality. The 
Director of Agriculture rejects this definition and we 
think rightly as it depends on the interpretation of such 
terms as 'fairly favourable' and so defines the unknown 
by the equally unknown. We accept his ba•is of a 
normal yield· as the cnp which the cultivator will not be 
disappointed to realise. This may sound vague but is in 
practice a more real and ascertainable measure ~ince it is 
based on the actual experience over many years of the 
cultivator intimately acquainted with the soil. His expec
tation will vary in accordance with the quality of the land. 
and the expectation as between cultivators in one area and 
another will vary ac~ording to the normal climate and 
rainfall of these areas. The former variation will be 
allowed for by having a separate normal yield for different 
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qualities of land, the !attet by having separate normal 
for different areas or zones. Thus, for example, th 
western Deccan with its assured rainfall will have on' 
normal for medium land for jowari and the caster! 
Deccan with its scanty rainfall wil! have another, .anc 
each zone will have 3 or 4 normal ytelds for .the vanom 
qualities of land in each". 

"5. By these normals ;Jte Mamlatdars will prep~re theu 
annewaris. The· Agncultural Department . wtll base 
their description of bncl on its fertility. The Momlatdat 
will divide his annewaris according to the anna classi· 
fication of the soil. It i~ useless to divide it by annas a~ 
no such fine distinction can be made in •rtual results, 
but if the Agricultural Department's normals are for .4 
kinds of land, then 4 classes of land based · on the soli 
classification can be made, e.g., 1-4 annas, 5-8 annas. 
9-12 annas and 13 imna• and upwards. \Yhat is essen
tial is that the soil cb.,ification should lie recorded when: 
ever the Mamlatdar or other officers make an e'xperiment. 
This is not always done at present in spite of the stress 
laid on this by Mr. Anderson, the Settlement Commis
sioner, as far back as 1927 (see his Note in Government 
Resolution, Revenue Department, No. 7773-B, dated 23rd 
June 1927). Crop experiments which do not state the 
classification of rhe soil are worthless. 

"6. The Mamlatdar will compare his results with 
those of the approximate normal vfe!d and take the result 
into consideration in fixing the annewari; but on account 
of the lack of any means of exact calculation· for many 
years t? come, we. suggest that the actual weight of crop 
found 1D an expenment should only be ·one· factor in the 
decision, and that more importance should be p;iven to 
what may _be summed up as the 'eye estimate' .which is 
the conclusron reached by common sense and observation 
and the general opinion of the cultivators. In· ·actual 
practice it is easy to find out when the cultivators are. 
hard hit, but Circ_lc Inspectors and Mamlatdaro;· are glad. 
to take refuge behind the screen of figures : which tha 
present system affords. The recent decision of the Direc
tor of Agriculture to add 25 per ~:ent, to the estimates. of 
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outtum of cotton is sufficient commentary on the tendency 
to underestimate all crop yields. The new system will 
not prevont this, but it will not be possible to blo.•ter up 
such under estimates by a show of figures". 

"7. While elaborate experiments would be too costly, 
we would recommend that in addition to those made for 
the rurpose of :mnewari and those made by the Agricul
tura Department, there should, where possible, be select
ed fields on which the crop should pe measured every 
year. It would be necessary to choose land belonging to 
a cultivator willing to assist Government, The classification 
of the land should be recorded and the actual weight of 
crop of each kind in each year ascertained and kept on 
record. Such continuous records of the same piece of land 
would be very useful as a check on other exl'eriments 
and as a basis for deciding whether any particular year 
was above or below normal for any given crop. 

"8. A further point is that in preparing revision settle
ment reports, settlement officers should be directed to 
record results of crop experiments always stating the soil 
classification of the land, and should also collect estimates 
of outtum of individual crops as made by the cultivators 
themselves. 'fhe tendency of cultivators at times of 
settlement is to understate the normal productivity of the 
land, while annewari is in question they overstate the 
normal productivity in order to exaggerate the compara
tive deficiency of the crop in the year in question. The 
records made in the year of revision settlement would be 
useful as a reply to subsequent statements about normal 
productivity". 

"9. If Government accept our proposals we would sug
gest that the Director of Agriculture should be instructed 
to prepare a list of zones and of normal yields for the 
rna jor crops in each for the different classes of land. 
This. should be done in consultation with the Collector~ 
wh0 ' should bring to notice local peculiarities. In course' 
of ;time by the collectii:in of data and the co-operation of 
~he Revenue· and Agricultural Departments , in mnking 
experiments r~li!!bl!! figure~ of normal yields should be 
obtainable". · 
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"10. The Note• prepared by the Director of Agricul
ture is attached" . 

REsOLUTION.-Govemment agrees with the Commissioners 
that the present . sysrem of trying to ascertain the normal 
yield of each major crop for each taluka should be aban
doned, and generally approves the principles ~roposed by 
them for the determination of normal ytelds of the 
rnajor crops for a geographical area in which conditions are 
roughly similar. The Direc.tor of Agricult~re should 
accordingly work out ;:he detatls of the scheme m consulta
tion with the Collectors and forward to Government the 
fi;,.al recommendations through the Commissioner of 
Divisions. The Director should submit to Government pro
posals for any additional establishment, etc., required for 
the purpose of this inquiry. 

2. Since the results of the new method will not be avail
able for many years to come, for the purpose of fixing the 
annewari of crops, the existing system of preparing anne
waris should be "ontinued. Government accepts the Com
missioners' suggestion that the actual weight of the crop 
ascertained at the time o( crop experiments should only 
be one factor in deciding the anna valuations and that more 
importance should be given to the "eye estimate", which 
is the conclusion reached by common. sense and observation 
and the general opinion of cultivators. The officers con
cerned should, however, exercise direction in depending 
upon the general opinion of cultivators in making their 
decisions of annewaris. 

3. In Government Resolution. No. 1090/33, daterl 12th 
June 1939, the revenue officers concerned with the prepara
tion ?f annewaries have been instructed to make crop 
e;o:penments for the purpose of verifying their estimates of 
yteld of crops. As soil classification of land is an essential 
factor, the officers concerned should take care to record this 
factor whenever crop experiments are made, as otherwise rhc 
crop experiments will lose the greater part of their value. 

4. Government accept; the Commissioners' recommenda
tion for the meas~rement of crops of selected fields. The 
Collectors should, m consultation with the Agricultural 
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Department, if necessary, take steps for the selection . of 
fields representative of the area, and instruct the officers 
concerned to ascertain each year the actual weight of the 
crop of. each kind and. record it together with the soil classi· 
fic,ation of the land. At the same time, care should be 
taken to see that the land has been properly cultivated and 
the crop correctly measured. Such records of the same 
fields should continue to be made from year to year. 

5. The Commissioner recoonmend that the Settlement 
Officers should record results of crop experiments, always 
stating the soil classification of land -and should also -collcc:t 
the estimates of ouuum of individual .crops made by the 
cultivators themselves. Government accepts this recom· 
mendation. The Settlement Commissioner and Director of 
Land Records should Le requested to forward to Govern
ment proposals for an amendment of Rule 19-(A} of the 
Land Revenue Rules. 

By order of the Governor of Bombay, 

(Sd.) v. s. BHIDE, 
For Secretary to Government. 

· Accompaniment to Government Resolution, Revenue 
Department, No. 7773-ill, dated the lOth July 1941 .• 

Note 

At the Commissioner's Conference held in Bombay on the 
5th January, 1941, the Director of Agriculture made cer· 
tain suggestions regarding improvement and simplification 
in the method of fixing the standard yield of crops for the 
purposes of Annewati valuation. At present such estimated 
standard yields of dillcrelit crops are laid down for every 
Taluka and Mahal and are based upon the assumption that 
standard yield, i.e., a 12-anna crop, represents the average 
yield on average soil during an average season. The Direc
tor of Agriculture suggested that the unit of the Taluka or 
Mahal as far as possible, should be given up and that with 
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regard to each. trop in the Province, ~e Province s~ould. bci 
divided into zone•, each zone represenung an area m whtch 
the crop in question is. c:ultivated ~nder. com.J.>ar.atively .si~i
lar environmental · condmons and 1n which surular varteaes 
are showri. The standard ·normal yield, whicJ:l ·should be 
termed to basic normal yield of each crop in each resp~
tive zone should then be fixed tor not more than four soil 
types, i.e., poor; fair, medium and good;. These soil · ryp~s 
could possibly be made to correspond wtth the anna classi
fication of soils used by the Revenue Department for se.ttlc-
ment purposes, i.e.,- ' · 

Poor soil= I to 4 annas, 

fair soil=4 to 8 aunas 

medium soil=8 to 12 annas, and 

good soil= 12 to 16 :wnas. 

These basic average yields on each type of soil within each 
crop zone should be fixed on the basis of all existing 
information including previous crop cutting experiments, 
opinion of experienced district officers, etc., and should, as 
far as possible, represent the yield which might be expected 
to result from "effective" rainfall i.e., rainfalL which in extent 
and distribution would be suJ!icient to bring the crop to full 
maturity and to yield to the cultivator a satisfactory outtum 
on the types of soil concerned. By satisfactory, the Director 
of Agriculture intended that he meant a yield, an excess of 
which the cultivator would be pleased to receive and a 
d~ficit of which would cause him disappoinunent. When 
such basic average yields have been determined, the crop 
z~nes _should then be ·sub-divided where necessary into 
climanc areas and a plus or minus probability correction 
factor should be applied to the basic average yield in order 
to allow for the probability of such effective rain being 
~eceived in such a climatic area of a crop zone. For 
mstanc~: in the Deccan traer where bazri is grown, the 
probabthty correction factor in areas where rainfall is 
uncertain and scarce, would narurally be of a minus 
character whereas where rainfall is certain and generally 



well distributed,· there would be justification in adopting a 
plus ·probability correction factor .. It was suggested further 
that this proposal should be drculated to Collectors of dis
tricts for ·their ppinion as 'to its utility and workability and 
possibly :·the· • ·system ·might . 'be tried as an experimental 
measure with one ot' two crops of ·the Province in the first 
instance:' This system would result in removing the illogical 
assumption that 'arr ·average normal yield on a 6-anna soil 
is necessarily half of that on a 12-anna soil. It would also 
enable more direct' weight to be given to the effect of scar
city or ill distributed rainfall in certain tracts and would do 
away with the present unwarranted assumption that standard 
normal yields of different crops be necessarily varying within 
purely administrative zones. · 

APPENDIX 11-P 

G.R,R.D., No. 7289/39, dated 28th September 1944. 

Crops.-'-Standard 'Normal Yield of:-. ' . . ,. ' . 

-Read letters from the Director of Agricutlure, No. P. 135, 
dated the 8th November 1943, No. 998, dated the 29th May 
1944 and No. 995 (Acreage); dated the 8th June 1944. 

: ··.·· 
Government letter to the Commissioner, C. D. No. 7289/ 

39-A (Agre.), dated the 24th June 1944-forwarding to the 
Commissioner for discussion with the other Commissioners 
fo; ~visions, the· Director of Agriculture, the Supply Com
rmss!Oner and llhe Director· of Civ.il Supplies (Districts) the 
draft o~ the· Resolution ,,which Government. proposed to issue 
on the qt~estion•,o£ standard normal yield of various crops 
and preparation of accurate crop forecast, and requesting the 
Commissioner to.favour Govemmenn with the.opinion of the 
conferenq: ·on the -Resolution. · · · 

Letter from the . Com'roissioner, C.D., No. A.G.R. 227, 
Dated the I~th July 1944,.:_ 

' . ' ' 

"Reference.-Revenue Department letter No. 7289 /39-A 
(Agre.), dated the 24th June 1944.' 



"2. We have considered in conference the above 
Government letter asking for our opinion on the draft 
Government Resolution, R. D. No. 7289/39. The Supply 
Commissioner and the Director of Civil Supplies (Districts) 
.were present with the Director of Agriculture and Secre
tary to Government, R. D. We, considered at the.same time 
the specific reference raised in Govt. letter No. 9971-39-A 
(food), of 27th June 1944---,Whether the .Circle In;spector 
cadre should be expected to do crop cuttmg expenments. 
We consider it necessary in the first place to emphasize 
. that the two. real p~oblems before us, are quite distinct 
and should be kept separate. The first deals with the 
proposed method of obtaining scientific figures of the 
normal yields of the main crops which necessitates the 
collection of a mass of figure over a series of years. . The 
second is concerned with how to arrive at as accurate a 
figure as possible of the output of the main crops of the 
coming season. We propose to reply to the second reference 
separately". 

"3. For the purpose of the draft Government Resolu. 
tion it has long been accepted that the only practical and 
sound basis for a scientifically accurate set of figures of 
normal yield is a very considerable number of cro~ cutting 
experiments carried out over severaL seasons on p1eces of 
land selected by some such system of rendomization as has 
been suggested by the Director of Agriculture in the 
extract from his letter that is enclosed. We have endeav· 
oured to arrive at some definite figure of the number of 
experiment required. This was not easy in the absence of 
detailed statistics of cropped areas and of a statistician 
who alone is capable of advising on this point. It has, 
however, been held that even with 'a certain selection of 
the areas, the minimum standard would be at least one 
experiment per thousand areas under the crop. This 
would mean 75 to 100 experiments in each taluka. For 
statistical accuracy this element of selection must however, 
be reduced to the very minimum and it may be taken that 
for the purpose in view 150 experiments at least for each 
main crop in a taluka would be required. As the time for 
these experiments is extremely limited there figures at once 
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lning up the question of staff necessary. It is dear that 
we have now and will probably never have the trained staff 
in the export (Agricu \rural) Department to take on work 
of this magnitude. In fact this standard can be attained 
only (and even then by sound co-ordination only) of all 
Revenue Officers of .and above the rank of Circle Inspector 
make about 15 experiments each during the harvest". 

This raises two issues (I) Are the C. Is. competent and 
sufficiently reli.able to do the work required and (2) can C. Is. 
and ·other Revenue Officers do this work in addition to the 
volume of work at present· expected of them. We are on the 
whole satisfied on the first issue. ' The ·Director of Agricul
ture and his staff will have to devise a method of random 
selection of about· !50 fields in .each taluka for the crop in 
question on which the experiment will be carried out by 
these officers. We are satisfied that with this preliminary 
selection they can be trusted to give reliable results. 
· The second point~whether this work cocld not be post
poned until atter the War-it in fact the real issue here. It 
is quite .ob\'ious that our Revenue staff in the districts has at 
present 'got such heavy and responsible duties to perform 
that we should not put any extra duties on them that can be 
at all avoided. We feel, however, that the tackling of the 
present probiem 1s so urgent that it should not be delayed 
longer. The present figures of normal yields which are the 
only figures of any authority or weight at all have recently 
been subjected to so much criticism that they· must be 
brot~ght up-to-date without delay. They are far too import
lint to. our b~sic revenue system and to our future planning 
to permit such widespread doubts. We, therefore, 'are of the 
opinion that (I) this work should be taken :up at once without 
delay and (2) that the C. Is. should be expected to take the 
main bulk of this work together wit!I. :Revenue officers of 
ranks above 'them: · We would and however, ·that this can 
only be done with the present volume of. ·work if all the 
clerical .wo!k ·of c;ompiling and collecting , is ,done by the 
Agricultural Depa'~ent. The Dire~or .of Agriculture .. has 
accepted this proposal , and state4. that proposals wiH be 
submitted for the· staff necessary including · a · first class 
Satistician. · · ' '' 
li.-10-17-A. 
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' We· propose a f~w specific improvements in the draft 
Government resoluuon :-

(!) We suggest that the s.econd sentence of para. 2 of the 
Government Resolution should be redrafted as follows:-

. The Collectors in consultation with the Deputy 
Director of Agriculture will ":scertain and fix for eac_h 
taluka the average_ type of soil for each crop. This 
will be shown in terms of the classification value of the 
soil in annas. The Collector will estimate the actual 
yield of the crop on soil of this character in the taluka 

· m po4nds r.er acre. ' This estimate will be supported as 
. ,far as possible by crop experiments on fields of average 
. .character. The actual crop forecast will as usual show 
the anna valuation of the crop. This must of course, 
correspond to the collector's estimate of the average 
yield in lbs. For instance if the Collector reports that 
the annewari for Kharif jowar in East Khandesh is 8. 
it implied that the yield per acre average 480 lbs. since 
.rhe normal staii~iard yield is 720 lbs. The crop 
experiments done in the area should show results about 
this figure. 

· · (2) We- suggest that the figures of Standard Normal 
yields in the Government Resolution· should be given by 
·t~e Director of Agriculture for each taluka separately 

. · smce we understand· these figures are available with him. 
(Some doubt was expressed as to whether fodder, jowar in 
Ahmedabad District yields as much as 200 lbs. per acre • 
. However, we have not sufficient data . to · question this 

. -figun; at present.). - ' · · 

(3) We Would aiso suggest that this Go;ernment 
·Res<ilution shoul~ refer to Government ;ResolutioB No. 

' 7773-ill _of lOth 'July '1941 on the method, of preparing 
annewans._ That , Gov~mment Resolutio_n clearly intends 
'~~t Mr. 9.ordon s. formula for workmg. out annewari 
" pnnted o~ p~g~ Il6_ of ~he L ... R. Rs. ~hould be given up 
• ~h~gh this Is not ,speoally stated.. In view. of the fact. 
- the Standard liorma_r yield figures or represent a 12 anna 
·· crop ?D the average type of soil on which that particular 

crop IS normally grown, the formula in the L. R. Bs. must 
A-10-17-B. 
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be_ suitably amended. At present it is. plainly inaccurate. 
A formula bases on the formula in the draft Government 

- Resolution should be devised and utilised instead. It is 
,very desirably that the crop estimate for annewari 

. ,purposes should be closely co-ordinate with those for 
,agricultural ~o~eq.st,s, 

1' ' '• H • ' 

As Goveri:unertt 'are expediting • for our opm1on in this 
matter I am forwarding this without getting the signatures 
of the other Commissioners- which is the usual custom." 

Gov'ernment refc~ence ·to the Director of Agriculture, dated 
the, ht August 1944., , 

Memorandum from the Director of 
!35-2404(), dated the 22nd August 1944. 

• • 
Agriculture, No. P. 

_ RESOLUTION.-Pending reinstitution of crop cutting 
experiments on a large scale in all districts for different kinds 
of crops, Government is pleased to direct. that the figur.es of 
standard normal yield of different crops in different districts 
shall be as shown in the statement appended to this G. R. 

-2~ The standard Iionnal yield is the yield of a 12 anna 
cr9p in an acre,ofland of the average type of soil in the 
district upon which the crop under consideration is grown 
and the soil factor is not to be considered again in estimating 
the production _which 'should be,- ' , . 

, . . Standard normal yield X. anna valuation of the 
. ' c~~ 

r· ···Production= Acres·)<--'--''--'·-..:.·~-~-'-----~--'----:------,~ 

• . . . . l 

The tenitorial Deputy -Director of Agriculture should in 
consultation with the Collectors concerned, ascertain and fix 
fo~. each district- the ~'average t}o-pe of soil" on which each of 
the. principle. crops in. the district is grown. : This average 
type should be_ expressed in tenlls of anna_ valuation· of 'the· 
soil and co_mmt~nicated. by the Deputy_. Directors -of. Agri
cplture ,t0 the .. Co!l.eetors concerned. The figures of standard 
n~mnal yield _supplied by the Directors of Agriculture snould' 
be. taken as ligures of· Y'eld of a 12 anna crop on an acre of 
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land of the solid 'classification value fixed in the above man
ner is annas 9 in the case of jowar, annas 15 in the case of 
paddy and annas 8 in the case of bajri, ~e standard normal 
yield supplied by the Director of Agncu!ture shouJ_d be 
taken to be the yield of a 12 anna crop of JOWar on so~ls.of 
9 anna classification value, 12 anna crop of paddy on soils of 
15 anna classification value, and 12 anna crop of bajri in soils 
of 8 anna classification value. · · 

3. Th~ estimated. outtum of the jowar crop is at present 
based upon the assumption that the whole acreage reported 
by Collectors if for grain production and no distinction is 
made in the return between jowar grown for grain and 
fodder p•rposes. This distinction should be made in fu.ture 
returns of acreage under jowar in all districts, particularly 
Kaira, Broach and Panch Mahals and Poona for Kharif 
season and Nasik, Bijapur and Dharwar for Rabi season. 
Jowar grown solely for purposes of fodder should not be 
included in the estimate of grain outtum, i.e., the standard 
norll\al yield should be taken as nil so far as grain outtum 
is concerned, except in Ahmedabad,· Poona and Nasik 
districts where some grain is taken from jowar grown 
especially for fodder purposes. The stanaard normal yield 
for fodder jowar crop in Ahmedabad should be taken to be 
200 lbs. per acre and that in Poona and Nasik districts to be 
Iso· lbs. per acre both for the rahi and kharif seasons, as 
shown in the accompanying statement. 

4. The formula for working uut annewari given at page 
ll6 of th~ Land Revenue Rules 1921, should be suitably 
amenc!ed m accordance with the orders issued in paragraph 
2 above. Necessary steps for the issue of a correction slip 
to the L .. R Rs. will be taken separately. 

5. . The ·Director of Agriculture, should be requested to 
su~nut to Government necessary proposals (with detailed. 
estu~a.t~ of cost et~.),. for the appointment of a first class. 
S~n~tic1an .. and. 'gtudance of croJH=utting experiments in aU 
d1stncts on· a large scale, based on the results of the scheme 
~0~ crop-cutti~g ~xperime':Jts on rice (and other cereal crops) 
m Kolaba dJstnct sanctwned in Government Resolution 
N:>. 10457-39 dated the 25th August 1944. 



(Accompaniment to Government Resolution, Revenue Department, No. 7289/39, dated 28th 
· September 1944) · 

Stalemtnl showing standard ncmnal yield of Crops (in lbs. per acre) 

Wheat Jowar 
Serial District Rice (husked) 
No. i.r., clean Irrigated Drv Spe1t Kharif Rabi Dry 

Dry irrigated Dry 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Lbs. Lb•. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs, 

I Ahmedabad .. 1,440 1,300 500 600 600 ....,_ 
(g;ainjowor) (grainjowar) V> 

• . 200 200 
V>• 

(fodder &owar) (fodderjowar) 
60 60 

2 Kaira 1,320 1,300 600 

3 Broach 900 600 820 
' 

3-A Panchmahals 1.200 1,300 700 1,190 820 

4 Surat : ·1,560 •io 550 ... 760 600 

5 West Khandesh '· ·- 1,080 1,280 600 1,500 720 575 

6 East Khandesh 1,080 .1,280 600 1,500 ,720 575 

7 Nasik ' 1,080 1,320 460 1,500 . 520 520 
(g~aidjowar) (grainjowar) 

ISO 150 
(fodder jowar) (fodderjowar} 

300 
8 Ahmednagar 1,040 1,180 460 1,500 



Stattmmt-cont. 

Wheat Jowar 
Serial District Rice (husked) 
No. i.e., clean Irrigated Dry Spelt . K.harif Rabi Dry 

Dry irrigated Dry 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) 

Lba. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

9 Poona 1,120 1,080. 3SO J,SOO 400 1,200° 
(grain jowar) 400 

500 (grainjowar) 
(fodderjowar) 1 SO 

(fodder jowar) 
J,5oo• 

350 

10 Sholapur 900 1,080 400 1,500 
u 

1,200~ 
0 

" 11 Satara 1,120 1,350 480 J,SOO f 700 • . 500 ...... 
1,5oo• 1,200° "" 0'-· 

12 Belgaum I J,J40 1,200 560 1,500 •. 800 '600 

13 Bijapur 800 1,080 400 1,500 540 540 

14 Dharwar 1,140 500 1,500 1,000 600 

IS Thana 1,200 .. 
16 Kolaba 1,250 .. 1 '1: 

17 Ratnagiri 950 --·--~- .,. ___ 
18 Kanara 1,160 

' .. '·''.' 



Serial District Bajri Rabi Maize Kodra ·· Tur Gram Gram 
No. Dry Dry Dry Dry· Dry .:·Irrigated Dry 

(1) (2) (9) (10) (II) ·.(1~) .· .. (13) (14) (15) 

' 
Lbo. Lbs. Lbs. Lbo •. ._Lbo. - Lbo.~·: Lba. 

. 
' 1 Ahmedabad· .. . 750 1,440 1,080 .. 1,00Q. 560 ~ • 0 500 

1,050 690 ' ·soo 2 Kaira .. 870 1,440 1,275 '_, 0 

3 Broach 700 1,500 1,050. 650 soo 
3-A Panchmaha1s 820 1,200 1,000 1,130 800 .. 600 
4 Surat 600 1,200 1,160 Ji120 680 ~ ~00 

5 West Khandesh 500 900 720 900. 960 .i,200 ~00 
No 

"" 6 East Khandesh 380 900 900 900 960 poo soo ~ 

7 Nasila 360 1,400 850 900 9~.0 ,1,200 ~0 
{ 900\ 

'• 
8 Ahmednagar .. 340 1,400J 900 900 960 1,100 380 
9 Poona 340 900 500 900. 800 ),200_ 320 

10 Sholapur .. 320 800 ?OO 960 ,. ·1,200' 360 
11 Satara 360 900 . 720 ·900 ' %0 1,200 360 

12 Be1gaum 400 900 { 800} 1,5oo• · 900 960 . .. 400 

13 Bijapur 320 900 900 90(i' 960 . 240 
14 Dharwar 450 1,200 1,200 . 900 1,200 500 

• 15 Thana 770 500 640 370 400 
16 Ko1aba 800 BOO 410 380 
17 Ratnagiri 600 670 430 320 
18 Kanara 1,100 900 480 480 

~--...... ~ 
• lrrjgated. 



APPENDIX II-Q 
Anri~warf Procedure c_ 

Amplification of.. ... ._ .. 
GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT

GovERNMENT CIRCULAR MEMORANDUM No. A.N.I. 1054 
Bombay Castle, 24th July 1954. · 

GOVERNMENT CIRCULAR MEMORANDUM 

Some Collectors have approached Government seeking clari
fication in· respect of certain points in• connection With: anna 
valuation of crops. The following decisions have been taken 
in respect of these points:-

Points raised by Collector 
(I) 

(i) In the absence of average soil classi· 
fication as required for column ( 4) of thl! 
fromula at page 127 of the Land Revenue 
R11les (19SI edition), correct anna valua
tion cannot be made. 

Government's decision 
(2) 

(i) It has been found that the Offi
- cers of the Agricultural Depart

ment do not have any data for 
supplying ·-·figures ·· regarding 
average soil classification (as 
directed· in paragraph 2 of 
Government Resolution No. 
7289-39. dated the 28th Septem
ber, 1944), beyorld personal 
observation. The Officers of the 
Revenue Department should 
also be able to make some 
estimate of average soil classi
fication by comparision of rates 
of assessment and from their 
perscnal observations. It has, 
therefore, been decided that the 
Collectors should fix in respect 
of each crop for the district as a 
whole an average soil classifica
tion in consultation with the 
Prant Officers, District Agricul
tural Officers and the Mamlat
dars. 

As; soon as the results of crop-c1.1t. 
tingexperiments are available the 
present standard normal yields 
would be revised on the basis of 
these experiments and would be 
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(ii) The"formula; oi page 127 of the 
Land Revenue Rules (1951 edition) and 
that contained in Government Resolution 
No. 7289-39, dated the 28th September, 
1944 do not give the same results. 

. ! 

-, 

(iii) The specimen table at·pages 121'of 
~he Land R~venue Rules ( 1951 edition) 
aoes not give the correct figures of anna 
valuation in colunui ( 6) of it and ·the 
table, therefore, requires modification. . 

' . ' 

·I. . Ga.vernment'1; decision 
(2) 

communicated to the Collectors. 
Even then, the average soil 
classification for each crop, fixed 
as stated above, will have to be 
followed. This average soil 
classification may, if necessary, 
be subjected to a review later. 
The .Statistician of the Depart
ment of .Agriculture would, ..in 
due course, advise as to the 
districts where the taking of 
talukawise standard normal 
yields would lead to greater 
accuracy. Only in cases 
where tnlukawise standard nor
mal yields are used, should be 
average soil, classification for 
each crop be fixed talukawise. 
Wherever the standard normal 
yield used is for the district as a 
whole, the average soil classi
fication should also be for the 

"' district as a whole. 
(ii) The formula given·· in: Gover

ment Resolution No. 7289-39, 
dated the 28th September, 1944, 
was intended for working 01.1t the 
total production over an exten-
sive area and hence the soil 
classification factor was not 
specifically considered in it. 
For the purpose of annewari, 

1 the formula in the Land Revenue 
Rules should be followed with 
the modification indicated in 
(iii) below. 

(iii) In order to get correct figures 
of anna valuation, the figures 
12 X 16 should be substituted for 
the figures 144 in the formula in 

I the Land Revenue Rules. The 
fi&ures of 12 and 16 indicate the 
standard crop on soil of 16 anna 
classification. T h i s fi g u r e 
("16") should vary (would be 
invariably lower) according to 
the classifictition of soil for, 
each tract. 

(iv) Whether a ceiling 'shO~ld 
.fixed for annewari ? 

be ' (iv) It is Possible· that a particular 
crop may have a ]:ligh yield even 

· when· the other crops are poor. 
In arriving at the general annc
wari of a village, due weightage 



'· :Points raised by Collector 
(I) 
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· Gov'emD:lent's deciSion 
(2) 

has to be given to the area under 
the various crops, vide Table at 
page 127 of the Land Revenue 
Rules (1951 edition). It is, 
therefore, not necessary to fix 
any ceiling for the purpose of 
annewari. 

· (v) To what u:tent the annewari made 
by crop-cutting experiments should be 
modified by eye-estimates ? 

(v) The question should be posed 
in the reverse. Eye estimates 
should be resorted to in the first 
instance and will hold good if 
unchallenged, When, however, 
a di:op1.1te arises, representative 
plots have to be selected for 
crop~cutting experiments and an 
average struck for 3 Survey Nos. 
bearing the same crop but 
assessed differently ranging from 
the maximum assessment for the 
group to the lowest. 

2. All collectors are requested to bring these decisions to 
the notice of their subordinate staff for their guidance. 

By order and in the· name 'of th~ 
Governor of Bombay, 

(Sd.) V. C. THAKoRE, 
Assistant Secretary to Government. 

APPENDIX II-R 
Annewari 
Procedure for. fixation: of
Amendment to Land-' Revenue 
Rule~, 1921. 

GOVERNMENT OF BOM:BAY 
REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

REsoLUTioN No. ANI-1054-II..C. 
Sachivalaya, Bombay, 17th- December 1957. 

RESOLUTION OF GOVERNMENT _ 
Read: The Settlement" Commissioner and Director of Land 

Records' Memorandum No. L. R. 268, dated the 
7 f 12th January 1955. 
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•' ResolutitJ11; !V' ·; Gov.~nnienll' is,' l pleased ·to: approve·. , cU;le, 
a£compimying .amendm,ents .to• the.! Administrative" ,,prj;\ey, 
No! XXXcA,-{iriLLand Revenue--Rules :by .J':'Ir. Anderso11 •.{3~d~ 
Edition: 1951)1 ,., "· • · .. ". ,_., . ··· ., , -> .• ' "··' 

. 't" The ''setrlemi:n~ Comniis~ioher' and birec~br 1 'bf -·I.atld' 
R,ec;o~~ . ~ .req4-e~ted , to ~al).c: nei:~ss~ry. steps ·~or, is~Uiri~ ... ~~e. 
c9~ecnop. 1sllp~,;~? 1 l.~P..~~verp~~.R~Ipst,r1~~·~·· •! 1 ,; 1 •• ; : 

By· 'O~de~ · and iii ·tl:i~ · n.ime: o£ ~bJ 
· . · · .. Governor of Bombay, '. : 

' . . . . . . '>. ';-' ' . 

,, 
.• ·,' : I ' 1.' -' ' ; (:. . 

Accompaniment :'-Amendments . 

(Sd.) K.· M. ThvATIA, ' • 

Special Officer.'· 
Revenue Depa.J;tnieni:. 

, . H! , ,,, - ' 

.. ~xtract, of. the, Amendments. , 

Formula-
(1) :standard ;oil x 12 '' (.3) ' Ach.~ yield · . . 

· (2) Soilanilas of the· field. X (4) Standard yield ~- Annewa~l; • . : ' . . . ' 

(If thi.s, annewari is considered too low or . too high ·in 
comparison with the general eye-estimates· for the • village; 
give reasons e.g., accumulating of silt by .bundiilg. 
denudation. of soil, heavy manuring, bad cultivation and so 
on.)_'"··} . , .. 10.- ., . • !· .. :. . _ ·: 

APPENDIX IT-S 
.- rl 

·u .. . N o_rmal Yields of Crops 
.Revision of-

Extract of Government of Bombay, Agricultilr~ and Forests 
Th=P.artment,_l_t~solution No .. SNY 1053/A. dated 18th 

· November 1959. 

RESOLUTION: -Pending the institution of crop-cutting 
experiments • on a large scale in all districts for different 
kinq~ ,of,.crops,figures of nor,mal yields for different crops in 
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different · ··districts were : prescribed · by. Government . · in 
Government Resolution, Revenue Department, No. , 7289-39., 
dated· the 28th September, .!944. The· normal yields: of J:h,e 
various crops are to be calculated as a ten year ' moving 
averages of the yields obtained from the results _of scientific 
crop-cutting experiments. • These experiments are being 
conducted on the various crops in . the Bombay State by the 
Agriculture Department and normal yields· leased on 
)0 years' results of ~rep-cutting experiments on rice, wheat 
and rabi jowar have now become available, Government is, 
therefore, pleased to direct that the normal yields prescribed 
for . these · three crops in the Government Resolution 
mentioned above, should be replaced by the normal yields 
shown ill :the accompanying statement. The normal yields 
prescribed in respect of the remaining crops should, however, 
stand-still till they are replaced by the normal leased ·· on 
crop-cutting experiments. 

2. In the case of the foUowing districts ne":ly formed 
only six years' results of crop-cutting expenments are 
available at present and normal yields in respect of three 
dist~cts will be fixed a.fter four more years' results are 
available. Government IS, however, pleased to direct that 
for the time being the normal yields of these districts would 
be the normal yields of the districts nearest to them as shown 
below:'-

Names of the new districts 
Name of the district whose 

nonnal yield should be used for 
the newly formed district 

1. Amreli, Sabarkantha, Banas-.-
kantha, Mehsana. , l 

Ahmedabad. 

2. Baroda .• 
3: Dangs 
4. Kolhapur 
5. South Satara 

Kaira. 
West Khandesh. 
Belgaum. 
North Satara. 

By order and in the mime of the 
Governor of Bombay, 

(Sd.) llnw.Ax. MisHRA, 
Assistant Secretary to Government. 
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Accompaniment to Government Resolution No. SNY-1053/A, 
Agriculture and Forests Department, dated 18•b 
November 1959. 

Statements showin/? districtwise normal yields for rice, 
wheat and .rabi JOWar leased on 10 years' results of crop-
cutting. · 

Nameofthedistrict Rice Wheat RabiJowar 
Unirrigated Unirrigated Unirrigated 

(I) . {2) (3) ( 4) 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Ahmedabad ... 529 272 374 

Kaira 540 405 374 

Broach 348 249 385 

Panch Mabals 396 405 374 

Surat 821 257 374 

West Khandesh 273 294 385 

East Kbandesh • 320 385 

Nasik 698 241 194 

Ahmednagar •• 671 196 198 

·Poena 764 198 143 

Sho!ap11r 
.. • 198 209 

; ,. 

Satara 660 .. 325 

Belgaum 906 142 206 

Thana 1,130 

Kolaba . '1,128 ,, 
. Ratnzgiri: .. . 870 

•Normal yields· sanctioned in Government Resolution No. 7289/39, dated 
28th September 1944, are to be used as the survey data are not adequate to give 
well determined normal yields. · · 
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1\.PPENDIX li-T • 
"!~•· I •;.' ·'I i!""O(I I' • . •, .,-

Extract of the Berar Revenue Manual, Volume II, contaJmn~ 
Revenue Book Circulars from Government of ' Madhya 
Pradesh, Section I, Serial No. I I. 

. Para.· 4.-The Deputy ''<:ommi~sioner, will .d~cide the 
methods and details of the mspecuon and enqulnes to be 
made and the areas in which they should be undertaken, 
Ordinarily a field to field inspection is required 011Ly in the 
case of local calamities such· as damage by hail, flood and the 
like, but it is left to the discretion of the Deputy Commis
sioner to order a field to field enquiry in a general crop 
failure, if the conditions of the season appear to require this. 
The outturn of crops or 'state of crops' in a particular area 
will be estimated and expressed in terms of the proportion 
the actual yield bears to the normal yield of the area in ques
tion. The normal crop is the average representative crop 
received over a period of ordinary seasons,· and in framing 
their idea of the normal crop, village and inspecting oflicen 
should be guided by their local knowledge and past experi
ence of the crop checked by enquiry from independent per
sons capable of framing an intelligent estimate. The out
turn of tile normal· crop is taken as 13%) annas •.. because in 
popular estimation this is assumed to be the proportion of 
the full or 16 anna~ crop which is actually received on an 
average. • The proportion of the curr"'nt ye~r's yield to the 
normal yield, which is taken as 13%) annas, should be esti
mated and stated in anna notation. The normal yield of a 
crop in any particular area should not. be confused with the 
~tandard ,outturn for. the crop jn question which is the yield 
m pounds per acre in an average year on the average of the 
class of soil upon wbich the crop is grown in the district, 
but it represents the actual yield obtained as a . matter of 
experience on the area in question, which will illifer' from 
standard ontturn according as the soil is above or ·below the 
averar;e o£ ,the soil O.Q which the crop, is ordinarily grown. 
Expenence shows that a cultivator's estimates of his own 
crop errs oh side of ·pessimism while he is inclined· to over
.~tate the norm.a~ yield~ and in?ependent enquiry is, therefore, 
!lecessary to el1c1t the actual yaeld of particular .fields or hold
mgs and the yield normally obtained and wherever possible 
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the estimates of outturn framed should be put to the test of 
experimental cutting. Special care is needed in estimating 
the outturn of what may be called border line areas, i.e .• 
areas. ·in which the outturn is estimated to be just on the 
margin of that prescribed in the scales of relief. 

APPENDIX II-U 

Extract from " General Note on Provisional Figures for 
Standard Outturns of Crops in ·the Dominions by 
Dr. Harold H. Man'n, D.Sc., Second Edition of H.E.H. 
the Nizam's Government", Statistics Department. 

Generat-Iri attefupting to fix provisional figures for the 
standard normal yield in these Dominions, I have proceed
ed on tl).e assumption that the first definition of normal yield 
in .the. Governmeljt of India's Manual on the preparation of 
crop forecast is the correct one, namely, that it is "the crop 
which the cultivator has a right (as it were) to expect and 
with which he is (or should be) content, while· if he· gets 
more he llas reason to rejoice and, if less, he has reason . to 
complain." The idea of the averal!:e must for the present be 
abandoned, for we have no figure from which to obtain an 
average and shall not have such figure for many years to 
come, ,and hence the elaborate'treatment of the yield figures 
introduced by Mr. Stuart in Madras to get the normal out
turn is impossible here. I may say that, as far as I know. 
the Ma!lras · ~reatment , bas · hot been introduced in ' other 
British Provinces: I know it bas not been done in Bombay: 

·The .materials now: available for the ·construction of tables 
of. ~tandard outturns are ;IS follows:-· 

(I) Figures ob_tained duri~g· the original settlement 
operations.-These a~e. pot. easily available in all districts 

. and I have not been a)>le to .consult them, except in ·.the· 
case of Aurangabad where fij!;Ures were published in the 
:Aurangabad. Gazetteer. in l884 which, I presume, were· 
from this source. I have used these in getting out figures 

'f':'~ ~urangabad •.. 
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(2) Crop-cutting experiments doue in some, but not in 
aU districts, 'and with only a few t;ops.-~ey have 
rarely indicated, however, the class of sOil on wh1ch the 
crop measured was grown, or, more importan~ still, the 
anna valuation of the crop that was cot.· \V1thout the 
latter any crop-c_utting experiment is useless. 

(3) Yields from Gavemment Farms. when these ha_ve · 
continued for some years.-! have used the figures obtain
ed at the Parbhani, Hiniayat Sagar (Medak, etc.), Mah
bubnagar, Alia (Nalgonda and Warangal) and Kamareddi 
(Nizambad) .farms for the district mentioned. 

(4) Tests made in connection with demonstration in 
cultivators' fields.-! have used these in connection with the 
yield of rice in Mahbubnagar. · 

(5) The average returns per acre for the five years as 
· reported frofrl the districts.-These are usually of little us~ 

and almost worthless. 

· (6) The normal yieMs in adjoinings British districts.-· 
These are very valuable if we can be sure that the condi' 

· tions do not vary too far. · 

: (7) In a few cases independent estimates of yield bv 
business firm$ or similar business bodie!1 such · as Ralli 

·Bros, or :the Hubli Co-operative Cotton Sale Society.-
.. These are usually most valuable for any year in which they 
- can be obtained. ·I have used them in fixing the standard 

yield of cotton in Raichur. 

. In ·the definnition Of normal ·yield above give, no note is 
· made of the soil on which the crop is cultivated in its rela
tion to the yield, though it is obvious that in most cases it 
is ~he mo~t vital factor and. in the remainder of the cases it 
1s a very important· factor in determining the yield, This 
~atter has ca~sed. a good . deal of difficulty in connection 
~Ith the sendn~g, m· of estlmates of _normal yield; ·and the!'e 
1s no really sallsfactory way of getttng. over the difficulty 
which will always introduce, consequently, an element of 
doubt into estimates of the total yield of districts. The only 
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way feasible at present in dealing with this difficulty is to 
consider the normal yield on the kind of land on which the 
crop in question is most usually grown. Thus bajra being 
a kharif crop of light land, it is on this type of land that 
the normal should be taken, while rabi crops generally are 
of soils of deep· moisture-retaining character, and it is to 
this claS!! of land that the normal should be applied. 



From 

APPENDIX III-A 

No. !237 of 1892. 

·The Director, Land Records and Agriculture, 
Bombay; 

To 
The Chief Secretary to Government, 

Revenue Department, Bombay. 

Poona, 27th May 1892. 

Sir, 
As desired in Government Resolution No. 2303, dated 4th 

ultimo Revenue Department, I have the honour to submit 
a Statement (A) in the prescribed form showing the average 
outtum of the principal crops in each• district of the Presi
dency Bombay on the bases of the Formulae sanctioned 
under Government Resolution No. 397, dated 16th January 
1884, Revenue Department. 

2. These Formulae require revision, tbut the estimates 
based upon them must be accepted as the !best at present 
available for the preLiminary return required by the Govern· 
ment of India. The crop experiments systematically insti
tuted from 1883-84 are not yet sufficiently numerous or com
plete to supply the information required for each principal 
crop in .each district. 

3. I beg, however, to append Statement (B) compiled 
from the Ledger of crop experiments for comparison. There 
is a close exproximation in some cases, but there are some 
also striking differences, which indicate the caution with 
which these provisional returns must be accepted. It will be 

•Note.-In para. 1 ofthe Government of India letter quoted in the Govern~ 
ment Resolutron under referent:e averages for " Representative Districts" 
C?nly are. called for, but the form prescribed has been followed pending further 
mstructtons. 

t Vit:k correspondence ending 
dated 4th Dec•.Mber 1886. 
A·I0-18-B. 

with Government Resolution No. 8566,. ., 
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some time before the crop experiments c:an supply ,complete 
and trustworthy data ~or the--check of the Formulae estimates, 
but as they will eventually supplant them altogether, they 
are ~eing meanwhile. carried out methodically and are scru

·tinised with great care by this department. 

4. For Sind, where no Formulae have been prepared, the 
Commissioner has forwarded returns compiled from the 
Gazetteer, Settlement Reports, etc. These are· being sepa
rately submitted to Government with the Commissioner's 
forwarding memorandum. There are no independent data 
by which to check the Sind· estimates, but arrangements for 
instituting p-op experiments are under consideration of 'the 
Comniissiorter. · 

-

I have the honour to be. 

Sir, 

Your most obedient Servant, 

E. L. CAPPEL, 

Director, Land Records and Agriculture, Bombay. 



APPENDIX Ill-A 
.A.-Return showing tho approximate yield In Lbs. per acre of the principal crops of each dlvl&lon ln the 

Bombay P<esldency (exclusive ol Sind) 

A!unedabad Kainl Panch MahaJ& Broach Sul"at Khandesb Dotanica( nama 
NnmeofCrop ,...___._____, 

~ ~-. r-~ r- ' • ,..._A.--, 

Un- Un· Un- Un- Un· Un-
Irri .. irri- lrri- irri- Irri- irri- Irri ... irri- lrri- irri· Irri- irri-

gated gated gttced gated gsted gated gated gated gated gated gttted gated 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (i) (8) (9) {lq) (II) 02) (13) (14) 

--
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lb•. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbo, Lbs. Lbs. 

l. Jowari 1,075 \,050 1,150 '· 170 I, 116 1,015 Sorghum vulgare 
(maize) etc. N 

2. Bajri 846 954 825 1,075 1,080 640 Pennisatum ::I .. 
typhoideum, 

3. Paddy 1,757 1,768 1,475 1,215 1,969 1,800 \,200 O~aflativa, 

4. Wheat 1,479 885 1,243 900 \,400 I ,200 960 1,016 1,080 780 Triticwn sativurn 

5. Kh•pli .. .. 1,440 Triticum. Spel-
tum. 

6. Kodra 1,380 1,232 1,150 960 1,237 666 Paspalum 
Scrobieulatwn. 

7. Ragi 1,475 1,468 1,400 ' 1,500 .. 1.2~7 880 ' I Eleuaine Cora-
cana. 

8. Tur 570 686 57's 600 . 68() 610 Cajanus. lndicus. 

9. Gtom 619 675 825 58) 670 S40 Cicer arie.tlnum. 



10. Tobacco 1,918 3,b21 1,350 2,250 2,089 2,400 Nic:otiana 
tabacum. 

11. S1:Jgarcane 4,018 4,887 2,875 5,062 4,828 480 Saccharum 
officinarum. 

12. Sesame 536 551 462 585 516 560 Se&amtim 
I , lndicum. 

13. Linseed 450 0 ,. ~. 480 400 Linwn uaitatis 
simum. 

14. Rapeseed 637 675 600 637 Brassica Napus. 

15. Cotton (clean) 122 110 105 127 129 96 Gossypium 
herbaccum. 

Notes.-(1) TIUs statement has been compiled on the basis of the formulae sanctioned under Government Resolution 
No. 397, dated 16th January 1884, Revenue Department. The twelve ... anna estimates of the formulae have t-.,). 

been taken to represent average outturn. !:::!: 
(2) No statistics of yield according to quality of soil, are at present available, 
(3) Mixed crops are not returned as such in this Presidency. 



APPENDIX III-A-cont. 

Nasik Ahmadnogar Poona Sbolapur Satara Belgawn Bote.nical names 

Name of Crop 
r----'-----, ~ ,..--'----'\ r----'-----, ~ r----'-----, 

Un- Un- Un- • Un- Un- Un-
lrri~ -ini· Ird~ irri~ lt1'i~ irri~ lni- irri: .. Irri ... itti· lrti• irri-
goted gated gated gated gated gated gated goted gated gated goted gated 

(!) (15) (16) [17) (IS) (!9) (21)) (2:1) (Z2) (23) (24) (25) (26) (14) 

Lbs, Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. L,bs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

l. Jowad 110 95Z .. 720 .. 1,097 .. 1,(!83 .. 1,006 Sorghum vulgare 
(kharif) (kharif) etc. 

9Z4 1,010 . 
(.rabi) (rabi) 

z. llajri ' 532 596. 600 583 6!1 .. ;60 Pennisetum. ~ 
,:, 

" ' .. i::! 1)'11hoideum. 

3. Paddy 1,950 1,200 2,100 1,200 1,971 1,200 1,800 - -O~za. sati~a. !,ZOO 2,100 1,200 2,286 1,314 
' 

4. Wheat r,oso b73 t;oao 705 1',080 700 1,080 663 1.040 771 1,040 754 TriticUm ae.tivwn. 

5. Khapli 1,440 1,440 .. !',440 1,440 !,440 1,440 Triticum·· •pel· 
tum. 

6. Kodra 650 6011 ... 800 640 Mil Paspu:lum · ' ~ · 
Scrobiculaturn. 

7. Rogi 8&0 1,173 880 1,120 ~80 I, !68 SSll 1,047 1,074 Eftusin.e ''- Cora-
cann. 

8. 'fur 
• 1 

j67 560 %0 617 623 629 Cajanus Jnd.icus. 

9. Gram 487 491 495 4B6 54S 337 Cicer arietinum. 

ro: 'rohaceo 2,400 2;400 2,400 2.400 2,400 " 2,400 Nicotiana taba· .. 
cum. 



11. Sugarcane ... 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800 Saccharum 
· officinarum. 

12. Sesame 560 545 460 360 560 560 Sesamum lndicum.. 

13. Linseed 400 400 400 400 400 400 Linum usitatia-
simum. 

14. Rapeseed ; 617 Brassica napus. 

15. Cotton( clean) 96 96 96 96 96 96 Gossypium 
herbaccum. 

Notes.-{1) This statement has been compiled on the basis of thefonnulae sanctioned under Government Resolu.tion 
No. 397, dated 16th January 1884, Revenue Department. The twelve~anna estimates of the formulae have 
been taken to represent average outtum. 

(2) No statistics of yield according to quality of soil, are at present available. 

(3) Mixed crops ace not returned as such in this Presidency. 



APPENDIX III-A-cont. 

Bijapur Dhnrw.ar Thana Ko1alm Ratnagiri Kanar~t Botanical names 

Name of Crop 
,__..____, .---'----. ,---A---, ....----'----> ~ 

Un- Un- Un- Un- Un- Un-
frri~ irri~ bri- irri- Ini- hri~ lrri- irri- lrri- itri- lrri- irti-

gated gated gated gated l!ated gated gated gated gnted gated gated gated 

(l) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (3~ (36) em (14) 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lhs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

1. Jowatl 1,000 1,018 800 Sorghum vulgare 
&c. 

2. llajri 640 531 .. Pennisetum 
typhoideum. ...,: ....,, 

3. Paddy 1,200 800 2,145 1.164 178 2,114 1,776 2,800 Oryz S-ativa. 
...._ 

. . .. 
(Sweet) (Sweet) (Planted 

1,210 (1,200 sown 
(Salt (Salt with 
white) white) drll~ 

800 l\00 soo !, 90 
(Salt {Salt (Planted 
red) red) sown 

with 
drill)' 

!,200 
(Planted 

sown 
With 
drill) 

4. Wheat 1,040 800 1,040 756 Triticum .. tiVUlt'l. 

5. Khapli 1,440 1,440 .. -~ . .. Triticum · spel-
. tum.· 



' 
6. Kodra ·633 .. 729 . . 777 693 Paspalum . 

. scrobiculatum. 

7. Ragi 640 996 729 777 693 1,400 Eleusine cora .. 
(kharif) (kharif) (khariv cana. 

',. 1,458 1,600 1,38 
(rabi) (rabi) (rabi) 

8. Tur 640 ' 625 373 411 427 560 Cajanus lndicus. 

9. Gram 530 545 391 343 320 480 Cicer arietinum. 
I o • 1 

10. Tobacco 2,400 2,400 ... Nicotiana tab a· 
cum. 

II. Sugarcane 4,800 4,800 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,800 Saccharum 
officinarum.. ,. 

I' •' 

12. Sesame 560 560 400 400 400 560 Sesamum lndicum. 

~ 

13 Linseed 400 400 Linum usitatis· ~ 

"' simum. 
,. I' 

14· Rapeseed ... ·"· Brassica napus. 

I 5. Cotton( clean) 96 96 1,1, '.·. .. Gossypium 
P,erbaccum. 

(Sd.) E. L. CAPPEL, 
Director, Land Revenue and Agriculture, Bombay. 



APPENDIX III-B 
B.-Statement showing outturn of crops (Jn pounds) as exhibited by testa of cropa taken in the Bombay 

. Presidency from 1883-84. to 1889-90 

Ahmedabad Kaira Panch Mahala Broach Surat Khandesh Crop (Botanical 
~ r----'-----1 ,---A-----, ,---"----. ,----"----. r---"---. name) 

Crop Un- Un- Un- Un- · ·Un- Un-
lrri- irri- Irri- irri- Irri- irri- lrri- irri- Irri- irri- Irri- irri-

gated gated gated gated gated gated gated g.ated gated gated gated gated 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (I 0) (II) (12) (13) ( 14) 

Jowari-
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs;• Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Mn'!iimum 0 1,508 . 970 1,456 1,356 ,, 
l\1inimum 650 600 484 585 Sorghum. 
Average 620 1,130 755 864 823 vulgare & c. 
Number of test~ · I . -~' '' 8 4 7 9 ..... 

Bajri- ...... 
Moimum 626 1,354 904 ~ 

Minimum 376 517 420 PenniSctUm <U' 

Average .. 502 953 .. 616 typhoideJ.lm . .. 
Number of tests 2 3 .. . .... .. 3 

Paddy- ' 
Mllll'imum 1.670 3,364 1,800 
Minimum U86 2,687 1,520 .. .. . . .. Oryza sativa., 
Average 1,528 3,025 1,640 2,188 1,444 
Number of testS · .. 2 .. 2 •3 I I I .. .. .. .. 

Wheat-
MBliimum 1,700 .728 1,107 1,022 2,i47 1.336 1,162 897 1,217 • i 
Minimum 663 475 850 589 1,251 484 783 799 372 Triticum 
Average 1,210 614 678 860 1,699 862 654 834 460 748 sativum. 
Number of tests 9 6 2 6 2 7 5 3 I 13 

Kodra-
Ma:liimum 
Minimum Paspalum ... 
Average .. .. :: 1,220 ... " .. 1,866 scrobiculatum.. 
Number of tests 1 I 



Nagli- · 
Ma~mum .. .. ·.·. .. .. ·,·, .·. 

'Elusing Minimum .. .. .. .. .· . 
Average Coracana. 
Number of tests ' -; •.· 

Tur- ,., ,. ' 
Mnimum 
Minimum oo: . I.~ Cajnnus 
Average 399 Indicus. 
~umber of tests I 

Gram- 1:212 MaJiiiimum 834 '. Minimum 410 .. 322 Cicer arietinum. 
Average 738 1,347 646 655 
Number of tests I I 5 3 

Tobacco-
MB!IIiimum 2,119 
Minimum 1,394 Nicotiana 
Average 1,716 tabacum. .,. 
Number of tests 4 "' Sugarcane-

.... 
MaJGimum .. 7,666 
Minimum ... 5,325 Saccharum 
Average 6,495 officinarum. 
Number of tests •.•. ~ .. 2 .. 

Linseed-
Maximum .. 44~ 
Minimum 269 Linum 
Average .. 336 usitatissimum. 
Number of tests 7 

Cotton (clean).:.... 
Maximum 160 135 
Minimum .. 60 l ._. .. 

'· 
60 Gossypium 

Average .·. 98 . , 97 herbaccum . 
Number of tests 6 .. , 2 

•Fjgures for M~ize (Zea .mays) •. 
I' ' I · ' 



APPENDIX III-~ont. 

Nasilo Ahmednqgar :,?oon~ Sholap4r Satara Belgaum Crop (Botanical 
NIIIIle) 

~ ,--------.., ~ ~ r---"----. 
Crop Un- Un- Un- Un- Un- Un-

Irri- irri- Irri- irri- Irri .. irri- lrri- irri- Irri- irri- Irri- irri· 
gated gated gated gated gated gated gated gated gated gated gated gated 

(lj (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (I 0) (II) (12) (13)' (14) 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lba. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lba. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 
Jowari-

Maximum 778 1,268 1,184 
Minimum 382 688 590 Sorghum 
Average •. 320 385 340 726 464 991 901 vulgare & c. 
Number of testa I I I I 4 3 3 t:i 

Bajri- 00 
MR.lliimum 1.146 
Minimum 522 Pennisetum. 
Average 698 486 typhoideum. 
Number of test~ ' 7 I 

Paddy-
Muimum .. 2,662 
Minimum 892 ()ryza sativa. 
Average . , 1,860 1,670 1,877 
Number of tests I I• 3 

Wheat-
Mo.imum 945 1,167 2,133 856 1,133 •1,738 

Triticum Minimum 510 328 1,087 288 781 1,025 
Average 778 535 1,558 467 988 578 1,279 1,466 475 435 sativum. 
Number of tests 4 II 4 5 5 I 4 I I I 

Korda-
Ma~imum 
Minimum Paspalum 
Average s.crobiculatum. 
Number of tests 



Nagli-'-
Maimum .. .. 
Minimum .·. . . Elusine 
Average .. ~67 . . Coracana . 

· Number of testa I 
Tur-

Muimum . . . ' .. .. 
Minimum: .. .. .. Cajanus 
Average ; . ,. 333 . . lndicus. 
Number of testa I 

Grllln"'- . ',. 

Malmum 1,463 366 1,020 '490 408 
Minimum· 853 340 666 189 222 .. .. Cicer Arietinum 
Average ·;r 1,018 1,158 353 685 861 340 315 1,024 

: Number of testa I 2 2 I 3 2 2 I 
Tobocto'-" r, -., -. 

Ma!limum . . .. .. 
Minimum .. .. . ' Nicotiana 
Average··· .. .. 1,087 tobacum. 

N 
r Number of tests I ..... 

Sugarcane--- ,., "' MalGimum . , 7,925 .. 7,466 • • 6,644 
Minimum .. 2,736 .. 4,940 2,690 Saccharum 
Average ' .. 5,330 5,999 4,318 officinarum. 

i ·Number of tests 2 3 3 
Linseed-
M~imum 
Minimum .. Lin urn 
Avt:rage •• 225 Usitatissimum. 
Number of tests •• , I .. ' .. ,. 

Cotton (clean) 
Malliimum .. 
Minimum Gossypium 
Average ' .. Herbaccum . 
Number of tesiB 

,, 
•Figures for IQhapli (Triticum sPettum). 



APPENDIX III·B-cant. 
j 

DharWIU' 
. ' •· l)ijo.pu-c Thana Kol•ba ,, Ratnagiri Kanara Crt>p (Botanical 

v~n. ·p~ ~ ,.:...:........ ~ ,..---.._:..., ~ 
name) 

'lr •·'. , 

j 
.. . ,.Ci<>l/ Un· \Jn• u.,. 

Irfi-
Un· Un- ttl\. 

{r.ri- tm ... lrri- irri .. tCrf .. .irr.i~ ir.ri- lfrl .. ini- !!"fi· .irri· 
1 > J, •<i.l •.If 

g"'e<l gat<:d go ted gated gat<d gat«l ·gated gutc:d g.ute-d gated gated ~tati:d 
, , , t I t. ~ , 

(I) '. H' (l) {3) {4) (:l) (6) (1) ., (8} (9) (10) {I!) (12) (B) (14) 

j 

'' > 'l Lba, Lbs, Lbs. Lb•. Lbs. Lb•. Lhs. Lb•. Lb•. Lb .. Lbo, Lb., 
Jowarl-' ·, •l: 

j Maximum .. 1,180 •• .. 
Minimum 

'ho 315 .. .. t~t>' Sotghum 
AVOl"llii"· •• 694 .. ~ ~ . ' '. \lUlgnta & c. 
Number of tetta I ; 

j B•iri~ 
...., 

'''I I'"'·' ~ Maxi~m~m .. ... 
Minimum .. fennis~tuin~ 
Avemii"' " . . •• . . ' . typhoideum. 

.1 · Numb., of teata 
j Fa:ddy-f-- 1 ·'r ff:.Ot~ 

5,896 2,2)3 3.~:~ Mlttimum ·*. .. 2,136 .. 
Minimum .. i,im) 798 1.035 I,!2S 1,668 3,740 

Ozy.z.a sativa~ :)1 

!Avcn~ge•J ~.·. . . l,%9 .. z.m l,·Z~ 1,714 1,598 

j c' Number of te&ta I 4 14 .. I 19 l I 
Whta~l '•t .. ,,,. 

Maxit'n.um !,S03 !,376 . . .. 
1\-linim'um 2lH ,()3 .. .. ' ' :t'riticum 

j 
tA veraga.; ·: : 838 . . 60l .. .. '. .. ntivwn. 

,J "Number of teotll 1 1 .. .. 
Jtodra~. . . • '' tt-'" 

.Mo:<imum .. . .• .. •• .. • • 594 ' .'Minim\Utl .. .. .. 325 l'os~alum' 
j •A..,....gll •• .. .. 4~} scroh•----·· 

~ Number of tuto . . .. .. :J .. 
j 

j 



Nagli-;-• ., . 
Maximum 
Minimuin1 .. , 1 ••• ;• 

Average •• 
Number of tests 

Tor
MaximUm 
Minimum 
Average •• 
Number of tests 

Gram
Maximum 
MiDimum 
,A.ve~ge •• 
~ulnbei' of tests 

Tobac;co-' 1 

Maximum 
Mil)imum · t'• 
Average •. 
Number of teats. , 

Sugarcane
Maximum 
Minimum 

• Average '· • .• 
Number of testa · 

Linseed-
. Maximum 

Min;m'um · ' 11 

Average - •• 
Number of tests 

Cotton (clean)
Mnximum 
Minimum 
Average •• 

_ Nwnber of tests 

lo • 

504 
'240 

372 
2 

309 
302 
305 

2 

.. 

6,052 
4,870 
5,461 

2 

746 
291 
455 

4 

6,650 
I 

1,900 
1,240 
1,510 

3 ;. 

. ' 

's,i71 .. 
5,520 

1,260 6,457 ·'· I 3 

Nicotiana 
tabncum. 

Saccharum 
officinarum. :, 

Linum 
usitatissimum. 

Gossypium 
Herbaccum. 

E. L. CAPPEL, 
~ Director, Land Revenue and Agriculture, Bombay. 

.., 
00 -



APPENDIX III-C ' 
_Return showing the approximate yield per acre of the prfncfpal crops in the Bombay Presidency, 1897.98 

Average Outturn in Lbs. per acre cropped 

Gujarat 
,Name of Crop Presidency 

Ahmedabad Kaira 

Serfs!' .',Ordinary :Non1e Scieiltific Name Irrig~ted VrL· Irrigated Irrigated Un- Irrigated Un-
No. irrigated and un- irrigated irrigated 
l irrigated 

(ll' ' (3) (5) (2) (4) t' (6) (1) (8) (9) (10) 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs, Lbs, Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. ..., 
1 CereaiR ~ 

Rice (husked) Oeyza Sativa .. .. .. 1,230 . 1,230 1,440 1,320 ,, ,,,, 

,\ 2 Wheat Triticum Aestivum 1,250 510 575 1,300 560 1,300 600 ,, Spelt 
•.. ·1 ... 

Triticum Speltum 1,500 1,500 .. 
~ ]owaj1 Sorghum Vulgar<-'- } { 1,080 1,050 

" Kharif 1,550 670 
Rabi .. 

i 'Bajri ~ennisetum Typhoid~um 400 4oo: 840 970 

6 Rag!'• · EIUsine Coracana 1,400 1,060 1,440 1,440 
J. " 

7 Kodra ... Paspalum Scrobiculatum 1,120 1,120 1,3ZQ 1.275 
J 

,Pulaea 
I. " 
8 ' •,q 

1.200 
/ ' 

Gram .. Cicer Arietinum .. 410 5()0 500 



('. ouseeds 

~ 
9 Linseed Linum Usitatissimum 360 360 350 

r 10 Til Sesamun\ tndi~un\ ... 400 400 400 40D 

"' II Rapeseed •'• Brassica .·Napus; ... 625 625 640 675 
?- 12 Ground-nut Arachil! Hy~gen 0 •• 3,000 3,DOO .,.,. 

sugar 

13 Sugarcane (Gul) Sachh arum Officinarum 6,950 6,950 6,000 6,000 
i. 

Fibres 

14 Cotto!' (Clean) Gossyp.ium Herbaccum 100 100 125 115 

,, N>.• 
a:> ..... 



? 

r 
~PENDIX III-C-cont. 

~ Average Outturn in Lbs, per acre cropped 

Gujarat 

Serial Name of Crop Panch Mahah1 Borach Sur at 
No. .-----'------. 

Ordinary Name Scientific N arne Irrigated Un- Irrigated Un- Irrigated . :tJn-
irrigated irrigated Irrigated 

(I) (2) (3) (II) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Cereals ..., .. 
.1. Rice (~usk:~) Ory:r:a -~at~v~- ___ 1,200 900 1,560 co· 

~--------· --- -~---- ------- -·~-----·· 

_____ .. ~-
2 Wheat '' ,., •,rrhi~um ,A~_tivum- 1,300 ?OO 600 560 

3 Spelt • •• : :..0 Triticum Speltum 

Sorghum Valgare-

4 Jowari · ' "'Kharif ··~·· (!; 

}' 1,!'90' { ,::. 1,160 1,160 
. :· ,. ··- (maize) 

Rabi .. 1,020 

5 Bajri Penniset~l!' Typboideum 825 700 600 

6 fl.agi ,.:Iusine <;:oracana ol,_, 1,420 1.500 1,200 

7 Kodra Paspalum acrobiculatum 1,1~0 1,0~? 1,]20' 

. ~ulses ~ ' 
8 Gramt ••<" .. ., Ciccr Arietinum 600 500 500· 



9 Linseed] · ·. · Linurn Usitatissimum .. 360. 

10 Til Scsarnum Indicum 400 450 400 

' ~' ' 
·~ :r::r 

II Rap,eseed Brassica Napus .. 6do .. 
' If< 1•; · 

Groundnut ' ( 

12 Arachis Hypogen 3,000 
r;:. r, 1: 

sugar . ' 

13 Sugarcane{Gul) Saohharum Officinarum · 5,000 7,000 
..... 

7,000 .. ~ . . . ... 
,, Fibres :. ' ;.. ~. ( . 

14 Cotton (Clean) . . Gos&yplum Herbaccum · · ... .. ; . ' 100 ~-. 130 ! ~ • 120 
N• "" . 
~ ... .,_ 



:APPENDIX III-C-con·t. 

Average Outtum in Lbs. per acre cropped 

Serial Deccan 
No. Name of Crop Khandesh Nasik Ahmednagar 

Ordinary Name Scientific name Irrigated Un- lrriga- Un- lrriga- Un-
irrigated ted irrigated ted irrigated 

(I) (2) (3) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 

Cereals 
__ [ Rico. (husked)_ ___ , , Oeyza Sativa 1,080 ---'-~-- ___ 1,080_ ._, __ _!,040 ~--··-- .~ ·-. --.1..1--'-t...... ·-- ,. 

~-2 •:wheat•c:• "l' (J'rlticUm-Aeetivum .. , 
" " 1,280 §00 1,320 460 1,360 460 

3 Spe1t J .1·1.· .. Triticum Speltum 1,500 1,500 1,500 
4 Jowari 

" Sorghwn Vulgare-
~ Kharif , ,.· ·. 

" " • ~ I 720 } : ": " 520 r' .. • Rabi 1,400 1,800 540 
5 Bajri Pennisetum Typhoideum 380 360 340 . ~ I_ •L• lJ 

6 Ragi Elusina Concana 900 1,400 850 1,400 900· . I)'":, 

7 Kodra ... Paspalum Scrobiculatum 
" 9'00 1 

- .. ' Pulses 

8 Gram Cicer Arietinum . . 1,200 500 1,200 350 1,200 380• 



< ( .... Ollseeds 

9 Linseeq,,11 , ,. 

10 Til 

t r Rap<-.eed 

12 broundnut 

Su!lar 

13 Sugarcane (Gut) 

·Fibres 

t4 totlon (clean) 

Linum Usitatiesimum 

Sesamum lndicum 
, - fj d'''j:.IL i 

Brassica Napus . . • .• 

Arachis Hypog;n 

' 

Sachharum 

Gossypi~ H~~baceum 
~ • . ;, , I 

3,000 

' . 
" .. 7,000 

360 

400 

.. ..... 

! ••• .. 

90 

3,000 

7,000 

!' 

-- ,) 

'! 

360 

400 

'' 

90 

3,000 

7,000 

J' 

; .. 
360 

400 

90 



APPENDIX III-C-cont. 

Average Outtum in Lbs. per acre cropped 

Deccan 

Serial Name of Crop Poona Sholapur Sa tarn 
No, r-- ,.... r--

Ordinary Nu.ma Scientific Name Irri11oted Un· Irrigated Un· Irrigated Un· 
irrigated Irrigated irri11utcd 

(I) (2) (3) (23) (24) (2S) (26) (27) (28) 

Cereals 

Rice (husked) .. Oryzn Sativa 1,120 900 1,120 ~ • 2 Wheat -. ~ ~ Triticum AeStiVUm ·- ·1,080. 3SO 1,080-- 400' 1,3SO 480 
. ' ·-·· " L. ~ r 
3 Spell Triticum Speltum I,SOO 1,SOO 1,SOO 
4 Jowari I· 

Sorghum Vulgare-

l; ... / t-: Kharif·:J " " II " ' .... 
} SOD { 

~ p \ .. ! •• ' 
} 720 .;;1{' _;•, t Rabi •• 'I ,soo 1,500 540 1,500 

s Bajri Pennisetum Typhoideum 380 360 360 
fl,,. ·' ,,., 

6 Ralli RlmtinP. Corncnna 900 900 
~~£' S~robi~ulatu~; .. 

' ~ : ._ ~ • 1-· 
( ,;, .. ,r .... n, ;, .J l ' ;:.._. J< 1 
rietinum .. .. \1,200 500 1,200 360 1,200 380 



·I I • ~ ·• 
OUseeds 

(, .. . 
9 Linse~d·r: ~o: ~ Linum Usitatissimum 360 360 :10\1 

10 Til Sesamum ln,dicum .. . . 400 . . 400 400 

ll Rape-seed BrasSic~ 'N'itpUS' •. ''"I. . . .. . . . . .. 
12 Gfoundnut AraChis Hfi,~g~n .. .. .. 3,000 .. 3,000 '3,000 

. .. ~ '· .L " ' . ; . :f' i 
. ' 

sugar 
d ' •1 ; ,., 

:'7,000 
., ',+ 

13 Sugareane (Gul) Sap,harwn 7,000 7,000 .. 
,., ~ .. , i.:;'· ": '. .. 

:Fibres .-.) . ,.·,,, r·,. ·' ) .• 

14 Coi!On (clean) .. .cossypium Herba~eum •• .. : •.• ,9Q ' •• l ·90 ... .'}0 
• 

;.•.:r. :. ··: _- u . ' 
1'3 
01> .... 



Serial 
No. Ordinary Name 

(I) (2) 

Cereals 

Rice (husked) 

2 Wheat .. I; (.1 :r·-h· .. 

3 Spelt 

4 Jowari 
r r..nc. 

, r, 

5 Bajri 

6 Ragi-~ 

7 Kodra 

Pulses 

8 Gram 

APPENDIX III-C-cont. 

Name of Crop 

Scientific Name, 

(3) 

Oryza Sativa 

Average Outtum in Lbs. per acre cropped 

Karnatak 
,.-----·---A---------. 

Belgaum Bijapur Dharwar 
~ 

Irrigated Un- Irrigated Un- Irrigated. .Un-
irrigated irrigated urtgated 

(29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) 

800 -- -~-~-- _1,140._ -------- . ---- !,L4fL_~· ____ 

Triticum A~~VU~- --!..'. .. 1,200 56Q 1,080 • 400 .. 600 

Triticum Speltum 1,500 1,500 1,500 

Sorghum Vulgare--
Kharif_ "}' . ' 900 .. 800 540 
Rabi 

Pennisetum Typhoideum 400 320 450 

£tusine Cor~cana 900 1,200 

Pa.spal~ · Scrobicutaturn 

' 
- ., • 

Cicer Arietinum 500 - 340 500 

N 

"' 0 



Oilseed• 

9 Linseecl Linum Usitatissitnum 360 360 360 

10 Til Sesamum Indicum 400 400 400 

II :Brassica Napus .. 
; ·, 

Rape~seed 

12' Groundnut Arachis HypOgen 3,000 3,000 3,000 

Su~tar 

13 Sugarcane (Gul) Sachharum Officinarum " 7,000 7,000 7,000 

Fibres 

14 Cotton (Clean) GossyP.~um Herbaceum 100 90 •'• 100 

""' "' -



APPENDIX 111-C-cont. 

Average outtum in Lbs. per acre cropped 

Serial 
Name of Crop Konkan 

No. Ordinary N nme Scientific N arne 
Thana Kolnba Ratnagiri Kanara 

,.--""----, 
Irri~ Un- Irri- Un- Irri- Un- Irri- Un-
gated irci- gated irri- gated irri- gated irri-

gated gated gated gated 

(I) (2) (3) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) 

.... 
Cereals IS 

. ! ,Rice (husked) Ory2:a 1 ~ativa ,. . ,•• .. 1,200 ·1,320 1,020• •1;320 

2 Wheat · .. Triti~um Aestivurn 

3 Spelt Triticum Speltum 

)~ Jowari SOrghum Vulgare.:.._: ·--
-.,' Khnrif "} ... Rnbi 

5 Bajri Pennisetum. Typboideum .. 
' 

6 Rogi · 
., 

Elusine Corncana 770 800 680 1,470 ,., .. - . ' ·' · · (early). , , (early) (early) · . '. 
1,540 1,600 1,360 

(late) 1 ' (late) j {late) · · Jl,) '1 

7 Kodr~ 
10 

,:..,.,. Paspnlum Scrobiculntum 640 800 675 



~ulsea = -- . --
Cicer ArictinUffi .320 -· 480 8 Gram - •• : .... 400 31!0 -.. -

_. 
Oil seeds - : . 

9 Linseed Linum Usitatissiinum -- -.. .. . .. _.-. -· ·-· --
:.. 400 

.. 

:400 10 Til SesamuOJ. lndi¢urii .. 400 .. • 0 ,, 

- = 
II Rape-seed: Brassica Nnpus· o o .. •• 0 ~ . . .. oo." or .. .. _ 

.;} 
-, . - ·-1:?: Groundnut Arilc~is ~ypogen --.. ... .. . . .. 

~ :.._ -. : 
Sugar_ -~ :.._ - - - -.., - ~ 

--13 Sugarcane (Gul)- Sachh8rum: Qfficinaruni 7,000 4,0~0 
~ 4.0oo 7.000 : 

0 ~. 
·o.-.. .. 

-:. I<> 
Fibres :.. - ;:s .. -, 

Cotton (ciean) 
.. -14 Gossypium Herb~ceum ~· .. -: .. .. .. i.•-: 
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Memorandum to accompany the quinquennial return .?.f 
outturn statistics for June 1897. · 

The present statemen~ of quinquennial yields presents con
siderable variations as compared •with the statement sub
mitted iri 1892. That statement was based on t_be "formtilre". 
as they were called which were :estimates of yields of "the 
principal crops in every taluka'. of the Presidency proper. 
The yields were given !in pounds corresponding to various 
anna estimates of the ctop ; 16 annas being supposed to 
represent a full average crop. In the _quinquennial return 
the yield of crops was taken in each district to be the average 
of the 16 anna yields of the talukas, as given by the formulae. 
ln some crops and in aenain districts· these results thus 
obtained certainly represent incorrectly the average crop in 
the average season. ' · ' 

2. As remarked by the Administration of the Central 
Provinces in their memorandum l:>n the stock of grain puli
lished by the Government of India, 16 apnas do not represent 
and never can be made to represent, to the average native 
mind, the average crop. The expression mea11s a good crop, 
but above the average of the country as a whole. Culti
vators seldom converse of their crops in annas ; but they may 
be heard sometimes to say that such and such fine soils hears 
16 anna crops, meaning that 'they are soils of more than 
avera!(e excellence. If -the anna estimates furnished by 
Mamlatdars for the purp()se of the annual reports of this 
Department during the last ten years were to be taken; it 
would be found that they· are always far below 16 ann as. · It 
is clear. therefore, that 16 annas .by no. meaps represents to 
them the average crop of their taluka in an average year .. In 
the cas<;_ of dry crops the 16 anna yields of the formulae 
pro~ably represented well, what :was then .the. ordinary :con
ceptJon of that yield. viz., a good crop in a good soil and a. 
good year. The vields now t!"iven represent, as nea_rly as 
our sources of information . will admit, what- the Government
of _ln?ia have asked for, viz., an averag~ crop, in an average 
soil, 111 an average year. - · ·. 

1 .. T~e idea of annas has been for the occasion excluded, 
and It IS not intended to commit the Agricultural Denart
ment to the representation of the yields now returned by 



ajJ..y, ,specifi~ ~Iljp~t, 9~ a~l\11~-; .Whenev.er. ~he, gross. _pro,d~c·, 
tiqn o£. the· cou"'tr:y, ·~. agiliQ,el\tl~ated, \he ann!l.qu~st10n ~ill 
b~:l ,fJI!l}l. enmfP.. i,mo.,. wid).· th9 ,prpbaP,le ,resul~ 't!:Ja~ some. 
departure will be rew.II\111~1\ded. jn ,the; metl10d, ,by,, whim 
Mamlatdars are asked to make their estimates. 

'II, ill "IIIli ,,,-, > 'I" , 1tt ~. •!·; j !OJ ~- ·; 

. .,4. ·i As may· have been an,ticipatedl frmh llhe above .observa'• 
nions .the' greates~. depattture• .from the formulae· has .been .in 
the yields ,of,,dry• p-op~· ;in. poo~· districts:· The. general result• 
has been that in , the Deccan the estimated yields are con-
i!4frably ·~~~(),,;_'~he J?nh~/a(li~u~es·' ci~ · 1892 .. }\'e · 'yiflds. 
now teturned' "'ere' m .th~ first mstance worked out by the 
Depury Director o~ 'Agl'iculni•:e', 'Mr.' M:olllsori. · Lastfy.",'M~. 
H~arn,' 'tl\.~' Sliperintenilent; :K<?tikan Survey was ·co,nsulted. re
garding our final estimates. Mr. Hearn has probabl'y taken 
mor~ 1 f')\periment~.· and. knows more of theyiel(ls of}he '?[di
nary 'crops in the Konkan, and, p~rts of the.PeFcan, ,tha11 any 
one in ·the Presidency. He fully discussed the yields \vith 
Mr. Mollison, and agreed with those at which he and I had 
arrived. Mr.' Hearn, who was: one of the 'framers of the 
original, formulae, admitted. that the low., yields. of the poor 
soils· and' precarious climates were not enough allowed for, 
in some districts, when the formulae were .Prepared. 

5.'. It. should be · mentioned that, for Bijapur and the 
Deccan, the' opportunity of acquiring information regarding 
the, yie\c,!. of gops was fully utilised both by Mr. Mollison .and 
myself, during our special famine tours. 

6. The yield of irrigated crops has been more . closely 
ascert;lltted and . stated. Experiments. and restilts on the 
Poona Farm have brought. accurate knowledge of the yield 
of sugarcane. There can be no doubt that 'the tendency
hitherto. has been to greatly .. underestimate the production of 
cereals under well irrigation. 

11,1 ':.. . ,, 

7. The estimates of yield..now. returned .will of course .. be 
subject to revision in the light of further ·knowledge and 
observation. But it is anticipated' that no,. such 'wide <!-!!par-' 
tures '~r.om previous estimates, as the present returns· show' 
when fompared with those of 1892, will appear ,again. The 
Deputy Director, who is of course an expert in the eye 
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esritl!anon of' crops,•··and ·ex'ceedingly b.utious' in rh~· fornia
tiori' of" his : cdrtclusions,.' is' 'ci>llViriced' that 'as regards . the 
crops· returned we are 'now pretty··neal''the \nark• ·and' the· 
uilderiligned ventures to"agre~ with him.: "' ,> ·• .,. ·.'.' 

·• I . ' ' otl • 1•1 • ' ' '\ ·''''Ito 

8. The rules for the conduct of crop experiments are 
thoroughly efficient for .their purpose; and need no revision. 
The pity is. that experiments are not m<>re numerous, and 
the rules not more strictly followed by, experimenters. 

9.' The present return presents a Meat deal of heavy .and 
car~ful lab.o.ur on the part "of:, the Deputy: Director, the 
P~rso~al ~~ist~nt aq.d the; oJ!ic'e1 \vhith · ha~ gre.atly _li~htened 
the puector s task of revtewmg and finally determmmg the 
figures'' to be entered in the return. · · · '' · · 

' ' J!. ,, .[ ,: 

· Retu~n showing the ·approximate· yield per acre of the· 
· .. " principal' crops in the p;ovinc( of Sind (r892-1897). ' ,, .. ,, . ' 

/.. • '• J ' 

• , 1 • 1. Name of crOJ?. --·-.-,. ~erage ~uttum, in lbs. pe~ acre cropped 

Ordinary' · Rntanical.name Piovihcc Upper Sind Shikarpur 
. . na~e . Frontier District 

(I) 

Wh~r 

Barley · • · · 

Jowari 
. '' .. 

Bajri · 

Til 

sugarcane· 
i •I ' ' C 0 ·t t o n 
· clcatled. 

Rape,.seed ... 
' Gram .. 

' 

(2) 

District 
··~~·~ 

lrri- Un- lrci- Un- Irri- Un
g8.ted. irri-• ,gated irri .. · gated irri-

gated gated 1 gated 

(3) (4) (5) • (6)' (7) 

Triticwn Stivum 
' ' . ·.r . '944, 903 1,246 .. 

Hordeum Vulgare 96i: 902 720 .. 
Sorghum Vulgare .. ' '. 853 652 .. 1,167 ' . ' 
Pennisetum Typha .. · '708 1,147 640 

ideum. 
Scsamum Indiucm 269 295 120 

SliccharUm Officina- · 3,70S· .. 
rum. 

Gosoypium f{er- 283 
· baccum. ' ' ' . 

Brassica Napus 513' 346 . . : .!' 7.J11 ... 
Cicei ·Arielinum ' ,, 

4?8 302 846 
. '• I 



., •' 
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Name of crop A\'crnge- o~u'ur~!iO \bs: 'P'cr 1acr~'cr?pped 
-~·,~··j"'"·-+l--r.i,,-,,),.' ' . _,, '. ' 

ura'inary Botamca name · karachi Hyderabad Thpr and 
name District District '· · Parkar 

: 1 0 , ~ 1 l. ,, . ' Districts 

·· Irri.! ·~.:'- : frri;'~ frri-~ t gated• • 'irr.i- gated ·irri- gated irri-

1 .\ ... : I' 
~ated ~ate4 _ga~ed 

()),, 

.. I J II! 

Whekoi' 
Barley.!.. 
Jowari 

I I ,(2) :1(9) I (10) 
,.,,--, -i,l'-,,-, ,,.:...:.-. C"l ,-,-:-, -;,,-,1-,...:;; •li ·• 'I ' 

,,l lfrriticumiStivdm ,_.,_.,,.'9291 .. '' 
.~oo~ HordeWn Vulgare -•.J-,721 .·, 
•. Sorghum VuJgarc.J.i '' -585•· 1,•. 

Bajri • ~~- \ -~~!ldJ?-i~e,tPP.l ~YP~fu : , ,4p0. ; •... 
1 cum. 

Tif J.! 11 ~~ ~ d s~amum: Indictiln · ' ·120' · •• 
Stigt.rt!ane • ~ !':; SacChari.b;n' 1 ' Offi- .t~,8;o' .. ': 
1 .;; .• ;J.l _ 1 ,.\.(.cinp~m •. ,,. ;J,,' -~-~ ' 
C o t t o n Gosoypium Her- i ··~ 

cleaned. baccum. 
f {) '' I 1 ~~ ' , 1• II I ] 

Rape-seed .. ' BrasSic'a !'lapus 368 •• 
Gram•. Ho ~·. tCicCr A:rietinum· vJ ,, 32):i ~; 
'··· . '.,I 't ,., "'. ·' •• • I·· 

(II).· •.(12) 

·1,'083' .. 
504 ' :. ' 

1;008 1 \II 

840. .., 

I 420 ' 
2,560''' .'. 

.. ~ " 
715 
400 ".: 

EXPLA.'\IATORY MEMORANDUM 
.. _ •• •! : .. •d•Jl ol· ··t 

(13) (14) 

.. 560 
' 

516· ·'· 
393 

.. 
426 

·I 

··JtJ 1• 111 ,~J1 !..._.·VJ?pe:.; ~~~~ ~ro~ti~;I" District: 

·-I.Wheae.I'-'-Extr;tcted from a starerrtem showing the result of 
"'"d .. ,orle :crop' experiment tnadel by I the Deputy Collector 
·w.t:~ in1 Kashnior• Taluka. I 1 t.~ ' · ' 1 •• · ~ 1 

'·' Barley.-Extracted from a Settlement Report of the 
Kashmar Taluka. · ,; ' · i<l " 1 '·" 1 

',~1~¥?11;...:...~~tr,~dr~<rr~op\ 1d stat~.~ent sho~ving the result' of 
· · one crop expenment ma4e. by. the .Deputy Collector 

in Thul Taluka. ' '" · · · · · · ' 

'B~}r.i.2'R:~p,r~·~~[; ' aver~~i ~i.e!( extraqeci tro.;; statem:e~t 
1 ";:- ~J.l?wipg the fCSijlts of nvq. crop expedmeuts Ip.ade by 

the Deputy Collector in Thul Taluka,; , .. 



Gram.-Extracted from a 'statem'ent showing the result ol 
one crop experiment made by the Deputy Collector 
in Thul Taluka. 

· ; Tii.-Extracted from the Settlement Report of the Kashmor 
T I k 

,, . ' ' . . ,, · · au a. , .. 
Rape-secd.-Extracted from the statement showing the result 

of one crop experiment made by the Deputy Collector 
" in Shahadadpur Taluka, shikarp~r Distnct. 
Wheat.-Represents average yield extracted from stat~ 
· · ments showing the results of 25 •crop experiments 

made by Assistant and Deputy Collectors in the 
,Talukas of Rohri, Labdarya, Kambar, Kakar, Shikar
pur, Sukkur, Naushahrao, Anrao; .Rato-dero, Mehar; 
Mirapur, Ghotki and Larkhana: 1, 

Barley._:_As shown in the previous return of 1892. ' •· 
Jowari.-Represents average yield extracted fr~m state

ment sho\ving the results of. 3 crop experiments made 
by Assistant and Deputj Collectors in Mehar, Ghotki 
and Rato-dero Talukas. 

Bajri.-As shown in the previous return of. !892 .. 
Gram.,-Represents average yield extracted from statements 

showing the results of 2 crop experiments made by 
Assistant and Deputy Collectors in Kambar and 
Labdarya Talukas. . 

I • < I ' .' i f ! ! ' ' ' 

Tii.-As sho\vn in the previous return of 1892. 
Rape-seed.-Represents average' yidd extracted from state-

'" 1. ments,showing the result,s of 12 crop experiments made 
by A~sistant and Deputy Collectors in Kakar, Kambar, 
Larkhana, Rato-dero, Shikarpur, Nasirabad and Sukkur 
Talukas. 

KUachi Distri~t . , " . . . , 
Wheat.-Represents average yield .extracted from sTatement 

: ', 
1 "showing ·the ·results of 4 experiments 'made in Dadu, 

·"· Shewan · and Kotri. Talukas. · · , . 

"• 

Barley.-Represe!lts average yield extracted from state
"· "· ments showmg the result" of 2 experiments made by 
' ' · the Assistant Collector in the Tal of Sujawal and 

Shabbanda,. '· '.. · · · ' • 



Jowari, Bajri, Gram and Til.-As shown in the previous 
return of 1892. 

Sugarcane.-Extracted from a statement showing the result 
of one crop experiment made by the Assistant Collector 
in the J ati Taluka. 

Rape-seed.-Represents average yield extracted from state
ments showing result of 2 crop experiments made by 
the Assistant Collector in Shahbandar Taluka. 

Hyderabad District 

Wheat.-Represents average yield extracted from state
ments showing the result of 5 crop experiments made 
by Assistant and Deputy Collectors in Hala, Sakraud, 
Badin, Moro and Guni Talukas. 

Barley, ]owari, Bajri, Gram, Til, Sugarcane and Cotton.
As shown in the previous rerum of I 892. 

Rape-seed.-Represents average yield extracted from state
ments showing the results of 2 crop experiments made 
by the Assistant and Deputy Collectors in Guni and 
Naushahro Talukas. 

Thar and Parkar Districts 

Wheat.-Represents average yield extracted from state
ments showing the results of 4 crop experiments made 
by Assistant and Deputy Collectors in Khipra and 
Sanghar Talukas. 

Bajri.-Extracted · from a statement showing the result of 
I crop experiment made by the Assistant Collector in 
Umarkot Taluka. 

Til and Cotton.-Extracted froin the Settlement Report of 
Khipra Taluka. 

Rape-seed.-Represents average yield extracted from state
ment showing the results of 2 crop experiments made 
by the Assistant Collector in Khipra Taluka. 

A·I0-20·A. 

(Sd.) A. WINGATE, 

Acting Commissioner in Sind. 



:t APPENDIX III-D 
i 
"' 

Statement showlnll the Standard Yield compiled In 1927 

~ [Figures in Lbs.r 

Ahmedabad Kairn Panch Broach Surat West East Nasik Ahmed-
Mahala Khnndesh Khandesh nagar 

(I) (2) (3) (4) ' (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Rice--

Unirrigated 1,440 1,320 1,200 900 1,560 1,080 1,080 1,080 1,040 

Wheat-

Irrigated 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,280 1,280 1,320 1,180 . 

Unirrigated 530 600 700 600 560 600 --600 560 460 ...,. 
0 

Spelt 1,500 1,500 ),500 - 1,500 o-
'. 

Jowari-

Kharif 1,080 1,050 1,190 760 720 720 520 

Rabi 820 1,400 1,500 

Bajri-

Unirrigated 840 970 820 700 600 500 380 360 340 

Ragi-

Irrigated 900 900 1,400 1,400• 

Unirrigated 500 1,440 1,420 1,500 1,200 



Gram-

Irrigated .. .. . ,; 

Unirrigatod 500 500 600 soo 500 500 500 350 380 

Linseed-

Unirrig~ted 350 .. 360 360 360 360 

Sesame-

Unirrigated 400 400 400 408 400 400 400 400 400 

Sugarcane-

Irrigated 6,000 6,000 5,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 

Cotton clean-

Unirrigated 120 110 120 130 120 110 110 100 90 ...... 
0 

Rape and Mustard- -· 
Unirrigate4 640 670 600 

Kodra-

Unirrigated 1,320 1,270 I, 130 1,050 1,120 900 

Groundnut-

Irrigate<! 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 

Unirrigated 8.00 1,000 1,000 



APPENDIX III-D-co11t. 
[Figures in Lba.} 

Poona Shola- Sa tara Belgoum Bijopur Dharwnr Thana Kolaba Ratnngiri Kanara 

pur 

(I) (II) (12) ( 13) (I 4) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) 

Riee-

Unirrignted 1,120 900 1,120 1,140 800 1,140 1,200 1,200 1,020 1,320 

Wheat-
Irrigated 1,080 1,080 1,350 1,200 1,080 

Unirrigated 860 400 480. 560 400 '500 

Spelt . 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
..... 
0· 

Jowari-
... ....,. 

Kharif 500 

Rabi 1,~00 1,500 1,500 800 540 1,000 ' .. 
Bajri-·~-

Unir~gate~ 340 320 360 400 520 450 ·" ,. 

Ragi-

Irrigated 
' ·r< ., ,. 900 

" 
900 .. ..,. 

Unirrigatcd 900 1,200 770 800 680 1,470 
' 

Gram-

Irrigated, .. .. ; ; 

Unirrignted 320 380 400 500 360 320 480 



Linseed-

Unirrigated 360 360 360 360 360 360 

Sesame-

Unirrigated 400 400 400 400 400 400 300 300 300 300 

Sugarcane--:-

Irrigated •• 8,000 7,000 7,000 ' 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 4,000 4,000 6,000 

Cotton clean-

Unirrigated 90 90 90 
,, 

90 90 120 

Rape and Mustard-

U nirrigated .. 
Kodra- ..., 

0 
Unirrigated 640 BOO 670 

..., 
Groundntit-

Irrigated 2,SOO 2,SOO 2,SOO 2,SOO 2,SOO 2,SOO 

Unirr.igated I,SOO 1,2SO I,SOO I,2SO 



APPENDIX III-E 
Accompaniment to Government Rosolutlon'fevenue Department, No. 7289/39, dated 28th September 1944 

Statcrnmt sl1ozub1g Standard Normal Yield of Crops (in Lbs. per acre). 

Wheat Jowar 
Serial District Rice(hu~ked), ,--
No. i.e., clean Irrigated Dry Salt Kharif Rabi Dry 

Dry Irrigated Dry 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (B) 

Lba. Lbs. Lbs. Lba. Lbs. Lb•. 

Ahmedabad 1,440 1,300 500 600 600 
. (grainjowar) (grainjowar) .., 

200 200 0 
(fodder jowar) (fodder jowar 

600 600 
..... 

2 Kaira 1,320 1,300 600 

3 Broach 900 600 820 

3A Pancbmahals 1,200 1,300 700 1,190 820 

' 4 Surat 1,560 550 760 600 
s West Khand~sh 1,080 1,280 600 I,SOO 720 S75 
6 East Khandesh 1,080 1,280 600 1,500 720 575 

' 1,080 1,320 460 I,SOO 520 520 
(grainjowar) (grainjowar) 

ISO ISO 

1,040 1,180 460 

(fodder jowar) (fodder jowar) 
300 

I,SOO 



9 Poona 1,120 1,080 350 1,500 400 { 1,200° 
(grainjowar) 400 

500 (gramjowar) 
ISO 

(fodder jowar) 
{ l,5oo• 

350 

10 Sholapur 900 1,080 400 1,500 1,200° 

II Sa tara 1,120 1,350 480 1,500 { 700 { 500 
1,500• 1,200° 

12 Belgaum 1,140 1,200 560 1,500 800 800 

13 Bijapur 800 1,080 400 1,500 540 540 

14 Dharwar 1,140 500 1,500 1,000 600 

15 Thana 1,200 ..., 
16 Kolaba 1,250 5: 
17 Ratnagiri 950 

18 Kanara 1,160 

• Irrigated. 



APPENDIX III-E-cont. 

Serinl Di"trict Bajari Ra11i Maize Kodra Tur Gram Gram 
No. Dry Dry Dry Dry Dry Irrigated Dry 

(I) (2) (9) ( 10) (II) ( 12) ( 13) (14) ( 15) 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lba. Lbs. Lba. Lbc;;. 

I Ahmedabad 750 1,440 1,080 1,000 560 500 
2 Kaira 870 1,440 1,050 1,275 690 500 
3 Broach 700 1,500 1,050 650 500 

3A Panchmahals 820 1,200 100 I, 130 800 600 
4 Surat 1,200 I, 160 1,120 680 680 500 
5 West Khandesh 500 900 720 900 960 1,200 500 
6 East Khandesh 380 900 900 900 960 1,200 500 V> 

0 
7 NMik 360 1,400 850 900 960 1,200 350 o-
8 Ahm('dnagar 340 900 900 900 960 I, 100 380 

9 Poono 340 
1,400 

900 500 900 800 1,200 320 
10 ShoJapur 320 800 900 960 1,200 260 
II Sa tara 360 900 720 900 960 1,200 260 
12 Bclgaum ... 400 900 { 800 900 960 400 

1,5oo• 
13 Bijapur 320 900 900 900 960 240 
14 Dharwar 450 1,200 1,200 900 1,200 560 
15 Thana 770 500 540 370 400 
16 Kolaba 800 800 410 380 
17 Ratna~iri 600 670 430 320 
18 Kanara I, 100 9M 480 480 

•Irrigated. 



To 

Sir, 
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APPENDIX IV 

No. 358, 

Education and Social Welfare Department, 
Sachivalaya, 

Bombay-32, the 2nd January 1963. 

The Secretary to the Government of 
Andhra Pradesh/ Assam/Bihar fGujaratf Jammu 
and KashmirfKeralaJMadhya PradeshJMadrasf 
MaharashtrajMysorefOrrissafPunjabfRajasthanf 
Uttar Pradesh/West-Bengal, Revenue Department. 

SuBJECT.-.'Haking of crop annawari for regulating grant 
of suspensions and remissions of land revenue. 

In the Maharashtra State, suspensions and remtsswns of 
land revenue in years of bad rainfall are regulated according 
to the general crop-annawari for the village, as a whole. 
Annawari of an individual crop in a particular field is deter
mined by actually cutting and weighing the crop obtained 
in a measured area and then applying the following 
_formula:-

Observed Yield per acre Standard soil annas 
Annawari= 12 X X -----,--,---,-

Standard yields Soil annas of the field 

In this formula, standard yield was defined (the question of 
revising of this definition has been under consideration since 
1958) as the yield per acre of that crop obtained in a year 
of favourable rainfall and standard soil annas means the 
average anna classification of the soils of fields in the district 
in which that crop is ordinarily sown. From the crop 
experiments made in the village for the same crop, the 
average annawari of the particular crop is determined and 
then the general crop annawari for the village is determined 
by taking the weighted average of the annawaris of the indi
vidual crops, annawari of each crop being weighted with the 
area sown under that· crop in the village. 
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2. Full land revenue is suspended if the annawari for the 
village is 4 annas or below and half is suspended if it is 
between 4 and 6 annas. In years of good rainfall, if there 
are previous suspended arrears, they are recovered by recover
ing I y. times the normal revenue when the annawari is 
8 annas or more and twice the normal revenue if the 
annawari is I I annas or more. Suspended arrears which have 
become more than three years old are remitted and similarly, 
when they exceed more than twice the normal land revenue, 
the excess is remitted. 

3. The State Government has now appointed a Com
mittee to examine the question of the definition of standard 
yields and standard soil annas for the purpose of the above 
annawari formula as also the question of suitabiliry of the 
formula and the modifications, if any required in it. In this 
connection, it will be useful to examine the formulae used 
in the several States for determining annawari of the crop. 

4. I shall therefore be grateful if you would supply the 
following information relating to your State:-

(i) The det~iled procedure regarding the making of the 
crop annawan. 

(ii) The formula, if any, used for determining annawari 
of the crop from the yield of a particular crop obtained .. 
in a fie)~ or from its estimated yield per acre together with 
explanations regarding the terms used in the formula. 

(iii) The main provisions of the rules regulatino- the 
grant of suspensions and remissions of land revenue~ 

·Yours faithfully, 

V. M. Josm, 

Secretary to Government, 
Education & Social Welfare Depanment 

and Chairman Annawari Committee, 
Government of Maharashtra, 

Sachivalaya, Bombay-32 
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REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

Letter No. 1886 El {62{2. 

From 

To 

Shri V. S. Subbiah, I.A.S., 
Deputy Secretary to Government. 

The Secretary to Government, 
Education and Social Welfare Department, 
Government of Maharashtra, Sachivalaya, Bombay-32. 

Fort St. George, Madras-9, dated the 9th January 1963. 

Sir, 
SUBJECT.-M aking of crop annawari for regulating grant 

of suspension and remission of land revenue. 

REFERENCE,-Your letter No. 358, dated 2nd January 
1963. 

I am directed to state that a copy of your letter has been 
forwarded to the Board of Revenue, Madras, for furnishing 
the particulars direct to you. 

From 

To 

· Yours faithfully, 

'· B. SHAIK ,IsMAIL, 

for Deputy Secretary ro Government. 

Letter No. 11605 El/63-1. 

Shri V. S. Subbiah, I.A.S., 
Deputy Secretary to Government. 

The Secretary, 
. Annewari 'Committee and Joint Director, 
Bureau of Economic and Statistics, Bombay-32. 
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Fort St. George, Madras-9, dated the 12th April 1963. 
Sir, 

SUBJEcr.-Making of crop annewari for regulating grant 
of suspension and remission of lalld reve11ue. 

REFERllNCE.-Your letter No. 358, dated 2nd February 
1963. 

I am directed to state that a copy of letter from the 
Chairman of Annewari Committee, dated 2nd January 1963, 
has been forwarded to the Board of Revenue, Madras and 
they have been asked to furnish the particulars direct to 
you. 

From 

To 

Yours faithfully, 

B. SHAIK IsMh!L, 
for Deputy Secretary to Government. 

Letter No. 11605 E1j6M. 

Shri B. Shaik Ismail, B.A., • 
Assistant Secret:iry to· Goveminent. 

The Secretary, 
Annewari Committee and Joint Director, 
Bureau of Economics and Statistics, 
Government of Maharashtra, 
Sachivalaya Annexe Building, Bombay. 

Fort St. George, Madras-9, dated the 24th April 1963 

Sir, 
REFERllNCE.-Your letter .No_ 358, dated 4th April 1963. 

I am direct!'d to state that the Board of Revenue, Madras 
has been asked to furnish the particulars required direct to 
you_ ' 

Yours faithfully, 
,B- SHAIXH lsl\WL. 



GOVERNMENT OF MYSORE 

No.:.Jlll t'SPL<6L;,· 

MYSORE GoVERNMENT SECRETARIAT, 

VmHANA SounHA, 

Dated, Bangalore, January 1963; 
j 

FROM 

To 

Sir, 

Secretary to the Government of M ysore, 
REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

The Secretary to' Government,· 
Social Welfare Department" 
and Chairman, Annawari Committee, 
Government of Maharashtra, 
Sachivalaya, Bombay-32. 

SuBJECT.-Making of crop annawari for regulating grant 
of suspension and remission of" land revenue .. 

With reference to your letter No. ,358, dated 2nd January 
1963, I am .directed to state that draft of the seasonal remis
sion Rules, .. proposed to be issued. in My sore State, is still 
under consideration of this department and jlS soon as it is 
finalised a copy. of the. same will . be forwarded to you .for 
information. ~~. may . ~e added , fhat the Rules in force in. 
the Bombay Area are proposed to be incorporated in the 
revised Rules with some modifications. 

I ' 

Yours faithfully, 

B. SEETIIARAMAN. 

Under Secretary to Government, 
Revenue Department. 
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GoVERNMENT OF ASSAM 

REVENUE (LAND REVENUE) DEPARTMENT; LANi) 
REVENUE BRANCH 

No. RLR Sf63Jl2, dated Shillong, the 25th January 1963. 

From 

To 

Sir, 

Shri N. Choudhury, A.C.S., 
Under Secretary to the Government of Assam, 
Revenue Department. 

The Secretary, 
Education and Social Welfare Department 
and Chairman, Annawari Committee, 
Government of Maharashtra, 
Sachivalaya, Bombay-32. 

SUBJEcr.-Making of crop annawari for regulating grant 
of suspension and remission of land revenue. 

REFERENCE.-Your letter No. 358, dated 2nd January 
1963 .. 

With reference to your letter quoted above, I am directed 
to say that in the State of Assam there is no annawari 
system for regulating grant of suspensions and remissions of 
land revenue. A copy of Rules regarding the suspension and 
remission of land in this State is, however, furnished here, 
with for your information and necessary action·. 

Yours faithfully, 

(Illegible), 
U oder Secretary to the 

Government of Assam, 
Revenue Department. 



i\::xEctiTIV'E INSTRUCtiONS 
CHAPTER VII 

Rules for the Suspension and Remission of Land Re-Jenue in 
cases of Widespread Local and Private Calamities. 

(1) These rules are based on Resolution No. 3-99-2, dated 
the 25th March 1905, of the Government of India, Depart
ment of Revenue and Agriculture, and apply only to the 
plains districts of Assam. 

(2) Officers having powers under the rules to suspend or 
remit land revenue will have similar powers in the case of 
local rates or cesses payable along with land revenue. The 
Commissioner will recommend to Government the grant of 
compensation to Local Boards in any case where it may be 
necessary. 

[.-Temporarily Settled Areas. 

(A) Widespread calamities, such as those resulting from a 
general failure of rainfall, or an earthquake, or a 
pestilence. 

10 I. The remedial measures necessary in the case of 
widespread calamities will be decided upon in each case by 
the Provincial Government in accordance with the principles 
laid down in the Government of India"s Resolution No. 3-99-2 
of 25th March 1905. In view of the fact . that remissions 
require more careful investigation than is necessary for an 
order of suspension, it may be taken as a general rule that 
in cases of widespread calamity, where . promptitude is 
essential, relief should in the first instance be given in the 
form of suspension. In such a case, the Commissioner will 
not hesitate to direct that all collections should be suspended 
pending the orders of the Provincial Government. 

(B) Local calamities, such as floods, hailstot'mS, blight, or 
ravages by insects, which cause damage to a limited area 
and affect a particular harvest. · · 

I 02. As an act of grace, relief in the form of a suspension 
or remission of .land revenue may be granted to persons to 
whom a local calamity has caused losses which render them 
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unable .to meet the, Government demand from their own 
resources or without great hardship. 

103. When the Deputy Commissioner receives information 
of the occurrence of a serious local calamity, he will, with 
the least possible delay, make, or cause to be made by an 
officer not below the rank of a Sub-Deputy Collector, a 
preliminary local inquiry to determine generally whether the 
damage done is sufficiently great to justify the grant of any 
relief. 

(1) Suspension: 

104. If, after a preliminary local inquiry made under the 
preceding rule I 03, the Deputy Commissioner is satisfied 
that the settlement-holders in any local area or any class of 
settlement-holders in such area cannot pay the next instal
ment of land revenue from their own resources or without 
great hardship, but will be able to pay it subsequently in 
addition to the current Government demands if the succeed
ing harvests are normal, he will at once announce the 
suspension of revenue due from such settlement-holders and 
report to the Commissioner the action taken. If the revenue 
of which the payment is suspended does not exceed Rs. 5,000, 
his orders will be final ; otherwise they will be provisional 
and subject to confirmation by the Commissioner. 

When the suspension of revenue ordered in a single revenue 
year in any one district exceed· Rs. I 0,000 a report must be 
submitted for the information of the Provincial Govern
ment and the Comptroller. · 

105. In all such cases, the payment of the Government 
demand shall be postponed to a definite date, having regard 
to the extent of the calamity and the dates of the principal 
harvests in the locality. Some weeks before the dates . so 
fixed the Deputy Commissioner shall report what proport~on 
of the suspended demand he proposes to recover, havmg 
regard to the character of the harvest reaped since th.e 
calamity and the condition of the people, and announce h1s 
decision on this point and the date to which the payment of 
the balance, if any, is postponed. 



(2). Suspension and automatic re':'ission: 

106. The following principles should be observed in. 
converting suspensions automatically into remissions:-

(i) Revenue which has been. under suspension for three 
years will be remitted, unless the ProvinciaL Government 
for ~pecial reasons decide other~ise. . . 

(il) In fully-assessed tracts w1th an outturn wh1ch 1s 
fairly constant, when the amount of revenue under 
suspension at any given time exceeds the revenue demand 
of an ordinary year, the excess usually should be remitted. 

The authority empowered to sanction remissions in such 
cases is that prescribed in rule 112 below and the action taken 
under this rule will be examine<L by the Commissioner in the 
course of his inspections. 

(3) Remission: 

107. If, after the preliminary local inquiry made under 
rule 103 above, the Deputy Commissioner is satisfied that 
ilnmediate relief is necessary and that it is practically certain 
~hat it will not be possible to collect the revenue in full at a 
later date, even if fair harvests follow, without causing great 
hardship to the settlement-holders, he may at once suspend 
~he payment of revenue in_ the affected area, giving notice to 
raiyats that detailed enquiries will be made to ascertain the 
amount of remission necessary in each case. He wiJI., at the 
same time, report to the Commissioner the action taken and 
~e arrangements which he has made for the detailed 
inquiry (rule 108). 

, 108. A field-to-field inspection of the affected area. will 
fhen be made by an Officer not . below the rank of a Sub
Peputy Collector. The mauzadar or tahsildar, village 
recorder, and goanbura or panchayat must be present during 
f~is inq~iry. Its results will be recorded separately for each 
Village m a statement in the form below which wilL be 
accompanied by a cadastr!ll map of the village (If the village 
has been surveye<\) showmg the area damaged broadly dis· 
tinguished according to the extent of the loss of the crop. 
Columns (!), (3), (4) and (S),should be filled up by the village 
recorder before the inspecting Officer arives. 
A·I0-21-A. 



FORM OF STATEMENT OF DAMAGE 

List of fields damaged by .... , .... , ...•..... ,,.,. in village.,,,, ... , ....•. ,,,mouza, ••••••• .... , ... , .••.• 

' Total holding and Amount of revenue to be 

- revenue of pnttndor-· Details .of fields dnmoged in remitted on each field as 

' in this and in other- . thi_~ village . recommended by . ..... 

' - -
village 

-
" - -- ---------
~ - .; ., 
• - 1 

..~ 

:: ""' ~ ~ ·a~ " ~ "- .. 5 ~ 

~ ·-" u " 0 ... . ~ 
" 

0 - 0 ~~ ""' b !fl :; .§ o. ~· 
~. 0 

·= - - " ". u 

~ '6 " ~ 

~.~ ~· ~ ... 
~ 

~ .0 0 ~ " " "' § :~ "' 0 •• ge "" 
.. 8 .. 

... u ... u " o·• " • 
0 ... 0 " ,..,; ·- . ·y ~ 

-"' . 
.<;:: c. ~ 

~ 

u t u " ""' .. 
!l e • u ~-

~ 
.. ~;- 1ib ' 5 5 

-u e- fr u • 6"' ~ t~ .0 

• < u 8 " " z {.!) z ~ u ~ ~ Ul ~ ~ 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12) (13) (14) 
------ -----

-
-
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109. .During · the progress of the inquiry the Deputy 
Commissioner or _l)ub.Divisional Officer should arrange to 
visit the locality and • see that the inquiry officer under
stands .the, procedure and is working on proper lines. 

' 11!}~ ' In: ~Jiilij( up ~olu'mns 11-13 of the form (remission 
proposed), the following general instructions should be 
observed!:- · · · 

(i) No reco=~ndation for remission shoUld be made if 
the crop that remains, taken with any other crops which_ 
may previous1y , have been gathered from the same land 
during the year, amounts to or exceeds a half-crop. 

(ii) Subject to provisions (iii) and (vii) which follow, and 
provide that Government may sanction remission even if 
the crop is a half-crop, or vary the ratio of remission in any 
other case of loss, the ratio which should be adopted in 
apportioning the remission to the Joss that has been 
sulfered are as follows:-

When the crop remaining, taken with any other crops 
which may previously have been gathered from the same 
land during the year-

. (a) is less· than 4 annas of an ordinary 
crop 100% 

(b) amounts to 4 annas but is less than 
· 6 annas . of . an ordinary crop ... 50% 

(c) aJ?.OUI!ts to 6 annas but is less than 
, ; , , , 8 annas of an ordinary crop 25% 
(d). ilm9unts to 8 annas of an ordinary 

, ; , " ,, a;op , . Nil. 
;(iii) Attention shoulq· l;le paid to the general circums

•·tances· •of the 1 village and the pitch of the assessment. 
Thus, in a prospeJ1ous village with a. low assessment, 
remiss/~!)- m~y, ~l)ly be necessary in quite exceptional <;ases, 
.~rile i~ .a Roo.r, village,. with a comparatively high assess
pte~~· .mor,e)ibera,\ remissions may be necessary . 

. .. (iv)"lt is· essential to ascertain the extent of the rayat's 
holding, not only in the village in which the inspecting 
officer is working, but also in other villages, and the degree 
of relier to be granted must depend on the extent of 
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. damage over the whole holding. If, for example, a field
to-field inquiry is being made in a village in which land is 
held fot temporary cultivation, no relief need be. gr~ted 
to a raiyat whose permanent cultivation is uninjured and 
from the profits ot which the totaL demand can. be, paid, 
even though he has suffered a total loss of crop on his 
temporary cultivation. But if the raiyat's permanent 
cultivation is small, compared with his total holding, a 
recommendation for relie.f may be made. 

(v) In the case of damage by Hoods in areas in which the 
damage can be recovered by a cold-weather crop, no relief 
need be granted. This is especially the case in areas sown 
with broadcast up-land rice. 

(vi) In determining the degree of relief to be granted 
regard should be paid to the character of th~ crop in the 
preceding year. In Hooded areas, two successive years o~ 
failure will justify liberal treatment. 

(vii) Ordinarily no remission 'l;hould be recommended 
for any land which is sublet. If, however, the inspecting 
officer is of opinion in any case that some relief is necessary, 
he may recommend a remission, provided that the 
pattadar agrees not to levy rent from his tenant. This 
should be made clear in the final column of the statement. 
If the pattadar does not adhere to his argreement, the 
remission that is granted to him will be cancelled. 

lJ I. The Deputy Coiilllli.l;sioner or the Sub-Divisional 
Officer (unless he himself made the inquiry), on receiving the 
report of the inspecting officer, with the statement and the 
village map, will record his recommendations in the appro
priate column and forward the papers for the orders of the 
Commissioner." ' It is of great importance that the recom· 
.mend~tions shduld be submitted promptly. 

· · 112.· Remissions in case of any one calamity' to the extent 
of more than Rs~ 10,000 in one district require the sanction 
of the State Government. Remissions not exceeding 
Rs. 10,000 in one district in the case of each calamity may 
be sanctioned by the Commissioner, who after passing orders 
will submit a brief report to the State Government for 
information. . 
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(C) Private cal.amities, such as fire, sickness, or loss of cattle. 

113. When it comes to the notice of a mauzadar, 
tahsildar, or officer of similar standing that a settlement
holder has suffered from a private calamity, such as fire, 
which has destroyed his homestead or crops, or from sickness 
or loss of cattle, which has prevented him from cultivating 
the whole or a great pan of his land, the said officer shall 
report the facts to the Circle or Land Records Sub-Deputy 
Collector or the Sub-Deputy Collector in-eharge of the tahsil, 
or, where there is no such officer, to the Sub-Divisional Officer 
or Deputy Commissioner. , 

Such officer, not being the Deputy Commissioner,· in the 
course of his,_ tour shall make a local inquiry, and, if he thinks 
that there are good grounds for affording relief to the raiyat, 
shal1 submit a full report to the Deputy Commissioner, who 
is hereby empowered to grant, in exceptional cases suspension 
of revenue or such portion of it as may seem to him 
equitable, within the limits of his power prescribed in rule 
104, a report of the action taken being submitted to the 
Commissioner for approval. If, however, the Deputy Com
missioner considers that suspension of revenue will not afford 
sufficient relief in any particular case, he will report the case 
in full to the Commtssioner with a recommendation for 
remi~sion o~ the revenue, or such portion of it as ma,y seem 
to htm eqmtable, and the Commissioner may take such 
action as he thinks fit within the limits of his powers 
prescribed in rule 112. Petitions for suspension or remission 
of revenue under this rule should ordinarily be sent to the 
mauzadar, tahsildar or officer of similar standing for report. 

11.-Permanently Settled Areas 

Widespread, local or private calamiPies in permanently-settled 
··- · areas -

Il4. 'l;"he remedial measures nec~ssary either .for suspension 
or for remission of revenue will be decided upon in each case 
by the Provincial Government, in . accordance with the 
principles laid down in the Government of India's Resolutinn. 
No. 3-99-2 of 25th March 1905. . 
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GOVERNMENT OF BIHAR 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

No. EjXJU.V-3043/63 LR. .. 

Shri K. K. Mitra, 
Add!. Secretary to Government, 

To 

Sir, 

The Secrewy to Government, 
Education and Social Welfare Depanmcnt. 
and Chairman, Annawnri Committee, 
Government of Maharashtra, 
Sachivalaya, Bombay-32. 

Pama, the 7th February, 1963. 

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 358, dated the 2nd 
January, 1963, on the subject noted above, and to say that 
there is no system of general crop annawari for the village 
nor there is any formula for its determination in this State .. 
The suspensions and remissions in this State are goverped by 
the rules contained in the Booklet entitled "Rules regarding 
abatement, remission and suspension of rent· demand in 
estates and tenures vested in Government under .the Bihar 
Land Reforms Act, 1950", a copy of which is enclosed for 
information. ' ,· 

Yours faithfully, 

K. K. MmtA, 
Additional Secretary to Government. 

RULES REGARDING ABATEMENT, REMISSION ,AND 
SUSPENSION OF RENT DEMAND IN ESTATES 
AND TENURES VESTED IN GOVERNMENT 
UNDER TI.IE BIHAR LAND REFORMS Acr, 1950 . 

. , 1' 

I. These rules apply to the estates ~n<j. 1 t~nures vested in 
Government under section 3(1) or }A . of ·the Bihar Land 
Reforms Act, 1950. · 
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2. In these rules, the terms · "Anchal" and "Anchal 
Adhikari" include "Circle" and "Circle Officer", respectively, 
whe~cver they occur: • 

Provided that where a Circle Officer or an Anchal Adhikari 
is in charge of more than one Anchal, he shall maintain the 
accounts and registers, and prepare the returns, relating to 
each AnchaL in his charge separately under these rules. 

3.. (>) "Collector" occurring in these rules includes any 
Deputy Collector to whom the State .. Government may, by 
general or special order, transfer any of the functions of the 
Collector under these rules. 

. . 
(iz) "Sub-Divisional Officer" occurring in these rules include 

any Deputy Collector to whom the State Government may, 
by general or special order, transfer any of the functions of 
the Sub-Divisional Officer under these rules. 

4. Part I of these rules prescribes the procedure for 
abatement of the rent demand, Part II for suspension and 
remission of the rent demand, and Part III for miscellaneous 
matters connected therewith. 

5. These rules supersede the eXIsUng rules, orders or 
circulars to the extent affected thereby. 

PART I-ABATE~IENT OF RE .. 'T. 

6.'' When an estate vests in Government, the old · tauzi 
demand of that estate is replaced by the mufassaJ 'rental 
representing the .rent demand of that estate. 

' 7., The rent demand of a vested estate or ,tenure i;:~nu:ii, 
the ,whole demand for the year being treated . a~ reansable 
from the I st of April. · . . · . . 

8. The accounts relating to the vested estates and 'tenures 
are maintained according to the financial year, and are 
balanced year!.y, the sums remaining unpaid <!t the end of the: 
financial year being treated as arrears. 
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9. (a) A rent demand or a portion. thereof in respec~ of 
any holding is abated when the same lS permanendy wn):ten 
off from the accounts for any cause, e.g., acquisition of lands, 
surrender of lands due to diluvion, sale of lands free of rent 
etc.: 

Provided that if the land of a holding or a portion thereof 
is lost bv diluvion, there will be a proportionate abatement ,of 
rent of 'the holding, and the right, title and interest of the 
raiyat shall subsist in such land or portion during the period 
ol: loss by diluvion, as provided in section 52-A of the Bihar 
Tenancy Act. 

(b) After a rent demand or a portion thereof is abated, a 
note of the order of abatement should be made in the 
permanent relevant record or records.· " - · 

10. When any losses of revenue occur in the course of 
the year for any cause referred to in rule 9, th7y will be 
treated as " irrecoverable balances " for the year due for 
remission, and no alternation in the annual demand shall be 
made until the end of the financial year, when the requisite 
sanction under rule 12 should be obtained to an abatement 
of the ·annual demand on account of such losses, which· will 
take effect from the beginning of the foJlowing year. 

II. In order to ensure timely submission of the annual 
return [Form A (3) J under rule 15, the CoJlector will, soon 
after the close of the financial year, take action for sanction 
of remission of the "irrecoverable balances " under rule 27 
and of the consequential abatement of. the dematlf[ under 
rule 12. 

12. (a) The Collector of the district is empowered : to 
sanction, in the vested estates and .tenures, abatement of rent 
without limit for any cause except in· c,oriseqi.tence 'of the 
acquisition of lands for public purposes ,or under the Land 

· Acquisition Act I of 1894. · · · ' 

(b) The Commissioner of a Division , is empowered to 
sanction, in the vested estates and tenures, .abatement of rent 
in consequence of acquisition of lands for public .purposes or 
under the Land Acquisition Act I of 1894. · . 
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(c) In all cases, abatement of rent in vested estates and 
tenures shall be subject to report under rule 15 to, and 
control by, Government in the Revenue Department . (Land 
Reforms Section). · 

13. Before sanction by a competent authority, every 
alteration of demand due to abatement of rent must 
invariably be verified by the Anchal Adhikari, a11d after an 
abatement of rent is sanctioned under rule 12 on such veri
fication, it should be entered in Index Register of Alteration 
of Demand in Form A(1), which shall be maintained Ancbal
wise in the offices of the Anchal Adhikari, the Sub-Divisional 
.Officer and .. the ~ollector. 

14. The Collector· will communicate each alteration of 
demand to the Anchal Adhikari through the Sub-Divisional 
Officer by means of a Correction Slip in Form A(2). The 
Anchal Aahikari will, in his tum, communicate the same to 
the Karmachari by means of a Correction Slip in the same 
form together with an Advice List, who will reTUrn the 
Advice List to the Anchal Adhikari with an endorsement 
thereon acknowledging the receipt of the Slip and certifying 
that necessary corrections have been made by him in the 
Halka registers concerned. Similarly, necessary correction 
should be made in the rei evant Anchal records. 

15. , The Collector shall submit, in duplicate, an annual 
return in Form A(3) showing the total alteration of demand 
made during the year to the Commissioner by the 16th July 
along with an annual Return No. I relating to vested estates 
and tenures, copy being at the same time sent· direct to 
Government .in. the Revenue Department (Land Reforms 
Section). The Commissioner will forward one copy of the 
report to Government 'in the Revenue Department (Land 
Reforms Seq:ion) with his comments by the 1st August. 

,· '.' 'I' ', • 1 , , , 'J 

PART rr--SusPENstoN AND REMissioN' oF RENT· DEMAND,, 

. 16. Su~pension and remissio~ . of rent demand may be 
granted in the event of- . · ' 

(a) widespread agricultural calamities, such as, famine, 
flood, drought, and general failure of crops over large 
areas; 
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·'· (b). local or isolated agricultural cal am! tics,. such. as are 
o'ccasioned by hail, flood, locusts or the hke, 111 which the 
'failure of crops is not uniform; and does no.t extend over 
large areas ; ' 

(c) occasional changes in diara lands due to diluvion; 
' {d) lands lying fallow in consequence of an order made 
under any law by a competent authority; and . 
· (e) individual tenants being in arrears at the close of the 
financial year. 

Widespread calamities. 

17. When the Collector has reason to believe that there 
has been or will be such a general failure of crops in any 
part of the district as to make it probable. that relief will be 
required, he shall cause an early enquiry to be made by an 
officer not below the rank of an Anchal Adhikari into the 
condition of the allected area and the extent of crop failure 
therein. 

" 18. On receipt: Of the Enquiry Officer's report and after 
such test thereof as may be considered necessary, the Collector 
will decide, lirstly, whether the calamity has to be treated 
as widespread_ or local and secondly, what relief, if ariy, is 
.required to be given. · 

' 151 .. , Where the C~llector is satisfied about the probable 
·eBstence of .a widespread calamity in any tract~ the enquiry 
under rule 17 . shall be made as expeditiously as possible, 

,and, to obviate delay, the Collector may, in submitting his 
.origina,l proposal, base his report as 'to the degree of im
mediate relief necessary> on the agricultural conditions of 
enti}:e villages or homogeneous groups of villages within the 
affected area: . . , . . · · 

Provided that the . degree of relief shall be. the same 
throughout each village or . each group of homogeneous 

. villages and. that no . attempt shall be made to differentiate 
between the circumstances of individuals:· 

.Provided further t.hat if, after making such. a report, th_e 
Collector finds reason to believe that the agricultural condl· 
tions of any villages have been incorrectly reported, he may 
submit a modification of his original proposal acconlW.siY.· 
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20. In case of widespread calamity, ·relief shall, where' 
possible, be' given, in the first instance, in the form·· of. 
Immediate suspension of rent demand: 

Provided that where only a proportion of the rent demand 
is SU<Iflended or remitted, the cess demand will not be 
suspended or remitted: 

Provided further that where the rent. demand is entirely 
suspended or . remitted, the case demand will only be 
suspended, and be realised along with the rent demand of 
any subsequent year when the· same is actually collected. 

21. In submitting his proposals for suspension or remission, 
the Collector shall have regard to the principles laid down 
in rule 22, and shall take into consideration~ besideS the 
previous history of the tract in question, tht; relation which 
the crops that have failed bear to, the sum total of the crops 
of the year on the area affected. 

Explanation.-lf the aghani crop normally represents 60 per cent of the 
year's crops, and the bhadai 20 per cent, and the rabi 20 per cent, and if 59 
per cent of the aghani is lost and the bhadai· has been an 80 per cent crop, and a 
~5; per cent rabi may be anticipated, the calculation is-

. . ( 60 75 ) ( 20 80 ) . 30+ 16 . 
· --x-- + -- X -·- or-· -- = 46 Per cent. 
. 100 . 100 . 100 . 100 . 100 !· . . . 1i . 

20 75 . 
for the crops already secured, and.aprobable --X-- or 15.percent 

• . . • . • f . 100 .100 . . ' .• 
on account of the rabi expected.- Such a loss of crops would not ordinarily 
by itself constitute a sufficient ground for recommenctffig suspension of rent 
demand, unless, on a consideration of the crops grown·previous to the present 
harvest, it appears that there had been other crop failures in the. land, for which 
no remission bad been granted and the total effect is such as to justify remission. 

. ' , ' • . I . 

22. The suspension or remission of rent demancl ' shall not 
ordiriarily be gr¥'ted, except in the case of a failure which 
causes • .a.Joss of rp.ore than half the• normal '.crops .of , the 
whole year.! Every case shall be considered on its, mer~ts, 
and· nci .relief shall be given· unless it.is· found necessary. , 

23. The Collector shall take into consideration the crops 
of the two preceding· years, and where· the crops of these 
two years have been less than half the normal, or where any 
rent demand is already under suspension, the provisions of 
rule 22 may be relaxed and a special recommendation for 
suspension or remission may be made. Similarly, if the 
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result of such an examination is favourable to the area, the 
suspension or remission may be less than the scale prescribed 
in rule 24. 

: 24. · A scale ·of relief is laid down below for general 
adoption, which shall be taken as a maximum scale, • and 
shall not be exceeded except in special cases, for which there 
is a full and satisfactory explanation:-

Normal outtum 100 Degree of relief 

Forty per cent and less than 50 per cent of the 25 per cent. 
year's normal crops. 

Twenty-five per cent and less than 40 per cent of 50 per cent. 
the year's normal crops. 

Less than 25 per cent of the year's normal crops. . 1 00 per cent. 

25. In sanctioning remission of the rent demand under 
suspension, the Collector shall be guided by the principles 
laid down in paragraph 12 of the Resolution of the Govern
ment of India, Department of Revenue and Agriculture, 
No. 3-99-2, dated the 25th March 1905, as reproduced below:--

"As soon as it becomes clear that it will be inadvisable 
to collect suspended revenue or any particular portion of 
it, it should be remitted at once. It is most undesirable to 
keep suspensions hanging for long over the heads of the 
revenue-payers ; and the Government of India are· of 
opinion that revenue which has been under suspension far 
three years should ordinarily be remitted as a matter of 
course. They are also prepared, in the case of fully 
assessed tracts with an outtum which is fairly constant, 
to accept a rule which would limit the amount of revenue 
under suspension at any given time to the equivalent of 

· the r_evenue demand of an ordinary yea_r. In the latter 
case 1t would not follow that when suspensions exceeded 
the limit, the whole amount suspended should be remitted, 
and, logically speaking, only the balance by which they 
were in excess should be so dealt with. But in the case 
of calamities so severe as to call for heavy suspensions, 
greater liberality than this will, no doubt, be desirable. 
An absolute and general rule that the amount under 
suspension should never exceed a year's revenue would be 
open to objection, since there are many areas of fertile 
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soil where there is no irrigation and the rainfall is uncertain
in amount, and where, on account of this uncertainty, the 
revenue is pitched so low, that in a really bumper year the 
people could pay very much more than the revenue 
assessed without the slightest inconvenience. " 

26. The Commissioner shall have power to sanction 
suspension of rent demand for the year in which suspension 
is granted, and shall report his proceedings to Government 
in the Revenue Department (Land Reforms Section). He 
shall also finally settle instalments for the collection of the 
suspended rent. All suspensions for a longer period require 
the sanction of Government in the Revenue Department .. , 

27. (I) The authorities to sanction remission of rent and 
the limits of such sanction will be as follows:-

(i) The Collector of a district is empowered to sanction 
remission of rent in the district-

(a) up to Rs~ 5,000 per annum in respect of one 
agricultural calamity for his entire jurisdiction ; 

(b) up to Rs. 100/er annum in respect of one village 
on any other groun ; and 

(c) up to any limit in respect of demand which has 
, been clearly made .in error. · 

(ii) The Commissioner of a Division is authorised to 
sanction remission of rent in the 'Division- t 

(a) up to Rs. 20,000 per annum in respect of one 
agricultural calamity for his entire jurisdiction ; · 

(b) up to Rs. 500 per annum in respect of one village 
on any other ground. . · . · · 

(ii•) Government in .the Revenue Departm<;nt , , ,~d 
. Reforms Section) will sanction remission of rent . in all 
'()ther ·cases. 1 

· ··' ; • ' • 1 ~: 

ExplonatiOn.-Th'e e~pression -;tone ·agriCU:Inri-al cal~tY" ·may ·extend tb 
more than one financial year. In such a case, the above limits shou\d be 
regarded as annual in tenns of one agricultural calSI_'nity. ' ' 

(2) The Reve~ue Department (Land Reforms Section) will 
send a copy of the annual Return No. I to the Accountant· 
General, Bihar, through the Finance Department, . by the 
16th August, as provided in rule 14 (i) of Rules provi~g 
for verification of collections, assessment of cess, etc., ·ln 
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, respect of vested estates and tenures. In this return, the 
total remissions sanctioned by various authorities should be 
shown separately . 

. 28. (a) As =1- general' rule, no suspended rent shall . be 
collected until after one fair harvest subsequent to the failure 
has been reaped in the affected tract. But where the damage 
caused to the crop is severe, the Collector will, after necessary 
enquiry, first decide whether the whole ot a portion of the 
suspended rent in the affected area is to be remitted. If it 
becomes dear to the Collector that it is inadvisable to collect 
the suspended rent or any portion of it, he will submit a full 
report to the Commissioner for orders. 

(b) In both cases, namely, where no portion of · the 
suspended rent is remitted and where only a part of the 
same is remitted, the recovery of the whole or a portion of 
the suspended rent shall be made in such instalments as may 
be fixed with the approval of the Commissioner, due regard 
being had to the character of \be succeeding harvests from 
which it is proposed to be recovered and the general economic 
condition of the people at the time. · · · ' 

(c) The Collector shall report to ·the Commissioner at least 
two months before the first instalment for any harvest falls 
due, the amount which he, in addition to the current 
demand, proposes to recover out of .the suspended demand 
from the proceeds of such harvest.· . . . 

· .29. Notice shall be given to the tenants co;,cemcd of the 
orders of suspension. pr remissi<ni of 'rent, if possible,' 'one full 
month before collections ordinarily start.. The practice of 
merely abstaining to collect without any declaration as to the 
~motmt to ·be suspended• shall be •discarded., · • · 
• 11; f I I ' J I · ~ ~ , , ~ , 1 1 :. ; : , , • , , · ' • • . , i , , ' : • 

30. The grant of rehef to tenants shall be made, condt-
?qrui! on ~peir giving relie( to under-tenants of all degrees. 

1 . , , ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' · I : I· • · I • - · '•" ~ 

· 31. · In all cases of'suspm,silm urider these rules, subse'luent 
collectiol) of rent .shall be' .~ade without interest. "· · ' 

• • I ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' • : ( l I . ' ~ I ' '; 

· 32. · In cases of suspension ancl remission under .these rules, 
the Collector shall send in Form A (4) the necessary parti
culars· for each village to· the Courts engaged in the trial of 
rent suits and for to the Certificate Officers concerned. 
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Local calamities. 

33. The foregoing rules shall also govern the procedure 
in the case · of local calamities subject to the following 
modifications, namely:- '· 

(•) In case of a local calamity, a field-to-field enquiry 
shall be made to ascenain the extent of the failure of crops, 
and consideration shaH be given to the los,; suffered by the 

• tenant in comparison with his total income. . . . . 

(ii) No rdief shaH necessarily be given to a tenant whose 
crops or whose sub-tenant's crops have been destroyed nt>on 
fields forming only a: small portion of his 'entire 'tenancy. 

Changes in diara lands due to diluvion: 

34. In diara lands, which are liable to change~ eaCh ye~ 
due to the fluvial action of a river, a res.Ponsible officer not 
bdow the rank of an Anchal Adhikar1 ·should. ascertain, 
after spot-enquiry, the nature and extent of such change~ 
after each rainy season and report to . the Collector through 
the Sub-Divisional Officer in Form A(S) his propo..als for 
remission •of rent for lands which have been wholly diluviated 
or rendered unculturable by sand deposit •or for .anY' other 
reason, and also for lands which have seriously deteriorated 
as a result of sand deposit or otherwise without being .rendeted 
unculturable. · · ' 

In this matter, the procedure laid down in rule 24 of 'the 
Bihar Government Estates. Manual, 1953, read with A1tnexure 
!~Detailed.· instructions· regarding. the .. annual veriiicat;io~ of 
Diara Estates vested in Government , sl;tall : •be . geneJ;ally 
foHowed.: .. ·.··.··: · .... . ... , · ........ 

1 

·. ' iands )ying fall~~ in ~bn~~que'!c(of ai~: 6r4~r N' ~\ .~: 
.• I::· 11 : 1. 1,. . compet~tJ..l ~ut~o?;tty.,. .,! 11 1

i; : ..... , 

• 3S; •Where any lands representing :the, who\e .or,,a ;Rorti(/n 
of oa holding liei faiiow. ·in., consequ(!!;lce, ,of .,an. flrd~r, ,ma~~ 
under· •any law by a competent authori~y at the insta?~(,of 
the •State Go:;emment, the. tenant 1 concerned, ,may,, .subjeCt}</ 
the approval• ·of the State Govem~nen~, be. al!owed r.e.mis~lori 
of the proportionate rent for ~he penod .dut1ng wh1~h. such 
order remains in force. In such a caseu,fbe rent, t? "~~ 
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remitted for the area lying fallow shall bear the same propor
tion to the total rent for the entire holding as the, area of 
the land lying fallow bears to the total area of the entire 
holding. 

· Individual tenants being in arrears at the close of the 
financial year. 

36. All cases of individual tenants in arrears are dealt 
with on scrutiny of the arrear lists given in the annual List 
of Defaulters (Return No. ill) after the close of the financial 
year. Along with the annual Return No. I, in which the 
total amount of remission for the year to which this return 
relates, is given in column (9), the Anchal Adhikari has to 
prepare, in Form A(6), Rerum No. ill-List of Defaulters 
for each Halka in the Anchal after necessary check in the 
manner required under rule 93 of the Bihar Government 
Estates Manual, 1953 read with paragraph 27(2)(ii)(j) of the 
Instructions for the guidance of Circle Officers in Government 
Estates. This return should reach the Sub-Divisional Officer 
on or before the 1st June each year. 

'!il. On receipt of Return No. ill in the Sub-division, the 
Sub-Divisional Officer will, after such enquiry a6 may be 
necessary, pass orders for filing certificates in suitable cases. 
Cases of arrears fit for remission or suspension should, 
however, be recommended to the Collector for llecessary 
actio~ under rule 38 on or before the lst July each year. 

:" 38. (a) On receipt of the Sub-Divisional Officer's recom
mendation for . remission or suspension· of rent in regard to 
Return No. III-List of Defaulters, the Collector will either 
pass orders thereon himself under rule 27(1)(iJ(b) or forward 
it to the Co~missioner with his comments for necessary 
orders under rules 26 and27(1)(i•)(b). It should, however, be 
noted that these rules 'do not 'COnfer··a general authority to 
suspend or remit rent' demands in cases. of individual'tenants 
in arrears irrespective of their financial condition or in. cases 
where the remission is not· justified. The discretionary 
powers should J:>e exercised with· care, after proper investiga
tion, to ·ensure· that the· arrears are not due to failure or 
laxity on the part of Karrnacharis, etc., to realise the arrears 
from the individuals. · . · 
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(b) All remissi~ns sancti'oned,under sub-rule (a) shouJJ be 
entered Anchalwise in District Remission Register VI in 
Forni A(7), and a copy of the order sanctil>Q.ing ~uch remission 
or suspension sent to the Sub-Divisional Officer for necessary , 
action under rule 39, · · ' 

.· 39 .. When the order sanctioning the proposed 'remission 
or suspension is received in the Sub-divisional, necessary entry 
.regarding remission should be made in &.b-divisional 
Remission Register VI which shall be maintained Anchal
wise in the same form, and a copy of the order sent to the 
Anchal Adhikari for necessary action under paragraph It 'of 
the Instruction for the guidance of Circle · Officers in 
Government Estates. · · ' · 

40. N"o entry relating to any suspension of rent shall be 
made in Remission Register VI in any office till the whole or 
a portion of the suspended rent is remitted by a c;ompetent 
authority under rules 27 and 28, and then, an entry only in 
respect of the amount actually remitted shall be made in the 
said Register, the un-remitted portion of the suspended rent, 
if any, being treated as due for collection., ' , . . . 

' ' I! 
·PART ill-l\1ISCELLANEOV,S, 

41. In explaining the outstanding balance under . head 
'(iii}-amount proposed· for ·remission ''·(Le., • doubtful .fud 
irrecoverable) at. the· foot of the annual Refum No. I, the 
total aniciunt of the rent demand under suspension, besides 
the amourit proposed for remission, for the year to which the 
return. relates, shall be specifically mentioned. .·. . . 

42. The atlthority comp_etent. to 'sanction suspension .of 
rent under .rule 26, may, subject to the approval of the State 
Government, sanction re-suspensiorl of'· the rent' demand 
already under suspension in suitable circumstances. . • 

43. In all cases where. remission of the rent demand is . 
sanctioned under Tule 27, the authority competent to sanction 
such remission under the said tule 2~ may,· s!,)bject tp .the 
approval ·of the State Government, .. sanction refund of the 
r~m!tted_ amount for rent already paid:.. .,,···· 

•!- - ' •• . • ,, . • 

. Provided that nc;> amount of cess already paid along witJ:l 
-such rent shall be'; refunded. · • " · 
A-I0-22-A:' . 
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AN!'IEXU!ffi I. 

i>BTAILBD INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING THB ANNuAL VBRIFICATION OF 
. DIARA EsTATES VESTED IN GoVBRNMBNT • 

. ·The enquiry prescribed in rule 24 ·of the' Gove.,;,ent Estates M~ual, 1953 
is not intended to be a complete resurvey and resettlement of a diara estate. 
It is prescribed for the ascertainment and record of the changes that have 
occurred as a result of the previous rainy season. On the basis of it the Collector 
is able to see- : 

(•) What land bas been completely diluviated or rendered unculturable by 
sand deposit or for any other reason. i 

(iJ) Wbat land bas deteriorated as a result of sand depost or otherwise 
without being rendered unculturable. 

(iia) What· neW land has accreted and is capable of cultivation..." 
(iv) Wbat land has improved as a result of depvsit of silt. 

/ 
Z. The Collector is then in a positio~ to do four things-

(a} To seeept a surrender of land, whieb a raiyat wishes to give up' and 
to abau the rent due from such land in accordance with secton )2 ... A of the 
Bihar Tenancy Act. .. 

(b) To make for the year remissionS of rent for land which is wholly un .. 
culturable or has deteriorated. The amount of the remission (a) for wholly 
unculturable land, and (b) for land which has seriously deteriorated should be 
according to a standard scale. Where the non-occupancy raiyot1 are holding 
under kabuliyots of the form given in Appendix A to the Government Estates 
Manual, the rates fixed by those kabuliyats ahould be considered when 
laying down a scale fur remissions. 
·. N. B • .:...Sueb remiSsiOn is to be sharply distinguished from tbe reduction 
of rent which a Collector is required by section 25-A of the Act or oth~ 
w.ise to make in consequence <?f the permanent d~teriorati.on of land. 

(c) To settle new-accreted ·land, subject to any rights tbat the raiyats 
may have ·on it under section 52-A(2) or by reason of the land accreting to the 
holding of a raiyat. 

(d) To demand from non-occupancy roiyot1 additional rent for land which 
has improved, subject to the rights secured to them by contract or by statute. 
For ezample, if rent bas been determined under secrion 46 (6) of the Bhiar 
Tenancy Act and the raiyat bas agreed to pay the rent, he is entitled to hold 
tb~ ,1.~ for five years at that rent. · 

3. The processes indicated above riJ not ordinarily affect the whole estate 
and amount merely to a revision of the current demand of the jomabt:mdi and 
not to'' a settlement of rents., as contemplated in Chapter XL of the-Survey and 
Settlement Manual. Consequendy. no administratiVe sanction by higher 
authority for the inception of the work (as prescribed in section III, Chapter III 
of that Manual for settlements) is necessary, and no "confi,rmation, 
as contemplated by rule 646 is required. · 

4. The amount of work involved k; carrying out these annuat·enquiriea 
must Y!lry ~tly with the circumstances of each particular ~staU. ~ In some 
estatu m certam ~eara latge ~es will occur involving·& reasonably accurate. 
resurvey of a COI18lderable proportwn of the estate. In; others; the changea may 

A·IG-22-B. . 



be so slight a"s 1o render survey uimecessary unless the raiytit! ask W it. In 
exceptional cases dealt with in the next paragraph the whole estate or. a very 
large part of it is annually submerged, and only small portions are cultivated for · 
catch crops. It will probably be found advisable for the Anchal Adhikari to 
make first a rapid inspection of the diara estates under his charge and·theri give 
the amin precise instructions, as to the amount of survey· required;·&.nd .the 

. manner in which it is to be carried out, visiting the estates ag&in for the purpose 
of checking the amin's work and deciding what recommendations will be made 
for remission or assessment. Rule 24 of the Government Estates Manual 
requires that there should be for each year for each est:1te a copy of the maps 
marked to show the position in that year. If no change is made, the fact may be 
merely· recorded on the p~evious. year's map. . . . . 

S. For the 'exoeptional cases, which will be rare, where the whole estate or 
a very large part of it is annually submerged, special measures will be necessary. 
As contemplated in rule 637 of th~ Survey and Settlement Manual, a settlement-· 
from year to ycai is required. It is impossible to make anything like an accurate 
map, without wholly dispr~Jportionate expense, the culturable land will ordina· 
rily be in isolated patches. These should be identified by deputing an amin or 
any other suitable officer and given to persons who may be legally or equitably 
entitled, and they should be asked to pay the rent which is payable under the 
law or which-may be deemed to be equitable at suitable rates according to the 
productivity and other advantages of the soil, as the case may be, for th~ lands 
actually found later to be cultivated by them in the year. It may be advisable to 
take an advance payment. The boundary of the portion of the estate which is · 
found to have emerged from the river should be roughly sketched in on a copy 
of the 16" sheet, and the position of culturable patches indicated roughly 
thereon. These patches should be surveyed at once, the external boundary 
of the patch and the internal detail of the plots given to each raiyat being sur
veyed as accurately as possible, though the relation of one patch 'to another 
may be left only roughly determined. A khOSTa should. be prepimid and the 
copy of the map should be dated. An amin should again be deputed, as soon 
as the crops are fairly on the ground, tc measure up-land which has emerged 
later and has been cultivated and to prepare a more complete·khasra indicating 
·not only the plots under each raiyat but also the crops grown thereon. The 
Anchal Adhikari should then pay a second· visit and decide what rents are 
payable. His proceedings should be submitted to the Collector through the 
Sub-Divisional Officer for confirmation, and a brief report sent to the Com
missioner for information and comment, if necessary. It should be specially 
noted in this report whether the estate tshows signs of becoming sufficiently 
stable to warrant its treatment in future years in the manner indicated in the 
preceding paragraphs. The rates of rent for· each class of land in each estate . 
should be prescnbed by the Conunissioner and should not. be varied without 
his sanction. The demand as determined by the Collector on the basis of the 
Anchal Adhikari's proceedings will be the demand of the year • 

6. Tliree specific questions arlse,.tti.l'.,---: . ' 
( 1) Does the annual jama of a diara estate, fixed after annqal verification, 

require the Commissioner's sanction? , . . , . 
(2) Does a remissiOtt"'of rent allowed by the Collector as a result of annual 

verificatiQ.Il require Commissioner's sanction when the total remission for a 
single estat~ exceeds Rs. 1 00 ? ~ ~ 

(3) In non-occupancy diara holdings can the rent be legally. enhanced 
\vhenevei it is below the prevailing rate, provided the provisions of section 46 

. of the Act be followed, or is the rent of a non-occupancy raiyat not liable to 
·enhancement for· five -_years- after it is fixed, irrespective of whether his land is 
"diara or ot~erwise ? · 



: '1. The answers to ~ese questions are:;_ 

(I),No.-

(2) Ye5, under rule 92 (b) of the Government Estates Manual resd with 
. rule 6, section XVIII, Chapter II at pages 65-66 of the Tauzi Manual,.1951, 

··which clearly ·covers both arrear and current demands. For each estat~ 
there will, save in very exceptional cases, be a n full demand u jamaband1 
which will be altered from year to year by reason of (1) ·abatement on stinen· 
der, (ii) assessment.oli settlement of newly accreted land, and (iiJ) additional 
rent agreed to by non~occupancy raiyats for improved land, i.e., cases (a), (cJ 
and (d) of paragraph 2 above. If the remissions proposed, which are covered 
by case (b) of that paragraph, bring the demand of the year down below th< 
"full demand'" as so altered by more than_ Rs. I 00, the Commissioner's 
san~on is required w:ader the existing ~es. . · · 

(3) A non-ocCupancy raiyat's rent'" can be legnlly enhanced at any tirrie, 
provided that the raiyat agrees, except that it cannot be enharu;td roithin five 

. ' years of his agreement to pay a rent determined by a Court under section 46( 6), 
.. Bihar Tenancy A.ct, as fair and equitable Or of a settlement of fair rent under 

Chapter X of that A.ct. It will be observed, however, that a non-occUpancy 
raiyat can stand out against an enhancement under' section 46. · -: · 

' • -M· . 

, 8. Three other points also arise on which it is desirable that orders should 
be passed:-

(•) Is it the policy of Government to prevent the accrual of occupancy 
rights in their diara estates ? 

(it) Should new settlements of dr"arg lands be confined to certain classes of 
tenants? 

(ii1) Is it ~ecessary to take kabub'yats froni · diara tenants, and; if so, should 
they be registered l ·· · 

,, .. 
The answers are :-
, (i) Certainly not, . Under section 52-A, Bihar Tenancy Act, the occupancy 
rights of a Taiyat subsist in his land during the period of loss bj diluvion, and 

~ the raiyat has the right to possession· on the reformatio!). of such land on its 
old aite. . · " · ~ 

(H) New settlements -ahould be made subject to the provisions of section 
,,.sz-A, Bihar Tenancy Act, in relatively small blocks, especially with persons 

who have previously cultivated in the vicinity and have lost some or all of 
their lands owing to diluvion or with Harijans or landless agricultural 
labonrera of the aame village. 

(ii•) It will ordinarily be auflicient to take the signatures ;,~ tlrumb impres
sions of the tenants on the revised rent-roll. But where the past history of the 
estate suggests greater precaution, the- Collector may direct that kalndiyats 
be taken. H they are taken it-is preferable to have them registered, since the 
use of an unregistered written agreement as evidence is fraught with pitfalls 
(See Maharani janki Kuer v. Brij Bhiklum Ojha, Pot11a :U.w Timn, 541). 
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FORM A (I) 

INDEX REGISTER OF ALTERATION OF DF:MAND 

District ............ , Sub-division ............ , Anchal. , .......... , Halka ............ . 

. -
Initials of I the Date 

. Authority Gazetted: from 
Number Village with sanctioning Officer which 

of thana and alteration incharge Previous Sanctioned Increase Decrease Nature the Remarks 
tenancy thana number with and date demand, demand in in of new· 
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CORRECTION SL~P SHOWING ALTERATION OF DEMAND INCLUDING ABATE
MENT OR REDUCTION OF.RENT IN ESTATES VESTED IN GOVERNMENT 

. \ . 
District ••••..••• • : . . , Sub .. division ••••••.•.... , Anchal ••.•••..••.. , Halka •••.••.•••.. 

' Initials of 
the Date 

Authority Gn1.etted from 
Name of Village with thana sanctioning Officer Previous Sanctioned Increase Decrease Nature which 

. 

·tenancy and alteration incharge demand, demand in in of the new Remarks 
in rent thana number with date and date if any demand demand nltcra~ assess-

rolls of order of making tion ment 
corrections will take 

in the effect 
rent tolls 

I ' 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7} (8) (9) (10) (II) 

• 
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FORM A(3) 

RETURN SHOWING ALTERATION OF DEMAND IN THE DISTRICT OF ..• · ........... . 
• FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31ST MARCH l9 

(Note.-This return is to accompany the Annual Return ~o. I relating to vested estat~J 

(!) 

Rent ... .. 
Cess 

Previous 
annual 
demand 

(2) 

Miscellaneous • · ~ • · .; : · · 

Total 
' ' ' . . 
' ' 

Sanctioned demand 
Increase in Decrease in showing the net Nature of Remarks 

demand demand effect of alteration alteration 

(3) (4) 

[Cols. (1)+(2) 
-Col. (3)] 

(5) (6) (7) 

0 ••• 0 ••••••• 0 0 •• 0 • 

· Collector. 

District . .•• · •.. ~· ..•• ; .. 

Date ••...•.••••••• ~~ .4. 

• 
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FORM A(4) 

VILLAGEWISE STATEMENT SHOWING SUSPENSIONS AND REMISSIONS 
! . I 

(NOTB.-Thia statement Ia to be prepared Holka\viso and villagewise) 
- ·- ·- ·-. 

District •.•••• " ••. -. .: ••• , Sub-division •• • ••••••• • ., Anchal .••••••••••. , Halka ............ . 

~untsuapended Amount remitted 
Serial Name of Name of Noto, if any, rent euitaf 
No. village with tenant with certificates are pending; Remarka 

thana and parentage 
Year 

if so, give reference 
thana No. . Year Amount Amount • . I --

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

-

; . 
..• - -- .. 

.. .• 
t 

. ; t .. .. ' ' ' " '. l ••• ' 
.. 

• , . . .. 
. , , .... . • 
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"-- _ _: ~~··_:;:_~:_::· ______ .:..__:. __ · _ _:_g~RM ~ J5.).~<· .. _________ _ 
' ' . l 

REPORT SHOWING PROPOSALS FOR REMISSION O'F RENT FOR DIAR.A LANDS 
. FOR THE YBAR ENDING 31sT MARCH 19 • 

I • • ' , • j . 
1 Du;trtct . .......••.. ~- ~ ..... , Sub-d1vxsxon. ~ .............. t ••• , Anchal . ..........••...• 

I : ' , 

l Description of 
' 

Anchal Adhikari's 
: ' 

Extent of damage 
I holding done by sand deposit,; proposals for Sub~ 

vmake 
I etc. ' remission rent Divi ... 

. I in respect of- s\onal Col-
with Halka Name of tenant ----- Officer'& ltetor's 

thana and ·No. . t<COlll- orders 
thana No. 

\')) ! ( \) ~ 
Area Area DamaRt D11tnage rnt:n .. 

:J t> ~.No'o· Ate a Rent actuallY seriously to lands tohmds dations 
I ' diluviated deterorated glvenin givenjn 

~- -· ) ---- . ... ... .. or Ten .. but not column column . 

'-...~. ' . dere<i .. rendered - (7) (8) I 
,. . - uncultur .. uncultu .. I ' . .able rabfe 

.. 

' 

' f,!!. ' 
-----,.. 

'. 
' ' ' 
~(1)1 ''·'fZY' 111:·· (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) ' (10) (If) (12) 

( "; :1 't/ J•'. 1), -
- - -- -.. 

" .. 
.. . 

-~-· . -- ----~---- ···- - --~- .. - ·---· -· .. • .. 

r . ,,\ '' 
...... . . . . . 

' 
.... .. ' 

' : 

.,j/ .· : • 
·, .. 
,. ) .. 

' .. :~) .. 
-.. .. 

.• . 
' .. : .. . ' 
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FORM A(6) 

RETURN No. III-LIST OF DEFAULTERS 

District •• ••....•.• , ..• Sub-division . ........... , Anchal . ......... ~ . , IIalka . ........ . 

0 (2) Name of 
'tenant with 
1 parentage 

-~ 1 ~ _R~--r.:- _c ... __ 
.a ooj ~ 

l:= ] ~ 5 [ [ [ jJ ~ [" [ ~ ~ !J 'E 
0 h ~ ou.., '!! o .., '!! 
Z~4r':S""'~ ~! ::g ~ ~! ~ 

Note, if certi-
ficates are 

pending, giving 
the number in 

Register X and 
the amount for 

which they were 
issued and date 

, of issue 

·Sub
Divi
eional 

Officer's 
or 

Collec
tor' a 

orden 1 
!>:· 

1-----1--------1----1---·1-----1---1~ 
(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12) (13) (14) (15) 

--1-----1·-1-1- -1-----1--1- --1-----1---1--
[(I) 

. "/ 

(2) (16) (17) ~18) 

'•' 

,·r.' . 

.. 
NoTBS.-(1) Where there are other deamnda, e.g. Mahua, lac,· etc., necessary additional columna should be added to 

T thia form, . ·· 
·' · · : · (2) ThOIWilO and thano number of tho village should be written across the page above the first tenant's name, 
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. • • - . --. J' .... 

·" .l ' 

FORM A-(7) 

REGISTER VI-REMISSION 

-District ..• , .• • J •. .. , Sub-division ..... ~ .... · .. , Anchal.. ......... · .. , Halka ... -.....•• 
~ '\; . ' ~· ~ - . -:: ... c . "'C - : -~ -~: 

' ". Amount-remitted ~ ' .. ·-· ..-_. 

: ~ ·' 
. . . 

RemarkS 
c '· ,. >j ., 

' Number (Initials:· " ~ Number of . 

and date .of the Serial Village Thana and Nam~of holding in Rent Cess·-- Miscellaneous Or order Officers .No. thana No.:. tenant Register ~ sanctioning lncharge. 1-A or 1-l;l Arrear Cur- Arrear Cur- Arrear . Cur- remission attesting ' 
" ' rent rent rent entriea · ..... .. 

with date) 
:. .. 

(l) (2) (3) ' (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) - .. -• 
' .. 

. . 

' 
. 

·' 
-.. -

J . . -· ' 
' 

J ., .. -.. .. 

-

.., .... -
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GOVERNMENT O:F RAJASTHAN 
REVENUE (B) DEPARTMENT 

No. F-6 (98) Rev •. BjGr. 1/62. 

From 
The Assistant Secretary to the . 

Government of Rajasthan. 

To 
The Secretary to Gol>emment, 

· Education and Social Welfare Department and 
Chairman, Annawari Committee, . 
Government of Maharashua, Sachivalaya, Bombay • 

• 
Dated Jaipur, the 28th February 1963. 

SUBJECT.-Making of crop annewari for reguklting grant of 
suspensions and remissions of land revenue. 

£ir, 
· I am directed to refer to your letter No. 358, datea 2-t:l963 
and to say that provisions in re'gard to the remission or sus
pension of rent in agricultural calamities are contained in 
section 126 of the Rajasthan Tenancy Act, 1955 (Rajasthan 
Act No. 3 of 1955). Ruies to give effect to these provisions 
are rules 26 to 41 of the Rajasthan Tenancy (Government) 
Rules, 1955. The Superintendent, Government Central 
Press, Jaipur is being requested to supply one copy of the 
above Ruies to you, direct. A copy of section 126-ibid is 
given helow:-

126. Remission or suspension of rent in agricultural cala· 
mities . ...,...-On the occurrence of_ a famine or scarcity in any 
area or of an agricultural calamity affectin~ the crops of any 
area, the State Government or any authonty empowered by. 
it in this behalf may in accordance with rule9 made by the 
State Government in that behalf remit or suspend for any. 
period the whole or ariy portion i>f the rent payable liy a' 
tenant in sueh area. ~ -c-

y ours faithfully, 

· (Illegible), 
' Assistant Secretary to Government. 
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boV:ER:NMENT OF RA.jA.STHAN . 

!.REVENUE -(B) DEPARTMENT· :

No. F-6 (98) Rev. BfGr. If62. 

The Superintendent, 
.Government Central .Press, Jaipur •. , .. 

Dated Jaipur, the 21st May, 1~63 • ... 
SUBJE<:r.--Supply of publications. 

-, 

REFsiiENcs.-This •Department endorsement of even number, 
dated 28th February 1963. · · · • 

. l' Sir, . 

The Secretary, Annewari Committee, and Joint Director, 
Bureau ·of Economics & Statistics, Bombay : has · informed 
that a copy of the Rajasth~ Tenatiey (Government) Rules, 
1955. has .not been: received by him, as,. yet. ,.,. ('; . , .. 
. •' ~ : ; -'· . ' : - ,, ! ' j • ,• 'i "J'J'' • ! JJ, ' .. 

2. · I am, therefore, directed w ,request th;lt, one . _copy of 
the above Rules may please be supplied .•.to .the! , Swerary, 
Annewari Committee, andJoiut.Director, Bureau of Econo-
mics ~d. Sta~~tics, )~om~~Yr 1;1rgently., ,. . , r, , ; 1, , . 

r.; Yotits' faithfuily:; • 
• ' f J 

(Illegible)., .. ' 
AssistaR-t Seq~tary t<? Go~errun~t. 
, ... :· .. I 

Copy forwarde<J. ,to , the ~ecretary, Annewari Committee, 
and Joint Director, Bureau of Economics and Statistics, 
Bombay for information with reference to his letter No. 358, 
dated 9th April 1963.' · ' 

i'U.' ~ '•!IJ ' J.io!!;>l 

, , , , ·: (Illegible).. . , 
Assist11rtt Secretary to Govefnmem• 
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GOVERNMENT OF JAMMU AND! KAsHMIR 

CIVIL, SECRETARIAT-REVENUE AND REHABILI· 
' ' 

TATION DEPARTMENT 

To . 
The Fmancial Comm,issioner, 

Jammu. , . 

No. Rev(s) 63-14, dated 20th February: 1963. 

SUBJECT.-Making. of. crop annewari for regulating grant of 
suspensio,; and remission of iand revenue. 

Kindly refer to this office ~dorsement No. even, dated 
28th January 1963 on. the above noted subject and intimate 
action taken in the matter at an early 4ate .. 

A. N. DHAR, 
Deputy Secretary to Government. 

' 
1 . Copy to the LRA Section for necessary action and report. 
This has reference to this qflic<:(Jo=unjcation quoted above. 

2. Copy forwarded -to the l?ecietary, Annewari. Committe 
and Joint Director, Bureau of Economics and Statistics, 
Bombay-32 for information in reference to his No. 338,1 dated 
2nd February 1963. · · · · . 1 

To 

GOVERNMENT OF JAMMu AND KASHMIR 
CIVIL SECRETARIAT-REVENUE AND REHABILI· 

TATION DEPARTMENT 

The Fmancia! Commissioner, 
Jammu. 

No: Res(s) 63/14, ·dated 18th April 1%3. 
. . ' 1 

SUBJECT.-Making of crop annewari for regulating grant of 
suspension and remission of.; land .. r"?enue. . , , . 

. Kind~y refer to the Secretary, Annewari Committee ~d 
Jomt Director, Bureau, of Economics and Statistics, Bombay's 
D. 0,, No. 358, dated 9th April 1963 to your adc4-ess and 
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ihtimate action taken in th~ mattd at at:i early date. the 
matter is of urgent nature ll!ld requir<:~~ your personal 
attention. • 

BHARAT B!WsAN, 
Secretary to· Government. · 
.. , . 

Copy to the Secretary, Annewari Committee, and Joint 
Dire_ctor, Bureau of Economics and Statistics, . Bombay, for 
information. 

GOVERNM!j:NT OF XEJ;tALA 

REVENUE (B) DEPARTMENT 

No. 839JB3f.63fRD, Trivendrum, 6-2-1963. 

From . 
I 

Shri R. Gopalaswamy, 
Additional Secretary to Gove~nme~t. 
Revenue Department. · 

To '" 
The Secretary, · 

. Annewari Committee and Joint Director, 
_ Bureau of Economics and Statistics, 

· Bombay. 

SUBJECT.-Making: of' crop· Annewari for regulating grant 
of suspensions and remissions of land revenues. 

REFERENCE.-Your letter No,, 358, dated 2nd February 1963. 

Sir, 
I am directed to inform you that the matter is_ under cor

respondence with the State Board of Revenue. A reply will 
be sent to you as early as possible. . , · 

;, • J ;" 

lY oun faithfully, 
. . . 

(lllegible), 
For Additional Revenue Secretary. 
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GOVERNMEm OF KERALA 
. REVENUE (B) DEPARTMENT' 

No. 839jB3j63jRJJ, Trivendrum, 9th lvfay 1963' 
0 • 

From.:.: . ;,, 
'Shri R. Gopalaswamy, .. 

Additional Revenue Secreta;r. 
To: 

. The Secretary, · · .. · · 
Anneivari Committee and Joint Director, 
Bureau of Economics and Statistics, 
Government of M<lbarashtra,, , 1 , Sachivalaya Annexe Building, · · · ' 
Bombay~3.2. 'ii:·1;•1 'j'_i,! :·l.: :I'J,~ {' 

SUBJEcr.-Making of crop 'Annl'fQari, fo:r regulating grant 
· of suspensions and remissions of land revenue. 

REFERENCE.-Your Letter No. 358, dated 4th/9th April 1963. 
. .·~r:. . , . \ ·'. , . 

Srr, , . . . , 
In continuation of this Goveini:n~nt., letter. of even No., 

dated 6-2-1963, I am to inform y\lu that the matter is still 
under correspondence with the Board of Revenue of this 
State and that a final reply· is expected to. b~ 1sent to you 
shortly. J . , , !. 

· . Yo~s-faithfully. 

(illegible), 
For ,Ad~tional Revenue Secr.etary. 

. . . 
UTTAR PRADESH SHASAN 

. I 
, • 1 No; 616fiS-601f1961. · 

From 
Shri Bhupendra Bir Singh, 
·. Up Sachiv. ' ·· ' .... , '" 

·To 1 

The Secretary, 
.. , Apnewap Qomrnittee, and Joint Director, 

'Bureau of Economics and Statistics, 
Goveifunent of Maharashtra, 

, .. ,Bombay-32~; l .,. , : 1.1.1 •·· I 



IJll • I' 
· Lucknow: ·March i8t)l, 1963. 

Rajasthan (Abhav) Vibhag: 

SuBJEcr.-Making of •crop annewari for regulating grant 
of suspensions and remissions of Jand revenue. 

Sii, 
I 

·With reference to your letter -No. 358, dated January 2, 
1963, and dated February 2, 1963, on the subject mentionea 
above, I am directed to say that some details m this connec
tion are being collected and the information required therein 
will be sent in due course. 

Yonrs faithfully, 

BHUPENDRA BIR 'SINGH, 
Up Sachiv. 

UTIAR PRADESH SHASAN 

No. I+75f15-607/63. 

From ' .... 
Sri Bhupendra Bir Singh, 

Up Sachiv. 

To 
The Secretary, 

Annewari Committee, and 
Joint· Director, 
Bureau of Economics and Statistics. 
Government of Maharashtra, 
Sachivalaya· Annexe Building, 
Bombay. 

Rajaswa (Abhav) Vibhag: 
· · · ' · · ' Dated: LucknO\'v: May 16, 1963. ... 

II· SUBjEcr.-Making of crop. annewari for regulating grant 
. ' . of suspensions and remissions of land revenue. 

Sir, · ·· 1 
' 

·-With reference to your letter No. 358, dated April 9, 1963, 
on the subject mentioned above, I am directed to say that 

A·I0-23-A. 
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rome details in 'this conneetion are still being collected and 
the information required therein will b.e ~ent in due course. 

·Yours faithfully, 
• 

/ BHUPENDRA BIR SINGH, 

Up Sachiv. 

No. 1557-AV-63/1381. 

From 

Shri Aridalan, P.C.S., 
,, .. Under Secretary to the Financial Commissioners, 

Punjab. 

To 

The Secretary, 
Annewari Committee and Joint Director, 
Bureau pf Economics aQd. Statistics, 
Government of Maharashtra, 
Sachivalaya Annexe, 
Bombay-32. 

Chandigarh, dated the 19j20th March 1963. 

SUBJECT.-Makin_g of crop annewari for regulating grant 
of suspensions and remissions of land revenue. 

Sir, I 

I am directed to refer to the correspondence resting '" 
your letter No. 358 of 2nd February 1963, on the above 
ject and ~ven a note embodying the requisite inforn 
on the pomts enumerated in paras. 4 (i) to (iii) of your 
No. 358 of 2nd January 1963, so far as this State is con( 

Note appended to Punjab Government's letter 
AV-63f.l381, dated •he l'lth March 1963. '· 

No\ 

A-10-23-B. 



, · .(l) The detailed. procedure ·;egarding the making .oj croj; 
annawari. 

In P.mjab average "yield (In Maharashtra termed l!_S stan
dard yield) is determined at the time of Settlement for the 

. assessment circle· in which the particular vitt':l*'e.'·i.i 'situated. 
This average yield is· cr<lpwise and 'for the 'Wmoll~''classes of 
soil, with or withqut irrigation facilities. When a ~rop fails 
to "germinate or , dries up or is destroyed by calamity of 
season, it is entered as "Kharaba" in crop inspection register. 
Deductions for Kharaba are given in the following · scale 
taking 16 annas as the average yield of a crop:-

J·. Yield more than 12 annas No deduction. 
2. Yield more than 8 annas but not more than i deduction of sown area. 

12 annas. 
3. ''Yield more than 4 annas· but not more than i deduction of sown area. 

8 annas. 
4 Yield not more than 4 annas Deduction. of whole sown 

.1 area. , 

The degree of relief is determined by judging the yield of 
'the crop concerned. In deciding the correspondence between 
the d~gree· of relie~ to be given . an? de~ee of crop failure · 

· expenenced, :·one Important prmc1ple 1s · that the degree of 
relief should increase as the yield decreases, ' more rapidly 
than the degree of failure. Accordingly the following is 
taken as a suitable type in cases· where no relief is given for 
a failure of less than half the normal crop:-

Crop ( 16 nnnas normal) 
6 annas, ~nd less than 8 annas 
4 annas; ~d .less th~n 6 annas . 
Less than 4 annas 

, 

Degree of relief. 
.• ~ 25 per cent. 

SO per ~ent. 
1 00 per cent. 

(ii) The formula, if any, used for determining· annawari 
of the crop from the yield of a particulat crop obtained in a 
filed or from its estimated . yield per acre together with 
explanations regarding the term used,in the formula•• ·· l 

There is no arithmatic formula by" which de&':e~ of crop 
failure can be mea~ured. However to keep umformity, the 
guidance of arithmatical standard has been kept in view • 

. This standard has been discussed above. The Kharaba is 
determined by special gircawari (crop inspection), which is 



thi!cked ;by. TahsildarjNaib Tahsildar and Assistant .Co1leo. 
tor, Ist Grade and to get general view, Collector also makes 
crops inspection. , 

(iii) Thri!)~(\' provisions of the rules regulating the gran! 
of susp~n~L~ri,h•d t!•e remissions of land revenue. 

At· the time of Settlement of the District; the Settlement 
Officer classifies all the e~tates of each t"hsil as:- · 

(a) Under fluctuating assessment. 

(b) Secure. 

(c) Insecure. 

He also draws up a scheme for the working of suspensions. 
Danger rate is specified for the insecure areas, which is con
siderably in· excess of normal rate <>f inciden<:_e. This gives 
a good judgement for affording relief . 

. ,1 ' •.. 

Calamiiies' nece5siq~tlng the, .Remissions m; Suspensions 
have been ,classified as ordinary and extra-ordinary.. , Ordi
, nary ca,lalJlifies are those, which are caused by variation of 
season or \Vater supply. By 'extra-ordinary is meant cala-

. mities due to hailstorm, locusts, floods, etc. . The method of 
calculating the remission in the case of extra-ordinary cala
mities is to apply "Bachh" rates worked out fqr each estate 
concerned at the time of Settlement to the area actually 
damaged. No remission can be granted if the amount so 
arrived is less than one-fourth of the total land revenue of 
the holdings. ·' • " 

In ordinary calamities the figures for the whole estate is 
taken and is not confined to a holding. 

'· . 
. Due to unprecedented floods. in the past few years the 
Punjab Government has been very liberal in the grant of 
remissions which are as follows:- · 

.. ~~' 

"'(a) Where the loss exceeds 50 per cent, there should be 
fu~l remission of land revenue and abiana, except in case of 
abtana on sugar-cane· crop in which case the remission shall 
be 50 per cent. . 
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(b) Where the loss is between 25 per cent and 50 per cent, 
the remission of land revenue and abiana shall be 75 per cent 
except in· the case of abiana on the crops of Til, Chillies, 
Mash and.-Maize sown in the month of August in which 
case there shall be full remission. 

From 

. . 
Yours faithfully, 

(Illegible), 
Under Secretary to the Financial 

· Commissioner, Punjab. 

No. 2018/532/VIIJN-II. 

GOVERNMENT OF MADHYA PRADESH 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

LETTER 

Sh? M. P. Singb, 

To 

Under Secretary. to Government 
of Madhya Pr~desh. 

The Secrcta'y to Government, 
Education and Social Welfare Department, 
Chairman Annawari Committee, 
Sachivalaya, Bombay-32 .. 

Bhopal, dated the 1st April 1~63. 

Sun]Ec:r.-Making of crop annewari for regulating grant 
of suspensions and remissions of land revenue. 

Sir, 

With reference to your letter No. 358, dated 2-1-1963 ·on 
the subject cited ahove, I am directed to enclose herewith a 
note on the making of the crop annawari,. which covers the 
point9 (i) and (ii) of p•ra. 4 of your letter under reference .. 
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2. As regards the main provisions of rules regUlating the 
grant of suspension and remission of Land Revenue, ccpy of 
the rules made under section 144 of the Madhya Pradesh 
Land Revenue Code 1959 is also given below:-. .. · 

• 
Note on the procedure regarding th~ ~aking of crop ~

wari and formula used for deternunmg the annawan m 
Madhya Pradesh. ' 

'; ' 

This estimates of most probable production ai;_e made 
while the crop is. still standing in t~e field. The conditi_on 
of the crop is .!!'ported by the patwan mere!~ by eye; apprat~e
ment. The patwari reports the production estimates tn 

terms of annas. The normal annawari in the State has been 
fixed as 13.3 annas. 

2. The Revenue Inspector reports th~ outtum of crop 
based upon-

(a) Information received from the patwaris of his circle. 

(b) His knowledge of the condition of crop gained by 
inspection in his tour by enquiry from the people. 

In addition the Revenue Inspector are required to make 
about 10 crop experiments for each crop for which _forecasts 
are submitted. The results of these experiments are used 
for rechecking the estimates deduced from the statement of 
cultivators and the examination of the crop. The average 
outtum per acre in terms of Annawari of the present crop is 
equal to-

The present outtum per acre X 13.3 

The average outtem per acre (or standard yield per abre). 

3. The district estimates of outtum is based upon the 
Revenue Inspector, reports, corrected in the light of the in
formation possessed by the superior officers of the district as 
to the condition of the crop and of the results of crop 
experiments made by them separately. In calculating the 
outtu!'l of the district the net area of each Revenue Inse_ec
tor Ctrcle for the current year is multiplied by the~stimated 
outtum of the same circle, the products of all the circle& 
added and divided by the total area of tl:>c: gisnict, 
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4. The annawari of an individual crop for a particular 
field is determined by applying the following formula:~ 

Observed yield per acre X 13.3 
Annawari =-

.,.. Standard yield per acre 

The standard yield per acre are determined on the basis ol 
the experiments carried out in the field which are judged by 
the Revenue Officers to bear the average crop. The defini
tion of the standard yield or normal yield adoptea is tne 
same as that has been adopted by Government of India, i.e.,· 
the average outturn in average year on average soil. They 
have been periodically refixed so far on the basis oi the quin
quennial review of the results of crop cutting experiments 
which are conducted by the Revenue Officers in accordapce 
with the instructions contained in the RBC ~4 of M. P. 
Land Revenue Manual Volume II. The observed yield per 
acre is obtained by experimental crop cuttings by the Revenue 
Officer.· 13.3 is the normal annawari. 

Yours faithfully, 

M.P. SINGH, 

Under Secretary to Government; 

RULES REGARDING SUSPENSION AND REMISSION OF LAND REVENUE. 

I. Remission or suspension of land revenue may ' be 
'granted:-

(i) in the event of failure of crops due to-
(a) widespread calamities such as famine, draught, etc. 
(b) local calamities such as hail, floods, locusts and 

similar visitation, and 

~i) in cases in which qops could not be grown in any 
area in consequence of an order made under any law by a 
co_mpetent authority. 

Widespread Calamities. 
2. On ·hearing or getting any application that there has 

been such a general failure of crops in any part of the district 
as to make It prqbabl~. . th<lt r~li~f will ~ required, th~ 
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Collector shall cause early inquiries to be made into the 
conditions of the affected tract and the degree of crop failure 
in each village or group of villages. The enquiries shall 
indude·a reference to the Gram Panchayats or Gram Sabhas 
and such leading agriculturists of the neighbourhood as the 
Collector may think proper to consult. · 

3. The degree of relief shall be th~. same in each village . 
or homogeneous tract, and no attempt shall. be made to 
differentiate be~ween the circumstances of indiViduals. 

4. Relief shall be calculated according to A scale or B 
scale according to the previous revenue history of the tract. 
The A scale shall be used in villages whose revenue history 
is normal and the B scale in those which have suffered from 
recent crop failures. The sanction of the State Government 
shall be obtained to the application of the B, scale except in 
villages in which there has been genera1 suspension of land 
revenue in the previous two successive years or in which the 
outturn of crops in either of the previous two years has been 
less than Re. 04-():-

State of Crcp (r.onr.al-13 1/3 arnrs) 

(I) 
k Scale 

6 annas or over . , .. 
4 annas and less than 6 annas 
Less than 4 annas 

B Scale 

'Degree of 
relief 

(2) 

I Nil. 
Half. 
FuU. 

8 annas or over . . . . . . . . Nil. 
Less than 8 annas but not less than 6 annas Half, 
Less than 6 annas Full. 

In calculating the outturn for each village, any shortage in 
the cropped area as compared with the normal shall be taken 
into consideration, 

5 .. !he Collector sh~l submit his proposal~ for suspension, 
remtss10n or resuspens10n of suspended arrears to the State 
~overnm~nt: The State Government may sanction suspen
Sion, reiDisston or resuspension, as the case may be, of the 
.Je~and tQ. sue~ extent as may be ·considered necessary. On 
re<;etpt of sanctton the Collector shall cause the nature of 
relief to be announc~d to all concerned before the instalment 
of revenue to which it relates falls due: · 
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Provided that, if for any cause, it appears probable, that 
orders of the State Government cannot be r~ceivCd in time 
to allow announcement before due date, 1 r.he. Coliecto~ I)lay, 
after obtaining the requisite authority beforehand from .the 
State Government, pass orders himself suspending the amount 
of land revenue· in anticipation· of formal orders··of the State 
Government. · · · · · . · · • 

6. No land revenue .which has been suspended shall 
ordinarily be collected until. the next ; harvest , qf crop, 
corresponding to the one which failed, has been r~aped, in 
the affected tract. · · : · : · 

~ , . . .. ~ -· 
7: As the character of. each successive harvest ·becomes 

known, the Collector, subject 'to any· -instructions he! ·may 
receive from the State Government, should determine the 
amount of the suspended land rc\'enue to be collected along 
with the ordinary demand and should announce it before the 
date fixed for the payment of revenue. Th~ amount collected, 
it any, should be equal to a fourth, ·a .half' or the' whole of 
the year's demand as circumstances justify. 

8. Suspended land r~venue may, with the sanction of the 
State· Government be remitted in whole or in part~:' c 1 

{a) when the revenue which it is so~ght: to remit b'a~ 
been suspended for three years ; 

(b) in certain speCified tracts when' the amount suspended 
exceedS' the· annual ,revenue demand,· in )Vhich c;tse the 
amount in excess of the annual demand· will 'ordinarily be 
remitted; and · ··' · · · 

(c) in cases where it is clear from the conditions of the 
tract that it would be inadvisable to collect tpe ·suspended 
revenue _?I part of it. , .. . .. , , .. 

Local Calamities. 

9. The foregoing rules shall also govern the procedure in 
the case of local calamities, subject to the· following modi· 
fications, na~~ly:- · . 

(i) relief shall be granted to individua~s varying accord
ing to the damage ·done to the •total holdmg· of each ; 
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(ii) relief shall be granted on B scale, if any general 
suspension of revenue was granted in respect of the 
previous year's crops in the village othe~wise on A scale ; 
and - · - · 

(iii) relief may be granted either by suspension or 
remission in the first instance. The Collector is authorised 
to remit land revenue up to Rs. I ,500 and the Commissioner 
up to Rs. 2,500 in a tract in connection with any single 
calamity subject to co!'firmation by the State Government. 

10. (I) Remission of land revenue in any area in whicli 
crop could not be grown in cons~quence of an order made 
under any law by a competent authority shall be allowed 
according to the following scales, namely:-

' 
State of area allowed to remain. fallow Degree of 

relief 
(I) (2) 

(i) If more than half the area allowed to remain fu.Uow was Full. 
cultivated during the previous year. 

(ii)- If less than haJf the' area alloweJ to remain fafiow was Full. 
cultivated during the pre-vious year. 

(2) Relief under sub-rule (I) shall be determined for 
individual holdings separately. 

From 

To 

GOVERNMENT OF ORISSA 

REVENUE Am> EXCISE DEPARTMENTS 

No. L.R 24/63/24674/R 

Shri A. V. Ranga Rao, O.A.S., 
Deputy Secretary to Government. 

The Secretary to Government, Education and 
Social Welfare Department and Chairman, 
Annawari Committee, Government of Maharashtra, 
Sachivalaya, Bombay-32. 

Dated Bhubaneshwar the ISth April 1963, 
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SuBJEP" ,-Making ?f crop annau:a'} for regulating grant · of 
. . suspenstons and remtsstons of land revenue. . . 

Sir, 
• With referen~e to· your letter . No. .358, dated the 2nd, 
January 1963, on the .subject noted above, I. am directed to. 
forward herewith a printed copy of this Department letter 
No. 11308-R, dated the 12th April 1958, addressed to all 
Collectors in which detailed procedure for remission of land 
revenue and suspension of collection of land revenue had 
been given. 

Yours faithfully; 

(Illegible), 
Deputy Secretary to Government. 

GOVERNMENT OF ORISSA 
REVENUE DEPARTMEJ:'IT 

No. 11308-R. 

From 

To 

Sir, 

Shri R. P. Padhi, I.A.S., 
Secretary to Government. 

All Collectors. 
Bhubaneswar, the 12th April 1958 

SuBJECT-Instructions relating to revenue collections, 
recovery of arrears and charging of mutation 
fees. 

I am directed to say that Government · have ·under 
consideration the. proposal for compilation of a Manual for 
Collectors on Revenue administration. ·Different systems of 
Tenancy and consequently rules for procedure on items like 
revenue collection, collection of arrears, calculation of 
interest, remission of rent, etc., are in force in different parts 
of the State. These instructions are in various Rules in· 
different Manuals. Sometimes they are lost sight of due to 
the fact that .they are somewhat obs~\lre and also scattered , 
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over different places. Consequently, · complaints are orren 
received by Government, of ·non-application of the correct 
rules and procedure. It is for these reasons and for the 
facility of providing necessary guidance to Collectors • anq 
other Revenue Officers that Government are intending that 
a compendious Manual should be brougbt up. Tile points 
dealt with in this letter are same of the important aspects of 
the uniform set of rules which will be incorporated in the 
volume along with other detailed instructions. 

2. Preparatory to this Manual, Rules for the · Naib' 
~ Tahasildars have already been made in six Chapters. These 

will be ·of assistance at all levds. They contain Rule~ for 
revenue collections, maintenance of accounts, mutatlons, 
certificates, encroachments, milan khasra and other miscel
laneous matters. The rules relating to maintenance of 
accounts and mutations have already been supplied to all 
concerned. The other rules are under print . and will be 
supplied as soon as· these are made available: by the Govern
ment Press. In the meantime, Government consider it 
desirable to issue a set of general instructions on some of the 
matters on which there appears to be some confusion ·at 
present, indicating briefly the broad procedure to be followed. 
These are meant for the immediate guidance and for. full 
clarification they should be read with the concerned manuals. 
Accordingly, the instructions on the following matters are 
issued for the guidance of the Collectors and other 
Subordinate Revenue Officers:-

.... I.. Revenue Collection. 

II. Suspension and remission of revenue. 

III. Charging of interest on arrears. 

IV. Execution of certificates. 

V. Charging of mutation fees. 

l. REVENUE COLLECTION 

Collection of land revenue and cess is the main duty of 
the revenue collecting staff and deserves the utmost attention 
of all concerned with revenue . administration. Past experi
ence shows that due attention is not being. paid· by the 



'reverlue. coiiecting agencies' to this most important work of 
. theirs .. Ordinarily the . collections ~hould not be less than 
95 per ctnt of the demand. 

" 2. The fitst pre-requisite for reveriue collection is to arrive 
ill a correct demand for each Tahasil. It has been found 

·that in some districts the demand varies from year to year 
appreciably without sufficient explanation for the · same. 
There is some justification in the variation of the fluctuating 
demand. · But' when the non-fluctuating items of demand 
like Land Re'fenue and Cess vary considerably from year to 
year, this needs close scrutiny. The Rent Roll has to be 
kept up-to-date and . all alterations in it attested by the 
Competent Authority. 'Adyices to the Naib. Tahasildars and 
Revenue Inspectors for effecting alterations in such Rolls 
should. be sent promptly so that the Registers maintained by 
the .. Naib Tahasildars or Village . Officers, .and others are 
corrected and .made up-to-date. . , 
'd> . '·'. . 

3. It is the duty. of the .. revenue collecting: .agents to 
prepare_, the .revenue collection papers well _in advance of the 
·collection' se:\.son. It is found that in many Tahasils, the 
'preRarati!>tl 'of collection papers ·were being carried on even 
after·' the season: · for· conection has commenced. This is 
bound. to affect collections. It is absolutely. necessary t'hat 
the collection papers should· be made ready sufficiently ahead 
of the.· collectioa. seaso.n. ;rhe Tahsildars, Sub-Divisional 
Officers. and, Collec_tors should epsure that the collection 
records. have been kept ready in time so that there may be 
no difficulty in, the .commencement of . the collection work, 
according to the kist dates .. 

4. The general complaint of the public is that the revenue 
collecting agents ar~ not contacting the tenimts in time. 
Efficient collection· can ; be achieved by approaching the 
tenants a~· 'th~ right ·time- when they hav'e. gor money for 
'payment of j:heir dues. The .revenue collecting agents should 
be well- acquainted with the crop pattern within their areas 
so .that they could approach the tenants preferably when a 

:crop is .harvested. , Keeping this in view a programme has 
to be drawn up. in. adyance for collection and given w,ide 



publicity among the' tenants. ' Once thls is' done. and· the 
tenants are made aware of this programme .in advance, the 
collection work will be gready facilitated. . 

I , 
. 5. It is sometimes noticed that the sources of fluctuating 

dl:niar;d like ~airats are not being leased ou\: in time. It is . 
absolutely ne~essary that ~hese sources of "income should be 
lease!f.our in· 'advance of the commencement of the lease 

·period so that there may be no difficulty in obtaining orders 
of confirmatio,n from the, ~ompetent. iluthority, in time. 

6. A"set'of Rules for collection of land revenue ·has been 
lpproved ;by Governmenr and is under print. · These will be 
Wpplied shortly. The instructions contained in· these rules 
should be' carefully studied and followed faithfully. 
' . . : ' 

' 7. · Government have been pleased to grant the following 
concessions from year to year -in ti)e matter of payment ·of 

· rent in cash in ·lieu of produce rent by . the tenants and 
temporary lessees holding kind rent paymg lands in the 

· ex-Zamindari areas of the State:- · · ·. , · 

; : !95t?5-G- 0. No. 1081-E.A., dated the 17th· February 
.1955 to .~e address of all Collect'lrs except Dhepkanal and 
Koraput. . Cash value of ~he Government· share . of the 
produce should be realised at three ti111es ,the rent payable 
for ~hnilar lands in the 'ricinity with similar advantages. 

. ' .. 
1955-56--G. 0. No. 8469-E.A., dated the 23rd December 

1955---Rent should be realised according to the provisions 
' under the· 0. T. R. Act subject to the limitation that the 
·rent· per acre of land should not exceed the value of one 
maund of paddy for dry lands, two maunds of paddy for 
wet ~ds and 2Y, maunds of paddy for lands growing a 
money 1 crop . 

. , '1956.57--C. O.,)'i!o. 7229-R., dated the 7th June 1957 for 
irrigated or first class lands Rs. 20 per acre, for non-irrigated 

, or rain-fed or Dwayam or second class lands Rs. 15 "per 
acre, for dry o~ Swayani or third class lands Rs. 8 per acre. 

· 1957-5s....:-G, 0. No. 788-R., dated the lOth January 195S 
communicated ·to Collectors in Memo. No. 789-R., dated 
the lOth January 1958. The same rate as, for 1956-57. 



So~e instances- have come to the notice oi Govemitl~l 
that produce rent at old .· rates had been collected from 
tenants before Government orders ·fixing concessional rates 
for different years reached the collecting agents. In such 
cases the 'difference between the old rate and the concessional 
rate fixed by Government for each year has to be treated as 
advance to be adjusted towards the future kists. 

' ' I . 

(A) 
,, 

II. SusPENSioN ANI> :REMISSioN oF REvENUJ;: .. 
.. : !. Rules . applicable to all districts of the State except 
Ganjam, Koraput and Samba/pur-The rules regarding 
S!Jspen~ion .. and remission of land revenue as contained in 
section, ;XX under Chapter II of the Bihar and Orissa Tauzi 
Manua); are reproduced below:-

" SECTioN XX-SusPENsloN Ai-m REM:tssl(m oF LAND REVEmm 
. ' ' \ 

Introduction-The resolution of the Government of India 
No. · 3-99-2, dated the 25th March 1905 (reproduced in 
Appendix HH) lays down the principles to be followed in 
granting suspension and remission of land revenue during 
agricultural calamities. The main object in view is to give 
'relief to the cultivating 'Classes when they are unable to pay 
their rents on account of failure of crops. The following 
niles are based- on these principles for the general guidance 
of Revenue Officers . 

. (I) Classification of calamities-~gricultural Cl!lamities shall 
be classified as- · 

•·, 
' (a) t.• Widespread" such as famirte, drought and general 
failure of crops over large areas. . , · 

(b). " Local ·~ or isolated ~!'ch as are . occ?.«ioned by floods, 
~ocusts, ,etc., .. , 
.... ' '·' 1·· . • 

(2) Inquiry iri ilie 'case of widespread calamity-When the 
Collector has reason to believ~ that there has. been or will be 
so great a . failure of crops as to render. it probable that 
suspension or. remission of land rc;venue may be necessary, 
he shall at OI)ce either himself proceed, or shall deput~ an 



.olfu:,eN>t as high a rank ns roay. be a?ail~ble,; but<r1ot. beiow 
,the ·rank of a, Kanungo, .to :make• an mqutry 1nto th<1 extent 
{Jf ·the failure in the estates a!Iected ,by the .<:alamity. . . . 
ll ·,), ' , ' . I ' 

:, (3) P,rpporlion of.!and rl!'!!enue to. lu suspcmlcd or remitted
. On receipt. of. the Officer's. report, and after su<:h test of till: 
report as :may \:>e possible, the Collectot; shall decide whether 
the calamity is to be treated as belongirtg to class (n) or to 
class (b), and shall proceed 1 , to determine the amount of 
revenue which should be recommended for suspension or 
remission, as the dlse may be. · · · 

·'.'In dedamg what proportion of the land revenue should be 
·suspended or remitted, the Collector shall take into acccunt 
•the fact rhar in accordance with the principles laid down in 
'the Covemment of· 1India's Resolution'No. 'l3C356-l0, ··dated 
the 21st Augm;t 1906, cesses {local cess) realised with· land 
revenue will continue to be' collected as usual; but that where 

. lli 'instalment of land revenue is wholly suspended' or 
,remitted, the, cess. iiemand.· wilt be. suspended· and realised 
with, t;he. next in~talment or .laud .revenue which is collected. 

• : . . • • ' . 4 : \ ~ • • '< • • • <. 

(4).lmmediate relief.:.....In the,case of.a wi.despread calamity, 
tlje enquiry .under rule (2) shall be made as promptly as 
possible, and, to .abviate delay therein, ~he Collector may, in 
~ub~tting his original proposal, base his report as . to the 
degrcl', of immediate relief. necessary on the agricultu;a.l 
conditions of entire villages or homogenous groups of 
villages. 

'If, after 'such' report, the Collecror finds reason to believe 
that the agricultural ctmditions of any villages have been 
!incorrectly teported, hC may submit a ntodification t:>f his 
original proposal accordingly •. 

(5)· Immediate susf>ensiO.t--,ln 1:he case ofJ a widespread 
<.alarnity. relief shall, where possible, be given in 'he first 
instanO! ,in the form of suspension of land revenue. ' .. ' . ' .. . . ' '·•, .. ' . ' . 

. ; (6p.1ethod 'of tolculrition of damaJ;e.-In· submitting bis 
proposals for. smpension or ·remission the Collector shall bave 
t~rd tO the ·s<>,rond ~ntence of rule (3) above, and shall 
•take'·into consideration the relation which the crop which 



has·'fal.Jed hem tb the stJrri total of the crops of the year 611 
the area . affected; -as well as the previous history of the tract 
alfect<;d. 

-~plai.ation.-I£ 'the' ~ghani crop normally represents 60 
per. ,~ent, of the year:s crqps, and the bhadoi 20 per c7~t and 
the rabi 20 per cent and if 50 per cent of the agharu 1~ lost 
and· the bhadoi.has been an 80 per cent crop and a 7:> per 
cent rabi may . be anticipated, the calculation is 

66 50 20 80 30 + 16 = 46 
--x-+-x-- or 

100 100 100 100 100 

per cen [, for the crops already· secured, and a probable 

75 20 
- x -- , or 15 per cent on account of the 
100 100 

rabi expected. Such a loss of crops would not ordinarily by 
itself constitute a sufficient ground for recommending 
suspension of revenue unless the previous history of the tract 
is unfavourable. , 

' . 

' (7) Limitation on grant of relief-The suspension or 
remission of revenue shall not ordinarily be granted, except 
in the case of a failure which causes a loss of more than half 
the normal crops of the whole year. Everf case shall be 
considered on its merits, and no relief shal be given unless 
it is found necessary. ' 

, (8). Consideration of crops of previous years-The Collectol 
shall, however, take into consideration the crops of the two 
preceding years, and where th(! crops of these two years have 
been less than half the normal or where any revenue is 
already under suspension, the provision of rule (7) may be 
relaxed and, a special recommendation for suspension or 
remission may be made. Similarly, if the result of such an 
exa~iJ:'ation is favourable to the area, the suspension or 
remissiOn may be less than the scale. 

· (9) Scale of relief-A scale of relief is laid down below for 
general adoption, which shall be taken as a maximum scale, 
A-10-24-A. 
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an.d spould not be exceeded except in special cases for which 
there is a full and satisfactory explanation:-. 

Normal outturn I 00 Degree· Of" relief 

Forty per cent and less than 50 per cent of the year's 25 per cent 
' normal crops. . · 

Twentj.:.five per cent and less than 40 per cent of the 50 per cent 
year'.s normal crops. 

Le~ than 25 per cent of the year's normal crops I 00 per· cent 

(10) Inquiry in the case of local calamity-In dealing with 
local calamities falling under class (b) in which a field-to
field inquiry shall be made of the extent of the failure, 
consideration shall also be given to the loss suffered by the 
tenant in comparison with his total income, and no relief 
shall necessarily be given to a tenant whose crops or whose 
sub-tenants' crops have been destroyed upon fields forming 
only a small portion of his entire tenancy. 

(II) Principles of remission-It shall be the business of the 
Collector to make recommendations for the remission of 
revenue, when he considers it necessary and in doing so he 
shall be guided by the principles laid down in paragraph 12 
of the Resolution of the Gove=ent of India, which are 
here reproduced:-

" As soon as it becomes clear that it will be inadvisable to 
collect suspended revenue or any particular portion of it, it 
should be remitted at once. It is most undesirable to keep 
suspensions hanging for long over the heads of the revenue
payer ; and the Government of India are of opinion that 
revenue which has been under suspension for three years 
should ordinarily be remitted as a matter of course. . They 
are also prepared in the case of fully assessed tracts with an 
outturn which is fairly constant, to accept a rule which 
would limit the amount of revenue under suspension at any 
given time to the equivalent of the revenue demand of an 
ordinary years. In the latter case it would not follow that 
when suspensions exceeded that limit. the whole amount 
suspended should be remitted, and logically speaking only 
the balance by which they were in excess should be so dealt 
with. But in the case of calami tie.~ to ·severe as so call for 
heavy suspensions, greater liberality than this will, no doubt, 
A·I0-24-B. 
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bel desirable.- ·As ·absolute ·and general rule that ·the arnollllt 
underdmspension. should never exceed a year's revenue would 
be .open .. to objection, since there ane.many areas of fertile soil 
where there is no irrigation and the rainfall is uncertain in 
amotlnt;.an~ where;---on · accoimt . of this uncertainty, the 
revenue 1s pitched ·so low that in- a 'really bumper year the 
people could pay very much more than the revenue assessed 
without the slightest inconvenience. " 

· (12) When the damage caused to the crop is severe the 
Collector should after further inquiry first decide whether the 
whole or a portion of the suspended revenue is to be remitted. 
If then it becomes clear to him that it is inadvisable to 
collect suspended revenue or any portion of it, he should 
submit a full report to the Commissioner . 

• • • • • 
In both cases, namely, where no portion of the suspended 

revenue is remitted and where only a part of the same is 
remitted the recovery of the whole or portion of the 
suspended revenue should be made in such instalments as 
may be fixed with the approval of the Commissioner, due 
regard being had to the character of the succeeding harvests 
from which it is recovered and condition of the people at 
the time. 

l (13) Intimation to tenants-In every case full notice shall 
be given to the tenant concerned of the orders of suspension 
or remission, if possible, one full month before the date when 
the kist falls due and in any case before collection of the kist 
would ordinarily begin. The system of merely abstaining to 
~ollect without any declaration as to the amount to be 
suspended shall be discarded. 

(14) Postponement of collection until after one harvest
As general rule, no suspended revenue shall be collected 
until after one fair harvest subsequent to the failure has been 
reaped in the affected tract. 

(151 Report to Commissioner before recovery of an instal
ment-The Collector shall report to the Commissioner at 
least two months before the first instalment for any harvest 
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falls due, the amount which he proposes to recover out of the 
suspended demand from the proceeds of such harvest, in 
additionc to the current demand payable for such harvest. ' 
.. 
: .. (16J Relief. ~o. ·extend to under-tenants--:: The grant of relief 
to rent-payers shall be made conditional on their giving relief 
to under-tenants of all degree,. 

(17) No distinction bet-dJeen assigned and unassigned 
ret•enue-In granting suspension or remission no distinction 
shall be made between assigned and unassigned revenue. 

(18) Power of sanction-The Commissioner shall have 
power to suspension of revenue for the year in which 
suspension is granted reporting his proceedings to the Board 
of Revenue. He shall also finally settle the instalments for 
the collection of the suspended revenue. All suspensions for 
a longer period require the sanction of the Board of Revenue. 
Remissions of suspended revenue not covered by rule 12 are 
to be sanctioned by the Board of Revenue. 

N .B.-It is essential that if suspension is to have its full 
beneficial effect the amount to be suspended should be settled 
and that the decision to suspend should be communicated to 
those who would otherwise have to pay rent or revenue 
before the day on which payment becomes due. In urgent 
cases, therefore, the Collector is authorised to pass immeaiate 
orders subject to the approval of higher authoritie.•. In all 
cases the orders should be so published as to reach the people 
concerned jn proper time. " 

(B) 

RuLEs APPLICABLE TO THE DISTRicrs oF GANJAM AND KoRAPUT 

(a) Season remission-Detailed instructions relating · to 
remission of assessment of wet lands and of water-rate on 
irrigated dry lands are contained in Board's Standing Order 
No. 13, which is reproduced below: "13. Season remission: 
The following rules relate to remission of assessment on wet 
lands, and of water-rate on irrigated dry lands. " 

N .B.-It should be distinctly understood that these rules 
and those in Standing Order No. 14 provide for concessions 
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which will be granted as a matter of grace and are liable to 
be modified from time to time at the pleasure of Government. 

I. · Notice of intention to ask for remission-

(•) When and how to be given-A ryot who desires to 
be granted remission must apply in· writing to the Revenue 
Inspector of the Firka or Deputy Tahsildar or Tahsildar 
or Divisional Officer in time to allow of the inspection of 
the crop. Each such application must be presented before 
a specified date to be notified by the District Collector 
with reference to t_he harvest time. There is no objection 
to two or more applications being made on the same paper 
provided each applicant specifies the fields for which. he 
desires remission and attaches his signature or mark 10 

the application. Ryots who omit to apply will do so at 
their own risk and they should be warned that it is open 
to the Jamabandi Officer to refuse remission in all cases 
in which the crop has been cut, removed or grazed by 
cattle before inspection. Every endeavour should be made 
to have field inspections completed as promptly as possible. 

(i•) When the rule may be relaxed-In special cases the 
· Jamabandi Officer may, at his discretion, dispense with the 

submission of written applications and he may aiso, for 
sufficient grounds, condone delays in submitting such 
applications. The absence of application should not 
ordinarily be treated as a disqualification were azamaish 
has established the existence of the conditions re'luired to 
make the land eligible. for remission. 

SE<mON 1-SETrLED TRACTS 

2. Case of total loss in which remimon of the full 
assessment may be granted-In settled tracts remission of the 
full assessment on single crop wet land will be granted 'Yhere, 
owing either to deficiency or excess of water, the land IS left 
west, or the crop is totally lost, provided that such excess or 
deficiency has not been, occasioned by any act or neglect of 
the persons to whom the land belongs, or is not due to the 
neglect on the part of the ryots concerned to carry out the 
customary repairs to the irrigation work which forms the 
source of supply. 
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3. Remission on double-crop lands-(•) When granted on 
registered double-crop wet lands and compounded double
crop lands remission of the consolidated double-crop assess
ment will, subject to the proviso stated in rule 2,. be granted 
if, owing to deficiency or excess of water, no crop IS grown or 
all the crops grown are totally lost. 

(i•) Amount of remission-On registered double-crop lands, 
only single-crop wet assessment will be charged if only one 
irrigated crop is secured and, subject to the proviso stated in 
rule 2, the other crop is owing to deficiency or excess of 
water, either not grown or is lost. This concession will not 
apply to compounded double-crop lands. 

4. Remission to be granted only for entire fields~uch 
remission will be granted only when an entire survey field or 
recognised sub-division thereof is left waste, or when the crop 
on its entire area has totally failed, and not for ponions of 
fields ; but in cases in which a portion of a survey field is 
left waste and the crop on the remaining ponion is lost tlie 
assessment on the whole field will be remitted subject to the 
proviso in rule 2. 

5. Constructive total loss-Remission, as has been stated, 
is only granted when the field is left waste, or the crop is 
totally lost. It will be left to the discretion of Collectors to 
determine with due regard to the principles underlying the 
rules whether in any particular case the loss over the field as 
a whole may reasonably be rated as total. 

SECTION 2-UNSETILED TRACTS 

6. Cases in which remission may be granted-In tracts 
which have not been settled by the Settlement Depanment, 
remission of the full assessment will be granted for total loss 
on wet land as in rule 2 and panial remission for panial loss 
on wet land when that partial loss is occasioned either by 
excess or deficiency of water, and such excess or deficiency 
has not been occasioned by any act or neglect of the persons 
to whom the land belongs, or is not due to the neglect on the 
pan of the ryots concerned to carry out the customary 
repairs to the irrigation work which forms the source of 
~upply. · 
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7. Partial remission how to be calculated-In granting 
this partial remission no attempt will be made to estimate in
dividual losses. Excluding fields which have borne a fair 
crop, as also occupied and unoccupied waste land, the ayacut 
of each irrigation work under which crops have been lost will 
be considered by itself. The condition of a sufficient number 
of the fields which have suffered will be examined, and the 
average percentage of loss determined. 

8. The calculated percentage loss how to be applied-The 
demand in all the fields in which there has been a loss will 
be reduced by the percentage thus calculated. There is no 
minimum limit as to the size of a tract in this case, and 
nothing to prevent Collectors from adjusting the proportion 
of remission to a single village or the area under a single 
tank, or a proportion only of the latter. If in one and the 
same village where should be two or three separate sources 
of irrigation, under each of which the crop has partially 
failed, but with a marked difference of degree in each case, 
it will even be proper to give separate percentage remissions. 

SEcnON 3-GENERAL 

9. Remission when dry crops are cultivated on wet lands
In all districts, whether settled or unsettled, where, owing 
to deficiency of water, dry crops are cultivated on wet land 
which must otherwise have remained waste, only dry assess
ment should, subject to the proviso stated in rule 2, be. charg· . 
ed. By " dry assessment " is meant settled districts, the dry 
rate corresponding to the particular class and sort which 
the land bears as wet, and in unsettled tracts, the highest dry 
rate of the .village, the entire village being considered and 
not any particular hamlet thereof in which the land may be 
situated ; provided that in cases where tl;le highest dry rate 
exceeds the assessment of the wet land, the Collector may, 
at his discretion, temporarily affix the rate of. t~e dry l~nd 
adjoining or the rate c~arged o~ dry lands. of stmtlar quality. 
This dry assessment wtll be levted on enure survey fields or 
recognised sub-divisions thereof irrespective of the. e:ot~~t c~l
tivated. If one portion of a survey field or sub-dtvtston 1~ 
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cultivated with dry crops· and another· with wet;· the conces
sion ~ontemplated in this rule will apply if the wet crop is 
totally lost. 

10. Charge for a dry crop grown on wet land in certain 
cases-When a dry crop is grown on single-crop wet land, 
but water becomes available in the irrigation source during 
any portion of the year, when it can be used for growing a 
wet crop, the usual wet assessment shall be levied. Where, 
however, no supply is ·received. or the s.upply is received at 
a time when it cannot be used or in quantity insufficient for 
raising a wet crop, only the dry assessment shall be charged 
if the crop is not irrigated. If the dry crop is irrigated, .the 
Collector may, at his discretion, charge either the full wl't 
assessment on the entire field or the water-rate prescribed 
for the crop on the extent actually irrigated in addition to 
the dry assessment on the entire field, provided that in the 
latter case the combined charge does not exceed the single 
wet assessment on the entire field. 

Note.-J!l the case of a wet field cultivated at the same time with more than 
one irrigated dry crop lk.ble to diffen:nt rates of water-cess, the 
rate of water-cess prescribed for the crop which covers the largest 
extent shall be applied to the tot,~l extent irrigated. 

II. Remission on compounded and other registered double- , 
crop wet lands-The concession contemplated in rules 9 and 
10 will also apply to conpounded and other regis~ered double
LTop wet lands ; but it must be distinctly understood that 
double-crop wet lands may be charged ·dry assessment only 
if all the crops grown are dry and the water received in tJte 
irrigation source is not sufficient to raise a wet crop and is 
not used to irrigate any of the crops ·grown. If one o~ more 
crops are irrigated the appropriate water-cess shall j:Je 
chargeable for crop on the extent actually irrigated in addi
tion to the dry assessment on the entire field, provided the 
combined charge dbes not exceed the following maxima :-

(1) Compounded double-crop lands-the compounded 
double-crop rate. ' · 

(2) Other registered double-crop wet lands-
(a) when one crop is irrigated-single wet assessment. 
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(b) when two ·crops . are 
double-crop wet assessment. 

irrigated--the consolidated 
' 

!£ the water received in the irrigation source is sufficient to 
ratse a wet crop, wet rate shall be charged as follows whether 
the dry crops grown are irrigated or not:-

(I) Compounded double-crop wet lands-the compound-
ed double-crop rate.. · · . , 

(2) Other registered double-crop \vet lands. 
NOTB.-In the case of a wet field cultivated at the same time with more than 

one irrigated dry crop liable to different rates of water-cess, the rate 
of water-cess prescribed for the crop which covers the largest 
e;:,;tent shall be applied to the total extent irrigated in the field. 

' \ ' . 
13. Remission of water-cess-Remission of water-cess on 

dry land will be allowed only when the crop is totally lost 
owing either to deficiency or excess of water, provided that 
such excess or deficiency has not been caused by any act or 
neglect of the persons to whom the land belongs ; this rule 
applies not only to royotabari lands, but also to permanently 
settled and inam lands irrigated from a Government source. 
The same rule applies also to second crop charge on single 
crop wet lands. 

NOTB.-Remissioo of water-rate .. may be granted on proprietary and 
minor inam land as well as on royotabari dry lands, which having 
once been irrigated with permission remain liable to water-cess 
under the rules in section B of Appendix I to Standing Order No. 4, 
paragraph 2; when they are left waste through excess or deficiency 
ofwater. ' ·· '~ ~'I• · · .. ,, 

-~·· ;.rn,~ ,) ,. 
14: Exemption from water-cess-No water-cess will be 

charged on crops grown for fodder on a .wet or irrigated dry 
land .either· immediately before the tran,piantation or imme
diatqly after the harvest. of the principal wet crQp, provided 
that the fodder crops are cut off or fed off, before they ripen 
seed and that they are used for· the bo11a fide agricultural 
requirements .of the cultivator himself. · The· conce.~sion is 
liable to be withdrawn if its exercise .proves to be detrimen
tal to the second crop revenue on a single-aop wet land or 
if water is irregularly taken for dry land.· In order ·to ensure 
that the crops are not grown for sale, they should be brought 
to account No. 6 and the .officer competent to charge water" 
cess should decide whether or,.not the concession should be 
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granted in each case. The crops should also be brought to 
village accounts Nos. I and 2 for statistical purposes. 

NoTES.--{1) No condition will however be imposed for the irrigation of 
fodder cholam on dry lands and for the raising of fodder cholam as a 
second crop on wet land. The irrigation should not be irregular. 
No applications for water will be required if the land is wet or if 
permission to irrigate any crop in the fasli had been given in the 
case of dry lands. Provided the irrigation is not irregular no water
cess or second-crop charge will be levied for the cultivation of 
fodder cholam on dry lands or on wet lands as a second-crop. 

(2) The concession in respect of the cultivation of cholam as a fodder 
crop also applies to cases where fodder cholam is irrigated as a 
first-crop prior to a wet crop on single- crop wet lands. 

Green manure crops grown on wet or irrigated dry land 
will, until further orders, be subject to the following conces
sions, whether they are grown for the ryots' own use or for 
sale:-

(a) When they are raised in addition to other crops, they 
will be exempted from water-cess ; 

(b) When they 1\fe raised on any land as the sole crop 
of the year, the charge to be made will be as follows:

(t) In the case of dry land no remission of assessment 
will be granted but water-cess will not be charged. 

(it) In the case of single-crop wet land no assessment will 
be charged whether there was a possibility of raising 
another crop or not. 

(iit) In the case of registered double-crop wet lands, if 
the supply of water was sufficient for only one wet crop, 
the full double-crop wet assessment will be remitted ; but 

., if the supply was sufficient for two wet crops, the single
wet assessment will be charged and the difference remitted. 

(iv) Compounded double-crop lands will be treated in 
the same way as ordinary double-crop lands . 

. The remissions contemplated in clauses (it), (iii) and (iv) 
above shall be granted only on the areas actually cultivated 
with the green manure crop and are not subject to the res
trictions laid down in Standing Order No. 13 (4). The grant 
of remission on • any portions of survey fields or register~d 
sul>divisions, not under green manl!r\! crops, will, hpwever, 
be governed by the general _rules. 
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The government reserve the right, to withdraw the conces
sions after a year's notice either generally or in any particular 
locality. 

15. Refunds of remitted amounts already paid-In all 
cases where remission is granted, refunds of remitted amounts 
already paid may be made under the rules for refunds else
where given ; but remission of cesses does not follow on the 
remission of land revenue. 

16. Seed-beds-In deciding claims to remissions, seed-beds 
should not be excluded from the benefit of the concession. 

17. Mamul waste-No remission will be given in respect 
of "mamul waste". ' · 

NOTB.-"Mamul waste" is occupied land which is not cultivated regularly 
in a normal year and which it may. be presumed would have b~en 
kept uncultivated even if the season and water-supply had been 
normal. 

18. Suspension of the collection of charges which are e<:r
tain to be remitted. By an order in writing detailing the 
reasons upon which it is, based, tahsildars may suspend tem
porarily the collection of charges which are practically cer
tain to be remitted at Jamabandi under this Standing Order 
submitting forthwith copies of such order to the Divisional 
Officer and to the Collector. 

(b) Suspension and remission of land revenue under excep
tional circumstances.-Detailed procedure has been laid down 
in Board's Standing Order No. 14 which runs follows:-

·~ 14 SUSPENSION AND REMISSION OF LAND REVENUE UNDER 

EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCEs-Relief under excep
tional circumstances-In very exceptional cir
cumstances, i.e., on the occurrence of either 
widespread calamities such as famine, drought 
and general failure of crops, or of local calami· 
ties caused by hail-storms, floods, locusts and the 
like, suspension or remission of assessment may 
be allowed according to the following rules:~ 

(NoTB.-lf owing to the operation of causes othet those contemplated ·'" 
this Standing Order, it should appear to the Collector that specJal 
measures of relief, whether by way of postponement of kist or 
otherwise, are required, be must at once submit a detailed report to 
the Board in order that IIJP Pr<leru of Government may be _obt.U.ed,) 
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A.-;-WIDESPREAD CA1.AMITIEs. 

· I. Grant of suspension or remission . 

. 1. Revenue Officers to rake the initiative and submit pre 
posals for suspension or remission. · In seasons of exceptiona 
drought or famine, when there has been general failure o 
crop, the revenue officers should take the initiative and mal:, 
arrangements, as soon as the unfavourable: .character of th 
season has declared itself, for a thorough inspection of th1 
crops and the submission, if necessary, of proposals for sus 
pension or remission of revenue, on the !hies indicated n 
paragraphs 2 to 6 infra, for the consideration and orders o: 
Board and Government. 

2, Circumstances to be considered in deciding whetbeJ 
any relief is necessary and whether it should take the shap1 
of suspension or remission. In submitting the proposals fOJ 
the grant of relief and as to the form it should take, Collecton 
should be guided by the following considerations amon~ 
others:-

(a) the outturn for the year of the dry crops, both early 
. . and late, in the tract reported on ; · 

(b) .the crop history of the tract during the two previouS 
years; 

(c) the abundance or paucity of its irrigation sources 
. including wells, the irrigation results of the yeai 

and the question whether the dry cultivation ia 
the main or a subordinate feature of the tract; 

(d) the prices of produce prevailing in· the year and th~ 
probability of prices ruling high in the nex~ 
season also ; and 

(e) any special local circumstances which may indicat~ 
the need or the absence of need for relief. 

· 3. Suspension of revenue-(•) Any suspension of thl 
collection of revenue must relate to a definite kist and mus 
be for a specified period, which cannot, without the sa.ncti? 
of Government, extend beyond the current fasli. Ord1~anl 
any suspension of a kist Wltbin the fasli should be sancuone 



by the Board of Revenue. But it is desirable that any onl~r 
granting a suspension of. reven~e should be made public 
hefore the date of collection arnves. Therefore if the .sanc
tion of the Board cannot be obtained before the date on 
which the collection of a kist should commence, the Collector 
may, by a formal order, postpone the collection of the kist 
for any specified period within the fasli. Such action should 
he immediately reported to the Board. As soon as an order; 
whether of the Collccto! or of th~ Board, directing the pon
ponement of the collccuon of a k1st, has been made, it shall 
be promptly publish ed for the information of the ryots of 
the villages or tracts concerned by beat of drum and other 
means. 

(ii) If the period for which the collection of any kist has 
been postponed under the last clause expires before definite 
orders as to the collection or remission of the kist have been 
received, the Collector should extend the period of suspen
sion within the fasli, immediately reporting his action to. the 
Board. 

(iit) Suspension of revenue beyond the fasli and remission 
of revenue can be sanctioned only by Government. If, 
therefore, in exceptional circumstances, the Collector 
considers that suspensions beyond the fasli or remission of 
any kist which has been suspended under this paragraph is 
ahsolutely necessary, he shall submit his recommendation to 
the Board in suHic1ent time to allow the orders of the Board 
and Government to be obtained before the sanctioned 
period of suspension has expired or before the end of the 
fasli. 

4. Remission of revenue on wc:t lands-(i) When the crop 
on wet lands is totally lost , remission may be granted under 
the rules fur season remissions contained in Standing Order 
No. 13. · 

(ii) When the crop on wet lands is partially lost, r: missi<?n 
may, if sanctioned by Govcrnme.nt, be gran~ed ~nher m 
settled or unsettled tracts and wlll be detcrmmed tn accor~ 
dance with the rules relating to unsettled tracts in Standing 
Order No. 13, section (ii) and with reference to the average 
loss in the whole tract in which such remission is granted. 
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(ii•) Mamul-waste-c-The District Collector, when ·framing 
propqsals for gt:anting remission under . clauses (i) ,pr (ii) of 
this paragt:apjl, may ~nclude wet mamul waste in the. tract 
for :\\' hich relief is proposed,_, provided that the land' could 
~ot in any ca~ have been ·qdtivated owing to want of water 
an,d provided_, t;hat his J;easons for. tl,llnking that the holders 
of such Ian_<! cr~quire sp~al relief. are at the same . time fully 
explained. ' · 
· Nom.-"Mamul waste" is occupied land which is not cultiv~ted regularly 

in a normal year and which would presumably have been left 
· uncultivated even if the season had been a normal one. 

(iv) Where it is impossible to determine a uniform rate for 
any given tract, as in cases where the loss, though consi
derable, is confined to limited areas, such as ayacut of 
a small tank, District Collectors may recommend for special 
sanction the grant, in lieu of an all-round percentage remis
sion, of remission on those portions of recognised fields on 
which the crop bas been totally lost, provided that each such 
portion is not less than one acre in extent and that arrange
ments can be maqe so that the Jamabandi Officer will be in 
~ position to be satisfied in each case that the fields in respect 
of which remission is applied for have been properly inspect
ed and the loss thereon duly verified. 

5. Remission of revenue on dry lands-

(i) For loss of crop on dry lands remission may be granted 
if sanctioned by Government in accordance wtth the scale 
given in the next clause, but it must be given at uniform 
rates calculated not with reference to individual losses, 
but with reference to the average loss in the whole tract 
to which the relief is granted. 

'; ' (ii) The scale on which remission may' be granted-No 
relief wiU be granted in respect. of tracts in which the 
average yield is one-half of the ordinary yield or more. 
When it is less, remission will ordinarily be granted on 
the following scale :-

When the yield is between one~ half and one~ third 
of an average yield. 

When it is between one-third and one-sixtl-

When it is one-sixth or less 

From 25 to 50 per 
~ent. 

From 50 to 75 per 
cent. 

From 75 to I 00 per 
cent. 
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NoTE.rln estimating the average ·outturn of an affected _trac,t, the crop on 
· all protected lands, i.e., lands irrigated by wells,' doruvus:, etc., aU 

lands occupied by permanent topes (date palmyra, etc.) as well as 
dry mamul waste lands should be excluded, but the crop on othen 
fields which may have yielded fairly as well as land which has been 
left uncultivated owing to failure of rain should be included. · · · · ' 

cc Mamul waste" is occupied land which is not cultivated regularly in· a 
normal year and which would presumably have been ·-left 
uncultivated even if the season had been a normal one. . r:1 1 

(iit) Relie£ one land left waste-For occupied dray waste 
. · other than mamul waste within the tract, the same rate 

of relief will be given as for land on which the crop has 
failed. 

6. Land cultivated without permission and minor inam 
lands-Any concessions allowed to ordinary ryotwari lands 
may be allowed to lands cultivated without permission, 
provided that the Collector is satisfied that the cultivation is 
otherwise unobjectionable ; also to minor inam lands charged 
with full assessment, or with a quit-rent or jodi equal to or 
more than the full assessment. Concessions to other minor 
inams will be allowed only in special cases, for which full 
reasons must be given by the Collector. 

7. (i) Refunds-In all cases where remission is granted, 
amounts already paid may be refunded under the rules for 
refunds elsewhere given: 

. (it) Cess~uspensions and remissions of land revenue 
will not ordinarily carry with them suspensions and remissions 
of cesses. Collectors should bear this in mind when 
recommending what proportion of the land revenue should 
be suspended or remitted. But when an instalment of the 
land revenue of any village "is entirely suspended or remitted, 
the demand on account of cesses should be temporarily 
suspended and realised with the next instalment of land 
revenue that is actually collected, in order to save the 
individual revenue-payers from being harassed by petty 
demands in time of distress. " 

2. Adjustment of Suspension Revenue 
8. Method of co~cting ruspen~ed r~enue-Before. the 

collection of suspended revenue 1s camed out, someume 
should be allowed to ryots to recover from the effects of the 



bad season which has necessitated the suspension.· 'The 
revenue suspended under paragraph 3 above should therefore 
not. be collected until one fair harvest subsequent to the 
failure has been reaped. Collectors .. should, about two 
months before the commencement of the kistbandi of the 
year following that in which revenue was suspended, submit 
for the consideration and order5 of the Board and Govern
ment a. .report as to how the early crops of that year have 
fared and whether the whole of the suspended revenue and, 
if not, what ponion thereof can be collected with the current 
kists. · Similar reports as to the portion of the suspended 
revenue to be collected with subsequent kists should be 
submitted in succeeding years until the whole of the suspend
ed revenue is either realised or written off. 

9. Circ'umstances justifying remission of suspended kists
Revenue which have been under suspension for three years 
should ordinarily, and as a matter of course, be remitted and 
should, for that purpose, be included in the quarterly state· 
ment ·of irrecoverable arrears. Further, in the case of fully 
assessed tracts with a fairly constant at any outturn, the 
amount of revenue under suspension given time should not, 
as a rule, exceed the revenue demand of an ordinary year. 
When the amount suspended exceeds this limit, remission of 
the excess may ordinarily be recommended in the manner 
indicated' abOve .. , These concessions are not applicable, as a 
matter of course, to unirrigated tracts of fertile soil where on 
account of the. uncertainty of rainfall or other causes the 
revenue is pitched so low that in a really bumper year the 
people could, without hardship, afford to pay very much more 
than the revenue of a single year. 

Example.-Revenue .falling due to fasli . 1317 is to be 
considered to have been under suspension for three years 
for the purpose of this rule, if it is not collected in faslis 
1318, 1319 and 1320. 

B.-LOCAL. CALAMITIES 

10. Rules in regard to the relief to be granted-The rules 
laid down in, paragraphs I to 9 above in regard to the relief 
to be granted on occasions of widespread calamity will also 
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apply gener¥ly. to . the relief of distress caused r.by 'local 
calamities, subject to the following modifications:--.· ' . 

. ~ r; l r . ; ·• •. • • ·.·, ,, • . .. l': 
· ,;, (•) S\lch relief, instead of being giye1,1 on, the ~auie. '$~le 
. , throughout the tr~ct aff~cted,. should" as a.rul~:be ,bas.G4 
. <>IJ;' a . field-to-field mspecuon duected to the. ,dete~minatioi/. 

of ,the actual damage suffered by each indjvidu!!,L; . · 

.. : (ii) the. deg!ee. of ~elief to be granted ,_;ill,·' in~tead · of 
. : bemg, ,regulated ?Y the' rates prescrib~d ~n '.p~~agr'Wh, . .S 
.1,s_upra, be-dctcqnmed by CovernJilent wtth referen~e to 'tbe 
,) circu~pstances Qf each partic~~ar -case;· · '· · ' j:rJ

1
lil:l 

• • .-J. ;!} :.n•.···· ·rL'lrrt 
' • j • • 

· (iii) ·in deciding whether relief is necessary 'or' :not,. t~gatll 
shquld be had riot merely ro the field affected btif to the 

. entire prophrry Of holding of the JandJord' Or ryot I t'o WhOfu 
tlt~ fi~ld belongs, ~n,d. )?Y ':;hofl relief is a.l;'plied fo('; 

:• (c): 
. PowERs oF· {!RANTINq, Jl..EMtsstoN .. 

:; ~'The pc,n~~rs of grantinK re~issions by different aO.tharities 
!n, ~espe~. of each Tah~H ~ut not . hi indi~idu_:il' r :~as'es 'lire 
u~drca.~e<J., 1below:-. , · · ~:·,~ 1 -

, ·- ·• ~,·o· o" · 
n ~9llectors up t.o 

1

, • , • • • , 

Revenue Divisional Commissioner uP to J :500 ' 
Board of Revenue up tn 2,000 
Governmen~ abqve .,..• 2,000 

·I 

. ( D,) · • -' ..,.., ' · ' ': · ·1 to 
'-; As there. was drought and ·high·, ,flqods• dUijng. the" Yr~fS 
!954-55"•Jand -.!95.~-56 and the ·crops. were, badly .. : ~ffe!'t~;d 
par*!iiar1y 'in· the, districts of Cuttadv Purl and. :j3ala.sore, 

"'Goveriiinent in their. order No. '112-P.B.R., dat~~ 'riJ.e Ii l~th 
'AjJtii:~t956i' were·· pleased to order .,for. suspenstOI~ .Pt,J;t~ 
''revenue 'ih 'the· flood affected .areas: 9f, these ,thr:'~ dt~\nqs, .f9r 
1 :1?55~56!'· Thb:e was"~ 'good crop. _during, ;1~~~:~7, ... -},~uF -~n 
•'brlier·lro· gi"e t)le 1t~nanJ;S 'o~porturuty to, ,rec~u,p ;.tb,el:;"IQ,sfeS 
"that'' tl'iey had sllstamed .durmg _the past: 't"(O Y~¥s, . ,ove!'l'
''lnent were; pleased to announce m>-rhe Press N,o,te a .. cRJ>y,~f 

A-10;--25-A. 
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which was forwarded to all Collectors under cover of Memo. 
No. 9 4-R.; dated the 26th January 1957, that the tenants are 
allowed to pay towards their dues, including their dues for 
J957. April Kist, an amount not exceeding in all twice 'the 
annual demand, as immediate payment, but tenants in 
'whose case ,certificates had to be filed fat saving limitation 
will be allowed to pay 2Y, times the annual demand 'as 
instalment payment towards their total dues. In all such 
pses payment vrill be adjusted towards certificate dues at first 
and arrear dues next and the balance, if any, towards the 
current dues. In paragraph 5 of the said Press Note Govern
ment were further pleased to announce that each case of 
;remission .or abatement of rent in respect of holdings which 
are alleged to have been rendered unfit for cultivation by 
IJ~s puring Y'?lrs 1954-55 and 1955-56 should be decided· on 
its own,meriu;. The tenants were advised to submit their 
applieation~ to ·the Anchal Adhikaris in respect of ex-Estate 
areas and to Tahsildars and Sub-divisional Officers for regular 
areas. In the Press Note. dated the 22nd April 1957, a copy 
of which has been forwarded to all Collectors under cover of 
Memo No. /18 9-fR., dated the 22nd April 1957, the .time 
for submitti!lg applications for remission or abatement · o.f 
revenue by the tenants affected by floods was fixed till the 
31st July 1957. Accordingly some applications have been 
received in ~he different districts. They should be disposed. 
of quickly if. not already done according to the rules indicated 
above. 

·m. CHARGING OF INTEREST ON ARREARS , 

I. The rate of interest that has to he charged on arrears 
f:)f rent and cess varies from 'area to area according to the 

;lilw' and rules in force in those areas. For example, . under 
'the. Orissa Tenancy Act an arrear money rent shall bear 

. simple interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum from the 
''?'piration 'of the half of the agricultural year in which the 

. int~~e:;t falls due till the date· of payment or of institution_of 
the ·~it; _whichever is earlier (Section 76)., So far as Ganjam 

. an~ Korafmt districts are concerned, interest is collected at 
· .the rate of 6 per cent (vide paragraph 5 of B. S. 0. 41 ). This 
).• charged ,immediately after the close of the fasli year . on 
arrears. Under the C.' P. Tenancy Act, 1898 which is · .. in 

A-10-25-B. 
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force 'in:· the iSambalpur' district,. interest on. the arrear" may 
be allowed up to the date of institution at such ·rate :not 
exceeding 12 per cent per arintini as the . Court thinks fir. 
There is similar provision in section 82. of the C. P. :L"enancy 
Act, 1920 which is in force in the Nuapara, sub-division ol! 
Kalahandi district. In the Khasmahal areas Govcrnmsnt are 
not so for charging any interest on arrears . till ·.~rtificatea 
are filed. The position has . changed after the- abolition• ·of 
the Zamindaris. Now most of the areas,· in ·the State, haTe 
come under the direct management of·Government. Govern~ 
ment were considering for sometime past to"' levy a uniform 
rate of interest on arrears' throughout· :.the State.· After, 
careful consideration, they have .been pleased :to ,decide; that 
interest at a uniform rate of 6 per cent per annum should hi; 
charged on arrears throughout the State from . the ctJrrcnt 
financial year (see rule 17 of the Rules fon,Revenue collection). 
Interest should henceforward be charged aecordinglyl·; ,,,.,,; 
·' 2. Legally interest is leviable if dues are riot ·paid on the 
kist dates, whereafter they . became arrears. It has been 
represented to Government that the· revenue· collecting agents 
are not able to approach all the tenants by., the .kist dates, 
as a result of which they are not able to pay their dues .. l,q 
order that there IIlll¥ not be any hardship to the tenants o~ 
this score, Government · have been pleased to . decide .that 
interest should be charged on the arrears remaining .unpaid 
at the. close of the agricultural year, fasli year or financial 
year· as might have been adopted in different areas qf th~ 
State for collection of revenue. •· •'\ · 1 ; : .. ,, .. 1 "':. 

3. In' order to give an opportUnity to the tenantS in the 
ex-Zamindari . areas to clear up their arrears Government in 
th~r letter No. 8001-E-A.-43f56'l, dated the 8th November 
.1956 to the adqress of all Collectors· were pleased. to ·order 
'that !f the tenants pay up their arrear~ before the 31st Mar<:h 
1957,. then no interest should be charged as of · grace: ·rn 
their letter No. 1309-R., dated the 30th April 1957, .a copy 
,of which has been forwarded to' all Collectors by the.· Board 
of Revenue in its Memo. No. 23f5-E.-A.,< dated the 3rd. May 
1957, the time-limit was extended till the 30th June 1957, in 
respect of the ex-Zamindari areas which were affected · by 
flood and drought in the districts of Cuttack, Purl,- Balasore 
arid Keon jhar. This was further extended up to ·the 30th 
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September 1957 in G. 0. No.' -10649-R., dated the· 22nd July 
1957 ·commimicating · ro :alli Collectors in Boards ,Memo. 
No. 463S.E. A;, dated. i:he· 27th· July 1957 .. · . Government were 
further tpleased tor order in the· aforesaid G; 0. ·that interest 
if-any tollected on ~the arrears pertaining to· the years 1954-5.'\ 
and 1955-56 should: ·he· adjusted 'at the time of collection ,Qf 
tent . in!"'the ensuing kist •. It- is .presumed·._ that action . ha& 
been:taken< b}"'the Collectors·::kcordingly .. After this. perio,J, 
ther arreats. reittaining unpaid: will bear usual:- interest. A> 
doubt ·lias arisen in certain quarters as to -wheth~ any interest 
should,be charged during the period for which .collection o~ 
revenue · was su5pended. From the ·· rules quoted in sec, 
tion: If( A) above itr will· be noticed that according to,· the, 
proVisions of the Bihar and Orissa Tanzi Manual, no intercsr 
shall be charged for. the period .of suspension of r_evenue.- , -I~ 
is presumed that -Collectors are acting accordingly_.· If in <IDY 
particular case, intei-est for the suspended period has b!"!n 
collected it .should be adjusted as advance collection of rent. 

. IV. : -~cu:lb~ 0~ 'i:EROOCATES 

·'- 01: . It has·· come' to the ·notice :of Government that in some 
c:ises for petty some.· certificates are being filed. It has 
fttr:rber, flet;n repres~ted that the tenan~ are not approached 
hy the· collecting agents for payment of rent and cess and 
~ :number •of certificates are ·being filed: for recovery· of 
arrears: Aldiough coercive measures are ultimately t.o - be 
taken -for•reeovery of arrears; certificates should· be· filed .wi;J.en 
the payment is not made in spite of personal apprpach by 
t!i~ collection agents or _when- a person refuses or avoids 
payment: • :Certificate cases :should ordinarily be filed , if th~ 
·arrear ·is not paid by the end of the next kist .day afte~ :~he 
due date of payment- or .within three months from the date 
tin -which the amount falls due whicheve~ is later (see rule 20 
~f the Rules for collection of land revenue in the State_ of 
Orissa) .. For petty amounts particularly fpr arrear of . I~s 
'than: one. rupee, coercive measures should, not ordinarily be 
adOpte~ ~Attempt should-be: made to collect. such arrears b_y 
contacnng :the' defaulters concerned .. But where. payment 1s 
·nbt 'made by the tenant i,n, -spite of ,persqnal approach by 
the reiienne collecting agency, ·certificates should,,hav~ tq b.e 
<filed. When certificates.are filed for small ,amounts, it .is 'tTJc 

•. ..1 •. ' ~~ ·-·~ 



duty of the supervisinf Officers to l~cally ,check ~th~,reas_C),nS 
tor such arrears (rule 23 of -the rules for collecuon of land 
revenue:cjnuhe. Sta~e:o£ Orissa)~c,;.u,. 

,,,, ,,J·:, 1!· f ..... 1 L""~:.01J ,._, .,: 

2. One c;i. t\le,-.m;Un defects. nl)~cec;l in the execution of 
distress warrants is that the execution programme is nqt 
planned according to the cropping pattern of different areas! 
lt'!Will be ·convement·foi' the· tenants if the•distressc\'iarrants 
are executed .immedhttely. after, the harvest of .different crops. 
This was impressed on all Collectors in_ G. 0. No. 15666-1{;•. 
'ilated the lllth September 1957. It has been reiterated <in 
G. 0. No. 1337-l<.., dated the 16th January j.958no the 
ad<\fess qf all Collectors. Henceforward the execution of 
certificates'. \vill be so arranged that ·they correspcwd ·to the 
time whe~ the tenants have a ~?P frolll;_whiili th¢y 1=~ pay. . -

\" "'~ "· ·' ... .v.. Clf<\RGING :01;: MUTATIOJ'! 'FEES -. ,., • _.:' 

Rule 3· ·o'f ·the· Rule~ for Mutl!tion issued· by ·the 'Board of 
Revenue with the prior approval of Government clearly gi'i~ 
indication about the rate at which Mutation fee has to ·be 
charged.i' -It has been ·made clear therein that 'lvhen fee has 
been -paid for service of notice ·under section 31 ·of. the-.Orissa 
Tenancy Act, no further:fee for Mutation should.be charged. 
For mutation of tenures in ·the· . ex-Zarnindari •· areas , of 
Cnttack, Puri and Balasore districts where Orissa .Tenancy 
Act is.in force, fee as.-permissible ·under·;,ections l-4,, 15 :and 
I~_ of. the _Oris~a Tenancy Act will be charged .. 
'' • > t .. • I '~ • • • .- • • 

·.: iAn· Amin· fee of Rs: 0-12.() · for the· 'first 'two plots 'and 
Re. 0-2.() for each subsequent plot are chargeable uhdeP the 
Milan Khasra Scheme. .This is because new authentic 
:t~~ords. are being . prepared for . the benefit ·of the ·tenants. 
:An ·application fee of Rs. 1-8:0 is payable by those1·terlantS 
'\Vryf{ ·desire to, have a co,Py of ~n extract of th~ · ~al1'orde~ 
·It ·1s not compulsory for those. who do not deme to ·have a 
copy. 

·~If . 

,: .. xours rannruuy, 

. h R_ P. PADHI, 
~ecretary to Got•ernmeut. 



No. ANI. I055fl3149·H. 
.· '.. . ' 

Revenue and Industries Department 
Sachivaiaya, Ahmedabad, 
Dated the 24th May, 1963. 

F~m·' . 
• -· - 4 ••• ' 

The Under .. Secretary to the· Government of Guiarat.: 
Revenue and Industries Department. · 

·The- Chairman, 
Annewari Committee, ·Government of Maharashtra, · · 
lSureau of 'Economics and Statistics, 
Sachiv3.Iaya. Annexe, 6th' floor, Bombay 32·. 

SUBJECI'.-Making of crop annewari for regulating grant ot 
. _ , _suspens_ions and remissions of land revenue, 

Sit, 
. . . 

. I am ·directed ·to refer to the correspondence resting with 
your letter• No. 358, dated 2nd January !964f2nd February 
.1963, on the subject noted above, and to state that no changes 
in crop annewari has been made by this State after. bifurca· 
tion and hence the procedure as was adopted :and followed 
during the ex·Bombay State is followed by this State. 

It is, therefore, ··considered 
points as requested ;by you is 
this State. 

• that no inforcation · on the 
necessary to be furnished by 

~ . . . '. '1 ' ; ' 
... 2 .. , 1;'his ,State has issued . orders for prescribing the 
procedure for .work}ng out average classification annas. A 
copy of Government Resolution Revenue and Industriee 
Depa~~t No. ANI. 1055/13!49.H, dated 15th )May 1963, 
is enclosed for your information. 

Yours faithfully, 

M. R. Vn.s, 
Under Secretary to the Government of Gujarat, 
· ' · Revenue and Industries Department. 



Annewari 
Average soil 
Classification 
Determination. ,of , 

GOVERNMENT OF (;UJARAT.: . 

REVENUE AND INDUSTRIES DEPARTMENT.' 

Resolution .No. ANI. 1055/13149-II, 

Sachivalaya, Ahmedabad, 

Dated the 15th May,-1963. 

Read.-Govemment Re9olution, Revenue Department,, 
No. ANI. 1055/162778-C, dated 31st May 1957. · , _., 

2. Letter No. REV, dated 3rd September 19,59, f:tolll 
Commissioner, Ahmedabad Division. . , - .•.· :, ,-

3. Letter No. REV. 314, dated 18th Decembet · !96Z, 
from Commissioner, Baroda Division. 

4. Letter No. L. R. 264, dated 16th January 1961, froJll 
Settlement Commissioner and Director' of Land 
Records. 

•·.: 
. Reference.-Govemment endorsement, Revenue· Depart·' 
ment, No. ANI. 1058/ 178424-D, dated 21st November 1958.· 

. I . 
. In this case the point for consideration is ''how' ·. to 
determine average soil classification for each· crop in 'the 
district as a whole for the area (i) scientifically settled and (ii} 
not scientifically settled." "· · '· · 

For finding out the average soil ann_a value . of a. tract 
growing a particular crop, normally the correct method would; 
be to find out the assessment and the average cf the lands 
growingthat crop in a tract which may consist of-one survey 
group of more than work out the average assessm<:Jlt for 1th_at 
tract for the Particular crop and then divide this average· rate 
by the standard rate for that tract as given in the settlement 
reportJKayam Kharda. This resultant figure should then be 
tnultiplied by normal soil anna..- valuation viz; 16. This 

1.: ' 
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wouid give _the ave~ag~-soil an~ value ~or the p~ticular crop 
in that area. ·. Ordmaril.y, the tract w11l compnse of more 
than one !Survey-: group with different standard rates of 
assessment: · In 'order- therefore to reduce the margin of 
error involved .\n taking the stapdJ1.rd1 ~ates <>f a~se~sment. ~n 
order therefore to reduce the -margh{·of·error mvolved 1n 
t;licing- th5?."-'jt~dard_ rate· of,,-only. I one group;: ir '?(Quid be 
appropriate to work ou_t_ the ayerag~ _.of_ the standard rates of 
the Survey groups included iri a tract." · ~ · 

For example, suppo..; the· average ~ate: of assessment of 
Bajri crop in a particular tract ·or ,swvey group is Rs. 3 per 
acre and the standard rate of the said tract .is Rs. 4, the 
average_ soil-classification annas of Bajd, 'crop for that 'tract 
would come to (¥+ x 16) 12 annas. ·· · · · ' · · '· · 

tn6i~ly average soii dassific~tion for all cropJ of the 
Talukas should 'be determined for all such tracts separately 
~d :~eafter to average soil classification value. worked out 
for each crop_ for the district as a whole. . . · · 

rr~er all, the annewari is in the very nature of it is an 
"'itima~ of the outturn and it aims at having as accurate an 
estinlate as possible of the expected yield in .. a season. It 
cannot therefore be made cent percent correct. The 
Sen!em~t Commissioner and ·Director of Land Records has 
also not suggested any better solution. · · •. • · ''' 

, .As ~egards the second point relation to· the merged areas 
Y>"hlch. are . not. scientifically settled, the, suggestion made by> 
tbe Settlemept Commissioner and Director of Land Records 
in 'the concluding portion of p.U.agraph 2 of his endorsemen~ 
No. L.R. 268 dated 25th March 1958 may be adopted. 

'ln"<LR.;K D,, No'. A.N.I. I0551,1622iS.C of 31st May 19.5,7, 
Government havef issued orders to follow the procedure a• 
adopted by the C()llector of E. Khandesh to work out the 
average Soi!'classification of a crop for the district as a whole, 
for 1the purpos~s of annewari. In this connection, 4 seems· 
tllii' Collector of P; Ma:hals raised th~ following points.-, ·., 1 

: il' '' - ~ ' ~ ... 

,(!)· _\v,hat should be the classification. value in teffilS of 
·. annas of good, medium and inferior· lands of the 

merged ?.reas ; and 



t(2) M'hat .shouldi be· 'the: procedw:e rto ·' ~:r:£~lowcc1. -:flit' 
.t.• rcr·~computing Nth!< avomge .soil :classifioauomr.,f: tho 

ccrop for .. t.til!: district! •as. a .whole.-" 

rfJin• hl~::en.dorsementNoi'l::.R.ci68 of,25th May• t9ss,•vthe 
Settlement· Commissioner: and Director .. of 1<Land R~dord&,• 
Poona, has offered his views. · ·· · • '· ·· ' 

J' ; ! ~ , I J : , t • ; .:'. .; 

2. The :various .ComnnsSloners hav!! giyen the1r '\'.l,ews. in, 
view o~ ;the C<?nditi.OI1s' obtaining in their Divisions.' . After. 
bifurcation of the State, the method adopt~d by th~ Cpllec:w~ 
of East Khandesh for arriving at. the average sojl clas~i~.c~tiort 
of a crop in the' district cannot be of much. use, .in this ,State .. 
East Khandesh District who!ly comprised of uniori settled 
areas and no merged areas had integrated h,i'· .'.'the distric~:· 
Therefore for all the areas in the district, Settlement reP<?rts: 
givingthe l average assessment per acre. for each ~lass' ofJ:i.pd' 
in each settlement grGup 'is· avaiLable. In every distric'l'·.· ·of 
Gujilrat, the positlon· is qtiite the otherwise.'•'Of the ··total 
number of 17 districts in the State, ·only S·>dist!ricts 'ex.istcli' 
during the pre-mt'rger .period. Even these districts have to
day got more than 50 per: cent, areas (except- in Ahmedabad 
and Kaira districts) which are merged. The:, areas which 
have merged have been covered the L.R, Rs. lp, N ~d 0 
l!pd se~tion 7 .of the Jagiri Abolition Act j.n;th~_Gujarat Area 
of the erstwiule Bomba}' State. L.R. R. 17 an·q.,Gpvernment 
orders regarding remission in respect of. deemed . settled 
villages in 'Saurashtra area· and L.R. R. 19 U in Kutch area. 
After the implementation of the rules and 'orders 'stated 
above;'no ~ppendix has. been prepared wherein' comiguou~ 
villltges' governed by the same rates have been' brought with' 
th!=it. averages and· assessments; so as to be able to work ·out' 
t1ie average soil classification' of a crop of a disti-kl as a whole. 
In the circumstances, I would propose that in 1!his 'State' th~' 
most practiCable course for adoption for this' 'purp'ose would. 
be as proposed in S.C. & D.L.R.s No. L.R. 268 of 19th May 
I?-'5 print~d in the preamble of the G. R. of 3 l's~· May 1957 
VIZ., selecuon by the Collectors by random samplmg metho-d' 
of •the· S. Nos. _growing different crops from: the villages· 11f! 
t!he district also to be selected by random sampling method' 
and then to work out separately the average .of., the'Soil; 



The size of the sample may,!llso .be .. ptescribed as stated 
classification annas of the S. Nos. growing-, different crops. 
therein with a view to ·keep. the 1sampling eriqr low. As a 
further precaution, the selection of the vilhi.ges and the 
S. .Nos. may be made_ by ,the;Colkctor; in_ consultation: wlth 
the Director. of·.Agricul®e tQr., the1:0ir~;ew_r _i\gricwmr!l! 
Officer. · • · 

3. Adoption of the above method , is all . the _more 
necessary as implementation of the" aliove ·ruJeif have' given 
different results· in adjoining villages-' and the -villages are not. 
grouped as in the case·ofSettlement._grdups.~.~ 1, ~~. ::_~L 1 

· 

4. Where, in any p:lrticular ':village, landS' Jl-l'e not classi-· 
lied by this Department and the ad hoc· <;]assifi'catiiin ·o~?ra'ins, 
the classification values 'of good, mediuiii; and inferi?i'lands 
may be ordered to be taken as J4 &, $ fespecti~eJx !IS propose_d 
in the concluding ·sentence_ of; paragraph 2 . o':fthe .S.C. & 
DL.R.'s endorsement'No,--L.R. '268 of,25th Ma,rch J9ss; ., 

. • - -• . . , • ~, I -

The two points posed. by . the Settlement Commissioner. a11d 
Director of Land Records .are :- · · · 

(I) What should be classification· !Value m terms :ot .. annas 
of superior, medium and inferior land 1 of the 
merged areas, and · . ' . · •. 

{2) What should be the procedure · f~llowed for 
computing the· average· soil . classification · of the' 
crop for the district as a whole'. - · ·::' ·· .. 

•' ! I •1' '! • 

On receipt of this reference, I had called for :remarks -of 
some Collectors, who had mainly,· to deal with such area&. 
The Collector, Panchmahals, has suggested. that .the ,merged_ 
area should be totally omitted .while · arriVing at . the,,soil 
classification value of the district as a whole as such omission 
will not matter much because. the soil · anna value . o( the 
villages of the comparable union area will . certainly reflect 
the correct picture while determining the, average soi!.classi, 
fication of the district for the. particular, crop. ·,. . ' 

He was, however, agreed to the suggestion of the Settlement 
Commissioner and Director of Land ·Records that. for .the 
purpose of computing the average &ail · classification of the 
crop for the district as a whole; the random ; sampling 
method may be adopted. " " ! ·• · 1 · ' • · • 



The Collector, Broa,ch, . on the other hand ·has' agteed in 
totif !fd"t~e!: pj'oposals· 1of'\:b~· · 8eitletrient Coilimissioner. ·and 
Directot of £lind Records under reference. - ' ~ . ~ . - . .-. 

. liJ\sl• the,l}uestion:ubf:Jadopting"ttie\ubitrary anna valuatlon_ 
of ·soil in the scientifically not surveyed and settled area 
suggested"br. th~ _Settleme':'~ Co~ssiona<'·~d•.Diree~o_r- :_Of 
Lanill'Recoras: r.woiUd'•l5e'Jtoruilied onlr to• •aJ ·1lmlted '<area ·of. 
this division and the proposal of the SettlemeQt'Comml~sioner 
and Director of Land Records Ill.iif,l th~~efore; l5e 'given a trial 
to see"how it<:Work!P'i\i<;!.bs~cfe·ot.~- better altlftfiativel 

'.- · ·.- J i\ 'f"> -rr.•"or, J " . · · ·' ·. •. 1 A~ ree:ar/4·Wc:.·procedUr.e~to Be followe.Uo·r:<Pmputing the 
af~~fe.J;'so!.r"·cl-~sslli '--~d~* if J'ffi'~~ £r<ip J<ir"th~ ~ ai~trfct ·as a. 
whole, I e1_1tirely agf~ / Wiill ike'1Settleriient Commissi!'I1ex; 
and the Duec;o~ of Lanflc Re7ofds as_ the prollosal made )ly 
~im appears· to be" only 1 practical' ~D.~ ,i-n~ }h~. 1 'present 

ar~~s'~0-\es;\ ~ \ . 
RESOLUTION.-The questtoit as to how the average <!1 

soil classification _in Annas for different crol?s should p.; 
worked out'ih ·rea\:1:\l'tall.tll.!i"~'of a·'DistriCt '' · (i} ·fof"the areas 
where actual' clai;sificati6n•of soi} haS' already' 'becii' done, (ii) 
the area. whe~e no classification;_ ha~ .• bee" do~eS'\'as >nder 
the cons1deranon of Government .. ·-

h:l~ ··Afti:r:!Consideration..·Gov~ent is· pleased :to·-direct 
that, ,the ·average "rsoili uclailsificationr. under -differe'rit : crops 
slumld>be: worked oti1r,b.y-·i-andom sampling (>r,by'taking'crop 
ex~tsr ;of. diff~ent ttops- in r !he · taluka.lr_ The 'average 
annewan ";classificatl~"ofr the land should then 'be 1 worked 
OUt.> · 

, ,3;, Ji~~:ya~eas. ,whe.r<;,r .soij., 11lassification has , not been. 
deterp~ip.ed .)h!; ,, ~av~rage: . soil ,classification under different 
~f.ops. sl;l,o~,tjd l;>e ~cal<;Uiat~d-,roughly..\vith reference to three 
~qarp . ~l~ssification,s . ,yj.l!:.) .. good; medium, and. inferior. ' It· is 
Jl.Qt ~e~e~sarr ~o-l'I!Qrk. oUti,the average.soi!·t;lassification in 
both types of cases every year, but it may be undertaken: once 
a whjle., r H.ow~v~l!( as the figures of standard yield are under 
pr9G~s.s ,oC fixation,rthe procedure £or fixing average soil 
classification. of. ~and under different crops should be taken up 



s!IP~~epu¥y. ; 
.bU;;liy .... q~d;eL.:W!l·J~l ~~-~'!W.!<. of¢e G,o~q-p!J~. pf Guj¥1\'\t, ·: 

.- · .. _.;:_,}_.-r ,-,Lnu .- ·. u.J}! t'~r.~ ~ :Y~~~ru 
Under Secretary to the Government of Gujarat, 

· R~Y!r:n!IC::iandJn.dusttie4,Departnl~t. 
To, 

.AU.: ~mmission~.r.s, 
~tt!ernent Co~SSlon.er and. Directllr;,of Land Rcc9r~, 
,All Collectors, : 
T\l'l; DirectQr' of Agrlculturc!, 
The L. Bri!Jlcl;l,, Revenue· and- ·JndustJ:ies: DeparQ:nent. 

. . . GO~ERNMENT OF WEST BENGAL.,. , 
l:;ANn AND ~REVENUE DEPARTMENT,.i.AND .. 

· REFORMS. BRANCH 
Ffom 
-~ Shri H. L. Chakravarti, M.A., B.L,. W.B.G.S:; 

· Deputy Secretary. · · · · · . . .. , . , , 
No. 12180 L. Ref., dated Calcutta, the 2,Ph fully,· 1¢3{ 

To ;l·5718B.s •• . 

·The Secretary to the Government-of Maharashtra, 
Education. and So~ial Welfare .Department apd. 
Chairman,. Annewari- Committee; . 
Sachivalaya, Bombay-32. · 

Sir7 • 
, ,l am directed to refer to your letter No. 358, dated the 2nd 
Januy.ry -1963, regarding making of.crop annawari for regulat-1 

i.n'g ,grant of .. suspension and remissiom of., land revenue< 
and. to say tha~ the _general crop-annawari. for a :villageriil not> 
pj:_ep:u:ed .,in this State. However,. a copy of the rep on of the 
sample surveys undenaken in the State is forwarded here-• 
with for information. 
. The suspension or remission of 'land ·revenue is granted 'iiJ 
the·State on ·consideration of·the exteht of failure .or'aamagl:' 
of crop and also .Joss suffered by ·each· tenant in comparison; 
with his total income. An extract of 'the relevant rules from 
the .Wes.t Bengal Touri Manual is enclosed 'herewith for 
Wo~ation.. · ' 

Youn· · falthflllly,' 
H. L. · CliAKRAvARTI, 

! Deputy· Secretary: 



; (\S'u<Rules 150. and '166.) · 

Exttactr from ·Chapter. xry I. of . the :·West .Beng_al_ Tauzi 
Manual,.: :1940,·•·regardmg suspens1on and rem1s~1?n of 

·land::revenue ·.on account of •agricultural calamiUes. 

168. The Resolution of the Government of India No. 3- I!'troduc-
99-2, dat~ the 25th March 1905-(reproduced in Appendix E), tiOn. 
la,YS d<;nvn the principles to be followed ,in, granting suspen-
?Jon 1 alia' remission ·of land revenue during agr1tultural cala-
diities: ~Th~ main objeC:rln view Is to'give relief to~the' cul-
ilfrlprig dass~_s'iwhen t~ey are unable t?)ay th~ir rents, on 
~ccbunt of failure of crops. The followm?:. rules are based 
orl' 1these princiJ?Ies. ·;or . the· .kerier~ .'guidance pf Revenue· 
Officers.'·. · · · · · · ·· · 
·~. :r~J 

169. Agricultural calamities shall be classified as

(~j""Wi3~sp~~ild": sue:& as f~miiie, drought, and' general l:tasstllCil:\ 
f;ii!ui~ ,of crops ov_er whole· estates and over larg9 :,::;~;;:;\i~: 

,·areas; and · ~ ... ·Ht 

'(b) rf'Jqcai"" or lso!ated, ·such as are occasioned. by · hail; 
floods, locusts and the like in.which:the failure•of 
crops is not uniform and does not extend over 
large areas. 

· \70, "The· roles 'below· appty, however; m tpe main to • hoth Applicability 
-classes of 'calamities:' the· only' specific exceptions Relatin'g to of the rules. 
"lodil"·•talamities are 'those contained in rules '175 arid 180 
which contemplate a field-to-field 'inquiry· in such cases. Iri 
,1~~1.inr; .,_wi~~ ·~widesp;~ad'~; ca!~m!ti~s,, , o':' .~he other hand, 
r9h~f, 1f 1t IS .t~ .be a~ .Jl~O!ppt as ~s essential, ,jn"st ]>e based 
bri mforrrtation relating )o entire· villa~es · or homoe:eneous 
groups of 'villages. 

'tit. . ,1 1~ ~,c'!99dirtg w~at · 'p~~por~1io'?, :.; of ~~e :\~rid,,, l'e~.enu7 EffeJi' .;ri·,·~~ 
~hould bf suspended or re~ttted,,,t)i~ •. qop~~~o~ .sJ;l~~!4 .ta~~ ~~':'e':::i~~~n 
1nto account the fact that, 111 accordance With the' pniic1ples of land 
laid .. po\\:n .in tbe. Covemment .. of India's ·R~olution. No.-113- revenue on 

gS~·~.o~~fl.ated ¢~,)1st At~g\Is~ :i,9JJ6 (yi<J.t; tApp~ni;li.x F), ,wh<;J;~ d:,...d, 



Inquiry in 
the case or 
widespread 
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only a proportion of the 1and reven'lle ·oil an estate is suspend
ed or renutted, the cess will nevertheless continue to be col
lected as usua-l; but that where·an'.insJ:alment! Of land revenue 
is wholly suspended or remitted, the• cess deinand ·will be 
suspended and should be realised with the next 'instalment 
of land reveQue which is collected. 

J"; I 

: Estates 'directly managed· by' the ·State· Government . 
.- • _. 1 :t ·' · • .. : -i .. ,-j , , ·•· ·. · i- · · , · , · r -

172. When. the Collector has reason, ta believe that' there 
has been, or. will be, so. great a fail~~e. of crops as to. rend~ 
it probable, .that suspension. ~r remission of Jand revenue may 
be necessary, he shall at oncq -eithc:~. ~msei.J; proceed, or shall 
depute an,. ()ffic~r. of as hig~ a,' rank as,. may :he ava~b}~ ;but' 
not below the rank of a Kanungo, to make an enqurry mto. 
the extent of the failure in the estates affected by the · 'c'ala~ 
miry. 

Proportion 1?3 ... On.receipt of the-office(.s ~eport,.,lllld_,afte{ such test 
;!,.'::eto of.fhe:n!port as ~Y-~.possibJe1 , th~ .C(oll~d:!;i,i:·,~nall 'decide 
be suspeod- · whether the calanury ts to be treated as, betol).gmg to class 
ed ~tted. (a) or to class (b), and shall proceed to detenhlne the amount 
rc= cif ·revenue' which should be recomtnelided for"' suspension or 

remission, as 'the; case inay be. . . . . 

Immediate 
relief. 

Form of 
relief. 

. ' • . ~~-~ . Ill ~·· : '·· ..... . 

174. In the case of a widespread calamity, the enquiry 
under rule. 172 shall be made as prompdy as possible, and, to 
!>bviate delay ;herein, the C9l\e<+9r, fila,y, ·in su)>mittin~ ; his 
original· proposal,. base his repon; ,:is .. to t!;le, •degree, of, unme, 
diate relief- necessary on the .agticultural ~onditio[ls ph:!ltire 
villages o/ homogeneous group~ of villages, • 

H,. after xnaking such report,.,the ,Col!ect<>z; ,finfls , ryason 1 ~? 
believ: that,the. agricultural ,cq!lditions:·~f ~Y.. ril!l!ge.- p~ve 
been mcorrectly reported, he may subnut <!- mqqificatton p~ 
his original proposal accordingly . 

. . 175 ... In the. ca,se of a wid~_read ,c;';llam,ity, relief shaH, 
where :possible,_ her gi,ven in tn~.prst'ihsfance in,tl{~' form of 
suspension of la,nd revenue. · · · 

•' : I • , ~ ,' i 1 

'In cases 0£'1oc:il·calamirles, 1 w1iere;fief~~t~~~rc[ irisp~ction~ 
have been made and proper If Checked' reiD18SIOll8 may be' made 
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without' ,'prelin1irtary·~stispension;'When the circumstances, in 
i~e~ol'irii~n. o_f .. -the authority -competent to · sancti~ remis' 
SlOTIS;' JUStify 11!. · 

. 176. In ~ubmi~tmg his proposals tor suspension or remis- Method o£ 
sitm; the Collector·'shall' have re!!llrd · to' :rule· 171 above and calculation 
shall iiike into consideration th~ relation which the 'crop, o£ damage. 

which has failed, bears to the sum total of the crops of the 
year on the area affected, as well as the previous history of 
th'e 'ttact affected. 

Explaluiiion.;_If the whiter crop ·normally represents 60 
per cent. of the year's crops and the summer 20 per cent. 
and' the' spring 20 per cent. ana if' 50 per cent. of the winter 
is lost and the summer has been an 80 per cent. crop ·and a 
7 5 per cent. spring may., be· ,anticipat~d, ;he calculation is 

(~')(•cL) (~x~)or(30+16)=46 '.'100 '. ·'·' .10()'1 ; 100 ' ' ' 100'' ,., 100 ' 
per tent; for the "' r cro'ps already sectired; and a probable 

' 75 ' ' 20'' ' ' 
--. x --.-: or I5 

' ' . ' !00' •• !00. ' 
per .ceq~ .• \)D. account of th~ sp,ring crop' expected. Such a 
loss 'of crops would not ordinarily by itself constitute a suffi
cient ground ·for recommending sus~ension of· revenue, un
less the provious history. o,f the tract. 1s unfavourable. 
• I • 'j. ' • I ' 1 • -'' f ~:.. I-~ I ") • . ; . • ,. - ., 

o ·, 177. . 'fhe suspension 1 'oi remission of revenue shall not Limitation£ 
-~rflinaply1 be' granted :eif.cept, in i:he cas·e· of' a failure whicl>. ~:li~to 
causes a lo~s 'of more than lialf the normal crops of the whole . 
year.. The case .. of ~very village or homogeneous group of 
·villages shall• be• considered on its· •merits,: and no ·relief shall 
be :given; unless it is fo~d necessary; · · 
,_.r· •,·•r:·•.-·i.· .. ·~ )/~~-·-· 

· ' 11 ;g, The C'ollector sbaTI) hoivev~r, take into consideration ~naidera
~he i:rops';of itn.; tWo 'precedfng yel)r~:. and where' the crops of ::.:~~~£ 

'these twd'yea'rS have'oeeri· less than'.halfthi:' t)otmal, or where previous 
'any re'V:\!nii~··is ~ alreaay under 'suspension, the ·provisions of years. 
rule' 177 "thay be relaxed. ap.d 'if' special recommendation for 

1suspensiori"or remission may'· :be made;, Similmy, if the 
result' ·of stJch· a.n examination is 'favourable to the area, the 
suspensidri' or remission 'may 'be lesS thliil. the' scale. 
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I 79. A scale of relief is laid. down below for general adop
tion, which shall be taken as a maximum scale and shoulq 
not be e~cecded except in special cases for which there_ is a 
full and satisfactory explanation:-
. <;rl' 
, A~tual outturn of the year•s crops (nonn~ outturn being J 00) 

(I) 

Degree 
of relief 

(2) 

Per cent 

c40 .per cent. and less than 50 per.!'ent. of the year's normal .25 
~rop~.-~.: 

'25 per! cent. and less than 40 per cent, of the "YC~r's normal 50 
cr~ps., _, . _ . .,, 

Less than 25 p~r ~t, <>f the year's normal crops I 00-

180. (In dealing. with local calamities tailing under class (b), 
as a field-to-field inquiry will have beeri·. made of the extent 
of the failure,- <onsideration shall also be -given to the loss 
suffered by each tenant in comparison wtih his total income, 
and no relief shall necessarily be given to a tenant whose 
crops or whose sub-tenants' crops have been destroyed upon 
'fields forming only a small portion of his-_entire tenancy.· ·1 

' '~' .. I' : . ,) . • '• 

Principles of- ·18-1.' It shall be the busineS:S 'of the Collector to make 
remission. recommendations for the remission of revenue when ·he· con

siders. it .ne~essary, and in doing so he shall be guided by_ the 
principl_eS' .laid down in paragrapli '12 ·of the' Res01!ftion - of 
~he Government of India (cited in iu)(168), which are here 
teproduced·:- ' • - ·' 

... "~-~orm as it becomes clear that It ~ill.be inadvisable 
to collect suspended revenue or any pa!iticulat portion of it, 
it should be remitted at once. It is most undersirab1e to 
keep suspensions hanging for long_ over the heads of the 
r:venue-payers ;, and the Govemment of India .are of opi
mon tqat. revenue which has been under· suspensiqn for 
three- years should ordinarily be . remitted. as a matt~, of 
course; ,:they are also prepared, in the case of,ful!y assess
.ed .tracts wul1 :an outtum which is fairly constant, to accept 
,a rule which, would limit the.amount of revenue under sus
. pension,01t anj;gi-;<;~ ~me ~ the. equ!va!j:Il~ of the reyrn!le 



demand of an ordinary year; In the latter 'case lt wouid 
not follow that when suspension• exceeded the lim,it, the 
whole amount suspended should be remitted, and logically 
speaking, only the balance by which they were in ·excess 
should be so dealt with .• But 'in the case of calamities ·so 
severe as to call for heavy suspensions, greater liberality 
than this will, no doubt, be desirable. An absolute and 
general rule that the amount under suspension should never 
exceed a year's revenue would be open to objection, since 
there are many areas of fertile soil where there is no irriga
tion and the rainfall is uncertain in amount, and 'where on 

. account of this uncertainty revenue is pitched so lo\-'' 'that 
in a really bumper year the people could pay very much 

· more than the revenue assessed without the slightest 
inconvenience.'' ' · 

182. Where the damage caused to .the crop is so severe Remission 

that the Collector thinks that no portion of the suspended :~ection of 
revenue should be collected afterwards, he shall, except in suspended 
cases in which under the ordinary rules he has _power tO revenue. 
sanction remissions, at once report to the Commisswner the 
amount to be remitted. Where, however, he thinks that 
only a portion of the revenue should be remitted, he shall 
report to the Commissioner the percentage of revenue to be 
remitted. The balance in such case and in cases in which 
no remission is granted the whole of the suspended revenue 
shall be recovered from the tenants in such instalments as 
may be' fixed, with the approval of· the Commissioner, with 
reference to the character of the succeeding harvests from 
which it is recovered and the condition of the tenants at the 
time. . 

183. In every case full notice shall he given to the tenants Intimation 
concerned of the order of suspension or remission, if possi- to tenants. 
hie, one full month before the date when the instalment falls 
due, and in any case before collection of the instalment 
would ordinarily begin. The system of merely abstaining to 
collect without any declaration as to the amount to be sus-
pended shall be discarded. · · · .. ·' 

184. As a general rule, no suspended revenue shall be col- Postpone
lected until after. the fair harvest subsequent to the fail1,1re :~:ti~n 
has been reaped m the alfected tract. . until after 

one harvest. 

A-10-26-A. 
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185. The Collector.~l,all report to the. Commissioner,. at 
least ·two months before . ~h~ firsf irista!ment for any ,harvest 
falls. due, the amount which he· proposes to recover. out of 
the suspended demand _from. the proceed§. of such harvest, in 
addition to the c\lrr;ent de~p.and payable for sp~h harvest. 

186. The grant -of relief to rent-payers shall be made con
ditional on their giying relief to under-tenants of all degrees. 

,_, ·.' ... 

187. The Collector has po'wer to sanctjon the suspension 
of the collection of revenue or rent foi'" the year iii which 
suspension is granted, but where the· amount irivolved exceeds 
Rs. 5,000 in the· aggregate, such suspension shall be provi
sional only and shall be subject to the confirmation of the 
Commissioner. When the Commissioner sanctions suspen
sions exceeding Rs. 10,000 iri any one district iri the aggre
gate, he shall at once report the fact for the iriformation of 
the Board and of the Accountant-General. All suspensions 
for a·1onger period than one year require the sanction of -the 
Board. 

N B.-It is essenrl~l that, if suspension· is to have its full 
beneficial effect, the amount to be suspended should be settl
ed, and that the decision to suspend should be communicat
ed to those who would otherwise have to pay rent or revenue, 
be(ore the day on which payment becomes due. In urgent 
cases, therefore, the collector is authorised to pass imm.ediate 
orders subject to the approval of higher autliorities. fn ·all 
cases the error should be so published as to reach the people 
concerned in proper time. · 

; :" 

188. The power to sanction remi.ssions of rev~nue or rent 
suspended on account of agricultural calamities shall rest 
wit~ the authorities competent to sanction re.mission of un· 
realisable revenue or rent in estates managed direct. But 
where the amount exceeds the revenue or rent for a whole 
year, the sanction of the Board is necessary. Remissions 
~hou!d be granted as soon as it becomes clear, after proper 
mqmry, that it would be inadvisable to collect the revenue or 
rent of any portion of it. 

A·I0-26-B. 



· 189. the Commissioner should settle the instalments iti Instaiments 
which- isuspended revenue, -which is not remitted, should be of realisa-

11 d t1on to be 
co ecte · · · · settled by 

, . ~·.. Commi11-
• • • • ... ' ~ . sioner . 

J .•• 

196. In all cases of suspension under these rules subse- Colleetion 
quent collection of such revenue or rent shall be made of suspended 
without "interest. l ~ ' r;:~re .. 

· interest. 

Report on the Sample Surveys for estimating acreage and 
yield rates of various crops in the three crop seasons in 
West Bengal during the year 1952-53. 

1.0. lntroduction.-A consolidated report on the sample 
surveys carried out by the State Statistical Bureau in respect 
of the major crops in the three crop seasons of 1951-52 was 
recently submitted to the Government. In the present 

. report is consolidated the results of the survey in respect of 
"the three crop season of 1952-63, i.e., Jute-Aus season is 
shown in Table (1). lit may effect from the Jute-Aus ·or 
autumn season of 1953-54, self-contained reports will be sub
mitted separately for each crop season. - · · 

_ 2.0. A description of the surveys in _all their aspect is 
given in the following paragraphs. . 

:. 2J. Area. under Survey.-The area under survey. was the 
1entire, State of West Bengal including Cooch Behar. Reserve 
fores~s, big river beds, small pockets of lands in Eastern 
Pakistan, municipal areas and the hilly regions of the- district• 
of Darjeeling were excluded. Details of the area covered in 
the first crop season of 1952-53, i.e., J ute-Aus season is shown 
in Table (1). It may be noticed. that the areas:for various 
districts as shown in the corresponding tables .in the report 
for 1951-52 have been . slightly amended during the yean 
1952-53. This has been done in cons)l!tation with the Direc
tor of Land Records. It may, however, be noticed that the 
amendments _were comparatively small. in magnitude. I~ 



mayalso be notked in th~ table ~?at figures for: t~tai ar~s' o! 
the districts aJ p\lblished m the · Monthly StatJ.stJ.<;al.D~gest 
of the Bureau on the authority of the Director of Land 
Records, do not agree with the totals obtained by adding up 
the areas shown in the thousands of the mauza maps or 
village records.· The two sets of district totals have been 
shown, one against the other, in the last two. columns of the 
table, It may fur¢er be 1).oticed that continued examina
tion of the records of which the aforesaid amendments are 
the results has now reduced the discrepancy between the 
different sets of records to such an extent that the difference 
may now be ignored as far as the estimates of crops are con
cerned. The area under survey remained the same in the 
two successive seasons. It \vill be seen that 'total area under 
survey was of the order of 17 million acres. 

' ·- ") 

2.2. Sample Size and Unit.-The size of the grid remain
ed the same, that is 2.25 acres. Although it varies from, crop 
to crop depending on the intensity of cultivation, the vari
ability aimed at in the estimate of acreage was of the order 
of 1 per cent. for the State and 5 per cent. for a district. 
As in the preceding year a sample of one grid . for every 
half square mile was draWIL systematically from the mauza 

-maps .. A fresh sample was drawn before the commencement 
of the survey in 1952-53. 

2.3. Seleetion of Samples and Stratification.-As in the 
year 1951-52 the Bureau adopted the simplest stratification by 
considering the jurisdiction of each thana or police-station, 
that is, the smallest administrative unit'· in the State · as a 
stratum. Several police-5tations constitute a 'sub-division and 
several sub-divisions constitute a district. There are 14 dis
tricts in the State excluding· Calcutta. ·Samples were select: 
ed sryarately for each stratum; i.e~ each police-station but the 
densny of samples was the same m each. Two sample units 
were selected at random by using random co-ordinates on 
e:'ch square i:nile of the area under· survey. · Random selec. 
n~n of an ad~ate number of sample units (at 2 per square 
mile) ov~r a ~tgger area, say a thana or a district, was nol 
adopted tn this case as ·the procedure mentioned first would 
CllJUl'e a more uniform coverage of the area under survey. 
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The sample, therefore, · ·may be- regarded as a systematic 
sample1 randomness being obtained by selecting the initial 
grid at -random in each stratum .. In order to select the 
samples, the village, i.e., mauza maps of a police-station 
were arranged serially and cumulative totalS of the area in 
'square ·miles noted on each ·map. The area of a mouza is 
about :Vz square mile on the average including all lands and 
·water su.rfaces, etc. Any map would, therefore, be allotted 
·as many grids as there are 0.5 and integral values contained 
in the, spread of the cumulative total over that map. It will 
be seen. that the chances of any map being excluded were 
very small. It should, however, be pointed out that the 
sa~ples would not be as Uniformly spread out . as . could be 
wished in so far as' a smaller village might receive two grids 
:whereas a larger . village only one. ·For examJ?le, a large 
village of 'an area of 0.9 square miles would rece1ve only one 
grid. If the cumulative. total area at the next village is 

._.1.5 .. squar<; miles , that village, although its area is only 0.6 
_square ·mites, would l;'eceive 2 grids. But it is clear that over 
.a larger area the average of two grids per square mile would 
still -b~ maintained. · · 

. 2.4. Interpenetrating sul>-samples.-'-The odd 'and even 
number of grids were divided into two interpenetrating sub
samples; Workers were supplying with and asked to 
enumerate the first sub·sample first and report to head
quarters' when about 75 per cent. of the. sub-sample would be 
covered.: The list ~f the second sub-sample was given to the 
lwor!rers.- after information about the completion of enumera
tion in respect of the aforesaid 7 5 per cent. of the first sub
·sample had been received 'lt headquarters. No attempt was 
rmade to have the two sub-samples investigated by different 
• batches of workers: A third sample, small in number, was, 
·however, selected at random from the above two sub-samples 
to be enumerated by a batcll of more experienced investi
·gators placed under :m independent control for the purpose 
of checking the · enumeration· carried out by the primary 
investigators engaged in the two sub-samples. These com
·parative records were meant · for intensive studies with a 
view to developing a technique of supervision and contro~ of 
quality of the work of the lield staff. The sample checking 
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by this batch oi investiaators was conducted quite indepen
dendy and in such a ma

0
nner that the primary worker would 

have no prior knowledge as to which part of the work would 
be: checked. The. results 1 of the studies will be discussed 
later in this volume. But the process itself proved very 
effective from the administrative point of view. Prompt and 
effective remedial action wherever discrepancies were actually 
found reduced the chanLCS of errors considerably. Apart 
from this check by an independent set of investigators a 
further check was obtained with the help of the Inspectors. 
Spot checking along \\ith the primary investigators was 
reduced to a minimum and restricted to cases where personal 
supervision and guidance from the Inspectors were called for. 
In all other· cases inspection consisted mainly of duplication 

. of the enumeration of a certain percentage-of grids selected 
specifically for the purpose. Results of these duplications 
have been discussed later in this report. · 

2.5. Crop-cutting · Experiments.-Previously importance 
·was given to die consideration of the time lost by the . in
vestigators in traveUing to the plots selected for crop-cutting 
experiments. It was, therefore, the practice to concentrate · 
crop-cutting experiments round a number of centres selected 
at _random within zones of 25-30 square miles in every 
district. Experience gathered during the three seasons in 
1951-52 indicated that better results could be obtained if the 

· iampies were selected uniformly throu~hout the entire area 
under survey. Accordingly it was decided to select a suffi
cient number of grids for crop-cutting experiments from one 
of the sub-samples at random. This would ensure the desired 
even distribution over the stratum. The first sub-sample 
'!hich was enumerated first was chosen for the purpose. The 
)ist of samples for crop-cutting experiments was supplied to 
the investigators at 1he commencement of area survey. This 
enabled th~ investigators t~ get acquainted with the plots as 
well as thcrr. owners. durmg ·the survey of the first ·sub
sample. As contact with the owners would be necessary at 
the stage ?f crop-cuttin~ experiments • the investigators could 
proceed Wlth the expenments later m the season with the 
least possible delay. Their contact with the owners also 
enabled the investigators to get an approximate idea about 
the time at which the crop could be harvested. The loss of 
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time ·oli ·account of increased travelling during the crop
rutting experiments· under the new procedure was thus 
largely compensated for. In every police-station thirty per 
cent. of the grids were ~elected at random from the first sub
sample and lists were prepared at headquarters arranging the 
numbers in order of selection.· The field investigators were 
directed to take only one cut for each of the two crops, 
Ii~mely, jute and aus, from any of the selected grids. Thus 
the investigators were allowed to take a maximum of two 
cuts; oi:J.e 'for jute and another for aus, from any one of the 
grids. The maximum lfumber of cuts fixed for any primary 
worker was, 'however, thirty. If any worker secured total of 
thirty cuts without exhausting all the allotted samples and 
if the: n~mber of cuts in respect of either of the two crops, 
naine\y, ]Ute· and a us; was Jess than five, he had to proceed 
to, the rem'lining grids so. as to secure a total of at least five 
cuts in respect of that particular crop, if available. The siz.e 
of the· 'cut in respect of beth the crops was the usual circular 
area of about 100 square feet divided into three concentric 
circles of radii 2 feet, 4 feet, and 5.63 feet, respectively. . . - . -

· 2.51. The sample within the' plot was to be located with 
the hdp of pairs of random numbers supplied to the primary 
workers. The first ·random number of the pair gave the 
number of steps the worker was to measure along the length 
of ~he selected plot from one cprner and the second number 
gave the· number of steps he was required to walk into the 
plot at right angles to the length ·of the plot. The . point 
locat~d in such a manner would be the centre of the sample, 
that is. Of the· three concemric circles from which crop was 
to be cut., This random point (or centre of the sample) must, 
of course, .be. located within the selected plot and enaJ?le the 
circular. cut (hi all its three stages) to be made entirely from 
within the plot in question. The pairs of random. numbers 
were therefore to oe tried seriatim one after another, as 
arranged in the list, till the above conditions for _location of 
the ,sample ;were fulfilled. · , · . 

. • 1 

2.52 .. 'It has been stated earlier. that the lists of samples 
fiJi crop:cutting experim~nts was prepared at. headquart~s .. 
The field staff were reqmred to try the plots m the order m 
whicl:r they appeared in the list. The list of sampled grids~ 
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for crop-cutting purposes contained a larger number of 
samples than whac would be actually taken as a safeguard 
against cases of drawing samples with no crop at all or from 
which crop had already been harvested. 

2.53. During crop-Cutting work the workers were instruct
ed to re-survey the grids selected for crop-cutting work. This 
would supply material for estimating the acreage under· 
different crops at ·harvest time. In practice, . however, this 
objective could not be attained on account of the fact that 
staff available was too inadequate to enumerate the entire 
sample selected for the purpose without hampering the pro
gress of routine work. Further, for the same reason enumera
tion was not possible in respect of these grids which had been. 
included in the sample but did not1tave the crop in quc;stion • 
• . . i . . . 

2.54. In the case of a us the -workers were required to take 
the actual wei~ht in tolas of the paddy after thrashing. For 
convenience of reference these are called "green" weights. 

2.55. Workers were also required to ascertain the ratio 
between the weight of the freshly harvested paddy and that 
of paddy after drying. A certain percentage of the collected 
~a.mples of each worker was to be dried for about ten days 
and weighed again for the determination of this ratio . 

. 2.56. No attempt was made to· determine the ratio bet
ween the weight of cleaned rice and the corresponding 
Quantity of dried paddy. The ratio was taken to be 0.67 
throughout the entire State according to the usual practice, 

2.57 ,_ In the case of jute, estimates of total production of 
jute (green plant) were prepared on the basis of similar ex
periments district by district. In order to estimate the ratio 
beween the. weights of dry fibre and the corresponding green 
plant expenments were conducted in a limited number of 
centres in the various districts on the- crops collected from a 
number of plots selected around these centres. It should be 
note? that extraction of dry fibre from the green jute plant 
reqwres a degree of technical skill on the part of the culti
vator. It. also requires a suitable supply of water for retting 

"Rnd washing purposes. In conducting these experiments the 
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investigatC?rs of the Bureau were .instructed to see that rettiug 
and washmg, etc., were ·done properly and it is .Presumed 
that they sequred the best conditions available withm reason· 
able distances from the sites of the respective cuts. As the 

· estimates of • ·yield · .rate · and total production of dry fibre 
presented in this report are based on the results of the experi· 
ments conducted under such conditions these may be used 
with caJ.ltion giving due consideration to the availabiliry or 
otherwise of adequate fa,cillities for retting, washing, etc., in 
the area as a whole because it may be presumed that the 
yield of dry fibre will depend on the availability of such faci. 
lities. It should however be noted here that during the year_ 
under report· the ·crop-cutting experiments were spread out 
over the districts to. a· much larger extent than in the preced
ing .year. · Altogether twenry-nine police stations were select~ 
ed from· tl1e jute growing districts of the State for determina
tion of th~ ratio 'betweel) the weight of the green plant jute 
and that, of its dry fibre.'' ll)vestigators were directed to con
duct a numbei of experi.ritents in each of the selected police
stations.· 

· 2.58. The plan of crop-cuttiug work in ihe Aman season 
remained the same as in the case of aus. . , 

'· 
2.59. In ·the case of rabi crops, special consideration was 

given ·to arhar, potato , and sugarcane. Experiments on the 
usual scale wete carried out in respect of all the remaining 
crops. In the preceding year "altogether I I ·crops had been 
surveyed in the Rabi season. But in ihe, current year two 
more crops were added, details ·about which will be given 
lat~r on .in the . report. A :special • , design. was prepared to 
carry· out experiments in respect of arhar, potato and sugar
cane. 'For -each .of .these three crops police-stations of each 
!listrid; were grouped ln,to two separate strata on the basis of 
intensiry of. cultivation. Police-stations having proportion of 
Iand under a particular crop greater than twice the mean 
proportion of land under· that crop. in the State were grouped 
into .the ~rst stratum. .All ol;her po¥ce-sta~ons were group~ 
into the second stratum .. The pohce-statlons were treated 
accordingly "for each of the aforesaid three crops. · Thus a 
police-station which was treated· as the first stratum for one 
of the crop_s !IIight be classified under the second stratum in 
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rcipect of another. crop. For experiments in police-stations 
of the second stratum the investigators were supplied with 
the usual list of sampled grids. · But in case of police-&tati<ms 
in the lirst stratum a multi-stage samP.ling procedure was 
adopted. From each of the police-stati<:ins of mi.s stratum a 
number of villages were selected at random. Workers were 
directed to take from each of the selected villages two ·cute 
for each of the crops. Plots for crop-cutting work were select
ed at random from amongst the plots growing the crop in 
the village. The size of the cut fur these special crops was a 
square area of 15' x 15'. . · · · . . · 

In the case of the remainin'g rabi crops the 'method of 
selection of grids and the plots therein was the same as in the 
case of. jute and aus. The size of the cut was also the same 
as in the case of jute and aus. The investigators .were direct
ed to take only one cut for each of the ten crops from each 
selected grid, trying the plots seriatim from the list of plots 
for that grid. Thus the investigators were allowed to take 
a maximum of ten cuts, one for each crop, from any grid. 
The maximum number of cuts fixed for each investigator, 
however, was thirty. 

The special experiments in respect of arhar, potato and 
sugarcane were conducted by the inspectots and investigators. 
But the experiments in respect of the other crops were done 
by the Assist~t Investigators as usual. ·It may be noted that 
as a result of the new design in respect of the aforesaid 
Sp<;cial crops it was possible to secure a larger number of cutll 
~.han in the preceding year. 

2'.6. Field RecordS.-The workers were supplied with ·plot 
lists of the ~ds to· be surveyed together with .the correspond~ 
ing mauza maps. They were required to identify each plot 
in the_ grid with the.help of the m.auza map and record in a 
prescnbed form the condition of each such plot in respect of 
cultivation or otherwise, .i.e., the '!lame of the. standing crop, 
if any, and its coverage in annas, the tyi?e of fallow, if any, 
'together with its ~overage in annas or any other condition, 
such as, water surface, house-hold land, etc., also in terms o£ 
annas, the total annas · for each plot being sixteen. The 
results of crop-cutting experiments and harvest time surveys 
were to be recorded in forms prescribed for the purpose. A 
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few more forms were used .by the workers ,for reporting their 
daily progress of work and additional info.rmation regarding 
seeds, name and. quantity of manure used, condition of rain
fall, damage to crops due to; nawral calamities and local 
estimates of current year's sowings as compared with those 
of the preceding ~ear. . _ 

2.7. Pre-survey Statistical' Work.-A P,esh sample was 
drawn before the commencement of work in 1952-53 in the 
same manner as in . the previous year. Work consisted of 
locating and- stamping of grids at random on the selected 
maps with the hefp of co-ordinate graphs and tables of 
randum numbers, numbering of the grids and preparation 
of lists of plots falling fully or partly inside these grids. It 
may be· noted that about 49,000 grids were allotted for . this 
work and each grid covered about_ twelve plots. The total 
number of plots to be investigated was, therefore, about 6 
lakhs. It may, further be noted that each grid of 2.25 acres, 
square in shape, usually covered a fair number of plots only 
partly along its borders. Areas of these fractions of the plots 
had to, be extracted and used in estimati<ng acreage. But' for 
field survey work it could not be expected that each Assis
tant Investigator would be able to _Identify the particular 
part of any plot which would be included in the grid. The 
field ~tali were, therefore1 instructed to enumerate the entire 
plot and ~he_'conditions" observed in respect '?f the entire plot 
were apphed to the parts concerned. The list of plots to be 
surveyed by .the field staff in respect of any grid, therefore, 
contained the numbers of. all the plots which were either 
fully or partly covere~ by the grid. · .. · . 

- 2.8. Post-survey Statistical Work.-The statistical work of 
compilation and ana_lysis is comparatively simple and straight 
forward, but the work is voluminous and as it has to be 
.carried on · contiJ)uously as the field records come in; it 
reqires careful handling so as to avoid confusion in the post
ing of the incoming data at thei.r proper places, there being 
about 240 groups, each divided into about a dozen classes. 
The time factor is important on account of the several fore
casts to be made by the Government. A good deal of ti.me 
is lost in transit of the data by post. Of course, each Inspec
~or in the field has a messenge~ peon whose services could 
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be used for fetchipg the data' to headquarters more quickly. 
But this was avoided to keep down costs. In order to 
expedile the preparation of estimates part of the compilation 
work was mechanised in the Hollerith Section of the Bureau, 
as described in a later paragraph. 

2.81. Area extraction of all the plots falling within _ the 
grids was taken' up soon after tl:ie preparatory statistical work 
had been finished. Acre plates were used for this purpose. 
In the case of plots fa) ling partly within the grids· the area 
~f only the portion included within the grid was_ determined. 

2.82. In the case of plots sown with more than one crop 
or in cases where only a part of the plot had been put under 
crop the field worker was required to estimate the cropped 
area in respect of each crop in terms of annas taking the area 
of the whole plot as 16 annas. These anna-estimates had to 
be converted into areas in standard units. 

2.83. The areas under different crops or other charac
teristics within each grid and the percentages of these to the 
total area of the grid had to be calculated first. The•means 
of the percent!lges of all the gnds in a thana or police
station were used for calculating the areas under different 
crops or other characteristics in the thana concerned. With 
the introduction of partial · mechanisation in the Aman 
season of the preceding year the various percentages under 
different characteristics in· respect of each grid were trans
ferred to a punched card for mechanical compilation., , . 

2.84. Besides the calculation· of ~op acreages· and yieia 
rates, a large volume of analytical -work _had to be under
taken' In connection with the assessment of the quality of the 
data on which the estimates had been made. . _, . , 

· 3.0. Organisation.....:The organisation remained the same 
as in the previous year: All posts of Assistant Superinten
dents, however, could not be filled up .. ·There were only nine 
Assistant Superintendents in post during the Jute-aus 
season. Work in the remaining five districts had to be con
trolled from headquarters. Three more Assistant· Superin
tendents were appointed later in the year. During the Aman 
season, therefore, only two posts of Assistant Superintendents 
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temalried. vacant .. ·One more post was tilled up·· later -oti., so 
that, duringt the Rabi season only one' •post of Assistant 
Sup~intendent remained vacant;-c; As -considerable time used· 
to be lost on account of leave the . Government sanctioned• 
twenty extra. Eosts of Assistant .Jn'vestigators during the year. 
to compensate for. the los~ of time."' · 

· ·3.1. The distribution of field staff together witH the volume 
of work involved is shown in Table 2. Regarding the volume 
of field 'work involved in· .the survey the table shows the 
number of grids ·which are• ·estimated to fall m the various 
blocks calculated on the basis of two grids per square 11\ile in 
the area under survey in' that block. The table also shows 
the numbers of grids actually allotted in the various blocks.· 
The _discrepancy between the estimated and allotted numbers· 
is due to non-availlability of mauza maps.' The availability 
·of Iriaps is· ~hown in ·Table (3) district by district. Very .few. 
maps could' be added to the stock during the year beca.use 
maps were not available anywhere. · · · ·· 

i 

4.0. Wield Work.-Desciption of field work carried out'in 
the three crop seasons is given below; ' · · · 

···' ' . . . . . 

· 4.1. !'r11te-Aus Seasoii.~Area survey work. of the'jilte-aus 
season 'tbinmenced· from the beginning of June, 1952 ·in the 
districts of Darjeeling Jalpaiguri, Cooch Behar and West 
Dinajpur. In the districts of Maida, Murshidabad, Nadia 
apd 24-Parganas, the survey was started about ~he middle of 
June. In tlie remaining districts field work· could not be 
started before 7th July !952, due to delayed .completion of 
sowing. Survey actually commenced in these latter districts. 
between 7th july 1952 and 15th July 1952, for·' the 
aforesaid reason. The area survey work of the season 
was. completed. on 30th, Sept<;mber !952. · • It may be noted 
here that .the first sub-sample in a large part ·of the Coochc 
Behar district had to be re-surveyed. on account of the fact' 
that • a fairly wide-spread flood had occurred in the district· 
after the surv~y . of . the first sub.sample was nearly over. 
Dates of .commencement of this survey in various · districts 
and the number of grids surveyed, checked, etc;, are shown 
in Table (4). It will be seen that 91.4 per cent. of the total 

• 



riumbei of allotted. grids could be actually surveyed. AI·. 
though this is not· totally satisfactory it was an. imptov:ement 
on the, previous year,. the percentage ilD. that year berog 83· 
only.. It will be seen from ~h7 table that the percent~ge. of 
grids checked was 13.4. This Ill somewhat less than · m the 
previous year. The season was that from the commencem.ent 
of this year the grids to be checked by the Inspectors were 
not left at W,eir ,qwn discretion:~ These. were. selected ~yste
matically f~om the main s~mples ,by the D~rict Officers con
cerned. This increased travelling time lmt ensured better 
and uniform inspection throughout the entire area. 

4.11. Crop-c!!tting work commenced at different times in 
different districts, depen~g on the growth and m.aturity of 
crops. In the districts of Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar croE~ 
cuttilllg experiment~ commenced in the fourth week of July, 
whereas, in the late . harvesting areas, such. as Bankura, 
Burdwan and Hooghly this work commenced from. the third 
week of September and had to be CO!ltinued up to. the middle 
of October. Table (5) shows details about the volume of 
crop-cutting work in the, didicrent districts of West Bengal in 
respect of aus. The total nun1ber of crop-cutting experi· 
ments actually conducted for aus during the year was 1,306. 
Colll1DD, 3 of this tabl~ ~ show that data in respect .of only 
one experiment were ·reJected on· ·scrutiny: .. The number of 
Cuts in which dry weights were taken were 501. None of the 
data were rejected. · 

. . . 
· 4.12. Details about the volume of crop-cutting work In 

reSpect of jute are shown in Table (5.1). It will be seen that 
altogether 1,461 cuts were taken throughout the State. None 
of _the data were rejected. The number of cuts in which dey 
we1ghts were taken was 183. None of thedata were rejected; 

\ . . - . '. ~ ; : ' 

4.2. ~ Season.-The area survey work commenced 
from the thlrd week of September in the Bankura district. 
In all other district, however, the work was started from 4th 
October 1953, that is, immediately after the Puja holidays. 
The dates of commencement of the survey, together with the 
nulllber of grids surveyed and checked during the season are 
shoWJ?- in Table (4.1). It may be noticed. that the percentage 
of grids surveyed was 96.0 as against 84.7 of the preceding 



yW., 'f~e pefcenlagt; of grids, ;checked during the' season 
was 13.3. This is lower than the percentage in the corres
ponding season of the previous year, on account of the_ reasons 
already given in a previous paragraph in connection with 
jute--aus. The field survey for the Aman seas6n was com· 
pleted by 31st December 1952. 

4.21. Crop-cutting experiments in- respect ·of aman were 
undertaken from the first week of November in the early 
harvesting areas which continued till the last week of Janu
ary 1953. Details about the volume of crop-cutting work 
carried out during the Aman season are shown in Table (5.2). 
Altogether 8,030 cuts were taken during the season. This is 
about 250 more than in the preceding year. It may be 
noticed that the numbers of cuts in the districts. of Birbhum 
and Murshidabad were much higher than in the other dis
tricts. This was due to the fact that parts of these districts 
are included in Mayurakshi Riwer Project where crop-cutting 
experiments wen;- intensified for the purpose of assessing the 
effects of the· project. ·. The . number of cuts in which dry 
weights were -l:a!i.en was ,1,519 as agaiiDst 1,316 in the. preced~ 
ing year. The number of' data rejected was Dil. 

·• 4~3.' Rab~ Season.~ The ar~a survey· .;;,o~k 'of the Rabi 
season_ commenced in all districts in the first week 0f January 
1953; except" in . the Murshldabad district in which the work 
could actually -.·be 'started i fortnight earlier, from 20th 
pecemper •1952,, ·The area survey work of the Rabi season 
was complet'ed 'in. all th~ districts by 31st March 195~. The 
dates of _commencement .. of the survey together With tho-
number of' grids surveyed and checked during the season, 
are shown in Table (4.2). It will be seen that the percentage 
of grids _surveyed .fluring t}le seaso~ _,was_.95.8 as against 91.5 
in· the corres~on~mg· season o,f ·tl).~ pre~IOus year .. ,, The per· 
centage of gr1ds' checke~ ·was 11.9. :nus was so.mewhat 1ess 
than in the corresponding seaspn of the precedmg year. for 
reasons _already ~xplainea earlier.' 

4.31. ·Crop-cutting work in r~pect of rabi crops commenc
ed in the· third week of January 1953, in the early harvesting 
areas and con\inued up to 7th April 19$3, _Experiments were 

•• . • •• ,J • 



t:.Gn.d~A ~t es~ng tbt: · ykld Atl::l <lf tb.~ !<. 
~ps~-~ ~ 

(lf Wheat,. 
(iij »~y. 
{m) ~outc~. 
(it) Suga!X(We 
{u) ~<:d.. 

<~n·1'"~· 
( t>ii) Masur. 
(viii) Mug, 
(~} M:.&hkalai. 
(%) Khell\\rl. 

.. (Sl) Arhat, 
(%li} M1i.w. 
{xrn}tixam. 
~ abw\; the W:®Qoo\ogy h3YC a!~r -~ $Xf'l~l:d 
in ·an e~~rliet pru-a~fb· It Wl!5 stared thtrdx~ : .. that a Slew 
design wa.~ ~.oopt<>d f<tt ~le.:titt.g iiwp!~ m r;:.spilct <If <tthar, 
potam ;md S!Jl?tmlllO and th;1.t u~e us\Ul. nwthods wtl'llc i\d~ 
Cd U\. r~ of ~he: <:r<lcp$. D~b& . aho~.t~ the vol~~ ai 
o:~umx>g e:.pet1.llltnt · tm~tl'e dll:ting" ·the· $t.:IS~. 'ate gwen 
in Table {UJ. 1t may be n;;tiad that alto~thec thete w~ 
a11 ~pr:--~~?t em: the p~dm; 1~~"' 0~:< ~-count ct too 
new dw.gn bemg · l!dCf>te¢ tn • :t-''lfXC£ ·of ~htir, putatQ 1100 
5Ug&~t lhe llilprovero<rm a pilftiwla.dy notlceabt~ 'Ihe 
nuMbel:ll of t\11:$ oblltit\1"4 irt t<:~<pCCt of these tht""...<t C((I(>S wm 
00, ~ arui l\)9 ll'$' against <il!, IS2 and :SS, t<espe;;;;ill'cly, i.u th~ 
pm:clwg- year. · · · · ·· .. 

S,Q. :Oi.!li>ZIIW<~~~ erR»Illl!A!ttd.--NGn.aniWlhy . o£ mouZ~t 
m-~pa ~<mtinued to he !:he iUain difficulty, A fatr num~ tli 
~ample;, e<luld not b.!. ~u~<:red en ~unt ~ the bet that 
they 'llllre sitnated too dose ·t£1 tjle bwdet line$ with l?'J>ki£Wl, 
Tl!ete a.uas wer<; W>t ahv.ays ~Me and the ia'l~tl&~toM Multi 
:i\~ hi: imhl.:l!tl to 1;~ ey J~>nle o1 these gri~S>. ~$ () 
r<:Sig:ntJtion and diolcha~ge alsa t;;Mat'i:mte& a fl.llU«:i ol' ttt:~ul:;l< 
but ill this ~t th.;;-e w;u 'llll improv~::menl: · ove.t the p:r 
'M* ~r. A large fiWllOOr of &d hall 11.'1 be gtw:n leave < 
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medical grounds,. particularly· in i the 'Aman! 'season, dwbiclt 
comcides with the peak period:'of< ·mcidence 'o£'. malaria .;~in 

:the rural areas' As already •stlited·,e~rlier·a luge·pan' of•tb.e 
first sub-sample in the &tri:ct ·of. Cooch· Behar- •had: to bo-re.. 

•surveyed on. account of widespread:1lloodsq in·Jthat disttiet. 
:Excessive rains .and·.occuirence ·of Jfioods .hampered-:mork•i:n 
several other districts. Difficulties getierally- :encom:itered-' ·m 
crop· survey·were discussed·:iiiP detail·.in·me. report-<clf tHe 

·_. pi:eceditig 'year- Some diflirn.lties pecuiiari !to! theuRafbiP seaeOh 
:may, however; be. noted. heue. . Plonghffig of,Jand><fol!,aus
rpaddy: arid jute in some of' the· early: grmviri.g disti-ictsnluch.:as 
~Jalpatguri •and ·Cooch Behar-cactually·· commencti!S'><jlefdre tlie 
vsurvey :for rabic crops ·is finished. !•1ln fact, •in :Jalpaigurivand 
COoch: Behar ploughing of-land: forc.aus.,and' jut:ei conilnJ,noila 
·in March and sowmg of aus ··sel!l!ls actually•takei1l' place ll:te
-iwards: the end of thllt! month: This·makes'lenun\,eib.tioncdf 
>plots very·difficult mdeed; as idcmtificiltion'i?f plahtg<or-·crops 
ofrclln . toot-. .ere.,. is hardiyf possible!<m•··th""!' ·ulrcbmstaixi:Es . 
• J:.ocal· i<nfortna'timi .. alS.o :is: ·not>very! rrelia~le 'rogasding,the>,Prct
'1'0r~on' of crbpa .sowni in•Ith'e:ipiCJts•whiclil ~wnlfcprlnxed 
lli:rops.· ! .T)lei fact that• !growing'! o£ •miooqi ·.crops!~~ veny <lG>mmtiil 
-in_ r.hC: :Rahi!:.seasoll>:~e~es _l'J.li-ogress ldoasiderabjyt ·•Crnp-
-<Jurtmg expenments' m 'this_ season also tal!l.e btore:>!lllmd ilian 
:iW the>·other' seasons 'oni account 1Df · rrawellingibi:cawlo:! tb:tl same 
:gridsiwould nave: to: be: visited a· numbei•o'fi<liines oo;•dltfer.~ 
,dates i£ there• are""dilferenti -iabi crojis· in ltbe><field~:whith. 
. .ma~ ao·, different! rtimes., c This factot"also~,makesl til! •net~ . 
• aary fpl' 'the·i:Wodrem rto>keep.:a .olbsenwatl:h!Of ~ll7 mattni~ 
:ofr the' dlfferentl•crops ·in' t!W,di~Ieientlf;ridsaini ordCp 'that-!d>lo 
·al'aiJab)e'cuts·may GOt be:missed<.>ib <•V/1 or!J ni O~:l •lrm<£> 

·. s:t.1" 1\ppointme~t; ';'aisili~rge'' 1~na: ~~fi~~U~~~ol~~a. 
_·rponili by mon~ ror th~ fhrev.c;a,s~\W ~~VRo'!Y:.IIlr. 'I;l!\l(~s 
(6), (6.1) and (6.2), respectively. ."''~') ?\,'.'.!.! ,r. !• ·r.m 

6.0. Results of the Surveys.-The results of the various 
•urvevs i.n the d!'lfemr ,se;!SOJ:!s are !;li~cusse<~•helol",,''[ 11 i\ lY·w.r f(} ,..~·~· -· ,·,~ -·l r ·:1: .. 1 .-.,d. to ~~If t>J. • . 

,,, -6Jl-:!- Aus.-"-Estimatedi 'acreage'··-undcrm.aih; in>•I9~-S3'£1s 
·shown in Table' (7)• distiict:J by·disrricit.) ft' ·wiltr'bl!' !l'tl!ir. ffi!it 
44,982 grids were_ actually surveyed as'a:~tainst·oJ9,'439'gt1aii;ih 
the corresponding 'season•iof- tlie preeeding year;'• It~rwin•'b\: 
-nbticed; from column ·3 .of the•table 'that.thl!'numbclt1 cif! 'ffiitli 
A.-I0-27.A. .a •t-Ill A 
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.:Which had to be. rejected·:fon-various. reasons.;wa8 84l·aa 
ragainst 451 in•·~he correspondi;ng .season··of the preceding• year. 
This·comparanvely larger re~tion.was. ~ue tQ .. the fact that 

.from the season under report 1[' was dectded ¢at ·any. aub
ISa~ple in any. poli<:Mtation ;which ·would remain unsu.rveyed 
,:to an ·extent of at-· .least twenty-five pet cent.- would not be 
>taken· into • consideration in i the· preparation iof the··estimates. 
:In the• sse- of some police-st>itions of- some >districts; .- tl;lere
,fore,,oill.y 'one half. sample entered into the calc!!latinn. ·The 
-tllliilbCrs of effective samples after deducting the: numbers of 
1amples rrejected in ·.the various aistricts ·are· shown in column 

:.f,; Ihe.percentage obtained from:tne sample8 in •respect·<lf 
anipoli£t>Statioil.. was applied. to the total area· under -survey 

efon:estimatingithe:total acreage·under the crop iidhat police
-4tatiom''l The total .:area u'ruier -.survey :WaS'' cafuulated •·dri the 
lbasisiof.·the village:~:ecord( The"standardl<errors o6 ~he!• estoi-. 
mtateSJcin :tbecvamous :distcictts are shown' in>cohiinn 161 of·tll!" 
.table:and ·me .pereenmged:variabilities -in .. column• 7. ,,,Tiie 
·p!'1'CCOtage 'Variability of rtqe·,estimate <Obtained: :thlsl <year Wruo 
lon'the1whole·less than thcnv.iqiability' in .I951-.?2n 'Faking the 
rState ;u ·a: ·.whole: the !pcn'ccnlla.ge ·Variability rluringTthe year 
.-dtr report was-h\ as -agairjst •L3·~·the>preceding~yeai:". rit 
rwill beriDoticed tHat Clhe vwaa.bility'•imithenrarioqs·. pistricta 
~was lee's than•5' in11iD;ost. ca5es rbut- as· in- •the• -previous .year• thi: 
Jpenteiit;lgo variabilities , :were.c 'very: : high: in.- the· districts ··of 
,l{oyqahJ·an<i.Darjeeling. This is omacbount o£·•tlie fuct that 
-.thertoli!L-aereage imder .aus iri 'each.of •the·~' 'afQresai:d><dia
·.trictads very Small; namely, ,2.~9 (000) 'Qnd:. ·l-.69< (000)· acres, 
omp!llfively.•·.•IIlimay ~Iso ·l;niiliioti€ed :frcnn•wlumnl!! that' the 
sample s~e in the two districi•rwas! alsG ~mpa:ratively' very 
111-':ch,_,sm~~er ~~II, in,,.tht;, ,oth~~1 ,disvicrs. t/le. t9tal areas 
.:~~~r ~ury'~Y betnt , 11:\~~h s.niallet , iii, jbqth distri~t~.,. Th.e 
total· acreage under aus crop IIi, the State In 19S~ -53 ~s estv-
mated as 1,356.76 (000). · · · · · · ~. " 

6.11. Yield rate of' AilS (Greetl'}mCiciyf ''Estlril~t'es ~f'y:i~td 
.ta~~~ am oE,aus:~green paddy) i.i:r tbeiwariomf, districts 
tV!' s~own,.ln;.Tabl:e (8).' LThe aetna! riilmbers! Of:crop-cutting 
~l"'flii!eDts•:tonduqed fdr theqmrpbse' in o'l!be- various· l"die
~ . .a;t: sboW\1 jn·'i:olumn .Z.1 :tho·,tota! ,miinber· of·e.xperl
.!Jl'!!lts, l!l,•the .. ~ntlre .State. was. 1;.306 ia!f;against'·t,491' in• 'tht. 

A-10-27-B. 
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preceding . year. The decrease: is due to the· new:~: •samplin! 
method- bemg adopted from the season under report!. , l~hlri 
be ·reiiiembered that the ·IIIethodology. -was .changed<·WitW: 
view to obtain a more r~presentative sample _by spreadin~.1is 
11niformly over the enure area under survey. TraveJl4ig 
time -involved was, therefore, comparatively more· than ill'- th:e 
previous year. The ?"umber of data rejected. ?n scru~ny.·AVa:s 
only one as shown m column 3. The :effectl* nuinh.er~of 
samplc;s which went. into calculation · was,' th~reforl!l •ll?OS! 
·The '}'lelds per acre m maunds of green· paddy m the• ~oos 
districts are shown in volumn 5. It whll be observed that th!i 
variation from district to district is faiJrly high; ·; ~e '~eld 
-rate was highest im the district of Bi~bhmn. · .. Next _iti. ·o'rdet 
aie Howrah, Burdwan, 24-Parganas and··: iHooghlp 'ln1 the 
previous year 24-Parganas, Birbhum and.Howrah·'yielded"~ 
-highest quantities per atre. The average •Jield cates for ~ · 
Sta~ as a whole .was ~5.08 maunds _(g~een 'Paddy) 'Perj•acndt 
•ag~ns~ .1~.00 maunds. m the pr-:cedmg ·ye~;: ·The_.~r<:elmr~ 
.vanabdines of the }'leld rates -m the• ·vanomf ·.<d.Istrn:t!id•aFe 
-shown .in· column 7. The" sample size bdng 'very· small' iii 
HowFah and Darjeeling the variabilitie~ 'were ·also higher. 
Peroentage variability for the State: ·as·a whoie"was·'-112 'pek
cent. as against 1.4 per.• cent. in• t~ preceding· ryear. h"'"' wc(r 

.1 •. r(;.Jf-.,~stimates of. Dr,iage Facto~,for A11s;,_,,;rpe_)es~~ates 
of dria~e factors for aus in tpe. variJOu~ qist~ic~ .. arq[sh(}f.!lT.W 
Table (9). It was_ stated in the. Pf!'vio"us Pi'fi'grapp ,Jih~!A4f 
.~otal number of crop<utting experiments -cql'<ilu<;~eq,,~\llic::!l!f 
,was 1,3~6 .... It 'Yas not possible to dry the crops gat\lsr;e~~"9J.l,l 
_all ~h!=,se expenments. A sample of 501 out o( .t}Je to,tpJ:,-~f 
1~3~ was selected for drying at various centre;>m; The -di.s.tri· 
.J>~tion of. the samples by districts is shown iii coluqm., ~.1 , ~t 
·"''1.1 ~e seen fro_m column .3 that the numb.er of.IejeQtion$ ~n 
,cruqny was mi. _Colu~n ~ of lhe table sho:ws JP.~i driage 
.factors fo~ the vanous districts. F'or the St,:~..te; as. a-,wb,ole-jt 
.":~ 0.8919 ~s ~~alnst 0.~937 in th~ pre~eding ye;U;. •,T;he ~~
~=~.mage V¥Iabilllty of this factor was very .low iJ!..iloll.t.he:c.dia
tQcts .. l\o~:.the State as a whole it was O.~·.as. against-,(l,-fr,in 
t~e preceding year. 
· 6.13. Total Production of Aus.-The estimates ·of: "t6tal 
production of aus cleaned .rice, district by district, are ·slitlwn 
· m T;able. (10). Columns 2, 3 and: lJ. of this table · •slit>~" the 
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total· estimates. of acreages and yield rates' of green: and drJl 
paddy. Estimates of acreage and· yield rate of~ green, paddr,t 
have already been. discussed in the preVious' paragraphsor , ;The 
estimates of dry "paddy in this table were t:kriw~d byc.multir 
plying the estimates of green paddy- by the. driage' nfactor.s 
shown in·: Table (9),. No experiments ·were !conducted .m 
determine· the .ratio between the weights pf ideane~ rice: anq 
ilry paddy. The generally accepted .'ratio: o£ 0.67, was l!Scd 
fot .calculating the. quantities af cleaned nice per acre sqown 
in"column 5. The·averagerfor dry. paddy and cleaned ride 
per acre over the c-ell tire ·State were· ·13A5r and: 8.97 maunds 
respectively as. agai_list 12.50 maunds;and r8.38 maunds respea
tive!y ~ the pre~dingr:ye~. -Th~ total:pr_oduatioil!; ofdeam 
ed• r1ce m- .the vanoils disti11Cts are Shown: m column 6J l The 
figures in. this cohuhn have been.estimatS'd.'bycusing rlte jie!q 
per acre <Jf cleaned rice upon the:totahestimatecL are<t·un.d,er 
lbe-crop in.the .respective districts.·• Major.aus growing areas 
sre· Nadia, Murshidabad, .:MaldaiJ Bimkura;r Birbhumn'and 
MidnapOO.i !witb •totals of 2,027 .33, J ,9 H.46-,.:l,3H.72;; J ,ZJ5.08, 
l-~.92 and ,1.048.07 thousand maunds of cleaned> rice, J:CSpec
tiveLy.: .The total prociuctio~ of ·aus •iru'thertntirer.Stitt~nvhl; 
·U,l68:88 ,thousand maunds• of d<:aned rix:e a!hagainstJ9,792!!! 
thousand.IQa':"'ds:·in tbt·preaeding,-year. ' · · 

'" 6.1 ;j .. "C0rtectfoil'for l disdepanef: ur r~~ofd's' 'Of ''area. 'thtder 
!iurvef.L.:It has ·been' st';l.ted • ~rlier that'' U1ere· 'i~ . ;dl_i~d"
pahCf ih. the' 'toiatr areis' of iii I:' distHd~ 'as 'tih,\Jeen' ,. r~corjs 
)>_Ubliil~ed hi ~nl(''Mo~thlf'~tati~~icitl·mges.r": <?f'i:ll'e::B~F~.¥y 
'!iti .~~- a~nont~ of the Pireftot of Lan~ ·.Records. ~nq~.~ll~~ 
'records ,tl1emsel:--es. Peductmg' 'the ·area. exclu<J,c.d fi:?iti ,_t~c 
:-lli'V!'J":. nam:1y, res~rve f?r~sts, big fi~er. ~urfac~, :~tc.,;~,f1)1! 
total a?"eages under a us u1 the' vai'{<!_~~, districts Jn1 l:he. I;)~~Js 
of the two sets of records are shown m columns' 3 and 4 of 
Ja~le (II~. The ~liffe~e?c~s are' showrd:U ~olul11Ji_5. '~tl'lrl?:'f 
•be bb!~rVed that _the d_Iffe'renc~, for tbe''~tate. as: a' \\.nr}fJ '),s 
~<?W <!f the ?rder, of I In 1,000., !Jle _esnmatl!q.totalproa'u,
"tionB· according 'to the two · s<;ts of· · recot.ds · ll.r~· ~o,\.H''.'l.fi 
roluln'!s "6 and 7: .·It niay be seen. that tliG tot~l~,P~od,l\~tlq~ 
acc?rding to the Village records, Which has been sh6wn IU the 
·various .tables,. is slightly Joivet.• Based .on' the Tpulilisl\ed 
.figures ·In respect of all · areas· unaer · survey the"estimatl!11. 
:flltal.producnon of deaned; ans rice in the Slate ·was·Ji;IB4.00 
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!illoilsalnci ·rtuitliids!" It irs:iniportant to note:tlo!at th~ ···4ilfet" 
ence, which used to be!· significant'. previou~ly, is now .·v~ry 
small and could be ignored. It ha9 be<;n pomte4 put c:a.rlier 
that it has been possible to reduce the difference' hy'cont~ued 
examination of the different sets of records of' area· •with a 
view to reconciliation. 

• • '., 1 0._•, \. I , • " 

6.15. Comparison with other years.-Acreage, yield · rate 
of cleaned rice and total production bf cleaned rice in 'respect 
of aus crop for 1952-53 and .. the· four· preceding 'years are 
shown, district by district, in Table (12). The·total.produc
tions in the years 1948-~9, 1949-50, 1950..51, 1951,52 !!nd 
1952-53 were Il,428, 10,781;· 9;141, 9,792 and 12,169 (approxi
mately) thousand maunds, respectively. The, yieldllr'!tes of 
cleaned rice were 8.72, 8.38, 8.q.,,~.38 and 8,97. ID'Iljll,ds per 
acre, respectively. The acreages were 1,310.0, 1,286.3, 1!124.3, 
1,168.5 and 1,356.76 thousand acres, respectively: ·" r. H 
.~:)i·m~p r1. ) . ,_.; 

6. I 6. Estimates for sulxlivision.-The survey is designed 
for preparing estimates for district~ . within. reasouaple . mar
gins of errors. Each district, hm~·eyer, is, sub,.diviqed into 
four or five sub.-divisions for administrative purposes. ··Each 
sub-division is again sub-divided idto ·several- police:stations. 
~Jtpough the primary stramm ,is .a police-statjon l!fld .. esti
m'atl!~~'iire ti~,f ·prepatcd''fo'r 'these'' po1ice'stat1ons these · ··dti
@itt~s' ~'for' 'poli Ul;dt6ns. · ·'~re ·:.'~ubj~ct \6""latg~''err'orii:' oil 
!~i!o 11tl ot1 thel s:uh' le •Llsize ... b 'ng small . iri t!:ic!l"smalt 
1Cf!!it}<>rlie11 CSfJI]l'<ll'i!s . f~)'~ ibti,di%%nsJI, alSO are'.";silbj~cf. til 
F!i1·~ll"'1atge:. drors. >"Ehim:hh ""for ··the' dHrritl~"fot' ·wflll:ll 
m~ 'sur~ey ,, 1\!!A; • dc~i~~t11 ha-Ve" ':ili:eady' . been ° 1 \ii~u'S?ed 
iH~'~~tHeri 'pieviotW• paragrapHS. Estimafes 4 of! '1i&ea~!! ''tOr 
sub-divisions with their standard ·error&: :1\i.'cf percentage' ·va'ril 
abiliti.e~ are,. however •. shown in Anpendix I in. order to give 
~~.~~i,c\C~).Of1 'tli_e 'e?tbr5 1 JhfOJV,Cd. 1 ~"-' ····.I·· --I--· jlr •• 
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l!litnej&atel.wa!(i:l;3JG!i' agail!st: .1;2 ~iii 1 tile "'previou& .. year.~: lt• 
mayvbelnoted !thao noct:rop•cutting cq>erirnent .was c~d~cted: 
ia:f ~ .diStrict• ~~ Bitbhwn.: during the ~son.• · The .. y1eld: ,mte• 

bllhe{llislirica•wa~<taken:to be thc;•same as that <Jf bmdwan.·• 
us vb.tll ci J·--~-- ~ _ __ _ • -~ .. 

fJi·~k,!,nE;s~ .o( .,tJu:~ tatio. of. tP.eJ yiet'<is of dry fibre andi 
lll!)V+~~p!a»t.:ml'hc:.:{U''I!ie!lure ,adopted fox ,th~ pm:pose.,has 
~ad,y bl:eQ, .exp)iliu~:d·.earlier. o.It .may .be. -not~d ·that. the: 
<ll'\I!W'imenw• were,,mlll1~ w.ide!y ;.spread .out during_~- y~arl 
I!IJ~r1 ')11J:p<ltf!,.th<!ll. in .the~: ,precedlllg .• yea,r. ·;The dlstnbuuon. 
qt._ 'm.e !>lq!Cltimep~ pvet, the. ,various districts and the ,results: 
~e,r~} ~~;. gi,v~;jq,':fill>le! (9i\). •It -will ..be noticed from. the. 
'-ill>~:-~n t!lett~l.'n@lberi~f experiments during the: yean 
~,)l!;>,.a.,jj~ati 1® in:U>~:;preceding y~:ar., For .the purpose• 
~rrm~ th~ . ~¢stinu\tes ss:'(eral districtS were: grouped· 
tRgi:~U.ii!l!ia t!J..q,,ftl!lo!Ving. · •inallDe.r;: namely; · (i) Burdwan. 
~{tp}:n!f!>.uB~lll'il~.:md ~~pore~ (ii) :Howi:ah, ~ooghlyt 
l!P.Pr 2+.1.''1f~,,,(m}-,Nadniu• and. Murshidabad, · -(lv) Wes.r 
I@..lajp!ll;.-;m•L~!Ija,f ¢v)<.J.alpaiguri, Darjeeling anddloocb 
~l\J;..,-,'lj'he -m~ ,ratm& for: I the.; V>~rious groups ·of 'district!! 
are showri in column 5. The average for the entire State was: 
0·(/621 as against 0 0625 ill the .P.rc:c~ding, rear. The standard 
c!ttors lif these''~stmatts"in~de· for-·tfie·'varib6s'-C:entres' ·are 
sli6wil.>iii 'Cbitlmti"6 "'f.hll' iil-ie ; II rceiua' fie variabilitit's. iii' 
cbl~,'Z:':'r~:Will '~e ~e~§:t\\"K-~~~. p<:~~tage, tar!~.bjUti~s; 
~;~anpe· ¥ ~nt. ,,ce~-;tfe_?,;;,J~e .:arh'af::J~ty f~! rn:; enp.rc; _Stat~ 
was ''" {~en ., 'fu~' sacr;e as lu t e oreceuml" year. t?dmuu .,;1J J,;l:: ,Jd ... a ..::.1 Iuou t· .• oJ;h.,.· :.:u! q: ~-- . 

M.i.3J~t~'llotal prod'uctiotil.'of.lfr,- iute tibre.tLTable (IOJfsboWs 
ths-HJoial :npr.oduqtieh!,i·Qf ~jute, ·' dlstrict!"by·•· 'district. , 1'Thl:: 
allftl3gei. imithe·-disciicts: 4s:'>ilt~dyrdiscuSsed' ·are. snb'Wn"·ihl 
ooi~Ibllr..~ ~'fhe>.yil!ld;:j>ert:at:tt9qlfl•gtetrt'·piant; 'also''Ciisdls!i_i:~ · 
~cli~as•>gD~~Cn m'cohnnil"3'" CO!unin· 4·-of tbiS·hble' slfoWs
thc,pc!ps.,bf d1y fi~n:e in ·~i.mds per :acre; for . _the variouS 
d~tri£ts.1, Itt~bas :·been ·.obtame~ by'mtiltiplyi.ng tJ:te y~elfl:: ger~· 
ade of -~·p~n.r~by:>the~~tio ·of the we1ght of dr}r ]Ute· 

_ fibre omii•tha~:.of the'green plant for the respective' districts:• 
C:Oiumni 5.shomnthe yiela -rates 'of dry' fibre in 'bales." The1 

a.~mge:-yield Tate·.O{l•dry fibre-in•-the State was '14·00'inii..;nd~ 1 

ari 2.8S.p:iles•1JU·•:icre•!a!i against 14.98 ·maunds or 3'.08 bales: 
. pdlacre in·Jtbe !preceding ~ear:' . The total production m bales 



iS shown iiFcolumii 6.' The ·total produttiOii'iii the'el).tireo 
St'ate was estimated to be 2,406·21--thousand bales -of 40(). lbs.• 
eachi as against: 2,699·8: thousand· bales in the preceding_: Yctu? 
,;.;dJ '(j,_.. 1' ... ~\! .,. ~~ ~- .' . . . :._,, ;~.- ... .IJ!"i .·) i'.J.d~··· 

~,6,2f.: tbrr~n for discrepancies in J"ecords of arewuw.d.er, 
s.urve~.-:-A~:stated. ~arlier, there is a discrepancy .in the.totaL 
area~:under· suzy~ as between the figures publisheq iD•t.be.t 
''M<Inthly Statis.iical Digest" of the .Bureau on. the authoncy! 
of.:Jbc:,l)irector:.of Land Records and the. villagei" rc;cord&. 
th!;m~e~ves. 'fable .(11·1) shows ,the estimated acreages_ and: 
tQWi :productions on: the basiS< of .th~ .two separate ::Sets ,:afu 
r~<Jrds.,, The -respective acreages are given in_ columns;~ and: 
~.~, 1 Jhe diff,erences are shown in column 5.· · It will be:.seen 
¢;~.~, if the ... published figures , are taken . the estimate_ ' for-· 
ac;~~ge for the.· entire State will have·: to be incn:ased :by: 
4~lNOOO) ,aqes, The corresponding in~se• ,in , the total 
P'~u~tion. would be 5~1(000) bales.· . 
~·J· .. - ' . - ., .. ,-

.,~;~.~-:- C01:n&son with. pest years.-~~par~tive :. :1\guresi 
fo.~, 1aq~a,ge, ~,1eld, rate, an~ ~otal production ·of Jut~ fq_r J952,, 
53. ~~ the follf . precedmg years a,re shown, d1s~nct by. 
~j~~rl,ct;, }~ Table ,(12-1), Starting from 1948-49 the a.crea15es. 
~~ .(~) l,lq;~ we~~- 3~9.9, 490.0, 650.9, 876.1 and 836.24 Pl!rmg 
t~c; 1 YfJr ,. !·Pl:fler? _reportL The correspondingt. ;yiel~ r_;tt~s 1, -in. 
b:'cles wer; 1 2.59,; ,2.9~ •. 2.30, 3.08 ;tl,l,d 2,88,, respec~vely, · Jh!ll 
2:14 (00?) '. ~q:es. ' J,",he corr.esponding ,. increll~e in,, t,h!; m~taj, 
2,624.0 and 2,406.21, respectively; 

6.26. Estimate for suiHiivision....,As, &tat~<t earlier l. in the 
case of aus, the survey is designe4,:ft:mb1preparing· .es.O.mates 
for di~t~ct.s. within. reasonable m~rgin~ 8t,errors, ,.Esrimates 
for sulr<hvlSlons wh1ch are much smaller in size are, .~owever, 
subject to fairly large errors." Estirllates ·for the "dl~tncts for 
which the survey was deSigned have :already ·been; -discussed 
i~ ~~e previous paragraph~. F;~.ti,qH\tlfr ;, of ,a~reage., fpr sub
diVISions and the1r standard errors and percentage variabilities. 
ar,e,. 4owever,: sbo~ in Appendix: II to give ·an. :idea ·of•'4'hel 
el]\'qfs involv!!<k 

:·~;2'7! Diversioq of area to jute iD. the current . searon.:..:..:ii1 

~1!:'!'>e .~le~r frqrli 'Table (12.1) tlpt althqugb ac~~ilg~ im~er.: 
]Ute bas shght1y decreased during the year under report as 



tilillpar~: wi.tl\ •. i.tht!· .• pfe~!ling,:. Y~lil m~~ ,~:,.11 ,~~. !1: 
co~J.Cierable· incr~. ,\11 rllld ~cuj~1va~onJ .ot J.u.te, i 1n, tJi\c;, StM~ 
during ~he.l:m few ~~¥S. ...• V:.ar!.ou~.typl!~·.¢~l:u;ut •. ~v$l" Q~q>, 
diveited to jute' d~ring t~;tese years: . h,ut it w~uld appear, 0at 
ronsiderable bxpenffieilt·'ls2~.tnad~ tnlthlli'Mpeet by•llhe 
cultivators in '~e<:'!arioils !lis1iri'£ts!il lv:.Wa&~tliQ!dd.trihe ·t.ep'Ort 
for· tbe preceding year :.that: ·a ~~-!!II bsid$ry' ~ samplt: :survey: 
b.ad been. under.takewun:ltba't! year'J>tQ:'enquite-:intd '{tlie .. p$i 
history· of .. 'the• plots m1•:whibh<>Jute *a~> .. fotlnd••grO'IVnl during' 
that yearcn A.ltbougn. the'•Sampli!• :w~ · toa shla~ fot'' .ttialting' 
any valid estimate .-of total's i~ mdicaredl that :a~<very~'CI:l!lSiileJil 
able proportion of rhe ~otat ac~eage"under-•jl!U: ·ffilthat~>year' 
actually came,!froin aman• Jandr:·•Similar :s~l:Jsl'diilry samplti' 
SUI'Yey on a small scale :was> also,undertakenl•liuting the!:• year' 
under -repott. The :results : ilre ·shuwn· 'in" table (13j:•~·TJii~: 
small sample 'survey • was :reitricted"~t'O' lthe .'.ilistrlet •tif ~i:iwr.lb!= 
in the preceding year but. dtirihg ,}iel )lear-unl:i'et"teport' it• lfvalil 
carrl,ed out ~:an the jute. gr?'ving dis~~icts. , ~ItoJ,;et4er}~<J,t9 
plotS--.found ~rtly .or w~ol,lf under ~Utt . '?lilt[hg' tile(, .. seas()~, 
under report were 'uivesoga.ted.·· Ttl~.~ot~llu·e'a dE 'tpe'~e',p1o'r~· 
w'as 331.96 acres. Of tbese 331'.96-atrd; 'a,',otal'of18l.S~·acre& 
was found iiniler'-jute ·during'i'he f.eat 'as inarbk ~gen' fr~rii: 
column + of'the ·aforesaid tab\~:· :'Bur''tlrt'l'af 13Piii\~~rieli' 
from the subseqtierit columns' rli.:ii 1qtV:f''tiltf . .;4:'4~i6"cWthis. 
rota\ had•been:"'imd,;,'- Jete 'i~'- ril'e ~"etl'h'·· 1!"" tll'! 
diStribution in ·the' ph:cedink''r~?)h' ~JrJ.[, o~ ~~y ~~~~~ ir1 ': 
areas was as follows:- .·,::J,u·,·,,i .... ;ti~.t~- 1 't._ fiw; ,,!f._'t$_ 

,$2·'\<li'!cr~,ooderc Aus.nohi·tib.<fu• 10l !>l.&mite3 .ll~.il 

-B.s&acres·undel'>iainani--,b '-·· 
'IS-99 acr~ 'u~'der':hih'er',dbi.~;· 
~i • 1h<l:a~.~~~ -~t·~~~~;t.~Io~ .. ' 
, . t-51. actcs.- :of: old ,fallow. J3Bd 
·:,3-42 acres :.Of bther''la'tidl .'- ' 

• ,;'tilt-'. b.' .><..; ... lfi)) !JIU: ;.>Tif! I I hi 
It \llould.app¢a~ from.thei aMve"lMt jute' .zs•.:beinj(t'rh:l:tf not" 
only as a substitute crop for aus, a man, ere:~ ib~" small'' 
percentages of other lands. are also bel'ng brm,wh& und~r 
cultivation tor'jnt'e: ,11IfdrinaH'Jr{1 a!f:h ~ ~'0 '' '~e o"-·ers. 

of t~~ . ~for~~~\? ·R~?~s Jr~i~~~~~ ~h.~t:~t~y'~~·:.~~u:~·to.iz': 
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plots·,with jute during• the 1season ,·fundet re~~>rt :.as.against 
4,893 -plots- in,the preceding :year, as shown m colurnl18 "13 
and .12 -of the table." J'his actually indi<;ated. an increase of 
three per, cent.• ~.the number of. plots. .This, ho'Yever;• should 
1_1ot. be.·~egar,ded. as a. valid' estimate. ·of .increase of .jute.,.c~ti· 
'{ittion. o.ver .the· previous year because firstly, the sa!Dple st!l'ie 
wail i too •small and secondly). the figures refer to the numlJ!:ra 
1!f plots and not the 'acreages .. ASl·stated .earlier the l!creage 
!Jnder jute was: actually estimated •to1 ·:t>ave decreased by about. 
five per -celllt. as compared with. the ·preceding year .. Althougl! 
the sample was too small: for any estimate of totals .the above 
results may be taken as 'a fair representation of the ·proportion 
o61diversion, from. different types ·of .land which took .place 
during ·the year. Columns 16 to 22 of. the table . show the 
above figures 'expresse~ as .. percentages. . " 

··<6.28.' Th.e 'soilrces of error,.:_This wa5 discussed iJ 'det~I 
in the 'report of the preceding yea}~ It may, ho\~ever, ·' ~ 
briefly mentioned here that one of .the main sourceS cif errlii 
in. .:the survey for jute is the preselllt practice of cultivators, of 
gr<?twing ,jute as al\.additicinal crop in aman land .and harvest·, 
i!lg ~he,~~;~.me,before: the jute crop is really ripe, so as to. enable
lih~ ,to; use -the same.land for cultivinion of.aman crop in: 
~-,seaso.n, im~Uediately' following . the jute ,seasoa , Such. jute 
Cl'ops, :are,missed .;it the ·time of .the survey of the second sub. 
s,a!XJ.ple .wbich nwrges·,fairly into the .Aman season itself. LA •• 
~llf~ul~ ,tb.~ estima~e•ibaj;ed on.,rhe.1 second. • sub-sampli:r .. cin 
~~:.oljut-; i.J; •iikelyrtil,Jle' lower .• drui-ther, this, additional 
j11tq. p-op, i~r actu'!lly,harves~d in :an .immature , State.: ,.AJ., 
t;l;lp.ugl!; • th~ ,acreag~ would. be. pbtaiJled , during the survey 
ot;;t;he~ fu9J §ulr.sampl~,·· yield ntes"Qbtained on··¢e, mature. 
c;aop-late.rin. the season which, are applied to the total acreage· 
f()~, · estima.ting _total, production, also introduces. some .errors 
be.cause ,it would be presumed that the yield rate :of dry fibre 
'?f mature crop. if harvested• ill .proper time~ -Jt will be seen 
the,Tj~for~,. that. the. circumstances. are such that iri respect :Of 
l!-Cf!'•ge, there .would ,];le some underestimate; whereas, ., in 
respe~~ ofroyield rate; there would be 'some· overestimate .. ! It is· 
DO! knqwn· how far these two opposite ·tendencies' , would' 
b.alapce, each: other. r , 
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l':it ·was also•·~ated •in the. ·report ·of: ~g.e:-precediilg. yeantbaf 
bon-availability. of .suitable conqit~ons lor !etting• and,l'o'{aShing 
bf the .jute fibre might alsfUlifect theiyiekLrates.:: T@ obviate 
i:his•.dilti!;ul~;,th~ ;Bureau ac;loptad,,a., DtiW>c8ampling · pr<i!fedwfe 
during>ctlje year.:under repoLt ,for• CJi'iip-.cutting~peljmentsJb¥ 
spre:uliflg. our. th~-: sample: :all : over,,.the·n.!;itatf:. 1 BrevioUsly 
r:xpi:rimentS: were 't!mducred o.onlY. in.JJ these~;dil;triets ... whicb. 
~w' ,jute : abundantly. where.•oconffuions Me i•partiCtilfrl)'l 
snitlibl~-1 k was, also explained: lnuthe ~eport .. of, .the :.p~ceilin9 
~·that enulll!'ratiOn of ;the: twtitsub-samples ·simulta!le'fusly 
would JlOt .be a solution. In· fac~, .Itr:wou.Jd"bealiable,to.cerllOr 
to.:a,Jarger extent because ali, .the:eacly,:ha.rVested jut~ grown 
on:aman. lands ,would. be .missed: iru:botlL the,sainpleS.Itaw.ards 
dW end of theJSeason. Esl:imatts fi!Om b'dth me,. sub-s~le9 
accordingly would be under-estill¥'-teS- : k m~y ·be; noti:<L th.at 
in these cases the usual tests of reliability, such as, the 
estimate of variability and "t" ·test, although both sa~sfactory, 
~~?bld"fail,"to revea~' the :_d?e~k' l.'hd :id.~'ra~'-~wou.!cf'b~ 
mtsleadin ·. ' . ' " 
1lJl ::, 1.} PJJlUL 

l·'6-3.J:,Aman.-'-"'Estimatc;s of .aqreag\' -t.IRII~ 'ai'n~ni's•. sbt1wai 
Hi<>fable- ~7-2)'.-:diSnict •by <,listrict. •iit! WiU·be" notic#Htt.l~ 
411;2sb grids were:surveyed ·dt,tPing.- tlie"~~ont, IQ!I\fmn''o :pf! 
me ~ble will -show that 'data in yes'pect• 'Of t23 ··grid~ Wl!tiJ 
rl!jet:ted. -As• explained eatli~ •ltlusrt ot··-the"l'<!jtx:tiahs" ''Wt!lfbt 
due t0-the fact that with etlccr from ·-the ''fctlF'Urtdet•·"'fiOi'l! 
data ill JfeSpect of any·sub-samphi i!i •arly-polke stati.bl-t :W\>ith' 
~Ouldl•f'DOt !Je> surveyed tO• iin ,exten~·clf:Jii~•Ja~S!. 'Jl~lpet!l(:ebt!' 
were' not,.tO<•be taken '!rlto- conmderlauo~linl,tln! prepahti0'tii~ 
eifuna~J ~ The' 'effemtv~• q~umOOtl<'bt'IL< sal!!. \lies>" "!llsqo:t? ,l-29-t 
~h'ewestn:hated ;;aereage,,was' 8,1S&:80 ~90}P.:rA~i>dstahdil¥4t 
~Ol$1lare ShO~ 4n C?)UffiD' 6 ~nd·;tl)e·'fli!tt'c!n!'i~ ~nab?Ji'tieSl 
llli•' column 7;; It · WJJI jJe • nonc-ed • that<•th'e,variabihtie&' ~~ 
-.eryomuch ·less.- than 5 per rent; in aJI .. distrt<!ts. ~Fiw:'l'lie State! 
as•al whole ~he percentage variability-wa$ only'0-3: Jifhe•'Size 
of.>1:he sample: lis indeed wo big' for•the· -acdtn7tcy' aimed"atv 
that •isv a• \!Uri ability ·of t··per> cent, -for 'the ·<Statedas··a"Wlrolt! 
The .size -;:Of the' s~mpleu•could; ·-thercfb~. 'b!!'' r'edliM 
oo,nsiderably: ··_But · aman being•· the·;m.ain' Jfoo!l' -~yojP ef'>'the' 
S~re.., there· ts a demaq<j:• fot· grearet laccutacy!•'<!ilJ@ fot' 
estimates by areas much smaJlcr thaA~I "the'" ~ist~ I 
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:Sstimamsh:for·, · sub-divisions. are •· regularly ·s.upplied ·to;, the 
Gpv.C~mept.rl, &tiJnntes· for police-_ ~rations,. although subject· 
to: faicly·~atge:enrors1 : ru:e .also, supplied to, the Governmeiit~fo~ 
~ial·pvrposes.ri 
.. <tifidl;i,t:'/ . '!l~'fW · · '1 .. ·· " ·· · ·· · ··· -- · 

6-31. Yield rate of aman. (gl;een•·pa<idY.)~Esr.i.mates of me:: 
yield rates per acre of aman (green paddy) in vario~s dis~ricts 
i.rellshhwn ·iru" :Tablei (8-l).• r (tfttei· • a<:tual· nuqibers· r of crop
outtingi•llXperiments•. rondu~ted •in lithe various ,districts' b·a~ 
~n initolumh i2c• •: The~ total· number· of such,. experiments 
~'~hq enti.t;e Statt•·was 8,Q30 as against 7,775 in·•ihe precedin'g 
yia~bbtq t'!'ili he ·nUuicted·· :thai: comparatively·' mncl\ 1aiger. 
numbei:s oft •cuis-werCI take1i• :in· ·the'·disi:ricts 'of· Birbhuni and 
Murshidabad: The •:r,eason~ ha,ve · already been• expl~inelll:itt 
coiinecrlon·(lvith: aus•. l'fhb:·: riumber: ·:·of datal rejeeted"''Oh 
setutiny:l,bs .sv: Th¢ eltl!"ttive number of samples"wa$ ther~ 
fore!'P,9418.•J.li'h!! ·yi~ld·•i!ares··per acre· for -the va~ious distri~ts 
ari!lllhbwn·i~ column i$-11· Jr 'ih~Y be: noticed• that the rate'-~iiil 
roinparirtively• ··rinl<!l<idhlg.l1~ 11 'in the· districts: 'of·Dal'j~e~ng 
(Sillgui-i l·~ruiHlivislon), "'Bitbhum;' Hooghty ~hd "Howraru 
N~t iii• imporl:bJ:!tl! \~e're' tl-)e! disrdtrs' of Bankura, I Bur<j.w~h 
~~':Jiilpaigllrl.l_ rtyit!fd '\-ate§' i~"the tn:her I tlistricts . ·~ei~' Ies~ 
l:lta'ii"t.?e ~~rage, •:The_",ay~rage - yi~ld ~ate of,,. ~.ert ,I?~~~ f. 
fdr ct\e ~~a~e '~ a, w~ol7'w.a~ 17.4~ tna~nds per acr7 as ,ag~m·s~ 
I'O.'stl In the~\)receding ·year.'·. The' standard err.ors,' are !nveli 
ifn> coluiilii"t> ~'n"cl!'the· percb1rage variabilities · i'n 'eorti~ri'7~. 
It will be noticed that the' percentage''\!ariabiil\:ies 'i.h '~ti' 'tiiJ 
~it,IJ;ifts• e.l'C"jlf ~~~-\' dj~tr~f?~Pa~I~.f.ling :W~r., 1 y.ery,:ll}urf, )!:.ss 
t~a~~~·,; ~?/7: Vfrl~pp~ty !~ r,lie ,d!,~\f\Ct.·Pf,tJ~j~,ding_ WlJ§.fi:~ 
'!41<

1 
H10g5~me~,~tji,W, a.s. a, 'Yiioje the p~r~c;mage "variabi)ity wa~ 

on v .. 1 ,in(n ;1 -.,. r ; roc1 

"rt\:52:1 Ehtithate{Q¥dri'age 'faci~r ''tJ~'·;Jri;;~.~Th~ ~~~dii:~if.'~ 
ilf'1ri~g~ f;\(!for foramarl irl_ili.e various'di~tri~ts Jj:~ showP. 
il'l'' r_aBfc (9:1li?' :Il'or 1'these' estim'ates_ ·~ sari>_p._l~ .o£"1'5to .·was 
h, l ltru· • · u· '''I' ,., "·h· · · , ,. , · ·~·· <'· · , en,o~en ~as ag nst' ;316 Ill' 't e prec'edi<ng y;ear.' The 'cron 
Bli'r~~sted '~rB!f!:1:h'~' c~tS';~v~{~ried,·~nd,~d 'iidd, .a~c<lrw~g, ~~, 
tl~ pr6ce\.!Vr,e 'alf~qdv '<\ls~tisse(;l ea. r. l1er. .Th~ llUJ;nber o£ q~ta 
r~e-~t~<r b~"~!:iifti~¥,'~i*as Hit '.'If~3~flct~ve,~a~ple~ ~'ii~tP~ 
"3~ 1,:~;'·, 'l'h9 tlr~~ge f'a~dt~}of., t~e, v.a~10us . distr,i,cts, a% 
gtverl ui ·column '5; 'The 'driage ' f'actor' for tJcc; S?,i~c;· aa, ~I 



whole • was 0.9261 as against 0.9239 · in the preceding year! 
The standard errors are given in column 6 and. th~·-percentageo 
variabilities in column 7; • The percentage vanability for the 
State as a whole was 0.3 as against 0.16 in the.· p~ec~~i!l'g 
year, . It may ~c noticed . th~t . the_ percentage va~abihttcs 
were very· low m all the-tdistncts.' 

. ~ . I ' ' ' . ' ' -

. 6.33. "Total prod~ction. of aman . .,-,The estimates of: total 
production of aman cleaned rice, district by dis~rict;i .ar~ 
shown in. Table (10.2\. Columns 2, 3, and 4 of this .. table 
sh<)w the estimates of ~creage and yie!d rates of green pad~y 
and dry paddy, ·respecuvely• The esumates of dry paddy .. ~ 
this table. were deri¥ed _by multiplying the ·estimates of green 
pad!ly,:shown.in Table_ (8.2), by the driage factors:shown•irt 
T~bl~. (9,~,. The a\'erage. yield rate of dry paddy. for the 
State:as,_,a, \Vhole was .. 16.17 maund$ per acre .. The .. •ratio 
!>eween t!J.e weights of cleaned rice and dry paddy has. been 
ra\>,en ,as 0.67- which js. usually accepted as• the normal. ratio; 
.E;stimates. of cleaned r,ice in column 5 have ~n obtained by 
i/>ultjplying. ,the data in column 4 by . the aforesaid , faf:tor. 
~i ,yfeld rate of deane<~; .rice per acre- for the . State :ils .II 
:"'J;lole , was lO.i8 maunds as against 10.20, in the prectdi.t;l;g 
¥~t;:._· ')::he ._to. tal productions of cleaned rice in_ the .:,var~ous 
~pi~t aie,.sl:10wn in ~olurqn 6 .• The total production .of 
a!iJ.ari _in,. th~ entire state in estimated to be 94,721.93 (000) 
~a,\l,n.<!-~:gt;,'ileaned rice as against 84,339.8(()()()) ,ma!lnds . ¢. 
~lei'ned ,nee ~~ the. preceding year. . . 
.../'• ~ .... J. . I. • '' • 

' • ' •. .., .. _. .:.···· t' _,,, 

• 6.j4. Correc;~on for di~tiep~~ in ~ecords ~f .. ~ ~-Ufl~~ 
~ey:~~. ~lfeady e':plamed m the · ca;;e of JUte . an.~ }1-\J:I 
some. correctiOn· has to be made on account of the 'discre
pancy in the total areas of the district as between the· records 
published in the . ~'Monthly _l)tatistical Digest" of the Bureau 
ori the authority of the ~irector of Land RecordS and , :the, 
Village records themselves ... Estimates of acreage based: on 
the rwo sets of records are · shown in. columns 3 and 4 of 
Ta~le (11.~)~ The diffe~:.nces are shown in coj11mn; 5.. The' 
<;srtmat~ total p~oducttons i!CCording . to tpe two . sets of 
records ,~re ~hown m col~mns-6 an4 7 and the differences i~ 
c:oium~,,!!- · It may· be noticed th<1t the correction involved i~ 
Of the :order of 0.2 pet: ~ent. which is IUUCh less than. ;in th~ 
preceding year. · ,,., · ---· ··· · · '~' ,.., ,. · 
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: 6,135,.1 Comparison. with• ·other years.~Acreage, ~ yield · rat~ 
-of• cleaned tricei and -oot.¥1! rproduttion •of :dea?ed -rke in respect 
r0li•aman• crop int•1952-53. • ~and the•·, precedmg four years. are 
-showq, disnik~•iif-dliBtrict; in Table!(·12.rl). _i:lv may be nottced 
that' the ac!:reage sinc-e •194!1-49 have been ·'7,866;3, -8,442.9, 
.8,637 ,z, t8,2fi4.6 arid. 8i7S8.8; thousand·· acres, respectively. The 
icorreS'pbnding ·.rotal·production~~oH:leaned rice were 78,476.9, 
.88,996.1: 96,875t!, 84!339.8r.and 941721.9 thousand maunds 'of 
·clcaned·JJ'iCe"~TCs:pritti'V'el.y.·u 11 r';i!j:',h,;,.,, ''J ,, 1·.:[!! : ··: I[!. I 

. ,'~::J6,.::~~#J~~~J'I~,,~~b;~vt~~~n;.~1~ aire~dy st~~ed ~the 
pase,.~f.J~\e ftn·~-~':'1\ fh,e_ swv,qy tsde~\gned ,tO ,make ,est\mates 
,for dts,\~l,CtJ _ \~lf_hiP.f,ff.'/~O[la,'?Jq.,fl?argms, ?f1 ev'?rs. ·iEs_. tlmat~ 
,~'Y J.}1P.&.\Yt~i9,~. ,mfi!c)},f\f~,Pll!i;l;um~Hrr.t~ an;a. tl,1;~n t~e p,i,s· 
tncts arfj-~ howcycr, <Yl'vcn .m AllH""..I!x.; TU ,Jn ,order to. g1v~_ _an \' ·n f.' :h url!"lll • ,.tifl': -r,r:-1 ... t, rr"-'*, f. . . 
.-:·?;e~: ~u~~fc~~~r~~~.~~~·pli~fh::.:.r. ?1\ -.'· J1; l··rr,·:.·· ·: ,~L!=-.!.1~ • · ''! 

''"6.371 ,EstirDates -~~.--Other" chamctleristies:__;.As iri 'the· 1u't6-
aus season estimate-s1'bf' ottkr characteristics, such as, currePt 
fallow, old fal)ow, e~c., were also. prepare_d. it). Aman ~son. 
fBil«p~ a-"cl:Outyr~ sllorn?~ftl'~i.~,l,f 'variabilhi~s of the yario~ 
<!stlm:neilhq)ul!Pndt 'l'.>e' 1 calc~1hted. These· estimates are 

1 
not, 

·tliet~fo,rf.'l.rll:iud~;:l 1t{~hi~'r_eP?f\., ;;A, ~()f~; 1ho~veye'r1 , _has be~p 
lddcd"to1var~s. fHe'.'ertd )df ;~1!~s. ~eP.\'rr ~egardmg , .qJiturilblF 
lind o.Jfiliculfuralile 'li-!fste.' r Th'e propo~aJ w_htch wa~ 11ma.d~;. ~ 
lthe 06~e~-~~'~.t:~~or.hH~!?~n~} .~r.4f£ y~ t')ke, IJ~ _the prepl\r~t~on 
-of t_hl'·.:~t!i?ates ,or:~le~ a£of~sa.l~i ,f~?,~a,c~e~\s,nc~ t,ogerh~:r wlth 
~r~~~~ ~~1,'·~~~; ~~f.~~~e1h~~U.J':,~.!J,th~, y~~r. t,tpder repo,~, .,., 1 
o~(j;+ __ ,;R;lbi..,.;MtiJTI!It~ aoreage Iunder· rabi' crops are shOlvn 
~9r.Trl'-I>JI:Jq'.3),l,Ittwill l>e•sttn ftoni·~he tahre that 47,!.42.grids 
tXff.,e I~F/ill.\llly-J_4UvVIf!ofedl of, ;•v~idt•:the•· dat--a·• 'in' re!lpect of 119 
~pa~. W;-1'!; ~]l;ct~<lirlln :.stru'tmyc 11 A:s: already · explained _in 
~f'jl~~cJ;lpl},:JYliJo,fitl;tlm tropll•rhust of the.i;k rejections :We.re' or\ 
acc~>nnt of th~,fu~t-,tl)at any7sob-sainple in any'police station 
W~tch was not enumerated up to_ a_t )east 75 pe~.,~ent. was 
:!'!!14'ittd •. z<j[ilm idnnbet'lo~@ffi!'ctive:s:trrt'ples ~hich ··were actu-
9Jly, conW!ec~_d •. in "•the "''J1l!ej'iaratiot:~ '1'1df ,the : ~stimat~~.: .' qf 
a,•o~;ag¢. :was.,:ther~fore_._,47t003., The' 'fl!,ulti,p,iers'_',u~d in· ihe 
pr~Pill'attonhoiwtltte esuntdtl!s1 hdJe Beenl calCiJiaicd '(rom the 
~e~~;.shdWn.o; in,,ffie villag61 ·t<'edrd: '1\'s')dktilinion 'of.stan· 
<lArd, ~uor!l,-~f ·cstima.tes :~fot'ail ''the 'crop'ir'i~\v?1V~~:;:!Jnslde~~ 
able volume ?f comptlanon work beyond rhe 'dpki:ity of the 
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·pr<~sent staff, standard errors of estimates .of acreages for only 
thr~ crops, namely, gram, musur and ~ustard ?ave been. cal
.qJlated. . The standard errors of the esumates m the vanous 
districts are shown in columns 8, 12 and 20 and the percen· 
tage. variabilities in coliimns 9, 13 and 21. · It will · be 
~ob~~Crved .. that the percentage variabilities in respect of the 
esti):nates of acreage for the above 3 CTOP.S were 1.65, 1.74 and 
.2.05• respecti veiy, in the State as a whole. It may, however, 
·be ~oticed that the variabilities for the districts were very 
h,igh. in the cases of gram and mustard .. In ali such ,cases, 

''fiowever; ~he total areas in the districts under the crops were 
·stiial!Jl'The' intensity of cultivation of rabi crops in some ?~ 
·tl).e 'districtS was very low an? the number of sa~ples . ~~ 
·riot ·a.deljbate fot the preparation of dependable; ~t1111ates foi 
•distric-ts\ ·' The' total area under rabi crops' during .t):ie. · y~~ 
was 2,154.49 thousand acres as against 2,029.19 thousand acres 

.i,II,.fhe. precedi<ng year,._.,;D\!tails.of ac!eage .undec•tHe various 
!i\'b.t c~ops lllay be seen in the table Itself.. . . , : · "·. • _-; • •· 

I . •. · · • · .,,. 'llt;, •:o :t'd! J~t 

;"',~~~f· ~~YJ'<¥d rates. of rabi (gr~l!.. a:op).-~ti;ffiat~, qf,., yi4J!l 
f.ltes ·per acre of green crops m vanous .1hsmcts ar~ $QoWI) 

·i~ }"~ble ~(8.3), . J?-e ac~ual numbers· of £~?p-cuqing ,. ~1fperi
'fu!'n~J?t the v~nous crops may be seen.~ the1 rable·1tseli 
}t'y.;~~ .. s~a~e.~ e3:r~er .that;;PeciaL m~ure was, adopted fo1 
~~~~~~~g·. expe,n'_llents .m _respect.:of.. arhar, .P!>tato and 
sugarcane •With av1e)V toobtam more represenran.ve _samples 
The number ?f' cutS' .obtained during the. year .under ;Ieporl 
for arhar, potatO and sugarqne was 90, 203 and IO?~ respec· 
.U.v~y; ~.i/-gainst 60, 18Z,•and 38 itt"the·'Preceding year.,-+:I'he 
~ab~e ~.•o: ':bows the· standard _errors wtd the ~eil~ag~ 
;vanal;)llity m respe_ct .o~ ~ch crop. · ft- may be no~ced P,l~~ 
P?e p~rs~nfage vanabihty. was·•of the •order of 5 or1 less '1m 
fll,O~~ ~il_ses for the State as a' whole. Only·in· a few easel 'ili~ 
,v¥iaJ>Jlity was of the order of 7 or 8 per cent!' · " ·'" '' . ': " 
. r . , . , • : .. ; , !'j . . • , 1 ·, · •, ···: r1·l:! 1 II 

· . 6.~2. · · E,stimate of driage factor1 for rabi c:rops . ..:...Dri~g! 
1~ctors _f~L all the crpps except- potato and sugarcane • weli! 
~cfe~nuped, and' the.,estimates tl;lereo£ for various" distritt1 
a~~ s~~\\'n,m Table (9.3).- The table also shows the standard 
c;rrors an!l the pet;cenrage variabilities. The variabilities iii 
·cli'ise .~a~es also })'ere more ·or less of the same order ~ th<is~ 
o! .~~ Y\~ld Jates, ; r < 
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6.43. Total· production of rabi crops.-The districtwise 
estimates of total I'roduccion of different rabi crops in West 
Bengal during 1952-53 are shown in Table (10.3). The table 
also shows estimates of acreages, yield rates of green crops 
and dry .crops. Except for potato and sugarcane total pro
duction of .rabi crops is given in terms of dry crops. The 
estimates of dry yield rates im this table were derived by· 
multiplying ·the es_timates of green yield rates (shown in 
Table 8.3) by the driage factors (shown in Table 9.3). The 
total estimated· productions in thousand maunds of djfferent 
rabn crops in West Bengal during 1952-53 are shown below. 
The corresponding figures for 1951-52 are also shown for 
comparative purposes:-

The estimates are in (000) maunds. 

1952-53 1951-52 

Wheat 894.73 1,099.88 

Barley 982.04 974.54 

Gram 3,718.75 4,472.48 
. Mung 252.97 216.76 

Masur 00 1,687-41 1,625.24 

Kalai 2,355.82 

Mnskalai 1,730.44 

Matar 227-40 

Khesari 2,287.39 1,271.35 

Arhar. 459-59 420-97 

· Linseed 261-22 

Mustard 1,182.47 1,058.48 

Potato 11,189.25 11,678.84 . 

Sugarcane .. 28,153.71 39,834.32 

· It may be noticed that an attempt was made during the 
current year to split up the different kinds of kalai. In the 
preceding year estimates were made only for kalai and 
khesari. During the year under report estimates were made 
separately for maskalai, matar and khesari. 
A·I0-28·A. 
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6.44. Comparison with othe.: yeru:s.-The total production 

of the various rahl crops during the year under repo:t and 
the production in the preceding year were compared m the 
foregoing paragraph. Acreage, yidd rate and total produc
tion of crops for 1952-53 and the preceding three years are 
shown district by district, in Table (12.3}. As the past figures 
for certain crops are not available in any official records, 
comparative figures of only six crops are given in the table. 

6.45. Estimates for sul>mvisions.-It has been observed 
that the variability even on the district level for the rabi 
crops is already very high. Even so, estimates for sub-divi· 
sions, together with the errors, are shown in Appendix IV in 
order to give an idea of the errors involved. During the 
preceding years su!Hii.risi<mal estimates together with the 
errors were shown for two crops only, namely, mustared and 
gram. ·m the present report another crop, namely, musur, 
has been added. 

7.Q. lMlability of the estimates.-'fhe usual errors in 
respect of the estimates of acreage, yield rate, etc., have been 
shown in the table and discussed in the foregoing pages 
under various crops. It may be noted that variabilities have 
been calculated and given in this report in respect of the 
estimates for all the crop selll;Ons. Apart from the calcula
tion of these errors other steps were taken for assessing the 
reliabilities of the various estimates as described below. 

(a). It was stated in the beginning that the entire sample 
was divided into two interpenetrating sub-samples for the 
putposes of investigations regarding the acreages under vari
ous crops. Estimates were prepared separatefy for the two 
sub-samples in the two major crop seasons, namely, autumn 
:md winter in respect of the three main crops, namely, jute, 
a~ and amii?. 'fhe usual "t" tests were applied to the 
estimates obramed from' these two sub-samples in respect oE 
each of the aforesai? three crops. The respective estimates 
of th_e a_crcagCJJ obtame? from the two sub-samples, ilisrrict 
by dlStncr, together With standard errors, percentage vari
abilities and the values of "t" are shown in Tables (!4), (14.1} 
and (!4.2), respectively, for jute, ans and aman. It will be 
noticed that in the case of aman the value of "t" was not 

A·I0---2&-B., 
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significant in respect of the two estimates in any of the diii
tricts, nor for the State as a whole. But in the case of both 
jute and aus it was significant for the State as a whole, 
whereas, in respect of the district it was significant in seven 
districts out of fourteen in the case of jute and four districts 
out o.f fourteen in the case of aus. It may also be observed 
that in some cases a significant value of "'t" was· obtained 
although the percentage variability was low. In case of jute 
it could be expected that the value of "t" would be signi
ficant because, as explained in detail earlier, the circumstances 
of growing jute as an addiJt.ional crop on aman land are such 
that the estimate of the second sub-sample would invariably 
be lower wherever the aforesaid circumstances exist. This is 
borne out by the estimates given in Table (14). If both the 
samples had been investigated together both of them would 
have been equally affected by the aforesaid circumstances. 
Nevertheless a better picture might have been obtained as far 
as the value of "t" is concerned. But this would gave a com
pletely erroneous picture, because, for circumstances already 
explained both the estimates would be underestimates to a 
large extent. The only sati6factory remedy in the case of 
jute is to expedite the field survey in su~h a manner that the 
investigators may not miss any of the jute which is grown 
as an additional "early crop on aman land. This, however, 
involves additional cost. 

In the case of' a us it will be observed that although. the 
values of "t" in respect of the two estimates from the two 
sub-samples were significant in four districts, in three dis
tricts the values were really on the border line. It may be 
pointed out that the estimates of acreage in this season were 
to some extent affected l;ly the occurrence of floods in Coach 
Behar, Jalpaiguri and West Dinajpur. Considering the above 
it may be stated that the "t" test was satisfactory in the case 
of aus. 

(b) As a further test of the quality of investigation in the 
Jute-aus season the estimates obtained by the Investigators 
were compared with the corresponding estimates obtained hy 
the Assistant Investigators in respect of the same grids. The 
results is shown in Table (15) both in respect of jute and aus 
for ali the districts. The table shows the numbers of samples 
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investigated by the two sets of field_ wo~kers and the m~ 
of the dillerences of the two sets of esrunates together w1th 
standard errors and the values of "t". It wilt be observed 
that the value of "'t" was significant only in one case in 
respect of aus. This was in. the. district ot Ban~ur~. It was 
not significant in respect of )Ute m any of the distncts. 

A similar "t" test was applied to the estimates obtained 
by the Inspectors and theJ.r respective. Assistant ln~estig:a
tors, also in the Jute.aus season. The results are gt.-en m 
Table ( 15.1). It may be observed that the value of "t" was 
si!'llificant only in one case in respect of jute. This was in 

. th"e district of West Dinajpur. 

The above duplications of the survey in a part of the 
sample by the Inspectors as well as the Investigators were 
earned out about the same time as the primary investigation 
by the Assistant Investigators. Circumstances at the time of 
duplications were, therefore, similar to the circumstances as at 
the time of primary .investigati.:ln as far as the culti.-ation 
of jute as an adtlitional early crop on aman land was con
cerned. The above "t" test, therefore, indicate that the 
quality of field work was satisfactory. 

(c) It was also decided to adopt other measures to test the 
reliability of the estimates .indirectly. It was stated earlier 
that along with the estimates of acreage of crops estimates 
were also made in respect of other characteristics, such as, 
old fallow, current fallow, culturable waste, unculturable 
waste, water surface, etc. For the purpose of applying the 
"t" tests on the estimates obtained from· the two sub-samples 
in any season as well as for comparison from season to 
season it was decided to make estimates for culturable and 
unculturable waste lands together. Current fallow and old 
fallow were not suitable for the purpose because there might 
change their characters from season to season, whereas, any 
change in the characters of culturable and unculturable waste 
is not likely to be too violent from season to season. As it 
is often difficult to distinguish between culturahle and uncul· 
curable waste it was considered advisable to combine the two 
~tegories o~ land together and obtain their estimates accord
mgly. It will be dear that circumstances simhlar to the cir
cumstances in respect of the acreage of jute as explained 
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earlier are not likely to affect these two characteristics during 
the course of any particular crop season. Estimates were 
accordi•ngly made for acreage of culturable and unculturable 
waste from the results of the investigation of the two sub
samples separately. These estimates togeth.er with the vari· 
abilities and the values of "t" for the J ute-aus season are 
given in Table {16). It will be seen that the value of "t" is 
not significant for the estimates in respect of any district or 
for the State as a whole. 

Similar results in respect of the Aman season are given in 
Table (16.1). It may be noticed that in the case of aman, 
although least expected, the value of "t" was significant in 
one district. This matter is under investigation. 

The above results clearly indicate that both the sub
samples were drawn fr6m the same population and the esti
mates obtained from each of the two sub-samples would be 
valid provided, the physical circumstances and the changes 
which take place during any crop season in respect of any 
crop could be adequately taken into account. The saris· 
factory "t" tests and the variabilities which have been obtain
ed in respect of the estimates for aman, culrurable and un
culturable waste as well as aus and the very satisfactory 
agreement between the observations of primary workers and 
Investigators as well as Inspectors on duplicated parts of the 
surveys clearly indicate that the cause of the unsatisfactory 
nature of the "t" test in respect of jute must be looked for 
in the physical circumstances peculiar to jute which change 
with the progress of the season. It has been explained earlier 
that the cultivation of the jure as an additional early crop 
an aman land is apparently the cause. The matter should, 
however, be further investigated. The significance of "t" 
in a few districts in the case of aus also requires further in
vestigation because it appears that a variety of aus is har
vested early and ·if the land is put under cultivation in the 
season immediately following for vegetables, etc., there is a 
possibility that the Investigators would not show any acreage 
under aus in these circumstances. The second estimate of 
aus will also tend to be lower in these cases. 

Considering the circumstances as they are it wiJI be noticed 
that the acreage of the estimates of two sub-samples, 
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investigated one after another, as at present done by. the 
Bureau would give the best estimate in respect ';'f JU~e. 
Taking the estimate of the firs~ ~ub-sample ~lone, wh1ch, lJil· 

cidentally, includes -all the addmonal early jUte cro~ grown 
on aman land, would give an over estimate becau~ 1t could 
be presumed that the yield rate of early harvested JUte would 
be less than that of the mature crop. Taking the estimates 
of the second sub-sample alone would g've an under estimate 
because all the above kind of jute would be excluded. If 
both the sub-samples were investigated simultaneously esti· 
mates of both the sub-samples would be under estimates 
because both would miss the above kind of jute in the latter 
half of the samples. 

· (d) Further proof of the quality of the estimates is pro
vided by Table (17) m which may be seen the estimates made 
for acreage of culturable and unculturable waste in the three 
successive seasons, namely, jute-aus, aman and rabi of 1952-
53. The standard errors and the percentage variabilities of 
the estimates for the three seasons are also shown in the 
table. It will be seen that the estimates made separately in 
the three seasons .agree among themselves very satisfactorily. 

(e) It was stated in the beginning of the report that each 
grid of 2.25 acres usually covered a fair number of plots only 
partly along its borders. It was also stated that during field 
survey it was not possible to identify the particular part of 
any plot which would be included in the grid along its 
borders and further that conditions observed in respect of 
the entire plots so situated· were applied to the parts con
cerned. Theoretically there can be no objection in the 
procedure because the sample, if its size is big enough, will 
tie sufficiently representative of the .entire area under survey. 
An attempt was, however, made during the year under report 
to study the actual conditions and an analysis of the sample 
drawn for crop surveys for the year is given in Table (18). 
Column 2 shows the total number of grids included in the 
sample in t~e various districts. Column 3 shows ihe num
bers of plots which were included in full within the grids. 
Colun:tn 4 shm~s ~he numbers of plots which were included 
only m pan wahm these grids. Column 5 above the total 
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numbers of plots.. Column 6 shows the percentages of the 
plots included in full within the grids to the total numbers 
of plots. Column 7 shows the corresponding percentages of 
the plots included only in part. It will be seen that on an 
average only 20 per cent. of the .plots were included in full 
within the grids and 80 per cent of the plots were included 
only in part within these grids. As there is a preponderance 
of plots which are only partly included within the grids it 
could be apprehended that if the observations in respect of 
the whole was applied to the part, as is done in the present 
sample survey, the observation in respest of any grid might 
be seriously faulty. But it may be noted that the plots in 
this State, except in parts of one or two districts in North 
Bengal, are very small and it is not expected normally that 
such small plots would be further sub-divided for more than 
one purposes. Investigatio~ was made in this regard on the 
sample drawn for the ye.ar under report. The average size 
of the plot was first ascertained by taking a sample of ten 
mauzas from each police station at random in each district. 
The results are shown in Table (19). It may be seen that 
altogether 2,310 mauzas or villages were selected for the pur
pose. The total areas of the selected mauzas and the total 
numbers of plots in the selected mauzas were determined 
from the ~auza maps. These areas and the numbers of 
plots are shown in columns 4 and 5 of the table. Column 
6 shows the average sizes of plots in the various districts. It 
will be seen that the average sizes of plots in the di~Stricts of 
Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri in North Bengal are much higher 

'than the average sizes in the other districts. The average 
size of plot for the entire State was found to be 0.45 acres 
Although this size is presumably too small for further sub
division for different purposes, experiments were conducted 
during the year to estimate the extent to which further sub
divisions may have taken place. This was done in the Aman 
season of 1952-53. The results of these. experiments are 
given in Table (20). This table, incidentally, shows other 
details which were necessary for the puipose of developing 
a new technique of supervision described in a .later para
graph. This table is mainly meant for a comparative study 
of the observations made by the Assistant Investigators and 
their Inspectors. The required information for the purpose 
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of the present paragraph, however, can" be. obtained from 
columns 6, 8, 10, 18 and 20. It will be seen from column 
6 that 52.7 per cent. of the plots were fully under one crop 
and that 39.7 per cent. of the plots did ~ot. have the crop- in 
any of their parts. Thus, the charactensucs of the whole 
applied to the parts will not introd~ce anr error, whatsoever, 
in- 92.4 per cent. of the cases. This apphes to the Aman 
season. The conditions will probably be different in the 
Jute-aus season and particularly in the Rabi season. Data 
have been collected for the above two seasons also, which are 
now under investigation. 

8.0. New Technique of supervision and control of quality 
of field work.-It has been stated earlier that apart . from 
primary field workers called Assistant Investigators there are 
two other types of field workers, namely, Inspectors and 
Investigators. It has also been stated that the Investigators 
work under the control of the technical section independent 
of the field section. Their services are used by the statis
ticians wherever they have any doubt regarding the data as 
a result of scrutiny. The Inspectors arc responsible for 
checking up the work of the primary field workers and giving 
them advice, instruction and training, wperevcr necessary. 
Usually administrative action is taken on the reports of the 
Inspectors and it would not be incorrect to say that in most 
cases the success or otherwise of the inspectorate in these 
surveys is judged entirely by its efficiency of police functions. 
The stress is on the detection of errors and not their dia
gnosis. On the basis of such reports of the inspectorate 
only a qualitative estimate is made regarding the efficiency 
of field work. Uufortunately the work of the Inspectors in 
these surveys is not harnessed in such a manner as would 
afford a quantitath:c m:asurc of the quality of the field work. 
A vo~ deal o_f time Is, however, spent at the analytical 

- stage m applymg several tests to throw light on this aspect. 
None of these tests, however, provide satf,factory knowledge 
as ~o t~e '?ature and extent of the Investigator liias involved, 
whi~h, mcrden!ally, _may be of many kinds including those 
of Ignorance, Inefficiency and dishonesty. At best these are 
of a post-mortem type. Moreover, the tests do not permit 
of any diagnosis during the course of the survey as would 
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enable one to pomt a finger at the cause of the defect and 
remove the same during the survey itself so as to ensure accu
racy of field work. Experience also indicates that the nature 
of bias of Investigators in surveys of this type is such that 
in practice it may not be possible to obtain -a measure of the 
saQle by the aforesaid methods as would enable one to make 
some allowance in the· final estimates. In the case of a 
machine, howsoever faulty, the bias is likely to be of a syste
matic narure, at least over a period of time. But where 
human elements are concerned and particulaJ"lY where con
ditions of work are very arduous · ·and the salaries that are 
p11id are not so high or attractive as would permit the em
ployment of Investigators of fairly high cali•bre on a ·per
manent basis, it will be a serious mistake to talk of bias of 
any individual Investigator as a more or less fixed charac
teristic:. It would, in fact, depend on factors, such as, 
character, endurance, etc., of the individual ·as well as many 
unpredicable factors, such as, the health and the mood of 
the worker depending on weather conditions, accessibiliry to 
the samples, travelling facilities, fa:cilities for boarding, lodg
ing, etc. In other words, i,n order to minimise the errors on 
account of bias, each individual responsible for primary work 
has to be studied 'as to his reliabi!iJry iri different circumor 
tances. Experience shows that a fair percentage of the field 
records are made ·dishonestly and a fair number is also in
correctly recorded as a result of wrong identmcacion of 
samples. Since the variability for the entire State aimed at 
is I per cent., irt: would be easy to see 'how seriously such 
sources of error· might affect the result&. 

8.01. WLth a vi~w to investigate the sources of error in
cluding bias a part of the. inspection work was systematised 
for the purposes of certain experiments. From an examina
tion.. of Jhe records of such inspection in successive seasons, 
it appeared that something in the nature of the technique of 
the industrial quality control could be developed for assessing 
the quality of field work in crop surveys. The field records 
in respect of the enti~e sample could he regarded as the total 
product, similar to the manufactured product in industry. 
The final experiments were conducted in the winter rice or 
Aman season of 1952-53. The presumption in the experi
'llents is that the Inspectors; being more experienced and of 
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approved service, shall not be. liable to appreciable ~ias. On 
this presumption the observation of each Inspector m respect 
of any plot, could, in the first instance, be regarded as the 
specification for that plot against which the. observation of 
the field worker in regard to that plot, that JS, the final pro
duct of the survey as far as that plot was concerned, could 
be measured as to its accuracy. An essential characteristic 
of the experiment, therefore, is duplication of a ~ub-sample 
by Inspectors. As in the case of industrial quality control 
a technique of control for these surveys might be developed 
on the basis of these duplicated observations by dividing 
them into a number of yet smaller sub-samples suitably 
spacing them over the primary workers at different stages 
of the survey and geographically, if necessary. This, how
~ver, had to be abandoned on account of the following 
reasons, namely, (i) Investigator bias not being a fixed 
characteristic as in the case of machine bilas, a study of the 
means would not be suitable and accordingly a method has 
to be devised as would aford a study of individual observa· 
tions, li•) the characteristics of the sample in crop surveys of 
West Bengal are such that certain types of errors depending 
on grid characteristics could be visualised and accordingly 
it was found· necessary first to classi~ the pairs of observa
tions in order to be able to subject tl:ie different classes to 
separate treatment, and (iii) it was considered necessary to 
test the reliability of the yard sticks themselves, that is, 
Inspectors during the course of the survey. To meet the 
above requirements inspection work was divided into two 
stages. The results of the first stage of inspection were used 
for the aforesaid classification. M For one such class it was 
also possible to draw up control charts from the results of this 
first stage of inspection. A second stae;e of inspection on 
small sub-samples drawn from these various classes and to be 
carried out by some superior supervisory staff was then in
troduced. for the purposes of investigation · with a view to 
diagnosis: _Two-stage inspection is. therefore, the second 
charactensnc of the technique. 

8.02.. Duplicated observations on the selected sub-sample 
were arranged to be made by Inspectors and their primary 
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workers quite independently of one another. Th~ir inv~sti. 
gation records were then compared and analysed w1th a v1ew 
to classification as follows:-

(A) Cases requiring no eye-estimate.-These may be sub
divided as follows:-

(i) Plots which are covered 100 per cent. by the crop 
under survey according to the primary workers as well as the 
Inspectors, (ii) plots which are not covered shall by the crop 
under survey according to ·either the primary workers or the 
Inspectors. It may be noted that Investigator bias is not 
involved in any of these cases. Apart from sampling error 
any other error which may come into the picture could only 
be due to a collusion between the primary workers and theil!" 
respective Inspectors, that is, if both of them were dishonest 
and had filled in the records- without investigation by an 
agreement amongst themselves. 

(B) Cases of wrong identification.-These may be sub-
di vid~d as follows :-. . . 

(•) Plots which are covered entirely by the crop in question 
according to Inspectors, whereas, according to the primary 
workers the plots are either without or only partly under the 
crop, (i•) plots whkh are ·without the crop according to 
Inspectors but are either fully or partly under the crop 
according to primary workers and ·(iii) plots which are only 
partly covered by the crop according to Inspectors, whereas, 
according to the primary workers the plots are either wi<thout 
or fully under the crop. As it is not possible to mistake 100 
or 0 per cent. as a fraction and vice versa it could only be 
concluded that in these cases either the primary workers or 
theia- Inspectors had failed to identify the samples and had 
probably obtained particulars in respect of wrong plots or 
that they were dishonest and had filled in the records with· 
out making any attempt to investigate he samples. 

(C) Cases of bias on account of eye-estimate.-Cases which 
remain after (A) and (B) above could be only those .plots 
which really are partly under the crop in questio11 according 
to both the primary workers as well. as Inspectors. In these 
cases the primary workers and their Inspectors are both 
required to make eye-estimates of the percentages of the 
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total areas of the plots which may be under the crop in q~es 
rion. In other words, it is only in these cases that a genwne 
observational error might be committed by the two sets of 
workers on account of their · personal bias. It may be 
noticed that the three possible sources of error in the above 
three classes are due respectively to (I) dishonesty of both 
the sets of workers, (2) dishonesty or inefficiency of either of 
the.$tS of workers and (3) Investigator bias. 

8.03. The results of this classification obtained from the 
experiments in the Aman season 1952-53 are given in Table 
(20). It will be noticed from this table that samples were 
investi.gated independent by both sets of workers in all 
the 14 districts of the State. The total number of grids in
vestigated was 3,447. The total number of plots in tlie 
sample was 35,572. It may also be noticed that the number 
of plots falling into the three classes (A), (B) and (C) were 
32,858, 1,136 and 1,578, respectively, rep~esenting 92.4 per 
cent., 3.2 per cent. and 4.4 per cent. in the aforesaid order. 
It may be interesting to note that in view of the fact that 
observational error is involved only in 4.4 per cent. of the 
total sample the theory of interpenetrating sub-sample with 
replication losses most of its significance as far as crop surveys 
in West Ben!!"l are concerned. In fact, the theory is no.t 
applicable in 95.6 per cent. of the plots. 

8.04. ;The problem of supervision may,. therefore, be 
stated as follows:-

(<) In respect of 92.4 per cent. of the samples belonging to 
category (A), the object would be to find if there was any 
col~usion between the primary workers and thei<r Inspectors. 
I~ ts expected that re-investigation by a higher class of super
VISOry staff of a very small percentage of this class of plots 
would be able to diagnose the cause of the defects, if there 
be any. 

_(i•) In ~-2 per cent. of the cases belon~ng to category (B) 
shg~tly htgher pe_rcentage of samples might have to be in
vesngated hv a htgher class of officers so as to ascertain the 
rel~tive efficiency or reliabiliry of the primary workers and 
thetr respective Inspectors. · 
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(ii•) In 4.4 per cent. of the cases belonging to category (C) 
regular contract charts could be prepared to plot the varia
tion of the observation of the primary worker from the 
observation made by the corresponding Inspector in regard 
to each such plot, the presumption, as stated earlier, being 
that the Inspector could be regarded as more or less perfect 
and that accordingly his observation might be taken as the 
specification. 

8.05.-Action on the above lines is proposed to be taken 
with effect from 1953-54. A detailed report on the proposed 
technique will be submitted to the Government and publish
ed separately. 

N. CHAKRAVARTI, 

Director, State Statistical Bureau, 
The 18th December 1953. Government of West Bengal. 
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TABLE I 

Area under· Survey 

Total Total area under 
area in survey in (000) 
(000) Area in (000) acres e:oi:luded acres 

acres as 
District published 

in 
Monthly Reserve Big Bounded Muni- Published Village 
Digestt forest ri'f'cr by Paki- cipality figures records 

• stan area 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

/ 

(. Burdwan 1,731·20 2·77 13-83 1,714·60 1,7(4•86 

2. Birbhum 1,115·52 6·52 1,109·00 1,108·97 

3. Bankura 1,694·08 12-48 1,681·60 1,681·77 

4. Midnapore 3,361·92 85·36 18·49 3,258·07 3,255'81 

5. Howrah 358·40 16·46 8·76 333·18 333-36 

6. Hooghly 773·12 5·77 20·99 746·36 746·30 

7. 24-Parganas 3,359·36 0 793-40 286·41 93-03 2,186·52 2,149·00 

8. Nadia 965·76 8·97 18·29 938·50 937-48 
I 

9. Murshidabad .. 1,320·96 .·. 12·14 17-04 1,291·78 1,291·10 

I 0. West Dinajpur 886·46 886·40 886·71 

11. Maida 890.88 1·98 888·90 888·91 

12. J a! paiguri 1,519·36 359·34 1·92 1,158·10 1,158·36 

13. ••n arjeeling 165·10 27·56. 137·54 142·92 
(Siliguri sub-
division only). 

I 4. Cooch Behar •. 843·52 7-91 23·14 812-47 814·89 

---
Total .. 18,985-64 1,188·21 417·88 23·14 213-33 17,143·02 17,llo-44 

tFebruary 1953. 
"D. L. R.'a Figure. 

•-The other three subdivisions of this district having an area of 602·90 thousand 
were e:JiClud.ed from survey. 

acres 
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Distribution of Field Staff by admlnlotratl\>e blocks 

Number of grids 

Block Name of the distric.t or Numbc.r Police- .Number Number 
No. districts in the block of stations of of 

ranges Esti-. lnspec- Assistant 
mated Allotted • tors Inveati-

at 2 per gators 
square 
mile 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . 

I Darjccling (Siliguri Sub'- 4 13 2,f61 2,717 4 17 
divisiononly). Jalpaiguri 
(c~luding · Alipurduars' 
subdivision) and Cooch 
Behar (Haldibari sub-
division only). 

II ]aJpaiguri (AJipurduars 4 10 3,750 3,486 4 34 
subdivision only). Cooch 
Behar (eJ<Ciuding Hnldi-
bari subdivision). 

III West Dinajpur 3 II 2,772 2,602 3 13 

IV Maida 3 10 2,777 2,675 3 15 

v Murshidabad 4 21 4,035 3,837 4 19 

VI Nadia 3 13 2,929 2,885 3 14 

VII 24-Pnrganas (North) 3 23 3,197 3,050 3 15 

VIII 24-Pargan._. (South) 4 17 3,518 3,271 4 16 

IX Howrah and Hooghly 3 30 3,374 3,367 3 16 

X Burdwan 4 23 S,361 5,318 4 22 
\ 

XI Birbhum 3 14 3,466 3,296 3 14 

XII Bankura 4 19 5,255 4,985 4 22 

XIII Midnaporc (North) 4 16 4,597 3,727 4 2 

XIV Midnapore (South) 4 17 5,578 4,005 4 23 

·Total 50 237 53,470 49,221 50 260 

•Discrepancy due to want of maps. 
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Area for which m.auza maps were available 

Area in (000) acres 

-
Area for Area for Percentage 

Serial District Total area which maps which maps of column 
No. under were were not ( 4) to 

survey• available available co1umn(2) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Burdwan 1,714·8C. 1,713·82 1·0 0·1 

2 Birbhum 1,10897 1,054·62 54-4 4·9 

3 Bankura •. 1,681·77- ],574-72 107·1 6·4 

4 Midnapore 3,255·81 2,393-48 862-3 26·5 

5 Howrab 333·36 333·36 

6 Hooghly 746·30 -739·58 6·7 0·9 

7 24-Parganas 2,149·00 2,140·40 8·6 0·4 

8 Nadia .. 937-48 934·28 3-2 0·3 

9 Murshidabad 1,291-10 1,238·16 52-9 4· I 

10 West Dinajpur 886·71 821·44 65-3 7·4 

II Maida -.. 888·91 868·47 20·4 2·3 

12 Ja1pajguri 1,158·36 1,101·80 56·.6 4-9 

13 Daljeeling (Siliguri Sub-Division only) 142·92 139·52 H H 

14 Cooch Behar .. 814·89 763-55 51·3 6·3 

West Bengal .. .. 17, 110·44 15,817·20 1,293-2 7-6 

• According to village records 
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TABLE4 

Statement showln~ the percenta~e of grids surveyed and checked in Jute-Aua 
season. 1952;53 

Percent- ' Percent-
Number Date of Number age of Number age of 

District of grids commen- of grids grids of grids· grids 
allotted cement surveyed surveyed checked checked 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7} 

1. Burdwan 5,318 7-7-52 4,683 88·1 495 10·6 

2. Birbhljlll 3,296 10-7-52 3,210 ' 97-4 433 IH 

3. Bankura 4,985 15-7-52 4,929 98·9 438 8·9 

4. Midnapore 7,732 10·7-52 6,500 84·1 999 15-4 

5. Howrah •• 1,041 10-7-52 967 92·9 113 11·7 
• 

6. Hooghly 2,326 10-7-52 2,143 92·1 287 IH 
··. 

7, 24-Parganas 6,321 20-6-52 5,951 94·1 797 IH 

8, Nadia .. 2,885 20-6-52 • 2.746 95-2 343 12-5 

9. Murshidabad 3,837 15-6-52 3,519 91•7 360 10·2 

I 0. West Dinajpur .. 2,602 l-6-52 2,508 96-4 537 21·4 

II. Maida .. 2,675 10-6-52 2,358 88·1 343 840 

12. ]alpaiguri . 3,409 1;6-52 ~.038 89·1 434 IH 

13. Darjeeling (Sili- 437 1-6-52 376 86·0 119 31·6 
. guri subdivision 

only). 

14. Cooch Behar 2,357 1-6-52 2,054 87·1 323 15-7 

--· 
West Beogal 49,221 44,982 91·4 6,021 IH 

A-I0-29·A. ' 
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TABLE 4"1 

Statement showing the percentage of grids imrveyed and checked in Aman 
season , 1952·53 

Percent- Percent-
Number Date of Number age of Number age of 

District of grids commen- of grids grids of grids grid.; 
allotted cement surveyed surveyed checked checked 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. l!urdwan 5,318 4-10-52 5,193 97-6 517 1.0·0 

2. Birbhum 3,296 4-10-52 3,250 98·6 556 17·1 . 
" 

3. Bankura 4,985 18-9-52 4,934 99·0 403 8·2 

4. Midnapore 7,732 4-10-52 6,938 89·7 1,002 14-4 

5. Howrah 1,041 4-10-52 1,038 99·7 1~6 15·0 
• 

6. Hooghly 2,326 4-10-52 2,240 96·3 217 .. 9-7 

7. 24-Parganas 6,321 4-10-52 6,090 96·3 810 13·3 

8. Nadia .. 2,894 4-10-52 2,873 99·3 382 13-3 

9. Murshidabad 3,837 4-10-52 3,721 97·0 380 10·2 
<. 

10. West Dinajpur •• ... 2,602 4-10-52 2,592 99-6 478 18·4 

11. Maida .. .2.675 4-10-52 2,506 93-7 360 14-4 

12. Jalpaiguri" ' 3,409 4-10-52 3,313 97·2 . 570 17-2 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri 437 4-10-52 
sabdivision only). 

432 98·9 107 24·8 

14. Cooch Behar - ·- 2,357 - 4-10-52 . 2,131 90·4 349 16·4 

West Bengal "49,230 47,251 96·0 6,287 13·3 

A·I0-29·11-
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TABLE 4'2 

Statement showing the percentage of grids surveyed and checked in Rabi 
season, 1952-52 

/ 
Percent .. Percent .. 

Number Date of Number . age of Number age of 
District of grids commen- of grids grids of grids grids 

allotted cement surveyed ·surveyed checked checked 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) l7) 

1. Burdwan 5,318 3-1-53 5,202 97·8 504 9·7 

2. Birbhum 3,296 7-1-53 3,250 98·6 426 13-1 

3. Bankurs 4,985 1-1-53 4,935 99·0 338 6·8 

4. Midnapore 7,732 1-1-53 6,997 90·5 958 13-7 

5. Howrah 1,041 3-1-53- 1,000 96·1 89 8·9 

6. Hooghly 2,326 3-1-53 2,197 94·5 203 CJ-2 

7. 24-Parganas 6,321 3-1-53 6,166 97·5 791 12·8 

8. Nadia 2,894 1-1-53 2,857 98·7 187 6·5 

9. Murshidabad 3,837 20-12-52 3,679 95-9 355 9·6 

10. West Dinajpur .. 2,602 3-1-53 2,506 96·3 431 17-2 

II. Maida .. 2,675 7-1-53 2,489 93·0 341 13-7 

12. J alpaiguri 3,409 3-1-53 3,301 96·8 535 16-2 

'99·5 
~ ..• ' 

13. Darjeeling(Siliguri 437 3-1-53 435 96 22-1 
subdivision only). . 

• 
14. Coocb Behar 2,357 3-1-53 2,128 90·3 344 16·2 

West Bengal 49,230 47,142 95-8 5,598 11-9 
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TABLE 5. 

Crop-cutting -.rork for Aus,' 1952·53: 

N =Number of effective samples. 

Numberofcutsin "'· 
Number Number which dry weight Number 

District of cuts of data N was taken rejected N 
made rejected 

N Percent. 

.. (I) (2) <3r (4f (5) (6) (7} (8} 

1. Burdwan 29 28 II 39·3 II 

2. Birbhum 108 108 24 22-2 24 

3. Bankura 174 174 48 27·6 48 

4. Midnapore .. 79 79 39 49-4 39 
' 

5. Howrah 9 6 66·7 .. 6 

6. Hooghly .. 15 .. 15 10 66·7 10 

7. 24-Parganas .. TOT TOT 57 56·4 57 

8. Nadia 186 186 76 40·9 76 

9. Murshidabad 175 175 64 36·6 64 

10. West Dinajpur 106 106 26 24·5 .. 26 

II. Maida .. 98 98 45 45·9 • • 4S 

12. ]alpaiguri .. lOS lOS 44 41·9 .. 44 
' ' 13. Darjeeling (Siliguri 

sub-division only). 
I 

2 2 2 100·0 2 

14. Cooch Behar 119 119 • 49 41·2 49 --· 
WeotBengal 1,306 1,305 501 38·4 .... .501 
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TABLE 5.1. 

<Jri>p-cuttlng work for Jute, 1952-53•, 

N =Number of effective samples.-

Number of cuts in 
Number Number which dry weight Number 

District . of cuts of data N· .was; taken rejected N 
made rejected 

N · Percent. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) .(5) (6) (7) (8) 

\· 
1. Burdwan .. -· •• - . 38 38 8· 21·05 -~~ -8 

2.·Birbhum. •.•. • • n . ... 
3. Ba:nkura 5 . 5 •• 1,1 

4. Mlduspor~- 177 m 8 '4·52 .. 8 
. ·J ,. 

5. Howrsh 57 57 8 14-04 8 
t< .c 

6.,Hooghly 63 63 16 25-40 16 
'·· 

7. 24-Parganas .. 199 .. 199 24 12-06 '24-
: .. ·' 

8. Nadia 151 ... !51 24 Js-89 '· 24_ 

9.' Murshidabad 183 !'83 24 13·11 .. . 24-' 

I l3 • . 23 I 0. West Dinaipur 126 126 18·25 .. 
11. Maida 89 89 16 17·98 16 

.. , ' .. 

12. J alpaiguri 188 188 •• 
I 

13. Darjccling (Siliguri 25 25 8 32·00 8 
sub-division only). • , J J I 

14. Cooch Behar 160 160 24 15·00 24 --.--
West Bengal .. 1,461 1,461 183 12·53 183 
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TABLEH 

Crop-cutting work for Aman, 1952-53 

N =Number of effective samples. 

Number of cuts in 
which dry weight 

Number Number wsstsken 
District of cuts of dsts N Number N 

made rejected rejected 

N per cent 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

I. Burdwan 783 4 779 1 176 2H 176 

2. Birbhum 2,331 32 2,299 223 9-6 223 

3. Bankura 507 507 118 23-3 118 

4. Midospore 790 - 7&9 194 24-6 194 

5. Howrah 84 84 29 3H 29 

6. Hooghly 208 208 32 IH 32 

7. 24-Parganail •• 707 30 677 186 26·3 186 

8. Nadia 211 210 73 34-6 73 

9. Murshidsbad 1,240 9 1,231 213 17·2 213 

I 0. West Dinajpur 302 301 61 20·2 61 

11. Maids 205 3 202 53 25-9 53 

12. Jalpaiguri 325 325 72 ' 22-2 72 

13. Datjedmg (Siliguri 
lllllHiivision only) • 

46 45 17 37·0 17 

• 14. Cooch Behar 291 291 72 24-7 72 

-·-
Weat Bengal •• 8,030 82 7,948 1,519 18·9 1,519 
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TABLEH · 

'Crop-cutting work for Rabi crops,195T-53-

Wheat Barley 

r 
!'; 

Serial Number Percent- Number Percent· 
No. District Number of cuts in age of Number of cuts in age of 

of cuts which Col. (4) of cuts which Col. (4·1) 
made dry to made dry to CoL 

weight Col. (3) weight (3·1) 
was .• J was 

taken _ · taken 

(1·1) (2·1) (3) (4) (5) (3·1) (4·1) (5·1) 

llurdwan .. 18 5 27·8 

2 Birbhum 22 9 40·9 100·0 

3 Bankura 33 21 63-6 6 5 83-3 

4 Midnapore 5 

5 Howrah .·. ... 
6 Hooghly • t .... 100·0 

7 24-Parganas 100·0 
...... J. · • 

8 Nadia .. 22 5 22-7 10 4 . 40·0 

•• 66·0 
.. i ... r, •.. , ~ 

9 Murshidabad .. 47 31 51 25 49·0 

10 West Dinajpur 9 6 66·7 If'" . 8' 61·5 

II Maida •• 17 14 82-4 82- -22'·'. 26·8 

12 Jalpaiguri 3 2 66·7 5 1.• 4 8o-o 

13 Darjeeling (Siliguri sub divi-
sion only). 

0 o. I •·:. .I 
. ' 

14 Cooch Behar •• 20 6 30·0 .. . 
West Bengal 197 100 50·8 171 70 40·9 
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TABLE 5·3---cont. 

Gram Mug-

Serial Number Percent- Nuniber Percent-
'No. District Number of cuts in age of Number of ctlts in age of 

... of cuts which Col. ( 4· 2) of cuts which Col. (4•3) 
made dry to made dry to Col. 

f weight Col. (3•2) weight (3·13) 
was waa 

taken taken 

(Jol) (2-2) (3-2) (4·2) (5·2) (3·3) (4·3) (5·3) 

J.!urdwan 34 13 38·2 6 4 66·7 

2 Birbhum 67 25 37·3 6 2 33-3 

3 Bankura. '13 5 . 38·5 2 50·0 

4 Midnspore 7 5 71·4 3 33-3 

5 Howrah 2 2 100·0 6 3 50·0 

6 .Hooghly. .. 12 .~ .41·7 3 33-3 

, r' 24-Parg-anaa ' 42 12 . 28·6 I· ... 
8 Nadia • : 143 35 24-5 .. 
9 Murshidabad •• .. 107 46 43·0 

; 10 West Dinajpur . 13 8 61·5 

It Maida •• •.• 32 c 15 46·9 .. 
12 Jalpaiguri . 
13 Darjeeling (Sillguri Subdivi- .. sion only). 

14 Cooch Behar •• 

West Bengal 472 171 36·2 28 12 42-9 
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TABLE 5·~ont. 

Musur Masbkalai 

Serial 
District 

Number Percent- Number Percent-
No. Number of cuts in age of Number of cuts in age of 

of cuts ..vhich Col. ( 4-4) of cuts which Col. (4·5) 
made dry to made dry to Col. 

weight Col. (3-4) weight· · (3·5) 
was ·Was 

tsken tsken 

(I-I) (2-3) (2-4) (3-4) (4-4) (3·5) (4·5) (5-5) 

Burdwan · 26 11 42-3 3 2, 66·7 

2 Birbhum 29 18 62·1 2 50·0 

3 Bankum •• 6 3 50·0 . . .. 
4 Midnspore 5 3 60·0 5 3 60·0 

5 Howrah 17 5 29-4 

6 Hoogbly 18 10 55-6 3 2 66·7 

7 24-Parganas 77 41 53-2 I • 

8 Nadia .. 53 14 26·4 .. . . . . 
9 Murshidabad 123 35 28·5 

10 West Dinajpur •• 6 4 66·7 6 6 ' 100·0 

11 Maida .. 21 10 47-6 100·0 

12 Jalpaiguri .. 7 S. 42·9 

13 Darjceling (Siliguri Subdivision ;. w • 

only). 

14 Cooch Behar 5 2 40·0 

West Bengal· 386 156 40·4 27 18 66·7 



TABLE 5·3-cot~l. 

Mntar Khcsari Arhar 
District 

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 
Number of cuts in of column Number of cuts in of column Number of cuts in of column 
of cuts which dry (4-6) to of cuts which dry (4-7) to of outs which dry ( 4·8) to 
mode weight column modo weight column modo weight column 

was tnkcn (3-6) was taken (H) was taken (3·8) 
(2-4) (3>6) (4-6) (H) (H) (4-7) (5-7) (3-8) (4-8) (5-8) 

1. Burdwan 2 2 100·0 6 4 66·7 

2. Birbhum 31 16 51·6 3 

3. Bankura 100·0 3- 2 66·7 

4. Midnapore 3 2 66·7 65 19 29·2 4 2 50·0 

5. Howrah 8 4 50·0 52 10 19·2 ~ ,. l.n 
6. Hooghly 3 2 66·7 22 8 36·4 "-> 

7. 24-Parganas 16 14 87-5 38 20 52-6 

8. Nadia I I .. 39 4 ID-3 

9. Murshidabad 18 12 66·7 49 24 49·0 41 10 24-4 

I 0. West Dinajpur 4 I 25·0 .. 
11. Maida 5 4 80·0 20 9 45·0 2 2 100·0 

12. Jalpaiguri .. 
13. DBJjeeling (Sili- .. 

guri subdivision 
only). 

14. Cooch Behar •• 2 12 4 33-3 

West Bengal •• 59 41 69·5 303 117 38·6 90 18 20·0 
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TABLE 5.3-cont. 

Linseed Mustard 
District 

Number Number 
Number of cuts in Percentage Number of cuts in Percentage 
of cuts which dry of column of cuts which dry of column 
made weiglit ( 4. 9) to made . weight ( 4.1 0) to 

was taken column was t~en colwnn 
(3.9) (3.10) 

(2.5) (3.9) (4.9) (5.9) (3.10) (4.10) . (5.10) 

Burdwan .. 7 3 42.9 

2 Birbhum 6 2 33.3 

3 Bankura .. 3 2 66.7 

4 Midnapore 8 2 25.0 

5 Howrah 100.0 

6 Hooghly ... ., 

7 24-Parganas 3 2 66.7 

8 Nadia .. 23 4 17.4 2 .--. 
9 Murshidabad .. 19 13 68.4 II 7" 63.6" 

10 West Dinajpur 58 17• -. 29;3 

11 Maida .. 12 .8 66.7 
' .. : 89 24 27.0 

12 Jalpaiguri 65 21 32.3 

13 Darjeeling (Sili-
guri subdivi-

11 "6 • 54.5 

sion only). 

14 Cooch-Behar ... 28 11 39.3 

West Bengal . , • 63 29 46.0 284 94 33.1 
' 
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TABLE 5·3--t:onc/d. 

Potato 
District 

J Sugarcane 

Number Number 
Number of cuts in Percentage Number of cuts in Percentag« 
of cuts which dry of column of cuts which dry of column 
made weight (4.11) to made weight 4.12to 

was taken column was taken column 
(3.11) (3.12) 

(2.6) (3.11) (4.11) (5.11) (3.12) (4.12) (5.12) 

BurdWllll 42 21 

2 Birbhum 23 42 

3 Bankura •• 10 5 

4 Midnapore 28 2 ., . 

5 Howrah 15 I .. 
6 Hooghly 34 2 . . . . •• 
7 24-Parganas 14 4 ,_ 
8 Nadia .. 8 •• 
9 Murshidabad II 14 -

10 West Dinajpur 8 2 .. 
II Maida 12 8 .••. 
12 Jalpaiguri 5 .. 
13 Da.jeeling (Sili- .. guri subdivi-

sioo only). 

14 Cooch Behsr .. 

WestBenga1 .. 203 109 
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TABLE 6 

Appointment and desertion of steff (Field Branch) by month In Jute-Aus 
Season, 1952-53 

Month At the Appointed Discharged 
beginning ?r resigned • 

June 1952 237 2 

July 1952 •• 238 II II 

August 1952 238 27 7 

September 1952 258 2 

TABLE 6.1 

Appointment and desertion of steff (Field Branch) by month In Aman Season, 
1952-53 ' 

Month 

October 1952 

November 1952 

December 1952 

.. 

TABLE 6.2 

Appointed 

6 

Discharged 
or resigned 

6 

6 

2 

Appointment and desertion of staff (Field Branch) by month In Rabi Season, 
1952-53 . 

Month 

January 1953 

February 1953 

March 1953 ... 

Appointed 

4 

2 

4 

Discharged 
or resigned ·· 

4 

3 

3 
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TABLE 7 

Estimated acreage under Aus in 1952-53 

N=-_Nwnber of effective samples. 

Number Number •Acreage Perc en-
District -~of grids of data N. in (000) ±S.E. tagevaria-

surveyed rejected acres bility 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Burdwan 4,683 215 4,468 59.52 3.27 5.5 

2. Birbhum 3,210 9 3,201 74.52 3.59 4.8 

3. Bankura 4,929 227 4,702 145.94 5.45 3.7 

4. Midnapore ... 6,500 _.)23 • 6,377 128.44 5.48 4.3 

5. Howrah •• 967 9 958 2.29 0.55 24.0 

6. Hooghly 2,143 37 2,106 18.59 1.42 7.6 

1. 24-Parganas 5,951 12 5,939 86.19 3.07 3.6 

8. Nadia .. 2,746 ' 6 2,740 206.87 4.92 2.4 

9. Murshidabad 3,519 62 3,457 224.35 5.22 2.3 

I 0. West Dinajpur • : 2,508 3 2,505 95.72 3.39 3.5 

II. Maida .. 2,358 58 2,300 136.95 4.45 3.2 

12. J al paiguri 3,038 62 2,976 44.42 3.21 7.2 

13. D:ujeeling (Sili-
guri sub-division 

376 18 358 1.69 0.61 36.1 

only). 

14. Cooch Behar .. 2,054 2,054 131.27 3.91 3.0 

West Bengal . . 44,982 841 44,141 1,356.76 14.27 . 1.1 

"Calculated on the basis of total area under survey according to village recQrda. 
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TABLE 7·1 

Estimated acreage under Jute, 1952-53 

N =Number of effective samples. 

Number Number •Acreage Percen .. 
District of grids of data N in (000) ±S.E. tage 

surveyed rejected acres variability 

(1) (2) (3} (4} (5} (6} (7} 

1. Burdwan 4,683 215 4,468 27-06 2·32 8·6 

2. Birbhum 3,210 9 3,201 . 1'84 0·28 15·2 

3 .. Bankura 4,929 227 4,702 5-48 0·95 17-3 

4. Midnapore 6,500 123 16,377 44·25 2·27 5·1 

5. Howrah •• \ 967_ 9 958 18'89 1-64 8·7 

6. Hoogh1y 2,143 37 2,106 79·99 3·02 3.8 

7. 24-Parganaa 5,951 12 5,939 133·64 3-64 2·7 

8. Nadia .. 2,746 6 2,740 115-41 3·33 2-9 

9. Murshidabad 3,519 62 3,457 143-79 3.84 2·7 

I 0. West Dinajpur •• 2,508 3 2,505 69·86 2-78 4-0 

11. Maida .. 2,358 58 2,300 75·00 2.86 3.8 

12. Jalpaiguri 3,038 62 2,976 44·37 2·05 4.6 

13. Darjceling · (Sili- 376 18 358 5·04 0·78 15-5 
guri sub-division 
only). 

14. Cooch Behar 2,054 2,054 71-62 2·67 3-7 

West Bengal 44,982 841 44,141 836·24 9·50 J.1 

•Calculated on the basis of total area under survey according to village records. 
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TABLE 7·2 

Estlrilated acreage under Aman, 1952-53 

N = Number of effective sampled. 

Number Number •Acreage Perc en ... 
District of grids of data N. in (000) ±S.E. tage 

surveyed rejected acres variability 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Burdwan 5,193 II 5,182 1,047-76 9-60 0·9 

2. Birbhum 3,250 5 3,245 720·66 7·66 J.l 

3. Bankura 4,934 10 4,924 736·67 9-70 1·3 

4. Midnapore 6,938 43 6,895 1,983-72 15-43 o·s 
5. Howrab •• 1,038 2 1,036 .240·00 3-64 1·5 

6. Hooghly 2,240 2 2,238 435-32 6·42 1·5 

7. 24-Parganas 6,090 IS 6,075 !J400·01 9·27 0•7 

B. Nadia .. 2,873 8 -2,865 197-06 5·96 3-0 

9. Murshidabad 3,721 6 3,715 486-73 7-74 1·6 

I 0. West Dinajpur •• 2,592 2 2,590 517-62 6·62 J.3 

II. Maida .. 2,506 5 2,501 263.81 S·SI 2·1 

12. Jalpaiguri 3,313 8 3,305 398·76 7'80 2·0 

13. Datjeeling (Sili-
guri sub..division 

432 2 430 56·08 2-71 4"8 
only). 

14. Cooch Behar 2,131 4 2,127 304-60 6·62 2-2 

West Bengal .. 47,251 123 47,128 8,788·80 30·08 0·3 

-· •Calculated on the basis of total area under survey according to village records. 
/ 
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TABLE 7.3 
Estimated acrea!1,es0 under Rabl crops, 1952-53 

N =-Number of effective samples. 

Number of Number of N. Acreage (000) under 
District gridse data 

surveyed .rejected Wheat Barley 

(1'1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

I. Burdwan 5,202 9 5,193 3-20 1·78 
2. Birbhum 3,250 6 3,244 10·85 0·57 
3. Bankura 4,935 12 4,923 12·80 0·35 
4. Midnapore 6,997 33 6,964 0·85 0·10 
5. Howrah 1,000 I 999 0·02 0·00 

.6. Hooghly 2,197 4 2,193 0·60 0·13 
7. 24~Parganas 6,166 10 6,156 0·42 0·26 
8. Nadia .. 2,857 8 2,849 10·94 2-99 
9. Murshidabad 3,679 14 3,665 41·35 33·14 

10. West Dinajpl.ll' 2,506 7 2,499 2·22 4-85 
II. Maida .• 2,489 6 2,483 6·89 60·33 
12. Jalpaiguri 3,301 . 4 3,297 1·48 0·45 
13. Darjeeling (Sili- 435 435 0·00 0·04 

guri' sub-division 
only). 

14. Coach Behar .. 2,128 5 2,123 8·55 1·01 

West Bengal . . 47,142 119 47,023 100·17 106·00 

Acreage (000) under 

District Gr!lm Musur 

tS.E. ±P.V. 
Mug 

Acreage Acreage ::::t..S. E. P.V. 
(1'2) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12) (13) 

I. Burdwan 15·17 1·31 8·31 2·72 16·14 1·24 7-68 
2. Birbhum 34·13 2·06 6·04 4·19 . 12-74 1·11 8·71 
3. Bankura 5·95 0·76 12-77 1·54 2-28 0·42 18-42 
4. Midnapore 8·47 1·43 16·88 17-20 2-43 o-42 17-28 
5. Howrah 0·63 0·26 41·27 1·30 5·17 0·80 15-47 
6. Hooghly 9·26 0·70 7·56 2·55 17·32 1·42 8·20 
7. 24-Paraganas 25·29 1-59 6·29 4-95 74-90 2·17 2-90 
8. Nadia .. .. 130·94 3-92 2·99 0·59 45·69 2.15 4·70 
9. Murshidabad •. 136·37 3·58 2-62 0·71 97·95 3·08 3·14 

10. West Bengal 1·71 0·31 18·13 0·38 6·67 0·74 11·09 
II. Maida .. 33-28 2·05 6·16 0·04 8·31 0·86 10·35 
12. Jalpaiguri 0·66 0·36 54· 54 0·59 0·49 0·22 44·90 
13. Darjeeling (Siliguri 0·00 0·00 0·02 0·02 100·00 

14. 
sub-divisidn only). 

Cooch Behar 1·10 0·49 44·54 0·80 3-88 0·54 13-92 

West Bengal .. 403·56 6·67 1·65 37·56 293-99 5·12 1·74 

•Calculated on the basis of total area under surve)' according to village records. 
A-10-30-A. 



District 
Maskalai 

(1"3) 

I. Burdwan 
2- Birbhum 
3- Bankura 
4. Midnapore 
5. Howrah 
6. Hooghly 
7. 24-Parganas 
8. Nadia 
9. Murshidabad .. 

10. West Dinajpur 
II. Malda •• 
12. J a)paiguri .. 
13. Darjeeting (Sili-

guri sub-division 

14. 
only). 
Cooch Behar •• 

West Bengal •• 

District 

(1"4) 

1. Burdwan 
2. Birbhum 
3. Bankura 
4. Midnaporc 
5. Howrah 
6. Hooghly 
7. 24-Parganas 
8. Nadia .•. 
9. Munhidabad •. 

1 0. West Dinajpur 
II. Maida 
12. Jalpaiguri •• 
13. Darjeeting (Sili

guri aub~vision 
only). 

(14) 

10·91 
3·08 

11·58 
39·44 
3-71 
6·38 

22-92 
71·23 
35·92 
25-45 

114-69 
7-74 
Q-30 

8·52 

361·87 

Acreage 
(19) 

4·26 
2·21 
2-90 
9·54 
0·48 
1·48 

10·23 
9·84 

17·64 
56·78. 
45·12 
29·28 

2-61 
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ABLE 7 .3-conc/d. 

Acreage (000) under 

Matar Khcsa';j Arhar 
(15) (16) (17) 

0·78 12-49 2·34 
0·40 39·56 2·39 
0·53 3·57 4·33 
0·52 70·19 5·18 
2·14 23-S2 0·02 
1·34 31·19 0·13 

17·82 29·10 0·91 
5-72 3-69 24·55 
9-60 68·37 22·84 
0·40 2·66 2-40 
0·93 12·56 3·38 
0·01 1-69 0·40 
0·00 0·00 0·03 

0·54 7-32 0·57 

40·73 305·91 69·47 

Acreage (000) under 

Mustard 

±S.E. 
(20) 

0·46 
0·38 
0·51 
0·90 
0·14 
0·23 
0·89 
0·85 
0·88 
2·72 
2·01 
1·60 
o-42 

P. V •. 
(21) 

10·80 
17·19 
17·59 
9·43 

29·17 
15·54 
8·70 
8·64 
4-99 
4-79 
4·45 
5-46 

16·09 

Potato 

(22) 

13-71 
9·62 
4·05 

10·37 
1·94 

30·13 
5-06 
1·60 
6·23 
4·39 
2·18 
2-66 
0·82 

Sugarcane 

(23) 

9·26 
7·52 
3-06 
3-46 
0·43 
1·74 
1-61 
5-47 

10·39 
1·26 
7-20 
0·51 
0·03 

Linseed 
(18) 

0·37 
0·99 
0·93 
1-47 
0·00 
0·01 
0·11 

14·30 
40·10 
0·17 
5·26 
0·06 
0·00 

0·04 

63-81 

Total 

(24) 

93·00 
128·00 
53-87 

169·22 
39·36 

102·26 
193-58 
327-55 
520·61 
109·34 
300·17 

46·02 
3-85 

14. CooehBehar •• 31·53 1·78 5-64 2-67 o-r5 66·68 

West Bengal. .--::22:;;3;-;-9:;:;0---;4-;·6=-o--=-2.:-05::--:-95:-·4::3:--5:-2:-·0~9--2 • ..:15:.:4:.:·4:::9_ 

A-10-30-B. 
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TABLE 8 

Estimate of Yield rate per acre. of Aus (~eon paddy), 1952-53 

N~Nwnber of effective samples. 

Number Yield per Percentage 
District Number of data N. acre ±SE. variability 

of cuts rejected (maunds) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

I. Burdwan 29 28 19-80 1·16 5-9 

2. Birbhum 108 108 23•39 0·56 H 

3. Bankura 174 174 13-97 0•48 H 

4. Midnapore 79 79 13-79 0·84 6·1 

5. Howrah 9 9 21·25 2-42 11·4 

6. Hooghly 15 15 17·17 1·51 8·8 

7. 24-Parganas 101 101 17·30 0·85 4·9 

8. Nadia .. 186 186 15-79 D-42 2-7 

9. Murahidabad .. 175 175 14·09 0·36 2-6 

10. West Dinajpur 106 106 11·18 0·61 5-5 

11. Maida •• 98 98 15·99 0·68 4-3 

12. Jalpaiguri 105 105 13-93 0·47 H 

13. Darjeeling (Sili- 2 2 7·12 '>·48 77·0 
guri sub .. division 
only). 

14. Cooch Behar 119 119 11;83 0·37 3-1 

West Bengal .. 1,306 1,305 15-08 0·18 1·2 

' 
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TABLE 8.1 

Estimate of Yield rate per acre of Jute (green plants), 1952-53 

N=Number of effective samples. 

Number. Number Yield per Percentage 
District of cuts of data N. acre ±S.E. variability 

made .rejected (inmaunds) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

I. Burdwan 38 38 235-89 18·04 7-6 

2 •. Birbhum 235-89° 18·04 7-6 

3. Bankura .5 5 272-22 31-03 11·04 

4.. Midnapore 177 177 243-99 7-46 3·1 

s. Howrah 57 57 230·37 8•62 3-7 

6. Hooghly 63 63 289·07 15-27 5·3 

7. 24-Paraganas 199 199 205-46 6·17 3·0 

8. Nadia 4. lSI 151 189·59 6·40 H • 
9. Murshidabad 183 183 221-60 6·43 2·9 

10. West Dinajpur 126 126 210·65 10·08 4·8 

11. Maida .. 89 89 275·50 15-42 5-6 

12. Japlaigwi 188 188 197·31 8·83 4·5 

13. Darjeeling (Sili- 25 25 146·11 16·84 11·5 guri sub-division 
only). 

14. Cooeh Behar •. 160 160 221·71 8·09 3-6 

West Bengal.. 1,461 1,461 225-45 3·01 I ·3 

--Yield rate of district Burdwan is used as no cut i& av&ilable from the district. 
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TABLE 8.3 · 

Estimate ot Yield rate per acre of Aman (green paddy), 1V52-~3 
. -. 

0 

N=Number of effective samples, 

Number Number Yield per Percentage 
District of cuts of data N. acre ±S.E. · ~ variability 

rejected · (in mounds) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

' 
I. Burdwan 783 4 779 18·99 0·2546 1·3 

2. Birbhum 2,331. 32 2,299 21·37 0·1369 0·6 

3. BaDkura 507 507 19·89 0·3299,. 1-7 

4. Midnapore 790 789 1-7-20•. 0·2177 1·3 

5. Howrah 84 84 20·12 0·7830 3-9 

6. Hooghly. 208 208 20·39 0·4983 2-4' 

7. 24-Parganos 707 ' 30 6~7 14·08 0·2081 1·5 

8. Nadia •. 221 210 12·58 - 0·3792 3·0 

9. Murshidabad 1,240 9 1,231 16·84 0:1793., 1-1 

10. We;st Dinajpur 302 301 16·14 0·3888 2-4 

II. Maida .. 205 3- 202 16·56 0·4791 2-9 

12. Jalpaiguri 325 325 18·81 0·34ll i·8 

13. Darjeeling (Sili- 46 45 24-94 1·5674 6·3 
guri sub-division 
only). 

14. Cooch Behar 291 291 14-67 0·3477 2-4 

West Beilgal .• 8,030 82 7,948 17·46 0·0882 0·5 



TABLE 8.3 

Estimate of Yield rates per acre of Rabl Crops (Qreen), 1952-53 

Wheat Barley 

District No. of Yield per Percent .. No. of Yield per Percen-
No. of data N acre (an ±S.E. age vari· No. of data N acre in ±:S.E. tage vari· 

cuts rejected mounds) ability cuts rejected (maundo) ability 
(Jol) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (2·1) (3·1) (4·1) (5·1) (6·1) (7•1) 

I. Burdwan 18 18 13·18 1·89 14·34 .. 
2. Birbhum 22 22 INO 0·87 7-02 11·36 0·00 0·00 

3. Bankura 33 33 13-20 1·22 9·24 6 6 9·49 4·30 45·31 

4. Midnapore s -s 12-21 1·44 11·79 I 13-00 0·00 0·00 

S Howrah " " " .. 
~ 

6. Hooghly I 2-60 0·00 0·00 ~ 
I 

7. 24-Parganao 6·16 0·00 0·00 .. 
8. Nadia 22 22" 15-49 1·33 8·59 10 10 13-44 2·23 16·59 

9. Murohidabad 47 47 14-98 1·32 8·81 51 51 13-71 0·74 5-40 

io. West Dinajpur 9 9 9-69 2-34 24·15 13 13 15-86 2-92 18-41 

II. Maida 17 17 18·70 2·08 1Jol2 82 81 14·51 0·83 5-72 
• 

12. Jalpaiguri 3 3 7-25 3-63 50·07 s 5 4-96 .1-35 27·22: 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri 
" sub-division only), 

14. Coocb Behar , , , • 20 20 14-46 1·54 10·65 I 16·29 0·00 O·OO· 

West Bengal 197 197 14-08 o-63 4-47 171 170 13-77 0·56 4-01 



Gram Mug 

District. No. of Yield per Percent .. No. of Yield per Percen-
No. of data N acre (in ±S.E. age vari.. No. of data N acre (in ±S.E. tage vari-
cuts reje~ted maunds) ability cuts rejected maunds) ability 

(1·2) (2·2) (3-2) (4·2) (5·2) (6·2) (7-2) (2-3) (3-3) (4·3) (5·3) (6·3) (7·3) 

1. Burdwan 34 34 13·11 1·11 8·47 6 6 11·09 0·80 7-21" 

2. Birbhuin 67 67 16·54 1·25 7·56 6 6 12-64 1·92 15·19 

3. Bankura 13 13 21·55 2-50 11·60 2 2 11·70 4-45 '38·03 
• 

4. Midnapore 17 7 ID-64 2·11 19·83 3 3 8·$3 1·39 16·30 

5. Howrah 2 2 7·19 0·89 12·38 6 6 6·50 0·83 12-77 

6. Hooghly 12 12 12-73 •1-39 10·92 3 3 15-79 3:74 23-69 . .a... 
I ~ 

7. 24-Parganas 42 42 14-96 1·41 9-43 5-34 0·00 

8. Nadia 143' 143 ' 14·"60 0·45 3·21 

9. Murshidabad 107 2 105 12·83 0·51 3-98 . 4·52 0·00 0·00 

·I 0. West Dinajpur · 13 13 16·83 HO 120·20 

_II. Maida 32 32 15-66 1·43 9·13 

12. Jalpaiguri 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri .. 
sub-division only). 

14. Cooch Behar •• 

~ 

-WatBengal .... -472-. -2 470 IHI 0·30 2·08 28 . . 28 10·27 0·90 8·7 



TABL'E 8·3-contd, 

Musur Moskolai ,.... ,... ---"-
District No. of Yield of Percent- No. of Yield oer Pcrcen-

No. of dot a N acre (in :l:S.E. op;c vori- No.of data N acre in ±S.E. tage vari .. 
~uta rejected maunds) ability cuts rejected mounds) ability· 

(1·3) (H) (3-4)l; (4-4) (H) (6·4) (7-4) (2-5) (3-5) (4·5) (5·5) (6·5) (H) 

1. Burdwan .. 26 2 24 11·05 1·31 11-86 3 3 9·03 JoOl IH8 

2. Birbhum 29 29 10·23 1·52 15-84 2 2 11·22 3·15 28·07 

3. Bankura 6 6 6·75 0·51 7•56 

4. Midoapore 5 5 10·46 1·24 11·85 5 5 7-26 1·20 . 16·53 

5, Howrah 17 17 6·95 0·65 9-35 ..... 
6. Hooghly 18 18 8·89 0·87 9-79 3 3 7-71 1·33 INS ~-
7. 24-Pargnnas 77 77 6·72 0·49 7-29 

8. Nadia • , 53 53 7-89 0·92 11·66 

9. Murshidabad 123 123 10·28 0·38 3-70 

10. West Dinajpur 6 6 9-86 2-77 28·09 6 6 10·79 1·94 17·98 

11. Maida 21 21 11·14 1·37 12·30 3-42 0·00 0·000 

12. Jalpaiguri 7 7 8·18 1·36 16-63 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri 
sub-division only). 

14. Cooch Behar • • • • 5 5 7·97 2-93 36·76 

West Bengal 386 2 384 9·03 0·27 2·99 27 27 8·68 0·65 7-4~ 



Matar Khesari 
---.. 

District No. of Yield per Percen- No. of Yield per Percen-· 
No. of data N acre~n ±S.g, tagevari- No. of data N acre (in ± S.E. tage vari-

cuts rejected maun . s) ability cuts rejected maunds) ability 

(1·4) (2-6) (H) (4-6) (H) (6·6) (7-6) (2-7) (3-7) (4·7) (5·7) (6·7) (7·7) 

I. Burdwan 2 2 7-80 0·27 3-46 6 .. 6 12-98 2-36 18·18• 

2. Birbhum 31 31 13-74 1·11 8·08 

3. Bankura 12-46 0·00 0·00 3 3 8·49 1·46 17-20 

4. Midnapore .. / 3 3 10·58 3-28 31·00 65 . 65 15-42 1·53 9·92 

5. Howrab 8 8 4-41 1·49 33-79 52 52 8·28 -0·38 4·59 

6. Hooghly 3 3 6·52 3·18 48·77 22 22 9·49 1·18 12-43 ..... 
0\ 

7. 24-Parganas 16 16 6·60 1·41 21·36 38 38 12-89 1·10 8·53 ...... 
8. Nadia., I 11·36 0·00 0·00 8·49 0·00 0·00 

9. Murahidabad 18 18 16·10 1·48 9·19 49 49 14·54 0·81 5-57 

1 0. West Dinajpur 4 4 9·34 5-42 58·03 

II. Maida - 5 5 9-47 3·13 .. 33-05 20 20 16·27 2-47 15·14 

12. J alpalguri 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri 
sub-division only). 

14 Cooch Behar ••• 2 2 6·02 3-42 56·81 12 12 11-88 1-86 15-66 

West Bengal 59 59 9·84 0·85 . 8·64 303 .. 303 12-83 0·48 3-74· 



TABLE 8·3-colltd. 

Arbor Linseed ,.... ,.... 
District No. of Yield Percent- No. of Yield Percen ... 

No. of data N. per ncrc ± S. E. age vnri- No. of data N. {icr acre ± S. E. tnge vari-
cuts rejected (in mds,) ability cuts rejected m mds.) ability 

(1·5) (2-8) (3-8) (4·8) (5-8) (6·8) (7-8) (2-9) (3-9) (4·9) (5-9) (6·9) (7-9) 

1. Durdwnn,. 

2. Birbhum,, 3 3 14•69 1·93 13·14 6 6 9·10 1·80 19·711 

3. Bnnkurn .. 3 3 5-06 Jo46 28·85 

4. 1\Iidnnpore 4 4 13-75 2-71 19·71 

5. Howrnh ~ 
CO· 

6. Hooghly 

7. 24-Pnrganns 13-63 0·00 0·00 

8. Nadia 39 39 13·11 0·63 4-80 23 23 7·40 0·44 5-95 

9. :Murshidabad 41 41 14·11 1·23 8·72 19 19 8·02 0·54 6·73 
' 

I 0. West Dinajpur 

11. Maida 2 2 13-69 5·29 38·64 12 12 3-75 0·87 23:20· 
\ 

12. Jalpaiguri 

13. Dnrjecling (Siliguri 
sub-division only), 

14. Cooch Behar ... 

West Bengal 90 90 13-75 0·73 5-31 63 63 6·94 0·37 5-33 



Mustard Potato 

District No. of Yield Percent- No. of Yield Percen-
No. of data N. &er acre ± S. E age vari .. No. of data N. per acre ±S.E. tage vari-

cuts rejected nmds.) ability cuts rejected (m mds.) ability 

(1·7) (2·10) (3·10) (4·.10) (5·10) (6·10) (7·10) (2·11) (3·11) (4·11) (5·11) (6·11) (7·11) 

I. Burdwan •• 7 . I 7 5•20 0·28 5-36 42 42 131·17 10·32 7-87 

2. Birbh~ •• 23 23 89-69 7-44 8·30 

3. Bankura •• 7·80 0·00 0·00 10 10 102·00 14-'26 13-98 

4. Midnapore 8 8 4-94 1·74 35·22 28 28 86·94 9·03 10·39 

S. Howrah .. 1·92 0·00 0·00 15 IS 135·80 18·79 13-84 ... 
0 

6. Hooghly •• 34 34 152-75 6·75 5·73 ...: 

7. 24-Parganas 3 3 4-93 2-33 47-26 14 14 94·00 23-36 24·85 

8. Nadia 2 2 4-45 0·89 20·00 

9. Murshidabad II II 27·08 3-30 12·19 II II 96·89 21·57 22·26 

I 0. West Dinajpur 58 56 11·47 0·77 6·71 8 8 116·88 16·51 14·12 

II. Maida 69 89 15-97 1·76 11·02 12 12 75-47 10·34 13-70' 
I 

12. Jalpaiguri 65 65 8·89 D-70 7-87 s s 58·26 17·48 30·00 

13. Daijeeling (Siliguri II II 29-87 5·01 16·77 
s~.tb-divisiononly). 

0·0()-. 14. Cooch Behar 28 28 8·68 0·98 11·29 85-61 ' 0·00 

West Bengal .. 284 284 12-83 0•57 4-44 . 203 203 107-25 4-22 3-60 



TABLE 6·3-<onc/d, 

Sugarcane 

District No. of Yield 
No. of data N. per acre ±S.E. PercentAge 

cuts rejected (m mds.) variability 

(1.8) (2·12) (3·12) (4·12) (5·12) (6·12) (7·12) 

1. Burdwan 21 21 513·25 46·17 9·00. 

2. Birbhum 42 42 616·60 32-36 5·25 

3. Bankura .. 5 5 636·01 204·10 32'09 

4, Midnopore .. 2 2 564•'85 6·05 l-07 

S. Howroh .. I 566·07 0·00 0·00 .... 
6. Hooghly 2 2 565-01 58·68 10·38 C:t .. 
1. 24-Pnrgnnns .. 4 4 630·38 34-91 5·54 

8. Nadia •• 8 8 622-05 15-89 2·55 

9. Murshidilbad • , .. 14 14 503-81 41·98 9·52 

I 0. West Dinajpur .. 2 2 564·77 117·98 20·89 

11. Maida .. . 8 8 400·51 63-32 15-81 -· 

12. Jnlpaiguri 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri sub-division only) 

14. Cooch Behnr .. 
West Bengal 109 109 540·48 '24-41 4·52 
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TABLE 9. 

Estimate of dr!age factor for Aus, I9r?2-53. 

N =Number of effective samples. 

Number 
of cuts Number 

District involving of data N Driage ±S.E. Percentage 
dry weight rejected factor variability 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5} (6) (7) 

1. Burdwan •• II II ·8749 ·0320 3-7 

2. Birbhum 24 24 ·9466 ·0051 0·5 

3. Bankura 48 48 •8945 •0063 0·7 

4. Midnapore 39 39 •8873 ·0157 1·8 

5. Howrah •• 6 6 •8831 ·0082 0·9 

6. Hooghly . 10 ... 10 ·9232 ·0119 1·3 

7. 24-Parganas 57 57 ·8258 ·0145 1·8 

8. Nadia . . 76 76 ·9309 ·0060 0·6 

9. Murshidabad 64 64 ·9070 •0057 0·6 

10. West Dinajpur •• 26 . . 26 ·8654 ·0169 2·0 

/ 

II. Maida . . 45 45 ·9007 ·0083 0·0 

12. Jalpaiguri . 44 44 ·8823 •0080 0·9 

13. Darjeeling 2 2 ·8568 ·0235 2-7 
(Siliguri sub-
division only). 

49 • ·8011 ·0072 0·9 14. Cooch Behar 49 

Total 501 501 ·8919 ·002.9 0·3 
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TABLE 9·1. 

Estimate of the ratio of the wei!l.hts of dry Jute fibre and raw Jute plant, 
1952-53. 

N=Number of effective sample: 

Number 
of cuts Number 

District' inh}!ving of data N Driage ±S.E. Percentagt 
dry weight rejected factor variabilitJ 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Burdwan 

2. Birbhum 
16 16 0·0464 0·0025 H 

3. Banlrura 

4. Midnopore 

5. Howrah .. 

. } 
6. Hooghly .. 48 48 0·0639 0·0017 2-7 

7. 24-Parganas 
• 

8. Nadia .. "} 48 48 0·0671 0·0026 3-9 
9. Murshidahad .. 

10. West Dinajp<1r .• } 
39 39 0·0594 0·0016 2-7 

II. Maida .. .. 

12. "~~ . } 
13. Darjeeling (Sili- 32 32 0·0628 0·0028 4-5 

guri sub-division 
only). 

14. Cooch Behar •• 

West Bengal 183 183 0·0621 0·0011 JoB 





TABLE 9·3 

Estimates of drlngo foetor of Rnbl crop, 1952-53 

Wheat Barley 
District 

No. No. Per- No. No. Per-
of of ccntngc of of centagc 

cuts data N Dringe ±S.E. vnri .. cuts data N Driagc ±S.E. vari-
in.. rejcc- factor ability in- rejec- factor ability 

volving ted volving ted 
dry dry 

weight weight 

(1·1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (2·1) (3·1) (4·1) (5·1) (6·1) (7·1) 

I. Burdwan 6 I 5 0·6730 0·0400 5-94 
2. Birbhum 10 1 9 0·7003 0·0188 2-68 I I 0·7229 0·0000 0·00 .... 

21 0·5738 0·0256 4-46 5 5 0·7716 
.... 

3. Bonk urn 21 0·0293 3-80 .... 
4. ~Iidnnpore 

5. Howrah 
6. Hoogh1y 0-7368 0·0000 0·00 
7. 24-Parganas I I 0·6444 0·0000 0·00 
8. Nadia 6 5 0·5740 0·0826 14·39 4 4 0·6792 0·0693 10·20 
9. Murshidnbad 32 31 0·6162 0·0168 2-73 25 25 0·6568 0·0159 2-42 

10. '\\'est Dinajpur 6 6 0·5115 0·0433 8-47 9 I 8 0·5815 0·0546 9·39 
II. Maida 14 14 0·6118 0·0270 4-41 24 2 22 0·6533 0·0249 3-81 
12. Jalpniguri 2 2 0·7291 0·0240 3·29 4 4 0·7668 0·0651 8-49 
13. Darjeeling (Siliguri 

sub-division only), 
14. Cooch Behar 6 6 0·6830 0·0255 3-73 

Vl est Bengal 104 4 100 0·6164 0·0110 1·78 73 3 70 0·6639 0·0136 2·05 



=!' 

! ' 
Gram Mug 

~ District 
No. No. Per- No. No. Per .. 
of of centagc of of centage 

cuts data N Ddagc ±S.E. vari- cuts data N Driagt.> ±S.E. vari-
in- rejec- factor ability in- rejec- factor ability 

vo)ving ted volving ted 
• dry dry 
weight weight 

(1·2) (2·2) (3·2) (4-2) (5·2) (6·2) (7·2) (2·3) (3-3) (4·3). (5·3) (6·3) (i·3) 

I. Burdwan 14 I 13 0·6625 0·0435 6·57 4 4 0·6261 0·0332 5-30 
2. Birbhum 28 3 25 0·6321 0·0194 3-07 2 2 0·6252 0·3081 49·28 
3. Bankura 5 5 0·4500 0·0293 6·51 3 I 0·5763 0·0000 0·00 
4. Midnapore 5 5 0·6814 0·0229 3-36 I I 0·6709 0·0000 0·00 ~ ..... 5. Howrah 2 2 0·8018 0·0626 7-81 3 3 0·7783 0·0466 5-99 ....... 
6. Hooghly 7 2 5 0·6182 0·0762 12·33 2 I 0·7302 0·0000 0·00 
7. 24-Parganas 12 12 0·5405 0·0353 . 6·53 
8. Nadia 38 3 35 0·8058 0·0085 1·05 
9. Murshiclabad 48 2 46 0·5955 0·0116 1·95 

10. West Dinajpur 8 8 0·6085 0·0604 9·93 
II. Maida 16 15 0·5140 0·0317 6·17 
12. Jalpaiguri 
13. DarjceJing ( Siliguri-

sub-division only); 
14. Cooch Behar 

West Bengal 183 12 171 0·6373 0·0136 2·13 14 2 12 0·6723 0·0457 6·80 



t TADLE 9·3-<o>lld. 

f ... Musur Mnsknlni 
~ District 

No. No. Per- No. No. Per-
of of ccntngc of of ccntngc 

cuts dntn N Dringc ±S.E. vnri- cuts duto N Dringc ±S. E. vnri-
in- rejcc- factor ability in·- rcjcc- factor ability 

\'olving ted volving ted 
dry dry 

weight weight 

0·3) (2·4) 0·•) (4·4) {5-4) (6·4) (7·4) (2-5) (3-5) (4·S) (5·5) (6·5) (7·5) 

I. Burdwnn 15 4 II ·7390 ·0320 4·33 2 2 •8010 ·0394 4-91 
2. Birbhum 20 2 18 ·5848 ·0321 5-49 I .. I ·7797 ·0000 0·00 
3. Bonk urn 5 2 3 ·5060 '1300 21-69 

"'" 4. 1\fidnnporc 3 3 ·7395 ·0107 1·45 3 3 ·6015 ·0535 8·89 ..... 
"' 5. Howrnh 5 5 ·7395 ·0412 5·57 

6. Hooghly 10 10 ·6665 ·0406 6·09 2 2 ·]956 ·0210 2-64 
7. 24-Pnrgnnas 43 2 41 ·5852 ·0198 3·38 . .. 
8. Nndin 15 I 14 ·6253 ·0321 5·13 
9. Murshidnbnd 43 8 35 ·6762 ·0134 1·98 

I 0. 'Vest Dinajpur 4 4 ·5692 ·0380 6·68 6 6 ·4581 ·0243 5·30 
ll. Maida 10 10 ·6801 ·0450 6·62 I I ·6800 ·0000 0·00 
12." Jnlpaiguri • 3 3 ·3074 ·0318 10·34 .. 
13. Dnrjecling tSiliguri 

sub-division only). 

14. ·Cooch Behar 2 2 ·7316 ·0649 8·87 

\Vest Bengal 175 19 156 ·6392 ·0102 1-60 Ill 18 ·5628 ·0441 7·84 



Motar Khesari 
District 

No. No. Per- No. No. Per-
of of cent~ge of of centage-

cUts data N Driage ±S.E. var1- cuts data N Driage ±S.E. vari-
m- rejec- factor ability in- rejec- factor ability 

volving ted volving ted 
.dry dry 
weight weight .. 

(1-4) (H) (%) (4-6) (H) (6·6) (7-6) (2-7) (3·7) (4-7) (5-7) (6·7) (7·7) 

I. Burdwan 2 2 ·5609 ·0154 2-75 5 0 4 •5727 ·121'9 21·29 
. 2. Birhum .. 19 3 16 ·6P25 ·0243 4·03 

3. Bankura I I ·7912 •0000 . 0·00 3 I 2 ·2478 ,0430 17·35 
4. Midnapor~ 2 2 ·7078 •0677 9·56 19 19 ·5322 ·0684 12-85 

~ 
5. Howrah 4 4 ·7062 ,0477 6·75 10 10 ·7186 ·0189 2-63 ...., 
6. Hooghly 2 2 632P •0134 2-52 8 8 ·5709 ·0522 9·14 :'J'• 

7. 24-Parganas '. 14 14 ·5437 ·0450 . 8·28 .. 25 5 20 ·4976 ·0330 . 6·63 
8. Nadia .. .. .. . .. 
9. Murshidabad 14 2 12 •5967 ·0221 HO 27 3 24 ·5496 ·0285 5·19 

10. West Dinajpur I I ·5000 ·0000 0·00 
II. Maida 4 4 •6947 ·0396 5-70 II 2 9 ·6043 ·0337 5·58 
12. Jalpaiguri 
13. Darjee)ing (Siliguri-

sub-division only). . 
14. Cooch Behar 4 4 ·6391 ·0214 H5 

West Bengal i. ' 43 2 41 ·6041 ·0205 3-39 132 15 117 •5632 ·0165 2-93-.. 



TADLE. 9·3-romd. 

Arhor Linseed 
Diatrict 

No. No. Per .. No. No. 
---, 
Per .. 

af of t;entngc of of centage 
euts dar« N Dringc :f:S. E. vnri .. cuts data N Ds:lag• :f:S, E. vari-
m· rcjec- fu~tor ability in .. fCJCC .. factor ability 

volving ted vo(ving ted 
dry dry 

W<!!ight weight 

(1·5} (2·8) (3-6) (4·8) (s-6) (6·8) (1-8) (2'9) (3-9) (H) (5-9) (6-9) (7-9) 

J, nurdwan .. .. 
2. Dirbhum .. . . 2 2 ·6934 ·0674 9·72 
3. Dankurn ... .. •• 2 . . 2 •4073 ·0437 10·73 

~ 

4- MidnspOre 2 2 ·2486 ·0069 2-78 .. ..... 
0>· s. Howrnh .. .. 

6. Hoogbly .. .. 
7. 24-Porganas .. .. 
8. Nodi~ 4 .. 4 •3141 ·0381 11·16 6 2 4 ·5212 ·0584 JJ·20 
9. Munhidabod 10 .. 10 ·4324 ·0271 6·21 13 13 ·5685 ·04!6 7·32 

10. West Dinajpu~ .. .. .. .. 
I 1 .• Malda ..•. 2 2 ·5469 ·0762 13-93 9 8 •4219 ·0526 12-47 
12. Jalpaiguri . . .. .. 
13. Darjeeling (Sillguri .. .. .. .. 

sub-division only). 
!4. Coocb Beha( .. .. .. .. 

Wost Dengal 18 .. 18 ·4543 •0268 6·30 n 3 29 ·5087 ·0288 5·66· 



Mustard,. 
District 

No. of No. of 
cuts data N Driagc ±S.E. Percentage 

involving rejected factor variability 
dry 

weight 

(1·6) . (2·10) (3·10) (4·10) (5·1 0) (6·10) (7·10) 

I. Burdwan 3 3 •6222 ·0313 5-03 

2. Birbhum. 

3. Bankura 

4. Midnapore 
/ 

4 2 2 •5920 ·0747 12·62 

5. Howrah I ·6428 ·0000 0·00 ..... 
6. Hooghly .... 

"" 
7. 24-Parganas 3 2 •3095 ·0238 7:69 

8. Nadia 

9. Murshidabad 8 7 ·4354 ·0853 19·59 

10. ~est Dinajpur._ 20 3 17 ·2908 ·0232 7·98 

II. Maida .. 31 7 24 ·4584 •0356 1-77 

12: Jalpaiguri 22 21 ·4861 ·0272 5-60 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri sub-division 6 6 . ·2609 ·0759 29·09 
. only). 

'II 14. Cooch Behar .. II ·6452 ·0388 6·01 

West Bengal 109 15 94 ·3732 ·0217 5-81 
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TABLE 10. 

Estimate of total Production of Aus cleaned rice, 1952-53 

Total 
Yield per acre in maunds production 

District Acreage of cleaned 
(000) rice in 
acre.• Green Dry Cleaned (000) mds. 

paddy paddy rice~ t 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

I. Burdwan 59· 52 19·80 17·32 11·55 687-46 

2. Birbhum 74·52 23·39 22·14 14·76 1,099·92 

3. Bankura 145·94 13·97 12-50 8·33 1,215-68 
I 

4. l\fidnapore 128·44 13-79 12·24 8·16 ),048·07 

5. Howrah 2·29 21·25 18·77 12·51 28·65 

6. Hooghly 18·59 17·17 15.85 10·57 196·50 

7. 24-Parganas 86·19 17·30 14·29 9·53 821·39 

8. Nadia 206·87 15·79 14·70 9·80 2,027·33 

9. 1\!urshida"bad 
• 224·35 14-09 12·78 8·52 1,911·46 

10. West Dinajpur • 95-72 11·18 9·68 6·45 617·39 

II. Malda 136·95 15·99 14-40 9·60 1,314-72 

12. Jalpaigliri 44-42 13·93 12·29 8·19 363.80 

U. Darjeeling (Siliguri sub- 1·69 7·12 6·10 4-07 6.88 division only). 

I 4. Cooch Behar 131·27 11.83 9·48 6·32 829·63 

West Bengal •• 1,356·76 15·08 IH5 8·97 12,168.88 

•Calculated on the balis of total area under survey according to village records. 

tDerivod from column (4) by multiplying by 0·67 •. 
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TABLE 10·1. 

Estimate of total production of dry jute fibre, 1952-53 

"" 
Total 

District 'Acreage 
Yield rate per acre production 

of dry fibre 
(000) Green Dry fibre in (000) 
acres . plant in bales 400 

maunds In In bales lbs. each. 
maunds of 400 1bs. 

(I) ·(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1. Burdwan 27-06 235.89 10·95 2·25 60·95 

2. Birbhum 1.84 235-89t I 0·95t 2·25t 4·15 

3. Banliura 5-48 272·22 12-63 HO 14·24 

4. Midnapore 44·25 243-99 11·32 2·33 103-04 
.. 

5. Howrah 18.89 230·37 14-72 3·03 57·20 

6. Hoogh1y 79·99 289·07 18·47 3.80 303·93 

7. 24-Parganas 133-64 205-46 13·13 2·70 360·97 

8. Nadia 115-41 189·59 12·72 2-62 301·99 

9. Murshidabad 143-79 221-60 14.87 3-06 439.85 

1 0. West Dinajpur 69.86 210·65 12·51 2·57 179·78 

11. Maida 75.00 275.50 16.36 3.36 252.il 

12. J a1paiguri 44·37 197·31 12:39 2·55. 113-09 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri sub~ 5·04 146·11 9·18 1.89 9·52 
division only). 

14. Cooch Behar 71-62 221·71 13;92 2.86 205-09 

West Bengal 836·24 225-45 14·00 2.88 2,406·21 

•Calculated on the basis of tOtal area under survey according to Village records. 
t Yield rate of district Burdwan is used as no cut is available from t~ district. 
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TABLE 10·2. 

Estimate of total production of Aman cleaned rice, 1952-53 

Total 
•Acreage Yield per acre in maunds production 

District (000) of cleaned 
acres rice in ( 000) 

Green Dry Cleaned maunds 
paddy paddy rice.t 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

I. Burdwan 1,047-76 18·99 17-64 11·76 12,318·93' 

2. Birbhum 720·66 21·37 19.87 13·25 9,549·77 

3. Bankura 736·67 19·89 18·09 IZ.06 8,885-08 

4. 1\lidnapore . • 1,983-72 17-20 15-90 10·60 21,021·18 

5. Howrah 240·00 20·12 18·55 12-37 2,968·37 

6. Hooghly 435-32 20·39 18·91 12-61 5,489-65 

7. 24-Parganas .. 1,400·01 14·08 12-61 8·41 11,775-65 

8. Nadia 197-06 12·58 11·1 0 7-40 1,457·53 

9. lllurshidabad 486·73 16.84 15-61 lo-41 5,068·51 . 

I 0. West Dinajpur 517-62 16·14 15·10 10·07 5,211·14 

~1. Malda 263.81 16·56 15·28 10·19 2,688·40 

12. Ja!paiguri .. 398·76 18.81 17-61 11·74 4,682-63 

13. Datjeeling (Siliguri sub- 56·08 24-94 23-40 15-60 874-61 division only). 

14. Cooch Behar 304-60 14-67 13-44 8·96 2,730·48 

---
West Bengal •• 8,788.80 17-46 16·17 10·78 94,721·93 

•Calculated on the buis of total area under survey according to village records. 
tDerived from Column (4) by multiplying by 0·6. 
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TABLE 10·3. 

Estimate of total production of Rabi Crops, 1952-53 

Wheat Barley 

District Yield per acre Total Yield per acre Total 
Acreage inmaunds produc- Acreage in maunds produc-
in (000) ..----'----., tion in in (000) tion in 

acres (000) acres (000) 
Green Dry mds. Green Dry mds. 

0·1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (2·1) (3·1) (4·1) (5·1) 

J. Burdwan 3·20 13·18 8·87 28·38 1·78 ·9·14 16·27 

2. Birbhum 10.85 12.40 . 8.68 94.18 0.57 •9.14 5.27 

3. Bankura 12.80 13·20 7·57 96·90 0·35 9-49 7·32 2·05 

4. Midnapore .. 0.85 12.21 7.53 6.40 0.10 •9.14 0.91 

5. Howrah 0·02 •8·68 0·17 .. 
6. Hooghly 0·60 ·6·68 5·21 0·13 ·9·14 .1·19 

7. 24-Parganas 0·42 ·8·68 3-65 0·26 ·9·14 2·38 

8. Nadia 10·94 15-49 8.89 97·26 2-99 13-44 9·13 27·30 

9. Murshidabad 41·35 14·98 9·23 381·66 33·14 IHI 9·00 298·26 

I 0. West Dinajpur. 2·22 %9 4-96 ,I J.OI 4·85 15·86 9·22 44-72 

11. Maida 6.89 18·70 11·44 78·82 60·33 '14·51 9-48 571·93 

12. Jalpaiguri •• 1.48 7.25 4.47 6.62 0.45 4.96 3.80 1.71 

13. Darjeeling 0.00 0.04 •9,14 . 0.37 
(S~l!guri sub-

division only). 

14. CoochBehar 8·55. 14-46 9.88 84-47 J.OI •9·14 9·23 

West Bengal 100·17 14·08 8·93 894-73 I 06·00 13-77 9·26 982-04 

•Numbel- of cuts being less than 3, average of yield rates based on cuts of the districts 
having 3 or more cuts of the remaining districts has been used .. . . 

• 
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TABLE I 0· 1---.:ontd. 

Gram 

Yield per acre (in Total 
Acreage maunds) production 

District in (000) ~--- in (000) 
ac:res mds. 

Green Dry 

(1·2) (2·2) (3·2) (4·2) (5·2) 

I. ~urdwan 15·77 13·11 8·69 137·04 

2. Birbbum 34·13 16·54 10·45 356•66 

3. Bankura 5-95 21-55 9-70 57-72 
' 

4. 1\Iidnapore 8·47 10·64 7-25 61·41 

5. Howrah 0·63 •9·18 5-78 

6. Hooghly 9·26 12-73 8·11 75·10 

7. 24-Parganas 25·29 14-96 •8·09 204-60 

8. Nadia .. 130·94 14·00 11·28 1,477·00 

9. l\Iursbidabad •• 136·37 12-83 7-64 1,041·87 

10. West Dinajpur 1·71 16·83 10·24 17·51 

II. Maida •• 33-28 15-66 8·05 267·90 

12. Jalpaiguri .. 0·66 •9·18 6·06 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri sub-division 
only). •• -

14. Coocb Bebar •• 1·10 •9·18 10·10 

West B"engal 403-56 14-41 9•21 3,718·75 

. •Number of cuts being less than 3, average of yield rates based on cuts of the 
d1striGts having 3 or mJre c:Jts o! the rcrnainina districts baa been used. 
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TABLE 10·3.-'<ontd'. 

Mug, 

Acreage Yield per acre in mds. Total 
District in (000)' production 

acres (in 000 mds.) 
Green Dry 

(1·3) (2·3) (3-3) (4·3) (5·3) 

I. Burdwan 2-72 11·09 6·94 18·88 

2. Birbhum 4·19 12-64 8·50· 35-62 

3. Bankura 1·54 0 6·90 10·63 

4. Midnapore 17-20 8·53 5•73 98·56 

5. Howrah 1·30 6·50 . 5-06 6·58 

6. Hooghly 2·55 15·79 10·62 27·08 

7. 24-Parganas 4-95 0 6·90 34·16 

8. Nadia •. 0·59 ··6·90 4·07 

9. Murshidabad 0·71 0 6·90 4'90 

10. West Dinajpur 0·38 0 6·90 2-62 

II. Maida .. 0·04' 0 6·90 0·28 

12. Jalpaiguri 0·59 .. 0 6·90 .4·07 

13. Darjeeling (Siliguri sub· division 
only). 

14. Cooch Behar •. 0·80 0 6·90 5·52 

West Bengal 37·56 10·27 6·74 252-97 

•Number of cuts being less than 3, average of yield rates based on cuts of the districts 
having 3 or more cuts of the remaining distticts has been used. 
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TABLE 10·3-contd. 

j\{usur Maskalai 

District Yield per acre Total Acreage Yield per acre Total Acreage 
in (in maunds) pro- in (in maunds) pro-

(000) duct ion (000) duction 
acres ,---..A.---, in (000) acres ~ in(OOO) 

Green Dry maunds Green Dry maunds 

(1-4) (2-4) (H) (4-4) (H) ,(2·5) (3·5) (4·5) (5·5) 

I. Burdwan 16·14 IJ-05 8·17 131-86 10·91 9·03 5-08 55-42 

2. Birbhum 12-74 10·23 5-98 76·19 3·08 0 4·89 15·06 

3. Bankura 2·28 6·75 3-42 7·80 11·58 0 4·89 56·63 

4. 1\Iidnapore 2-43 10·46 7-74 18·81 39-44 7·26 4·37 172·35 

5. Howrab 5·17 6·95 5·14 26·57 3-71 0 4·89 18·14 

6. Hooghly 17·32 8·89 5·93 102-71 6·38 7·71 4·34 27-69 

7. 24-Parganas 74-90 6·72 3-93 294·36 22-92 0 ·1·89 112·08 

8. Nadia 4;.69 7-89 4·93 225-25 71·23 •4'89 348·31 

9. Murshidabad 97·95 19-28 6·95 680·75 35-92 0 4·89 175-65 

10. West Dinaj- 6·67 9·86 5-61 37·42 25-45 10·79 4·94 125-72 
pur. 

11. Jllalda 8·31 11-14 7·58 62-99 114-69 0 4·89 560·83 

12. J alpaiguri .. 0·49 0 5·77 2·83 7-74 8·18 2·51 19·43 

13. Darjeeling .. 
(Siliguri 

0·02 "5-77 0·12 0·30 0 4·89 H7 

sub-division only). 

14. Cooch Behar 3-88 7-97 5-09 19·75 8·52 0 4·89 41-66 

West Bengal .. 293-99 9·03 5-74 1,687-41 361·87 8·68 4·78 1,730·44 

. -Number of cuts being less than 3, average of yield rates based on cuts of the districts 
having 3 or more cuts of the remaining districts has been used. 
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TABLE 10·3-tontd. 

Matar 

Acreage Yield per acre (in mds.) Total 
District in (000) production 

acres in (000) 
Green Dry mounds 

(1·5) (2-6) (3-6) (4-6) (5-6) 

J. B..rrdwan .. 0·78 0 5·94 ,4·63 

2. Birbhum 0·40 0 5·94 2·38 

3. Bankura ... 0·53 "5-94 3·15 

4. Midnaporc 0·52 10·58 6·39 3·32 

5 •. Howrah · ... 2•14 4-41 3·11 6·66 

6. Hooghly 1·34 6·52 3-94 5·28 

7. 24-Parganas '· 17·82 6·60 3-59. 6H7 

8. Nadia .. 5-72 0 5·94 33-98 

9. Murshidabad •• 9-60 16·10 9-61 92-26 

10. West Dinajpur 0·40 0 5·94 2·38 

II. Maida •• 0·93 9-47 6·58 6·12 

12. Jalpaiguri 0·01 0 5·94 0·06 

13. Darjeeling (Siligurisub-division 
only). 

.... 
14. Cooch Behar .. 0·54 •5·94 3-21 

West Bengal .. 40·73 9·84 5·58 227-40 

•Number of cuts being less than 3, average of yield rates based on cuts of the districts 
having '3 or more cuts of the remaining districts has been used. · 
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TABLE 10.3--<ontd. 

Khesari Arhar 

District Yield per acre Total Yield per aCre Total 
Acre..: (in maunds) pro- Acre- (in maunds) produc-
age in duction age in ,....-----------, tion 
(000) Green Dry in (000) (000) Green Dry in (000) 

acres maunds acrts mds. 

(1-6) (2-7) (3·7) (4-7) (5·7) (Z.S) (3-8) (4·8) (s-8) 

I. Bunlwan 12-49 12-98' 7-43 92·80 2-34 13-68 6·21 14·53 

2. Birbhum 39·56 13-74 8·28 327·56 2-39 14-69 6·67 15-94 

3 •. Bankura 3-57 8·49 4-78 17·06- 4·33 13-67 6·21 26·89 

4. Midnapore 70·19 15-42 8·21 . 576·26 5·18 13·7; 6·25 32·38 

5. Howrah 23·52 8·28 5-95 139·94 0·02 IHI 0 6·18 0·12 

6. Hooghly 31·19 9·49 5-42 169·05 0·13 !HI 0 6·18 0·80 
• 

7. 24-Parganas 29·10 12·89 6·41 186·53 0·91 IH3 6·19 5-63 

8. Nadia 3-69 0 7·23 26·68 24-55 13·11 7-41 181·92 

9. Murshidabad 68·37 14·54 7-99 546·28 2Z.S4 14·11 6·10 139·32 

I 0. West Dinaj- 2-66 9·34 5-26 13-99 2·40 13-62 6·19 14·86 
pur. 

11. Maida 12·56 16·27 9·83 123-46 3-38 IH9 6·22 21·02 

12. Jalpaiguri •• 1·69 "7-23 12·22 0·40 IHI 0 6·18 2-47 

13. Darjeeling 0·03 IHI 0 6·18 0·19 
(Siliguri sub-
division only) .. 

14. Cooch Behar 7·32 11·88 7·59 55.56 0·57 IHI 0 6·18 3-52 

West Bengal •• 305·91 12-Sl.- 7-48 2,287·39 69-47 13-75 6·62 459·59 

. •Number of cute being less than 3, average of yield rates based on cuts of the districts 
having 3 or more cuts of the remaining districts has been used. 
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TABLE 10"3-contd. 

Linseed 

District Acreage 
Yield per acre (in mds.) 

Total 
in (000) Green Dry production 

acres in (000) 
mds. 

(1·7) (2-9) (3-9) (4·9) (5-9) 

I. Burdwan 0·~7 ·3-5~ 1·31 

2. Birbhum •• 0·99 9·10 4-6~ 4·58 .. 

' 3. Bankura 0·93 5·06 2·57 2·39 

4. Midnapore 1·47 ·~·53 5·19 

5. Howrah 

6. Hooghly 0·01 "3-53 . 0·04 

7. 24-Parganas 0·11 0 3·53 0·39 

s. Nadia .. 14·~0 7-40 3-86 55·20 

9. Murshidabad •• 40·10 8·02 4·56 182-86 

10. West Dinajpur .. 0·17 •3-53 0·60 

II. Maida •• 5·26 3-75 1·58 8·31 

12. Jalpaiguri Q-06 0 3·53 G·21 

13. Darjeeling (Siligo.ri sub-divi-
sion only). 

14. Cooch Behar 0·04 0 3·53 0·14 

West Bengal 63-Sl 6·94 4·09 261•22 

•Number of cuts being less than 3, average of yield rates based on cuts of the districts 
having 3..,er more cuts of the remaining districts has been used. · 
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TABLE 1&3-<ontd. 

Mustard Potato 

Total Total 
·Acreage Yield per acre pro- Acreage Yield per acre pro-

District in(OOO) (in mds) duction in (000) (in mds) duction 
acres in (000) acres in (000) 

Green Dry mds. Green Dry mds. 

(1-8) (2·10) (3·10) (4·10) (5·10) (2·11) (3·11) (4·11) (5·11) 

1. Burdwan .. - 4·26 5·20 3-24 13-80 13-71 131-17 I 1,798·34 

2. Birbhum 2-21 "4-79 10·59 9·62 89·69 862·82 

3. Banlrura 2·90 0 4·79 13-89 4-05 IOZ.OO 413·10 

4. Midnapore 9·54 4·94 1·84 17·55 10·37 86·94 901·57 

5. Howrah 0·48 "4-79 2-30 1-94 135·80 263-45 
• 

6. Hooghly 1-48 0 4·19 7·09 30·13 152-75 4,602·36 

7. 24-Parganas 1&23 4·93 1.84 18·82 5·06 94·00 465-64 

8. Nadia 9·84 0 4·79 47·13 1-60 85-61 136·98 

9. Murun~bad 17-64 27-08 11·79 207-98 6·23 96·89 603-62 

I 0. West Dinaj- 56·78 11·57 3-34 189-65 4·~9 116·88 513·10 
pur. 

II. Maida 45·12 15-97 7-32 330·28 2·18 75-47 164·52 

12. Jalpaiguri 29·28 8·89 4·32 126·49 2-66 58·26 154-97 

13. Dar j e eling 2-61 29·87 7-79 
(Siliguri sub-

20·33 0·82 85-61 70·20 

division only). 

14. Cooch Behar 31·53 8·68 5-60 176·57 2-67 85-61 228·58 

West Bengal .. 223-90 12·83 5·28 1,182-47 95-43 117-25 11,189·25 

.•Number of cuts being Ie:~s than 3, average of yield rates based on cuts of the districts 
havmg 3 or mo:re cuts of the remaining districts has been used. . 
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TABLE [I.Qfi!.Mcont, 

__ .. ,,. · ..... ~t: 'f·.!:-:u2 ~-~u:t::J a.a~nc lu1oJ ~-r ·.:::l-tw.,~-~-J""·lJ "hil aoiJJ!:.'noO 
J j·.:;> Ht c.h . . ·;~'1 !:S\J'Si.rcine;;. ·:.:..~it 

Acreage- -Y:i<:ldp<r1lcre{in mda.)-- 'l'.otal -
, in{OOO) -·· production 

. " acres :·: ~·<-breen Dry in (000) 
-~ . J,J m~ . . 

iJi rl .:.<": ;;.; 

.<i·9) I (3·12) (4·12) (5•12)''· 

----~----------~~------------------=-~ ..,~ (~) 

.,. __ _.. ___ .. __ _ 9-26 ~.13·25 

616·60 

636·01 

564·85 

566·07 

565-01 

630·38 

622·06 

503-81 

564-77 

400·51 

4,752-70 

2. Birbhum, .,. . . .. 7·52 

3. Baokura. .. 3·06 

. 4. . Midnapore 3-46 

.~. Howarab 0·43 .. I 

6, . Ho.oghl;r .. 1·74 . . .. 
7._. 24-tP..Bf~· ... •.• ! 1·61 

--:~oJ ,• •. ,5-4~ . 

~. · Murabidabad •.• 10·39 

I Q. W eat Dinajpur •• 1·26 

,IJ. Maida .. 7-20 

12. Jalpaigup, ~ \ •• : 0·51 

J3, Darjeeling (Siliguri Sub-division . '· 0·03 
only), · · 

'11. Cooch-Behar 0·15 

-, ', \ ·. I \ 

West Bengal 52·98 

, .. 
, '~· . 

564-77 

564-77 

564·77 

540•48 

4,636·83 

l,946d9 

1,954·38 

243-41 

.983·12 

. i, .. 1,01~:91 

,, 3,402:61 
. . -~- . \ 

I .L 

~.234·59 

' 711-61 

2,883-67 

. L, ".288·,03 , 

'" 1,6·94 

84-72 

28,153-71 

•Number of cuts being less than 3, average of Yield rates based on cuts of the districts 
having 3 or more cuts of the remaining districts has been used. 
A·I0-32·A. 
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TABLB II. 

cOmction-for.discrepancy lri tcitara.reaa··under survey aa between publlshed 
figures lllld village records In respect of Aus, 1952-53. 

- Estimated acreage in (000) Estimatiid total Production 
acres on the basis of in (000) mds. 

SeriO! District 
No; .. : Village Published Differ- Village Published Differ-

records figures encea records figutes ences 

(I) - {2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) 
; . 

I. Burdwan .. 59· 52 59·51 -0·01 687-46 687·34 -0·12 .. 
2. Birbhum 74·52 74·52 1,099·92 1,099·92 

3. Bankura 145-94 145-93 -0·01 1,215-68 1,215-60 -0·8 

4. Midoapore •• 128-44 128·53 +0·09 1,048·07 1,048·80 +D-73 

5. Howrah 2-29 2·29 28·65 28·65 

' 6. Hooghly .. 18·59 18·59 196•50 196·50 . . . . 
'7. 24-PatganaS' 86·19 87-69 +1·50 821·39 835-68 +14·29 

8. Nadia 206·87 207·10 +0·23 2,027·33 2,029-58 +2·25 

9. Murshidshad 224·35 224-47 +D-12 1,911·46 1,912-48 +1·02 

10. West Dinajpur 95-72 .95-69 -0·03 617·39 617·20 ·-0·19 

II. Maida .. 136·95 146·95 1,314-72 1;314·72'; ••. 
• 

I:Z: Jalpaiguri . .. 44-42 44-41 -0·01 363-80 363-72 -0·08 

13. DaJjeeling (Siliguri 
division only). 

Sub- J-69 J-63 -0·06 6·88 6·64 -0·24 

14. CoochBehar 131·27 130·88 -0·39 829-63 826·17 -2-46 

West Bengal .. 1,35616 1,358·19 + 1-43 12,168·88 12,184·00+ 15·12 

A-IQ....32-B. 
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.~ABL~Jl·!· 

i.OQrre~!fpn. f~:.r .. discreP,ancy . ..in, to~ areas ~der sur:vey as between p~_bllshed 
,}i~ture~ ~!l vl!¥~~,5~~~~d.s,ip. ~'\~~c:t _of,-fl'~~l952:ft~l · ·" 

vEstimatedacreage in (000) Estimated total Production 
r1D, ~-i ';'_.acres on the basis of' in(OOO)bales of 400 lbs.eacb 

~ ·- _ IStrict __ 
· Village Published Differ- Village 'Published Differ-. Serial 

No. ~ecords figures c:nces records figures ences 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Burdwan 27-06 27-06 60·95 60·9t. ;· :. 

2 Birbhum 1·84 1·~4. 4·15 .4·.1,5_,. .. 
3 Bankura 5-48 5-48 14·24 14-24 

·' 

4 Midnapore 44·25 44·28 +0·03 103·04 103·11 +0·07 .. ' 

5 Howrah 18·89 18·88 -0·01 57·20 57·17. -0·03 

6 Hooghly - l9·99 80·00 +0·01 303-93 30~·97 +0·04 

7 24-Pargsnas •• •'• 133·64 135-97 +2·33 360·97 367·26 +.~·29 .. 

8 Nadia . . .. I 15-41 115'·54 +0·13 301·99 302·33 +0·34 

9 M~hidabad 143·7~ 143-~7 +0·08 439·85 440·09 +0·24 

10 West Dinajpur .. 69·86 69·84 -0·02 179·78 179·73 -0·.05 

II Maida •• 75·00 75·00 252-41 252·41 
•' 

12 Jalpaiguri 44·37 44'36 -0·01 113-09 .113-06 -0·.03 

13 Darjeeling (Siliguri 
division only). 

Sub- 5-04 4·85 -0·19 9·52 9•16 -0·36 
l, '' 

14 Cooch Behar . . 71·62 71·41 -0·21 205-09 2q4-49 -0·60 

West Bengal 836·24 838·38 +2·14 2,406·21 2,412·12 +5-91 



t:titte·Ciion for disc'repa.D.cy In· total ·areas u.D.def 'survey as between pnD11slleu 
ftgtires and villa~e· records in respect of Amlin, 1952-53. 

Estimat<d acreage in (000) Estimated total Production ,, 
acres on the basis of in (000) mda. 

DiStrict - J• '. 

Village Published Differ- Published Published Differ-
records figures ' ences records figures ences 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

t Burdwan "1,047·80 1,047-60 -0·20 '12,318·90 12,319·80 .f.o-90 

2. Birbhu'in 720·70 720·70 9,549·80 9,549·80 

3. Banl..-ura '736·70 736·70 .. '"8,885-10 8,885·10 

4. Midruipore 1,983-70 1,985·10 +1·40 21,021•20 21,042.10 +20·90 

5.liowrah 246-00 239·90 ~0·10 '2,968•40 2,967·60 ~o·80 

6. Ho<ighly 435'30 435-40 +0·10 . 5,489-6& 5,490·40 4-0·80 

1. 24-Parganas •• 1,400·00 1,424.40 +24.40 -I-1,775·70 11,98Q-90 +205·20 

8. Nadia 197·10 197·30 +0·20 '·1,457-60 1,460·00 +2·50 

· 9. Murshidabad 486·70 487·00 +Oo30 ·5,068·50 5,069-70 +1·20 

I 0. West Dinajpur 517-60 517-40 -0·20 5,211'10 5,209·10 -2·00 

II. Maida - '263·80 263·80 ·2,688·40 2,688·40 

12. Jalpaigilii ' 398·70 398·60 -0·10 ·4,682•60 4,679-60 -3·00 

13. 'Datieeliog (Siliguri · 
Sub-division only). 

56·10 54·00 -2·10 ·' "814-'60 
.I 

'842-40 -32·20 

I 4. Cooch Behar ' 304·60 303-70 -0·90 ·2,730·50 2,721·20 -9·30 

West Bengal .. 8,788.80 8,811-60 +22·80 94,721·99 94,906·10 + 184·20 
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TABLE ·12. 

AcreaQe, yield rate and total production of Ausln 1952-53 and the 
four. preceding years. 

Acreage in (000) Yield rate of 
cleaned rice in md. 

District 
per acre 

I 952-53 1951-52 1950..51 1949-50 1948-49 I 952-53 i 951-52 

(I· I) (2) (3) (4) ~5) (6) (7) (8) -

]. Burdwan 59· 52 47-4 25-6 54-9 60.5 I 1-55 . 8·13 

2. Birbhum 74·52 67·3 66·8 114•0 94-8 14-76 10·70 

3. Bankura .. •• 145·94 156·4 168·0 171·1 184'7 8·33 7-42 

4. Midnapore •• 128·44 142·7 120·7 I 10·2 162-2 8·16 8·18 

5. Howrah 2-29 1-6 H 2.2 2·3 12-51 9·8g 

6, Hooghly 18·59 25-6 20·0 24-6 28·8 10·57 ?.-21 

7. 24-Parganaa 86·19 52-3 50•3 83-9 91-6 9-53 I 1·20 

8. Nadia .. 206·87 174·8 180·9 228·5 225-4 9·80 9•20 

9. Murahidabad .. 224·35 171-1 221-5 215-8 212-6 8·52 .8·19 

10. West Dinajpur ''· 95_·72. 71·8 . 47·2 52-6 51·5 6·45 8·16 

11. Maida , .. .. 136·95 120·6 126·0 129·0 98·7 9·60 ~·76 

I 2. Jalpaiguri •. .. 4H~ 45-4 30·6 28·8 25·8 8·19 ~·18 .. v 

I 3. Darje~ling .• .... 1-69(1) ' 0·4(1) 0·8 1·2 1·6(R) 4·07(1) 6:~6(!) 

I 4. Cooch Behar •• 131·27 101·1 63-2 69·5 •69-5 6·32 6·75 

'\ ,o 

West Bengal •• 1,356·76 1,168·5 1,124-3 1,286·3 1,3 JO·O(R) 8·97 8·38 

(R) Revised. " . 

· •Figures for .J.948-lor the district of &och Behar not being •vai!able, jigu:e for acresge 
and yield rate for 1949 have been used. 

(I). Siliguri Sub-division only. 
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TABLE: 12---<:otrc/d. 

Yield rate of cleaned rice Total production of cleaned rice in 
in and per acre (000) maunds 

District 
1950-51 1949-50 1948-49 1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 1948-49 

,\1"2) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 

1. BUrdwan .. 12·54 10·18 9·32 681·46 385-4 32'10 559·0 564•0 

2. Birbhum •. 14-45 9·78 8·63 1,099·92 726·2 965·0 1,1 09·0 818·0 

3. Bankura .. • 11·06 6·37 8·96 1,215-68 1,160·5 1,858·0 1,107·0 1,655·0 

4.- Midnapore 8·33 7-23 7·75 1,048·07 1,167·3 1,005-0 797·0 1,257·0 

5. Howrab . . 11·85 12·73 7·39 28·65 15·8 32·0 28·0 17·0 

6. Hooghly .• 11·05 10·20 8·72 196·50 h5-8 221·0 251·0 251·0 ,, 
7. - 24-Paragarias 7-91 9·71 9·83 821·39 595·2 398·0 815·0 - 900·0 . ' 8. Nadia 5·21 9·15 10·46 2,027·33 1,608·2 942·0 2,091·0 2,358·0 

9. Murshidabad . 6·80 8·60 8·45 1,911·46 1,401·3 1,506·0 1,856·0 1,796·0 

10. WestDinajpur 8·69 8·82 7·25 617·39 585·9 410·0 464·0· 374·0 

11. Maida 8·48 7-62 7>43 1,314-72 935·9 1,068·0 983·0 733·0 
-12. Jalpaiguri 5·03 5·73 5-66 363·80 289-6 154·0 165·0 146·0 

13: ' Daijeeling 5·00 7·50 7·50 (1)6·88 (1)2·7 4·0 9·0 12·0(R) 

l4. Cooch Behar 4·06 7·87 •7·87 829-63 682-4 257·0 547·0 •347·0 
. >il 

-We= Bengal_ 8·13 8·38 8·721 2,168·88_ 9,792·2 9,141·0 10,781·0 11,428·0 
~ ! - (R) 

(R) Revised. 

•p~re$ FtW:i948 foi- t~ 'district of-Coach Behar not· being tvailable~.figure for ·acreage 
and yield rate for 1949 have been used. • , · · 

( 1) Siliguri Sub-division only. 
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TABLE 12.1 

Acreage, yield rate and total production of Jute In 195::1-53 and the 
four preceding year&. 

.·--

Acreage (OOO)it 

District 
1952-53 1951-52 1950-5 I 1949-50 1948-49 

(l) (2) (3) (4) •• (5) (6) 

I. llurdwan :l7·06 35-3 15-6 11-6 10·9 
' 

2. llirbhum 1·84 0·4 0·5 0·5 0·4 

3. llankw:a 5-48 2·1 2·1 !·8 0·2 

4. Midnapore 44-25 44·1 . ~3-2 31·2 11·5 

5. HoM-ah 16·69 Zo-7 11·7 11·4 9-4 

6. Hooghly 79·99 101·5 55·5 49-4 41-$ 

7. 24-Parganas 133-64 124-8 97-0 80·3 65·3 

8. Nadia •• 115-41 129·8 77·0 56·9 37-7 

9. Mw:ohidabad •• 143-79 156•2 1>5-9 113·1 63·9. 

10. West Dinajpur 69-&6 47-9 45-0 30>4 19·6 

"· Maida •. 75-00 76-4 51·5 43-8 2H 

IZ. !al!'aiguri 44·37 41·8 34-4 ZH 24-S . 

13. :Oarjeeling (1}5-04 3-6(1) 3·0 2-7 1-6 

14. Cooclt Behar 71-62 90·9 58·5' 40·5 35·0· 

' 
West Bengal •• 836·24 876·1 ~ 650·9 . 498·0 349-9 

(I) Siliau<i Sub-divisiop only. 
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TABLE 12•1:....Cancld. 

Yield rate (per acre) of dry fibre in bales of 400 lbs. ------. 
District 1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 1948-49 

(1•2) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) 

I. Burdwan 2-25 3-71 2·50 3-76 . 3-21 
2. Birbhum 2·25• .. 3-07 2·00 2·80 2·50 
3. Bdnkura 2·60' 1·35 1·52 2·94 2·00 
4. Midnapore 2·83 3-70 2·20 3·59 2·39 
5. Howrab 3-03 3-43 • 2·50 2-92 3-62 
6. Hoo~hly 3-80 3·97 2-20 2·82 2·98 
7. 24-Parganas 2·70 3-45 2·50 3·23 2·88 
8. Nadia .. 2-62 2-44 2·00 2-43 3·19 
9. Mursbidabad •• 3-06 2·13 2-20 2-37 2·75 

10. West Dinajpur 2·57 2·95 2·00 2-32 2·52 
II. Maida .. 3-36 2-84 2·00 4·50 1-40 
12. Jalpwguri 2·53 3-71 2-60 2-81 2·38 
13. Darjeeling 1-89(1) 2·73{1) 3·00 3-04 2·50( I) 
14. Cooch Behar •• 2-86 3·56 3·00 2-65 1·34 

West Bengal •. 2-88 3·08 2·30 2·92 2·59 

District 
Total production of dry fibre in (000) bales of 400 lbs. each 

1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 1948-49 

(1•3) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 

]. Burdwan ·-· 60·95 131·0 39·0 43-6 32·1· 
2. Birbbum 4·15 1·2 1·0 1·4 1·0 
3. Bank.ura 14·24 3-6 3-2 5·3 0·4 
4. Midnapore .. I 03-04' 163-2 95·2 I 11·9 41·9 
5. Howrab .. 57-20 71·0 19·3 33·3 34·0 
6. Hooghly f, • : 303·93 403·0. 122·1 139·3 123-6 
7. 24-Parganas .. 360·97 430·6 242·5 259·5 '188·2 
8. Nadia 301·99 316·7 154-0 138·5 120·4 
9. 'Murshidabad ::. 439·85 332·7 343·0 268·3 175·9 

I 0. West Dinajpur 179·78 141·3 90·0 70·4 49-4 
II. ·Maida • • . .. ~ 252-41·.' . 217·0 103·0. 107·1 ... '30·2' .. 
12. Jalpaiguri 113-09 155·1 89-4 86·5 58·2 
13. Darjeeling 9·52{1) 9·8{1) 9·0 8·2 4-2 
14. 'Coach Behar 205-09 323·6 175·5· . 107-2 47·0 

Weat Bengal •• 2,406·21 . 2,699·8 1,496·0 1,452·5 906•3 

· - · -. . (I) Siliguri SUb-division only. · - ·- - - --
•Field rate of distnct Burdwan has been taken as no data is available. 
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TABLE 12'2. 

Acrea~e, yield rate and total production of Aman in 1952-53 and the four 
preceding years. 

District 
Acreage in (000) acres · ..... 

1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 1948-49 
(1·1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1. Burdwan 1,047·8 946·5 1,036·4 1,031·6 979·1 
2. Birbhum 720·7 644-6 697·0 677·5 682-4 
3. Bankura 736·7 610·2 688·6 646·2 660·5 
4. Midnnpore .. 1,983-7 1,899·3 2,029·0 2,023-9 1,906·7 
5. Howrah 240·0 220·3 21o-7 214·2 197·1 
6. Hooghly 435·3 394·9 447-6 44·5 429·2 
7. 24-Paraganas 1,400·0 1,350·4 1,249·4 1,213-2 1,174·8 
8. Nadia 197·0 168·9 249-4 231·0 186·2 
9. lVIurshici~bad :: 486·7 470·3 449·8 444-7 439-4 

10. West Dinajpur 517-6 473-9 505·0 521·9 496·5 
11. Maida .. 263-8 268·3 285-6 277·8 244-9 
12. Jalpaiguri 398·8 407·5 380·8 408·7 410·8 
13. Darjeeling (2)56·1 (2)55·1 63·4° 57· 5° 58·7• 
14. Cooch Behar 304-6 354-4 344-4 250·2 .. •. 

West Bengal 8,788·8 8,264-6 8,637-2 8·442·9 (1)7,866·3 

\ Yield rate of cleaned rice in maunds (per acre) 
District 

1952-53 1951-52 1950.51 1949-50 1948-49 
·(1·2) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

1. Burdwan 11·76 11·65 13·13 10·53 10·15 
2. Birbhum 13-25 12·36 13·22 10·25 10·83 
3. llankura 12·06 14·36 11·66 10·70 12·03 
4. Midnapore 10·60 11·28 11·16 9·80 9·01 
5. · Howrah 12·37 10·00 12·04 10·78 10·32 
6. Hooghly •. 12·61 8·92 i2-39 12·79 9·28 
7. 24-Par.tganas •. 8·41 8·16 10·68 11·36' 10·28 
8. Nadia 7·30 5·93 7-73 10·92 3·50 
9. Murshid~bad :: 10·41 8·58 . 12·09 8·57 10·24 

10. West Dinajpur 10·07 7·33 8·39 9.59 9·04 
11. Maida .. 10·19 7-91 10·40 9·56 10·23 
12. Jalpaiguri 11·74 9·58 8·90 11·23 10·10 
13. Darjeeling (2)25-60 (2) 13-97 11·94° 12·39° 12·00° 
14. Coocb Behar 8·96 8·77 9·39 13-46 

West Bengal 10·78 10·20 11.22 10·54 (1)9·98 

•Estimated by the Director of Agriculture. 
( 1) Excluding Cooch Behar. 
(2) Siliguri Sub-division only. 
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TABLE 12"2---<:oru:/d. 

Production of cleaned rice in (000) maunds 

District ..... 
1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 1948-49 

(1·3) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 

I. Burdwan 12,318·9 11,026·7 13,607-9 10,862-7 9,937·9 

2. Birbhum 9,549·8 7,967·3 9,214-3 6,944-4 7,390·4 

3. Bankura 8,885·0 8,762·5 8,029·1 6,914·3 7,945-8 
4. ~1idnapore 21,021·2 21,424·1 22,643-6 19,834-2 17,179-4 
5. Howrah 2,968·4 2,203·0 2,536·8 2,309·1 2,034·1 
6. Hooghly 5,489·7 3,522-5 5,545·8 5,685·2 3,983·0 
7. 24-Paraganas •• 11,775-7 11,019·3 13,343·6 13,782·0 12,076·9 
8. Nadia •• 1,457·5 1,001-6 1,927-9 2,522·5 1,582-7 
9. Murshidabad •. 5,068·5 4,03H 5,438·1 3,811-1 4,499·5 

10. West Dinajpur 5,211-1 3,473-7 4,237·0 5,005·0 4,488·4 
II. Maida •• 2,688·4 2,122·3 2,970·2 2,655-8 2,505·3 
12. Jalpaiguri 4,682-6 3,903·8 3,390·0 4,589·7 "· 149· i 
13. Darjeeling (2)874-6 (2)769-7 757·0· 712·4· 704·4· 
14. Cooch Behar 2,730·5 3, 108·1 3,233-9 3,367-7 

West Bengal 94;721·9 84,875-2 96,339·8 88,996·1 (1)78,476·9 

•Estimated by the Director of Agriculture. 
(I) Excluding Cooch Behar. 
(2) Siliguri Sub-division only 
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TABLE 12-3. 

Acreage, yield rate and production of Wheat In 1952-53 and the three 
precedin~ years. 

Acreage in (000) acres · Yield rate in mds. 

District 
per acre 

1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 .1949-50 1952-53 1951-52. 
(1·1) (2·1) (3·1) (4·1) (5·1) (6·1) (7·1) 

I. Burdwan 3·20 6·10 6-40 5·60 8·87 11-90 
2. Birbhum 10·85 16·03 14-40 6·30 8·68 6·93 
3. Bankura 12·80 9-62 12·00 10·40 7·57 8·85 
4. Midnaporc 0·85 2-44 3·70 1·90 7·53 5·90 
5. Howrah 0·02 0·02 8·68 8·23 
6. Hooghly 0·60 1·00 2·00 0·60 8·68 8·23 
7. 24-Parganas 0·42 1·00 8·68 5·13 
8. Nadia 10·94 16·37 24-40 23-90 8·98 8·53 
9. Murshidabad .. 41·35 44-42 45·50 27·80 9·23 9·76 

10. West Dinajpur . . 2·22 5·38 1·40 0·60 4·96 6·05 
11. Maida 6•89 19-63 8·50 9·00 11·44 8·32 
12. Ja!paiguri 1·48 0·68 4·47 8·25 
13. Darjecling o-oo• • 1·20 1·10 • • 
14. Cooch Behar 8·55 6·46 5·10 1·50 9•88 4-41 

'West Bengal .. 100·17 129·15 124·60 88·70 8·93 8·52 

Yield rate in mds. 
- .. per acre Production in (000) mds. ' 

District 
1950-51 1949-50 1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 

. (2·1) (8·1) (91) (10·1) (11·1) (12·1) (13·1) 

I. Burdwan 8·77 6·25 28·38 72·59 56·13 35·00 
2. Birbhum 7'82 6·35 94·18 l1 1-09 112·61 40·01 
3. Bankura 9·92 6·35 96·90 85·14 119·04 66·04 
4. Midnapore 8·76 6·32 6·40 14-40 32-41 12·01 
5. Howrah 0·17 0·16 
6. Hoogh1y 8·75 6·67 HI 8·23 17·50 4·00 
7. 24-Parganas 3-65 5·13 
8. Nadia 8·81 6·32 97·26 139·64 214'96 151·05 
9. Murshidabad :: 9-41 6·29 381·66 433·54 428·16 174•86 

10. West Dinajpur . . 6·86 6·67 11·01 32·55 9-60 4·00 
11. Maida 9·36 6·33 . 78"82 163·32 79·56 56·97 
12. Jalpaiguri 6·62 5·60 
13. Darjeeling 6·67 9·00" • • 8·00 9·90 
14. Cooch Behar 9·02 8·00 84-47 i8.·.f9 46·00 12:00 

"'est Bengal 9·02 60·38 894·73 · I 099'88 ·.-· 1,123-97 565·84· 

•Siliguri Sub-divisiod only. 
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TABLE 12· 3----contd. 

Acrea~e, yield rate and p~ductlon of Barley In 1952-53 and the past three years 

_ Yield rate in mds. 
Acreage in (000) acres per acre 

District 
1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 1952-51 1951-52 

(1·2) (2·2) (3-2) (4·2) (5·2) (6·2) (7·2) 

I. Bur<h\·an 1·78 2·34 1·40 1·40 9·14 8·71 
2. Birbhum 0·57 0·12 0·40 0·60 9·14 8·71 
3. Bankura 0·35 0·45 1-60 1·40. 7·32 12·88 
4. l\iidnapore 0·10 0·28 0·20 9·14 8·71 
5. Howrah 0·00 0·40 
6. Hooghly 0·13 0·17 0·20 0·20 9·14 8·71 
7. 24-Parganas 0·26 0·16 0·90 9·14 8·71 
8. Nadia 2·99 9-68 6·00 5·00 9·13 9·20 
9. 1\furshidabad _. 33·14 4o-72 27·20 25·80 9·00 9·52 

10. West Dinajpur . . 4·85 10·95 3•80 2·00 9·22 5-06 
II. Maida 60·33 43-46 32·20 33-90 9-48 9·52 
12.' Jalpaiguri 0·45 0·36 0·10 0·20 3-80 7·54 
13. D:ujeeling ' 0·04° 0·01° 0·40 0·40 9·14° 8·71° 
14. Cooch Behar 1·01 0·17 0·40 9·14 8·71 

West Bengal 106·00 108·87 74-60 71·50 9·26 8·95 

Yield rate in maunds 

District 
per acre Production in (000) lllllWlda 

1950-51 1949-50 1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 

(2·2) (8·2) (9·2) (10·2) ' (11·2) (12·2) (13-2) 

1. Burdwan 8-86 '7·14 16·27 20·38 12-40 10·00 
2. Birbhum 8·75 6·66 5·21 1·05 3·50 4·00 
3.: Bankura 7·75 7·14 2·56 5·80 12-40 10·00 
4. Midnapore; 5·00 0·91 2·44 1·00 
5. Howrah. 7·50 3·00 
6 ... Hooghly 9·00 5·00 1·19 1·48 1·80 1·00 
7. 24-Parganas 8·89 2·38 1·39 8·00 
8. Nadia 8·87 6·80 27·30 89·06 53·22 34·00 
9. , Munhidabad •. 9·49 6·90 298·26 379·51 258·13 178·02 

10. "'estDinajpur ... 8·87 7·00 44-72 55-41 33-71 14·00 
II. Maida 8·68 . 6·90 57!<93 413·74 279·50 233-91 
12. · Jalpaiguri' .9·00 . 5·00 1·71 2·71 0·90 1·00 
13. Darjeeling 9·00 7·53' 0·37° ()-09° 3-60 3-01 
14. Cooch Behar ll'75 9·23 1·48 3·50 

WeSt Bengal 8·98 6·89 982·0.4 974·54 670·66 492·94 

"Siliguri S_ub-<!ivision only. 
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1-:Allt.E ·fh:-ic~ntd. 

'Acreage, yield rate attd produttioll of-Gram In 11952·53 aud ·tl.e -fbree 
preceding years ... 

Yield rate in maunds 

District 
-Acreage in 1000) acres per acre 

195i:53 ' 1951-52 1950-51 -~-1949,50 1952-53 1951-52 
(1·3) (2:3) (3-3) (4·3) (5·3) (6·3)' :) (7·3) 

I. Burdwan 15·77 33·55 16·80 17·00 8·69 9·91 
2. Birbhwn 34·13 25·28 23-40 11·00 10·45 10·03 
3. Bankura 5·95 4·82 7·20 5·40 9·70 .14·98 
4. Midnapore 8-47 7-09 4·90 3·10 7-25 ' 9·17 
5. Howrah 0·63 0·59 1·60 1·00 9·18 • 2-34 
6. Hooghly 9·26 10·05 6·20 6·20 8·11 ' 7·21 
7. 24-Parganas 25·29 23·31 12-40 9·30 8·09 9-42 
8. Nadia 130·94 140·89 85·60 93-40. 11·28 10·10 
9. Murshidabad •• 136·37 179·75 133-60 105-90 7·64 9·39 

10. West Dinajpur . . 1·71 20·32 4·40 1-60 10·24 4·38 
II. Maida •• 33·28 41·46 19·80 19·50 8·05 6·09 
12. Jalpaiguri 0·66 0·31 9·18 9·14 
13. Darjeeling o-oo• • • • 
14. Cooch Behar 1·1 0 0·07 0·10 0·5ot 9·18 9·14 

West Bengal 403·56 . 487·49 316·00 273,90 9·21 9·17 

Yield rate in maunds . 

District 
per acre Production in (000) maunds 

1950-51 1949-50 1952-53 1951-52 1950.51 1949-50 
(3·2) (8·3) (9·3) (10·3) (11-3) (12·3) (13·3) 

I, Burdwan . 7·73 7·59 137-04 332·48 129·86 129·03 
2. Birbhum 11·17 7·64 356·66 253·56 261·38 84·04 
3. Bankura 9·33 7·59 57·72 72·20 67·18 40-99 
4. Midnapore 9·57 . 7-74 61·41 65·02 46·89 -23·99 
5. Howrah 9·31 8·00 5·78 1·38 14·90 8·00 
6. Hooghly 7·56 7·58 75·10 72·46 46•87 . 47-00 
7. 24-.Parganas 9·29 7·63 204·60 219·58 115·20 70-96 
B. Nadia 9·60 7·60 1,477-00 1,422·99 821·16• 709•84 
9. Munhidabad .. 9·63 7·60 1,041•87 1,687·85 1,286·57 804•84 

10. WcstDinajpur .. 9·50 7-50 17·51 89·00 41•80. 12·00 
II. Maida •• 8·73 7·59 267·90 252·49 172·85 148·01 
12. Jalpaiguri 6·06 2·83 .. 
13. Darjecling • • 
14. Copch Behar 9·00 10·_10 .0·64 0·90 

Weat Bengal 9·51 7-~0 3,718·75 4,472-48 3,006·16 2,078·70 

•Siliguri Sub-division c;mly. 
tEstimated. 
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TABLE .12.3-contq. 

Acreage, yield rate and productio~ of Musterd in 1952-53 and the three 
preceding years. · • - . 

Yield rate in maunds 
Acreage in (000) acres. ?er acre 

··District 
19H-53 I'J5 1-52 1950-51 1949-50 1952-53 1931-52 

(1·4) (2-4) (3-4) (4-4) (5-4) (6-4) (7-4) 

I. Burdwan 4·26 3-72 1·50 2-30 3·24 4·22 
2. Birbhum 2·21 1·48 1·00 0·60 4"79 4-91 
3. Bankura 2·90 2-32 4·30 3·10 4·79 4-91 
4. Midnapore 9·54 7·52 12·00 13·80 1·84 1-82 
5. Howrah 0·48 0·35 0·80 0·20 4·79 4-91 
6. Hooghly 1·48 1·77 2·20 1·60 4•79 4-91 
7. 24-Parganas ··- 10·23 7·75 4·80 s-;o 1·84 4·91 
8. Nadia 9·84 7-80 11·90 14·30 4·79 4-91 
9. Mwshidabad •• 17·64 24·96 21·60 11·40 11·79 7-80 

10. West Dinajpur . . 56·78 50·95 62·80 48·30 3·34 3·96 
II. Maida 45-12 32·53 27·40 27·20 7·32 5-44 
12. Jalpaiguri 29·28 40·04 28·00 30·20 4·32 5·18 
13. Darjeeling 2·61° 4•88° 2·20 2-40 7·79° 4·91° 
14. Cooch Behar 31·53 31·6Z 40·60 40·60 5·60 3-76 

. West Bengal 223·90 217·69 221·10 201·50 5·28 4·86 

Yield rate in maunds 

D~trict 
per acre Production in (000) maunda 

1950-51 1949-50 1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 
(4·2) (8·4) (9-4) (10·4) (11·4) (12-4) (13-4) 

I. Burdwan 4·93 4·78 13-80 15·70 7-40 10·99 
2. Birbhwn 5·00 5·00 I 0-59 7·27 5·00 3·00 
3. Bankura 4·95 4·84 13-89 11·39 21·29 15-00 
4. Midnapore 4·95 4·93 17·55 13·69 59·40 68·03 
5. Howrah 5·00 5·00 2·30 1·72 4·00 1·00 
6. Hooghly 4·95 5·00 7·09 8·69 ]()-89 8-00 
7. 24-Parganas 4·96 4-91 18·82 38·05 23-81 27·01 
8. Nadia .· 4-95 4·90 47·13 38·30 58·91 70·07 
9. Murshidabad 7·54 4·92 207·98 194-69 162·86 . 56·09 

10. West Dinajpur . • 4·97 4-91 189-65 201·76 312·12 237·15 
II. Maida . 4-95 4•89 330·28 176·96 135·63 133·01 
12. Jalpaiguri 4•84 4·90 126·49 207·41 135·52 147·98 
13. Darjeeling +95 5·00 20·33° 23·96° 10·89 12·00 
14. Cooch Behar 4·33 4·33 176·57 118·89 17HO 175·80 

West Bengal 5·08 4-79 1,182·47 1,058·48 1,123·52 965·13 

•Siliguri Sub-di~isioo only. 
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. 'J'ABLE 12·3-<pnttL 

Acreall,e, yield rate al!d production of Potato in 1952-53 and the three 
. precedinll, years · · - . · · 

District 
Acreage in (000) acres 

Yield rate in mds 
-per acre 

1952-53 1951-52 1950-51- 1949-50 1952-53 1951-52 

'· (1-5) (2·5) (3·5). (4·5) - (5-5) (6·5) '' (7·5) 

1. Burdwan 13·71 18·43 13·00. 22·80 131·17 89·84 
2. Birbhum 9-62 8·23 9·90 6-40 89-69 92·56 
3. Bankura 4·05 2·02 4·70 4·10 102·00 124·55 
4. Midnapore 10·37 10·76 12·80 11·40 ·86·94 82-36-> 
5. Howrah •• 1·94 4·30 2·10 3·20 . 135·80 146·33 
6. Hooghly 30·13 32·32 21·40 25-60 152-75 167-43 
7. 24-Parganas 5-06 6·58 3-60 5·80 94·00 89·16 
8. Nadia •• 1-60 1·72 1·10 0·90 85-61 38·12 
9. Murshidabad 6·23 4-47 5·20 5·20 96·89 90·52 

10. West Dinajpur :: 4·39 2·86 3-80 4·00 I 16·88 57-85 
11. Maida . • .'. 2·18 1·74 2-40 2-40 75-47 94-61. 
12. Jalpaiguri 2·66 3·57 3-60 4·20 58·26 94·61 
13. Darjeeling 0·82• 0·54• 1·00 D-40 85-61• 127·96• 
I 4. Cooch Behar .. 2·67 2·26 3-00· 3·00 85-61 127·96 

West Bengal 95-43 99·80 87-60 99·40 I 17-25 \17·02 

Yield rate in rods. 
District per acre Production in (000) mda. 

1950-5 I 1949-50 1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 

(5·2) (8·5) (9·5) (10·5) (11·5) (12·5) (13·5) 

I. Burdwan 96·70 106·01 1,798·34 1,655-75 1,257·10 2,417-03 
2. Birbhum 102·17 95-62 862·82 761·77 1,011-48 . 611·97 
3. Bankura 109·15 76·59 413·10 251·59 513·01 314·02 
4. Midnapore 91·57 86·23 901·57 886·19 1,172·10 . 983·02 
5. Howrah •• 117·10 93·12 263-45 629·22 245·91 ' 297-98 
6. Hooghly 93·09 93-09 4,602·36 5,411·34 3,345·46 2,383·1 0 
7. 24-Parganas 104·50 93·10 475-64 586·67 • 376·20 539·98 
8. Nadia •• 103-36 93·35 136·98' 65·57 113-70 84·00 
9. Murshidabad 107-44 83-85 603-62 404-62. 558·69 436·02 

I 0. West Dinajpur :: 69·95 93-00' 513·10 165-45 265-81 372·00 
11. Maida • • • • 56·83 92-92 164·52 164·62 136·39 223·01 
12. )alpaiguri · .. 88·78 94·52 154·97 337-76 319·61 396·98 
13. Darjeeling 93·50 92·50 70·20• 69·10• 93·50 37·00 
14. Cooch Behar 106·53 106·53 • 228·58 289·19 .319·-'J 319·59 

West Bengal 111·00 94-73 1.1,189·25 11,678·84 9,728·55, 9,415-70 

•siliguri Sub-divis.ion only. 
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TABL"E: 12·~..Cld. 

Acreage, ;yield rate 1111d producii.lti of Sugarcane in 1952-53 eri<Uhe three 
. preceding years 

Yield rate in mds. 

DiStr'ict 
Acreage in (000) acrei. p~acre 

1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949>-50 1952-53 1951-52 

(1-6} (2-6} (3-6} '(4-6) (5-6) (6·6} . ' ' (7-6) 

I. Burdwan 9·26 9·04 7-20 12·00 ··513-25 730·31 
2. Birbhum . 7·52 5·08 4-60 7-60 616·60 730·31 

.3. Bankura 3·06 3·03 3·00 "3·50 636·01 
. 730·31 

· 4. Midoapore 3-46 4·35 6·70 4-40 564-85 730·31 
5. Howrah .• 0·43 H5 2·50 1·50 566·07 730·31 
6. Hooghly 1·74 2-43 3·00 2-30 565·01 763-66 
7. 24-Parganas 1·61 2-66 1·60 7-20 6311-38 ''730·31 
8. Nadia .• 5-47 4-70 5-20 HO 622-05 • 446·49 
9. Murshidsbad lll-39 9·10 10·90 8·20 503-81 730·31 

10. West Dinajpur :: 1·26 1-02 1·40 2·10 564-77 730·31 
11. Maids .. 7-20 13·12 5·70 3·40 400·51 730·31 
12. Jalpaiguri ll-51 0·38 0·40 . 1·50 564·77 730·31 
13. Daljee!ing 0·03• 0·09• 0·20 0·20 564·77• 730·31• 
14. Coach Behat ll-15 0·11 o-20 0·20 564-77 730·31· 

-
West Bengal 52·09 56·26 52-60 57· 50 .. 546-48 .. 708·04 

Yield rate in mds. 

District 
per acre Production in (000} mds. 

1950-51 1949-50 1952-53 1951-52 195().51 1949-50 
' (6·2} (8·6} (9-6) (I ll-6) (11·6) (lf·6} (13-6) 

L Burdwan 393-47 474·00 4,752-70 6,602·00 2,832-98 5,688·00 
2. Birbhum .. 474-57' 216·40 4,636·83 3,709·97 2,183-02 1,644-64 
3. Bankura 635·00 . "515·20 1,946·19 2,212·84 1,905·00 1,803-20 
4. Midoapore 458·36 . 515·20 1,954-38 3,176·85 3,071·01 2,266·88 
5. Howrah •• 441l-OO 515·20 243-41 839·86 1,100·00 772·80 
6. Hooghly 323·00 . 400·00,. 983·12 1,855-69 969·00 920·00 
7. 24-Parganas 440·00 427-62 1.014·91 1,942-62 704-00 3,078·86 
8. Nadia .. .. 44()-00 427-62 3,402·61 2,098·50 2,288·00 1,453-91 

· 9. Murshidsbad 
10. W eat Dinajpur : : 

440·00 400·00 5,234·59 6,645·82 4,796·09 3,280·00 
440·00 508·00 711.61 744-92 . 616·00 1,066·80 

II. Maids .. 44()-00 400·00 2,883-67 9,581·67 2,508·00 1,36()-00 
12. J alpaiguri 440·00 515·20 288·03 . 277·52 176·00 •772·80 
13. DaljeeJing .. , 481l-OO 500·00 .·,.16·94• .65·73• 96·00 IOIJ-00 
14. Coach Behat 265·00 350·00 84-72 80·33 . 53·00 7()-00 

West Bengal .. 442-93 422·22 28,153-71 '39,834·32 23,298·01 24,277-89 

•siliguri Sub-division only. 
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TABLEjl3. 

Statement showing the distribution o(.-1952 Jute area under dlffere;,t categories 
. . - In 1951 '·. •. . . 

' 
Number Area in acres of 1952 Jute area of the plots as 
of plots the plot · distributed in"l-951 · 

District for 
which Under Other 
date· Total Jute in Jute ·Aus Aman crops 

collected. 1952 

(I· J) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

' I. Burdwan 27 7-99 6·65 5·11 0·63 0·29. 

2. Birbhum ... 
3. Bankura 4 1-10 0·46 0·24 . 0·22 .. 

4. Midnapore .• 121 29·95 23·03 16·02 1·14 . 0·8.1 4·53 . 

5. Howrah 46 7·48 5-72 4·2? 1:20 0·04 0·19 ·. 

6. Hooghly ' . 44 8·78 6·34 4·20 0·62 1·32 0·06 

7. 24-Parganas 147 36·68 26·34 18·79 1-91 1·49 3·05 

~- Nadia 137 48·57 30·72 14·26 6·42 2-46 3-20 

9. Murshidabad 157 41-14 24-75 10·68 9·53 o·18. ~ 2·57 .• 

10. West Dinajpur 98 29·21 13-01 6·36 3-94 0·35 0·96 

II. Maida 69 25-67 10·53 3-92 4-65 0·02 0·94,, 

12. Jalpaiguri 133 74-76 24-45 11·83 1·33 7·05 1·74 

13. Darjeeling• .. 18 9·13 2·12 0·44 0·19 1·08 0·34 

14. Cooch Behar / 48 11·50 7-46 4-64 0·66 0·79 0·90 

West Bengal 1,049 331·96 181·58 100·52 32-46 15·58 18·99 

A·lt-33-A. 
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TABLE l~ont. 

·• 
195Z Jute area of the plots. 

as distributed "' 
No. of plots shown with jute by 
the owners of the plots shown 

in 1951 in column (2) 

District 
Percentage 

Current Old Other 1951 1952 
be-fallow fallow lands .. In-

creased creased 

(1·2) (9) (10) (II) (12) (13) (14) (15) 

I. Burdwan 0·62 71 71 

2. Birbhum 

3. Banlrura 3 13 333 

4. Midnapore .. ' .. 0·53 184 219 19 

5. Howrah 0·02 71 79 II .. 
6. Hooghly 0·12 0·02 198 230 16 

7. 24-Parganas 0·72 O·W 0·18 568 633 II 

8. Nadia 2·06 2·15 0·18 490 484 

9. Munhidabad 0·82 0·17 0·80 1,758 1,539 12 

10. West Dinajpur 0·64 0·46 0·30 204 285 40 

II. Maida 0·50 0·26 0·24 573 611 7 

12. Jalpai~ 1-14 0·41 0·95 486 514 6 

13. Darjeeling• .• 0·01 0·02 o·04 55 56 2 

14. Cooch Behar 0·09 0·22 0·16 232 283 22 

West Bengal 6·10 4·51 3-42 4,893 5,017 3 

A-1<1-33-B. 
•Siliguri Sub-division only. 
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TABLE IJ-<:oncld • • ... 

Percentage o{ total 1952Jute area as distributed in 1951 
District 

Jute A us. Aman. Other Current Old Other 
crops fallow . fallow lnnda 

(1·3) (16f ( 17) ( 18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 

I. Burdwan 76·8 9·5 4-4 •. 9·3 

2. Birbhum 
' ( 

t. Bankura 52·2 47-8 

4. Midnapore 69·5 4-9 3-4 19·9 2·3 

5. Howrah •• 74-7 21·0 ,0•7 3-3 0·3 

6. Hooghly •• 66·2 9·8 2()-8 1·0 4-9 . 0·3 

7. 24-Pargana~s 71·3 7·3 5-6 11-6 2-7 0·8 0·7 

8. Nadia 46·4 20·9 8·0 10·4 6·7 7·0 0·6 

9. Murshidabad 43·2 38·5 0·7 10·4 3-3 0·7 3-2 

10. West Dinajpur 48·9 30·3 2-7 7-4 ' 4·4 3-5 2-3 

II. Maida 37-2 44·2 ()-2 8·9 4-7 2·5 2-3 

12. Jalpaiguri 48·4 5-4 28·8 7·1 4·7 1·7 3·9 

13. Darjeeling• 20·8 9·0 50·9 16·0 
I 

0·5 0·9 I 1·9 
• 

14. Cooch Behar 62·2 8·9 10·6 12·1 1·2 2·9 2·1 

West Bengal 55-4 17-9 8·6 10·4 3·3 2-5 1·9 

•Siliguri Sub~division only. 



,, TABLE 14. 

•t.' teat between HaU Snmplea of Jute, 1952-53. 

Half anmple A. Half sample B. 
District ,.... 

N Acrcngc ±S.E. P. V. N Acreoge ts. E. ±.V. 't' 
(I) (2) (3) . (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .. (9) (10)· 

1. Burdwon 2,498 29·58 2.85 9·6 1,970 24-44 2-38 9-7 1·39 

2. Birbhum 1,604 2·45 0·15 6·1 -1.597 1·27 0·32 25-2 3·37° 

3. Bankljra 2,256 5-35 1·01 18·9 2,446 .. 
5·5S 1·01 18·2 0·14 

4. Midnapore 3,298 52·53 3-77 7-2 3,079 36·25 2-66 7·3 3·53° 

5. Howrah 5t7 26·69 2·52 9·4 441 I 1-03 1·75 15-9 5·10° 

6. Hooghly 1,123 84-95 4·33 5·1 983 74-45 4·29 5·8 1·72 v. -' 0 
1. 24-Parganas 3,029 145·31 . 5·18 3-6 2,910 121·46 4-93 4·1 . 3·34° 

a. Nadia .. 1,398 113·20 4-66 4·1 1,342 117-60 4·39 H 0·69 

9. Murshidabad • , 1,796 142.89 5-47 3.8 1,661 144·54 5·16 • 3-6 0·22 

I 0. West Dinajpur 1,279 72·26 3-97 5·5 1,226 67·20 3·95 5-9 0·90 

11. Maida , 1,238. 84-20 4·15 4-9 1,062 65·58 3.87 5·9 3·28° 

12. J~paiguri 1.539 51·99 3·11 6·0 1,437 36·28 2-45 6·8 3·,97° 

I 3. Darjeeling (Sili- 211 5·36 . o.aa 16·4 147 4·74 0·90 19·0 0·49 
guri sub.dJ\·i~ion 
only). 

I 4. Cooch Behar 1,012 79-47 . 3-95 5-0 1,042 63'80 3-42 H 3-00" 

West Bengal 22,798 896·23 13-64 1·5 21,343 774·19 12-46 1·6 6·61° 

•c: ...... :~ .............. 1 .............. .- r .. ,,.., 



TABLE'J4·J, 

't' test between Half Samples of Aus, 1952 .. 53. 
I 

Half sample A. Half sample B. 
District r:" 

N Acreage ±S.E. P. V. N Acreage ±S.E. P. V. 't' 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

). Burdwan 2,498 51·69 3-97 
' 

7·7 1,970 67·27 4·57 6•8 2·58' 

2. Birbhum 1,604 77·57 4·84 6·2 ),597 71·88 5·27 7·3 0·79 

3. Bankura 2,256 139·00 6·84 4-9 2,446 153-06 7·34 4·8 1·40 

.f. Midnapore 3,298 136.89 8·28 6·1 3,079 119-65 7·77 6·5 1·52 

5. Howrah 517 2·57 0·79 3M 441 2-02 0·76 37-6 0·50 

6- Hoogh1y J,lp 21·47 2·13 9-9 983 ~5-62 2·21 14·2 l-91 VI -
7. 24--Parganas 3,029 82-68 3-91 4-7 2,910 90·01 4·72 5·2 1·20 

8. Nadia •• 1,398 209·59 6·95 3·3 1,342 . 2q~,!!,4, 7·01 H 0·44 

9. Murshidabad •. 1,796 232-43 7-20 3·1 1;661 2Ll,;0.8, 6·93 3·2 1·54 

10. West Dinajpur I ,279 103:05 
-.~ : 

5·2 2·20° 4·96 4-8 1,226 88·19 4·56 

11. Maida .. 1,238 144-55 6·28 4·3 1,062 129·98 6·32 4-9 1·64 

12. J alpaiguri 1,539 59•86 4·26 7·2 1,437 31-60 2-84 9·0 5·52°0 ., 
I 3' Darjeeling (Sili- 211 1·69 . 0·63 37·3 147 1·69 0·65 38·5 0·00 

guri sub·division 
only). 

'5·73 5·32. 4-4 2·45° 14. Cooch Behar ).,0)2 140·74 4·1 1,042 121·55 

West Bengal 22,798 1,401-78 19-76 1·4 21,343 )',314•84 19-63 1·5 3·19° 

•significant at 5 per cent. level. · ••Significant at I per cen.t. level, 



TABLE 14-2. 

't' test between Holt Samples of Amon, 1952 .. 53. 

Hnl/snmplcl- A. Hnlf snmplc B. 
District 

't' N Acn~agc :!:8. E, P. V. N Acreage :!:S. E. P. V. 
(I) l2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)' (9) (I 0) 

, ,.1.'Burdwon 2,600 I ,060·57 13·58 1·8 2,582 I ,034·33, 13-59 1·3 1·37 

2. Birbhum ,1,621 710·61 10·87 1·5 1,624 7)0·64 10·45 H 1·33 

3. Bonkura 2,484 721·26 13·52 1:.9 -2,440 7.¥0iP 13-91 1·8 1·61 

4. Midnnporc 3,447 1,959·55 21·44 1·1 3,448 2.op~~~p 23-44 \ 1·2 H8 

S. Howrnh 523 234·57 5·19 2·2 513 245-47 5·14 2·1 1·49 

6. Hooghly I, 1,34 434·05 8·94 2·1 1,104 ~37·08 9·03 2·1 0·24 v. -N 
7. 24-Pnrganas 3,031 1,394·24 13•36 1·0 3,044 1.406·26 1,3-59 . 1·0 0·63 

8. N~dia .. 1,434 192·72 8·52 4-4 1,431 201·54 8·13 4·0 0·15 

9. Murshidabnd 1,854 492·51 10·85 2·2 1,861 481·66 10·88 2·3 0·71 

10. West Dinsjpur 1,304 514·11 9·30 1·8 1,286 521·10 9-40 JoB 0·53 
' 

11. Maida .. 1,254 263-75 7·93 3-0 1,247 263-76 7-75 2-9 0·00 

12. Jalpniguri 1,666 391•87 10·82 2'8 1,639 405·11 9·98 .,, 2·5 0.·90 

13. Darjecling (Sili- 216 54·36 3-67 6·8 214 57·89 3-94 6·8 0·67 
guri sub-division ! ' only), 

14. Cooch Behar 1,079 313-03 9·25 3·0 . 1,048 296·19 9-48 J.2 1·27 

West Bengal 23,647 8,737-20 42-26 0·5 23,481 8,839·91 43-21 0·5 1·70 
• 

None significant. 
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TABLE 15 

Comparison of Area Survey : Jute and Aus.r 1952-53, between Investigator 
and Assistant Investigator 

Jute A us 
District N 

:,. Mean S.E. 't' Mean S. E. 't' 

(I) (2). (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

1. Burdwan (a) .• 

2. Birbhum 34 -··0003 ·0003 1·00 ·0003 ·0033 0·09 
• .. 

3. Bankura 123 ·0002 ·0002 1·00 -·0493 ·0193 2·53° 

4. Midnapore 124 -·0026 ·0046 0·57 -·0036 ·0024 1·50 

' 
5. Howrah 32 -·0078 ·0130 0·60 ·0269 ·0254 1·06 

('l 

6. Hoeghly 34 ·0182 ·0183 0·99 ·0224 ·0132 1·70 

I 
7. 24-Parganas 165 -·0096 0·096 1·00 ·0121 ·0067 1•81 

8. Nadia (a) .. 
9. Murshidabad 86 ·0078 ·0194 '0·40 ·0203 ·0252 0·81 

10. West Dinajpur 65 -0052 ·0090 0·58 ·0069 ·0079 0•81 

II. Maida 32 -0031 ·0173 0·18 ·0088 ·0299 0·29 

12. Jalpaigllri 79 ·0030 ·0076 0·39 -·0065 ·0037 1·76 

13. 0Rrjeeling (Siliguri sub-
division only). 

II -0109 ·0056 1·95 ·0000 ·0000 0·00 

14. Cooch Behar 21 ·0252 ·0238 1·06 ·1038 ·0550 1·89 

(a) No Investigator was posted in the district. 
~This mark denotes significant value at S per cent. level. 
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TABLE 15-1 

Comparison of Area Survey : .Jute and Aus., 1952-53, between Inspector and 
Assistant Investigator 

Jute A us 
District N 

Mean S.E. 't' Mean~ S.E. 't' 

(I) (2) (3) (4) ()) (6) (7) (8) 

/ 

I. Burdwan 138 -0005 ·0009 0·56 ·0030 ·0034 0·88 

2. Birbhum 186 ·0004- ·0005 0·80 -0072 ·0039 I•H5 

3. Bankura 240 ·0007 ·0004 1·75 ·0074 ·0041 1·80 

•• 4. 1\lidnapore .. 447 -0003 ·0004 0·75 ·0009 ·0007 1·29 

5. Howrah 84 ·0025 -oon 0·26 -0004 ·0003 

6. Hooghly 66 -0071 ·0053 1·34 -0008 . ·0012 

7. 24-Parganas 258 -0012 ·0024 0·50 -0015 ·0010 1·50 

8. Nadia 
I 

226 -0046 ·0040 1·15 ·0015 ·0078 0·19 

9. Munhidabad 178 ·0020 ·0040 0·50 -0161 ·0084 1·92 

10. West Dinajpur 120 ·0117 ·0056 2·09· ·0062 ·0066 0·94 
II. Maida 143 -0084 ·0096 0·88 ·0113 ·0095 1·19 
12. Jalpaiguri 67 -0042 ·0044 0·95 '0251 ·QI45 1·73 
13. Darjeeling (SiiJiguri 36 ·0081 ·0111 0·73 ·0003 ·0002 1-50 subdivision only). 

14. Coocb Behar 28 -002) ·0024 1-04 ·0039 ·0046 0·85 

Wtst Bengal 2,217 -·0005 ·0010 0·50 ·0006 ·0051 0·04 

•significant at 5 per cent. level. 



TABLE 16 

Table showing area fn thousand acres under culturable and uneulturable wastes combined during Jute 
and Aus season, l95l·53, in th~ different districts for different Half Samples and the corresponding 't's. 

•· Sub-Sample 

District A B Acreage S.E. 
difference bf 't' 

Acreage ±S.E. P.V. Acreage ±S.E. P.V. A&B difference 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (n (8) (9) (10) 

1. Burdwan 145·38 6·48 4·5 161·61 6·89 4·3 16·23 9-46 1·72 
2. Birbhum 79·84 4-60 5-8 75-69 H5 H 4·15 6·40 0·65 
3. Bankura 222·84 8·38 3·8 210·98 7·85 3-7 11·86 11-48 • 1-03 
4. Midnapore 328·48 13·00 4·0 327·36 12-64 3-9 1-12 18·13 q:o6 

"' 5. Howrab 3-77 0·59 15-6 3-21 0·61 19;0 0·56 0·85 0·66 
"' 6. Hooghly 26·31 2·29 8·7 21·17 1·88 8·9 5·14 2·96 1·74 

7. 24-Parganas 34·13 2·87 8-4 30·42 2-95 9·7 3-71 4·12 0·90 
8. Nadia .. 18·30 2·67 14-6 12-79 2·02 1,·8 5·51 3-35 1-64 
9. Murshidabad .. 35-01 3•17 9·1 33-67 2-99 8·9 1·34 4-36 0·31 

10. West Dinajpur 26·93 2·54 9-4 29·51 1·82 6·2 2·58 3·12 0·83 
II. Maida 15-70 1·92 h2 14·54 1·15. 7·9 1·16 2·24 0·52 
12. J alpaiguri 122·36 6·41 5·2 110·99 . 7·04 6·3 11·37 9·52 1·19 
13. Darjecling (Sili- 11·76 1·46 12-4 15·84 

guri sub-division 
1·77 11·2 4·08 2-29 1·78 

only). 
14. Cooch Behar 55· 55 4-65 8•4 64-32 5·07 7-9 8·77 6·88 1·27 

West Bengal •• 1,126·36 20·21 1·8 1,112·10 19·93 1·8 14·26 28·38. 0·50 



TABLE 16•1 

Tnblc 9howlng nrca tn thousnnd acres under cutturnblc nnd unculturnblc wastes combined during Amon 
senson, 195l .. 53 1 fn dltrcrcnt districts for different Half Samples and the corresponding 't's. 

Sub~Snmplc 

District A B Acrcnge S. E. 
difference of .,. 

Acrcngc ±S.E. P. V. Acrcngc ±S.E. P, V. A&D difference 

(I) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) '(9) (10) 

I. Burdwnn 151·54 6·63 4·38 152·00 6·62 4·36 0·46 9·37 0·05 
2. Birbhum 76·21 4·34 5-69 76·74 4-49 5-85 O·S3 6·24 0·08 
3. Dnnkura 230·02 8·52 HO 211·40 7-88 3-73 18·62 11·61 1·60 
4. Midnnporc 317-84 12-62 3-97 309·26 12-67 4·10 8·85 I 17-88 .0·48. vt 
S. Howrnh 3-79 0·80 21·11 2-72 0·55 20·22 1·07 0·97 . 1·10 -a-
6. Hooghly 2$-98 2·22 8·55 25·27 2-21 8·75 0·71 3·13 . 0·23. 
1. 24-Parganas 30·41 2-78 9·14 30·69 2-79 9·09 0·28 3-94 0·07 
8. Nadia . , 22·85 2-84 12-43 14·23 2·18 15·32 8·62 3-58 . 2·41° 
9. 1\lurshidabad .• 33-63 2-93 8-71 43-26 4·04 9·34 9-63 4·98 1·93 

10. \Vest Din;tjpur 29·17 2·37 8·12 31·88 2'60 8·16 2-71 3-52 0·71 
11. Maida .. 13-24 1-52 11·48 16·12 1·89 11·72 2·88 2-43 1·18 
12. J alpaiguri 101·91 6·13 6·02 95·26 5-81 6·10 6-65 8·44 0·79 
13. Darjeeling (Sili-

guri subdivision 
10:10 1·73 17·13 15·29 2·09 13-67 5·19 •2·71 1·92 

only). 
14. Cooch Behar ·53-85 4-67 8·67 56· 57 4-69 8·29 2-72 6·61 0·41 

West Bengal 1,100·54 \ 19-87 1·81 1,080·69 . 19·77 1-83 . 19·85 28·03 0·71 

•Significant at S per cent. 



TABLE 16·2 

Table showfnlt area in thousand acres under culturable and unculturable wastes combined during 
Rabl season, 1952 .. 53, in different districts for different Half Sample and the' correspondlnQ 't's. 

Sub-Sample 

Dis'trict A" B Acreage S.E. 
difference of 't' 

Acreage ±S.E. P.V. Acreage ±S.E. P. V. A&B difference 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) "(8) (9) (10) 

1. Burdwan 160·29 6·86 4·28 170·67 6·97 4·08 10·38 9·78" 1-06 
2. Birbhum 75-73 4-41 5-82 74·56 5-35 7·18 1·17 6·93 0·17 
3. Bankura 237-40 8·69 3-66 218·14 9·48 4·35 19·26 . 12-86 1·50 
4. Midnapore 327-46 12·32 3·76 303-62 12·35 4-07 23-84 17-44 1·37 V> 
S. Howrah 3-67 0·56 15·26 3·14 0·67 21·34 0·53 0·87 0·61· ..... 
6. Hooghly 28•59 2·38 8·32 30·24 2·33 7-71 1·65 3-33 0·50 
7. 24-Parganas 34·14 3-09 9·05 36·61 3-20 8·74 2-47 4-45 0·56 
8. Nadia •• 19·11 2·50 13-08 17-47 2-41 13·80 1-64 3-47 0·47 
9. Murshidabad •• 37-04 3·17 8·56 43-39 3-63 8·37 6·35 4·82 . 1·32 

10. West DinajpU:r 29·07 2-45 8-43 34-46 2-77 8·04 5-39 3-70 1·46 
I I. Maida .. 15-77 1·77 11·22 13-33 1·59 11·93 2-44 2·38 1·03 
I 2. Jalpaiguri 103·56 6·09 5-88 98·02 8·02 8·18 5·54 10·07 0·55 
I 3. Darjecling (Sili- 11·64 1·84 15'·81 15-92 2·17 13-63 4·28 2·85 1·50. 

guri sub·division 
only). 

I 4. Coach Behar .. 61·77 4-64 7·51 61·54 4-78 7-77 0·23 6·66 0·03 

West Bengal .. 1,'145·24 19·92 1·74 l,i21·11 21·37 ' 1·91 24·13 29·21 0·83 
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T~BLE 18 

J?.roportion of full and part plots in the grid of size 2·25 acres in each district, 
West Bengal 

Number Number of plots within the grid Percentage to total 
District of grids 

Full , Part Total Full Part 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

I. Burdwan 5,318 14,537 49,599 64,136 22·7 77·3 

2. Birbhum 3,296 11,577 34,462 46,039 25·1 74-9 

3. Bankura 4,985 14,292 44,216 58,508 24-4 75-6 

4. Midnapore 7,732 17,530 63,373 80,903 21·7 78·3 

5.' Howrah •• 1,041 '3,848 11,428 15,276 25·2 74·8 

6. Hooghly 2,326 8,334 24,550 32,884 25·3 74-7 

7. 24-Parganns .. 6,321 11,888 58,666 70,554 16·8 83-2 

8. Nadia 2,885 3,564 26,289 29,853 11·9 88·2 

9. Murahidnbad 3,837 8,177 36,555 44,732 18·3 81·7 

10. WestDinajpur •• 2,602 3,306 19,455 22,761 14·5 85·5 

11. Maida .. 2,675 2,065 20,296 22,361 9·2 90·8. 

12.' Jalpaiguri 3,409 1,697 16,678 18,375 9·2 90·8 

' 13. Darjeeling (Sili- 437 222 . 2,311 2,533 8·8 91·1 
guri sub-division 
only). 

14. Coocb Behar .. 2,357 6,712 23,055 29,827 22-7 77·3 

. .. 

West Bengal, .. 49,221 107,809 430,933 538,742 20·0 80·0 
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T.AliLE 19 

Avera~e size of plots by district (10 Mouzas selected from eacb pollee station 
_at random). · 

Total area 
Number of Number of oftbe Total plots Average 

District police- Mouzas ~ selected in the size of plot 
stations selected Mauzas selected (in acres) 
taken (in acres) Mauzaa 

(I) - (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1. Burdwan 23 230 136,834 358;538 0·38 

2. Birbhum 14 140 56,375 173,159 11-33 

3. Banlnua 19 190 85,742 179,351 0·48 

4. 1\fidnapore 33 330 91,244 222,563 0·41 

5. Howrah •• 11 110 45,343 175,961 0·~6 

6. Hoogbly 18 180 77,328 279,135 0·28 

7. 24-Parganas 36 360 184,681 421,374 0·44 

8. Nadia .. 13 130 99,130 181,701 0·55 

9. Murshidabad 21 210 146,880 324,575 0·45 

· 10. West Dinajpur •• 10 100 37,611 70,877 0·53 

11. Maida .. 10 100 50,192 64,920 0·77 

12. Jalpaiguri 12 120 184,782 159,292 1-16 

13. Darjee1ing (Sili- 3 30 12,477 10,775 1-16 
guri sub-division 

only). 

14. Cooch Behar .. 8 80 57,245 172,545 0·33 

West Bengal .. 231 2,310 1,265,864 2,794,766 0·45 



TABLE 20 

Classlftcatton of plo~ in which enumeration was duplicated by Inspector and Assistant Investigators in the 
districts of West Ben!lal durin!! Aman season, 1952-53, . 

I. Cases requiring no eye estimation 
--. 

Number Total Average Full plot under crop No crop according to • 
District of grids number of number of according to both both Inspectors and . Total 

checked plots plots per Inspectors and Assis- . Assistant lnvestiga-
grid tant Investigators tors 

. ' ,....__A-
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) ( 10) 

1. Burdwan 290 3,325 11·5 2,580 77·5 606 18·2 3,186 .9H 
2. Birbhum 268 3,476 13·0 2,651 76·3 648 18-6 3,299 94-9 V\ 
3. Bankura 255 3,306 13·0 1,857 56·2 1,113 33-7 2,970 89·9 No -4. Midnapore 405 3,928 9-7 2,498 63-7 1,223 31·1 3,721 94·8 
5. Howrah 106 1,422 13-4 868 61·0 462 32·5 1,330 9H 
6. Hooghly 118 1,670 14-2 922 55•3 647 . 38·7 1,569 94-0 
7. 24-Parganas 497 5,254 10·6 3,139 59·7 1,852 35·3 4,991 95·0 
8. Nadia .. 174 1,602 9·2 230 14-4 1,293 80·7 1,523 95·1 
9. Murshidabad 222 2,649 11·9 943 35-6 1,535 58·0 2,478 9% 

10. West Dinnjpur 411 3,274 8·0 1,472 45·0 1,496 45·7 2,968 90·7 
11. Maida 122 884 7·2 227 25-7 589 66·6 816 . 92-3 
12. Jalpaiguri 259 1,586 6·1 465 29·3 847 53·5 1,312 8~·8 
13. Darjeeling (Sili- 95 517 5-4 121 23-4 235 45-5 356 68·9 

guri sub~division 
only). 

14. Cooch Behar .• 225 2,679 11·9 764 28·5 1,575 58·8 2,339 87·3 

West Bengal .. 3,447 35,572 10·3 18,737 52-7 14,121 39-7 32,858 92-4 



TABLE 20-contd, 

Closslflcntfon of plots Jn which enumeration wns dupUcntcd by Inspectors nnd Assistant Investlgntors in the-
distrfcta of \Vest B.cngul during Amon season, 1952-53-cotrt, 

II. Cases of wrong identification 

No crop Part under crop 
~ III. Cases rcquir ... 

Full plot ing eye estimation 
nccordmg to according to according to Port plot under-

lnspl'ctors while Inspectors while Inspectors while crop according 
Distdct pnrt or no crop full or port plot full or no crop Toto! to both Ins-

according to under crop occording to ·pectora nnd 
Assistant according to -Assistant Assistant 

Investigators Assistant Investigators Investigators 
Investigators 

~ ·~"""'------, .---..A-----, 
Number Per- !)lumber Per- Number Per- Number Per- Number· Per-

centnge ccntngc centngc 
' 

ccntnge ccntagc 

(I) (II) ( 12) (13) (14) ( 15) ( 16) (17) ( 18) . (19) (20) v. 
~ 

I. Burdwnn " .. 40 1·2 33 1·0 7 0·2 80 N 59 1·9 
2. Birbhum 47 1·3 24 0·7 7 0·2 78 2·2 99 2-9 
3. Bnnkurn 42 1·3 71 2·1 50 1·5 163 4-9 173 5·2 
4. :Midnnpore ' 37 0·9 29 o-7 28 0·9 94 2-3 I 13 2-9 
5. Howmb 4 0·3 57 4·0 6 Qo4 67 4-7. 25 1·8 
6. Hooghly , , 23 1·4 28 1·7 19 Jol 70 4·2 31 - 1·8 
7. 24·Pargunns , 

26 0·5 17 0·3 33 0·6 76 1·4 187 3-6 
8. Nndin , • I~ 0·9 5 0·3 17 1·1 36 2-3 43 2-6 
9. Murshidnbad 24 0·9 58 2-2 27 1·0 109 4·1 62 2-3 

10. West Dinnjpur ·25 0·8 24 0·7 37 1·1 86 2-6 220 6·7 
II. Maida ,, ". •• 8 0·9 9 1·0 17 1·9 51 5·8 
I 2. Jnlpniguri .. .. 25 1·6 17 1·0 36 2-3 78 4-9 196 12-3 
13. Dnrjeeling (Siliguri sub- 21 4·1 14 2-7 41 7-9 76 14-7 85 16·4 

division only), 
14. Cooch Behar - 18 0·7 38 1:4 50 1·9 106 4-0 234 8·7· --.- --.- ~ 

West Bengal 346 ' 1-0 423 1·2 . 367 1·0 I, 136 3-2 1,578 4-4· 
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APPENDIX I. 

£stlmated acreage under Aus. by sub.dlvlslon wltb errors, 1952-53 

Name of sub-division Area in Acreage ±S.E. P. V. 
(000) acres (000) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
··, 

I<! 

District Burdwan 

1. · Sadar 818•04 28·52 2-21 N 
2. Katwa .. 257-79 ·17·31 1·71 9·9 
3. Kalna .. 243-39 13-69 1·70 12-4 ,, . 
4. Asansole 395-64 0·00 0·00 0·0 

Total Burd;.,an District .. 
\ 

. . 1,714-86 59· 52 3·21 '5·5 ·. 

· .. ·r •. 'i 

District Blrbhum 

1. Sadar 721-09 58·52 3-22 . 5·5 
2. Rampurhat 387·8~ 16·00 1-59 9·9 . 
Total Birbhum District 1,108·97 74·52 3·59 4·8 

District Bankura 

I. Sadar 1,233·14 115·38 4·82 4·2 
2. Bishnupur 448·63 30·56 2·53 8·3 

Total Bankura District '0 1,681·77 145-94 5-45 3-7 
.~ 

District Mldnapore 

1. Sa dar 1,301·37 43-98 3·24 N 
2. Jhargrsm 758·51 78·35 4-20 H 
3. Tamluk •• 434-98 0·62 0·30 48-4 

•• Ghatal 221·56 5-49 1·36 24-8 
s. Contai . . ... 539·39 0·00 0·00 O·O· 

Total Midnapore: Djstrict •. · 3,255-81 128·44 5-48 4·3 

A·I0-34·A. ,. ' 
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APPENDIX 1....-tontd. 

Name of sub-division Area in Acreage ±S.E. P.V. 
(000) acres (000) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

District Howrah 

I. Sadar 101·76 0·00 0·00 0·0 
2. Uluberia •• 231·60 2·29 0·55 24·0 

To!lll Howrah District 333·36 2·29 0·55 124·0 

District Hooghly 

I. Sadar 275·20 9·34 . 0·88 9·4 
2. Serampore 212·10 HI " 0·41 17·0. 
3. Arambagh 259·00 6·~4 1-04 15·2 ' 

Tollll Hooghly District 746·30 18·59 . 1-42 7-6 

District 24.-Parganas 

I. Sadar 602·83 2·22 0·46 20·7 
2. BIIIT3Ckpore 33-49 1·55 0·42 27·1 
3. Baraset 239-60 21·17. 1·57 7-4 
4. Bong ann 202-24 I 47·37 2·32 4·9 
5. Basirbat 470·50 13-86 1·11 8·0 
6. Diamond Harbour 600·34 0·02 0·01 50·0 

Total 24-Pargan.as District 2,149·00 86·19 3·07 3-6 

District Nadia 

I. Sadar 606·25 142-~3 4·11 1-9' 
2. Ranaghat 331·23 63-94 2-72 4-3 ----

To!lll Nadia District 937-48 206·87 4·92 2-4 

District Murshldabad 

I. Sadar 412-32 99·11 3-61 3-6 
2. Kandi :: 287·56 4·94 0·83 16·8 i 
3. Janq:ipur 268-45 34·18 . 2·24 6·6 . 
4. Lalbagh 322·77 86·12' 2-93 . 3·4·' 

Total Murshidabad District 1,29HO 224·35 5-22 2-3 

A-1()....34..B. 
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APPENDIX 1---<ontd. 

Name of sub-division Area in 
(000) acres 

Acreage 
(000) 

±S.E. P.V. 

('f.) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

District West Dina) pur 

I. Balurghat 374-75 22·15 1·85 8·4 
2. Sadar .. 511·96 73-57 2·84 3-9 

Total West Oinajpur District 886·71 95-82 3·39 3-5 

District Maida 

I. Maida •. 888·91 . 136·95 4-45 3.·2 

District Jalpalguri . 

I. Sadar .. 735·75 32·21 2·95 9·2 

2. Alipurduar 422·61 12·21 1·26 10·3 

Total Jalpa1guri District 1,158·36 44-42 3-21 7-2 

District Darjeeilng 

I. Sadar / Not under Survey .. .. 
2. Kurseong Not under Survey 

3. Siliguri 142-92 1-69 Q-61 36·1 

4. Kalimpong Not under Survey. 
-----

Tot~l Darjeeling District 142·92 1-69 0·61 36·1 

District Cooch Behar 

Total Coach Behar District 814·89 131·27 3-91 3·0 

Total West Bengal •. 17,110·44 1,356·76 14·27 1-1 
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APPENDIX 11.,.-;:ontd. 

Name of sub...division Area in Acreage ±S.E. P. V. 
(000) acres (000) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

District Howrah 

I. Sa dar .. 101·76 8·48 0·90 10·6 

z. ·UI1.1beria 231·60 10·41 1·36 13·1 

---
Total Howrah District 333·36 18·89 . 1-64 8·7 

District Hoogbly 

I. Sa dar .. 275·20 31·52 2·00 6·4 

2. Serampore 
.• 

212·10 32-44 1·88 5·8 

3. Arambagh 259·00 16·03 1·25 7·8 

Total Hooghly District 746·30 79·99 3-02 3·8 

District 24-Parganas 

I. Sadar .. 602-83 8·61 0·93 10·8 

2. Barrackpore 33-49 3-65 0·60 16·4 

3. Baraset 239-60 42·08 2-01 4·8 

4. Bongaon 202·24 33-44 1·80 5-4 
5. Basirhat 470·50 42·25 2·12 5·0 

6. Diamond Harbour 600·34 3-61 0·53 14-7 

Total 24-Parganas District 2,149·00 133-64 3-64 2-7 

' 
District Nadia 

I. Sadar .. 606·25 67-80 2-44 3-6 

2. Ranaghat 331·23 47-61 2·26 4·8 

Total Nadia District 937·48 115-41 3-33 2·9 
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APPENDIX 11-contd. 

Name of subdivision Area in Acreage ±S.E· P.V. 
(000) acres (000) 

(1) (2) (3) ( tJ (5) 

District Murshldabad 

I. Sa dar . . 412·32 65-85 2·56 3-9 

2. Kandi •. 287·56 4'87 0·97 19·9 

3. Jangipur 268·45 30·36 2·00 6·6 

4. Lalbagh 322-77 42·71 1•80 4·2 

Total Munhidabad District 1,291-10 143-79 3-84 2-7 

District West Dlnajpur • 

I. Balurgbat 374·75 25·21 1·95 7-7 
2. Sa dar . . 511·96 44-65 1·98 H 

Total V;est Dinajpur District 886·71 69·86 2-78 4·0 

District Maida 

I. 1\lalda •. 8EB·91 75·00 2-86 3-8 

District Jalpalgurl 
I. Sadar .. 735-75 28·73 1·70 5·9 
2. Alipurduar 422-61 15-64 1·15 7-4 

Total JaJpaiguri District 1,158·36 44·37 2-05 4-6 

District Darjeellnll 
I. Sadar .. Not under Survey 
2. Kuneong Not undc.r Sun·cy 
3. Siliguri 142·92 5-04 0·78 IH 
4. Kalimpong Not under Survey 

I 

Total Darjeeling District 142-92 5-04 0·78 15·5 

District Cooch Behar 
Total Coocb Behar Distrit.t 814·89 71-62 2-67 H 
Total West Bengal •• 17,110·44 836·24 9·50 1·1 
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APPEI\IDIX III 

Estimated acreage under Aman by Sub-division with errors, 1952-53 

Name of sub-division Area in Acreage ±S.E. P. V. 
(000) acres (000) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

District Burdwan 

[. Sadar .. 818·04 512·47 6·57 1-3 
2. Katwa .. .. 257·79 165·51 3·67 2·2 
3. Kalna .. 243·39 144·66 3·69 2-6 
4. Asansol .. 395·64 225·12 4·69 2·1 

Total Burdwan District •. 1,714•86 1,047·76 9-60 0·9 

District Blrbhum 

1. Sadar - .. 721·09 446·69 6·32 1-4 
2. Rampurhat 387·88 273·97 4·34 1·5 

Total Birbhum Djstrict 1,108·97 720·66 7·66 1-1 

-District Bankura 

1. Sa dar .. .\ 1,233-14' 494·15 7·98 1·6 
2. Bishnupur 448·63 242-52 HI 2-3 

Total Bankura District .. 1,681·77 736·67 9·70 1·3 

District Midnapore · 

1. Sadar .. 1,301·37 788·22 ·9·80 1·2 
2. Jhargram 758·51 276·03 9·18 3-3 
3. Tamluk 434·98 341·30 4·84 1-4 
4. Ghatai .. 221·56 149·36 3·34 2·2 
). Contai .. 539·39 428·81 4·51 1-1 

Total,Midnapore District 3,255•81 1,983·72 15-43 o-a 
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APPENDIX Ill--<ontd. 

Name of sub-division Area in Acreage ±S.E. P.V. 
(000) acres (000) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

. ' 
District Howrah 

J. Sa dar . . 101·76 6Hl 2-09 3·2 
z. Uluberia 231·60 174·29 2·98 1·7 

Total Howrah District .. 333·36 240·00 3-64 1·5 

District Hooghly 

1. Sa dar .. 275·20 149·32 3·94 2-6 
2. Serampore 212·10 119·78 3·36 2·8 
3 .. Arambagh 259·00 166·22 3·81 2-3 

Total Hooghly District 746·30 435·32 6·42 1·5 

District l4-Parganas 

J. Sadar .. 602·83 427·46 4-47 1-2 
2. Barrack pore 33-49 11·05 1·30 11·8 
3. Baraset 239-60 101·20 3-66 3-6 
4.· Bongaon 202·24 63-01 3·23 5·1 
5. Basirhat 470.50 322·82 +62. 1-4 
6. Diamond Harbour 600·34 474-47 4·35 0·9 

Total 24-Parganas District 2,149·00 1,400·01 9·27 0·7 

District Nadia 

1,.
1 

Sadar •. ' .. 606·25 135-04 5-06 3-7 
L_Ranaghat .. 331·23 62-02 HO 5-5 

- . Total Nadia District 937-48 197-06 5-96 3·0 
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APPENDIX III-cone/d. 

Name of sub-division Area in Acreage ±S. E. P. V. 
(000) acres (000) . 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

District Murshidabad 
' 

I. Sadar .. 412·32 119·91. 4-68 3-9 
2. Kandi .. 287·56 195·29 4·02 2·1 
3. Jangipur 268·45 110·80 3·88 3·5 
4. Lalbagh 322·77 60·73 2·74 4·5 

Total Murshidabad District 1,291·10 486·73 7-74 1-6 

District West Dlnajpur · 

I. Balurghat 374·75 256·09 4-42 1-7 
2. Sadar .. 511·96 261·53 4-92 1'9 

Total West Dinajpur District .. 886·71 517-62 6·62 1·3 

District Maida 

I. Maida .• 888·91 263-81 5·51 2·1 

District Jalpalguri 

I. Sadar .. 735·75 251·65 6·34 2·5 

.2. Alipurduar 422·61 147·11 4-44 3·0 

Total J alpaiguri District 1,158·36 398-76 7·80 2-0 

District Darjeellng 

I. Sa dar .. Not under survey. 

2. Kuneong Ditto. 

3. Siliguri 142·92 56·08 2-71 4•8 

... Kalimpong Not under survey . 

Total Darjeeling District 142·92 56·08 2-71 4-8 

District Cooch Behar 
814•89 304·60 6·62 2-2 

Total West Bengal 17,110·44 8,788·80 30·08 0·3 
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APPENDIX IV 

Estimated acrea~e under Gram, Musur and Mustard by Sub-dh·islon with error•, 
. 1952-53. 

Area in Gram Musur 
(000) 

Name of sub-dil·ision acres Acreage ±S.E. P.V. Acrenge ±S. E. P.V. 
(000) (000) 

(1·1) (2·1) (3·1) (3·2) (3·3) (4·1) (4·2) (4-3) 

District Burdwan 

1. Sadar .. 818·04 3-09 0·44 14·2 4·93 0·62 12·6 
2. Katwa 257·79 5-99 o·8o 13-4 3-80 0·56 . 14-7 
3. Kalna 243·39 6·40 0·92 14-4 7-41 0·93 12-6 
4. .Asanso1 395-64 0·29 0·18 62·1 0·00 0·00 0·0 

Total Burdwan District 1,714·86 15·77 1·31 8·3 16·14 1·24 7·7 
/--

District Birbhum 

I. Sadar .• .. 72i·09 14-18 1·27 9·0 5·89 0·69 11-7 
2. Rampurhat .. 387-88 19·95 1-68 8·2 6·85 0•87 12·7 

Total Birbhum District 1.108·97 34-13 2·06 6·0 i2·74 1·11 8·7 

District Bankura 

1. Sadar •. •. 1,233-14 5·31 0·73 13-7 1·24 0·34 27-4 
2. -Bishnupur 448·63 0·64 G-18 28·1 1-04 0·25 24·0 

Total Bankura District 1,681·77 5·95 0·76 12-8 2·28 0·42 18·4 

District Midnapore 

I. :sadar .. .. 1,301·37 O·S4 0·22 40·7 0·90 0·27 30·0 
2. )1>argram 758·51 6·38 . 1-41 22·1 0·11 0·11 100·0 
3. Tam1uk 434·98 0·06 0·04 66·7 0·01 0·01 100·0 
4: Ghata1 221·56 1·49 0·25 16·8 1·41 0·32 22·7 
5. Contai 539·39 0·00 0·00 0·0 000 0·00 0·0 
Total Midnapore District 3,255·81 8·47• 1·43 16·9 2-43 0·42 17·3 
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APPENDIX IV-contd: 

Area in Gram /, Musur 
Name of sub-division (000) 

acres Acreage ±S.F. P.V. Acreage ±S.F. P.V. 
(000) (000) 

( 1·1) (2·1) (3·1) (3-2) (3-3) (4·1) (4·2) (4·3) 

District Howrah 

I. Sadat .. . ' 101·76 0·03 0·03 100·0 1·64 0·2.9 17·7 

2. Uluberia 231-60 0·60 0·26 43-3 3·53 0·74 21·0 

Total Howrah District 333·36 0·63 0·26 41·3 5·17. 0·80 15·5 

District Hoo~bly 

I. Sadar •• 275·20 6·14 0·65 10·6 6·33 0·83 13-1 

2. Serampore .. 212·10 2·13 0·56 26·3 7-44 0•78 10·5 

3. Arambagh 259·00 0·99 0·26 26·3 3·55 0·85 23·9 

Total Hooghly District 746·30 9·26 0·70 7·6 17·32 1·42 8·2 

Dlstrict24-Par!lanas 

1. Sadar 602·83 0·01 0·01 100·0 5·37 0·76 14·2 

2. Barrackpur •• 33-49 0·86 0·28 32-6 2·09 0·41 19-6 

3. Baraaet 239-60 1·51 0·34 22·5 28·64 1·55 5-4 

4. Bongaon 202·24 21·52 1·49 6·9 14·02 1·14 8·1 

5. Basirhat 470·50 1·39 0·34 24-5 24·05 1-62 6·7 

6. -Diamond Harbour .. 600·34 '0·00. 0·00 ·o-o 0·73 0·17 23-3 

Total 24-Parganas 2, 149·00 25-29 1·59 6·3 74·90 2·17 2·9 
District. --
District Nadia 

1. Sadar 606·25 . 104-68 . 3-43 3·3 28·69 0·17 0·04 

2. Ranaghat 331·23 26·26 1·89 7-2 17·00 1·36 8·0 

Total Nadia District 937-48 130·94 3-92 3·0 45-69 2·15 4·7 
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APPENDIX lV-t:Ofltd. 

Area in Gram Musur 
Name of sub-division (000) -. -. 

acres Acreage ±S.F. : P.V. Acreage ±S.F. P.V. 
(000) (000) 

( 1·1) (2·1) (3·1) (3·2) (3-3) (4·1) (4-2) (4·3) 

District Murshidabad 
I. Sadar 412-32 59·07 2·17 3-7 38-42 1·80 -4-7 
2. Kandi 287·56 16·84 1·54 9·1 8·23 1·07 13·0 
3. Jangipur 268·45 15·97 1·29 8·1 25-65 1·58 6·2 
4. Lalbagb 322-77 44-49 2-02 4-5 25-65 1·60 6·2 

Total Murshidabad 1,291-10 136·37 3·58 2·6 97·95 3-08 3·1 
District. 

District West Dinajpur 
I. Balurghat .. 374·75 1·11 0·24 21·6 3·17 0·55 '17-4 
2. Sadar 511·96 0·60 0·18 30·0 3·50 0·50 IH 

Total West Dinajpur 
District. 

886·71 1·71 . 0·31 18·1 6·67 0•74 II· I 

District Maida 
I. Maida 888·91 33-28 2·05 6·2 8·31 0·86 10·4 

District Jalpalguri 
I. Sadar 735·75 0·36 0·32 88·9 0·11 0·05 45-5 
2. Alipurduar •• 422-61 0·30 0·17 56·7 0·38 0·22 57·9 

--·--
Total Jalpaiguri District I, 158·36 0·66 0·36 54·5 0·49 0·22 44·9 -- --

District Darjeeling 
I. Sadar Not under survey. 
2. Kurseong . . Ditto . 
3. Silliguri 142·92 0·00 0·00 0·0 0·02 0·02 100·0 
4. Kalimpong •• Not under survey. 

Total D3rjeeling Distric:t 142·92 0·00 0·00 0·0 0·02 0·02 100·0 

District Cooch Behar 
Total Coach 

District. 
Behar 814-69 1·1 0 0·49 44·5 3-88 0·54 13·9 

Total Weat Bengal .. · 17, 11!1-44 403·56 6·67 1·7 293-99 5·12 1·7 
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APPENDIX lV-t:ot~td. 

Mustard 
·Area in 

-Name of sub·divisioD (000) acres Acreage ±S.E. P.V. 
(000) 

(1·2) (2·2) . (5·1) (5-2) (5-3) 

District Burdwan 

I. Sndar 818·04 2·07 0·30 14·5 

2. Katwa 257-79 . 0·36 0·08 22-2 

3. -· Kalna 243-39 .0·89 0·20 22·5 

4. Asansol •. 395-64 0·94 0·28 29·8 

Total Burd'Yan District 1,714·86 4·26 0·46 10·8 

District Blrbhum 

I. Sndar 721·09 1·66 0·34 20·5 

2.' ·Rampurhat 387·88 0·55 0·18 "32•7 

Total Birbhum District 1,108·97 2·21 0·38 17·2 

-. District Bankura 

I. Sa dar 1,233·14 1·77 0·45 25-4 

2. Bishnupur 448·63 H3 0·25 22·1 

Total Bankura District 1,681·77 2-90 - 0·51 17-6 

District Midnapore 

I. Sadar 1,301·37 1·75 0·32 18·3 

2. Jhargrnm 758·51 \ 3-39 0·74 21-8 

3. Tamluk •• 434·98 1·46 0·25 17·1 

4. Ghntal 221·56 1·14 0·18 15-8 

5. Contai 539·39 1·80 0·26 14-4 

Total Midnapore District 3,255-81 9·54 . 0·90 9-4 
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APPENDIX W--<:mrt<t 

Mustard 
Name of sub-division Area in 

(000) acres Acreage ·. ±S.E. P.V. 
(000) 

(1·2) (2·2) (5·1) (5-2) (5-3) 

District Howrah 

I. Sadar . . 101·76 0·23 0·10 43-5 

2. Uluberia 231-60 0·25 0·10 40·0 

Total Howrah DistOct 333-36 0·48 0·14 29·2 

District Hoo~hly 

I. Sadar _ .. 275·20 "0·19 0·06 31-6 

2. Serampore 212·10 0·46 0·10 21-7 

3. Arambagb 259·00 0·83 o-20 24·1 

Total Hooghly District 746·30 1·48 0·23 IH 

District 24-Par~anas 

I. Sadar .. 602·83 0·59 0·13 22o() 

2. Barrackpore 33-49 0·18 0·05 27·8 

3. Baraset •• 239·60 1·73 0·20 . 11-6 

4. Bongaon 202-24 3-26 0·60 18-4 

5. Basirhat •. .. 470·50 4-25 0·60 14·1 

6. Diamond Harbour 600·34 0·22 0·09 40·9 

Total24-Parganas District 2,149·00 10·23 0·89 8·7 ---
District Nadia 

I. Sadm: 606·25 7·34 0·66 9·0 

2. Ranaghat 331·23 2-50 0·54 21·6 

Total Nadia District 937-48 9.84 0·85 8·6 
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APPENDIX IV-<o•cld. 

Mustard 
Name of sub-division Area in 

(000) acres Acreage ±S.E. P.V. 
(000) 

(1·2) (2-2) . (5·1) (5·2) (5·3) 

District Murshidabad 
1. Sadar ... 412-32. -10·47 0·68 6·5 
2. Kandi .. 287·56 o-71 0·21 29-6 
3. Jangipur 268·45 1-86 0·24 12-9 
4. La1bogh •, 322-77 HO 0·44 9-6 

Total Murshidabad District 1,291·10 17-64 0·88 5-0 

District \\'est Dlnajpur 
1. Balurghat 374-75 13-45 1·31 9·7 
2. Sadar 511·96 43-33 2-39 5·5 

Tot8.l West Dinajpor District 886·71 56·78 2-72 4-8 

District Maida 
1. Maida .. . 888·91 45·12 2-01 4·5 

District Jalpaif\uri ~ 

I, Sa dar 735·75 8·99 0·80 8·9 
2. Alipurdunr 422·61 20·29 1·38 6·8 

Total Jalpaiguri District 1,158·36 29·28 .. 1-60 5·5 

District Darjeellnf\ 
1. Sa dar Not under survey. 

2. Kurseong Ditto. 

3. Siliguri •. 142-92 2-61 0·42 16·1 
4. Kalimpong -Not under survey. 

T~tal Darjeeling District 142-92 2-61 0·42 16·1 

District Cooch Behar 
Tot~l Cooch Bchor"District 814·89 31·53 1·78 5-6 

Total West Bengal . 17,110·44 223-90 4-60· 2·1 



GOVERNMENT OF ANDHRA PRADESH 
REVENUE DEPARTMENT- · 

Letter No. 653.3-N2f64-1 

From 

To 

Shri C. Seshagiri Rao, I.A.S., 
Secretary to Government. 

The Secretary to the Government of Maharashtra, 
Education and Social Welfare Department, 
Sachivalaya, Bombay-32 (with enclosures). 

Hyderabad: Dated the 29th December 1964. 

SuBJECT.-Land Revenue-Making of crop annawari for 
regulating grant of suspension and remission of 
land revenue. 

REFERENCE.-(i) Your letter No. 358, dated 2nd January 
1963; 

(Ii) From the• Board of Revenue, Letter 
No. L.Dis.F. 580i63, dated 4th Decem· 
her 1964 .. 

With reference to your letter first cited, I am directed to 
give a copy of the letter second cited containing the required 
information and also a copy of the rules issued in G. O.Ms. 
231, Revenue, dated 12th February 1964, governing the 
suspension and remission of Land Revenue. 

Yours faithfully, 

(Sd.) Md. KHAsiM. 
for Secretary to Government. 

Copy of Board's Ret No. L.Dis.F /580/63, dated 4th 
December 1964, addressed to the Secretary to Govern· 
ment, Revenue Department, Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad. 
SUBJECT.-Remissions-making of annawari outturn for 

suspension and remission of Land R.roenue
Report-Submitted. 
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Read.-(!) Govt. Endt. No. 61-N2/63-l, Rev., dated 9-1-63 
(2) Collector, Krishna. LDis.4274/63, dated 15-3-63. 
(3) Collector, Visakhapatnam, L.Dis.4718f63, dated 

30-4-63. 
(4) Collector, Chittoor. L.Dis.6105/63, dated 7-5-63. 
(5) Collector, Nizamabad, A2f5055f63, dated 20-6-63. 
{6) Collector, Adilabad, 557/64, dated 6-6-64. 

The Board submits that 12 ·anna crop is terjlled as normal 
crop. In respect of other categories, namely, fair crop, poor 
crop, etc., there appears to be no . uniform procedure in the 
districts since the crop yielding 8 to II as. is termed as fair 
crop in Krishna district whereas the crop yielding 8 to 10 
annas is stated to be fair crop in Visakhapamam district. It 
further submits that the Government have recently issued 
instructions in G. 0. Ms. No. 231, Revenue, dated 12th 
February 1964, about the suspension and remission of Land 
Revenue. This order is applicable to both Andhra and 
Telangana regions. Copies of the Collectors' reports ·read 
above are given for information. 

(True copy) 

(Sd.) X X X 

Assistant Secretary. 
14th December 1964. 

(Sd.) (Illegible), 
Section Officer. 

Copy of L.Dis.4274/63, dated 15th March 1963, from the 
Collector, Krishna, addressed to the Secretary, Board of 
Revenue, A:P., Hyderabad. 
Sua]Ecr.-Azmojsh-Noting Annawari outturn-Regard

i11g .. 
REFERENCE.-Bd.'s Ref. F. 590/63, dated 2nd March 1963. 

· In this district, the following rotation is being used 
according to Collector's standing order No. 108 :- .-. 

1 
1. Bompercrop .. 13 to 16 annas (81.nP. to 110 nP.) 
2. · · NMmal crop • . . . 12 annas (75 nP.). · 
3. Fair crop 8 to II annas (50 nP. to 69 nP.). 
4. Poor crop 4 to 7 annas (25 nP. to 44 nP.) 
5. Bad crop .. Oto 3 annas (0 nP. to 19 nP.) ., 

A-10-35-A. 
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· In .this connection, I invite attention to the rules for the 
guidance of Karnams ·in the use of the Revised forms of 
village '!ccounts under Enclosure to Statement. No. I in the 
Revised Manual of Village Accounts (General). 

{TfUe copy) 

Yours faithfully, 

(Sd.) 'X X X 

for Collector. 

Copy of L.Dis. 4717/63, dated 30th April 1963, from the 
Collector, VJSakbapatnam, addressed to the Secretary, 
Board of Revenue, A.P., Hyder,jbad. 
· SUBJEcr.-Same as above. 
REFERENCE.-Bd.'s Ref. F. 580{63, dated 2nd March 1963. 

The information required is furnished below:-
I. There is no detailed procedure regarding the 

assessment of yields of the crops annawari. The yield of 
any crop in general is approximately determined in terms 
of annas by an eye-estimate of the crop, before its harvest. 
The estimate is noted in definite figures as 10 as. to 12 as., 
etc., but not in annas groups such as 12 to 16 or f and 8 to 
12 annas, etc. It is also an age long practice in this district 
to note the outtum in two annas and its multiples such 
2 annas, 4 annas, 6 annas, 8 annas, etc., but nat as 3 annas, 
5 annas, i annas, 6 annas, 8 annas, etc., but not as 3 annas, 
5 anna.•, 7 annas, etc. The estimate is made generally for 
the entire survey field or a registered suiHiivision . taking 
an average of the entire field. For example, if the outturn 
of the crop is 6 annas in one part of the field and 2 annas 
in the other, the average outrum for the entire field is 
noted.- · · 

2. There is no exact · formula, for arriving at the 
estimate with arithmetical orecision. The estimate is 
determined after examining the condition of the crop ~t 
harvest, w?ether it is good, normal, fair, poor or bad, etc. 
A copy With outrum of 14 annas or 16 annas is termed 
as full crop, or good crop or liumper crop. A normal crop 

A·I0-35-B 
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is of 12 annas outrurn; it is that which past experience has 
shown to. be the most generally recurring crop in a series 
of years, the typical crop of the local area, . the crop with 
which the cultivator has a right to expect and with which 
he should be content, A· fair crop is of 8 to 10 annas; a 
poor o·op is of 4 to 6 annas, and a bad crop is shavi to 
2 annas outturn. In the district a bumper crop of paddy 
is expected to yield_ 2~ to. 32 putties (approximat~ly a 
grace) of paddy and 1t IS said to be one rupee crop; The 
conversions of anna crop into local measures are noted 
below:-

.Outturn in annas of paddy per Local measures 
acre 
(I) · I • (2) 

2 annas 4 putties of 120 Ibs. each. 
4 annas 8 putties of 120 lbs. each. 
6 annas :. ,, 12 putties of 120Jbs. each. 
8 annas 16 pUtties of 120 lbs. each. 

I 0 annas 20 putties of 120 lbs, eaeb. 
12 annas 24 putties of 120 lbs. each. · 
14 annas 28 putties of 120 Ibs. each. 
16 annas 32 putties of 120 lbs. each . ... 

3. Even this conversion is not uniform in all' the talukas 
in this district. It varies from taluka to taluka. But the 
variation is not considerable. • (Sd.) X X X 

for Colle~or. 
(frue copy) 

Copy of L.Dis. 6105/63, dated 7th May 1963, from the 
Collector, Chittoor, addressed to the Secretary'to Board of 
Revenue, A.P., Hyderabad. 
SuBJEcr.-Making of crop annawari for regulating graut 

. of suspension and remission of land revenue-
. Regarding. 

REFERENCE.-Bd.'s F. 580/63, dated 2nd March 1963. 
No. formula is being allowed for determining annawari of 

the crop. 

In the first instance the outturn is estimated by the karriam 
in terms of ann as by his; experien.ce wit~ reference t? · th.e 
yield of the crop at the time·of h1s azm01sh. If the y1eld IS 
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considered as normal the outturn will be put as 0-12-0 annas. 
H the yield is half the normal, the outturn will be put as 
().(H) annas and if the yield is Xth, the outturn will be put 
as ().3-0 annas and so on. H the yield is estimated above the 
normal it will be considered as bumper and the outturn will 
be put as 16 anuas. The outturn. noted by the karnam will 
be checked at the time of azmoish or over azmoish by the 
concerned officials and thus correctness of the outturn put 
by the karnam is ensured. 

(Sd.) X X X 

for Collector. 

(True copy) 

Copy of No. Al/5055/63, dated 26th June 1963, from the 
Collector, Nizamabad, addressed to the Secretary, Board 
of Revenue, A.P., Hyderabad. 

SusJEcr.-Jamabandi making of crop . Anne·wari for 
regulating grant of suspension and remission of 
land revenue-Submitted. 

lU:FERENCE.-Bd.'s Ref. F. 580/63, dated 2nd March 1963. -
1- submit hereunder the procedure in detail regarding the 

making of the crop Annewari and the formuia generally 
u<ed for the Annewari condition of the crop from the yield 
of a particular crop obtained in a field or from determining 
its· estimated yield per acre, as desired in the Board's 
reference cited. 

· The estimated yiel~ of principal crops in Telangana area 
is generally calculated on the basis of normal yield suggest· 
ed by Dr. ~un, former Director of Agricultural Depart
ment (Nizam's Government). The normal yield is the yield 
of .the crops and with which he is satisfied and is being 
considered as 12 annas. 

A. Total outtum-
Normal yield per acre 
· . inlbs. 

2240 to convert into tons •• 

Seasonal factor 
Annewari 

12 

Total area under 
the crop .. 
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B. Annewar:l is worked out by the following formti1a:
Yield per acre X 12 annas 
Normal yield per acre. 

It may be added here that the norma!' yield relates to the 
dried produce only and not the produce obt,ained soon after 
the harvest. -

(True copy) 

Yours faithfully, 

(Sd.) X X X 

Collector. 

Copy of Ref. No. 557/64, dated 6th June 1964, from the 
Collector, Adilabad, addressed to the Secretary to Board 
of Revenue, A.P., Hyderabad. · · 

SUBJECT.-Same as above. .1 : 

REFERENCE.-!. This office Lr. No. 557/63, dated 28th 
September 1963. 

2. This office Lr. No. 557/63, dated 2nd 
March 1964. 

3. Bd.'s D. 0. No. F2J58J63, dated 29th 
May 1964. 

While acknowledging the receipt of the D. 0. cited, I am 
to state that the final report on the subject bas already been 
furnished to the Government through the reference first 
cited. A copy of the same was also furnished through the 
reference second cited. 

However, I am again submitting herewith ·a copy o,f the 
report. 

(True copy) 

(Sd.) x x x 
Collector. 

The detailed procedure regarding the making Annawari 
condition of crops. 

Three types of fields of the-crop for which annawari has 
to be determined are selected. There is no scientific method 
for selection of the fields, but the three types of fields are 
selected on the general condition of the crops, i.e., average, 
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above and below average. The weight of the produce is one 
gunta plot in all the three types of fields is obtained and 
estimated. With the help of these results the yield per acre 
is calculated. If it is equal to normal yield as fixed by 
Dr. Maw1, it is said. to be sixteen · annas. If the yield per 
acre haP.llellS to be either less or more than the normal. 
then . the annawari should be calculated on a simple arith
metical basis as follows, i.e.,-

The normal yield of paddy is 1,600 
16 annils. If the estimated yield 

lbs. then annawari 
is 900 lbs. then 

16 X 900 
aunawarl = 

1600 

'. 

p annas 

· Si~.;,.ly for ill the· crops. 

The normal yield fixed for each crop is given below:-
I. Paddy 1,600 
2. Wheat 400 
3. Jawar 500 
4. Maize 300 
5. Gram 288 
6. Tuar 450 
7. Moong 222 
8. Chillies 300 
9. Turmeric 1,500 

I 0. Kulthi 200 
II. G. Nut 1,000 
12. Mash 350 
13. Castor 250 
14. Linseed 240 
I;. Sesamum 200 
16. Tobacco 750 
17. Garlic 5,000 
18. Ginger 750 

(Sd.) X x X 

(True copy) 
for Collector. 

(Sd.) X X x 
· Assi~tant Secretary. 

14th December 1964. 
CI;rue copy) 

(Illegible), 
Section •Officer. 
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RULES FOR REMISSION AND SPSPENSION OF LAND 
REVENUE IN THE TELANGANA AREA · 

. . 
[G. 0. Ms. 2Jr, Revenue, r2th February 1¢4-]"' 

I. In exercise of tlie powers conf~rred by section 172 of 
the Andhra Pradesh (Telangana Area) !:.and Revenue Act, 
1317 (Act VIII of 1317 F.,), the Governor of Andhra Pradesh 
hereby makes the following Rules for Remission and Suspen· 
sion of Land Revenue in . the Telangana Area, in partial 
modification of the orders contained in Revenue Department's 
Notification No. I, dated the 3rd January 1951,. and in 
~upersession of Finance Resolution No. 29, dated the 13th 
November 1316 Fasli and Circular No. 12 of 29-10.1346 F. :-

1. GENERAL 

I. Remissions and suspensions of land revenue fall ·under 
two categories, namely :--' 

(t) seasonal remission ; '( 
. \ 

(i•) suspension and remission of land revenue under 
exceptional circumstances. 

2. (I) These rules provide for concessions which will' , be 
granted as a matter of grace and are liable to be modified 
from time to time by Government. 

(2) The Government shall-also have the right to withdraw 
any concession granted after a year's notice either generally 
or in any particular locality. 

• SEASONAL REMISSIONS 

3. The rules in this Chapter relate to the remission of 
assessment on wet lands consolidated double crop assessment 
in the case of registered double crop wet lands and compound 
double crop lands and of water cess on irrigated dry lands 
(hereinafter called the remission) and shall be applicable to 
seed beds also. 

4. No remission shall be granted for any· wet or bighat 
or irrigated dry land, if it is left fallow except for any one 
or more of the following grounds, namely:-

(a) scarcity of water in the source : 
(b) damage to crop due to plant disease; 



(c) cultivation is impossible, due to excess o£ water <lr 
slush; 

(d) due to ram, it is not possible in the firSt crop season 
for water to reach the cultivation ~ough the channel; 

(e) it is dangerous to open the sluice· under which the 
land is situated for the reason that the water is very deep ; 

(f) any other reason which is beyond the l'Ontrol of the 
ryots such as hail-storms, locust, etc. 

5. The remission shall be granted where, owing to the 
existence of any of the grounds aforesaid the land is left 
waste, the crop is totally lost. 

Provided that such ground has not been occasioned by any 
act or neglect of the person to whom the land belongs, or is 
not due to the neglect on the part of the ryot concerned to 
carry out the customary repairs to the irrigation work, which 
waste, the crop is totally lost: 

6. (I) On registered double crop lands if only one irrigated 
crop is secured only single -crop wet assessment will be 
charged and ¢e remaining assessment remitted subject of 
course of the proviso in rule 5. 

{2) This concession will not apply to compounded double 
crop lands. 

7. The remissioq shall be granted only when the entire 
survey field or the recognised sub-division (pot-number) 
thereof is left waste, or the croe on that entire area has failed 
and not merely some portions thereof. 

8. Constructive total loss.-It will be left to the discretion 
of the Collector to determine with due regard to the 
principles underlying these rules whether in any particular 
case the loss over the field taken as a whole may reasonably 
be rated as total. 

9. Remission when dry crops are cultivated on wei 
lands.-(!) Where dry crop are cultivated due to any one or 
more relevant grounds specified in rule 4 on wet · land, 
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which ·must othwise .have .remained waste, only· dry assess
ment should subject to the provision in rule 5 be collected 
after remitting the remaining assessment. 

Explanation.-" Dry ·assessment " for the purpose of this 
rule means the dry rate corresponding to the particular class 
and sort which the land bears as wet, the entire village 
having been taken into consideration and not any particular 
hamlet thcr5of in which the lands may .situate. 

. (2) This dry assessment will be levied on the entire survey 
field or recognised sub-divisions thereof with respect to which 
remission is granted under this rule irrespective of the extent 
cultivated. 

(3) ·If .only a portion of a survey field or sub-division is 
culuvated with dry crops and another with wet crop the 
concession contemplated .in this rule will apply only if the 
wet crop is totally lost. 

10. Charge for dry crop grown on wet land in certain 
cases.-When a dry crop is grown on single crop wet land for 
scardty ot water in the source but water becomes available in 
the irrigation source during any portion of the year, when 
it can be used for growing a wet crop, the usual wet assess-

. ment shall be levied and no remission need be granted: 

Provided that where the supply is insufficient f,., raising a 
wet crop, (i) only the dry assessment shall be charged if the 
crop is not irrigated ; and (i•) if the dry crop is irrigated, the 
Revenue Divisional Officer may, at his discretion, charge 
-either the full wet assessment on the entire field or the water
rate prescribed for the crop on the extent actually irrigated 
in addition to the dry assessmel\l on the entire field which
ever is less. 

Explanation.-In the case of a wet field cultivated at the 
same time with more than one irrigated dry crop liable to 
different rates of water-cess, the rate of water-cess, prescribed 
for•the crops which covers the largest extent shall be applied 
to the total extent irrigated, , 
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11. Remission on registered double crop wet lands.
( I) The concessions and restrictions specified in rules 9 and 
10 shall also apply to compounded and other registered 
double crop wet lands, but the double crop wet lands must 
be charged dry assessment only if all the crops grown are dry 
and the water received in the irrigation source is not suflicient 
to raise a wet crop and where one or more dry crops are 
irrigated, the assessment chargeable under the proviso (it) to 
rule 10 shall be the appropriate water-cess chargeable for 
each crop on the extent actually irrigated in addition to the 
dry assessment on the entire field, provided however that 
the combined charge does not exceed the following, namely:-

(I) in the case of compounded double crop wet lands
The assessment of the compounded double crop rate ; 

(2) in the case of other registered double crop wet 
lands-

(a) when one crop is irrigated~ngle wet assessment ; 
(b) when two crops are irrigated-The consolidated 

double-crop wet assessment. 

Explanation to rule 10 applies. 

(2) If the water received in the irrigation source is suffi· 
cicnt to raise a wet crop, wet-rate shall be charged as follows 
whether the dry crops grown are irrigated or not:-

(I) in the case of compounded double crop wet lands
Assessment at the compounded double crop rate ; and 

(2) in the case of other registered double crop wet lands
(a) when water is sufficient to raise one wet . crop

Single wet assessment ; 

(b) when water is s..!licient to raise two wet crops
The consolidated double crop wet assessment. 

12. IVater-cess.-The remission of ater-cess may be 
allowed under the above rules on dry land including the 
lands lying in the water spread of Government irrigation 
sources and assessed at special rates and also in respect of 
the second-crop chafge on single crop wet lands. 
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· ,, 13. Water-cess in respect of fodder crops.-(1) No water
cess shall ,be collected on crops grown for fodder ou wet or 
irrigatl!~ dry . land . either immediately before the trans
plantation or Immediately after the harvest of the principal 
wet crop, if the fodder crops are cut off or fed off before Lhey 
ripen seed and are used for the bona fide agriculrural. require
ments of the cultivator himself, the officer competent to 
charge water-cess having been ·satisfied that the crops are not 
grown for sale, should have decided that the concession 
should be granted in each case. 

(2) The concession is liable to be withdrawn if its exercise 
proves to be detrimental to the second-crop revenue on single 
crop wet land or if water is irregularly taken for dry land. 

(3) In the case of irrigation of fodder grown on dry lands 
and of the raising of fodder cholam as a second crop on wet 
land, the condition that the crops are not grown for sale 
shall not be applicable if the irrigation is not irregular, and 
no applications for remission of water-cess shill be required 
if the land is wet or if permission to irrigate any crop in :he 
fasli has been given in the case of dry lands. 

(4) The concession in respect of a fodder crop applies to 
cases where fodder jawar is irrigated as a first crop prior to 
a wet crop on single crop wet lands: 

Provided that-

Green manure crops grown on wet or irrigated dry lands' 
shall be subject to the following concessions, whether they 
are grown for the ryot's own use or for sale:-

(a) When they are raised in addition to other crops, 
they shall be exempt from water-cess ; 

(b) When they are raised on any land as a sole crop 
of the year, the charge shall be, as follows :-

(i) in the case of dry land water-cess shall not be 
charged, but no remission of assessment shall be granted : 
· (ii) .in the case of single crop wet land no assessment 

was sufficient for only one wet crop, the full double crop 
·the difference remitted: . 
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(lii) in the case of registered double-crop wet iands lit 

compounded' double crop lands, if the supply of water 
was sufficient for only one wet crop, the full double crop 
wet assessment or compounded assessment shall be 
remitted ; but if the supply was sufficient for two wet 
crops the single not wet assessment shall be charged and 
the difference remitted: 

Provided further that the remission contemplated in 
clauses (u) and (lii) above shall be granted only on the 
areas actually cultivated . with the green manure crop 
and are not subject to the restrictions laid. down in 
rule 7, and nothing ·in this shall affect in respect of the 
grant of remission on any portions of survey fields or 
registered sub-divisions, not under green manure crops, 
for being governed by rule 7. 

14. Mamul Waste.-(!) No remission will be given in 
respect of • mamul waste', that is to say, any occupied land 
which is not cultivated regularly in a normal year and 
which it may be presumed, would have been kept uncultivat
ed even if the season and water-supply had been normal. 

(2) When a survey field or a recognised sub-division contains 
small portions of mamul wastes, remission may be· granted 
by the Government in respect of the extent of such survey 
field or a recognised sub-division excluding the mamul wastes. 

15. Suspension of the collection of charges which are 
likely to be remitted.-By an order an writing recording the 
reasons upon which it is based, the Tahsildar may suspend 
temporarily the collection of charges which will most probably 
be remitted at Jamabandi under these rules, submitting 
forthwith copies of such order to the Deputy Collector. 

16. Scale of Remissid,n.-lf a wet crop is sown in any wet 
land and the crop is destroyed on account of scarcity of 
water, or pests or any other cause beyond the control of ryots, 
full remission shall be granted, where the yield of paddy 
crop is 150 Kgs. and below ; half remission shall be granted 
where the yield is 300 Kgs. and below but above ISO Kgs., 
and no remission shall be granted where the yield is above 
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300 Kgs. per acre. In the case of other irrigated crops, full 
remission shall be allowed where the yield is Ys th and below, 
and half remission where it is ~th and less, but above. %8th, 
and no remission where it is above ~th of the standard yteld. 

Explmzation.-For the purpose of the above ru~ the 
Collector shall in consultation with the Director of Agri
cultute fix standard yield of the different crops for each 
district in terms of bags of Kg. 

17. Procedure for remission.-(!) Every ryot who wishes to 
claim remission under rule 16 ·must apply to the Ta!ruldar 
or Deputy Tahsildar or an officer not less than the rank of a 
Revenue Inspector of the firka, who has jurisdiction, suffi
ciently early, to allow time for the inspection of the crop. 

(2) Every such application must be presented before a date 
to be specified by notification by the District Collector having 
regard to the harvest time and the local agricultural practices 
and seasonal conditions in respect of each crop (A bi and 
Tabi). 

(3) If two or more applications are made on the same 
paper, each applicant shall specify the fields for which he 
prays for the remission and attach his signatule or mark on 
the application. 

(4) Ryots who omit to apply will do so at their own risk 
and it is open to the Revenue Divisional Officer to refuse 
remission in all cases in which the crop has been cut, remov-
ed or grazed by cattle before inspection: -

Provided that in special cases the Revenue Divisional 
Officer or the Jamabandi Officer may, notwithstanding any
thing contained in sub-rules (I) to (4), at his discretion 
dispense with the . submission of written application and he 
may also for sufficient reasons condone delays in submitting 
such applications and even the absence of application should 
not _or.dinarily b~ treated as, disqu~lification for granting the 
rem1sswn by h1m where Azmotsh' has established the 
exis~e'!ce of conditions required to make the land eligible [or 
renuss1on, 
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(5) Every endeavour should be made by the Collector to 
have field-inspections completed as promptly as possible, by 
r he appropriate officers". 

(6) As soon as an application is received, the Revenue 
lnspe<itor shall, without any delay, inspect the crops in all 
the fields mentioned in the application and submit his report 
to the Tahsil dar or Nail>-Tahsildar concerned. The Tahsiluar 
or the Naib-Tahsildar as the case may be, will inspect a fair 
portion of the affected fields, which should in no case, be 
less than I 0 per cent of such fields in each village. The 
Deputy Collector should also inspect some fields in each 
village by adopting random method. Crop-cutting experi
ments should be arranged to be conducted by the Tahsildar 
wherever possible and compulsorily in any village where the 
area in respect of which applications are made for granting 
remission exceeds 50 acres. . 

(7) Inspection of affected field should invariably be done 
within 30 days from the date of receipt of application. 

(8) The Tahsildar or Nail>-Tahsildar shall submit his 
inspection report and recommendation to the Revenue Did
sional Officer for sanction of remission. When such sanction 
is received it shall be communicated to the village officers 
and final acC'ounts of such lands shall be settled in the 
Jamabandi. 

(9) The orders of the Revenue Divisional Officer should be 
subject to revision by the Jamabandi officer. It shall also be 
open to the Jamabandi officer to consider any cases not 
previously considered hy the Revenue Divisional Officer. 

IS. If a wet land covered by a whole survey or pote· 
number is left fallow for any of the grounds mentioned in 
rule 4. remission of assessment may be granted on an applica
tion by the parties, or on a report of rhe local patwaris an~ 
girdawar and the remission so granted shall be called kant 
eksala. 

19. Suspension or remtss!on of 1Jnd revenue under 
exceptiorwl circumstances.-(!) No remission of ar.y kind 
shall ordinarily be granted for dry land. But in very 
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exceptional circumstances . (i.e.) on the occurrence of either 
wide-spread calamities such as fa~~ne, drought an~ general 
failure of crops, or of local calammes caused by hall-storms, 
floods, locusts and the like, suspension or remission of assess
ment may be allowed according to the following rules. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything in these rules, if owing to 
the operation of causes other than those contemplated in 
these rules, jr should appear to the Collector that special 
measures of relief, whether by way of postponement of kists 
or otherwise are required he must at once submit a detailed 
report to the Board of Revenue in order that the orders of 
Government may be obtained. 

A. WIDESPREAD CALA!vUTIES 

20. Grant of suspension or remission. Revenue Officers to 
take initiative and submit proposals for suspension or 
remission.-In seasons of exceptional drought or famine 
when there has been general failure of crop, the Revenue 
Officers should take the initiative and make arrangements, as 
soon as the unfavourable character of the season has declared 
itself, for a thorough inspection of the crops and for the 
submission, if necessary, of proposals for suspension or remis
sion of revenue on the lines indicated in rules 21 to 26 infra 
for the consideration and orders of the Board of Revenue 
and the Government. These inspections should be compl~ 
ted as far as possible six weeks before the commencement of 
the kist date. 

21. C:irc~tmstances to be considered in deciding whether 
any rel•ef _IS necessary and whether it should take the shape 
of suspensiOn or remissions.-In submitting proposals for the 
grant, of relief and as to the form it should take, Collector 
should he guided by the following considerations, namely:-

(a) The .outturn for the year of the dry crops, both early 
and late, m the tract reported on ; 

(b) The crop history of the tract during the two 
prev1ous years ; 
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(c) The abundance or paucity of its trngation sources 
including wells, the irrigarion results of the year, and the 
quesrion whether the dry culrivation is the main or a sub
ordinate feature of the tract ; 

(d) The prices of produce prevailing in the year and the 
probability of prices ruling high in the next season also ; 
and 

(e) Any special local circumstances which may indicate 
the need or the absence of need for relief_ 

22. Suspension of re-venue.-( I) Any suspension of the 
collecrion of revenue must relate to a definite kist and must 
be sancrioned by the Board of Revenue ordinarily for a spe
cified period which cannot, without sanction of Government, 
extend beyond the current Fasli. 

(2) If the sanction of the Board cannot be obtained before 
the date on which the collection of a kist should commence, 
the Collector may, by a formal order, postpone the c-ollecrion 
of the kist rill a date which should be within the Fasli, and 
the acrion reported to the Board. 

(3) As soon as an order, whether of the Collector or of the 
Board, direcring the postponement of the collection of a kist 
bas been made, it shall be promptly published for the infor
mation of the ryots of the villages or tractS concerned by beat 
of drum and other means. 

(4} If the period for which the collection of any kist has 
been postponed expires before definite orders as to the collec
tion or remission of the kist have been received, the Collector 
should extend the period of suspension within th~ Fasli, 
immediately reporting his acrion to the Board. 

(5) In all cases in which postponements of kists extend 
beyond the financial year in which the ·kists are due, the 
Board should forward copies of its own order or that of the 
Collector, as the case may be, immediately to the Govern
ment in the Revenue and Fmance Departments with infor
mation as to the financial effect of such postponement ?n the 
revised estimate for the financial year in which the ktst are 
due, as well as the budget estimate for the financial year to 
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which kists are postponed. Collectors should therefore in
variably report to the Board the financial effect of their pro
posals when ever they recommended or sanction such post
ponements or suspensions of kists. 

(6) Suspension 'of revenue beyond the Fasli and remtsswn 
of revenue can be sanctioned only by Government. lf, there
fore, in exceptional circumstances, the Collector considers 
that suspension beyond the Fasli or remission of any kist, 
which has been suspended under this paragraph is absolutely 
necessary, he shall submit his recommendation to the Board 
sufficiently early so as to enable the Board and the Govem
ment to bestow their attention and pass orders before the 
•auctioned period of suspension has expired or before the end 
of Fasli. 

23. Remission of reve(!ue on wet /ands.-(1) When the 
crop on wet lands is lost totally on account· of any calamity 
remission may be granted as per the scale provided in rule 16 
for seasonal reiiission. 

(2) When the crop on wet lands is partially lost remission 
may, if sanctioned by Government, be granted with reference 
to the average loss in the whole tract in which such remis
sion is granted. Where the calamity is so grave and of such 
magnitude as to warrant grant of remission on a scale higher 
than that provided for under rule I 6, the Collector should 
submit proposals stating the extent of the land affected and 
the nature of remission to be granted. 

(3) Mamul waste.-The Di~trict Collector, when s'lbmitting 
proposals for granting remission under sub-rules (I) and (1). 
may include wet mamul waste in the tract for which relief 
is proposed, provided that the land could not in MlY case 
have been cultivated owing to want of water: 

Provided that his reasons for thinking that the holders of 
such land require special relief shall be fully explained. 

Explanation 1.-Mamul waste means the occupied land 
which is not cultivated regularly in a normal year and which, 
II may be presumed, would have been kept uncultivated even 
it the season and water supply had been normal. 
A-10-36. 
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Explanation II.-When a survey field or a recognised sub
division contains small portions of mamul waste, the remis
sion that may be granted by the Government from time to 
time, be made applicable to the extents of such sun•ey field 
or a recognised sub-division excluding the. mamul wastes. 

(4) Where it is impossible to determine a uniform rate for 
any given tract, as in cases where the loss, though consiJe
rable, is confined to limited areas, such as the ayacut of a 
small tank, the District Collector may recommended for 
special sanction, in lieu of an all round percentage remission. 
the grant of remission on those portions of recognised fields 
on which the crop has been totally lost: 

Provided that each such portion shall be not less than one 
acre in extent and there are circumstances that the jama
handi officer will be in a position to satisfy himself in each 
case that the fields in respect of which remission is applied 
for have been properly inspected and the loss thereon duly 
verified. 

24. Remission of re-.;enue on dry lands.-(!) For loss of crop 
in dry lands, including those lying in the water-spread of 
Government irrigation sources and assessed at special rates, 
remission or suspension may be granted by Government at 
uniform rates calculated not with reference to individual 
losses but with reference to the average loss in the whole tract 
to which the relief is eligible. 

(2) The seale of remis.sion for dry crops shall he as 
follows:-

(i) When the yield of crop is 4 annas 
in a rupee and less ... Full remtsston. 

(i•) When the yield of crop is above 4 
annas but not more than 6 annas ... Half remission. 

Explanation.-In estimating the average outturn of an 
affected tract, the District Collector should exclude the crop 
on all protected bunds (i.e.) lands irrigated hy wells, doruvus, 
etc., all lands occupied by permanent topes but include the 
crop on other fields which haveJieldcd fairly as well as _land 
which has been left uncultivate owing to failure of ram. 

25. Relief on land left waste.-For occupied dry lands 
within the tract, the same rate of relief will be given as for 
land on which the crop has failed. 
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26. Lands cultivated without permission.-(!) Any conceS'
sion allowed to ordinary ryotwari lands may be allowed to 
lands cultivated without permission if the Collector is satis
fied that the cultivation is otherwise unobjectionable. 

(2) Such concession may also be granted in the case of 
minor inam lands in special cases for which f).Ill reasons 
must be given by the Collector. 

27. Methods of collecting suspended revenue.-(!) The 
revenue suspended should be collected only after one fair 
harvest subsequent to the failure, has been reaped. 

(2) Collectors should, about two months before the com
mencement of the kist bandi of the year following that in 
which revenue was suspended, submit for the consideration 
and orders of the Board of Revenue and Government, a 
report as to how the early crops of that year have fared, and 
whether the whole of the suspended revenue, and if not what 
portion thereof, can be collected with the current kist. Simi
lar reports as to the portion of the suspended revenue to be 
collected with subsequent kists should be · submitted in 
succeeding years until the whole of the suspended revenue is 
either realised or written off. · · · 

28. Circumstances justifying remission of suspendl'd kist.
(!) Revenue which has been under suspension for three years 
~hould ordinarily, and as a matter of course, be remitted 
and should f~r that purpose, be included in the quarterly 
statement of rrrecoverabfe arrears. ' · . 

(2) In the case of fully assessed tracts with a fairly -:on· 
stant outturn the amount of revenue under suspensio11 at any 
given time should not, as ;t rule, exceed the revenue demand 
of an ordinary year. When the amount suspended exceeds 
this limit, remission of the excess may ordinarily be recom

. mended in the manner indicated above. 

B. LoCAL CALAMITIEs 

29. Rules in regard to the relief to be granted.-The rules 
in regard to the relief to be granted on occasions of wide
spread calamity will also apply, generally, to the relief of 
A-10-37-A. 
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distress caused by local calamities subject to the following 
modifications : 

(•) such relief, instead of being given on the same scale 
throughout the tract affected, should as a rule, be based on 
a field-to-field inspection directed to the determination · of 
the aetua/ damage suffered by each individual ; 

(i•) the degree of relief to be granted will be determined 
by Government with reference to the circumstances of each 
particular case ; 

(iit) in deciding whether relief is necessary or not regard 
should be had not merely to the field affected but to the 
entire holding of the landlord or ryot to whom the field 
belongs and by whom relief is applied for. 

MisCELLANEOUS 

30. Refunds.-In all cases, where remission is granted. 
amounts already paid may be adjusted towards the next 
instalment of the kist. 

3 I. Cesses.-Suspension and remissions of land revenue 
will not ordinarily carry with them, suspension and remis
sion of cesses. Collector should bear this in mind when 
recommending proposals for remission and suspension. But 
when an assessment of land revenue of any village is entirely 
suspended or remitted, the demand on account of cesses 
should temporarily be suspended and realised with the next, 
instalment of land revenue that is actually collected in order 
to save the individual revenue payers from being harassed 
by pretty demands in time_ of distress. 

II. The Governor of Andhra Pradesh hereby makes the 
following Rules for Remission. and SuspensiOn of Land 
Revenue in the Andhra Area :-

I. GENERAL 

I. Remissions and suspensions of land revenue fall under 
two categories, namely,- , 

(i) Seasonal remission ; 
(i•) Suspension and remission of land revenue under 

exceptional circumstances. 
~-IG--37-B. 

\ 
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2. (I) These rules provide for concessions which will be 
granted as a rna tter of grace and are liable to be modified 
from time to time by ~vernment. 

(2) The Government shall also have the right to withdraw 
any concession granted after a year's notice either generally 
or in any particular locality. 

SEASONAL REMissioNs' 

3. The rules in this chapter relate to the rcrruss1on of 
assessment on wet lands consolidated double crop assessment 
in the case of registered double crop wet lands and com
pound double crop lands and of water cess on irrigated dry 
land (hereinafter called the remission) and shall be applica
ble to seed beds also. 

4. No remission shall be granted for any wet 01· bighat 
or irrigated dry land, if it is left fallow except for any one 
or more of the following grounds, namely.- · 

(a) scarcity of water in the source ; 

(b) damage to crop due to plant diseases; 

(c) cultivation is impossible, due to excess of water or 
slush ; 

(d) due to rain, it is n.ot possible in the first crop season 
· for water to reach the cultivation through the channel ; 

(e) it is dangerous to open the sluice under which the 
land is situated for the reason that the water is very deep; 

(f) any other reason which is beyond the control of the 
ryots such as, hail-storms, locust, etc. 

5. The remission shall be granted where, owing to the 
existence of any of the grounds aforesaid the land is left 
waste, or the crop is totally lost : 

· Provided that such ground has not been occasioned by 
an~ act or neglect of the person to whom the land belongs, 
or IS not due to the neglect on the part of the .ryot concern
ed to carry out the customary repairs to the irrigation work, 
which forms the source of suoolv. 
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6. (I) On registered double crop lands if only one irrigat· 
ed crop is secured only single crop wet assessment will be 
charged and the remaining assessment remitted subject of 
course to the proviso in rule 5. 

(2) This concession will not apply to compounded double 
crop lands. 

7. The remission shall be granted only when the entire 
sirrvey field or the recognised sub-division thereof is left 
waste, or the crop on that entire area, has failed and not 
merely some portions thereof. 

8. Constructive total loss.-It will be left to the discretion 
of the Collector to determine with due regard to the prin· 
ciples underlying these rules whether in any particular case 
the loss over the field taken as a whole may reasonably be 
rated as total. 

9. Remission when dry crops are cultivated on wet lands.
(!) \Vhere dry crops are cultivated due to any one or more 
relevant grounds SJ?Ccified in rule 4 on wet land, which must 
othenvise have remained waste, only dry assessment should 
subject to the provision in rule 5 be collected after remitting 
the remaining assessment. 

Explanation.-" dry assessment " for the purpose of this 
rule means the dry rate corresponding to the particular class 
and sort which the land bears as wet, the entire village hav
ing been raken imo consideration and not any particular 
hamlet thereof in which the lands may situate. 

(2) This dry assessment will be levied on the entire survey 
field or recognised sub-divisions thereof with respect to which 
remission is gramed under this rule respective of the extent 
cultivated. 
, (3) If only a portion of a survey field or sub-division is cui· 
tivated with dry crops and ;mother with wet crop the conces
sion contemplated in this rule will apply only if the wet crop 
is totally lost. 

10. Charge for . dry crop grown on wet land in certain 
cases.-When a dry crop is grown on single crop wet land for 
scarcity of water in the source but water becomes available 
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in the irrigation source during any portion of the year, when 
it can be used for growing a wet crop, the usual wet assess
ment shall be levied and no remission need be granted : 

Provided that where the supply is insufficient for raising a 
wet crop (i) only the dry assessment shall be charged if the 
crop is not irrigated ; and (ii) if the dry crop is irrigated, the 
Revenue Divisional Officer may, at his discretion, charge 
either the full wet assessment on the entire field or the water
rate prescribed for the crop on the extent actually irrigated 
in addition to the dry assessment on the entire field which-
ever is less. , · 

Explanation.-In the case of a wet field cultivated at the 
same time with more than one irrigated dry crop liable to 
different rates of water-cess, the rate of water-cess, prescribed 
for the crops which covers the largest extent shall be applied 
to the total extent irrigated. . . . 

II. Remission on registered double crop wet lands.-(!) 
The concessions and restrictions specified in rules 9 and I 0 
shall also apply to compounded and other registered double 
crop wet lands, but the double crop wet lands must be charg
ed dry assessment only if all the crops grown are dry and the 
water received in the irrigation source is not sufficient to 
raise a wet crop and where one or more dry crops are irrigat
ed, the assessment chargeable under the proviso (ii) to rule 10 
shall be the appropriate water-cess chargeable for each crop 
on the extent actually irrigated in addition to the dry assess
ment on the entire field, provided however that the com
bined charge does not exceed the following, namely,-

(!) in the case of compounded double crop The assessment. of the 
wet lands. compounded · double 

(2) in the case of other registered double 
crop wet lands-

(a) when one crop is irrigated 
(b) when two crops ure irrig.1ted 

Explanation to rule 10 applies . 

crop rote. 

Single wet assessment. 
The consolidated double 

crop wet assessment, 

. (2) If t~e water received in the irrigation source is sulli· 
Cient to raise a wet crop, wet-rate shall be charged as follows 
whether the dry crops grown are irrigated or not :-

(I) in the case of compounded double crop Assessment at the compoU.n-
landa ; and ded double crop rate • . 
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(2) in the case of other registered double 
crop wet lmds -

(a} when water is sufficient to raise one Single wet assessment. 
wet crop. 

(b) when water is sufficient to raise two The consolidated double 
wet crops. crop wet assessment, 

12. IV et lands under precarious sources.-In the case of 
wet lands under precarious sources of irrigation in the dis
tricts of Kurnool, Cuddapah, Anantapur and in the Madana
palli and Vayalpad taluks of the Chittoor district, all inquiry 
into the supply received in the sources in question will be 
dispensed with and the ryots allowed free option in all years 
of growing wet or dry crops, or none at all. Charge shall 
be made according to the crops acrually ·raised, the appro
priate wet or dry assessment for wet or unirrigated dry crops 
and for irrigated dry crops the appropriate dry assessment 
and water-cess. The unit for such charge shall be the entire 
survey field or a recognised sub-division thereof except in the 
case of water-cess which will be charged only on the acrual 
area irrigated. The Revenue Divisional Officer (subject to 
the appeal to the Collector) may withdraw the concession of 
remission under this rule temporarily from any particular 
source, when he is satisfied that a considerable portion of the 
wet ayacut has been intentionally allowed to lie waste in 
order that sugarcane, betel or other highly remunerative 
crops may be grown on the remainder. For purpose of these 
concessions, all sources of irrigation affording a supply for 
three months and above but less than five months and all 
minor sources affording supply for less than three months, 
except river and spring channels tanks which are river fed 
or connected with irrigation project, and tanks having. a 
capacity of five months, shall be deemed to be precarious 
sources of irrigation. 

13. Water-cess.-The remission of water-cess may be 
allowed under the above rules on dry land including the 
lands lying in the water-spread of Government irrigation 
sources and assessed at special rates and also in respect of 
the second-crop charge on single crop wet lands. 

14. Water-cess in respect of fodder crops.-(1) No watcr
.ce;;s shall be collected on crops grown for fodder on wet or 
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irrigated dry land either immediately before the transplanta
tion or immediately after the harvest of the principal wet 
crop, if the fodder crops are cut off or fed off before they 
ripen seed and are used for the bona fide agricultural require
ments of the cultivator himself, the officer competent to 
charge water-cess having been satisfied that the crops are not 
grown for sale, should have decided that the concession 
should be granted in each case. 

(2) The concession is liable to be withdrawn if its exercise 
proves to be detrimental to the second-crop revenue on single 
crop wet land or if water is irregularly taken for dry land. 

(3) In the case of irrigation of fodder grown on dry lands 
and of the raising of fodder cholam as a second.tcrop on wet 
land, the condition that the crops are not grown for sale 
shall not be applicable if the irrigation is not irregular, and 
no application for remission of water-cess shall be required 
if the land is wet or if permission to irrigate any crop in the 
fasli has been given in the case of dry lands. · 

(4) The concession in respect of a fodder crop applies to 
cases where fo~der jawar is· irrigated as a first crop prior to 
a wet crop on smgle crop wet lands: 

Provided that-

Green manure crops grown on wet or irrigated dry lands 
shall be subject to the following concessions, whether they 
are grown for the ryot"s own use or for sale:-

(a) When they are raised in addition to other crops, they 
shall be exempt from water-cess ; . 

(b) When they are raised on any land as a sole crop of 
the year, the charge shall be as follows:-

(t) in the case of dry land water-cess shall not be 
charged, but no remission of assessment shall be granted; 

(ii) in the case of single-crop wet land no assessment 
~hall be charged whether there was a possibility of rais
mg anothe_r crop or not ; 
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(iii) in .the case of registered double-crop wet lands or 

compounded double-crop lands, if the supply of water 
was sufficient for only one wet crop, the full double-crop 
wet assessment or compounded assessment shall be remit
ted; but if the supply was sufficient for two wet crops 
the single wet assessment shall be charged and the 
difference remitted : 

Provided further that the remission contemplated in 
clauses (Li) and (ill) above shall be granted only on die 
areas actually cultivated with the green manure crop and 
are not subject to the restrictions laid down in rule 7, 
and nothing in this shall affect in respect of the grant of 
remission on any portions of survey fields or registered 
sub-divisions, not under green manure crops, for being 
governed by rule 7. 

15. Mamul waste.-(!) No remission will he given in res
pect of 'mamul waste', that is to say any occupied land 
which is not cultivated regularly in a normal year and which 
it may be presumed, would have been kept uncultivated even 
if the season and water-supply had been normal. 

(2) When a survey field or a recognised sub-division con
tains small portions of mamul wastes, remission may be 
granted by the Government in respect of the extent of such 
survey field or a recognised sub-division excluding the rnamul 
wastes. 

16. Suspension of the collection of charges which are 
likely to be remitted.-By an order in writing recording the 
reasons upon which it is based, the Tahsildar may suspend 
temporarily the collection of charges which will most proba
bly be remitted under these rules, submitting forthwith 
copies of such _order to the Revenue Divisional Officer. 

17. Scale of remissions.-If a wet crop is sown in any wet 
land and the crop is destroyed on account of scarcity of water, 
or pests Or any other cause beyond the control of ryots, fu!l 
remission shall be granted, where the yield of paddy crop IS 

150 Kgs. and below; half remission shall be granted where 
the yield is 300 Kgs. and below but above 150 Kgs., and no 
remission shall be granted where the yield is above 300 Kgs. 
per acre. In the case of other irrigated crops. full remission 
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shall be ~owed where the yield is ijSth and below, and half 
remission where it is 1J4th and less, but above 1/Sth, and no 
remission where it is above !4th and less, but above Ysth, 
and no remission where it is above !4th of the standard yield. 

Explanation.-For the purpose of the above rule, the 
Collector shall in consultation with the Director of Agricul
ture fix standard yield of the different crops for each district 
in terms of bags of Kg. 

18. Procedure for remission.-(!) Every ryot who wishes 
to claim remission under rule 17 must apply to the Tahsildar 
or Deputy Tahsildar or an officer not less than the rank of a 
Revenue Inspector of the firka, who has jurisdiction, "suffi
ciently early, to allow time for the inspection of the crop. 

(2) Every such application must be presented before a date 
to be specified by notification by the District Collector hav
ing regard to the harvest time and the local agricultural 
practices and seasonal conditions in respect of each crop (first 
crop and second crop).-

(3)_ If two or more a,pplications are made on the same paper, 
each applicant shall specify the fields for which he prays for 
the remission and attach his signature or mark on the 
application. 

(4) Ryots who omit to apply will do so at their own risk 
and it is open to the Revenue Divisional Officer to refuse 
remission in all cases in which the crop has been cut, remov
ed or grazed by cattle before inspection: 

Provided that in special cases .the Revenu·e Divisional 
Officer or the Jamabandi Officer may, notwithstanding any
thing contained in sub-rules (I) to (4), at his discretion dis
pense with the submission of written application and he may 
also for sufficient reasons condone delays in submitting such 
applications and ~ven the absence of application should not 
ordinarily be treated as disqualification for granting t!te 
re.mission by him where 'Azmoish' has established the exis
tence of conditions . required to make the land eligible for 
remission. 



(5) Every endeavour should be ri:tade by the Collector to 
have field-inspections completed as promptly as possible, by 
the appropriate officers. 

(6) As soon as an application is received, the Revenue 
Inspector shall, without any delay, inspect the crops in all 
the fields mentioned in the application and submit his report 
to the Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar concem~d. The 
Tahsildar or the Deputy Tahsildar as the case may be, will 
inspect a fair portion of the affected fields, which should in 
no case be less than 10 per cent of such fields in each 
village. The Deputy Collector should also inspect some 
fields in each village by adopting random method. Crop
enning experiments shoul!f be arranged to be conducted by 
the Tahsildar wherever possible and .compulsorily in any 
village where the area in respect of which applications are 
made for granting remission exceeds 50 acres. 

(i) Inspection of affected field should invariably be done 
within 30 days from the date of receipt of application. 

(8) The Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar shall submit his 
inspection report and recommendation to the Revenue Divi
sional Officer for sanction of remission. When such sanction 
is received it shall be communicated to the village officers 
and final accounts of such lands shall be settled in the 
Jamabandi. 

(9) The orders of the Revenue Divisional Officer should be 
subject to revision by the jamahandi officer. It shall also 
be open to the jamabandi officer to consider any cases not 
previously considered by the Revenue Divisional Officer. 

19. If a wet land covered by a whole survey or sub
division number is left fallow for any of the grounds men
tioned in rule 4, remission of assessment may be granted on 
an application by the parries, or on a report of the local 
-.illage officers and Revenue Inspector. 

20. Suspension or remission of land revet1ue under 
exceptional circumstances.-(1) No remission of any kind shall 
ordinarily be granted for dry land .. But in very exceptional 
circumstances (i.e.,) on the occurrence of either wide-spread 
calamities such as "famine, drought and general failure of 



crops, or of local calamities caused by hail-storms, floods, 
locusts and_ the like, suspension or remission of assessment 
may be allowed according to the following rules. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything in these rules, if owing to 
the operation of causes other than those contemplated in these 
rules, it should appear to the Collector that special measures 
of relief, whether by way of postponement of kists or other
wise are required he must at once submit a detailed report 
to the Board of Revenue in order that the orders of Govern
ment may be obtained. 

A. WIDE-SPREAD CAl.A.mTIEs 

21. Grant of suspension or remission. Revenue Officets 
to take initiative and submit proposals for suspension or 
remission.-In seasons of exceptional drought or famine 
when there has been general failure of crop, the Revenue 
Officers should take the initiative and make anangements, 
as soon as the nnfavourable character of the season has 
declared itself, for a thorough inspection of the crops and 
for the submission, if necessary, of proposals for suspension 
or remission of revenue on the lines indicated in rules 22 to 
27 infra for the consideration and orders of the Board of 
Revenue and the Government .. These inspections should be 
completed as far as possible six weeks before the commence-
ment of the kist date. · · 

22. Circumstances to be considered in deciding whether 
any relief is necessary and whether it slzou}d take the shape 
of suspension or remissions.-In submitting proposals for the 
grant of relief and as to the form it should take, Collector 
should be guided by the following considerations, namely:-

(a) The outturn for the year of the dry crops, hoth early 
and late, in the tract reported on ; 

(b) the crop history of the tract during the two previous 
years; 

. {a) t~e outturn for the year of the dry crops, bcrth early 
mclu?mg wells, the irrigation results of the year, and the 
qucst~m whether the dry cultivation is the main or a 
subordinate feature of the tract ; 
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(d) the prices of produce prevailing in the year and the 
probability of price ruling high in the next season also ; 
and 

(e) any special local circumstances which may indicate 
the need or the absence of need for relief. 

23. Suspension of revenue.-(1) Any suspension of the 
collection of revenue must relate to a definite kist and must 
be sanctioned by the Board of Revenue ordinarily for a 
specified period which cannot, without sanction of Govern
ment, extend beyond the current fasli. 

(2) If the sanction of the Board cannot be obtained before 
the date on which the collection of a kist should commence, 
the Collector may, by a formal order, postpone the collection 
of the kist till a date which should be within the Fasli, and 
the action reported to the Board. 

(3) As soon as an order, whether of the Collector or of 
the Board, directing the postponement of the collection of a 
kist has been made, it shall be promptly published for the 
information of the ryots of the villages or tracts concerned 
hy beat of drum and other means. 

(4) If the period for which the collection of any kist has 
been postponed expires before definite orders as to the collec
tion or remission of the kist have been received, the 
Collector should extend the period of suspension within the 
F asli, immediately reporting his action to the Board. 

(5) In all cases in which postponements of kist• extend 
beyond the financial year in which the kists are due, the 
Board should forward copies of its own order or that of the 
Collector, as the case may be,· immediately to the Govern
ment in the Revenue and Finance Departments with informa
tion as to the financial effect of such postponement on the 
revised estimate for the financial year in which the kists are 
due, as well as the budget estimate for the financial year to 
which kists are postponed. Collectors should therefo~e 
invariably report to the Board the financial effect of theu 
proposals whenever they recommend or sauctiop such 
postponements or suspensions of kists. 
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(/5) Suspension of revenue beyond the Fasli and remission 
of revenue can be sanctioned onl}'- by Government. If, 
therefore, in exceptional circumstances, the Collector consi
rlers that suspension beyond the fasli or remission of any kist, 
which has been suspended under th/s paragraph is absolutely 
necessary, he shall submit his recommendation to the Board 
sufficiently early so as to enable the Board and the Govern
ment to bestow their attention and pass orders before the 
sanctioned period of suspension has expired or before the 
end of F asli. 

24. Remission of revenue on wet lands.-(1) When the 
crop on wet lands is lost totally on account of any calamity 
remission may be granted as per the scale provided in rule I i 
for seasonal remission. 

(2) When the crop on wet lands is partially lost remission. 
may, if sanctioned by Government, be granted with reference 
to the average loss in the whole tract in which such remission 
is granted. Where the calamity is so grave and of such 
magnitude as to warrant grant of remission on a sc~le higher 
than that provided for under rule 17, the Collector should 
submit proposals stating the extent of the land affected and 
the n.aturc of remission. to be granted. 

(3) Mamul waste.-The District Collector, when submitting 
propo~als for granting remission under sub-rules (I) and (2), 
may mclude wet mamul waste in the tract for which relief 
is proposed, provided that the land could not in any case 
have been cultivated owing to want of water: 

Provided that his reasons for thinking that the holders of 
such land require special relief shall be fully explained. 
~xpl?nation 1.:-Mamul waste means the occupied land 

~vh1ch IS not cultivated regularly in a normal year and which, 
It may be presumed, would have been kept uncultivated even 
if the season and water supply h:_~d been normal. 

Exfl?'!'ltion II.-:-When a survey field or a recognised 
sub-dtvtston contams small portions of mamul waste the 
r;missio~ that may be granted by the Government 'from 
tlme to tlme, be made applicable to the extents of such survey 
field or a recognised sub-division excluding the mamul wastes. 
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(+) Where it is impo-<sible to. determine a uniform rate for 
any given traer, as in cases where the loss, though consider
able, is confined !o _limited areas, such as the ayacut of a 
small_ tan~. t~e Dtstnct Collector may recommend for special 
sancnon, m heu ~f an allround percentage remission, the 
grant of remission on those portions of recognised fields on 
which the crop has been totally lost: 

Provided that each such portion shall be not less than 
one acre in extent and there are circumstances that the 
jamabandi officer will be in a position to satisfy himself in 
each case that the fields in respect of which remission is 
applied for ha.-e been properly inspected and the loss thereon 
duly verified. 

25. Remission of rewmue on dry lmids.-(1) For loss of 
crop in dry lands, including those lying in the water-spread 
of Government irrigation l'llurccs and assessed at special 
rates, remission or suspension may be granted by Govern
ment at uniform rates calculated not with reference to 
indi~idual losses but with reference to the average loss in 
the whole tract to which the relief is eligible. 

(2) The scale of remission for dry crops . shall be as 
fol'ows:-

(,1 '\\nen the yh.Jd of crop is 4 annas in a Full remission. 
rupee and!,... 

(i,) "1lcn the yield of crop is <Lbovc 4 H ilf remission. 
annas but not more than 6 annas. 

Expla=tion.-ln estimating the average outrum of an 
affected tract, the District Collector should exclude the crop 
on all protected bunds (i.e.) lands irrigated by wells, doruvus, 
etc., afl lands occupied by permanent topes hut include the 
crop on other fields which have yielded ~airly as _well as 
land which has been left uncultivated owmg to fatlure of 
rain. 

26. Relief on land lrft waste.-For occupied dry lands 
within the tract, the same rate of relief will be given as for 
land on which the crop has failed.. 
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27. 'Lands cultivated without permission.-( I) Any con
cession allowed to ordinary ryotwari lands may be allowed 
to lands cultivated without permission if the Collector is 
satisfied that the cultivation is otherwise unobjectionable. 

(2) Such concession may also be granted in the case of 
minor inam lands in special cases for which full reasons 
must be given by the Collector. 

28. Method of collecting suspended revenue.- (I) The 
revenue suspended should be collected only after one fair 
harvest subsequent to the failure, has been reaped. 

(2) Collectors should, about two months before the com
mencement of the kist bandi of the year following that in 
which revenue was suspended, submit for the consideration 
and orders of the Board of Revenue and Government, a 
report as to how the early crops of that year have fared, and 
whether the whole of the suspended revenue, aud' if not 
what portion thereof, can be collected with the current kist. 
Similar reports as to the portion of the suspended revenue 
to be collected with subsequent kists should be submitted in 
succeeding years until the whole of the suspended revenue 
is either realised or written off. 

29. Circumstances justifying remission of suspended 
kist.-(!) Revenue which has been under suspension for three 
years should ordinarily, and as a matter of course, be 
remitted and should for that purpose, be included in the 
quarterly statement of irrecoverable arrears. 

(2) In the case of fully assessed tracts with a fairly constant 
outtum, the amount of revenue under suspension at any 
given time should not, as a rule,,exceed the revenue demand 
of an ordinary year. When the amount suspended exceeds 
this limit, remission of the excess may ordinarily be recom-
mended in the manner indicated above. . 

B. LocAL CALAMITIEs 

. 30. Rules in regard to the relief to be granted.-The rules 
m regard to .the r~lief to be ·granted on occasions of. wide
spread calamity w11l also apply, gen~rally, to the relief of 
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distress caused by local calamities. subject to the following 
modifications:-

(•) such relief, instead of being given on the same scale 
throughout the tract affected, should as a rule, be based on 
a field-to-field inspection directed to the determination of 
the acrual damage suffered by each individual ; 

(ir) the degree of relief to be granted will be determined 
by Government with reference to the circumstances of each 
particular case ; · 

(iir) in deciding whether relief is necessary or not regard 
should be had not merely to the field affected but to the 
entire holding of the landlord or ryot to whom the field 
belongs and by whom relief is applied for. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Refunds 

31. Refunds.-In all cases, where remtsston is granted, 
amounts already paid may be adjusted towards the next 
instalment of the kist. 

32. Cesses.-Suspensions and remtsstons of land revenue 
"ill not ordinarily carry with them, suspension and remission 
of cesses. Collector should bear this in mind when recom
mending proposals for remission and suspension. But when 
an assessment of land revenue of any village is entirely 
suspended or remitted, the demand on account of cesses 
should temporarily be suspended and realised with the next 
instalment of land reven'ue that is actually collected in order 
to save the individual revenue payers from being harassed by 
petty demands in tii:ne of distress. 

C. SEsllAGIRl RJ.o, 

Secretary to Governmerrt. 

GPN-A-IQ-USR.&FDB-9-66--551-PA 5•. 
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' ' n h \. · · H 1 .. . es .nran-; , ! . • a.Jestlc ote , 
Grour:~ Floor, Opp. R.l!gr.l Cinema, 
Museum - • BOMBA Y-1 
(S~Ie on Counter only) 

THE MANAGER 
Government }'ilotozinco Prcs.s 
nnd Book Depot - - - - POONA-1 

THE M.'\Nl GER 
Government Press and Book Depot 
Civil Lines - - - - - NAGPUR -1 

T; IE AS ISTANT DIR ECTOR 
Gv ,·t ·~a t !ouery Swt~s ::tn~ Eook Depot 

A R .\ 1 GAEAD 

THE HIG:-f COMMI.>SIONER FOR IfHJIA 
. h J :a Hou e 

. ' . h h. 1 \\rF - - LO, ilJON, W C-2 


